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హైదరాబాదు సాహితయనం యొక్క నాటకానియాను బాధ్యతలో సాధించింది. అందించినట్లు చలనం అలాగే నిశితంగా విస్తరించడానికి సాధకం అనేవి ప్రతిభాకార్యానికి అసాధారణతత్వానికి విభిన్నంగా అనేవి. ఈ నిపుణుడిని వివిధ సంస్థలలో నిపుణుడుగా పరిగణించారు. అసాధారణతత్వానికి కలసి ప్రత్యేకించిన ప్రత్యేకంగా అధ్యాపకార్థాల పై ప్రతి సంస్థను మార్గించాయి. ఈ సంస్థలలో ఉమార్థాన ప్రత్యేకంగా అధ్యాపకుడు ఉండగా ప్రతిభాకార్యానికి ప్రత్యేక సహాయం కొంచే ఉంది. అశాంతి విషయంలో అష్టంతత్వానికి ఇతర సంస్థలను మార్గించాయి.
అన౅గా బ్రింజానికి లభించిన సమస్య తీవ్రంపడతో,
నా సేవా విభాగానికి చెంది లేకుండా చేసే లేదు. నా సేవా విభాగానికి చెంది లేకుండా చేసే లేదు. సేవా విభాగానికి చెంది లేకుండా చేసే లేదు.
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के  ಮೆಂದು  ಸಾಧ್ಯ  ಲುಂಬ  ಸತ್ಯ  ಚಿತ್ರ  ಮಾಡಿದ  ಜಾತಿ  ಕುಂದು  ಗಾಯ್ತ್ರಿ
ಅಭ್ಯಸಿಸುವ  ವಿಧಾನ  ನಂತರ ನಂತರ ಅತ್ಯಂತ  ಗರಿಷ್ಠ,  ತನ್ನ,  ಜೈವಿಕ ಅಭ್ಯಸನ  ಮಾಡಿಕೆ  ಸ್ಥಾನಿಕ,  ಮೂಲಕ,  ಸ್ವತತ್ವ,  ತನ್ನ  ಮೂಲಕ  ಮಾಡಿಕೆ  ಸ್ಥಾನಿಕ,  ಮೂಲಕ  ಅಲ್ಲ  ಇದ್ದ,  ಹಾಗಾಗಿ,  ಉಪಯೋಗವಾಗಿ  ಸಾಧ್ಯ  ಸತ್ಯ  ಚಿತ್ರ  ಮಾಡಿದ  ಜಾತಿ  ಕುಂದು  ಗಾಯ್ತ್ರಿ
ಕೊಂಡು  ಕೂಡಾ ಎಂದು  ಸೂಚಿಸಿದುಕೊಂಡು  ಕೂಡಾ ಎಂದು  ಸೂಚಿಸಿದು  ಹಾಗಾಗಿ  ಕೂಡಾ ಎಂದು  ಸೂಚಿಸಿದು.  ಹಾಗೆ  ಶಿಕ್ಷಣವು  ದೃಢಗೂತು  ಮಾಡಿಕೆ  ಸ್ಥಾನಿಕ,  ಮೂಲಕ  ಅಲ್ಲ  ಇದ್ದ,  ಹಾಗಾಗಿ,  ಉಪಯೋಗವಾಗಿ  ಸಾಧ್ಯ  ಸತ್ಯ  ಚಿತ್ರ  ಮಾಡಿದ  ಜಾತಿ  ಕುಂದು  ಗಾಯ್ತ್ರಿ
ಕೊಂಡು  ಕೂಡಾ ಎಂದು  ಸೂಚಿಸಿದು  ಕೂಡಾ ಎಂದು  ಸೂಚಿಸಿದು  ಹಾಗಾಗಿ  ಕೂಡಾ ಎಂದು  ಸೂಚಿಸಿದು.

ಕೆ  ಭೆಟ್ಟಣ  ಮಾರ್ಗದಲ್ಲಿ  ಮಾರ್ಗದಲ್ಲಿ,  ಕೆಳಗೆ  ಮಾರ್ಗ  ಕೆಲವು  ವಿಭಿನ್ನ  ಅಭ್ಯಸನ  ಮಾರ್ಗದಲ್ಲಿ,  ಭವ  ಭವಿಷ್ಯದಲ್ಲಿ  ಭವ  ಭವಿಷ್ಯದಲ್ಲಿ  ಮೂಲಕ  ಭವ  ಭವಿಷ್ಯದಲ್ಲಿ.  2  ಮಾರ್ಗದಲ್ಲಿ,  29  ಮಾರ್ಗದಲ್ಲಿ  ಅಲ್ಲ  ಮೂಲಕ  ಮಾರ್ಗ  ಬಿಡುವಾಗ  ಮೆಂದು  ಸಾಧ್ಯ  ಲುಂಬ  ಸತ್ಯ  ಚಿತ್ರ  ಮಾಡಿದ  ಜಾತಿ  ಕುಂದು  ಗಾಯ್ತ್ರಿ
ಕೊಂಡು  ಕೂಡಾ ಎಂದು  ಸೂಚಿಸಿದು  ಕೂಡಾ ಎಂದು  ಸೂಚಿಸಿದು  ಹಾಗಾಗಿ  ಕೂಡಾ ಎಂದು  ಸೂಚಿಸಿದು.
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'గా' గా చెప్పవచ్చు ఎవరో రుత్రు నిర్యాతం చేసి కనుక అయ్యా ఉంటే మనం ప్రామాణికంగా మన వాస్తవం నుండి మలచిపోయా లేక నిరాకరించి బయట వచ్చింది. 
లక్షణాలు వంటి ఐదు పత్రాల చెప్పింది: 'మచ హాయ', 'సుదు్హ్ కామ', 'అలమాంక కామ', 'పండమాంక చేయ', 'సింధు రాగ్రాయ', 'సింధు సిరియాలు' అంటే ఫార్మా. రామాయణ, రాతి, ఢిల్లి, మూలుగాసుదుం, ప్రమాణం నిర్మాణ అయిస్తే. రామంతే రాగ్రాయులు ప్రతిష్ఠించాం దృశ్యం. 'రామంతే రాగ్రాయులు' దృశ్యం నిర్మించాలని అంటే పదార్థం 'మచ హాయ' ఏదైనా విదేశానికి. రామంతే కామం అంటే పదార్థం 'పండమాంక చేయ' ఏదైనా విదేశానికి.

ом तत सत इति स्रिमद भगवदगीतासु उपाणिषातु भ्राम्ण विद्यायाय योगाशास्त्रे
स्री कृष्णार्जुन वस्त्रेण अर्जुन विषाद योगो नामाद्यायाय

“अ विद्यामहर्षितमुवायती नर्मदा मन्त्रविषेषे, ध्रुवेनुमुनि जयं, निःशशुर, पृथ्विः
विवक्ष्य भुधः शिवाय निम्ने नाश्वत, याहि मात्रेः कन्याः किं मात्रेः: शुभो भवेत्
वर्ग मन्त्रविश्व विनाश”

वह तद्वृत्तादिकाले मात्रेः कन्याः मात्रेः किं मात्रेः अहि अति अधुरामये विनिः
निम्ने नाश्वत, याहि मात्रेः कन्याः किं मात्रेः: शुभो भवेत्
वर्ग मन्त्रविश्व विनाश

अ अन्तर्देवमानि कण्ठस्य अर्थात्

१४ त्रयो चतुष्कोट्य: प्रत्येकमेव द्वियं श्रवणं द्वैरं सापेक्षमेव अवृयः

१४ किं तद्वृत्तादिकाले मात्रेः कन्याः मात्रेः किं मात्रेः अहि अति अधुरामये
वर्ग मन्त्रविश्व विनाशे अर्थात्

¾ మానవులు వివిధ సాధనాలను ఉపయోగించడానికి వాటి సాధనాలను ఉపయోగించడానికి ఒక ప్రామాణిక సాధనాన్ని ఉపయోగిస్తారు. ఆ సాధనాలను పరిశీలించడానికి ఒక ప్రామాణిక సాధనాన్ని ఉపయోగిస్తారు. 

¾ మీరు చక్ర సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ 

¾ నిరీచి సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ 

¾ శ్రీమతి సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ 

¾ కాల్గెనా అయితే పనించిన మీరు వారి సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ 

మాత్రమే మనిషి గుడ 

అక్కడికి మనిషికి అనేకం విడుదల ప్రతిబింబాలు ఉండవచ్చాం. ఎందుకను కొనసాగి మనిషికి ప్రతిబింబాలు ఉండవచ్చాం. ఆటో చేస్తే మనిషికి సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ సంస్థ 

మనిషికి మనిషికి మనిషి గుడ
ముఖ్యమైనంతే హెడ్‌స్పాటు మాత్రమే అందస్తో ఉండగా, ఆధారంగా నిర్ధారించిన పిలనం ఉండినది. తిరిగి పన్నను వాడడానికి మనము తాగడానికి వాటి ప్రతి సమాధానం ఉండగా, మేము తాగడానికి వాటి ప్రతి సమాధానం ఉండాలి. ముఖ్యమైనంతే సాధనాలు మనం తాగడానికి వాటి ప్రతి సమాధానం ఉండడానికి వాటి ప్రతి సమాధానం ఉండాలి. ఏమీరు పిలన సమయంలో కాశి మనం తాగడానికి వాటి ప్రతి సమాధానం ఉండడానికి వాటి ప్రతి సమాధానం ఉండాలి.

ముఖ్యమైనంतే పిలన సమయంలో చాలా విషయాలు ఉంటాయి. మనం పిలన సమయంలో చాలా విషయాలు ఉంటాయి. మనం పిలన సమయంలో చాలా విషయాలు ఉంటాయి. మనం పిలన సమయంలో చాలా విషయాలు ఉంటాయి. మనం పిలన సమయంలో చాలా విషయాలు ఉంటాయి. మనం పిలన సమయంలో చాలా విషయాలు ఉంటాయి.

ముఖ్యమైనంతే పిలన సమయంలో చాలా విషయాలు ఉంటాయి.
విశేషంగా పాఠశాలల్లో సాధారణంగా నిర్ధిష్టంగా కాస్తాం, అడవ లు స్థాయిగా అమలు పెట్టే సంఘటన సమాధానం చేసేందుకు. పాఠశాలలో తాడి యొక్కి రెండు మాయానం ఉండతాం అంటే, మాయానం అనేది ఒక సంప్రదాయానికి అనుబంధం ఉండే రెండు ప్రాంతాల్లో ఉండే కార్యక్రమం. ఇందులో తాడి యొక్కి భావించేవారు అంటే, మాయానం అనేది ఒక సంప్రదాయానికి అనుబంధం ఉండే రెండు ప్రాంతాల్లో ఉండే కార్యక్రమం. ఇందులో తాడి యొక్కి భావించేవారు అంటే, మాయానం అనేది ఒక సంప్రదాయానికి అనుబంధం ఉండే రెండు ప్రాంతాల్లో ఉండే కార్యక్రమం. ఇందులో తాడి యొక్కి భావించేవారు అంటే, మాయానం అనేది ఒక సంప్రదాయానికి అనుబంధం ఉండే రెండు ప్రాంతాల్లో ఉండే కార్యక్రమం. ఇందులో తాడి యొక్కి భావించేవారు అంటే, మాయానం అనేది ఒక సంప్రదాయానికి అనుబంధం ఉండే రెండు ప్రాంతాల్లో ఉండే కార్యక్రమం. ఇందులో తాడి యొక్కి భావించేవారు అంటే, మాయానం అనేది ఒక సంప్రదాయానికి అనుబంధం ఉండే రెండు ప్రాంతాల్లో ఉండే కార్యక్రమం. ఇందులో తాడి యొక్కి భావించేవారు అంటే, మాయానం అనేది ఒక సంప్రదాయానికి అనుబంధం ఉండే రెండు ప్రాంతాల్లో ఉండే కార్యక్రమం. ఇందులో తాడి యొక్కి భావించేవారు అంటే, మాయానం అనేది ఒక సంప్రదాయానికి అనుబంధం ఉండే రెండు ప్రాంతాల్లో ఉండే కార్యక్రమం. ఇందులో తాడి యొక్కి భావించేవారు అంటే, మాయానం అనేది ఒక సంప్రదాయానికి అనుబంధం ఉండే రెండు ప్రాంతాల్లో ఉండే కార్యక్రమం. ఇందులో తాడి యొక్కి భావించేవారు అంటే, మాయానం అనేది ఒక సంప్రదాయానికి అనుబంధం ఉండే రెండు ప్రాంతాల్లో ఉండే కార్యక్రమం.
, ಅನ್ಯಾಯವು ದೇವಾಲಯದಲ್ಲಿ ಉರುಸಿಸಲ್ಪಡಿಸಿದಾಗ, ಬಿಡುಗಡೆಯಾಗಿ ಯಾಗುವ ಪರಿಸ್ಥಿತಿ ನೀರಿನ ವಿನ್ಯಾಸದ ಪ್ರಮುಖ ಸಂಕೀರ್ಣಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ಕಂಡುಬರುತ್ತದೆ.

ಜನರು ಆದ ಸ್ತ್ರೀತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಬಳಸುತ್ತಿರುವ ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಗಳಿಂದ, ಈ ಲೇಖನದಲ್ಲಿ ಕೂಡ ಉಲ್ಲೇಖಿಸಲ್ಪಡುವ ಇತರ ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಹೆಚ್ಚಾಗಿ ತಾಣದಲ್ಲಿ ಈಗ ಜನರು ಅನೇಕ ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಗಳನ್ನು ನಡೆಯುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಸಾಮಾಜಿಕವಾಗಿ ಎಂದರಿಗೆ ಪರಿವಾರದ ಸಂಸ್ಥಾನಗಳು ಸಾಮಾಜಿಕವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸ ಮಾಡುವ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಪಾಲಿಸಬೇಕು ಎಂದು ಪ್ರತಿಕೂಲವಾಗಿ ಹೋದಂತೆಯೇ ಎಂದರೆ, ಎನ್ನುವಾದಿಗೆ ಸಂಸ್ಥಾನದ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಜನರು ಸಾಮಾಜಿಕವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸ ಮಾಡುವದೇ ಎಂದು ಅಂದಾಜಿಸಬೇಕು.

ಮೇಲೆ ಇಂದು ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕವಾಗಿ ಈಗ ಬಳಸಲಾಗುತ್ತದೆ. ಈ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಸಾಮಾಜಿಕವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸ ಮಾಡುವ ವಿಧದಲ್ಲಿ ಪಾಲಿಸುವ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಜನರು ಸಾಮಾಜಿಕವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸ ಮಾಡುವದೇ ಎಂದು ಅಂದಾಜಿಸುತ್ತಾರೆ. ಎಂದರೆ, ಈ ಸ್ಥಿತಿಯಲ್ಲಿ ಸಾಮಾಜಿಕವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸ ಮಾಡುವ ವಿಧದಲ್ಲಿ ಪಾಲಿಸುವ ಪ್ರತಿಯೊಂದು ಜನರು ಸಾಮಾಜಿಕವಾಗಿ ಕೆಲಸ ಮಾಡುವದೇ ಎಂದು ಅಂದಾಜಿಸುತ್ತಾರೆ.
ఉదాహరణ చేసింది. upakrama మరియు upasamhara అనే విలువను నమస్కరించాలని మాట మార్పు - అయితే మార్పు నిర్ణయం చేసి  వాటిప్లేషన్ నిర్మాణం కేవలం మాత్రమే మార్పు నిర్మాణం కేవలం మాత్రమే మార్పు నిర్మాణం కేవలం మాత్రమే మార్పు నిర్మాణం కేవలం మాత్రమే. అయితే మేరకు ప్రతి విషయం ప్రతి మార్పు నిర్మాణం కేవలం మాత్రమే మార్పు నిర్మాణం కేవలం మాత్రమే మార్పు నిర్మాణం కేవలం మాత్రమే.  అయితే మేరకు ప్రతి విషయం ప్రతి మార్పు నిర్మాణం కేవలం మాత్రమే మార్పు నిర్మాణం కేవలం మాత్రమే మార్పు నిర్మాణం కేవలం మాత్రమే.
2° విశేషాడిగా వివరణ అవిచానించండి - నాగరిక మంత్రి చిత్తాని ఉంది. 2° విశేషాడిగా ఇది జాతి కటి ఉంది. ఎందుకంటే ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసిన రెండు దానంలో ఇది కూడా ఉంది. సమాధాన సాధారణంగా నిర్ధిత ఉందే ప్రణయం దానంతో, మాత్రమే ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది.

3° విశేషాడిగా కూడా వివరణ అవిచానించండి - నాగరిక మంత్రి చిత్తానించండి. 3° విశేషాడిగా ఇది జాతి కటి ఉంది. ఎందుకంటే ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసిన రెండు దానంలో ఇది కూడా ఉంది. సమాధాన సాధారణంగా నిర్ధిత ఉందే ప్రణయం దానంతో, మాత్రమే ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది.

4° విశేషాడిగా ఇది తిరుగు నిద్ర ఉంది. ఇది కూడా వివరణ అవిచానించండి. 4° విశేషాడిగా ఇది తిరుగు నిద్ర ఉంది. ఇది కూడా వివరణ అవిచానించండి. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది.

5° విశేషాడిగా వివరణ అవిచానించండి - నాగరిక మంత్రి చిత్తానించండి. 5° విశేషాడిగా వివరణ అవిచానించండి. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది.

6° విశేషాడి వివరణ అవిచానించండి - నాగరిక మంత్రి చిత్తానించండి. 6° విశేషాడి వివరణ అవిచానించండి. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానంగా ఇది మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది. ఏ సమాధానం మనం మీద ఉండాడా ఆసంధన తయారీ చేసి ఉంది.
మిగిలి సంఖ్యలు ప్రతి మానవుడు. దీని ప్రకారం ప్రపంచ సౌందర్యం (సంఖ్య) కంటే మంచికైన వాటి మాటలేదు.

అందరియకుడిభాగం ప్రత్యేకం (సంఖ్య) మాన పాతితే, నా అంశాలాఘాతంలో ప్రత్యేక
విశేషాలు సంభవించడం లేదు. నమూనలను పంపించిన మాంత్రిక కార్యక్రమం మాత్రమే నిలువు సంభవించాడు (సంఖ్య) కానీ
మంచికనే విధానం.

ప్రతితడకు మిగిలి సమాధానం ఆ ఎమ్మైన విధానం లను చెప్తారు.

1. అరికిమాన గమనాదం (1వ మధ్యంలో మాత్రమే మాంత్రిక వాటి మూడైన వాడకు) కంటే
మంచిక అంశాలు.

2. అనే విషయంలో ప్రత్యేకం (2వ మధ్యంలో మాంత్రిక వాడకు) కంటే మంచిక అంశాలు మనం
మూడైన మాంత్రిక వాడకు కంటే 7వ, 9వ మధ్యం మంచిక అంశాలు.

3. అరికిమాన గమనాదం (4 మధ్యంలో 3వ, 5వ, 12వ మధ్యం మంచిక అంశాలు
మనం మూడైన మాంత్రిక వాడకు).

4. విషయం ప్రత్యేకం గమనాదం (హిందు వారికి వాడకుడు పంపిన సమాధానము
16వ మధ్యంలో మంచిక అంశాలు) మనం గమనస్థానం

5. అరికిమాన గమనాదం (2వ మధ్యంలో 14వ మధ్యం మంచిక అంశాలు).
అధ్యాయం ఎన్నికు, సమయంలో ఈ పదవి మాత్రమే నిర్మాణ నిరాధారణలు మీ rief మంచి ఎలా అందా ఎలా అంతించిననపాటాం మనము ఎలాంటి కేసి. తెల్లిసి ఎన్నుకోలంటే రెండవ పరిస్థితి, అంటే కూడా వస్తూ ఉండవచ్చు. రెండవ పరిస్థితి నిర్మాణం చేయడానికి వాతావరణం మరియు కార్యక్రమం కొరకు. గాంధీ సాధనాల సమయంలో ఇంకా మనుష్యం మనం ఎంచుకోలు పరిశీలించడం ద్వారా స్ఫూర్తి మార్గం చేయడానికి సాధనాలు చేయడం విషయంగా నిర్మాణం చేయడానికి సాధనాలు చేయడం. అది ఎంచుకోలు నిర్మాణం చేయడానికి అవసానం చేయడానికి సాధనాలు చేయడం పరిస్థితి విషయంగా నిర్మాణం చేయడానికి సాధనాలు చేయడం. గాంధీ సాధనాల సమయంలో మనుష్యం మనం ఎంచుకోలు పరిశీలించడం ద్వారా స్ఫూర్తి మార్గం చేయడానికి సాధనాలు చేయడం.
వి మేర్కు విశ్లేషించండి సర్వమేర్కు మొదలగు తాత్పర్యమే మనం చెప్పించాలి మేము విధానాన్ని మానసిక.

34 కారణం, విచిత్రం అంటే మీ నిఃపం కచ్చితం

34 అక్షరాంధ విశ్లేషణ విషయం దాని కారణం విశ్లేషించండి

34 అక్షరాంధ విశ్లేషణ విషయం దాని కారణం విశ్లేషించండి, అన్ని విషయం చెప్పండి.

34 అత్యంత (ప్రతి విశ్లేషణ విషయం)

34 విశ్లేషణ విషయం

అప్పటి అనువాదం విశ్లేషించండి, తెలుగు విశ్లేషణ విషయం మొదలగా లభించిన ప్రతిభాశాఖ విషయం విశ్లేషించండి. అప్పన విషయం (ప్రత్యేక) చెప్పండి మనం కాంతిదాన విషయం విశ్లేషించండి. మనం విశ్లేషించిన భావి 'మనం' చెప్పండి మనం విశ్లేషించండి తిరిగి మనం విశ్లేషించండి, తమిళ విశ్లేషించండి మనం విశ్లేషించండి.

అప్పన విశ్లేషించండి, అప్పన విశ్లేషించండి మనం విశ్లేషించండి అనువాదం విశ్లేషించండి మనం విశ్లేషించండి.
విమిత సమస్యలు అంతమంధరం వాడి ప్రాయపు మారంభం, అలాంటి మనిషి అశిక్షణలో వీటి
మల్లిపడం తగిలిపండింది. ఏం అంటే, అనుచరించి, మనిషికి సమను రాపండి,
మనిషుడు మనిషికి విరాళా గా మనిషుడు మనిషి మనిషి.

అంటే అంతే రాయడం అవసరం అనేది, ప్రయత్నం మాత్రముగా, విచిత్ర మార్పిన సమాధానం, మనిషి
మనిషి ఉద్భవించవచ్చు తప్పి మనిషుడు అయినప్పటి అమలానికి కలిగి 50 వరకు అంతమంధరం మాత్రమే
విత్తనానికి కేకే అప్పటికి. కానీ మనిషుడు వాతావరణం
మనిషికి కూడా విత్తనం అయినప్పటి అయినప్పటి అయితే విత్తనం రాయడం మనిషికి మనిషి
అంతమంధరం విరాళా గా మనిషి మనిషి మనిషి.
ಕೇತಡ  ಕೊಡುವುದನ್ನು ತಳಿಯಲು ನಿಂತುಂಬರ ನಾಣ್ಯವನ್ನು, ಮಾಡದೇ ಅಥವಾ ಮೇಲೆ ಬಲಕ್ಕರ ಇತ್ಯಾದಿಯ ಕುಸಾನಕ್ಕೆ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ ನೀಡಬಹುದು ಅಥವಾ ಭೂಮಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿಯೇ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯವನ್ನು ಅರ್ಪಿಸಲು ಸುಮಾರು ೨೦೦೦ರಂದು ವರೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಭೂಮಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿಯೇ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ ಅರ್ಪಿಸಲು ಸುಮಾರು ೨೦೦೦ರಂದು ವರೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಭೂಮಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿಯೇ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ ಅರ್ಪಿಸಲು ಸುಮಾರು ೨೦೦೦ರಂದು ವರೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಭೂಮಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿಯೇ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ ಅರ್ಪಿಸಲು ಸುಮಾರು ೨೦೦೦ರಂದು ವರೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಭೂಮಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿಯೇ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ ಅರ್ಪಿಸಲು ಸುಮಾರು ೨೦೦೦ರಂದು ವರೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಭೂಮಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿಯೇ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ ಅರ್ಪಿಸಲು ಸುಮಾರು ೨೦೦೦ರಂದು ವರೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಭೂಮಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿಯೇ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ ಅರ್ಪಿಸಲು ಸುಮಾರು ೨೦೦೦ರಂದು ವರೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಭೂಮಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿಯೇ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ ಅರ್ಪಿಸಲು ಸುಮಾರು ೨೦೦೦ರಂದು ವರೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಭೂಮಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿಯೇ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ ಅರ್ಪಿಸಲು ಸುಮಾರು ೨೦೦೦ರಂದು ವರೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಭೂಮಿಯ ಪ್ರತಿಯೇ ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ ಅರ್ಪಿಸಲು ಸುಮಾರು ೨೦೦೦ರಂದು ವರೆಗಳಿದ್ದಾಗಲೇ ಕೂಡಿದ್ದೇ ಬೇಕಾಗುತ್ತದೆ.

ವಿಶ್ವದಲ್ಲಿ ಮಹತ್ವಪಡೆಯುವ ಸಮಯದ ಪ್ರಕ್ರಿಯೆ

1. ಕ್ರಾಫ್ಟ್ ಎಂಬ ತಿಳಿದಾಡಲಿಲ್ಲಾರೆ?
2. ರಾಷ್ಟ್ರೀಯ ಅಥವಾ ವರ್ಷವಾಗಿ ಬರುವಂತಹುದು?
3. ಮುಂದೆ ಅಂದಾಜು ಹೊಂದಿಲ್ಲಾರೆ?
4. ಕಾಲುತ್ತು ವಿಧಿದ್ದು?
5. ಕೇಂದ್ರ ಸರ್ಕಾರಗಳು ಉಲ್ಲೇಖಿಸಬಹುದಾರೆ?
6. ಕ್ರಾಫ್ಟ್ ಇಡುವ ಕೇಂದ್ರದ ಹೊಂದಿಲ್ಲಾರೆ?
7. ಕ್ರಾಫ್ಟ್ ಇಡುವ ಕೇಂದ್ರದ ಹೊಂದಿಲ್ಲಾರೆ?
8. ಕೇಂದ್ರ ಸರ್ಕಾರಗಳು ಉಲ್ಲೇಖಿಸಬಹುದಾರೆ?
9. ಉಲ್ಲೇಖಿಸಿದ ಅನೇಕ ವಿದ್ಯಾರಂಭಿಸುವಂತಹುದು?
10. ಕೇಂದ್ರ ಸರ್ಕಾರಗಳು ಉಲ್ಲೇಖಿಸಬಹುದಾರೆ?
11. ಕ್ರಾಫ್ಟ್ ಇಡುವ ಕೇಂದ್ರದ ಹೊಂದಿಲ್ಲಾರೆ?
12. ಕ್ರಾಫ್ಟ್ ಇಡುವ ಕೇಂದ್ರದ ಹೊಂದಿಲ್ಲಾರೆ?
మా చరమాలు డిగ్రీ నుండి 1 మారుతే పరిచితమైనా.

HARIH మా
విశాదాదా యోగా:
డిసండోప్యడి despondency

TNS Sethumadhavan

మాత్రమే

సాధారణంగా బట్టి ఉండే ఉంది మాత్రం జాలసాధనము,అంతకంటే అడుగు జిగ్రేను బట్టి ఉండేది ద్రవయాలుlokas. అందువల్ల మనం మంచరాయనాది బాగా ఉంటాము. అనేక నాట్యాల నుండి బట్టి ఉండేది, అప్పుడు మనం ప్రాణభాగం
యాద్యం 9 పదార్థాలు. మనం మాత్రాంతర పదార్థాల మంది ప్యాక్టరీ వదిలి అందరిన
అది రెండవ సంఖ్య.
ప్రత్యేకంగా మనం వివిధ వస్తువుల నిర్మాణానికి అందుబాటులో ఉన్న జలసాగరాలను పరిష్కరించడానికి ప్రత్యేకంగా మనం తెలంగాణ జలసాగరాలను ఉపయోగిస్తున్నాము. కాని అయితే మనం ఈ పరిస్థితి నిర్మాణానికి అందుబాటులో ఉన్న జలసాగరాలను పరిష్కరించడానికి ప్రత్యేకంగా మనం తెలంగాణ జలసాగరాలను ఉపయోగిస్తున్నాము. ఆ పరిస్థితి నిర్మాణానికి ప్రత్యేకంగా మనం తెలంగాణ జలసాగరాలను ఉపయోగిస్తున్నాము. కాని అయితే మనం ఈ పరిస్థితి నిర్మాణానికి అందుబాటులో ఉన్న జలసాగరాలను పరిష్కరించడానికి ప్రత్యేకంగా మనం తెలంగాణ జలసాగరాలను ఉపయోగిస్తున్నాము. ఆ పరిస్థితి నిర్మాణానికి ప్రత్యేకంగా మనం తెలంగాణ జలసాగరాలను ఉపయోగిస్తున్నాము. కాని అయితే మనం ఈ పరిస్థితి నిర్మాణానికి అందుబాటులో ఉన్న జలసాగరాలను పరిష్కరించడానికి ప్రత్యేకంగా మనం తెలంగాణ జలసాగరాలను ఉపయోగిస్తున్నాము. ఆ పరిస్థితి నిర్మాణానికి ప్రత్యేకంగా మనం తెలంగాణ జలసాగరాలను ఉపయోగిస్తున్నాము.
dhritaraashtra uvaacha

dharmakshetre kurukshtre samavetaa yuyutsavah
maamakaah paandavaashchaiva kimakurvata

"The battlefield is called dharmakshetra or the sacred field because The Lord who is the protector and embodiment of Dharma was actively present in it. Kurukshetra means the field of the Kurus, a leading clan of that era. This question of Dhritarashtra exhibits a sense of anxiety in him on two counts. If Pandavas decide not to undertake the war, his sons will automatically get the kingdom and in such an event, the stigma of waging the unrighteous war might not stick to his covetous and deceitful sons. If his sons decide not to wage the war they will lose the kingdom that was earlier acquired by them through deceit, because of which they will be as good as dead. Such was the anxiety in the king's mind because of the greatness and spiritual atmosphere of the field of battle.

Mamakaah : My people. And 'Pandu's sons'. - This sort of divisive reference to one and the same family members indicates the absence of the sense of familiarity and closeness with regard to the Pandavas and thereby betrays hostility towards them.

This sense of a pair of opposites 'mine-ness' and 'not mine-ness' is the result of ahamkara or 'I - ness' which is the source of all evil. The conflict between the two cousin groups
represents the clash between two sets of values of life - one standing for virtue, justice and righteousness staking a legitimate claim for the kingdom lost through deceit and treachery and the other for vice, injustice, greed, hunger for power and the foul means employed to justify the ends. It indirectly indicates that life itself is a battle between good and evil.

TWO ARMIES

sanjaya uvaacha

drishtwaa tu paandavaaneekam vyoodham duryodhanastadaa
aachaaryam upasamgamyaa raajaa vachanam abraveet // 1.2 //
Sanjaya said

Having seen the army of Pandavas drawn up in battle array, King Duryodhana then approached his teacher, Drona, and spoke these words.

Duryodhana was thinking all along that it might not be possible for the Pandavas to mobilize forces strong enough to face his own huge army. But what he saw on the battlefield unnerved his position and hence he rushed to his teacher and exclaimed:

\[ \text{pashyaitaam paanduputraanaam aacharya mahateem chamoom vyoodhaam drupadaputrena tava shishyena dheemataa // 1.3 //} \]

Behold, O Teacher, this mighty army of the sons of Pandu, arrayed by the son of Drupada, your wise disciple.

\[ \text{atra shooraa maheshwaasaa bheemaarjunasamaa yudhi yuyudhaano viraatashcha drupadashcha mahaarathah // 1.4 //} \]

Here are heroes, mighty archers, equal in battle to Bhima and Arjuna, Yuyudhana, Virata and Drupada, the great chariot warrior.

\[ \text{dhrishtaketush chekitaanah kaashiraajascha veeryavan purujit kuntibhojashcha shaibhyashcha narapungavah // 1.5 //} \]

Dhrishtaketu, Chekitana and the valiant king of Kasi, Purujit, Kuntibhoja and Saibya, the best among men.

\[ \text{yudhaamanyushcha vikraanta uttamaujaashcha veeryavan saubhadro draupadeyaashcha sarva eva mahaarathaa // 1.6 //} \]

The courageous Yudhamanyu, the brave Uttama, Saubhadra and the sons of Draupadi - all great chariot-warriors.

\[ \text{asmaakam tu vishishtaa ye taan nibodha dwijottama naayakaa mama sainyasya samjnaartham taan braveemi te // 1.7 //} \]

Know also, O the best among the twice born, the names of those who are most distinguished amongst ourselves, the leaders of my army. These I relate to you for your information.

\[ \text{bhavaan bheeshmashcha karnashcha kripashcha samitinjayah ashwatthaamaa vikarnashcha saumadattis tathaiva cha // 1.8 //} \]

Yourself and Bhishma and Karna and Kripa, the victorious in war, Aswathama and Vikarna and Jayadratha, the son of Somadatta.
anye cha bahavah shooraa madarthe tyaktajeevitaah
naanaashastrapraharaanaah sarve yuddhavishaaradaah // 1.9 //</p>

And many other heroes also, well-skilled in warfare and armed with many kinds of weapons are here; ready to lay down their lives for my sake.
aparyaaptam tad asmaakam balam bheeshmaabhirakshitam
paryaaptam twidam eteshaam balam bheemaabhirakshitam // 1.10 //

Our army defended by Bhishma is insufficient but the army of theirs defended by Bhima is sufficient.

ayaneshu cha sarveshu yathaabhaagam avasthitaah bheeshmam
evaabhirakshhantu bhavantah sarva eva hi // 1.11 //

Now all of you being stationed in your respective positions in the divisions of the army guard Bhishma alone by all means.

By using the words `your talented pupil' Duryodhana sarcastically told Drona that he was a mere simpleton to teach the art of warfare to the son of Drupada [Drstadyumna] who was standing before him to kill no other person than his teacher himself.

Duryodhana perceived the army of Pandavas as formidable because of his own guilty consciousness and doubts about the loyalty of his chief warriors. A list of all the names of the mighty warriors in the Pandava army was given.

Dwijottama means 'twice born' which refers to the Brahminical background of Drona. Duryodhana implied that Drona, a Brahmin and therefore being timid by nature and given to peaceful life, might be soft towards his students no matter to whichever side they may belong to.

Receiving no response from Drona despite his long speech and to make amends for his censuring him, Duryodhana enumerated the names of the warriors of his side also exaggerating their qualities in order to look self-confident and hide his nervousness. Duryodhana felt that his army led by Bhishma was insufficient because of the latter's softness towards Pandavas and the other led by Bhima as sufficient because of its high morale and efficiency. He ordered full protection to Bhishma from all sides and by all means not only to please him but to emphasize his important place in the entire Kaurava army. He was fully aware that once Bhishma were to be eliminated his whole edifice would collapse.

SOUNDING OF THE CONCH SHELLS

tasya sanjanayan harsham kuruvriddhah pitaamahah
simhanaadam vinadyocchah shankham dadhmau prataapavaan // 1.12 //

Then the powerful Bhishma, grandsire and oldest of the Kauravas, roared like a lion and blew his conch in order to cheer up Duryodhana.

tatah shankaashcha bheryashcha panavaanakagomukhaah
sahasaivaabhyahanyanta sa shabdastumulo bhavat // 1.13 //
Then (following Bhishma) conches, kettle drums, tabors, trumpets and cow-horns suddenly blared forth from the Kaurava side creating a tumultuous noise.
Then stationed in their magnificent chariot, yoked with white horses, Madhava (Krishna) and the son of Pandu (Arjuna) also blew their divine conches with a furious noise.

Panchajanyam hrisheekesho devadattam dhananjayah paundram dadhmau mahaashankham bheemakarmaa vrikodarah // 1.15 //

Hrishikesha (Krishna) blew the conch, Panchajanya, Dhananjaya (Arjuna) blew the Devadatta and Bhima, the doer of terrible deeds, blew the great conch, Paundra.

anantavijayam raajaa kunteeputo yudhishthirah nakulah sahadevashcha sughoshamanipushpakau // 1.16 //

King Yudhishtira, the son of Kunti, blew the Anantavijaya, Nakula and Sahadeva blew the Sughoasha and Manipushpaka conches respectively.

kaashyashcha parameshwaasah shikhandee cha mahaarathah dhrishtadyumno viraatashcha saatyakishchaaparaajitah // 1.17 //

The king of Kasi, an excellent archer, Sikhandi, the mighty chariot-warrior, Dhrshtadyumna, Virata and Satyaki, the unconquered.

drupado draupadeyaashcha sarvashah prithiveepate saubhadrascha mahaabaahuh shankhaan dadhmuh prithak prithak // 1.18 //

Drupada and the sons of Draupadi, O Lord of the earth, and the son of Subhadra, the mighty armed, blew their respective conches.

sa ghosho dhaartaraashtraanaam hridayaani vyadaarayat nabhashcha prithiveem chaiva tumulo vyanunaadayan // 1.19 //

The tumultuous sound of the conches pierced the hearts of the members of the Dhritarashtra's side, making both the sky and earth resound.

Bhishma understood the mental agony of Duryodhana. In order to cheer him up he roared like a lion and blew his conch which was misunderstood as a signal for commencement of war. The Kaurava army blared forth their various conches and martial musical instruments signifying the declaration of war from the side of Kauravas.

In these verses Sanjaya had given the reaction of Pandavas to the war-cry raised from the opposite side and the names of various conches blown by the respective heroes. The most
famous among them is the conch `Panchajanya' blown by Krishna. The uproar seemed to penetrate the hearts of Kauravas deeply and abnormally because of their guilty conscience.
Metaphorically, the chariot represents the human gross body, the horses are the senses and their reins are the mind that controls the senses. The charioteer is the guiding spirit or the Self or Atman in the human beings. Bhagavan Sri Krishna, the divine charioteer, is the Self in all of us.

By addressing Dhritarashtra as the lord of the earth (Verse 18) and hinting about the superiority of the Pandava side Sanjaya implied that as the ruling monarch he would take a decision even at that catastrophic moment to preserve the integrity of the country from the impending ruinous warfare. But that was not to be.

ARJUNA'S DESIRE TO SURVEY THE TWO ARMIES

atha vyavasthitaan drishtwaa dhaartaraashtraan kapidhwajah
pravritte shastrasampaate dhanurudyamya paandavah // 1.20 //
hrisheekesham tadaa vaakyamidamaaha maheepate -1.21

Then, O Lord of the earth, seeing Dhritarashtra's men being positioned and discharge of weapons about to begin, Pandava (Arjuna), whose ensign was Hanuman, raising his bow, spoke the following words to Krishna.

The critical situation prevailing just at that moment when the war was about to begin was described. The hero of Mahabharata war, Arjuna, arrived at the battlefield. Tension prevailed everywhere. Crisis was at its zenith.

Arjuna appeared impatient to fire the shot. He raised his bow to position it and at that crucial juncture he spoke to Krishna the following words which turned out to be historic as the starting point for the dialogue between them in the form of the great Srimad Bhagavad Gita.

arjuna uvaacha

senayor ubhayormadhye ratham sthaapaya me'chyuta // 1.21 //
yaaavad etaan nireekshe'ham yoddhukaamaan avasthitaan kair mayaa saha yoddhavyam asmin ranasamudyame // 1.22 //

Arjuna said

O Achyuta (Krishna) place my chariot in between both the armies so that I may survey those who stand here eager to fight. Let me know on the eve of this battle with whom I have to fight.

yotsyamaanaan avekshe'ham ya ete'tra samaagataah
dhaartaraashtrasya durbuddher yuddhe priyachikeershavah // 1.23 //

For, I desire to have a glance at those who are assembled here to fight, wishing to please the perverted son of Dhritarashtra.
Arjuna thus expressed his bravery, readiness, impatience, gallantry and determination to face the battle. This is an important stage in the story because up to this time Arjuna was an invincible hero full of self-confidence and enthusiasm with no signs of mental aberrations. However, a little later he became a completely changed personality.
SRI KRISHNA ENTERS THE SCENE

Sanjaya uvaacha

evamukto hrisheekesho gudaakeshena bhaarata
senayor ubhayormadhye sthaapayitwaa rathottamam // 1.24 //
bheeshma drona pramukhatah sarveshaam cha maheekshitam
uvaacha paarthaa pashyaitaan samavetaan kuroon iti // 1.25 //

Sanjaya said

O Bharata (Dhritarashtra), thus requested by Gudakesha (Arjuna), Hrisikesha placed the magnificent chariot between the two armies in front of Bhishma and Drona and the other rulers of the earth and said `O Partha (Arjuna), behold all these Kurus assembled here'.

Gudakesha, one who has controlled sleep ie Arjuna. It implies that once a goal is set by him he will not rest contended till it is achieved. Partha means the son of Prtha (Kunti) ie Arjuna. Krishna placed his chariot with sagacity at such a point wherefrom Arjuna could see clearly his kinsman, Bhishma and preceptor, Drona and other kings and warriors of Kaurava side.

As a dutiful driver Krishna told Arjuna `Behold, O Arjuna, all the Kauravas gathered here'. These are the only words spoken by Krishna in the first chapter of the Gita which proved to be a spark to ignite the process of burning down the false perceptions of the mighty Arjuna.

WHAT DID ARJUNA SEE?

tatraa pashyat sthitaan paarthah pitrin atha pitaamahaan

aacharyaan maatulaan bhaatrun purtraan pautraan sakheemstathaa // 1.26 //

Then Arjuna saw stationed there in the armies, uncles, grandfathers, teachers, maternal uncles, brothers, sons, grandsons and friends too.

shvashuraan suhridashchaiva senayorubhayorapi

taan sameekshya sa kaunteyah sarvaan bandhoon avasthitaan // 1.27 //
kripayaa parayaa'vishto visheedannidam abraveet - 1.28

He saw fathers-in-law and friends also in both armies. Kaunteya (son of Kunti) ie Arjuna seeing all these relatives arrayed there, became overwhelmed by supreme compassion and said this sorrowfully.

Arjuna seeing his elders and other relations, teachers, friends and well wishers arrayed in the battle ready to fight suddenly developed extreme self-pity and compassion. His
manliness gave way to faint-heartedness thinking about consequences that will follow in waging the war with his kinsmen which will result in destroying his own race.

The valiant hero, Arjuna, transformed himself into a kinsman of the opposite side ie as a son, a brother, a student etc. This change of disposition was verily spontaneous. It was not due to any discrimination, but on account of the very absence of it and
because of an erroneous understanding called delusion and mental confusion called grief which prevents right perception of the situation.

ARJUNA'S REACTION

arjuna uvaacha

drishtwe mam swajanam krishna yuyutsum samupasthitam // 1.28 //

Arjuna said

O Krishna, seeing these relatives and friends gathered here eager to fight,

seedanti mama gaatraani mukham cha parishushyati
vepathushcha shareere me romaharshashcha jaayate // 1.29//

My limbs fail me and my mouth gets parched up, my body trembles and my hairs stand on end.

gaandeevam sramsate hastaat twak chaiva paridahyate

na cha shaknomyavasthaatum bhramateeva cha me manah // 1.30 //

The Gandiva (bow) slips from my hand and my skin burns all over; I am unable even to stand steady and my mind is reeling.

nimittaani cha pashyaami vipareetaani keshava

na cha shreyo'nupashyaami hatwaa swajanam aahave // 1.31 //

And I see evil omens, O Kesava (Krishna), I do not see any good in killing my own people in this battle.

Arjuna's attention to omens indicates that his mental strength had gone down. It started showing its weakness and instability. The world he was seeing till a short while ago, now presented him with a different picture on account of his change of perception. Subjectivity replaced objectivity on account of his mental confusion. Losing self-control, he landed in the abyss of ignorance. His words make us think of the loneliness of man oppressed by doubts and emptiness from whom the comforts of human life are slipping away. This sadness is the first experience of those who aspire for the vision of the Reality.

ARJUNA'S ANGUISH

na kaangkshe vijayam krishna na cha raajyam sukhaani cha
kim no raajyena govinda kim bhogair jeevitenaa vaa // 1.32 //
For, I do not desire victory, O, Krishna, or pleasures or kingdoms. Of what avail is kingdom to us O, Govinda (Krishna), or pleasures or even life?

Indifference to acquisition of worldly pleasures is a sign of ethical and spiritual progress. However, Arjuna was far from it. It is only his delusion which is masquerading as mental achievement. It is nothing but a momentary temptation to
adopt the method of renunciation in times of great sorrow and crisis bordering on
escapism from the reality.

yeshaam arthe kaangkshitam no raajyam bhogaah sukhaani cha
ta ime'vasthitaa yuddhe praanaams tyaktwaa dhanaani cha // 1.33 //

Those for whose sake we desire kingdoms, enjoyments and pleasures, stand here in battle
staking their life and wealth.

aachaaryah pitarah putraastathaiva cha pitaamahaah
maatulaah shwashuraah pautraah shyaalaah sambandhinas tathaa // 1.34 //

Teachers, fathers, sons and also grandfathers, uncles and fathers-in-law, grandsons and
brothers-in-law and other relatives

etaan na hantum icchaami ghnato'pi madhusoodana
api trailokya raajyasya hetoh kim nu maheekrite // 1.35 //

O, Madhusudana (Krishna), though these were to kill me, I do not wish to kill them even
for the sake of dominion over the three worlds, leave alone killing them for the sake of
the earth.

nihatya dhaartaraashtraan nah kaa preetih syaaj janaardana
paapam evaashrayed asmaan hatwaitaan aatataayinah // 1.36 //

By killing these sons of Dhritarashtra, what pleasures can be ours O, Janardana
(Krishna)? Only sin will accrue by killing these felons.

The term ‘felon’ refers to the one who sets fire to the house of another, runs with a sword
to kill, poisons others, plunders the wealth and land of others or usurps the wife of
somebody else. Duryodhana committed all these crimes against the Pandavas. According
to Artha Sastra no sin is committed if such felons are killed. But Arjuna overwhelmed
with a sense of sentimental sympathy for his near and dear ones takes the help of the
general principle of Dharma Sastra which forbids the sin of killing one another. He is
talking in terms of enlightened selfishness.

tasmaan naarhaa vayam hantum dhaartaraashtraan swabaandhavaan
swajanam hi katham hatwaa sukhinah syaama maadhava // 1.37 //

Therefore, we should not kill the sons of Dhritarashtra, our relatives; for, how can we be
happy by killing our own people, O, Madhava (Krishna)?

yadyapyet na pashyanti lobhopahatachetasah kulakshayakritam
dosham mitradrohe cha paatakam // 1.38 // katham na jneyam
asmaabhih paapaad asmaan nivartitum kulakshayakritam dosham
prapashyadbhir janaardana // 1.39 //

O Janardana, though with their intelligence overpowered by greed they do not see any
evil or sin in the destruction of families or hostility towards friends, why should
not we who clearly see evil in the destruction of a family, learn to turn away from this sin.

Arjuna was reinforcing his arguments for saving the Kaurava desperadoes due to his attachment for his relatives and friends by putting forward a philosophy of non-resistance to evil. Krishna in his discourses that will follow proved the hollowness of these arguments and their dangerous implications.

**kulakshaye pranashyanti kuladharmaah sanaatanaah**

**dharme nashte kulan kritsnam adharmo'bhibhavatyuta // 1.40 //</n

In the destruction of a family, its ancient religious traditions perish; on the destruction of spirituality, lawlessness overtakes the whole family.

Dharma or spirituality means the duties, rites and ceremonies practiced by the family in accordance with the injunctions of the scriptures. War tends to tear us away from our natural home surroundings and uproot us from social traditions which are the essence of the mature will and experience of the people.

**adharmaabhibhavaat krishna pradushyanti kulastriyah streeshu dushtaasu vaarshneya jaayate varnasankarah // 1.41 //</n

And when lawlessness prevails, O Krishna, the women of the family become corrupt and when women become corrupted it results in intermingling of castes O, Varshneya (Krishna- the descendent of Vrshni clan).

The idea is that when women are associated with their husbands who flouted their family traditions of righteousness, they may also feel emboldened to commit transgressions.

**sankaro narakaayaiva kulaghnaanaam kulasya cha patanti pitaro hyeshaam luptapindodaka kriyaah // 1.42 //</n

Admixture of castes leads the family and the slayers of the family to hell because the spirits of their ancestors fall, deprived of the offerings of rice and water.

**doshair etaih kulaghnaanaam varnasankarakaarakaih utsaadyante jaatidharmaah kuladharmaashcha shaashwataah // 1.43 //</n

By these evil deeds of the destroyers of the family, which cause confusion of castes, the traditional duties of the caste and the family are destroyed.

**utsannakuladharmaanaam manushyaanaam janaardana narake niyatam vaaso bhavateetyanushhruma // 1.44 //</n

O, Janardana, we have heard that dwelling in hell for an infinite period is inevitable for those people whose family duties have been destroyed.
Arjuna argued that impiety will predominate in the families because the death of the experienced persons in the battle field will leave none to control and guide them in
good conduct and right behavior. This would lead to the womenfolk of these families going astray causing intermingling of castes.

The word `caste' meant a division of society based on one's mental tendencies and qualifications for taking up a particular type of work or avocation in the community. The division of society was never intended to be based on mere accident of birth. Therefore admixture of castes implies people choosing their avocations not suitable to their own inherent aptitude and tendencies resulting in the loss of professional ethics and excellence.

With the intermingling of castes, progeny would not perform `Sraaddha' ceremonies to their deceased ancestors which would cause them a downfall in the other world. It was feared that the traditions of the individual families called Kula Dharma and those of a social group called Jati Dharma or Varna Dharma might get disturbed due to social upheaval as a consequence of war.

The import of Arjuna's arguments was that when the fundamental harmony of the domestic life gets broken, when purity of living and sanctity of thought were destroyed, when the ideals enshrined in immemorial traditions were shattered, when the social equilibrium is disturbed, chaos alone will reign supreme in the world.

**aho bata mahat paapam kartum vyavasitaa vayam**

*yadraajya sukhalobhena hantum swajanam udyataah // 1.45 // yadi maam aprateekaaram ashastram shastrapaanayah dhaartaraashastraarane hanyus tanme kshemataram bhavet // 1.46 //</**

*Alas, what a pity that we have resolved to commit a great sin by being eager to kill our own kith and kin out of greed for the pleasures of a kingdom! It would, indeed be better for me if the sons of Dhritarashtra, armed with weapons, were to kill me in the battle while I remain unarmed and unresisting.*

The idea is that instead of committing the heinous sin of killing his own relatives and friends, Arjuna feels that purification from even such a thought itself will come from the amends in the form of an end to his own life itself.

Arjuna, exhibiting lack of self-confidence, became a victim of emotions instead of a master of the situation. In his weak state of mind he was imputing ulterior motives to a righteous war which he himself was stoutly defending up to the very day it was to start. He went to the extent of telling Krishna that non-injury was a virtue preferable to defending oneself against other's attacks. He was not aware that his attachment, selfishness and delusions were responsible for his faint-heartedness and cold-feet in the face of a crisis. His despondency ultimately culminated in meek pulling out from the situation in which he finds himself.

**CONFOUNDED AND DISTRESSED, ARJUNA COLLAPSES**
sanjaya uvaacha

evamuktwa'a'rjunah sankhye rathopastha upaavishat
visrijya sasharam chaapam shokasamvignamaanasah // 1.47 //
Sanjaya said

*Having spoken thus in the midst of the battlefield, Arjuna, throwing away his bow and arrows, sank into the seat of the chariot, with his mind afflicted by sorrow.*

Arjuna finally decided not to fight. He threw away his arms and sank into his seat. This is really strange for a warrior of Arjuna's caliber. For all these outpourings, Krishna did not respond. The Lord allowed him to exhaust himself so that the message He was going to deliver shortly to Arjuna and through him to the entire humanity would be fully effective.

*om tat sat iti srimad bhagavadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade arjuna vishaada yogo naama prathamo'dyaayah ||*

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the first discourse entitled: The Yoga of the Despondency of Arjuna

The significance of these narrations at the end of each Chapter has already been explained in the introductory essay.

**We shall have a critical look at this Chapter next time.**

*HARIH OM*
When the Gods deal defeat to a person, they first take his mind away, so that he sees things wrongly. Time does not raise a stick and hit a man's head; the power of Time is just this topsy-turvy view of things.

-- Dhritarashtra (Mahabharata - The Book of the Assembly Hall)

Concepts and Issues

We have studied the text of the 1st Chapter last time. We shall now have a critical look at it. As we take up our seats in the comfortable opera house at Kurukshetra, the panorama unfolding before us on the stage is the gigantic field of the battle between the Kauravas and the Pandavas. While the text mentions the names of a number of characters about to play their roles on both the sides, we are concerned with only three of them for our critical evaluation. They are 1. King Dhritarashtra 2. The valiant Arjuna and 3. Bhagavan Sri Krishna, who assumed the role of a charioteer to Arjuna.

If we analyze their mindsets we automatically understand the concepts and issues involved and their complexity. The immortal appeal of the Gita lies in the guided tour the Jagad Guru, Sri Krishna, takes us through the annoying wide-spread pot-holes of ignorance (lack of right knowledge, avidya in Sanskrit) on the road and who ultimately makes it possible for us to reach the destination of enlightenment, free from the shackles of bondage. This journey from darkness to light is definitely exasperating at times but yet manageable.

DHRITARASHTRA

Dhritarashtra already heard several reasons for the likely victory of the Pandavas. He was afraid of the possibility of loss of kingdom for his own sons, the Kauravas. He therefore asks Sanjaya “what did my sons, Duryodhana and others, as well as Pandu's sons, Yudhishthira and others, actually do on the battlefield at Kurukshetra? Did they undertake the war according to their earlier plan for fighting or did they act otherwise or do something else as a result of sagging of the will to fight due to some reason?

Apart from the inbuilt fear complex in the mind of Dhritarashtra, a significant aspect of his question is his making a distinction between his own sons and the sons of Pandu. Although the question in the form 'What did my sons do?' would have been sufficient, he, by separately mentioning his sons and Pandu's sons exhibits an absence of family homogeneity and harmony in his mind.
The image of the King here is that he is not only physically blind but also is deprived of the vision of personal kindness and a human touch and inclusiveness. He is engrossed totally in his affection exclusively towards his sons.
In the entire Gita this is the only verse which the old king Dhritarashtra gives out. All the rest of the seven hundred stanzas are Sanjaya's report on what happened on the Kurukshetra battlefield, just before the war.

The old king is certainly conscious of the palpable injustices that he had done to his nephews, the Pandavas. Dhritarashtra knew the relative strength of the two armies, and therefore, was fully confident of the larger strength of his son's army. And yet, the viciousness of his past and the consciousness of the crimes perpetrated seem to be weighing heavily upon his heart, and so he has his own misgivings on the final outcome.

Dhritarashtra is physically blind. But passion and desire do not disappear with the absence of sight. Even if all the sense organs were lost, the desires hidden within the mind would not vanish and so his mind is curious, eager and troubled to know what is happening on the battlefield.

**ARJUNA**

Arjuna is intelligent and where there is intelligence there is doubt and where there is doubt there is dilemma. Arjuna is rational and where there is rationality, there lies the capacity to think from a totally different perspective. Where one has these qualities, it is difficult to enter into a dangerous situation like war with closed eyes.

Remember that life does not end the same way as it begins; the end is always unknown and invisible. In this war Duryodhana's focus was entirely on Bheema. He overlooked the fact that Krishna was on the side of Pandavas and particularly as the charioteer of Arjuna. He could not visualize that Krishna would retrieve Arjuna from his shortcomings and consequently the whole story took a different turn and Duryodhana lost.

Arjuna requested Krishna to place his chariot between the two armies so that he can observe with whom he has to fight. The points to be noted here are:

Once observation starts, analysis is not far too behind and analysis always leads to wavering of mind. So Arjuna analyses the question to fight or not to fight and comes to the conclusion that he should not fight. In all his arguments in support of that conclusion he puts forward several pleadings which apparently look valid and very wise but in fact are very hollow as Krishna proves them to be subsequently.

At this stage although it looks that Arjuna is not obsessed with war, he is not against war either and has no aversion to violence. All his life he fought many wars and his whole life's education and training and his lifelong conditioning is all violence and war. Then why he turns his face against war? We have to understand this paradoxical situation very clearly because this is the very seed for all the teachings contained in the Bhagavad Gita. Had there not been this ironical situation, the Bhagavad Gita would not have come into existence.

**ARJUNA SYNDROME - ORIGIN AND CURE**
Arjuna was overpowered by an emotional upheaval. He suddenly started exhibiting several symptoms of weakness both physically and psychologically. He was afflicted with great depression of mind masquerading as compassion. Arjuna himself described his physical symptoms in graphic terms. It was of the nature of a Fever of Unknown Origin (FUO) or a Bhava-roga in Sanskrit. This disease is the oldest known to human kind. Its origin is traced to ajnana or avidya or ignorance in the Vedanta of Hinduism. The divine potion or elixir (amrita) that cures this disease is Jnana or Knowledge, grace of God, issuing from self -surrender, prayer and freedom from desire (bhakti, sharnagati, prapatti, nirvasana) and so on.

What makes the Gita, a unique medicine of bhava-roga is that it contains all the ingredients stated above, fit to be consumed by peoples of all ages, climes, genders - monastic or lay. The Arjuna syndrome, analyzed and diagnosed by the master physician Sri Krishna is the starting point of the preparation of this unique brew.

Adi Shankaracharya's description of the Arjuna syndrome is simple and remarkable. It is not that Arjuna was unwilling to do his duty as the Army General when he came for war. Arjuna is a picture of courage and self-confidence before the war. In the verses 21 and 22 of the 1st chapter he roars like an impatient lion waiting to pounce on its prey.

Afterwards, Arjuna's mood suddenly changes. At what point of time and for what reasons did he become a victim of the Arjuna syndrome?

Verses 28-46 of the 1st Chapter, if properly analyzed word for word, give us the clue. Arjuna saw in the huge armies his own people, (svajana)-fathers, grandfathers, brothers, teachers, friends etc., and was overcome with pity. The key word here is svajana, people who are one's very own. It may be noted that Arjuna uses the word 'svajana' four times in these verses. Arjuna's lament and depression are rooted in this feeling of svajanatva - one's own-ness. Arjuna's ego that strongly felt this attachment engendered by possessiveness - own ness or svajanatva- plunged him into the abyss of sorrow and delusion (shoka and moha)

This pathological aberration of Arjuna can be traced to psychological roots that define the Arjuna syndrome. Arjuna displayed feelings of grief and delusion caused by ignorance and confused understanding and his attachment for and the sense of separation from dominion, the elders, sons, friends, kinsmen, relatives - all these arising from the notion that 'I am theirs and they are mine'. It was when discriminative faculty (knowledge) was thus over powered by grief and delusion that Arjuna, who had of himself naturally and spontaneously been engaged in battle as warrior's duty, abstained from fighting and prepared to lead a mendicant's life which was a duty alien to him.

It is thus that in the case of all creatures whose minds come under the sway of the defects of sorrow, delusion, etc. there verily follows, as a matter of course, abandoning their own duties and resorting to prohibited ones.

Even when they engage in their own duties their conduct in speech, thought and deed is certainly motivated by hankering for rewards, and is accompanied by egoism.
Egoism consists in thinking that one is the agent of some work and therefore the enjoyer of its reward.

Such being the case, the cycle of births and deaths, characterized by passing through desirable and undesirable births, and meeting with happiness, sorrow, etc. from the accumulation of virtue and vice, continues unendingly. Thus, sorrow and delusion are the sources of the cycles of births and deaths. Their cessation comes from nothing other than the knowledge of the Self which is preceded by the renunciation of all attachment to duties. Hence, wishing to impart that (knowledge of the Self) for the welfare of the whole world, Lord Vasudeva, making Arjuna the medium, said, 'You grieve for those who are not to be grieved for,' etc. (Chapter 2)

Thus the Arjuna syndrome analyzed could be reduced to the following flowchart.

\[
\text{Ignorance} \rightarrow \text{confused understanding} \rightarrow \text{feeling of I and Mine (ahamkara and mamakara)} \rightarrow \text{sorrow and delusion (shoka and moha)} \rightarrow \text{overpowering of discriminative faculty} \rightarrow \text{abandoning one's own duty (svadharma) and adopting alien duty (para dharma), even in own duty craving for reward and egoism} \rightarrow \text{accumulation of merit and demerit (dharma and adharma)} \rightarrow \text{endless cycle of birth and death, samsara, consisting of getting the experiences of the desirable and the undesirable, pleasure and pain.}
\]

The remedy prescribed by Krishna is Self-Knowledge (atma jnana) which He starts unfolding from the verse 11 of the 2nd chapter. This is the greatest relevance of the Bhagavad Gita for the modern world particularly to the youth - stress filled, strife torn, panic stricken, and conflict ridden, modern world. Atma jnana is the source of strength, infinite power, eternal knowledge and wisdom.

Like Arjuna we too are weak, we too have no will. The will has been lost in our never-ending debate 'What to do and what not to do? What is proper and what is improper?' All the ground beneath our feet is slipping like quicksand. The Arjuna in us is in suspended animation, is in limbo. We too require a shock treatment.

Krishna is holding Arjuna's hands and starting to resolve his problems from the very place where Arjuna is. That is why the Gita is very dynamic psychological system. As Arjuna evolves step by step the Gita also rises and unfolds gradually. Krishna reforms Arjuna at Arjuna's level. All the time in the Gita, Arjuna is the focus and not Krishna.

**KRISHNA, THE MASTER STRATEGIST**

It is better to quote Swami Vivekananda here. He says: “I have heard about Krishna's life. I take it for granted there must have been a man called Krishna, and his Gita shows he has left a wonderful book. He is the most rounded man I know of, wonderfully developed, equally in brain, heart and hand. Every movement of his is alive with activity, either as a gentleman, warrior, minister or something else. Great as a gentleman, as a scholar, as a poet. This all-rounded and wonderful activity and combination of brain and heart you see in the Gita and other books. Most wonderful heart, exquisite language and nothing can approach it anywhere.
In Krishna we find two ideas stand supreme in his message. The first is the harmony of different ideas and the second is non-attachment. A man can attain to perfection,
the highest goal, sitting on a throne, commanding armies, working out big plans for nations. In fact, Krishna's great sermon was preached on the battlefield!

How hard it is to arrive at this sort of non-attachment? Therefore Krishna shows us the lower ways and methods. The easiest way for every one is to do his or her work and not take the results. It is our desire that binds us. If we take the results of actions, whether good or evil, we will have to bear them. But if we work not for ourselves, but all for the glory of the Lord, the results will take care of themselves. To work you have the right, but not to the fruits thereof. The soldier works for no results. He does his duty. If defeat comes, it belongs to the General and not to the soldier. We do our duty for love's sake—love for the General, love for the Lord”.

With such a kind of the Charioteer guiding the eminent soldier Arjuna, let us see what strategy Krishna adopted in the very first scene of the Gita to achieve the purpose of his *avatar*, his descent from the *Vaikuntha*.

When Arjuna asked Krishna to place his chariot between the two armies, Krishna placed it with his sagacity, at such a point from where his kinsmen such as Bhishma, teachers like Drona and other chief kings and warriors of the Kaurava army, could be clearly seen. After keeping the chariot at a crucial spot he told Arjuna, “O Partha (the son of Prtha, Kunti, and Krishna's aunt) behold all these Kurus, assembled here”. This statement has got a deep significance.

In the word 'Kuru', the sons of both Dhritarashtra and Pandu are included because of both of them belong to the Kuru lineage. Krishna by saying 'behold all these Kurus assembled here' means that they are all one, whether they are on his side or opposite side and whether they are good or bad and thus a feeling of kinship may develop in Arjuna. This feeling of kinship may lead to attachment and make him inquisitive. Thus, by making Arjuna an instrument, Krishna wants to preach the gospel of the Gita for the humanity as a whole. Therefore, Krishna instead of using the word 'Dhartaras htran' used the word 'Kurun'. Had he used the former word, Arjuna would have become enthusiastic (as could be observed from Arjuna's dialogues using this word) and there would not have been any chance to expound the Gita.

Krishna considered his duty to destroy Arjuna's delusion by first arousing it and then destroying it as in the case of certain medical procedures for achieving his avowed purpose of establishing and protecting Dharma in the world through his several incarnations.

The relationship between Arjuna and Krishna in this scene is that of a car owner and his driver. The driver just drives the car to the place where its owner wants him to go. The driver does not question the owner or pass any comments on the owner's instructions or wish. But here Krishna tells or directs Arjuna “Behold these Kurus”. There is no need for these remarks as Arjuna will see the assembled warriors anyway and Krishna could have placed the chariot without uttering any words. But he intentionally used the words 'Kurun Pasya' to arouse attachment in Arjuna.
The main reason of Arjuna's grief is that when Krishna placed the chariot between the two armies and asked Arjuna to behold the Kauravas, he saw his relatives, teachers and friends etc. and thus his sense of attachment was aroused. He perceives good in
turning away from war and overwhelmed with grief he sinks into the chariot laying down his arms. Thus we see that it is delusion which changes a hero's great courage into anxiety and worry state neurosis.

Dr.S.Radhakrishnan says that Arjuna's cry or demand was simple yet tremendous and damaging one, “significant of the tragedy of man, which all, who can see beyond the actual drama of the hour, can recognize. The mood of despair in which Arjuna is found in the 1st Chapter of the Gita is what the mystics call the dark night of the soul, an essential step in the upward path. Krishna stands for the voice of God, delivering the message in the thrilling notes, warning Arjuna against dejection of spirit. As the dialogue proceeds, the dramatic element disappears. The echoes of the battlefield die away and we have only an interview between God and man”.

Live as the Gita teaches you to Live

The core teaching of Krishna in the Gita is that where there is virtue there is the prospect of victory and glorious life, both in this world and hereafter and wherever there are vice, unrighteousness, injustice and immorality, there is destruction, physical, moral and spiritual.

The senses of 'I', 'Me', and 'Mine' are the root of all evils and bondages in the world and the senses of 'you' and 'your' bring freedom to the soul. A wise man is the one who goes beyond the sense of 'I', and knows the secret of 'you' by which he gets rid of the senses of 'I' and 'Mine'. As long as we remain selfish we are caught in the net of desires and the world, so long we shall not be able to realize the real essence of the Gita. So Krishna says detachment is freedom and attachment is bondage. Therefore he instructs everybody to perform work disinterestedly without asking for results thereof because desire for the result of works is the chain that binds men and drags them into the den of delusion or maya.

Krishna represents the realized soul free of all conditioning, capable of seeing the truth as it is. He is the Self in a state of sat-chit-ananda. Arjuna is consciousness crumpled by conditioning. The chariot he rides is the body. The horses are the senses. The two wheels are the desire and destiny. As a charioteer, Krishna does two things -

1. He helps Arjuna to realize the true nature of life and 2. He overpowers the forces that threaten social order.

He classifies all actions into two viz. reaction and response; the former is guided by one's ego, motivated by one's desires and the latter is guided by one's intellect motivated by one's duty. The former focuses on result while the latter focuses on action. Krishna proves that by responding rather than by reacting, by maintaining equanimity and not getting provoked by worldly stimuli, it is possible to satisfy the demands of worldliness, fulfill one's obligation to the society, repay one's debts to ancestors and still attain moksha, liberation.
The *varnashrama dharma* categorizes life into four stages to be lived sequentially viz., *brahmacharya, grihasta, vanaparstha and sanyasa*. Krishna's suggestion is that simultaneous rather than sequential achievement of material joy and spiritual bliss is possible.
Frequently asked Questions

1. Is the Gita a scripture that propagates war?

The answer is that it is concerned neither with violence nor with non-violence. It neither condones nor condemns war. The point it makes is to look at the root of any action. What is the yardstick that makes one war noble and the other ignoble? It is the motivation behind it - is it the ego or the common welfare based on justice that distinguishes the two.

Before the battle of Kurukshetra begins, Arjuna asks Krishna to drive their chariot into the open space between the two armies, so that he may see the men he must fight with. When Krishna does this, Arjuna recognizes many of his kinsmen and old friends among the ranks of the enemy. He is appalled by the realization that he is about to kill those whom he loves better than life itself. In his despair, he exclaims: 'I will not fight!'

Krishna's reply to Arjuna occupies the rest of the book. It deals not only with Arjuna's immediate personal problem, but with the whole nature of action, the meaning of life, and the aims for which man must struggle here on earth. At the end of their conversation, Arjuna has changed his mind. He is ready to fight. And the battle begins to fight the evil on the clear understanding that non-resistance to evil is as good as committing evil.

To understand the Gita, we must first consider what it is and what it is not. We must consider its setting. Krishna and Arjuna are on a battlefield. Arjuna is not a dedicated monk but a householder and a warrior by birth and profession. His problem is considered in relation to the circumstances of the moment.

In the background of Gita is a war, between two families, ready to start. Arjuna the main hero on one side looks at the family members, elders and friends on the other side and experiences a strong sense of frustration for infighting in the family. Although he was a great warrior, he merely broke-down by thinking on the utter futility of this war and in that moment of depression he asks his mentor about what he should do.

The answer given by Shri Krishna is equally unexpected. He says “your present reluctance to fight is illusion. Your problem is not regarding the fight as such but the fight against what you call my relatives, my brothers, my friends”. Krishna says that “your real fight has to be against 'I' and 'My' rather than the fight outside”. It is in this context of how to come out of our ego ie 'I' and the result of the ego 'My' that all the other seventeen chapters have been strung into one garland.

In teaching Arjuna, Krishna employs two sets of values, the relative and the absolute. He begins by dealing with Arjuna's feelings of revulsion, on general grounds. Arjuna shrinks from the act of killing. Krishna reminds him that, in the absolute sense, there is no such act called killing. The Atman, the indwelling Godhead (soul) is the only reality. This body is simply an appearance; its existence, its destruction, is likewise, illusory.
Having said this, Krishna goes on to discuss Arjuna's individual problem. For Arjuna, a member of the warrior caste, the fighting of this battle is undoubtedly 'righteous'. His cause is just. To defend it is his duty. Running away from the battle is avoiding duty and escapism.

Socially the caste system is graded, but spiritually, there are no such distinctions. Everyone, says Krishna, can attain the highest sainthood by following the prescribed path of his own caste duty. There have been instances of men everywhere who grew into spiritual giants while carrying out their duties as merchants, peasants, doctors, priests, or kings.

In the purely physical sphere of action, Arjuna is, indeed, no longer a free agent. The act of war is upon him; it has evolved out of his previous actions. It is his svadharma. At any given moment in time, we are what we are; and we have to accept the consequences of being ourselves. Only through this acceptance can we begin to evolve further. We may select the battleground. We cannot avoid the battle.

Arjuna is bound to act, but he is still free to make his choice between two different ways of performing that action. In general, mankind almost always acts with attachment; that is to say, with desire and fear. Desire for a certain result and fear that this result will not be obtained. Actions with attachments bind us to the world of appearances; to the continual doing of more actions.

But there is another way of performing action, and this is without desire and without fear. The doer of the non-attached actions is the most conscientious of men. Freed from desire and fear, he offers everything he does as a sacrament of devotion to his duty (surrenders all his actions to the Lord). All work becomes equally and vitally important. It is only toward the results of work—success or failure, praise or blame—that he remains indifferent. When action is done in this spirit, Krishna teaches, it will lead to the knowledge of what is behind action, behind all life; the ultimate Reality. And, with the growth of this knowledge, the need for further action will gradually fall away from us. We shall realize our true nature, which is God, sat-chit-ananda.

It follows, therefore, that every action, under certain circumstances and for certain people, may be a stepping-stone to spiritual growth— if it is done in the spirit of non-attachment. All good and all evil is relative to the individual point of growth. For each individual, certain acts are absolutely wrong. Indeed, there may well be acts that are absolutely wrong for every individual alive on earth today. But, in the highest sense, there can be neither good nor evil. Krishna, therefore speaking as God Himself, advises Arjuna to fight. The Gita thus neither sanctions war nor condemns it. Regarding no action as of absolute value, either for good or for evil, it cannot possibly do either. (Swami Prabhavananda).

_Dharma_ and _satya_ were at stake in Kurukshetra. So, preventing _adharma_ from gaining victory over _dharma_ was the purpose of Mahabharata war and fighting for _dharma_ against _adharma_ is the message of Gita.
However, we have forgotten this message of Gita and have distorted it in the name of *ahimsa* as our *dharma* unconditionally. Our dharma was satya (truth), and our duty was to fight and protect dharma and satya from every enemy. *Dharmao rakshati*
rakshitah - dharma protects those who protect it - is our creed. And violence was not prohibited in this fight for satya and dharma. Otherwise Rama would not have killed Vali or Ravana. Actually, violence committed for ensuring dharma by a kshatriya is no violence. That is why Krishna asks Arjuna in each and every chapter of the Gita “Arise Arjuna, pick up your weapon and fight to defeat adharma”. So, we will have to hear the teachings of Krishna if we want to prevent the down sliding of the humanity.

To sum up, war is justified only when it is meant to fight evil and injustice and not for the purpose of self aggrandizement.

2. How such a long discourse like the Gita took place in the midst of two impatient armies ready to fight it out?

The rules of time and space as we understand them today were not applicable to the age when the Mahabharata war took place during which the discourse was delivered by God. What seems to us a long dialogue must have taken place in the blink of an eye on the battlefield! We come across many stories indicating that silence is more powerful and penetrating than speech and a teacher taught his students by maintaining silence - thought transference or telepathy. These instances might be a pre-cursor to the modern developments in the field of information technology.

3. This chapter is entitled “Arjuna Visshaada Yogah: The Yoga of Arjuna's despondency”. How despondency or grief can be yoga?

The word Yoga means to join. Any conscious attempt on the part of an individual to lift his present personality and attune it to a higher, perfect ideal is called Yoga. The title of this chapter is self-contradictory. It is named as the Visshaada Yoga or Yoga of Arjuna's grief, depression. If 'grief' could be Yoga, everybody on the earth would be Yogins. It cannot be so for obvious reasons.

Arjuna's condition of utter despair is the most appropriate mental attitude wherein the seeds of the Gita can be ideally sown for their glorious flowering. The scriptural texts by themselves cannot help any one unless the seeker's mental condition is prepared to absorb their teachings. Therefore, even the initial mental condition of Arjuna is called as Yoga as this darkness of the soul is an essential step in the progress to spiritual life.

“Most of us go through life without facing the ultimate questions. It is in rare crises, when our ambitions lie in ruins at our feet, when we realize in remorse and agony the sad mess we have made of our lives, we cry out “Why we are here? What does all this mean? Where do we go from here? My God, why have you forsaken me?” Draupadi cries “I have no husbands, no sons, no kinsmen, no brothers, and no father, not even You, O Krishna”. Arjuna passes through great spiritual tension. When he detaches from his social obligations and asks why he should carry out the duty expected of him by society, he gets behind his socialized self and has full awareness of himself as an individual alone and isolated. He faces the world as a stranger thrown into a threatening chaos. The new
freedom creates a deep feeling of anxiety, aloneness, doubt and insecurity. If he is to function successfully, these feelings must be overcome”. - Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
Thus for learning and living the Gita, the Arjuna-Syndrome is the initial Sadhana, a pre-requisite and hence his grief is considered as Yoga.

4. Why in the courts of law in India does one take the oath by putting one's hand on the Gita and not on the other scriptures like the Ramayana?

The main reason for this practice is that the avatar of Krishna is considered as Purnavatār ie a complete and perfect incarnation. Krishna is multi-dimensional, touching all aspects of human personality while Rama is a maryada purushottam. The dictionary meanings of the word maryada are mark, landmark, boundary, limit, end, goal, strictly defined relation, bounds of morality, moral law. Thus maryada purushottam implies a uni-dimensional nature possessing one note and hence its appeal is bound by the limits of such nature while Krishna's appeal is universal. A thief, a dancer, a Gopika, a cow-herd, a warrior, an enemy, a rakshasa and of course a jnani, a saint uniformly are crazy about him from their own points of view.

Krishna is like an orchestra where many instruments are simultaneously played and each one is bound to fall in love with the note emanating from the instrument he likes. That is the reason why all people like some part of Krishna and nobody knows the whole of Him as the Gita itself says. To put it in terms of music performances, Rama tattva is like a solo performance while Krishna tattva is like a jugalbandi with a bout of sawal-jawab.

Generally only disputants go to the courts of Law. If anybody really swears by or believes in Rama he would never go there. For him courts are redundant. But a person coming before a court can love Krishna because Krishna is accessible even to the sinners and opens the doors for criminals also as the Gita puts it. Therefore it is the practice to use the Gita text for the purpose of taking oath. However, opinions on this point may differ.

Points to Ponder

1. Explain the significance of the background in which the message of Gita was delivered by Sri Krishna.
2. Explain the psychological condition of Duryodhana in the battlefield.
3. What was the reason for Arjuna's grief and despondency?
4. What were the arguments put forward by Arjuna to support his view for not fighting the battle?
5. Explain the central philosophy of the Gita.
6. Short notes on:
   a) Dharmakshetra-Kurukshetra
   b) Panchajanya
   c) Devadatta
   d) Significance of Arjuna's chariot and its charioteer
   e) Arjuna syndrome and Krishna cure.

Next time we shall take up Chapter 2.
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In the 1st Chapter we have seen that Arjuna asked Krishna to place the chariot in the midst of the two armies. Krishna having placed the chariot between the two armies particularly in front of Bhishma and Drona, asked Arjuna to behold the Kurus. Having seen the kinsmen, Arjuna was filled with compassion and sadness and threw away his arms and sank into the seat of the chariot. His personality was destroyed by his overwhelming emotions erupting at the sight of his near and dear ones on the battlefront.

The 2nd Chapter begins with Sanjaya telling Dhritarashtra about the dialogue between Krishna and Arjuna when the latter continues to remain under the spell of melancholy and dejection. Arjuna, with a false sense of renunciation, argues that he would rather live on alms than slay the noble elders like Bhishma and Drona and that even an undisputed sovereignty over all the worlds would not drive away his grief. Arguing thus, he expressed his unwillingness to fight and became silent completely burnt out.

This is one of the longest Chapters in the Gita.

The Text

**KRISHNA REBUKES ARJUNA**

*sanjaya uvaacha*

tam tathaa kripayaavishtam ashrupoornaakulekshanam visheedantam idam vaakyam uvaacha madhusoodanah // 2.1 //

*Sanjaya said*

To him who was thus overwhelmed with pity and sorrow and whose eyes were dimmed with tears, Madhusudana (Krishna) spoke these words.

The second chapter starts with a brief reference to the sad mental condition of Arjuna. His pity was not compassion but a form of self-indulgence. It is the shrinking of the nerves from an act which compels him to hurt his own people. Arjuna recoils from this task in a mood of self-pity. His teacher, Sri Krishna, therefore rebukes him especially because the fact that he had to fight against his own people was known to him even before entering the battlefield.

*sri bhagavaan uvaacha*

kutastwaa kashmalam idam vishame samupasthitam anaaryajushtam aswargyam akeertikaram arjuna // 2.2 //
Sri Bhagavan said

O Arjuna, at this moment of crisis, wherefrom have you got this weakness, un-Aryan like, disgraceful and which is not conducive to the attainment of heaven?

The Lord is called Bhagavan because He possesses six 'bhagas' or divine traits viz. wealth, virtue, glory, greatness, knowledge and dispassion. Krishna, who was silent all along, started speaking.

During His very first utterance in these verses the core of the message of Gita was delivered with a tremendous force. Sri Krishna addresses him as Arjuna which means pure in heart, implying that despite this quality he became faint-hearted instead of showing valor and zeal. It is quite unbecoming of him. Krishna was surprised about this change in Arjuna.

The term `Arya' refers to a highly evolved and cultured man who scrupulously adheres to Dharma. Arjuna, in whom manliness was in full all along, suddenly sunk into unmanliness at the moment of a crisis. The Lord rouses him from this set-back. Sri Krishna classified Arjuna’s mind as confused. Consequently all the utterances of such confused Arjuna would be meaningless and devoid of discrimination. Hence he is termed un-Aryan.

Kirti or fame attends on the one given to laudable life on earth. But Arjuna's way was entirely to the contrary. For him who was wavering in facing a decisive moment there would be nothing but disgrace, neither this world nor the next for such confused and dejected minds.

The message of Krishna is that the goal of life or success cannot be attained by the weak. To be firm in body, mind and character is born of strength. This world and the next are for the strong. Strength brings forth right conduct and straightforwardness leading to enjoyment of this world and reaching Godhood. All divine traits have their source in strength. Strength is life; weakness is death.

The three words used by the Lord are 'anaryajashtam', 'asvargyam' and 'akirtikaram'. They mean respectively three types of persons. 1. Thoughtful whose aim is to Bliss. 2. Virtuous whose aim is to achieve heaven by performing honest actions and 3. Ordinary who want name and fame in this world. Arjuna is indicted that he belongs to none of these because of his affliction.

klaibyam maa sma gamah paartha naitattwayyupapadyate
kshudram hridaya daurbalyam tyaktwottishtha parantapa //2.3//

O Partha (Son of Pritha, Kunti), yield not to unmanliness. It does not befit you. Cast off this petty faint-heartedness and arise, O Paranthapa (scorcher of foes - Arjuna).

The man, who fails to face a critical situation, speaking and acting irrelevantly, is denounced as unmanly. But Arjuna was not really made of that stuff. He was a
vanquisher of his foes. The Lord seems to have deliberately used the strongest language to make him get out of his stupor and to goad him to perform his primary duty to wage war for which he came fully prepared.

The use of the words 'Partha' and 'Kaunteya' with reference to Arjuna is with a purpose. These words mean the son of Pritha, Kunti who is Krishna's father's sister. Krishna thus attempts to show his nearness to him and thereby convey something special to him for his welfare.

ARJUNA'S DOUBTS ARE UNRESOLVED

arjuna uvaacha

katham bheeshmamaham sankhye dronam cha madhusoodana
ishubhih pratiyotsyaami poojaarhaav arisoodana //2.4 //

Arjuna said

But O Madhusudana, how can I strike Bhishma and Drona with arrows in this battle, for they are worthy of worship, O Arisudana (Destroyer of enemies - Krishna)?

guroon ahatwaa hi mahaanubhaavaan shreyo
bhoktum bhaikshyam apeeha loke
hatwaarthakaamaamstu guroon ihaiva
bhunjeeya bhogaan rudhirapradigdhaan // 2.5 //

It is better to live in this world by begging than to slay these honored teachers. By slaying them I would enjoy in this world pleasures which are stained with blood.

na chaitad vidmah kataran no gareeyo

yad waa jayema yadi vaa no jayeyuh
yaan eva hatwaa na jijeevishaamas
te'vasthitaah pramukhe dhaartaraashtraah // 2.6 //

I can hardly tell which will be better - to fight or not to fight, that we should conquer them or they should conquer us. The very sons of Dhritarashtra after slaying whom we do not even wish to live stand facing us.

kaarpanya dosho pahata swabhaavah pricchaami twaam
dharma sammoodha chetaah yacchreyah syaan
nishcitam broohi tanme shishyaste'ham shaadhi maam
twaam prapannam // 2.7 //

With my nature stricken with weakness of sentimental pity and my mind bewildered about my duty, I request you to tell me for certain what is good for me. I am your disciple. Please teach me. I am seeking refuge in you

na hi prapashyaami mamaapanudyaad

yacchokam ucchoshanam indriyaanaam
avaapya bhoomaav asapatnam riddham
raajyam suraanaam api chaadhipatyam // 2.8 //

For, even after obtaining an undisputed sovereignty and an affluent kingdom on this earth and lordship over the Gods, I do not see any means of driving away this grief which is drying up my senses.

Arjuna wondered as to how he was being asked to fight Bhishma and Drona, who were not his enemies but respected elders and teachers worthy of worship. When even using soft words against them was considered sin, Arjuna was surprised about his being exhorted to wage war against them with arrows.

Arjuna continued that it would be better for him to eat food by begging, which was most unbecoming for a man of warrior class, than to slay his noble elders on the Kaurava side. He felt that even if they were killed, his subsequent enjoyment would be stained with their blood and therefore not worth anything and the life in this world would be nothing but hell.

A question arises, why is it that Bhishma and Drona, who are not his enemies, are on the side of Duryodhana? They are there because as Arjuna says Bhishma and Drona are ‘arthakaman’, which means even though they never approved the criminal ways of Duryodhana, they still sought, accepted and enjoyed the royal hospitality of Duryodhana for so long that they now feel obligated to him so much that they simply cannot abandon Duryodhana in his time of need. That is how Bhishma and Drona are now caught on the side of Duryodhana. Arjuna feels that it is their problem and he has nothing to do with it and so he sticks to his point of view that they are worthy of his worship.

He had also said that Duryodhana and his companions being goaded by greed were prepared to wage war; but for himself if he wages war, he will enjoy only blood-stained pleasure in the form of wealth and sensual enjoyment. Thus he perceives nothing but evil in waging war.

When an evil comes to us in the form of an evil, it is easier to do away with it, than when it comes in the garb of something good. Ravana could not be recognized by Sita because he disguised himself as a sage while Krishna killed Kamsa and others recognizing them as evil forces. Similarly Arjuna perceives that it is virtuous not to wage war and it is an evil to wage war. Hence Krishna had to give an elaborate explanation to convince Arjuna about the real wisdom.

When sentiment overtook and clouded his understanding Arjuna lost the faculty of judgment and started doubting as to who should conquer whom?

Realizing his complete helplessness in knowing the nature of his duty and admitting his incapacity to face the crisis and the challenges presented before him, he surrendered himself to Sri Krishna. He confessed before The Lord that he was his disciple and requested Him to tell him for certain what was good for him.
Arjuna does not ask for a metaphysic as he is not a seeker of knowledge; as a man of action he asks for the law of action, for his dharma, for what he has to do in this difficulty. “Master, what would you have me to do?” that is his question.

Arjuna made it clear that in spite of the victory in the war which will in any case bring him an affluent kingdom on this earth and lordship over the Gods, he could not see any way to drive away his grief which was eating away his vitals. He appealed to The Lord to show him a definite way which would remove his grief and guide him in his Dharma.

**sanjaya uvaacha**

evam uktwaa hrishikesah gudakeshah parantapah
na yotsya iti govindam uktwaa tooshneem babhoova ha // 2.9 //

*Sanjaya said*

_Having thus spoken to Hrishikesa (Krishna), Arjuna the destroyer of foes (Parantapa), said to Govinda (Krishna) I will not fight and became silent._

**tam uvaacha hrisheekeshah prahasanniva bhaarata**

senayor ubhayor madhye visheedantam idam vachah // 2.10 //

*O descendent of Bharata (Dhritarashtra), then Krishna, as if smiling, spoke these words to him (Arjuna) thus depressed in the midst of the two armies._

Even after taking refuge in The Lord and seeking His grace, the great warrior Arjuna decidedly told Sri Bhagavan that he would not fight and became silent and quiet. Becoming silent and quiet in the face of a crisis was an expression of bewilderment and helplessness. We may notice that despite asking his teacher to advise him, Arjuna already made up his mind not to fight without even waiting for the advice sought. This indicates the confused state of his mind. In this situation the teacher's task becomes all the more difficult to convince the student.

The depiction of Arjuna as a person sorrowing in the midst of the two armies was in contrast with his description as an enthusiastic warrior ready to fight when he requested Krishna to place their chariot in between both the forces.

Sri Krishna's virtual smile indicates that He saw through Arjuna's attempt at rationalization of his wishful thinking. The attitude of the savior Lord who knows all the sins and sorrows of the suffering humanity is one of the tender pity and thoughtful understanding and not of reproach or censure.

**Concepts and Issues**

It would be observed from the above dialogue that Arjuna was extremely grieved, his eyes were filled with tears and his heart was overcome with sorrow, thinking of those on
the battlefield and surveying both armies while the weapons were beginning to be discharged.

Krishna rebuked Arjuna, the great warrior and told him to shake off all weakness. Arjuna, being of the warrior class, was obliged to fight for a righteous cause and for justice. He did not think of his kinsmen or relatives before coming to the battlefield. He was very enthusiastic and did everything to organize. He was commanding a large army. But after seeing his relatives and friends and thinking of the result of the battle, he hesitated and thought what good would come out of such a fight. His heart filled with pity and sorrow. He became nervous and lost his head and so he wanted to retire from the battlefield at that crucial moment.

Krishna said “No, that is not manliness”. Krishna found that the cause of his grief and sorrow was lack of right knowledge; it was attachment and ignorance and he tried to remove the cause of his sorrow and grief in the light of self-knowledge.

It may be noted from the long statement of Arjuna that the following real issues involved were sidetracked.

1. The war was between two sets of ideals, the just and the unjust, righteousness and covetousness.

2. On the battlefield there was no individual identity like father, son, grandfather, teacher, friend etc. Each one there represented his side and the values that it stood for and it was his duty to fight for them.

3. He committed the error of looking at the problem from his personal point of view. He did not look at the situation in totality but viewed it through his colored eyeglass of egoism, the sense of ‘I’ness and ‘my’ness.

4. He saw himself attached to others: as a student of Drona, grandson of Bhishma and overlooked his duty at that critical juncture which was nothing but to fight. On the contrary although Bhishma and Drona were on the other end of that relationship which was tormenting Arjuna they did not undergo any such sentimental pangs as Arjuna did and they were ready to fire the first shot.

The more one gets attached or identified with the sense of ‘I’ness and ‘my’ness the more he will be faced with problems and confusions in life. The moment he enlarges his vision and identifies himself with basic principles his confusions would disappear and he would discover his real identity with the Self. This is what Krishna's teachings will do to Arjuna.

In order to have the mist cleared from his mind Arjuna at last totally surrendered before The Lord and begged him to show what was good for him. Arjuna wanted to know from Krishna what was decidedly good for him ie Shreyas. The term 'good' did not mean good only for him but good to all those around him also. It also meant not only his material prosperity but spiritual enlightenment for perceiving the Reality or Self within himself.
He admitted his confusion with regard to his Dharma or duty. The question in Arjuna's mind was how he should act which was expected of him or what was his Dharma. The relationship of Arjuna with Krishna had now changed from a friend to a student, from an equal to a disciple. Weighed down by wretchedness, confused about what is right and wrong, Arjuna seeks light and guidance from his teacher, the Divine by his side. When one's world is in ruins, one can only turn within and seek illumination as the gift of God's infinite compassion.

It is the general experience of the seekers that they are assailed by doubts and difficulties even when they are on the threshold of light. The light as it begins to shine in any soul provokes the darkness to resist it. Arjuna faces difficulties, both inward and outward such as the resistance of the relations and friends, doubts and fears, passions and desires. They must all be laid to rest and consumed in the fire of wisdom. The struggle with the darkness will continue until the light fills one's whole being. The conflict in Arjuna must be healed. He must attain to a new, integral, comprehensive consciousness.

This frame of mind was a pre-requisite for the attainment of spiritual enlightenment. It was a turning point. The Lord took note of it, sympathized with him and infused courage in him which was the crying need of that hour. In His efforts to release Arjuna from his doubts Sri Krishna refers to the doctrine of the indestructibility of the Self, appeals to his sense of honor and martial traditions, reveals to him God's purpose and points out how action is to be undertaken in the world.

We all are self-deluded men in the battlefield of this world. So long as we are in the charming and enchanting power of the world (samsara) which is nothing but maya, we do not identify anything correctly as in the case of a man identifying a rope as a snake in the inadequate light. Similarly in the partial light of our knowledge we do not know what will be the right path. So when become a disciple to a wise man, we get the proper light and then we understand the right path to Dharma.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

Like Arjuna the aspirant must realize his weakness and ignorance and yet be anxious to do God's will and discover what it is.

So the description of the battle in the Bhagavad Gita can be applied to any one living in the world in any country at any time. We therefore study the Gita not because it was given by Sri Krishna but because it is helpful in our everyday life. In the path of everyday life, if we follow and take advice of the buddhi or intelligence and its right direction, then we can ultimately reach the goal of all religions.

Sri Krishna starts by saying "O! Arjuna, you are worried unnecessarily", and ends by saying "Don't worry; I will take care of you". In between these words, there is an entire teaching on the nature of Existence - the Nature of jeeva, jagat and ishwra and the most practical philosophy for right conduct in everyday life, leading to Absolute Happiness.
and Total Fulfillment in life, which is indeed the teaching of all our scriptures - the Vedas and the Upanishads.

From here on, we are not particularly concerned with the Mahabharata War as an episode in human history, except in terms of context. On the other hand, we are concerned with the incessant war going on within every one of us, between the forces of good and bad, in our every day life. This war is of every human being, who is mature enough to realize that Joy of Life lies only in Enlightenment of the Best and the Highest in one's own self; and that is - Self-Knowledge - God Realization.

Striving towards such Enlightenment - such Self-Knowledge - such God-Realization is our heritage; is our philosophy; is our culture; is our religion. In order to gain such Enlightenment, one has to overcome so many obstacles within oneself - that is the Great War one has to fight every day of one's life. In this war itself, there is no violence. There are no bows and arrows, bombs or shells. There is no bloodshed. There is no death. There is only a continuous process of self-endeavor, to uplift oneself, which itself is a process of continuous joy.

The destructive weapons of ordinary war are completely useless in this process of self endeavor. The weapons needed to succeed in this war are constructive ones, and they are: - humility, modesty, non-violence, etc., about which the Gita tells us in Chapter 13.

Simply because the teachings of the Bhagavad Gita occurred in the context of the Mahabharata war, they do not constitute an incitement to violence of any kind, anywhere, at any time, under any circumstance. On the contrary, these teachings unfold the power of the all-inclusive war to dispel Self-ignorance and gain Extraordinary Enlightenment, Fulfillment and Joy of Life for every human being.

Points to Ponder

1. Arjuna's thoughts about the impending war.
2. How Arjuna's decision not to wage war is incorrect?
3. Why surrendering like Arjuna for the guidance from the wise is necessary for everybody?
4. Sri Krishna's expression as if smiling.
5. Bhagavan's strong reaction to Arjuna's words.

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 2.11

HARIH OM
Preamble

We have seen the dejection of Arjuna and his determination not to wage the war. Since Bhagavan Krishna has discovered that the deep-rooted delusion and grief of Arjuna cannot be removed without the knowledge of reality, He immediately starts His discourse on the immortality of the Soul with a virtual smile on His face,

In that moment of depression, the sinking heart of Arjuna heard the Divine voice of Krishna. Krishna's virtual smile indicates that he saw through Arjuna's attempt at rationalization of what is now known as wishful thinking.

Krishna starts the sermon of the Gita by stating that

1. The wise grieve neither for the living nor for the dead.
2. The Self within is eternal, indestructible.
3. The bodies enveloping the Self are ephemeral. They have a beginning and an end.
4. Death is certain for the born and birth for the dead.
5. Beings constantly pass through the repeated stages of unmanifest, manifest and again unmanifest. So why grieve over the inevitable?
6. The indwelling Self remains eternally the same.

The 2\textsuperscript{nd} Chapter is considered as the epitome of all that stands for in the Gita.

The Text

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE SELF AND THE BODY:

WE SHOULD NOT GRIEVE FOR WHAT IS IMPERISHABLE.

\textit{sri bhagavaan uvaacha}

\begin{quote}
\textit{ashochyaan anvashochastwam prajnaavaadaamshcha bhaashase}
gataasoon agataasoomshcha naamushochanti panditaah // 2.11 //
\end{quote}

\textit{Sri Bhagavan said}

\textit{You grieve for those who are not to be grieved for; and yet you speak words of wisdom!}
\textit{The learned do not grieve for the departed and those who have not departed.}

There are four propositions in this verse. 1. Arjuna is grieving 2. He is grieving for those not to be grieved for. 3. He speaks the words of the wise though he is not so, and 4. The wise do not grieve for the living or for the dead.
Let us have a closer look at these statements.
1. The cause for Arjuna's suffering and distress is because when he looked at his relatives, friends and teachers lined up on the opposite side, the feeling of 'me' and 'mine' became very strong in him, the central point being the sense of 'I.' A man is grieved when he categorizes some objects or persons as his own and some others as not his own. This sense of mine and not-mine - attachment for things considered as one's own and indifference for things considered as not one's own - is called ego which is the source of all grief, worry, fear and confusion. Rediscovering oneself to be really higher than one's ego is the end of all sorrows arising out of false identification or relationship.

So Krishna went to the bottom of this grief, sorrow, misery and suffering and explained that a wise man does not have the sense of 'I', 'me' and 'mine'. Such a man is not bound by any tie or attachment of any kind.

2. Here the phrase 'those not to be grieved for' refers to Bhishma and Drona. Why they are not to be grieved for? It is because they are beyond the sense of attachment and the feeling of ‘I’ ‘my’ and ‘mine’. That is the reason why they are on the side of the Kaurava army despite the Pandavas being equally dear to them. They are aware of the difference between the real and the unreal, the soul and the body respectively. They are wise because they have realized the eternal reality behind the phenomenal changes and therefore do not grieve at the decay and death of the finite and the mortal in the form of the physical bodies.

When we go to the sea shore we do not grieve over each wave that rises and dissolves for we know that they are unreal and the real thing is the water in the waves. Waves are like the physical bodies which appear and disappear while the indweller of the body, the self or soul is like the water. Those who have realized this eternal truth have no sorrow for the change they perceive in the world of happenings.

Thus both real and unreal are not to be grieved at as the real is imperishable and therefore should not be grieved for. The unreal is bound to perish, as it is perishing at every moment, so it should not also be grieved at. It follows that Arjuna's grief over the bodies of his relatives getting perished is misplaced and is the consequence of his ignorance, lack of right knowledge, *avidya* although his words apparently look wise which in fact they are not. Hence Krishna says that he is grieving for those who should not be grieved for.

What Krishna means is “Arjuna, Look at those standing before you not as human beings; look at them as the souls (*atman*) and the soul is immortal; you cannot kill the soul if you have the real knowledge”. The idea is, “You are sorrowing for those who are eternal in the real sense, and therefore who are not to be grieved for. Hence you are a fool”.

“The wise do not mourn for the dead or for the living,” says Krishna to Arjuna. Why? Because there are no “living” or “dead” in the sense that those with bodies are alive and those divested of a body are dead. Nor is there such a duality called life and death. These are only the illusions produced by the distorting veils of ignorance. “Lead me from death to immortality” is not a petition to gain a state where we will nevermore experience
bodily death, but a plea to be led from the outward-turned consciousness that produces death to the inward-turned consciousness that produces life. It is spirit itself that is immortality—nothing else.

In order to remedy this myopic view of Arjuna, Krishna administered the strongest medicine of the Knowledge of the Self to him at the very first stroke from the 11th verse of this chapter which is considered as the key verse of the Gita. All the subsequent teachings are an elaboration of the principle laid down in this verse.

He advised Arjuna to renounce his physical, emotional and intellectual estimate of his grand-sire and teacher and to re-evaluate the situation from his spiritual understanding whereby his problem at the battlefield would vanish.

na twevaaham jaatu naasam na twam neme janaadhipaah na chaiva na bhavishyaamah sarve vayam atah param // 2.12 //

It is not that I did not exist before, nor you nor these kings. Nor is it that we shall cease to exist in future.

There are two things in the world, the soul which is real and the body which is unreal. Both of these are not to be grieved for because the soul never ceases to be and the body is ever perishable. Thus Sri Krishna speaks here of the immortality of the Self or the soul. The Self exists in the three periods of time - past, present and future.

He declares that the embodied soul in every one identifies itself with varied forms temporarily to gain preordained experiences. Neither Krishna himself nor Arjuna nor the other kings who have assembled in the battlefield are mere accidental happenings nor shall they cease to exist in future. It is not that they came from nowhere nor at their death they become nothing or non-existent. The soul remaining the same, it gets apparently conditioned by different body equipments and comes to live through its self-ordained environments.

All the living creatures existed before their birth; they exist now and would exist even after the disappearance of their present bodies. A man experiences his existence before sleep, after sleep and during sleep. While his existence is continuous, his body is changing every moment and ultimately perishes one day. Thus existence is beyond time while biological body is bound by time and space. Waves arise, they play and die away. But the ocean ever remains the same.

Prior to the pot, in the pot and after the pot it was only the mud or clay which has continuous existence. Just as the destruction of a pot does not lead to the destruction of clay, so also destruction of the physical body does not lead to destruction of the Soul. Therefore, Arjuna should not grieve for his relatives out of fear of their destruction.

IMMUTABLE CHARACTER OF THE SOUL
Just as in this body the embodied self passes into childhood, youth and old age, so also does he pass into another body; calm man does not grieve at it.

Embodied self means the soul assuming a physical body. Calm man means he who has Self-Knowledge and does not grieve at it means that he does not grieve at death.

In the progress of growth of the body, childhood dies when youth is born and youthhood dies when the old age sets in. Even when childhood or youthhood no longer remains at the old age, man remembers his early days fairly well. Thus 'something' is common throughout the various stages of growth which could remember the past experiences and none feels unhappy about these changes.

For the SELF in this body, as is obtaining the change in the experiences of childhood, youth and old age, so also is the change in the experiences on obtaining another body. A wise person is not confused or overpowered by such change in experiences.

Let us understand this statement properly. The Indweller - The self in one's body is the same in one's childhood, youth and old age; similarly, on obtaining another body, the Indweller in that new body also is the same self or atman.

Childhood, youth and old age are only with respect to one's physical body. The SELF, without undergoing any change, remains the same in all the three stages of bodily experiences. It is the same atman which is the Indweller in any new body one may assume later, after the present body falls. There can never be a time when atman is not there. Thus at all times, "I am" does not change, but "what I am" may change. A wise person is not confused or overpowered by such changes. If one thinks that "I" changes from "childhood I" to "youth I" to "old-age I" and to another "I" in another body, one must simply ask oneself the question who is "That I" who recognizes all these changes in "I"s. That "I" - That Recognizer I - That Seer I - "That Knower - I" is indeed atman, The SELF which is Eternal - All-pervading, and is never subject to change.

The Self does not die at the cessation of the childhood stage nor is it born again at the commencement of the youth stage and so also with the next stage of the old age. As the Self passes unchanged from one stage of the physical body into another stage so it passes unchanged from one body into another. As one does not grieve for the body when it passes through childhood, youth and old age, similarly one should not worry or get himself deluded over when the soul passes over to another body at physical death. Thus birth and death are spoken of with regard to the physical body and not the soul.

At the moment of death, there is no extinction of the individual. The embodied ego of the dead body (the subtle and causal bodies) leaves its previous structure and according to vasanas or mental impressions gained during its embodiment it gets itself identified with
another physical body where it can express itself completely and seek its perfect fulfillment.

Now Arjuna may say: Well Krishna, all this talk about atman is interesting. It is nice to know that all of us are in fact eternal, and atman is ananda svarupa, Atma is All-Happiness. I have not experienced That Atma yet. Our scriptures say so; you say so; I accept all that to be true. But that does not help me much just now. The ups and downs of daily life do create pain and sorrow. This is common experience. Whether it is justified or not, it is still a fact that I am suffering from sorrow and distress at this time. Please tell me how I must handle this situation. Anticipating such a request from Arjuna, Bhagavan says:

maatraa sparshaastu kaunteya sheetoshna sukha dukhadaah agamaapaayinonyaas taamstitikshaswa bhaarata //2.14 //

The contacts of the senses with objects, O son of Kunti, which cause heat and cold, pleasure and pain have a beginning and an end; they are impermanent; endure them bravely, O descendent of Bharata (Arjuna).

Objects are perceived not by the sense organs viz. skin, ear, eye, nose and tongue but through them. The sense organs are the channels through which the perceiving-ego gathers the knowledge of the objects such as touch, sound, form, smell and taste. If this process of perceiver contacting the objects through sense organs does not take place the objects as such can not bring any response or reaction in any individual.

The object remaining the same it can give different experiences to the same individual at different times or at the same time to different individuals. Cold is pleasant at one time and unpleasant at another. Heat is pleasant in winter and not in summer. Food is welcome to a hungry person but not to the one who just finished his lunch. So the sense contacts that give rise to feelings of heat and cold, pleasure and pain, favorable and unfavorable experiences come and go. They are therefore impermanent in nature, giving pleasure at one moment and pain at another. One should bear all the pairs of opposites patiently and thus develop a balanced state of mind. Do not give yourself to joy or grief on their account.

Joys and sorrows are all responses of the mind to the conducive and non-conducive world around us. They are but mental reactions - thoughts. Learn to be observer of these emotions rather than get identified with them. Do not react but reflect. Stand apart - be aloof in yourself - be just an uninterested witness to the tumults of the mind. This attitude gives poise and balance.

The pairs of opposites like heat and cold are impermanent as distinguished from the Permanent Self, the Indweller. Actually there is no affinity between the Self and the unreal pairs of opposites. But it assumed this affinity which can be rooted out only when we cease to accept it. A woman bereaved of her husband say fifty years ago, and if anyone called her as the wife of her husband Mr. so and so she becomes alert and feels sad even today. It shows that the assumed affinity has not yet broken off which means
that though the objects are lost, yet the assumed affinity persists which continues to cause anguish. The more one is able to distance oneself with this assumed affinity and identifies himself with the permanent Self, the less one is affected by the agreeable and disagreeable conditions of life.

Mere knowledge of agreeable and disagreeable senses is not bad. But attachment with and aversion to them is a fault. Not to be affected by such an evil is expressed by the term 'endure them'. Moreover, body, the sense organs and their actions have a beginning and an end. But the perceiver, the 'I' never changes and therefore we should remain unaffected by such transitory and fleeting experiences which is called 'endurance'.

WHAT GOOD COMES TO HIM WHO ENDURES THESE DESIRABLE AND UNDESIRABLE SITUATIONS?

\begin{quote}
\textit{yam hi na vyathayantyete purusham purusharshabha samaduhkhha sukham dheeram so'mritatwaaya kalpate} // 2.15 //
\end{quote}

That calm man who remains unchanged in pain and pleasure, whom these cannot disturb, alone is able, O greatest amongst men, to attain immortality.

Titiksha or the power of endurance of the pairs of opposites advocated here does not mean a meek submission to sorrows in life (Stoic philosophy) but signifies the equipoise of mind in both pleasure and pain entertained by a wise man based on the knowledge of the Soul's immortality.

Endurance, coupled with the discrimination between the real and the unreal and detachment from the worldly objects and pleasures, prepares the aspirant for right knowledge, which alone leads to liberation.

Vedanta defines endurance as the bearing of all afflictions without wishing to redress them, while being free from all anxiety or regret on their account.

This perfect sameness or equanimity amidst the ills of life means full and unbroken consciousness of our oneness with the immortal Self. At that stage a person becomes fit for attaining immortality or knowledge of Self - the ultimate goal of life. Immortality means the infinite experience of the Eternal and the Permanent. Eternal life does not mean survival of death, but it is the transcendence of life and death.

HOW THE SOUL IS ETERNAL AND HOW THE CONTACTS WITH SENSORY OBJECTS ARE TRANSITORY? THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE REAL AND THE UNREAL. ADDITIONAL EXPLANATIONS.

\begin{quote}
\textit{naasato vidyate bhaavo naabhaavo vidyate satah ubhayorapi drishto'ntastwanayos tattwadarshibhibh} // 2.16 //
\end{quote}

The unreal has no existence. The Real never ceases to be (never ceases to exist). Men possessed of the knowledge of the Truth fully know both these.
This verse indicates that the mental tranquility can accrue only through right interpretation of life. Right interpretation of life involves knowing what is Real and what is un-Real. The distinction between these two is dealt with here.

The Real is that which has no change and remains the same in all periods of time - past, present and future. It always is. The unreal is that which does not remain the same for two successive moments. Whatever did not exist in the past or will not exist in the future cannot really exist in the present. That which is not in the beginning and which will not be in the end, but which seemingly exists in the present is called un-Real. Any object conditioned by the law of cause and effect is not absolutely real because every effect is a change brought about by a cause and every cause is temporary.

The life is finite. The body changes every moment, mind evolves and intellect grows with the passage of time. Each change in the body for example from childhood to youth and from youth to old age results in the constant death to its previous state. Body, mind and intellect constitute the continuous succession of the changes and all of them cannot be real. A thing which never remains the same for any given period is un-Real. The whole of the phenomenal world must be unreal because no one state in it endures even for a fraction of the time.

But there must be some real entity behind these changes. For the changes to take place there must be some changeless substratum just as a river bed is necessary for the rivers to flow. In order to hold together innumerable experiences at the levels of body, mind and intellect and to give them a cohesive whole which is called life, a changeless substratum is required for all.

That something which remains unchanged all through the changes is The Real and it is nothing other than the Self in all, the Pure Awareness, and Consciousness. What is changing must be unreal and what is constant must be real. When the soul is overpowered by ignorance, the un-Real which is the names and forms of the phenomenal world, veils the unchanging reality - the Atman, Consciousness - which is for ever manifest and which is not conditioned by causality. This Self is the unchanging Witness of the changes in the relative world as in the case of the river bed and a flowing river.

This Awareness by which one becomes conscious of things in one's life - because of which one is considered alive, but for which one will have no existence in the given embodiment - That Spiritual Entity, Eternal, All Pervading, Unborn and Undying, the One Changeless factor is the Infinite in him. And this is the Atman, Consciousness which is the Real.

Therefore the men of knowledge and wisdom have known the implications of these - the Real and the Un-Real, the Self and the Non-Self, which in combination is called the world.
Embedding this exposition into the practical world, we notice that Arjuna is grieved by thinking that the warriors will die. So, the Lord explains that the real never dies and the unreal never exists as it is continuously dying (changing). Therefore it is not wise to grieve.

WHAT THEN IS THAT WHICH IS ALWAYS REAL?

\textit{avinaashi tu tad viddhi yena sarvam idam tatam vinaasham avyayasyaasya na kaschit kartum arhati // 2.17 //}

Know 'That' to be indestructible, by whom all this is pervaded. None can cause the destruction of That, the Imperishable.

That’ is Brahman or the unchangeable Consciousness. It is the self of all. It is The Real that envelops everything that exists. It is the very substance of all the world of perceptions, the world of names and forms, which we experience. Brahman is the Witness and the innermost essence of the changeable world.

Different mud pots have different names and shapes depending upon the things they contain or the purposes for which they are made use of. Yet all of them are permeated with the same stuff ie mud without which no pot can exist. All the pots come from mud exist in mud and when they are destroyed all their forms and names merge back in mud. So the mud is The Reality holding all pots together.

So too, the world of finite objects and changes is enveloped by The Real, the Changeless Brahman. Sri Krishna says that there is no possibility of this Real ever getting destroyed at all. Destruction of an object is caused by the loss of its parts as in the case of the body or by the loss of something belonging to it. As Brahman is without parts and is One without a second, there is no question of its destruction.

The immutable Consciousness or Atman in the individual is the same as the all pervading Consciousness or Brahman in the universe.

The idea here is that while the soul is imperishable, the body is perishable and is perishing every day. Nobody can check the process of such destruction. Whether Arjuna wages the war or withdraws from it, the imperishable cannot be destroyed and the perishable cannot be saved from destruction.

WHAT IS THE UNREAL WHOSE NATURE IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE?

\textit{antavanta ime dehaa nityasyoktaah shareerinah anaashino'prameyasya tasmaad yudhyaswa bhaarata // 2.18 //}

Only the bodies, of which this eternal, imperishable, and incomprehensible Self is the indweller, are said to have an end. Therefore, O descendent of Bharata (Arjuna) fight.
Arjuna’s grief which deters him from his duty is born of ignorance as to the true nature of the soul. Hence Sri Bhagavan's persisted attempts to illumine him on the subject.

The physical body may be injured or destroyed by illness or death. The Self is subject to neither of these. The Self is said to be incomprehensible because it is not comprehended by the senses, by the mind, or by any other instrument of knowledge. The self is svatah-siddha, determined by Itsel. Being the knowing Consciousness, It cannot be known by any other instrument. Everything is known by the Self just as no other light is required the see the light of the Sun which is self-effulgent.

Here the earlier advice about the Permanent and Non-Permanent is repeated with an added call to Arjuna to fight. Krishna is not really commanding Arjuna to fight as it is commonly understood. Arjuna, following his Dharma, had come to the battlefield to fight. He refused to fight on account of his erroneous perception of the true nature of the soul and the body. The efforts of the Lord are towards removing this unawareness and leave him to do what he (Arjuna) considers to be right.

This is really not a command to fight but a call to Arjuna and through him to all of us to discard the defeatist mentality and face whole heartedly and sincerely all the situations in every field of activity at any given moment of existence in life.

IT IS IGNORANCE TO THINK THAT THE SOUL IS CAPABLE OF KILLING OR CAN BE KILLED.

ya enam vetti hantaaram yashchainam manyate hatam
ubhau tau na vijaaneeto naayam hanti na hanyate // 2.19 //

He who looks on the Self to be the slayer and he who looks on the Self as the slain - neither of them apprehends correctly. The Self neither slays nor is slain.

The Self is a non-doer and as it is immutable; it is neither the agent nor the object of the act of slaying. He who thinks ‘I slay’ or ‘I am slain’ really does not comprehend the true nature of the Self. The Self is indestructible. It exists in all periods of time - past, present and future. It is The Existence itself i.e ‘Sat’. The physical body undergoes inevitable changes every moment but the Self is not affected in the least by such changes. When the body is destroyed, the Self is not. Both of them who think that they have been slain when their bodies have been slain and those who feel that they are the slayers of the bodies of others do not know the real nature of the Self.

The agent of slaying is the ego (aham) and the object of slaying is the body. Therefore the Self which is different both from the ego and the body is neither the slayer nor the slain. But by identifying with the body It assumes itself as the doer of actions performed by the body. If the man does not identify himself with the body he is not at all doer of any activity. One who holds the soul as slain is also ignorant because the soul remains unaffected and unchanged. Only that which is perishable and changeable can be slain. How could the imperishable and unchangeable be slain?

HOW IS THE SELF IMMUTABLE AND IMMORTAL?
na jaayate mriyate vaa kadaachin

naayam bhootwaa bhavitaa vaa na bhooyah
ajo nityah shaashwato'ym puraano
na hanyate hanyamaane shareere // 2.20 //

*He is never born nor does He ever die; after having been, He again does not cease to be.*

Unborn, eternal, changeless and ancient. *He is not killed when the body is killed.*

This verse describes the absence of the six kinds of modification inherent in every living thing viz., birth, subsistence, growth, transformation, decay and death. The Self is altogether changeless. These changes are the source of all sorrows and miseries in every mortal's life. All these are denied to the Self to prove Its changelessness. Birth and death are for the physical bodies only and they cannot touch the immortal Self just as the waves are born and die in the ocean but the ocean itself is not born with the waves nor does it die when the waves disappear.

Arjuna was grieved about the death of his kinsmen in the war. So the Lord explains that the soul is not killed when the body is slain and hence he should not grieve.

**WHY THE SOUL DOES NOT KILL ANYBODY?**

vedaavinaashinam nityam ya enam ajam avyayam

katham sa purushah paartha kam ghaatayati hanti kam // 2.21 //

*Whosoever knows Him to be indestructible, eternal, unborn and immutable, how can that man slay O Arjuna, or cause another to slay?*

An enlightened person who knows the changelessness and the indestructibility of the Self cannot perform the function of slaying or cause another to slay. When we know the Self to be invulnerable, how can anyone slay it? The words 'how can he slay' refer to Arjuna and 'cause another to slay' refer to Krishna's own role.

Summarizing what has been said so far Krishna emphasizes that those who know the nature of the Self shall have no dejection or sorrow in the face of the realities of life. Therefore, one while discharging duty should not grieve, while slaying anyone or causing anyone to be slain, but should discharge one's duty, in accordance with the ordinance of scriptures.

**ILLUSTRATION REGARDING INDESTRUCTIBILITY OF THE SOUL.**

vaasaamsi jeernaani yathaa vihaaya

navaani grihnaati naro'paraani
tathaa shareeraani vihaaya jeernaa
nyanyaani samyaati navaani dehee // 2.22 //

*Just as a man casts off his worn-out clothes and puts on new ones, so also the embodied Self casts off Its worn out bodies and enters that are new.*
Here ‘dehi’ means the jiva - the individual person, who is made up of the perceptible gross physical body, the imperceptible subtle and causal bodies, together with the atman.

The verse says: Just as an individual person gives up worn out or old clothing and takes up new ones, similarly, the same jiva, on giving up the worn out or old gross physical body, naturally takes up an appropriate new gross physical body. By giving up the old clothes and putting on new ones, the person does not change. Similarly, by giving up the old body and assuming a new one, the atman in the jiva - the individual person - does not change. The ‘worn out condition of the body’ does not refer to its biological condition but to the capacity of the body, mind and intellect equipments to earn the required experiences from the available environment for facilitating their evolutionary journey. This evolution and change is for the physical bodies and not for the Self.

The verse also tells something more about every individual person. By virtue of one's own 'karma' the jiva already becomes ready to assume a new body, prior to casting out the old worn-out body which has served its purpose. In other words, the mental make-up of a person does not die along with the death of the gross body. The mental make-up of the person, along with its karma-born tendencies and dispositions is called the subtle-body which is the core of every jiva and it survives the death of the physical frame. In its next step of evolution, the jiva assumes a new physical frame more suited to the fulfillment of its natural tendencies and dispositions. In all these changes, the self or soul or the Atman remains unchanged. In reality, the soul being immobile and non-active does not migrate from one body to another; it is ever fixed and steady and does not undergo any change whatsoever.

But just as when a pot is carried from one place to another, the space within the pot also appears be carried, even so when the subtle body leaves a gross body and enters another, it appears that the soul also has moved from one body to another. Therefore, the acts of leaving one body and entering into another are attributed to the soul in order to explain the phenomenon of death to the lay people. The word ‘dehi’ is indicative of the soul identifying itself with gross body it appears to be leaving and entering into another. In this sense it is said that the soul leaves a worn-out body and enters into a new one.

Now a question arises why this cycle of birth and death has been going on from times immemorial. While this question can be answered from the Jnana, Bhakti and Karma points of view, the basic factor behind this never-ending cycle is that God has granted the choice to the living beings to make proper use of their lives and to rediscover ultimately their own transcendental nature. Through innumerable births in the relative world they gain experience, through experience knowledge and through knowledge attain freedom or liberation or moksha from this cycle.
Concepts and Issues

Krishna started the sermon of the Gita by stating that

1. The Self within is eternal, indestructible.
2. The bodies enveloping the Self are ephemeral and have a beginning and an end.
3. Death is certain for the born and birth for the dead.
4. Beings pass through this cycle of birth and death repeatedly but the indwelling Self remains eternally the same.

The one who understands these concepts is said to possess true knowledge which postulates that the soul or self or the atman alone is real and all things other than that are unreal.

The entire existence with respect to an individual is divided into two categories: 1. 'I' or _aham_ and 2. 'This' or _idam_. Atman is 'I' and the rest is 'This' _idam_. But due to the ignorance of my real nature, I am always identified with my body, mind and intellect and thus developed a false notion about myself. This false notion is ego.

If I can differentiate what is different from me, I can apprehend my own nature. Thus the enquiry is to know first what is not I and then to assert what is I. In other words it is about knowing what is not I (the body, mind and intellect) and knowing my real nature ie Atman (I). This is the study of the nature of the atman and the body which is called _Sarira Traya Prakriya_.

The personality of an individual is considered to consist of three bodies or 'sarira' viz. gross body (_sthula sarira_), subtle body (_sukshma sarira_) and causal body (_karana sarira_).

Gross body (_Sthula Sarira_): It is that which is composed of the five great elements viz. space, air, fire, water and earth. The volume of the body occupies 'space', the breathing and respiratory system is due to 'air', the warmth in the body is due to 'fire' and the body is made up of 'water' and the 'minerals'(earth). This physical body is considered to have been acquired as a result of past good deeds. This body is the locus or the habitation or the counter for experiencing pain and pleasure and such other pairs of opposites. It is subject to six modifications (_shad vikaras_) viz. existence, birth, growth, change, decay and death.

Subtle body (_Sukshma Sarira or Linga Sarira_): It is the counterpart of the gross body that keeps the latter alive, performs all the physiological functions and operates the organs of action and perception. The physical body dies when the subtle body departs. The subtle body consists of seventeen components. They are the five organs of perception, the five organs of action, the five vital airs (_Pancha Pranas_), the mind and the intellect.

Central Region of the Body. 16. The Mind - Receives Stimuli through organs of perception from external sources and 17. The Intellect - Analyses situations or stimuli received and determines - Cognition faculty.

According to some the mind and intellect only are treated as the causal body and the other fifteen components mentioned above form part of the gross body. The subtle body is the instrument of experience while the gross body is the hutm ent or the place of the experience.

Causal body (*Karana Sarira*): It is inexplicable, beginingless and in the form of ignorance of the Reality and the cause for the other two bodies, ignorant of one's own real nature, free from duality or division. According to some our inborn tendencies or *vasanas* are treated as causal body.

Atman (Self, Soul): It is not any of the three bodies mentioned above. It is the “awareness” or “consciousness” by which we are aware of the three bodies. It is called 'chit'. The Atman does not undergo any change during the three states of consciousness viz. waking, dream and deep sleep (*avastha traya*) or during the passage of time because it is beyond time. It is therefore called *Sat* or ever-existent. The atman is also beyond the limitations of body, mind and intellect. It is also beyond space and time because space and time also are creations of the mind.

It is in a constant state of bliss or *ananda*. Atman is therefore *sat-chit-ananda* or Existence-Knowledge-Bliss. It is the principle that is self-effulgent, that pervades everything including space and which is complete (*Purna*). The *Sat-Chit-Ananda Svaurpa* is the natural state of every living being but it is not experienced because we are struggling in a wrong direction and squandering our energies on inconsequential matters. Thus the purport of Krishna's advice to Arjuna is that the latter should change the direction of his mindset from the unreal to the real.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

- Don't be carried away by emotional attachment but be guided by rational analysis.
- Distinguish between the real and the unreal, appearance and reality, shadow and the substance, grain and the chaff.
- Discard the defeatist mentality and face whole heartedly and sincerely all the situations in every field of activity at any given moment of existence in life.

Points to Ponder

1. Krishna's virtual smile.
2. Grieving for those who are not to be grieved.
3. Real and Unreal.
4. Pairs of opposites and why to endure them?
5. Three kinds of bodies.
6. Immutability of the Self.

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 2.23

*HARIH OM*
Preamble

Last time we studied up to verse 2.22 dealing with Krishna's exposition about the permanent nature of the Soul and the impermanent nature of the physical body wherein the Lord proved it unreasonable to grieve over the process of leaving one body and adopting another.

Continuing the discussion from another angle the Lord in the next three verses reiterates the eternal and changeless character of the soul and proves that grieving for fear of its destruction is unbecoming and improper on the part of Arjuna.

The Text

nainam chhindanti shastraani nainam dahati paavakah
na chainam kledayantaapo na shoshayati maarutah // 2.23 //

*Weapons cannot cut It, nor can fire burn It; water cannot wet It, nor can wind dry It.*

Here the unseen has been explained by means of the seen to indicate its nature. The changeless Self is explained with the aid of ever changing world which is familiar to Arjuna and others. In the world of change, objects meet their end by means of instruments of destruction like weapons, fire, water and wind.

Arjuna's grief was based on the assumption that he would be killing the elders and other relatives by striking them with lethal weapons. Hence in order to remove his grief the Lord points out the immortality and formlessness of the soul by pointing out the inability of all the four elements of earth, water, fire and air to destroy it. The body is perishable and possessed of a form; the soul is everlasting and formless. Therefore, the soul can never be destroyed by the elements of earth in the form of weapons or by the elements of water, fire and air and so it is sheer ignorance to lament for it.

acchedyo'yam adaahyo'yam akledyo'shoshya eva cha nityah
sarvagatah sthaanur achalo'yam sanaatanah // 2.24 //

*This Self cannot be cut, burnt, wetted or dried up. It is eternal, all-pervading, stable, ancient and immovable.*

Continuing the import of the previous verse, The Lord says that if a thing cannot be annihilated by any means of destruction discovered by man such an object must be everlasting. Since the Self is indestructible, It is necessarily everlasting. That which is everlasting or eternal will pervade everywhere. All-pervading indicates that It has only itself all around It and it is unconditioned by anything other than Itself.
That which is eternal and all-pervading must be stable meaning no change can ever happen to It. That which is stable is immovable. Mobility or moving implies the transfer of an object or person from one set of time and place to another set of time and place where they were not there already. Since Self is all-pervading there cannot be any place or period of time where It was not there before. As the Self is unconditioned by the concept of time It is said to be ancient.

Sri Bhagavan explains nature of immortal Self in a variety of ways giving several illustrations in order that the underlying idea can be grasped by everybody.

avyakto'yam achintyo'yam avikaaryo'yam uchyate tasmaad
evam vidiitwainam naanushochitud arhasi // 2.25 //

The Self is unmanifest, unthinkable and unchangeable. Therefore, knowing it to be as such, you should not grieve.

The Self is not an object of perception. It cannot be perceived by any one of the senses. Therefore, it is unmanifest. The mind can think only about an object perceived by the senses. As the Self cannot be perceived by the senses, It is unthinkable and beyond comprehension.. As the Self is infinite and without any form it cannot undergo any change. Hence It is changeless or immutable.

Arjuna's grief is misplaced as the Self cannot be hurt or slain. Forms may change; things may come and go but that which remains behind them all is for ever. The Lord, therefore, advises Arjuna not to grieve on that account and he should not think that he is the slayer and that the others are slain by him.

IN THE NEXT TWO VERSES THE LORD SHOWS THAT IT IS IMPROPER TO GRIEVE FOR THE SOUL EVEN IF IT IS ASSUMED TO BE SUBJECT TO BIRTH AND DEATH.

atha chainam nityajaatam nityam vaa manyase mritam
tathaapi twam mahaabaaho nainam shochitum arhasi // 2.26 //

But even if you think of it as being perpetually born and perpetually dying, even then, O Mighty Armed (Arjuna), you should not grieve.

Sri Krishna, for the sake of argument, takes up the popular assumption here. Granting that the Self is again and again born whenever a body comes into being and again and again dies whenever the body dies, even then one should not grieve, because birth is inevitable to that which dies and death is inevitable to that which is born. This is the inexorable law of the nature. As such, the occasion that Arjuna faces is not the one for lament.

jaatasya hi dhruvo mrityur dhruvam janma mritasya cha
tasmaad aparihaarye'rthe natwam shochitum arhasi // 2.27 //
Death is sure to happen to that which is born. Birth is sure to happen to that which dies. Birth and death are certainly unavoidable. Therefore you should not grieve over an inevitable occurrence.

Here Krishna continues to view the whole situation from the materialistic angle. Even from this standpoint, if life is a constant flow of appearances and disappearances one should not shed tears over the unavoidable.

IT IS NOT PROPER TO GRIEVE FOR BEINGS WHICH ARE MERE COMBINATION OF CAUSE AND EFFECT.

avayaktaadeeni bhootani vyaktamadhyaani bhaarata
avayakta nidhanaanyeva tatra kaa paridevanaa // 2.28 //

Beings are unmanifest in their beginning, manifest in their middle state and unmanifest again in their end O, Arjuna. What is there to grieve about?

The world of beings which we see and experience ie the world which is manifest follows the law of causation. Effects rise from the causes. The effects are manifest ie visible while the causes are unmanifest. Projection from the unmanifest to the manifest is called the creation of a thing.

The manifest world of today was in a condition of unmanifest before its creation. Now temporarily it is manifest or available for cognition. It shall fade away one day again into unmanifest. The present came from the unknown and will return to the unknown. The physical body is a combination of the five elements. It is perceived by the physical eye only after the five elements have entered into such combination. After death the body disintegrates and the five elements return to their source. The body cannot be perceived then. Therefore the body can be perceived only in the middle state.

Thus before birth, beings had no connection with the bodies; after death too they would maintain no connection with these gross bodies. During the intermediate period alone viz. from birth to death, they are manifest and maintain relationship with their bodies.

The relationships such as son, wife, father, mother, brother, sister and teacher etc., are formed through the body because of delusion and attachment. Such relationships are only temporary as long as the bodies can perceive and are mere correlations as causes and effects just as we perceive the dream world only as long as the dream lasts and which was not existent before or after the dream.

It is just like a pot which was not there before it was made nor would it be there when it is destroyed. The only constant factor was the mud out of which the pot was made. The existence of the pot is visible only in the middle state and hence its existence is illusory. So also there is no body in the beginning or in the end. That which does not exist in the beginning or in the end must be having no real existence in the middle state as well. It can only be an illusory perception. He who thus understands the nature of the body and
all human relationships based upon it will not allow them to have any influence upon his mind and therefore there is no point in lamenting over the situation.

MARVELOUS NATURE OF THE SOUL

aashcharyavat pashyati kashchid enam
aashcharyavad vadati tathaiva chaanyah
aashcharyavacchainam anyah shrinoti
shrutwaapyenam veda na chaiva kaschit // 2.29 //

Some look on the Self as a wonder; some speak of It as a wonder; some hear of It as a wonder; still others, though hearing, do not understand It at all.

The Self is incomprehensible because it is not known by the ordinary means of knowledge. Though the knowledge of the Self is freely accessible to all mankind, it is attained only by a very few who are willing to pay the price in the form of self-discipline, steadfastness and non-attachment. Though the truth is open to all, many do not feel any urge to seek. Of those who have the urge, many suffer from doubt and vacillation. Even if they do not have doubts, many are scared away by difficulties. Only a few rare souls succeed in braving the perils and reaching the goal.

Although it is difficult to comprehend the idea of the Self, if one starts the practice of listening (sravanam), continuous reflection (mananam) and long contemplation (nidhidhyasan) it is possible to realize the Self in him.

KRISHNA CONCLUDES THE DISCUSSION ABOUT THE DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN THE SOUL AND THE BODY

dehee nityam avadhyo'yam dehe sarvasya bhaarata
tasmaat sarvaani bhootani na twam shochitum arhasi // 2.30 //

This Self, the indweller in the body of everyone, is always indestructible. O, Arjuna, therefore you should not grieve for any creature.

The body of any creature may be destroyed but the Self dwelling within it cannot be killed. Therefore, grief on account of death is improper, be it Bhishma or anyone else.

So far Krishna argued establishing the eternal nature of the soul and finite nature of the bodies. This verse concludes the idea opened in verse 11.

GRIEVING IS NOT PROPER TO ARJUNA EVEN ACCORDING TO HIS SENSE OF DUTY AS A KSHATRIYA

swadharmam api chaavekshya na vikampitum arhasi
dharmaaaddhi yuddhaachhreyo'nyat kshatriyasya na vidyate // 2.31 //
Further having regard to your duty (your own Dharma) you should not waver, for there is nothing higher for a Kshatriya than a righteous war.

Sri Krishna, so far talked to Arjuna on the immortality of the Self and the perishable nature of the body to justify why he should fight. He now gives him worldly reasons for fighting. He tells Arjuna that fighting is the natural duty of a Kshatriya or the one born in the ruling class. His svadharma or law of action requires him to engage in battle for upholding law, justice and righteousness. To him nothing is more ennobling than a fair fight. Arjuna should therefore wage the war and ought not to waver from his duty.

yadricchayaa chopapannam swargadwaaram apaavritam

sukhinah kshatriyaah paartha labhante yuddham eedrisham // 2.32 //

Happy are the Kshatriyas who are called upon to fight in such a battle that comes of itself unsought as an open door to heaven, O Arjuna.

Arjuna's opponents had precipitated the war by their own indiscretion and hence this war has been called to come of itself unsought. A Kshatriya who gives up his life in a righteous war is said to go to heaven.

atha chettwam imam dharmyam samgraamam na karishyasi

tatat swadharmam keertim cha hitwaa paapam avaapsyasi // 2.33 //

But if you will not fight in this lawful battle, then, having abandoned your own Dharma and honor, you shall incur sin.

akeertim chaapi bhootaani kathayishyanti te'vyayaam
sambhaavitasya chaakeertir maranaad atirichyate // 2.34 //

People too will recount for ever your infamy; to a man who has been honored dishonor is worse than death.

With these stinging words Krishna seeks to stiffen Arjuna's spirit.

bhayaad ranaad uparatam mansyante twaam mahaarathaah yesham
cha twam bahumato bhootwaa yaasyasi laaghavam // 2.35 //

The great chariot-warriors (such as Bhishma, Drona, Kripa etc.) will think that you have withdrawn from the battle through fear and you will be ridiculed by them who held you in much esteem.

avaachyavaadaamshcha bahoon vadishyanti tavaahitaah
nindantastava saamarthyam tato duhkhataram nu kim // 2.36 //

Your enemies also, finding fault with your abilities, will speak many a word that should not be uttered. What could be more painful than this?
If you are killed in the battle, you will go to heaven; if you win, you will enjoy the earth. 

Therefore arise, O Son of Kunti, resolved to fight.

The idea is that whatever may be the outcome of the war, Arjuna will be the gainer. Krishna implies that everyone should discharge his duty very sincerely and enthusiastically, to the best of his power and ability, in whatever circumstances, he is placed. Humanity demands it.

Treating alike pleasure and pain, gain and loss, victory and defeat, engage in battle for the sake of the battle, thus you shall not incur sin.

Arjuna was thinking that by killing his kinsmen he would incur sin. So Krishna clarifies that it is the desire for and attachment to the result of an action that create bondage; but when an action is performed without any such desire, it leads to freedom of the soul. The injunction to fight is only incidental.

Pain and pleasure are the intellectual awareness of the unfavorable or favorable experiences. Gain and loss are such awareness at the mental level. Victory and defeat are the experiences felt at bodily level or physical fields. Arjuna's goal is not to think of victory and defeat etc. but to discharge his duty by treating the agreeable and disagreeable alike. By doing so he would not commit any sin. ie he would be free from bondage.

Concepts and Issues

In these verses Sri Krishna comes down from the peaks of vedantic ideologies to the material philosophy and the average person's wisdom to drive home his teachings with a view to convince Arjuna that the war must be fought.

The thrust of the arguments is that the sin that is committed by not killing the one who deserves to be killed is as great as the sin of killing the one who does not deserve to be killed. When the struggle between right and wrong is on, he who abstains from it out of false sentimentality, weakness or cowardice would be committing sin.

The Lord reminds Arjuna about his name and fame he had already earned which he would now lose if he refuses to fight and thereby has touched the latter's sensitive point of self-respect. He tells that the world will always recall the infamy of Arjuna and it will last for a long time. Death is really preferable to disgrace to the one who has been honored as a great hero with noble qualities.
Sri Bhagavan continues that the great warriors and the battalion commanders in the enemy camp will laugh and ridicule Arjuna for his running away from the war as an act of sheer cowardice. He points out that the enemy line will not believe that Arjuna ran away because of his compassion and reverence for elders and teachers and that they will look down upon him with contempt. There is really no pain that is unbearable as that of the slanderous comments emanating from the side of the enemy.

Finally, Arjuna, is told by The Lord that he will stand to gain either he wins or loses in the battle - in case he loses his life, he attains veera swarga and in case he succeeds, he will rule over the kingdom and enjoy in this world.

Therefore, Sri Krishna exhorts Arjuna with these words: 'Arise, resolve to fight'. This is the divine call to all of us to throw away dejections at the life's challenges and to go forward to play 'the game of life' with a firm determination to win keeping in mind fairness to all. This verse brings out the true universality of the Gita and its practical applicability in our daily lives.

In these verses Krishna clarified several doubts that arose in the mind of Arjuna in the 1st

Arjuna's doubt: I don't foresee any good ensuing from the slaughter of my kinsmen - 1.31.

Krishna's clarification: There is nothing more welcome to a man of the warrior class than a righteous war - 2.31

A - How can we, by killing our kinsmen be happy? 1.37 K - Happy are the Kshatrias who get the opportunity of waging such an unsolicited war 2.32.

A - The consequences of war will lead to hell - 1.44
K - The war is an open way to heaven 2.32, 37.

A - Sin alone will accrue to us by waging the war and by slaying them 1.36, 39, 45. K - If you do not wage such a righteous war with an equanimous mind and abandon your duty, you will incur sin 2.33, 38.

A - The result of the war will be that impiety will take hold of the entire family 1.40.
K - If you do not wage the war you will be abandoning righteousness 2.33.

A - It is better to live on alms than to wage war 2.5.
K - Arjuna is ordered to wage war 2.38.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

The advice that Sri Bhagavan gives here is that one must learn to keep oneself in equilibrium in all the different situations of life at the different levels of one's existence.
To expect life to be without the pairs of opposites such as favorable and unfavorable, gain or loss etc., is to anticipate the impossible. Therefore if one has come to live in this world one has to learn the art of living unaffected by the vicissitudes of life. To identify oneself with the life situations - favorable or unfavorable - is to drift along with the waves and not to stand on the shore as a spectator enjoying the sight of the same waves.

Sri Krishna advises Arjuna, while encouraging him to fight, that he should enter the war keeping himself unaffected by the debilitating mental tendencies like pleasure and pain, gain and loss, conquest and defeat etc. This is the Yoga of equanimity of the mind or the doctrine of poise in action.

Equanimity in all challenging situations ensures success in life and enables the purging of ego-sense and egocentric desires. This removal is blocked when the individual starts getting disturbed by all sorts of pairs of opposites when the ego sense overtakes him. To be equanimous is to act detached from ego. This kind of right living results in mental purification or vasana elimination or correction of mental tendencies.

If a person performs an action with the above mental attitude or with a balanced state of mind he will not reap the fruits of such an action. Such an action will lead to the purification of his heart and liberation.

It is always the desire for one of the pairs of opposites that binds. When an act is done without attachment either for itself or for its fruits then Karma can be worked out ie vasanas can be exhausted without adding any new ones leading to freedom.

The idea is that whatever may be the outcome of the war, Arjuna will be the gainer. Krishna implies that everyone should discharge his duty very sincerely and enthusiastically, to the best of his power and ability, in whatever circumstances, he is placed. Humanity demands it.

Points to Ponder

1. Nature of the soul
2. Even if the soul is subject to birth and death why no one should grieve for it?
3. How the relationships derived from the bodies are illusory?
4. Why grieving is not proper to Arjuna even according to his sense of his duty as a Kshatriya?
5. What makes the performance of one's duty free from bondage or sin?

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 2.39

HARIH OM
Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 2 (Part- 4)

Saankhya Yogah : Yoga Of Knowledge
TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

Up to the verse 2.38 we have seen the Lord establishing the propriety of Arjuna engaging in the war from the point of view of Sankhya Yoga or the Yoga of Knowledge about the soul and the body as also from the angle of duty of a Kshatriya. In conclusion He advised Arjuna to fight in a spirit of equanimity. Now Bhagavan Krishna advocates the same theme from the point of view of Karma Yoga

The Text

THE INSIGHT OF YOGA

eshaa te'bhihitaa saankhye buddhir yoge twimaam shrinu buddhyaa yukto yayaa paartha karma bandham prahaasyasi // 2.39 //

What has been declared to you so far is the wisdom of sankhya. Now listen to the wisdom of yoga, armed with which, O son of Pritha, you will break through the bonds of Karma.

Sri Krishna taught knowledge or Jnana to Arjuna till now. This is called Sankhya Yoga which is the path of Vedantic philosophy by which the true nature of the Self and the methods of attaining Self-Realisation can be comprehended through logic of reasoning.

From this verse onwards the focus of the Gita in this chapter is to explain the technique of Karma Yoga having known which one can break through the bonds of Karma or vasanas.

Let us see what these two yogas mean in the Bhagavad Gita and what is meant by the bondage of karma. Yoga means the technique of attaining knowledge or wisdom.

Sankhya or Jnana Yoga is the path of knowledge about the Absolute reality. It teaches discrimination between the Real and unreal and urges the renunciation of the unreal. The knowledge of Reality directly destroys ignorance, which is the cause of birth and death in the relative world and of grief and delusion inevitably associated with it.

Yoga or Karmayoga is the path of action. The follower of this path engages in action without any desire for or attachment to the result of such action. He regards himself as an instrument of God. It is desire and attachment that create the subtle impressions in the mind (vasanas) which are the seeds of future action. Action performed without attachment or care for the result does not create new karma, but leaves the will free to devote itself to the achievement of Self-realization. This is the secret of Karma Yoga.

What are the bonds of karma? Merit and demerit, virtue and sin, pain and pleasure and other pairs of opposites constitute the bondage of all actions performed with a motive.
Sankhyayoga or the path of knowledge, which directly reveals the true nature of the self, is meant for very rare seekers, endowed with keen intellect for discrimination and undaunted will-power for renunciation. But the large majority does not belong to this category. Hence they should first of all purify their minds, through the discipline of karmayoga. They will then become fit to follow the path of knowledge. The pure in heart attain Self-knowledge through the grace of God.

Arjuna can qualify for the highest knowledge only through performance of his duty. Krishna all along adduced various arguments from the Upanishadic, materialistic, mundane standpoints to persuade him to perform his duty. Now Krishna describes karmayoga which is the special contribution of the Gita to the philosophy of life, a user's manual for every day living.

THE SPECIAL MERIT OF KARMAYOGA

nehaabhikramanaasho'sti pratyavaayo na vidyate
swalpamapyasya dharmasya traayate mahato bhayaat // 2.40 //

In this no effort is ever lost and no harm is ever done. Even very little of this discipline (Dharma) saves a man from the Great Fear.

If a religious ceremony is left incomplete it is a wasted attempt as the performer will not derive any benefit like a house left unroofed. Again in the worship for an object, any imperfection in the process produces positive harm or loss instead of gain as in the case of sickness non-use of right medicines brings about adverse results. But it is not so in the case of Karma Yoga where every action and worship performed without desire brings about immediate purification of heart and protects one from the cycle of birth and death which is termed here as the great fear.

KARMA YOGA LEADS TO THE HIGHEST GOOD

vyavasaayatmikaa buddhir ekeha kurunandana
bahushaakhaa hyanantaashcha buddhayo'vyavasaayinaam // 2.41 //

O Joy of the Kurus (Arjuna), in this blessed path, there is a concentrated one-pointed determination. Scattered and endless are the thoughts of the irresolute or the undecided.

In this Karma Yoga, even the highest achievement of Self-realization is possible because the man works with single-pointed determination with concentrated mind. Those who perform actions with endless desires for results get their inner personality disintegrated and dissipated. With the scattered minds they are not able to apply themselves to the tasks involved and therefore their attempts invariably end in failure.

Karma yoga is the path in which the seeker with concentrated resolution strives hard to reach his goal while in the Karma Kanda, the seeker, to satisfy his unending desires, performs various rituals as instructed in the Vedas meditating upon the prescribed Devata. As this process is more desire prompted there is always an inner agitation.
Arjuna, those who are obsessed by desires, who look upon heaven as the supreme goal and argue that there is nothing beyond heaven and pleasures and who are devoted to the letter of the Vedas are unwise. They make this type of flowery speeches recommending many acts of various kinds, for the attainment of pleasure and prosperity and with rebirth as their motive. Those whose minds are carried away by such flowery words (who are attracted by and attached to pleasures and prosperity) are not well-established in the Self (in concentration).

Here the reference is to the Karma Kanda or the ritualistic portion of the Vedas, which lays down specific rules for specific actions for attaining specific results. Those who give too much importance to this section of the Vedas are called as unwise and lacking in discrimination.

These people are highly enamored about such Vedic passages which prescribe ways for attaining heavenly enjoyments. They say that there is nothing else than the sensual enjoyments and power here and happiness in heaven hereafter which can be achieved by performing the rites of the Karma Kanda of the Vedas. They regard such attainments as the ultimate object of human existence. Hence ordinary individuals are attracted towards their flattering talk. They ignore the philosophical section of the Vedas dealing with the knowledge of the soul and which alone leads to liberation.

Life in heaven is also transitory. After the fruits of one's good actions have been exhausted, one has to return to this earth-plane and liberation can be attained only through knowledge of the Self.

Although it is stated here that the Karma Kanda of the Vedas cannot give us final liberation and a declaration is made that such persons tossed by desires shall never experience any tranquility in their inner lives, we have to keep in mind that if these rituals when performed without desire for results purify the mind which is also an initial step in the Jnana Yoga. The point to note is that the results of the rites and sacrifices performed with desires are ephemeral for they are limited by time, space and the law of causation.

PRACTICE OF VEDIC RITES DOES NOT LEAD TO LIBERATION
The Vedas deal with three attributes (of nature); you be above these three attributes, O Arjuna. Free yourself from the pairs of opposites and ever remain in the quality of sattwa (goodness), freed from all thoughts of acquisition (of what you lack) and preservation (of what you have) and be established in the Self.

After advising Arjuna about the ineffectiveness of the blind obedience to the Karma Kanda, Sri Krishna tells him to transcend himself from the triple Gunas. Guna means attribute or quality. Nature is made of three Gunas viz., Sattwa - purity, light, harmony; Rajas - passion, restlessness, motion; and Tamas - inertia, and darkness. These three Gunas remain in all the living creatures in varying degrees. The mind and intellect are constituted with these qualities. Going above these temperaments means going beyond the mind and intellect to re-discover one to be the Supreme Self. How such transportation from imperfection to perfection can take place is explained here.

Pairs of opposites like heat and cold, pleasure and pain, victory and defeat, honor and dishonor, praise and censure etc. are the experiences of man in his life. To ever remain in the quality of Sattwa means to keep oneself least agitated in one's perceptions of objects and persons and in the assessment of their true nature.

Every activity in this world is guided by two prime motives viz. acquisition for purposes of possession and preservation of possessions acquired. These two motives in all actions indicate our selfish desire to acquire and hoard. Renouncing these two temperaments implies getting away from the source of restlessness and sorrows in life.

Sri Krishna advises Arjuna the practical method to be free from all the pairs of opposites and from the thought of acquisition and preservation and ever remaining in the quality of Sattwa by establishing himself in the Self by remaining on guard and not yielding to the objects of the senses. The sorrows of the pairs of the opposites, the temptation to be impure and the desire for acquiring and preserving all belong to the ego-centre arising out of the Self identifying with not-Self ie body, mind and intellect.

To keep ourselves detached from these ego-centric ideas through constant awareness of our pure divine nature is the path shown by The Lord to establish oneself in the Self when the individual ego finds itself free from all anxieties of the world. Necessarily then one will be beyond the three Gunas free from the pairs of opposites remaining always in the Sattwic quality. This attitude implies that one should be balanced and not swayed by either extremes. Sattva enables an aspiring soul to go beyond the Gunas and attain freedom.

Arjuna is asked to follow these injunctions while engaged in the performance of his duty.

WHAT IS THE USE OF THE VEDAS?

\[ \text{yaavaanartha udapaane sarvatah samplutodake} \]
\[ \text{taavaan sarveshu vedeshu braahmanasya vijaanatah // 2.46 //} \]
To the Brahmaṇa who has known the Self, all the Vedas are of as much use as is a reservoir of water in a place where there is a flood.

Only for a sage who has realized the Self or truth concerning Absolute Reality, the Vedas (Karma Kanda) are of no use because he is already in possession of the highest knowledge of the Self. This however does not imply ridiculing or ignoring the Karma Kanda of the Vedas. They are certainly a useful means for achieving the goal by the aspirants who just started their spiritual journey and serve the purpose of the unenlightened. Through the performance of the works prescribed by the Vedas one becomes fit for the path of knowledge.

All the transient pleasures derived from the proper performance of rituals enjoined in the Karma Kanda of the Vedas are comprehended in the Infinite Bliss of Self Knowledge as the utility of a reservoir in a place having floods. All kinds of limited bliss are included in the Infinite Bliss. A knower of the Self does not need to follow the Vedic injunctions.

WORK WITHOUT CONCERN FOR THE RESULTS

karmanyevaadhikaaraste maa phaleshu kadaachana

maa karmaphalahetur bhoor maa te sango'stwakarmani // 2.47 //

Your right is to work only, but never to claim its fruits. Do not become an instrument for making your actions yield fruit, nor let your attachment be to inaction.

This is one of the most quoted verses of the Gita. This famous verse contains the essential principle of disinterestedness in action. When we do our work we will be sidetracked from disinterestedness if we think of name, fame, income or any such extraneous consideration. Nothing should matter except the willing fulfillment of the purpose of God keeping in mind that success or failure depends upon other forces as well.

Sri Krishna's advice here is a call to the man not to waste his present time in imaginary fears about the future but to bring out the best in him and live fruitfully every present moment of his life. Thereby the future will take care of itself and provide the Karma Yogins with supreme achievement.

Arjuna is advised that all that is given to him is to act and having known the cause of action to be noble, bring into that activity all that is the best in him and immerse himself in the activity. That will be the inspired action and its fruits will be such action itself.

This verse gives the following four guidelines to a Karma Yogi:

1. His concern is with the action alone
2. He has no concern with the results
3. He should not become a tool for gaining a desired result of a given action since such desired result oriented action produces bondage and
4. The above mentioned ideas should not be taken to mean advocating inaction.
The advice is to make the worker release himself from his mental anxieties and make him aware of the divinity through work alone. The work itself is his reward -- satisfaction of the job well done is the end in itself.

By performing actions in this manner one gets peace and his vasanas get reduced. Freed from the bondage of expectations he becomes purified for realizing the knowledge of the Self and attain God-Realization or Salvation. Through this knowledge one is freed from the wheel of births and deaths.

Bhagavan, however, warns that one should be careful not to lapse into inaction thinking that there is no use performing actions without expecting any rewards.

Various meanings are attached to the word Karma. The followers of Karma Kanda mean it as rituals and sacrifices. Another meaning is one's duty as per the caste or station in life. Karma also means action. But a deeper meaning of the word is destiny or the tendencies, impulses, characteristics and habits-Vasanas-which determine his next birth and environment. But Karma in the present verse means action or performing one's duty.

IF A MAN HAS TO WORK WITHOUT ANY DESIRE FOR ITS RESULTS, HOW, THEN, SHOULD HE GO ABOUT IT?

yogasthah kuru karmani sangam tyaktwaa dhananjaya
siddhyasiddhyoh samo bhootwaa samatwam yoga uchyate // 2.48 //

_Perform your actions, O Dhananjaya (Arjuna), being established in or integrated with Yoga, abandoning attachment and remaining even-minded both in success and failure. This Evenness of mind is called Yoga._

From here the technique of Karma Yoga is discussed exhaustively wherein Yoga means evenness of mind through work. In this path towards progress, a complete erasure of individuality and its false sense of values are essential.

Evenness of mind, tranquility of mental composure in all pairs of opposites, is Yoga. In this context the term Yoga indicates a special condition of mind in which it comes to a neutral equilibrium in all the ups and downs of life's situations. It is a state of being an instrument in the hand of God, having given up even the desire that through our action we shall please Him. Only thus one can remain unconcerned as to success and failure.

Attachment is the notion that arises when a man regards himself not as an instrument but as a doer of an action. It is necessary for the true worker not only to have equanimity and poise in his behavior but he should reinforce it with a total renunciation of his attachment to the anxieties for the results. By this way he may transform even his ordinary chores as inspired actions. During the performance of such inspired actions, the performer becomes self-forgetful and would not care for success or failure for his venture. This equilibrium is Yoga.
The attainment of knowledge of the Self through purity of heart obtained by performing actions without the expectation of the fruits is success - Siddhi. Failure is the non-attainment of such knowledge by doing actions with the expectation of fruits.

The secret of karmayoga is complete effacement of one's individuality and total identification with God's will. Thus alone does the worker become free from the joy or grief that results from the success or failure of his works; this alone ensures that he enjoys peace while performing his duties.

AN ACTION PERFORMED WITH A VIEW TO THE RESULT IS OF VERY INFERIOR VALUE.

\[ \text{doorena hyavaram karma buddhiyogaad dhananjaya buddhau} \]
\[ \text{sharanamanwiccha kripanaah phalahetavah // 2.49 //} \]

\[ O \text{ Arjuna, far inferior, indeed, is mere action, to action performed with evenness of mind.} \]

Seek refuge in this evenness. Wretched are they who work for results.

Actions performed to gain a result are the cause of future birth and death and hence create bondage. Such actions are referred to here as inferior. The state of not being exalted or depressed by success or failure is called evenness. It is not callousness or indifference but a total devotion of the worker to his duty, whereby he regards himself as an instrument of God. One attains true evenness only as a result of the Knowledge of the Supreme Reality. This Knowledge alone, not any incidental result, should be the goal of work.

They are wretched indeed who busy themselves with calculation of the gains or losses resulting from their actions and thus depart from the world without realizing the Supreme Reality.

RESULT OF PERFORMING ONE'S DUTY WITH EVENNESS OF MIND.

\[ \text{buddhiyukto jahaateeha ubhe sukrita dushkrite} \]
\[ \text{tasmaad yogaaya yujyaswa yogah karmasu kaushalam // 2.50 //} \]

Endowed with evenness of mind, one casts off in this very life both good and evil deeds. Therefore, devote yourself to Yoga (of equanimity); skill in action lies in the practice of this Yoga.

A person, endowed with equanimity becomes free from virtue and vice. In such a state while living in the world, he detaches himself from the trappings of the world and remains untouched by virtue and sin. Virtue and vice accrue to a person when he identifies himself with the body, the unreal. If he does not so identify himself, virtue and vice have no effect on him.

Therefore, Krishna says 'devote yourself to the yoga of equanimity' ie remain continuously even-minded through realization of God. If a man performs his duties, maintaining this evenness, then his mind rests on God all the while. Work that otherwise enslaves, becomes a means to freedom when performed with evenness of mind. Work
becomes worship. Skill in action, therefore, lies in the practice of this equanimity (of yoga) in success and failure. It should be noted that here Krishna does not define Yoga as skill in action but explains the importance of Yoga (equanimity) in action. Otherwise, the action of a thief carried out skillfully also can come within the meaning of the Yoga which will be obviously ridiculous.

HOW DOES ACTION LEAD TO LIBERATION?

\[
karmajam buddhiyuktaa hi phalam tyaktwaa maneeshinah
janmabandha vinirmuktaah padam gacchantyanaamayam // 2.51 //
\]

*The wise, possessed of equanimity, having abandoned the fruits of their actions and being freed from the fetters of birth, attain the state that is beyond all evil (reaches the blissful supreme state).*

Clinging to the fruits of actions creates vasanas to exhaust which one has to get into the cycle of births and deaths. If actions are performed as a dedication to the God in fulfillment of his purpose, without desire for the fruits, one is released from the bonds of birth and death and attains bliss. Birth and death is called bondage because it is the result of action in a previous life.

The wise ie those who know the art of true living undertake all work with evenness of mind (renouncement of ego) and abandoning the anxiety for the fruits of their actions (renouncement of ego-motivated desires). Thereby, they have no occasion to enter into the cycle of birth and death as there are no vasanas left in them for fulfillment.

Such an entity who is called a Karma Yogin will attain bliss i,e, the state which is beyond all evils. As knowledge is superior to action, the implication is that selfless actions purify the mind and prepare the individual for higher meditations through which he ultimately discovers himself as the Self which lies beyond all blemish. This is also called as Buddhi Yoga.

WHEN DOES ONE ATTAIN THE WISDOM THAT IS THE RESULT OF THE PURITY OF MIND INDUCED BY KARMAYOGA?

\[
yadaa te mohakalilam buddhir vyatitarishyati
tadaa gantaasi nirvedam shrotavyasa shrutasya cha // 2.52 //
\]

*When your mind crosses beyond the mire of delusion, then you shall achieve indifference regarding things already heard and things yet to be heard (about enjoyments of this world or the next).*

Delusion is the non-discrimination between the Self and the non-Self or ego and it turns the mind towards the sense objects. This is the state which favors egoism in this body and attachment for the body, family, kinsmen and objects. When the man gets entangled in this slough of delusion, he is perplexed and therefore cannot think properly.
When the intellect crosses over this delusion and attains purity of mind one develops disgust and indifference regarding things heard (enjoyed) and those yet to be heard (to be enjoyed in future). The things known and yet to be known being finite in nature are considered futile. The means to achieve this goal are by discrimination between the real and the unreal and selfless service.

The words 'things heard and yet to be heard' mean all the sense-organs oriented experiences already undergone and those that are yet to be experienced. Logically when the intellect becomes purer, it loses all its infatuation, fascination and attraction for the sense experiences that it had before and that may arise in future.

A question may arise how long this process of attaining freedom will take? The answer is that it is not a question of time. Freedom refers to the experience which can be attained at any moment, the only condition being the desirelessness of the aspirant or absence of attachment to objects attained or attainable.

WHEN DOES ONE ATTAIN THE TRUE YOGA OR KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUPREME TRUTH?

shrutivipratipannaa te yadaa sthaasyati nishchalaa
samaadhaavachalaa buddhistadaa yogam ayaapsyasi // 2.53 //

When your mind, now perplexed by what you have heard, stands firm and steady in the Self, then you will have attained Yoga or Self-Realization.

The mind gets agitated due to the continuous stimuli it receives from the external world through the sense organs. When an individual in spite of such disturbances and agitations of the mind does not lose his cool, inner serenity and equipoise, and remains concentrated in the knowledge of the Self, he is considered as having attained Yoga or Samadhi or Self Realization (God-Consciousness).

Samadhi is not the loss of consciousness but the highest kind of consciousness wherein the object with which the mind is in communion is the Divine Self which is the result of the discrimination between the Self and the Non-Self, the Real and the Unreal.

We must act with equanimity which is more important than the action itself. The question is not what shall we do but how shall we do and with what spirit shall we do? While Karma implies action, Buddhi implies how to act. Buddhiyoga is the method by which we go beyond Vedic Ritualsim and do our duty without any attachment for the results of our actions.

Sri Krishna's advice made so far reduces the dejection in Arjuna and induces him to seek clarifications from Him as to what are the characteristics of the man who has attained wisdom through Samadhi. This is dealt with next.
Concepts and Issues

The Lord, establishing the propriety of engaging in the fight from the point of view of the path of knowledge and the duty of a Kshatriya, exhorted Arjuna to fight in a spirit of equanimity. Now He establishes the same thing from the point of view of Karma Yoga.

The insight and special merits of karma yoga.

- Karma yoga leads to the highest good.
- The use of the Vedas, practice of Vedic rites and their ineffectiveness to liberation.
- Work without concern for the results
- Character, outlook on life and conduct of men devoted to action with a selfish motive and the necessity to reject such an attitude. Inferior value of an action performed with a view to the result.
- If a man has to work without any desire for its results, how, then, should he go about it?
- Result of performing one's duty with evenness of mind.
- How does action lead to liberation?
- When and how does one attain the true yoga or knowledge of the supreme truth by karma yoga?

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

- Avoid desire ridden actions:
- Pursue desireless actions:
- Be free from the endless pairs of opposites that plague this world and rise to the state of sattwa. Act steadfastly towards the goal of Realization without worldly attachments and remain balanced in success or failure. Keep the mind calm and composed while the body acts dynamically towards the higher ideal.
- The process of pursuing the supreme goal steadfastly with an equanimous mind is Yoga. Continuing on the path of yoga one sheds vasanas / desires and the mind turns introvert. An introverted mind alone can meditate and realize the supreme Self.
- Free yourself from the mania of acquiring and preserving and instead slowly merge with the Self. Such an enlightened soul remains ever in supreme peace and bliss. In that state one will find even the Vedas as redundant as a pond would be in a flooded village.

Points to Ponder

- Equanimity of mind
- Technique of Karma Yoga
- Action with and without selfish motive
- Attainment of Supreme Knowledge through Karma Yoga.
Next time we will proceed from the Verse 2.54

HARIH OM
Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 2 (Part-5)

Saankhya Yogah : Yoga Of Knowledge
TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

The Lord told Arjuna that when his mind would have crossed the mire of delusion and would develop indifference towards the enjoyment of this world and the next and when his mind would rest steady and undistracted in meditation on God, he would realize God or attain union with Him. With reference to this advice, Arjuna desires to know the marks and conduct of the perfect Yogi, possessed of a stable mind who is termed as a sthita prajna. He asks Krishna to describe the nature of such an enlightened Soul. Viz. How would he express himself in the world? What happens to him internally? How does he contact the external world?

Krishna answers, “Reveling in the bliss of the Self, the enlightened one stays free from all egocentric attachments and desires. In the state of absolute fulfillment, all worldly enjoyments fall into insignificance and fail to have any impact on him. He is like a river which has entered the ocean. Having reached that supreme state he has merged with eternity. He is liberated, attained Moksha, the ultimate Purushartha and the goal of life.

The last eighteen verses of this chapter give a brilliant exposition of a Self-realized soul, a perfect personification of a stress-free complete man. These verses can be easily taken as a dissertation on Stress Management Technique from a spiritual angle eliminating the necessity to use anti-depressant drugs without any side effects.

The Text

CHARACTERISTICS OF A PERSON WHO HAS ATTAINED WISDOM THROUGH SAMADHI.

arjuna uvaacha

sthitaprajnasya kaa bhaashaa samaadhisthasya keshava
sthitadheeh kim prabhaasheta kimaaseeta vrajeta kim // 2.54 //

Arjuna said

O Keshava, what is the description of him who has steady wisdom and is merged in the super conscious state (Samadhi)? How does one of steady wisdom speak? How does he sit? How does he walk?

With the advice thus far given, Arjuna seems to have got a better understanding and a doubt appears to have crept in his mind as to whether a person after gaining the goal of life through Buddhi Yoga may yet have a vigorous life at all in the outside world. This doubt is because of the common notion that a perfected individual is ill-suited to lead a normal day-to-day life.
"The man of steady wisdom" means the one who, through direct realization, has the settled knowledge of his identification with Brahman, the Self. He is the one who realizes that he is Brahman.

The two questions asked by Arjuna are:

1. How is a man of steady wisdom described by others?
2. How does the influence of wisdom manifest itself in his actions in the outer world when he comes out of Samadhi?

The answers to these questions occupy the rest of this Chapter. They comprise of the characteristic attributes of a man of steady wisdom and also the means of attaining such wisdom. These attributes apply equally to Jnana Yogi and Karma Yogi.

Arjuna's questions simply mean

- How does a wise person respond to the daily situations in life?
- What are the distinguishing marks or characteristics of a wise person?

The characteristics of a wise person are also the characteristics of one who wants to be wise. In the case of a wise person, such characteristics are natural to that person; but, in the case of one who is not yet wise – but wants to become one – such characteristics need to be cultivated by proper attitude, discipline and practice.

In the next 18 verses, Sri Krishna responds to the question of Arjuna. Sri Krishna does not say how a wise person talks, sits or walks. Appreciating the spirit of Arjuna's question, Sri Krishna tells Arjuna – and indeed all humanity, the characteristics of a wise person, and also, what makes a person wise.

These verses are of extraordinary significance for two reasons - they tell precisely what wisdom means in practical every day life - with that knowledge, one can help oneself, to uplift oneself spiritually by understanding and appreciating these verses and by meditation and contemplation on the content of these verses. For these reasons these 18 verses are the best known and the most often recited verses in the entire Bhagavad Gita. Therefore, let us now try to understand these verses as well as we can.

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

prajahaati yadaa kaamaan sarvaan paartha manogataan
atmanyevaatmanaa tushtah sthitaprajnastadochyate // 2.55 //

Sri Bhagavan said

O Partha, when a man completely casts off all the desires of the mind, his Self finding satisfaction in itself alone, then he is called a man of steady wisdom.

An exhaustive exposition of the inner and outer life of the `man of steady wisdom' or the `man of Self-realization' follows now. This section of the Gita enumerates the guidelines one should follow as to what types of values and mental attitudes he should develop during his spiritual practice in order that he may come to realize the Divinity in himself.
The man of steady wisdom does not long for external possessions for he enjoys the Supreme Bliss of Self-Knowledge. Such a man of wisdom has renounced all cravings like progeny, wealth and attainment of heaven etc. and enjoys the bliss of communion with the Self. This is what is meant by the self finding satisfaction in itself alone.

Man is a bundle of desires. They may be strong or weak and have an origin and a seat in his mind for whatever cause it may be. Therefore when the mind along with the intellect rests stable in God, all the desires will vanish. After the cessation of all the desires, when a seeker perceives the Supreme Self and rests in the perpetual calm, he is known as 'satisfied in the self through the self'.

A spiritually ignorant or immature person hangs on to desires, because that person depends on the fulfillment of such desires for his happiness. When a person grows into maturity, and naturally and completely casts off one's dependence on the fulfillment of one's desires for one's happiness, one then becomes a wise person.

Now, when does that happen? Bhagavan says that in the second line - When one discovers happiness in oneself by oneself - then one is called - a wise person.

When one recognizes that one's very nature is "ananda" - one's very nature is happiness, then there is no need for one to depend on the external objects for fulfillment of one's happiness. When one recognizes that one's very nature is sat-chit-ananda-svarupa-atma - one discovers that one has nothing to gain from outside to be happy - and also, one realizes that one has already gained everlasting happiness in the form of Vision of oneself everywhere and in everything including oneself.

The happiness arising from such vision is called “one discovering Happiness in oneself, by oneself in the wake of self knowledge”. When that knowledge takes place, there is no craving for any object or experience external to ones own self, to be happy. At that time all desires have no hold on oneself and they naturally fall from one's mind and buddhi, which is same as telling that one naturally and completely grows out of one's dependence on the fulfillment of one's desires for one's happiness. Discovering happiness as one's own very self, one has no need to go after something else to be happy. Such discovery is indeed the mark of a wise person.

Negatively, this state is one of freedom from selfish desires and positively, it is one of concentration on the supreme. This verse answers the first part of Arjuna's question.

duhksheshwanudwignamanaah sukhesu vigatasprihah
veetaraagabhayakrodhah sthitadheer munir uchyate // 2.56 //

He whose mind is not shaken by adversity, who does not hanker after pleasures and who is free from attachment, fear and anger, is called a sage of steady wisdom.

Verses 56 - 58 answer the second part of Arjuna's question as to the conduct of the man of steady wisdom.
Times of pain and sorrow hit everybody and a wise man is no exception; but his mind does not get bogged down by them. His pain is localized, and it stops there. Similarly, in times of pleasure, the one who has no craving has no thirst for more of that pleasure. Thus the one who does not feel depressed in times of pain and sorrow, and who in times of pleasure has no craving for more of that pleasure is a wise man.

The one whose mind and intellect are totally free from intense longing or passion for anything outside of oneself, free from fear of any kind and devoid of anger or temporary madness about anything is called one whose is steady and well rooted in self knowledge. Such a person is also called one who is capable of reflection, analysis and proper judgment at all times being always immersed in God Consciousness. He is called the wise person.

In this world there is no end to sorrow and unfavorable situations. Here a man of steady wisdom is described as the one who maintains equanimity in pleasure and pain. An individual who remains undisturbed in sorrow or in joy, unattached, fearless and without anger is described here as a muni - a sage, a man of steady wisdom.

It may be noted of all the emotions that must be absent in the perfected individual only three have been emphasized here viz., attachment -Raga, fear -Bhaya and anger -Krodha because attachment to things is the root cause for the fear of non-winning the desired object. If it is won then the fear of losing it and therefore anxiety to keep it safe and secure is equally strong. Attachment and fear lead to anger against those who create obstacles between the person infatuated with the object and the desired object. It is self-mastery, conquest of desire and passion that is insisted upon.

yah sarvatraanabhisnehas tattat praapya shubhaashubham
naabhinandati na dweshti tasya prajnaa pratishthitaa // 2.57 //

He who is not attached to anything, who neither rejoices nor is, vexed when he obtains good or evil - his wisdom is firmly fixed.

The ideas expressed in the previous verses are repeated:
- The enlightened sage or the Perfected one has evenness of mind.
- He does not rejoice in pleasure nor is he averse to any pain.
- He has no attachment to any worldly object.
- He does not get disturbed when praised or censured.
- He is always identified with the Self.

A mere detachment from life and retiring to the jungles is not implied here. Such aimless detachment cannot lead a man to any higher level of existence and it is merely an escapist view of life. The detachment from the outside world should be coupled with capacity to face all challenges in life - auspicious and inauspicious - with a balanced mind in both. Life by its very nature is a mixture of good and bad. The perfected one experiences both of them with equal detachment because he is ever established in the Self.
Since the perfect man of wisdom has neither aversion for the sorrows nor attraction for the pleasures of life he neither compliments nor condemns anything in the world. For him everything is fine. He looks at the world through the plain glass and not through colored glasses. Flowers bloom and they also whither away. There is no need to praise the former and condemn the latter. We must accept whatever comes without excitement, pain or revolt.

This verse is in reply to Arjuna's query about the speech of a perfect master. His speech has for its background the mental state as described above.

\[ \textit{yadaa samharate chaayam koormo'ngaaneeva sarvashah}\]
\[ \textit{indriyaaneendriyaarthebhyas tasya prajnaa pratishhitaa} // 2.58 // \]

*When like the tortoise which withdraws its limbs on all sides, he withdraws his senses from the sense objects, then his wisdom becomes steady.*

So far a man of steady wisdom has been described as the one who (a) is ever satisfied in the Self (b) lives in perfect equanimity in pleasure and pain and (c) in whom there is complete lack of attachment for feelings of joy or aversion. Now it is mentioned in this verse that a man of steady wisdom has the capacity to withdraw his sense organs from the field of their objects just like a tortoise can draw back its limbs from all sides within its shell when apprehending danger.

The sense organs receive the stimuli from the objects of the external world which are passed on to the mind. The mind has got a natural tendency to run after such worldly objects. The yogi withdraws the mind again and again from the objects of the senses and fixes it on the Self and makes himself free from the disturbances of life.

**DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE SENSE-CONTROL BY AN ORDINARY PERSON AND A REALIZED SOUL**

\[ \textit{vishayaa vinivartante niraahaarasya dehinah} \]
\[ \textit{rasavarjam raso'pyasya param drishtwaa nivartate} // 2.59 // \]

*The objects of the senses fall away from the abstinent man but not the taste for them. But even the taste falls away when the Supreme is seen.*

The sense objects reach out to only those who is badly in need of them and not to those who do not want them. Even then, the sense objects are capable of leaving their taste behind even in an abstinent seeker who may find it difficult to erase them completely from his mind. Sri Krishna says here that all such longings created even at the mental level because of ego will be made ineffective when the seeker transcends ego and comes to experience the Self - attains wisdom. But the reverse ie with the disappearance of the taste a striver attains steadfast wisdom is not true.

Sri Krishna is explaining the difference between outer abstention and inner renunciation. We may reject the object but the desire for it may remain. Even the desire is lost when
the Supreme is seen. The control should be both at the body and mental levels. Liberation from the tyranny of the body is not enough; we must be liberated from the tyranny of desires also which presupposes realization of the Supreme.

Thus in the restraint of the senses evinced by a man of realization, not only the sense objects turn away from him but also attachment itself with its roots vanish.

WHAT IS THE HARM IF ATTACHMENT DOES NOT DISAPPEAR?

yatato hyapi kaunteya purushasya vipashchitah

indriyaani pramaatheeni haranti prasabham manah // 2.60 //

The turbulent senses, O son of Kunti, do violently carry away the mind even of a wise man though he may be striving to control them.

Sri Krishna has so far emphasized that a perfect master is the one who has a complete control over his sense-cravings. Sense cravings are like turbulent horses. If these horses are kept under control destination can be reached with safety; otherwise the rider gets thrown out.

Even a man of discrimination falls prey to the temptations of the world. Therefore, the aspirant must not relax his effort for self-control. He should bring all the senses under his control; otherwise his mind will be dragged into the field of sense objects leading to a sorrowful experience. This is more likely to happen even to a highly evolved seeker whereby he will not be able to reach his spiritual destination of final liberation. This is an advice of caution to the seeker.

SENSE CONTROL IS A MEANS OF GOD-REALIZATION FOR A PERSON OF STABLE MIND

taani sarvaani samyamya yukta aaseeta matparah

vashe hi yasyendriyaani tasya prajnaa pratishhitaa // 2.61 //

Having restrained all the senses he should sit steadfast, intent on Me; his wisdom is steady whose senses are under control.

Sri Krishna warns Arjuna here that as a seeker of Self-perfection he should control his mind by withdrawing all his sense organs from their wanderings and should concentrate his entire attention on `me' ie The Lord, The Supreme. The idea is that the mind should be made completely calm to meditate on Him, the Supreme Lord.

Such a Yogi, having brought under control all his senses, is called a person of steady wisdom and established in the Self. Self-discipline is not a matter of intelligence. It is a matter of will of the mind and vision of the Highest. This is a technique of Self-Development.
THE VERY THOUGHT OF SENSE-OBJECTS CAUSES FUTURE MISFORTUNE

dhyaayato vishayaan pumsah sangas teshoopajaayate

sangaat sanjaayate kaamah kaamaat krodho'bhijaayate// 2.62 //

When a man thinks of objects, attachment for them arises; from attachment desire is born; from desire arises anger.

krodhaad bhavati sammohah sammohaat smriti vibhramah
smritibhramshaad buddhinaasho buddhinaashaat pranashyati // 2.63 //

From anger comes delusion, from delusion the loss of memory, from the loss of memory the destruction of intelligence; from the destruction of intelligence he perishes.

From here onwards Sri Krishna explains the theory of fall of man from God-hood to sense-entanglements. The source of all evils is wrong thinking and false perceptions. When a man constantly thinks upon the alluring features of the sense objects the consistency of such thought creates an attachment in him for the objects of his thought. When similar thoughts come to play on his mind continuously they become strong desire for possessing and enjoying the objects of attachment.

He tries his level best to obtain them. When this motive energy encounters with forces creating obstacles in the way of fulfillment of his desires it is called anger. He starts hating the people who come in the way of satisfying his wants, fights with them and develops hostility towards them. When a person is afflicted with anger, his mind gets confused casting a shadow on the lessons of wisdom learnt by him through past experience. Thus deprived of the moral strength, he loses his power of discrimination between right and wrong which is called destruction of intelligence.

Failing in discrimination, he acts irrationally on the impulse of passions and emotions and thereby he is unable to attain the spiritual goal paving the way for self-destruction. Here Krishna traces moral degradation to those first breaths of thought that come softly and almost unconsciously to the mind.

Desires may prove to be as rebellious and challenging as the most powerful external forces. They may lift us into glory or hurl us into disgrace. Kalidasa in Kumarasambhavam says that they are really brave whose minds are not disturbed when the sources of disturbance are face to face with them

What is called for is not a forced isolation from the world or destruction of sense life but an inward withdrawal. To hate the senses is as wrong as to love them. The horses of the senses are not to be unyoked from the chariot but controlled by the reins of the mind.

The movement from desire to destruction can be illustrated as under:

Brooding on the objects of senses ► attachment ► desire ► anger ► delusion ► loss of memory ► loss of reason ► utter ruin.
HOW A PERSON OF STABLE MIND MOVES AMONG SENSE OBJECTS AND WHAT IS HIS REWARD?

raagadwesha viyuktaistu vishayaanindriyaishcharan
aatmavashyair vidheyaatmaa prasaadamadhidigacchati // 2.64 //

But the self-controlled man, moving among objects with his senses under restraint and free from both attraction and repulsion, attains peace.

The mind and the senses are endowed with the two natural currents of attraction and repulsion - liking some objects and disliking certain others. But a man with mental discipline approaches these sense objects with a mind free from attraction or repulsion thereby attaining the peace of the Eternal. The senses and the mind are his servants but not the masters; he is the Master of wisdom. Running away from the sense objects cannot ensure mental tranquility because mind's agitations for getting the desired objects or to get rid of the undesired ones will continue.

When the mind is trained in these two aspects viz., (a) to live in self-control and (b) to move among the sense objects with neither attachment nor hatred towards them, its agitations caused by the charm of such objects are brought under control. This condition of the mind, which has the least sense disturbances because of the ineffectiveness of the sense objects upon it, is called tranquility or peace or 'Prasada'.

This verse answers Arjuna's question as to how does the man of steady wisdom move about?

WHAT DOES ONE ATTAIN THROUGH SERENITY?

prasaade sarvaduhkhaanaam haanirasyopajaayate
prasannachetaso hyaashu buddhih paryavafishhtate// 2.65 //

In that serenity there is an end of all sorrow; for the intelligence of the man of serene mind soon becomes steady.

What happens when peace is attained is explained here. Sri Krishna says that when mental peace is attained there is no hankering after sense-objects. The Yogi has perfect mastery over his reason and sense of discrimination. The intellect abides in the Self. It is quite serene and steady. The miseries of the body and mind come to an end.

Peaceful mind is a condition-precedent for happiness. Peace is happiness; happiness is peace. The least agitated mind is the proof of absence of sorrows and sorrows are the proof of the state of mental disturbance. Destruction of sorrows or pain indicates the elimination of vasanas in as much as vasanas are the cause for delusion which creates all sorrows. Keeping the mind under tranquil atmosphere through a life of self-control is the secret for the elimination of vasanas.
The man whose mind is not under his control has no Self-Knowledge and to the unsteady no meditation is possible and to the unmeditative there can be no peace and to the man who has no peace how can there be any happiness?

The necessity for the quietness of mind for practicing the technique of Self-perfection is explained here. The unsteady mind cannot practice meditation. The mind which cannot be focused on meditation cannot acquire the knowledge of the Self.

Such a person will not have intense devotion and longing either to Self-knowledge or to liberation. A person with these negative qualities cannot have peace of mind. How can a man who has no peace of mind enjoy happiness? Insatiable thirst for sense-objects is the enemy of peace and there cannot be even an iota of happiness for a man with no peace. His mind is always restless and runs after worldly objects. Only when this thirst dies down a man can enjoy a real and abiding peace when he will be able to meditate and rest in the Self.

True happiness is not in the thirst for objects but in the restraint of the senses from thirst for enjoyment. Thirst is misery indeed.

WHY IS THE UNSTEADY MAN INCAPABLE OF KNOWLEDGE?

When the mind runs after the wandering senses, it carries away his discrimination as the wind carries away a boat on the waters.

The mind which constantly thinks about the sense objects and moves only in pursuit of such objects destroys altogether the discriminatory faculty in man. Just as a gale carries away a rudderless ship from its charted course and drives her away from reaching its destination, so too the unsteady mind carries away the aspirant from his spiritual path and turns him towards the worldly objects by taking away his discrimination.

CONDITION OF THE SEEKER WHO CONTROLLED HIS SENSES

Therefore, O Mighty Armed Arjuna, his wisdom is steady whose senses are completely restrained from their objects.
The man of steady wisdom can, at his will, withdraw the senses, from their objects and enter into communion with the Self.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE WISE AND THE IGNORANT

yaanishaa sarvabhootaanaam tasyam jaagarti samyamee
yasyaam jaagrati bhootani saa nishaa pashyato muneh // 2.69 //

In that which is night to all beings, the self-controlled man is awake and where all beings are awake, that is the night for the man who sees (has vision).

To the ignorant the Supreme reality is like the night. They see in it confusion and darkness. But the man of steady wisdom is fully awake with regard to reality.

Again, the multiplicity of the world of time and space is as clear as a day to the ignorant.

But the man of wisdom sees in it the confusion of a night.

Ignorance creates the idea of multiplicity and duty while the wise never deviates from the knowledge of the Self. Error stands in the same relation to truth as sleeping to waking.

IF THE WORLD IS DARK TO A SEER, THEN HOW DOES HE LIVE IN THE WORLD?

aapooryamaanam achalapratishthham

samudram aapah pravishanti yadwat
tadwat kaamaa yam pravishanti sarve
sa shaantim aapnoti na kaamakaami // 2.70 //

He attains peace into whom all desires enter as the waters enter the ocean, which is full to the brim and grounded in stillness, but not the man who is the desirer of desires.

Just as the ocean is not at all affected by the waters flowing into it from all sides an enlightened person, who rests in his essential nature or Self is not in the least disturbed by desires produced by the objects of enjoyment which he happens to come across during his sojourn on earth. Such an individual who maintains true peace in spite of being a target for the stimuli conveyed through his sense organs by innumerable sense objects is called a man of perfection, a true saint. A man attains such a state through constant awareness of the unchangeable Reality that constitutes his innermost Self. He who looks outside for enjoyments never attains peace. The principle behind this phenomenon is that the insentient cannot satisfy the sentient; the sentient can be satisfied by the sentient alone.

vihaaya kaamaan yah sarvaan pumaamshcharati nihsprihah
nirmamo nirahankaarah sa shaantim adhigacchati // 2.71 //

That man attains peace who, abandoning all desires, moves about without longing, devoid of the sense of `I'-ness and `my'-ness.
This verse explains the mental condition of such a one who finds peace in himself. Such a sage renounces all desires and is without any longings or attachments. Affinity for the world exists only because of desires. If desires are given up, no affinity for the world remains. Such a person's intellect is without any sense of 'I'-ness or 'my'-ness ie without any ego which is the cause for the sense of attachment.

All the sufferings in the world are caused by our egocentric misconception and consequent eruption of endless wants. He is a genuine Sanyasin who leads a life of constant inspiration gained through an intelligent renunciation of his egocentric misconceptions.

The well-known Upanishadic saying is “The human mind is of two kinds, pure and impure. That which is intent on securing the desires is impure; that which is free from attachment to desires is pure”.

This verse answers Arjuna's question 'how a man of steadfast mind walks or what is his mode of conduct?

ULTIMATE STATE OF A PERSON OF STEADY WISDOM

eshaa braahmee sthitih paartha nainaam praapya vimuhyati
sthitwaasyaamantakaale'pi brahmanirvaanamricchati // 2.72 //

This is the Brahmi-state, O Son of Pritha. Attaining this, none is deluded. Being established therein, even at the hour of death, one attains final liberation in Brahman.

Where ego ends and the individuality is completely wiped out, a state of Selfhood, the state of Brahman - Existence, Knowledge, Bliss Absolute - Sat Chit Ananda - dawns. Renouncing every thing and living in the Self is the Brahmi state or the state of God-realized soul. If the aspirant attains this state he never falls into delusion again; never again deluded by the world. It is the highest state of happiness. This experience needs to take place at an early age. But if it is attained even at the time of death he attains liberation. Hence what doubt can there be about liberation of a man who practices the discipline of renunciation from an early age and dwells on Brahman throughout life?

“Wisdom is the supreme means of liberation, but this wisdom is not exclusive of devotion to God and desireless work. Even while alive, the sage rests in Brahman and is released from the unrest of the world. The sage of steady wisdom lives a life of disinterested service. The descriptions of the ideal man, the jnani, the sthitaprajna, the yogarudha, the gunatita or the bhakta agree in all essentials. (Ref. 6.4-32; 10.9-10; 12.13-20; 13.7-11; 14.21-35; 16.1-3; 18.50-60)” - Dr. S.Radakrishnan.

Working without attachment and desires, egoism and vanity, always equanimous with pairs of opposites is to control the ego and experience the Self. This technique of Karma Yoga is not different from the technique of meditation or knowledge or devotion. Such a sage of steady wisdom lives a life of disinterested action. But Arjuna remains confused and so The Lord explains Karma Yoga further in the next chapter.
Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna ends the second discourse entitled The Yoga of Knowledge.

Concepts and Issues

This section of the Gita is the fulcrum around which all its teachings revolve. The basic issue is how to live a God-realized life by continuing to perform the duties with a disinterested attitude? What are the techniques available to get rid off egoism and a sense of mine? A comprehensive knowledge of life is given here by understanding which all human sufferings could be relieved by getting over duality and conflicts.

As this Chapter symbolizes all the teachings of the Gita it's full summing up is given below for an easy recapitulation of the issues involved.

I ~ ARJUNA'S DESPONDENT CONDITION ~ VERSES 1-10

- Arjuna continues in his state of dejection. His personality is destroyed by his overwhelming emotions erupting at the sight of his near and dear ones on the battlefront.

- Assuming a false sense of renunciation, he argues that he would rather live on alms than slay noble elders like Bhishma and Drona and that even an undisputed sovereignty over all the worlds would not drive away his grief.

- Arguing thus, he expresses his unwillingness to fight and completely spent he becomes silent.

II ~ INDESTRUCTIBILITY OF THE EMBODIED ~ VERSES 11 – 30

Krishna starts the sermon of the Gita by stating that

- The wise grieve neither for the living nor for the dead.

- The Self within is eternal, indestructible.
- The bodies enveloping the Self are ephemeral. They have a beginning and an end.
- Death is certain for the born and birth for the dead.
- Beings constantly pass through the repeated stages of unmanifest, manifest and again unmanifest. So why grieve over the inevitable?
- The indwelling Self remains eternally the same.

III ~ YOUR DUTY TO ACT ~ 31 – 40

Krishna explains to Arjuna the importance of performing his duty.

- A kshatriya (warrior) is fortunate to find an opportunity to fight a righteous battle.
Abandoning such an opportunity will only incur infamy and sin.
In victory a kshatriya enjoys sovereignty over the worlds. If slain in battle he will gain heaven.

Therefore, Krishna advises Arjuna to arise from his paralyzed state and fight the battle without concern for the results. The knowledge imparted up to verse 38 in this chapter is Sankhya. Thereafter Krishna turns towards Karma Yoga, the practice of which will eradicate the deepest fear in Arjuna.

IV ~ DESIRE RIDDEN ACTIONS ~ VERSES 41 – 44

Those who fanatically adhere to mechanical rituals are the irresolute whose desires dissipate their minds. They eulogize the ritualistic portion of the Vedas and declare in flowery speech that there is nothing beyond these rituals.

Despite regular performance of the rituals their attention in life remains focused on enjoying the pleasures and power in the world.

Such people possess a vacillating mind unable to concentrate and meditate on the Suprem Self.

V ~ DESIRELESS ACTIONS LEAD TO SELF-REALIZATION ~ VERSES 45 – 53

The Vedas deal with three gunas – sattwa, rajas and tamas. They explain the process of evolution from tamas to rajas and from rajas to sattwa. Krishna advises Arjuna to free himself from the endless pairs of opposites that plague this world and rise to the state of sattwa. To free himself from the mania of acquiring and preserving and instead slowly merge with the Self.

An enlightened soul remains ever in supreme peace and bliss. In that state he will find even the Vedas as redundant to him as a pond would be in a flooded village.

Krishna induces Arjuna

To act steadfastly towards the goal of Realization without worldly attachments and remain balanced in success or failure, and to keep the mind calm and composed while the body acts dynamically towards the higher ideal.

The process of pursuing the supreme goal steadfastly with an equanimous mind is Yoga. Continuing on the path of yoga one sheds vasanas / desires and the mind turns introvert. An introverted mind alone can meditate and realize the supreme Self.

VI ~ DESCRIPTION OF AN ENLIGHTENED SOUL ~ VERSES 54 – 72

Arjuna asks Krishna to describe the nature of enlightened Soul.

How would he express himself in the world?

What happens to him internally?

How does he contact the external world?
The last eighteen verses of this chapter give a brilliant exposition of a Self-realized soul. Reveling in the bliss of the Self the enlightened one stays free from all
egocentric attachments and desires. In the state of absolute fulfillment all worldly
enjoyments fall into insignificance. He is like a river which has entered the ocean.
Having reached that supreme state he has merged with eternity.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

Control of the senses and the mind is prescribed as a stepping stone to spiritual progress
as these faculties have a natural propensity to engage with objects. This underscores the
fact that the spiritual quest involves directing the mind within by withdrawing it from
objects. When the mind engages in the world it is constantly subjected to attachment,
likes and dislikes, and anger because the external factors are not under one's control. To
realize one's true nature as the Self (Atman) within it is necessary to exercise control over
the mind by restraining its tendency to do what it likes.

If the mind is given the freedom to do what it wants only constant restlessness would
result as a result of desires that arise one after another. This prods the individual to action
to fulfill his desires giving rise to frustration and anger when they are not fulfilled. Even
when he is able to realize his desires the joy that he enjoys is fleeting and thus the quest
for worldly joy only subjects the person to further bondage by his actions. To become
free from this quagmire, which traps man, is the objective of spiritual quest. The basic
requirement then is disentanglement from the world slowly by restraining the mind.

As long as an individual is subject to bondage—due to ignorance of his true spiritual
nature—his identification will be with his body and his actions will be to preserve and
pamper it, while a man of wisdom (Jnani) will identify with the Self and thus be free
from attachment to his body.

The equanimity of mind that a Jnani has is a consequence of his constant abiding in the
Self, which is tranquil and blissful. The afflictions of his body will not disturb his mind as
he is aware of their transience. The relationship between the body and the mind is an
illusion created due to superimposition (Adhyasa), which is primordial. Just as the Moon
shines because of the Sun's light, so also does the mind acquire the properties of the
objects it engages with. When the mind attains union with the Self it reflects its serenity
and bliss.

Krishna's advice to Arjuna is to have equanimity of mind to achieve the ultimate
objective. He says, “One who has control over the mind is tranquil in heat and cold, in
pleasure and pain, in honor and dishonor and is ever steadfast with the Supreme Self”.
This is in accordance with the saying in the Rig Veda “The mind is fickle like a fast
galloping horse and the only way to control it is by involving it in good actions beneficial
for the welfare of all”.

If a man can control his mind he can find the way to enlightenment and all wisdom and
virtue will naturally come to him. The mind is like a white cloth. Dip it in red dye, it turns
red, dip it in green, it turns green. Put it out in the sun for long, it loses its color. The
mind is truly the Self itself with no color.
What we think determines what happens to us. So if we want to change our lives we need to stretch our minds. The world is as the mind perceives it. The world is as the mind thinks of it. ("mano matram jagat, mano kalpitam jagat").

If the Bhagavad Gita is viewed as a spiritual metaphor the persons portrayed are ingenious depictions symbolizing the various stages in the transformation of spirit into matter. The battle proper represents the real struggle that ensues within a person who realizes that all along it was the mind and its deep-rooted tendencies that were playing a devious game of deception with him, leading to false perceptions of truth and happiness and so, under proper guidance, sets out to rectify all this.

Kurukshetra, the battlefield refers to our own bodily domain, where the action must take place. Pandu was the rightful monarch of Bharata, the bodily kingdom. Pand in Sanskrit means white or pure, referring to the faculty of discriminating between right and wrong, which humans inherently possess. If man lives as per this discriminating power he will live life in such a way that slowly but surely, the soul's body-consciousness ascends to spirit-consciousness and thus one attains independence from false providers of happiness, namely, the five senses.

As the story goes, Pandu has five sons representing the power of dispassion and the power of persisting therein. The bodily kingdom comes to be ruled by the blind king Dhritarashtra who represents our own infatuated sense and hence "blind" mind. The blind king's eldest son Duryodhana represents vain, material desire, most difficult to fight off. His ninety nine other sons represent other sense-entrenched tendencies of the mind.

The victory of Pandavas represents self-purification. Similarly, in day-to-day working life too, if one starts taking right action, his efforts will eventually lead to total realization of the Self, the ultimate goal of life.

Points to Ponder

¬ Man of steady wisdom.
¬ How a person's degradation takes place?
¬ Control of mind.
¬ Brahmī state.

Next time we shall take up Chapter 3
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Preamble

This Chapter analyses from various points of view and establishes the fact that the performance of prescribed duties is obligatory for everyone. Here Lord Krishna categorically and comprehensively explains how it is the duty of each and every member of society to carry out their functions and responsibilities in their respective stage of life according to the rules and regulations of the society in which one lives. Further the Lord explains why such duties must be performed, what benefit is gained by performing them, what harm is caused by not performing them, what actions lead to bondage and what actions lead to salvation. All these points relating to duty have been described in great detail. Hence this chapter is entitled “Karma Yogah : Yoga Of Action”.

In the previous Chapter Bhagavan advised that Arjuna's duty was to work without pre-occupying himself with its result and at the same time suggested that he should not be attached to inaction. He concluded His advice with the advocacy of the path of attaining the state of steady wisdom and Brahmi state by knowledge and renunciation.

Arjuna feels confused by the Lord's praise of righteous war (2.31-38) and the Buddhi Yoga ie equanimity of mind (2.49 & 50) as also about the man of steady wisdom in conclusion. These apparently conflicting views seem to have perplexed Arjuna as to which path he has to adopt for his self-development ie whether it is knowledge or action or either together or total renunciation of both. The advice of The Lord here is that selfless action performed in a spirit of dedication and surrender and with pure motive is the right path.

The Text

WHY THEN WORK AT ALL?

arjuna uvaacha

ejyaayasee chet karmanaste mataa buddhir janaardana
tat kim karmani ghore maam niyojayasi keshava // 3.1 //

Arjuna said

If you think that knowledge is superior to action, O Janardana, why then do you ask me to engage in this terrible action, O Kesava?

vyaaamishreneva vaakyena buddhim mohayaseeva me tadekam
vada nishchitya yena shreyo'ham aapnuyaam // 3.2 //

With these apparently perplexing words you confuse my understanding, as it were; therefore, tell me definitely that one thing by which I may attain the Highest Goal.
Arjuna misunderstands the teaching that work for reward is less excellent than work without attachment and desire and believes that Sri Krishna is of the view that knowledge without action is better than work. If Sankhya method of gaining wisdom is superior, then action is an irrelevance. In this confusion he asks Sri Krishna as to which of the paths he has to follow for his self-development since he still believed that to fight against his people was a terrible action. Hence, Arjuna requests Sri Krishna to teach him for certain either of the two – knowledge or action - in accordance with the state and power of his understanding by which he could attain the highest good ie complete eradication of grief and infatuation and attainment of that imperishable.

The confusion is only seeming. It is not the intention of the Lord to confuse Arjuna but yet Arjuna is confused.

**LIFE IS WORK BUT THE NEED IS UNCONCERN FOR RESULTS**

**sri bhagavaan uvaacha**

**loke'smin dwividha nishthaapuraa proktaa mayaanaaghajnaanayogena saankhyaanaam karmayogena yoginaam // 3.3 //**

*Sri Bhagavan said*

*In this world there is a two-fold path, as I said before, O blameless One (Arjuna), the path of knowledge for men of contemplation and the path of work for men of action.*

The words 'As I said before' indicate the beginning of the created world. Even at the very beginning of the cycle of time, two classes of people, those with contemplative and those with active temperaments, were in existence.

Those of contemplative mind are born with a clear knowledge of the Self and the non-Self. They easily renounce the world even at the early age of their lives and concentrate their thoughts on Brahman always. For them the path of knowledge is prescribed so that their ideas can mature and blend with Brahman.

The understanding of those who believe in external action as a means of self-unfoldment is still colored by the stain of duality. The performance of unselfish action purifies their souls and enables them to practice knowledge and contemplation.

The path of knowledge (Gnana Yoga) was described by The Lord in verses 11-38 and the path of action (Karma Yoga) in verses 40-53 of the Second Chapter which created confusion in the mind of Arjuna although never intended by The Lord.

To consider the path of action and the path of knowledge as competitive is to understand neither of them, they being complementary. Selfless activity enables the mind to exhaust many of its existing mental impressions and the mind thus purified prepares the one for the reception of knowledge of the Absolute through meditation or contemplation. There cannot be any knowledge of Brahman unless the mind is pure.

The Lord distinguishes two main types of seekers viz., the active and the contemplative.
Because temperamentally these two categories are so wide apart that a common technique for spiritual development cannot yield results. So Sri Krishna explains the twofold path of Self-development. Viz. Path of knowledge for the introverts whose natural tendency is to explore the inner life of the Spirit and the Path of action for the extroverts who have a natural bias for work in the outer world.

Those who are endowed with discrimination, dispassion, six-fold virtues, and longing for liberation and who have a sharp, subtle intellect and bold understanding are fit for Gnana Yoga or the Path of Knowledge. The six-fold virtues are control of the mind, control of the senses, fortitude, turning away from the objects of the world; faith and tranquility. Those who have tendency for work are fit for Karma Yoga or the Path of Action.

But this distinction cannot be the ultimate because all men are in different degrees both introverts and extroverts. For the Gita, the path of action is a means of liberation as efficient as that of knowledge and these are intended for two types of people. The practice of a particular spiritual discipline is determined by the competence of the aspirant. Both the active and the contemplative have one goal viz. the realization of Brahman. The path of action, however, does not directly lead to the realization.

WHAT IS ACTIONLESSNESS?

na karmanaam anaarambhaan naishkarmyam purusho'shnute
na cha sannyaasanaad eva siddhim samadhigacchati // 3.4 //

Not by abstention from work does a man reach actionlessness, nor by mere renunciation does he attain to perfection.

Action as it is generally understood is the outcome of want and desire. Actionlessness does not mean mere idling or abandoning of all actions. Although one can while away his time doing nothing, his mind will be full of thoughts scheming, speculating and planning over several matters. Desires generate thoughts at the mental level which when expressed in the outer world become actions. Thus thought is the real action. If one is free from thoughts, wishes, likes and dislikes and has knowledge of the Self he can be said to have reached the state of actionlessness.

The one who has reached such a state of actionlessness has neither the necessity nor the desire for action as a means to the end. He has a perfect satisfaction in the Self. Thus actionlessness and perfection are synonymous terms meaning, becoming one with the Infinite and free from all ideas of want and desire.

Mere renunciation or abandonment of action or running away from life does not lead to perfection. Through selfless dedicated action, purification of mind is achieved and the purified mind helps in attaining the Knowledge of the Self which is the ultimate Bliss. The natural law is that every action has its reaction and hence the result of the action is a source of bondage preventing the man from his union with the Supreme. What is needed is not renunciation of works but renunciation of selfish desires. This is naishkarmya, a state where one is unaffected by work.
WHY RENUNCIATION OF ACTION UNACCOMPANIED BY KNOWLEDGE DOES NOT LEAD TO PERFECTION?

**na hi kashchit kshanamapi jaatu tishthatyakarmakrit**

**kaaryate hyavashah karma sarvah prakritjair gunaih // 3.5 //</br>

Verily none can ever remain even for a moment without performing action; for everyone is made to act by the Gunas or qualities born of prakriti (nature), in spite of himself.

Man is always under the influence of triple tendencies of unactivity- based on his Sattwic quality, activity- based on Rajasic quality, inactivity- based on Tamasic quality. Even for a single moment nobody can ever remain without any activity; even if one remains inactive physically his mind and intellect will always be active. Sattwic actions help a man to attain liberation. Rajasic and Tamasic actions bind a man to worldliness.

So long as we lead embodied lives we remain under the influence of these three Gunas or mental tendencies and we cannot escape from action. Without work life cannot be sustained. But these Gunas cannot affect a man who has the knowledge of the Self, for he has gone beyond them. He has become a Gunatita - one who has transcended the qualities of nature and for him the work ceases. The man who has no knowledge of the Self who is called un-illumined, will be swayed by ignorance and will be driven to action by the Gunas.

While life remains, action is inevitable. Thinking is an act. Living is an act. These acts cause many effects. To be free from desire, from the illusion of personal interest, is the true renunciation and not the physical abstention from activity.

When it is said that work ceases for a man who is liberated, all that it means is that he has no further personal necessity for work which however does not mean that he goes into masterly inactivity. He woks, but without egoism or any binding necessity. Even in performing work he is not involved. When his egoism is removed, his actions are governed by the Supreme Self seated in his heart. Free from desire and attachment, one with all beings, he is released from the bondage of actions. Such actions do not bear fruit in the same way as a roasted or boiled seed loses its potency to sprout.

**karmendriyaani samyamya ya aaste manasaa smaran**

**indriyaarthaan vimoodhaatma mithyaachaarah sa uchyate // 3.6 //</br>

He who restrains his organs of action, but continues to dwell in his mind on the objects of the senses, deludes himself and is called a hypocrite.

The five organs of action - the Karma Indriyas - are the organs of speech, hands, feet, genitals and anus. They are born of the Rajasic portion of the subtle elements viz. organ of speech is born of ether element, hands of air, feet of fire, genitals of water and anus of earth. Despite restraining these organs if one sits revolving in his mind the thoughts regarding the objects of these sense organs in order to give an impression that he is
meditating on God, he is called a self-deluded hypocrite and a man of sinful conduct.

True renunciation is not just the control of the organs of action or abstinence from physical movement. It is the control of the mind and the organs of perception. It is the absence of longing for the activity. An active mind and an actionless body do not indicate the life of *sanyasa*. We may control outwardly our activities but if we do not restrain the desires which impel them, we have failed to grasp the true meaning of restraint.

*yastwindriyaani manasaa nityaarabhate'rjuna karmendriyaih karmayogam asaktah sa vishishyate // 3.7 //

*But he who restrains his senses with his mind and directs his organs of action to work, with no feeling of attachment - he, O Arjuna, is indeed superior.*

The science of right action and the art of right living are explained in this verse. Mind gets its inputs through five organs of perception which are also called sense-organs or organs of knowledge (Gnana Indriyas) from the outer world of sense objects. These five sense organs are the eye (sense of sight), ear (sense of hearing), nose (sense of smell), skin (sense of touch), and tongue (sense of taste). Mind perceives the sense objects by interacting with the sense organs and if that interaction is absent perception of objects by the mind is not possible even though the objects might be within the range of the sense organs. This verse asks the seeker to control the sense organs by the mind. This implies substitution of sense objects by nobler and diviner alternatives for the mind to dwell upon.

When the sense organs are thus controlled, a huge quantity of energy gets stored up which unless properly directed will disturb the inner equilibrium of an individual. This verse says that the pent up energies must be spent by directing the seeker's organs of action (explained in the previous verse) to the appropriate fields of activities. Even when so acting it is advised not to have attachment arising out of doership and enjoyership so that instead of gathering new mental impressions one may use such activities for exhausting the existing vasanas. Thus the very field of activity becomes a ground for liberation. In the previous verse mere outer renunciation is condemned and in this verse true spirit of inward detachment is commended.

**IMPORTANCE OF PERFORMING ALLOTTED DUTY**

*niyatam kuru karma twam karma jyaayo hyakarmanah shareerayaatraa pi cha te na prasiddhyed akarmanah // 3.8 //

*Do your allotted work; for action is superior to inaction. Even the bare maintenance of the body would not be possible if you remain inactive.*

Allotted action is one's own duty as laid down in the scriptures to different persons in accordance with their inherited tendencies, the stage in life and the order in society. Non-performance of such bounden duties would mean inaction. The very fact of living involves several natural and unavoidable actions which have to be performed by all. Even
bodily existence in health is just not possible if one has to live in complete inertia and inaction.

UNSELFISH ACTION DOES NOT CREATE BONDAGE

yajnaarthaat karmano'nyatra loko'yan karmabandhanah
tadartham karma kaunteya muktasangah samaachara // 3.9 //</p>

The world is in bondage to work unless they are performed for the sake of Yajna (sacrifice). Therefore, O Son of Kunti, give up attachment and do your work as a sacrifice.

All work is to be done in a spirit of sacrifice, for the sake of the Divine. Yajna here means any unselfish action done with a pure motive. It is a self-sacrificing work undertaken in a spirit of self-dedication for the good of all. Such actions cannot be self-serving but self-liberating and do not bind the performer. An action which is not governed by the spirit of unselfishness binds one to worldliness, however glorious it may be.

WHAT IS SACRIFICE?

sahayajnaah prajaah srishtwaa puvoaacha prajaapatih anena
prasavishyadhwam esha vo'stvishtakaamadhuk // 3.10 //</p>

The creator (Prajapati), having in the beginning created mankind together with Yajna, said 'by this you multiply'; this shall be the milch cow of your desires'.

When the Universe was created by the Creator - Prajapati - he simultaneously created Yajna also, the spirit of self-dedicated activities which is seen everywhere, eg shining of the sun and the moon, flowing of rivers, tolerance of the Earth etc., All these activities show the spirit of sacrifice without any selfish motives. The second part of the verse means that no achievement is impossible for man if he knows how to act in the spirit of self-effacement and self-sacrifice with the required amount of non-attachment.

HOW CAN WELFARE BE ACHIEVED BY SACRIFICE?

devaan bhaavayatanena te devaa bhaavayantu vah
parasparam bhaavayantah shreyah param aavaapsyatha // 3.11 //</p>

Cherish the Devas with this and may those Devas cherish you, thus cherishing one another you shall gain the highest good.

ishtaan bhogaan hi vo devaa daasyante yajnabhaavitaah
tair dettaan apradaayaibhyo yo bhungkte stena eva sah // 3.12 //</p>

Devas, cherished by the sacrifice, will give you the desired objects. Indeed, he who enjoys objects given by the Devas without offering in return to them is verily a thief.
By performing actions as Yajna, as dedication to the Self, recognize and express your sense of appreciation and gratitude to all the Devas, the presiding functionaries of natural laws such as wind, fire etc.

By worshipping the various Devas in a spirit of sacrifice, by being grateful to all the presiding deities of the unchanging laws of nature, you recognize the Self behind all the Devas, behind all the laws of nature and natural phenomenon in this creation. Thus, through the Yajnam- by propitiating the Devas, you propitiate the Self itself.

In any sacrifice or ceremonial ritual we propitiate the Devas by offering oblations to them. It is simply a way of expressing our deep sense of appreciation and gratitude to them for the parts that they play in this creation. Whether one is grateful or not, the sun rises, the rain rains and the wind blow. But by recognizing their functions in this creation, and by expressing one's deep appreciation and gratitude to them, one recognizes the true nature of one's own function in this creation, one becomes an active participant in this creation, and one progressively identifies oneself with the creation and the creator - The Self, Brahman.

When you express your appreciation and gratitude to the Devas, what do they do to you? Having been properly propitiated, the Devas will protect you; nourish you by their functions. Thus, may all the laws of nature - by their own natural functions, uplift you by being an asset to you in your endeavors for gaining your overriding goal of life, namely liberation.

By doing every work as a work of sacrifice totally dedicated to the Self, everything in this creation becomes an asset to you for your own upliftment in life, for your own true progress in life, for a life of non-binding, everlasting prosperity, success and happiness, leading ultimately to Shreyas, total Fulfillment in life. Therefore, mutually interacting with each other, may you reap the supreme good, may you gain moksha.

What about the person who never says a prayer, who has no sense of gratitude, but only wants to enjoy whatever he can get out of this world? The one who enjoys all the blessings of daily life without even a sincere expression of gratitude to the Self (Devas) who made all such enjoyments possible, is indeed a thief.

Thus in the Vedic view, every human being is meant for action as a participant in this creation. Every one's destination is the same, namely shreyas, moksha. One reaches this destination by doing one's Karma with the attitude of Karma Yoga - as an act of sacrifice dedicated to the Self.

In this relative world man and Devas are interdependent. They are nourished by one another. Men offer oblations to the gods; gods in return ensure men's welfare by sending rain and other gifts. Thus a chain of mutual obligation binds together all created beings.
THOSE WHO ACT IN A SPIRIT OF SACRIFICE ARE SUPERIOR PERSONS

yajnashishtaashinah santo muchyante sarva kilbishaith

bhunjate te twagham paapaa ye pachantyaatma kaaranaat // 3.13 //

The righteous who eat the remnants of the sacrifice are freed from all sins; but those sinful ones who cook food only for their own sake, verily eat sin.

Sins of the past are the cause for the present pains and the present sins are the cause for future sorrows. All the causes for the sorrows in social life can be removed if the members of the community find happiness in enjoying the results of their efforts performed in true Yajna spirit. As a contrast to this it is pointed out that those who cook for themselves only meaning those who perform actions only with selfish motives are eating nothing but sin. By doing the work in yajna spirit, the selfish life is transformed into an unselfish one and the individual becomes aware of the interdependence of all beings.

ACTION SETS THE WHEELS OF THE COSMOS GOING

annaad bhavanti bhootani parjanyaad anna sambhavah yajnaad
bhavati parjanyo yajnah karma samudbhavah // 3.14 //

From food all creatures are born; from rain food is produced; from sacrifice comes rain; sacrifice is born of action.

karma brahmodbhavam viddhi brahmaakshara samudbhavam
tasmaat sarvagatam brahma nityam yajne pratishhitam // 3.15 //

Know that action arises from the Vedas, and the Vedas from the Imperishable. Therefore, the all pervading Vedas ever rest in sacrifice.

The cosmic wheel of co-operative action is painted here. The living creatures are born out of food and nourished by food. The mineral wealth of the world becomes assimilable food because of the action of the rain upon it. Rain is the cause for the conversion of mineral raw material into nutritive food in life. Similarly, in all fields of activity profit can be gathered only when the field comes under conditions favorable for it to produce those profits. Self-dedicated activity - Yajna - when performed in any field of endeavor will create conditions-rains- for the field to yield profit - Annam- enjoyable by the society.

This wheel of action is connected with and includes the Supreme. The principle of right action has come out of the Creator himself who is none other than the Imperishable Supreme Reality expressed through the Vedas. Therefore, the all pervading Supreme is ever centered in all efforts undertaken with an honest spirit of self-dedication for the common good. He who lives in unison with this wheel of action is contributing to the harmony of life.
evam pravartitam chakram naanuvartayateeha yah aghaayur
indriyaaraamo mogham paartha sa jeevati // 3.16 //

He who does not follow the wheel thus set-in motion, but takes delight in the senses, he lives in vain, O Arjuna.

Every member of the Universe follows the principle of Yajna and contributes to the smooth running of the Universal Wheel of Action. But among all the living creatures only man has been endowed with the option of freedom of action - to contribute to the harmonious working of the cosmic mechanism or strike a discordant note.

While a majority of the people live abiding in the Law of Harmony, there are some who do not believe in this Eternal Law and revolt against it. During such dark periods nobody works with the spirit of Yajna without which no favorable circumstances can be created (rain) for the productive potential to manifest. Such seekers of selfish pleasures bring about discordance in the Wheel of Action. They are considered to be living in sin and that too in vain by the Gita.

In these verses (10 to 16) the Vedic conception of sacrifice as an inter-link between God and man is set in the larger context of the interdependence of beings in the cosmos. He who works for himself alone lives in vain.

TO THE ONE WHO REMAINS SATISFIED IN THE SELF, THERE IS NOTHING TO WORK FOR

yastwaatmaratir eva syaad aatmatriptashcha maanavah
aatmanyeva cha santushtas tasya kaaryam na vidyate // 3.17 //

But for that man who rejoices only in the Self, who is satisfied in the Self, who is content in the Self alone, verily there is nothing to do.

The motivation for any human action in the outer world is to achieve better satisfaction and contentment. The man of perfection does not depend on external objects for his happiness. He finds his joy, bliss and contentment in his own Divine experience. When he has already achieved satisfaction and contentment, no more desires arise in him. Where there are no desires there is no action. Such a realized man is a person endowed with Self-Knowledge. He has no worldly duties to perform. He is the knower of Brahman.

naiva tasya kritenaartho naakriteneha kashchana
na chaasya sarvabhooteshu kashchidarththa vyapaashrayah // 3.18 //

He has nothing to gain by what he does in this world, nor anything to lose by what he leaves undone; nor is there anyone, among all beings, on whom he need to depend for any thing.

An ordinary man is required to act for earning profit or avoiding loss. But for a man who discovered eternal satisfaction in his own Self and reached perfect contentment therein no
purpose is served by engaging himself in any action because there is neither anticipation of gain nor fear of loss for him. Such a person depends upon nothing for his joy, neither on any being from the Creator, Brahma to a blade of grass nor on any object.

**PERFORM ACTION WITHOUT ATTACHMENT**

\[ \text{tasmaad asaktah satatam kaaryam karma samaachara} \]
\[ \text{asakto hyaacharan karma param aapnoti poorushah} // 3.19 // \]

*Therefore, always do without attachment the work you have to do; for by performing action without attachment a man reaches the Supreme.*

After explaining the wheel of action Sri Krishna concludes His dissertation by asking Arjuna to perform actions which are obligatory on his part in his present status in life. Even here The Lord warns him to keep his mind away from the pitfalls of attachments.

Though the liberated man has nothing to gain by action or non-action and is perfectly happy in the enjoyment of the Self, there is such a thing called desireless action which he undertakes for the welfare of the world. The work done without attachment is superior to the work done in a spirit of sacrifice which is itself higher than work done with selfish aims. While this verse says that the man reaches the Supreme performing actions without attachment, Sankara holds that karma yoga helps us to attain purity of mind which leads to salvation. It takes us to perfection indirectly through the attainment of purity of mind.

**EXAMPLES SET BY THE WISE**

\[ \text{karmanaiva hi samsiddhim aasthitaa janakaadayah} \]
\[ \text{lokasangraham evaapi sampashyan kartum arhasi} // 3.20 // \]

*Janaka and others attained perfection verily by action only; even with a view to the protection of the masses you should perform action.*

Ancient kings like Janaka and others attained perfection or liberation - *samsiddhi* - by the path of action, performing right actions in a spirit of detachment and self-dedication. They set an example to the world by their lives of service and achievement. They attained purity of mind through the performance of duty and then realized Brahman.

Sri Krishna means Arjuna too, belonging to a princely class, who has the responsibility to protect his people, should act diligently and perform his kshatriya duties without running away from the battle as he intended earlier.

We can notice the modern leadership principle here. Born as a king Arjuna has got a greater commitment towards his subjects. He is a leader of men and a lot depends on him and his activities. Therefore, it is his bounden obligation to keep his post and discharge his duties diligently, risking all dangers and fighting enemies for achieving *Lokasangraha.*
Lokasangraha stands for the unity of the world, the interconnectedness of society, protection and maintenance by each other. If the world is not to sink into physical misery and moral degradation, if the common life is to be decent and dignified, religious ethics must control social action. The aim of religion is to spiritualize everyday life for establishing universal brotherhood on earth and maintenance of the world order.

**HOW WORLD ORDER CAN BE MAINTAINED BY PERFORMING ONE'S OWN DUTIES?**

**yad yad aacharati shreshthas tattadvetaro janah**

**sa yat pramaanam kurute lokas tad anuvartate // 3. 21 //**

*Whatever a great man does, that, others follow; whatever he sets up as the standard, that, the world follows.*

Common people are more influenced by the living examples of great men than by the abstract teaching of the scriptures. Man is a social animal. He is also an imitating animal. He takes his ideas of right and wrong from those whom he considers his superiors. The examples set by the leaders are implemented by the followers. As is the quality of leaders, so will be the quality of the followers. Whatever the persons in authority do, the subordinates imitate.

Sri Krishna implies that if Arjuna were to abandon his duty to act, then the entire community will follow the low standard of retreating from action set up by him which will lead to general social decadence. The Lord cites Himself as an example for Arjuna to act.

**na me paarthaasti kartavyam trishu lokeshu kinchana naanavaaptam avaaptavyam varta eva cha karmani // 3.22 //**

*There is nothing in the three worlds, O Partha, that has to be done by me, or is there anything unattained that should be attained by me, yet, I continue to engage myself in work.*

Being a Perfect man and a Yogi, Sri Krishna had nothing to gain in this world. His entire life is an example of a perfect life of complete detachment. Even though He had nothing that He did not gain nor had anything further to gain, He was engaging Himself constantly in activity.

Here Krishna speaks of Himself as the Godhead. Though He transcends all claims of duty, yet He acts according to the scriptural injunctions to set an example to others.

**yadi hyaham na varteyam jaatu karmanyatandritah**

**mama vartmaanuvartante manushyaah paartha sarvashah // 3.23 //**

*For, should I not ever engage in action, without relaxation, men would in every way follow my path, O Son of Pritha.*
If The Lord remains inactive the people also will imitate Him and sink themselves in inertia and unproductive existence and great harm will come in the world. The entire Universe survives and sustains itself by activity alone. In these verses the word `I' implies Atman or the Self-realized man of perfection. The God principle serves the pluralistic phenomenal world as a substratum for its existence.

**utseedeyur ime lokaa na kuryam karma ched aham**

**sankarasya cha kartaa syaamupahanyaam imaaah prajaah // 3.24 //**

If I should cease to work, these worlds would perish. I should then be the cause of confusion and destruction of these people.

If The Lord does not work it will not be conducive to the progress of the Universe. The Universe is not chaos but a cosmos. Nowhere chaotic conditions are observed in the working of the cosmic forces. Movement of planets, occurring of seasons, laws of the oceans, various social orders and disciplines etc., always obey the law of nature or God.

The Lord represents not only the law governing the outer world of things but also the law that governs the inner world of thoughts and emotions. Human society is divided into four castes on the basis of individual mental temperaments. In case the law governing the inner temperaments does not function there will be confusion in behavior and instability in the character of people bringing about their own destruction.

**Concepts and Issues**

Arjuna is confused about the relative importance of knowledge and work. If the man of knowledge is superior to the man of action, then why is he being asked to pursue the path of action and undertake such a terrible act like a fratricidal war?

Sri Krishna replies that there are two types of people viz. the purely intellectual and the physically active. The path of knowledge is prescribed for the intellectual, whereas the path of action is the best for the physically dynamic. But it should be born in mind that dedicated action by itself cannot be the end. It is only the means to achieve the final goal of Realization of the Self. On the other hand, the path of wisdom takes one directly to the final goal.

The path of knowledge is not the proper one for Arjuna as he, being a Kshatriya, does not belong to the meditative and intellectual type. His natural aptitude is for action and he can purify himself only through action. So he has to discharge his duties in a selfless spirit of pure devotion without expecting any fruits of such action. If one understands the art of performance of actions without selfishness, one is already in the path of knowledge as these two paths are not contradictory but complementary.

An action performed without any concern for the fruits thereof is not inaction because such action never produces any psychological reaction and gains wonderful results while inaction ie running away from action, produces nothing but idleness.
All beings always remain active. Inaction is against the law of nature. Inaction by external withdrawal of sense organs from the sense objects while the mind remaining preoccupied with the thinking about those objects is hypocrisy or escapism and self deception. A real seeker of wisdom is the one, who conquers his organs of perception by his mind but employs his organs of action in the selfless discharge of his duty. Performance of one's duty is, in all respects, preferable to utter inaction. One cannot live even the everyday ordinary life without doing anything.

Only those actions which are prompted by desires entail bondages of vasanas but not those performed in the discharge of one's duty with no expectation of the result and meant only as an offering at the feet of The Lord. It is called performing of actions in the spirit of Yagna ie sacrificing our selfish interests for the welfare of the humanity at large. Here the word Yagna which means Vedic ritualism includes all self-less co-operative activities.

In the beginning the Creator created all living beings with a capacity of yagna in everybody ie to work with a selfless attitude, in a spirit of dedication for the common welfare. The spirit of co-operation between the high and the low, the rich and the poor, the wise and the dull, the spirit of give and take and many more such noble and divine values of harmonious living in society are meant by the word Yagna. He only commits stealing who is only ready to take but not to give. People used to propitiate God by sacrifice who in turn bestowed them with plenty and prosperity through rains, fertility of the soil to yield nourishing food.

Mother Nature provides many examples of the spirit of constant sacrifice like the Sun giving light, the Earth satisfying all human requirements and the Fire giving heat etc. Thus sacrifice is an unselfish action. Prosperity and plenty are the direct results of such dedicated actions.

The capacity to do well in us has been given by the Creator, the Supreme, manifested through its own creative urge. What we are bound to do in our station in life we must do well for our own good and for the good of the entire community. Wherever such a noble work is undertaken in a spirit of co-operation (Yagna) there is God, the Highest. Those who have reached the highest state of eternal contentment need not pursue this path because they have nothing to gain by actions as the individuality in them created by ego has already ended and they do not depend upon anyone for anything.

Sri Krishna advises Arjuna that he still being a seeker of Knowledge should discharge his duty in a spirit of dedication as an offering to The Lord citing examples of King Janaka and others of Perfect Wisdom who attained Perfection through selfless discharge of their duties. The Lord gives His own example of engaging Himself in activities continuously although it is immaterial for Him whether He acts or not.

The reason for this is that the common people with limited intelligence imitate the great and so if The Lord has to remain inactive, they will also remain idle leading to indiscipline
Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

¬ Action one must perform; but it should be performed in the spirit of Yajna. The aim is Lokasangraha, the benefit at large.

¬ Interdependence of beings in the cosmos should not be forgotten. He who works for himself alone lives in vain.

¬ Leadership qualities are stressed. Set an example to others in right living.

Points to Ponder

1. What was Arjuna's doubt in the beginning of the Chapter and what was Sri Krishna's clarification to it?

2. How does a man bound by action?

3. Who is a hypocrite?

4. What is the philosophy of action?

5. How can one be free from action?

6. What is the cosmic wheel of co-operation?

7. What is meant by Lokasangraha?

8. What is the difference between the activities of the wise and the ignorant?

9. Why it is important for the wise man to set an example to others in rightful living?

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 3.25

HARIH OM
Preamble

We had seen in the previous verses that by citing His own example The Lord described the consequences of not doing any action and proved that for the sake of the world order it is necessary for all of us to perform our allotted duties. Bhagavan continues his sermon and advises that it is incumbent upon even the man of knowledge to perform action for the sake of world amity.

The Text

saktaah karmanyavidwaamso yathaa kurvanti bhaarata

kuryad vidwaam stathaa saktash chikeershur lokasangraham // 3.25 //

As the ignorant men act from attachment to work, O Bharata (Arjuna), so should the wise act without attachment, wishing the welfare of the world.

It is well known that every member of the society by and large always keeps himself busy throughout his life time performing actions in his chosen field. A man of Self-realization also works in the world with the same enthusiasm and sincerity as an average man of the society with the difference that the actions of the ignorant are motivated by attachments and anxieties for the fruits of actions while the man of perfection will work without attachment and for the purpose of the welfare of the world at large.

Attachment becomes an obstruction only when it is ego-centric. But to the extent the attachment envelopes the welfare of a larger section of the community it gathers ethical value. Hence the advice to Arjuna is that he must fight as a warrior who is called upon to protect the higher values of living unattached to his ego-centric conception of himself and his people.

The idea is that an ignorant person acts zealously for his personal happiness; but a wise man should act, with the same zeal, for the welfare of others.

na buddhibedam janayed ajnaanaam karmasanginaam joshayet sarva karmaani vidwaan yuktah samaacharan // 3.26 //

Let no enlightened man unsettle the understanding of the ignorant people who are attached to action; he should engage them in action, himself performing it with devotion.

This verse is a sort of precaution to the over-zealous explaining the art of giving guidance to others. A society functioning in a particular way should not be suddenly asked to stop and change its direction by a leader. On the contrary the leader should fall in line with the generation and slowly and steadily guide and help them to act in the right direction.
setting his own example. When a man of equipoise works in the society at large, the chances are that he will start advising on abstract ideologies and ethics which may make the ordinary people to conclude that renunciation of all activities is the direct path to Self-development and thus give up prematurely all work. The men of wisdom are warned not to go against the spirit of the times.

No wise man should unsettle his generation's firm faith in their actions. He should perform even the ordinary actions in a diviner and better way and set an example to the world in performing actions without any selfish motive or attachment so that the lesser folk may follow his example.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MAN OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE MAN ATTACHED TO ACTION

prakriteh kriyamaanaani gunaih karmaani sarvashah
ahamkaara vimoodhaatmaa kartaa'hamiti manyate // 3.27 //

All actions are being performed by the Gunas of Prakriti. But he, whose mind is deluded by egoism, thinks 'I am the doer'.

Earlier it was explained how ignorance leads to desires, desires to thoughts and how thoughts in conjunction with mental tendencies ieGunas viz. Sattwa, Rajas and Tamas-manifest themselves in the outer world as actions of different qualities. Nobler the thought, nobler the action and meaner the thought, meaner the action and so on.

Thus the Gunas modify themselves into the outside world, the body and the senses which are called the modes of Prakriti. They are classified into twenty three categories viz. intellect, ego, mind, the five subtle elements of ether etc., the ten organs of perception and action, and the five objects of senses viz. sound, touch, sight, taste and smell. These are the performers of all action. The word 'action' includes all the functions of the organs of perception and action (jnana indriyas and karma indriyas). The self looks on without participating in any way in the action done by the body and the senses. Whatever actions take place in this world are nothing but the operations of the aforesaid modes of Prakriti and the absolute and formless Atma or the Self has really nothing to do with them.

An ignorant man, however, identifies the Self with the aggregate of the body and the senses and calls it as 'I 'and thinks that the Self is the doer.

Even though the Self or the soul has no relation with actions, the unwise man identifying himself with the body and the senses associates himself with the different actions of the body and thus assumes himself to be the doer of those actions. In other words he thinks it is he who resolves, he who reflects, he who hears, he who sees, he who eats, he who drinks, sleeps, walks and so on and thus traces every action to himself. Thus he ascribes to the Self all the characteristics that really belong to the Gunas. That is why action becomes the cause of bondage to him. It is the reason for him to go through the process of repeated births and deaths to reap the fruits of those actions.
But the enlightened man feels differently

But he who has true insight into the respective spheres of Gunas and their actions, holding that it is the Gunas (in the form of senses, mind etc.) that move among the Gunas (objects of perception) does not get attached to them, O Mighty Arjuna.

As a contrast to the attitude of the ignorant man explained in the previous verse, Sri Krishna here explains the attitude of the wise man who knows that the Self is entirely distinct from the Gunas, their classification and functions.

The enlightened man who has obtained insight into the categories of the gunas and actions, attributes every action of the mind, intellect, senses and the body to the fact that it is the product of these gunas in the shape of all instruments of perception such as the mind, intellect and senses that are moving within the sphere of their respective objects, which are also products of the gunas and that he has no relation with either. Therefore, he does not get attached to either any action or to their fruits in the shape of agreeable or disagreeable experiences.

The difference between the active enlightened man and the active ignorant man is that the former is beyond the influence of the gunas and considers himself as a non-doer while the latter is controlled by the gunas and feels that everything is being done by him.

The man of perfect knowledge should not unsettle (the understanding of) the foolish who is of imperfect knowledge, who deluded by the Gunas of nature, attach themselves to the functions of the Gunas.

Ignorant people perform actions with the expectation of results. The wise, who have knowledge of the Self, should not disturb the conviction of such ignorant persons (people of insufficient knowledge, or men of meager intelligence) because if their minds are unsettled they will give up actions themselves and plunge themselves into inertia.

Therefore, in the beginning they should be encouraged to perform actions irrespective of their attachment to its fruits and gradually they should be taught the goal of selfless activities for the attainment of Self-realization.

How such persons of imperfect understanding should perform actions?

THE ENLIGHTENED MAN FEELS DIFFERENTLY

tattwavittu mahaabaaho gunakarma vibhaagayoh
gunaa guneshu vartanta iti matwaa na sajjate // 3.28 //

But he who has true insight into the respective spheres of Gunas and their actions, holding that it is the Gunas (in the form of senses, mind etc.) that move among the Gunas (objects of perception) does not get attached to them, O Mighty Arjuna.

As a contrast to the attitude of the ignorant man explained in the previous verse, Sri Krishna here explains the attitude of the wise man who knows that the Self is entirely distinct from the Gunas, their classification and functions.

The enlightened man who has obtained insight into the categories of the gunas and actions, attributes every action of the mind, intellect, senses and the body to the fact that it is the product of these gunas in the shape of all instruments of perception such as the mind, intellect and senses that are moving within the sphere of their respective objects, which are also products of the gunas and that he has no relation with either. Therefore, he does not get attached to either any action or to their fruits in the shape of agreeable or disagreeable experiences.

The difference between the active enlightened man and the active ignorant man is that the former is beyond the influence of the gunas and considers himself as a non-doer while the latter is controlled by the gunas and feels that everything is being done by him.

The man of perfect knowledge should not unsettle (the understanding of) the foolish who is of imperfect knowledge, who deluded by the Gunas of nature, attach themselves to the functions of the Gunas.

Ignorant people perform actions with the expectation of results. The wise, who have knowledge of the Self, should not disturb the conviction of such ignorant persons (people of insufficient knowledge, or men of meager intelligence) because if their minds are unsettled they will give up actions themselves and plunge themselves into inertia.

Therefore, in the beginning they should be encouraged to perform actions irrespective of their attachment to its fruits and gradually they should be taught the goal of selfless activities for the attainment of Self-realization.

How such persons of imperfect understanding should perform actions?

prakriter gunasammodhaah sajjante gunakarmasu

taan akritsnavido mandaan kritsnavin na vichaalayet // 3.29 //

The man of perfect knowledge should not unsettle (the understanding of) the foolish who is of imperfect knowledge, who deluded by the Gunas of nature, attach themselves to the functions of the Gunas.

Ignorant people perform actions with the expectation of results. The wise, who have knowledge of the Self, should not disturb the conviction of such ignorant persons (people of insufficient knowledge, or men of meager intelligence) because if their minds are unsettled they will give up actions themselves and plunge themselves into inertia.

Therefore, in the beginning they should be encouraged to perform actions irrespective of their attachment to its fruits and gradually they should be taught the goal of selfless activities for the attainment of Self-realization.

How such persons of imperfect understanding should perform actions?

mayi sarvaani karmaani sannyasyaadhyaatma chetasaa
niraasheer nirmamo bhootwaa yudhyaswa vigatajwarah // 3.30 //
Surrendering all actions to Me, with the mind intent on the Self, freeing yourself from the longing and selfishness, fight unperturbed by grief.

THIS VERSE IS THE HEART OF THIS CHAPTER CONVEYING ITS CENTRAL THEME. THE LORD REVEALS TO ARJUNA THE DEFINITE DISCIPLINE THAT WOULD LEAD HIM TO HIS HIGHEST GOAL.

Here the word `me' means not Sri Krishna, the person but the Supreme Self, the Divine Being, the Supreme Lord, the Eternal and the Omniscient, the Self of all. The Lord asks Arjuna to fight on surrendering all activities unto Him, with the mind always concentrated on the Self. Surrendering all actions does not mean inactivity but acting without attachment and the sense of possession with regard to them. Actions performed with egocentric and selfish motives become a bondage. Actions performed without attachment and desires are not actions at all in as much as they are not capable of producing any painful reactions.

It also means giving up of wrong motives behind actions. Purification of motives is possible only when the mind is made to concentrate on the Self and the Divine glory. Actions performed with such mind cannot be ordinary actions but they will be activities performed for the sake of The Lord and are the expressions of the Supreme Will through an individual.

The Lord further advises action without longing, ego and mental perturbation. Longing is an expectation of a happening at a future point of time. Ego is one's own self-estimation based on his past. To act without ego and longing thus means acting without the memories of the past or the anxieties about the future but to live in the present. Even in the present there is a chance for the man of action to waste his time and energy in unnecessarily worrying about his activities through his inborn nature. This anxiety and worry is what is called here as mental fever or perturbation.

The idea is that we must engage in work by self-surrender to the Lord who presides over cosmic existence and activity. “Thy will be done” should be our attitude in all work. We must do the work with the sense that we are the servants of The Lord. The word `fight' indicates individual's confrontation with circumstances and situations in daily life.

RESULT OF SUCH ACTION BASED ON SURRENDERING IT TO THE SUPREME

\[ \text{ye me matam idam nityam anutishthanti maanavaah} \\
\text{shraddhaavanto'nasooyanto muchyante te'pi karmabhih} // 3.31 // \]

Those men who constantly practice this teaching of mine with faith and without finding fault are also freed from the bondage of all actions.

Shraddha -faith- is a mental attitude. It is faith in one's own Self, in the Scriptures and in the teachings of the spiritual preceptor. It is a combination of the higher emotions of reverence and humility. It is the sincerity of purpose.
Sri Krishna advocates Karma Yoga as a path that takes one ultimately to the Supreme because through desireless activity alone when performed with full faith and without criticism and questioning we will be able to bring about Vasana-exhaustion and thus make the mind purer for its meditative purposes.

The words 'they too are freed from the bondage of all actions' are intended to show that when by pursuing this discipline it is possible even for an ordinary person to get over the binding effects of action by surrendering the results of action to the Supreme, it should be much easier for Arjuna to attain that state.

WHAT IS THE HARM IF THIS ADVICE OF THE LORD IS NOT FOLLOWED?

\[\textit{ye twetad abhyasooyanto naanutishthanti me matam sarvajnaanavimoodham staan viddhi nashtaan achetasah} // 3.32 //\]

But those who find fault with my teaching and do not practice it, deluded in all knowledge and devoid of discrimination, know them to be doomed to destruction.

Sri Krishna warns here that those who are obstinate in finding fault with His teachings without practicing them are doomed for destruction. Such people will be more and more deluded and will lose their discrimination.

Karma Yoga is a way of life and one has to live it if one wants to receive His grace. The path of work is a process of elimination of desires in us. When egoism and egocentric desires are eliminated the work done through such pure mind is a divine action which will have enduring achievements. To the extent an individual does not practice this efficient way of work he loses his discriminative capacity and ultimately will meet his destruction.

ACTION IS DRIVEN BY ONE'S OWN NATURE

\[\textit{sadrisham cheshtate swasyaah prakriter jnaanavaan api prakritim yaanti bhootani nigrahah kim karishyati} // 3.33 //\]

Even a wise man acts in accordance with his own nature; beings will follow nature; what can restraint do?

The question as to why some people do not follow the teachings of The Lord and instead act on their own is answered in this verse; the reason is that their lower nature proves too strong for them. Every one is conditioned by his thoughts which in turn are influenced by his nature (tendency) or \textit{prakriti}. Even an honest person finds it difficult to practice the technique in life shown by The Lord because of his own mental conditioning overwhelmed by his incapacity to pursue the path of action.

Prakriti is the mental equipment with which one is born as the result of the past acts performed in a previous life. This nature is the mainspring of the man's action. This must
run its course; there is no escape from this and even God cannot prevent its operation (Shankara). Even He ordains that past deeds produce their natural effects.

Restraint or forcible repression of senses for renouncing activities cannot be of much avail since actions flow inevitably from the workings of Prakriti and the Self is only an important witness. This indicates the omnipotence of the nature over the Self which makes us to act according to our nature, the law of our being. However, this is not a statement of despair to the effect that there is no scope for personal exertion to reach the highest goal and that the teachings of Sri Krishna are all purposeless. On the other hand it is a call to find out our true being and give expression to it as explained in the next verse.

ROLE FOR PERSONAL EXERTION

indriyasye'ndriyasyaarthe raagadweshau vyavasthitau
tayor na vasham aagacchet tau hyasya paripanthinau // 3.34 //

The love and hatred that the senses feel for their objects are inevitable. But let none come under their sway; for, they are his enemies.

Attachment and aversion of the sense organs to sense objects are natural to every one. Although the sense objects as such are not capable of attraction or repulsion it is the mind which produces such agitations because of its being conditioned by vasanas. Thus mind develops attachment for the agreeable objects and aversion for disagreeable ones. Sri Krishna does not advise running away from the sense objects but emphatically says `Let none come under its sway' meaning that one should be a master of the senses and not their victim.

If we do not interfere attachments and aversions will determine our acts. So long as we act in certain ways because we like them and abstain from some others because we dislike them we will be bound by our actions.

But if we overcome these impulses from our egocentric ideas and act from a sense of duty, we cannot be the victims of the play of Prakriti. Thus in the process of controlling the mind - stopping it from running after the objects of attachment and aversion - lies the personal exertion for the seeker. That is his Purushartha.

Linking this advice to the previous verse it can be understood that it is not possible for anybody to renounce all his activities forcibly. But man can by changing the aim of his life, turn the course of life from one direction to the other. In other words, avoiding likes and dislikes he can convert his actions as aids to God-realization.

DANGER IN PERCEIVING OTHER'S DUTIES AS BETTER THAN ONE'S OWN

shreyaan swadharmao vigunah paradharmaat swanushthitaat
swadharmae nidhanam shreyah paradharmao bhayaavahah // 3.35 //
Better is one's own duty, though imperfectly performed, than the duty of another well performed. Better is death in the doing of one's own duty; the duty of another is fraught with peril.

Although the word Dharma is meant here as duty, in a special sense it is one's own basic nature or vasana. Swadharma is the type of vasanas one finds in his mind. To act according to one's taste, inborn and natural, is the only method to live in peace and joy. To act against one's vasanas is to act in terms of Paradharma which is fraught with danger.

Here the Swadharma of Arjuna is that of a prince and not that of Brahmana. He wanted to take up the latter abandoning the former. In this verse Sri Krishna reminds him that to act according to his own vasanas or Dharma, even though imperfect, is the right path for his development. It is dangerous to suppress one's own personality expression and imitate the activities of others, however divinely they may be. There is more happiness in doing one's own work even without excellence than in doing another's duty well. We must play our part, manfully, be it great or small.

The implication is that Arjuna's thought of desisting from fight and going in for the calm and peaceful life of a Brahmana is prompted by man's natural desire to shun what is disagreeable and adopt what is momentarily agreeable to the senses. He should on no account yield to such weakness. It is indeed much better for a person to die while discharging his own duty, though it may not have any merit, than doing the duty of another, though it may be performed in a perfect manner, because the duty of another has many pitfalls.

THE ENEMY IS DESIRE AND ANGER

Arjuna said

But under what compulsion does a man commit sin, in spite of himself, O Varshneya, and driven, as it were, by force?

This question raised by Arjuna is illustrative of our daily situations. Everybody knows what is right and what is not right, what is good and what is bad. Yet when it comes to action people are invariably tempted to commit the wrong.

Arjuna's query is why this paradoxical confusion between one's ideology and one's own actions. The Divine in us wants us to achieve great things but the animal in us wants us to do most abominable things many times much against our will. We seem to be constrained by an outside force. Arjuna wants to know the cause for this peculiar phenomenon.
sri bhagavaan uvaacha
kaama esha krodha esha rajoguna samudbhavah
mahaashano mahaapaapmaa viddhyenam iha vairinam // 3.37 //

Sri Bhagavan said

It is desire, it is anger born out of the quality of Rajas, all sinful and all devouring; know this as the foe here (in this world).

The cause of all sins and wrong actions in this world is desire. Anger is also a desire expressed in another form. When a man's desire is not gratified he becomes angry with those who stand as obstacles in the way of their fulfillment. When a desire arises the quality of Rajas in a man urges him to work for its satisfaction.

The desire-anger-emotion combination of three-in-one is the root cause which makes an individual to compromise with higher values of existence. Once the virus of desire enters the intellectual computer the results are bound to be chaotic, blocking out the entire wisdom because desire is never satiated by its gratification. One gets rid of desire only through the constant practice of detachment. Therefore Sri Krishna says desire is the man's greatest enemy on the earth because man commits sin only at the command of desire against his will and better judgment which lands him in terrible suffering in the form of repeated birth and death.

HOW DOES DESIRE AFFECT MAN?

dhoomenaavriyate vahnir yathaadarsho malena cha
yatho`lbenaavrito garbhas tathaa tenedam aavritam // 3.38 //

As fire is enveloped by smoke, as a mirror by dust and as an embryo by the womb, so is this (knowledge) enveloped by that (desire).

`This' means true knowledge or wisdom and `that' means desire which is clearly stated in the next verse. The three different examples refer to the different degrees to which desire in the form of ignorance envelopes and conceals the inner Light in man and delude our capacity to think rationally.

Discrimination is blocked by the sense of attachment in the mind for the worldly objects. Desires fall under three categories depending upon the quality of attachments - Tamsic - inert, Rajasic - active, and Sattwic - divine.

Even Sattwic desires veil the discrimination just as smoke envelopes fire where rise of the slightest wind of discrimination can dispel the smoke of desire. The veiling is thin and hence it requires only a little effort to remove it.

For the Rajasic where intellect is covered by desire prompted agitations, the example is of wiping out of dust on a mirror. Here the covering by the impurities is complete as compared to the Sattwic. In the case of smoke fire can be at least perceived while dust
completely blocks the reflection in a mirror. Hence, in this case the efforts for the removal of the dirt of desires require more time and effort.

In the case of a Tamasic, diviner aspects are completely shut out from the view by base animal instincts. The case of a foetus covered with amnion fluid in the womb is given as an illustration. Here there is no method of removing the covering until a definite period of time is elapsed. Similarly the low desires can be removed only after a longer period of spiritual evolution a Tamasic has to undergo.

\[
aavritam jnaanam etena jnaanino nityavairin\text{a} \\
kaamaroopena kaunteya dushporenaanalena cha // 3.39 //
\]

\textit{O Son of Kunti, wisdom is enveloped by this constant enemy of the wise in the form of desire, which is unappeasable as the fire.}

Desires are insatiable. They are never satisfied by the enjoyments of the objects of the desires. They grow more and more as does the fire to which fuel is added. Desire screens off our capacity to discriminate right from the wrong, real from the unreal. The ignorant man considers desire as his friend because his senses are gratified. The wise man knows by experience that desire will bring nothing but suffering to him. He knows that the enemy in the form of desire does not allow the ideas of discrimination, dispassion and disinterestedness to get a hold in the mind of a seeker and presents obstacles in the path of his spiritual progress. Hence it is said to be the constant enemy of the wise but not the ignorant.

\textbf{SEAT OF DESIRE}

\[
\text{indriyaani mano buddhir asyaadhishthaanam uchyate} \\
etair vimohaytesha jnaanamaavritya dehinam // 3.40 //
\]

\textit{The senses, the mind and the intellect are said to be its seat; through these it deludes the embodied by veiling his wisdom.}

If the enemy's hide-outs are known it is easy to capture him. Similarly Sri Krishna gives the clues to Arjuna as to where the enemies of wisdom lurk so that he can locate and eliminate them. The Lord says the senses, the mind and the intellect are seats of action for the desire to play havoc with the inner serenity and equipoise of a man. The sense organs transmit the stimuli received from the objects of enjoyment to the mind which working in close collaboration with the intellect starts living in the experience of sense enjoyments. To eliminate the inner enemy of desire at its source - sense-organs, mind and intellect- is the crux of the problem. How it is to be achieved is explained in the following verses.

\textbf{CONTROL THE SENSES AND DESTROY THE DESIRE}

\[
tasmaat twam indriyaanyaadau niyamya bharatarshabha \\
paapmaanam prajahi hyenam jnaana vijnaana naashanam // 3.41 //
\]
Therefore, O the Best of the Bharatas, controlling the senses first, you kill this sinful thing, the destroyer of knowledge and wisdom.

Sri Krishna states that the first step to kill desire is to control the senses. Desire is referred to here as a sinful thing posing a threat to both knowledge and wisdom. Desire is a sinful thing because it leads us to live a life of lowly nature.

Adi Sankara defines Knowledge - *Jnana* - as the knowledge of the Self acquired through a study of the scriptures and from a teacher. This is an indirect knowledge or *Paroksha Jnana*. Vijnana or wisdom is the direct knowledge or the personal experience, *anubhava*, of the things so taught or Self-realization - *Aparoksha Jnana*. Thus desire oriented agitations are not only an impediment to our direct personal spiritual experiences but also to our indirect way of acquiring knowledge through the study of scriptures.

*indriyaani paraanyaahur indriyebhyah param manah*

*manasastu paraa buddhir yo buddheh paratastu sah // 3.42 //*

*They say that the senses are superior to the body; superior to the senses is the mind; superior to the mind is intellect; and one who is superior even to the intellect is He - The Self.*

*evam buddheh param buddhwa samstabhyaatmaanam aatmanaa*

*jahi shatrum mahaabaaho kaamaroopam duraasadam // 3.43 //*

*Thus knowing Him who is superior to the intellect and restraining the self by the Self, O Mighty armed, destroy the enemy in the form of desire, no doubt hard indeed to conquer.*

These two verses conclude the third chapter of The Gita giving the seeker a technique to conquer desire, the inner enemy. The Upanishadic method of meditation for the withdrawal of ego from the outer world of sense objects to the inner world of the Self for the purposes of curbing desire oriented tendencies and thereby achieving Self-discovery is commended here. These verses give us the hierarchy of levels of consciousness.

The physical body is gross, external and limited. As compared to this the senses are superior because they are subtler and more internal and have a wider range of activity. Superior to the senses is the mind as it can direct the function of the senses (as it can undertake the work of the senses also). Superior to the mind is the intellect because it is endowed with the faculty of discrimination and finality; when the mind doubts, the intellect decides. But The Self is superior to even the intellect because the intellect draws its power to illuminate from the Self alone. The Self is the indweller in the body, the Witness of the activities of the body, senses, mind and intellect.

Sri Krishna advises Arjuna to conquer desire with this understanding of the superior power of the Self, though it is difficult to achieve. The Lord points out that a man of discrimination and dispassion will be able to achieve this by increasing his Sattvic quality and by appealing to the indwelling Presence, The Self, through meditation. This
controlling of the lower self ie the mind with the knowledge of the Higher Self is termed here as 'restraining the self by the Self'.

The technique of meditation is a conscious withdrawal of all our identifications with our body, mind and intellect and thereby turning our awareness or desire-faculty towards our diviner existence where the ego is under the perfect control of the Self with no desires to agitate the mind any more.

Thus a constructive re-organization of life is taught here by the Gita without the suppression or rejection of the life's situations.

“This Chapter expounds the necessity for the performance of work without any selfish attachment to results, with a view to securing the welfare of the world, with the realization that agency belongs to the modes of prakriti or to God himself.” - Dr.S.RadhaKrishnan.

om tat sat iti srimad bhagavadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade karmayogo naama tritiyo'dhyaayah ||

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the third discourse entitled The Yoga of Action.

Concepts and Issues

In view of what was told earlier the wise and the ordinary man should always be engaged in activities, the only difference being the former performs action with selfless motive while the latter does it with selfish motives. Here The Lord warns Arjuna that the man of knowledge should desist from advising the ignorant to improve as it is likely to be misunderstood by the latter resulting in the cessation of action by them. To avoid such consequences, the wise should set an example by sticking to the path of action.

Ignorance of the nature of the Self creates desires, desires generate thoughts, and thoughts produce actions. Due to ignorance and ego we think that we perform, we succeed etc. while actually the actions are performed by the organs of action in us. Because of the imperfect understanding we consider we are the doers and hence we get attached to the anxiety for enjoying the fruits of our actions. But in the case of a wise man, who identifies himself with the Self and has gone beyond his ego sense, there is no attachment for the fruits of actions because he knows that he, the Self, is not the performer of actions and that it is only the sense organs which do the work.

The ignorant can understand the higher values of action by dedicating himself to the service of the society at large with pure selfless actions. All actions have to be offered free from selfish motives at the feet of The Lord. Such actions without selfish motives are not done by the individual; he is only a medium through which the Divine Power manifests itself, through all its actions. Those who perform actions in this unselfish spirit,
with full faith in The Lord and His teachings are released for ever from the bondages
caued by action. The ignorant who criticize His teachings and work to promote their
selfish interests meet their own downfall.

The vasanas (impressions, tastes and inclinations brought over from the previous births)
order our intellect and we cannot pursue any path other than that ordered by the direction
of our own present vasanas. Man's present behavior and attitude to life are mostly
governed by his past actions -vasanas. However, he can raise himself if he masters his
senses that produce attachment and hatred. He should try not to become a slave of his
own senses.

The mind is the storehouse of vasanas. By giving up selfish actions and attachment to
their rewards, the vasanas do not get multiplied and the ego, the sense of `I', ceases to
exist.

One's own duty is the best for oneself for one's own spiritual advancement. Sometimes,
man is forced to commit evil deeds in spite of all his efforts against them. This is because
of dual personality in everybody - good and evil are found in varying proportions. Good
thoughts prompt good actions and evil thoughts encourage evil deeds. This lower nature
is called ignorance which breeds desires. Desire is the root cause of all evil.

Just as smoke veils the bright fire, dust the reflecting surface of a mirror and the unborn
child by the mother's womb, so also the desire veils the Ever Pure Self, the all-
illuminating self-knowledge. Desire acts through the organs of perception and organs of
action at the mental and intellectual levels. So the first task to destroy desire is to check
and control senses. If that is accomplished the All-illuminating Perfect knowledge reveals
itself to be experienced as the Self.

Man is made up of the physical body, the senses, the mind and the intellect. Beyond all
these the pure Atman or the Self shines. The strategy to conquer desire is to govern the
mind by the intellect.

With meditation upon the Self purify the intellect. In him who has thus become one with
the Self, the Lord of the Lords, all desires are completely at rest for ever.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

All human problems arise when the mind is extroverted through its immediate agents viz.
the senses. The mind seeks happiness which is its real nature. Due to lack of
understanding it tries to derive happiness through the senses and goes out to the world of
objects. Instead, if the mind is drawn back to its source, which is the Supreme
Consciousness, it begins to experience inexpressible happiness.

Man without thoughts (individual consciousness) is God and God with individual
consciousness becomes man.
The Lord asks us to go beyond the three Gunas -Sattwa, Rajas and Tamas and be aware of the functions of intellect, mind and senses. The seat of desire is up to the level of the intellect. When the intellect and mind merge with consciousness within, the desires lose spontaneously their potency like a wave merging in the ocean.

In this Chapter the Lord showed from various points of view the necessity of performing one's prescribed duties and how to perform such duties by dedicating them to God and renouncing all desire, attachment and the sense of possession keeping in mind that the agency for performing the work belongs to the modes of prakriti or to God himself.

He also stressed that one should not come under the sway of likes and dislikes while performing one's duty. He brought out clearly that desire is the root for all the evils and appealed that the desire should be conquered by the control of the mind by the intellect.

Points to Ponder

1. What are the urges against which we must guard ourselves?
2. What is the notion of the ignorant man while acting?
3. How the wise man is not bound by actions and their results?
4. What is that which propels a man to act in a particular way even if he does not wish to act that way?
5. How does desire bring disaster to an individual's personality?
6. How to destroy desire, the inner enemy of man?
7. Write short notes on
   1) Spirit of Sacrifice - `Yagna'
   2) Organs of Perception
   3) Organs of action
   4) Inaction
   5) Vasanas
   6) Seats of desire
   7) Swadharma and Paradharma.

Next time we will take up Chapter 4
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Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 4 (Part-1)

Jnaana Karma Sanyaasa Yogah:
Yoga of Renunciation of Action in Knowledge

Preamble

In the previous Chapter Sri Krishna advocated the path of Karma Yoga as a method to realize the Self. For fear that Arjuna may misunderstand this advice as the only way for the self-development Lord Krishna reveals in this chapter how spiritual knowledge is received by successive disciples and the reason and nature of His descent into the material worlds. He also explains the paths of action and knowledge as well as the wisdom regarding the supreme knowledge which results at the culmination of the two paths. Thus this chapter dealing with the paths of action and knowledge is entitled: 'The Yoga of Renunciation of Action in Knowledge'. In a way this Chapter can be considered as an Appendix to the Third Chapter.

In this Chapter we can observe Sri Krishna talking to Arjuna not as his friend or charioteer but as an omnipotent and omniscient God probably to instill in his mind the necessary reverence and respect for Him and His teachings.

The Text

TRADITION OF JNAANA YOGA

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

imam vivaswate yogam proktavan aham avyayam
vivaswaan manave praaha manur ikshwaakave'braveet // 4.1 //

Sri Bhagavan said

I taught this eternal Yoga to Vivasvan; he taught it to Manu and Manu proclaimed it to Ikshvaku.

This eternal yoga means the yoga taught in the Second and Third Chapters. The fruit of this yoga is liberation, which transcends time, space and causality. Hence it is eternal. Vivasvan is the Sun-God. Manu is the ancient law-giver. Ikshvaku is the ancestor of Kshatriyas whose lineage goes back to the Sun-God.

Jnaana Yoga, discussed in the 2nd and 3rd Chapters, is based on renunciation and is attained through the performance of duty. Thus it comprehends both the life of activity (pravritti) and the life of retirement (nivritti) as taught in the Vedas. The path of knowledge has been described through the Gita as leading directly to liberation. Therefore, it is extolled here by pointing out its antiquity.

evam paramparaa praaptam imam raajarshayo viduh
sa kaaleneha mahataa yogo nashtah parantapa // 4.2 //
This knowledge, handed down thus in regular succession, the royal sages knew. This yoga by long lapse of time has been lost to the world, O Parantapa (Arjuna).

The royal sages - men like Rama and Janaka who were kings and at the same time sages also because of their austerities and wisdom knew this Yoga. If the leaders of a country possess the knowledge of Yoga ie moral values of life, they will percolate down the line into the entire society.

The teachings of this yoga were lost by falling into the hands of selfish and unrighteous people. It is the intention of the Lord to revive it through the Gita.

sa evaayam mayaa te'dya yogah proktah puraatanah
bhakto'si me sakhaa cheti rahasyam hyetad uttamam // 4.3 //

That same ancient yoga has been taught to you by Me today, for you are My devotee and My friend and it is a supreme secret

The yoga mentioned here is considered secret because it is not commonly known to everybody and that it should be revealed only to those who are worthy to receive it.

ARJUNA'S DOUBT

arjuna uvaacha

aparam bhavato janma param janma vivaswatah
katham etadvijaaneeyaam twam aadau proktavaan iti // 4.4 //

Arjuna said

Later was your birth and earlier was the birth of Vivasvan; how, then, am I to understand that you taught this Yoga in the beginning?

The birth of Sri Krishna was later than that of The Sun. Arjuna wants to know how he should believe that the former taught this yoga to the latter.

THEORY OF AVATARS

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

bahooni me vyateetaani janmaani tava chaarjuna
taanyaham veda sarvaani na twam vettha parantapa // 4.5 //

Sri Bhagavan said

Many births of mine have passed as well as of yours, O Arjuna ; I know them all but you know them not ,O Parantapa .
Arjuna with a limited knowledge thinks that Sri Krishna is an ordinary man and not the omnipotent and omniscient Lord. This doubt is cleared here. Sri Krishna knows the past and future because He is the Lord Himself. He is unobstructed in His power of vision.
Though I am unborn, and eternal by nature, and though I am the Lord of all beings, yet subjugating my own nature, I come into being by my own Maya.

The Lord is eternal by nature because Existence-Knowledge-Bliss Absolute, which forms His nature, is eternal and changeless. 'My own nature' means His inherent power of Maya. Maya inheres in Brahman, but Brahman remains unaffected by it in the same way as the poison of a cobra which is in the cobra but cannot injure it. This power of Maya which is made up of the three Gunas, deludes the embodied being from recognizing the Lord who is his true Self. 'I come into being by my own Maya' means that it is through Maya the Lord appears to be born. His embodiment is not real as are the embodiments of other beings.

The embodiments of human beings (birth in the human form) are not voluntary. Driven by nature or prakriti, through ignorance, they are born again and again. The Lord controls nature and assumes embodiment through His own free will. The ordinary birth of creatures is determined by the force of nature while The Lord takes birth through His own power. He uses His nature in such a way which is free from subjection to karma. Yogamaya refers to the free will of God, His incomprehensible power.

To put it differently, the embodiment of the Lord is only an appearance. A created being is under the control of Maya but the Lord is the controller of Maya. The birth and death of the Lord depends upon His own will. But the birth and death of an embodied being are due to the law of Karma. This is the difference between an embodied being and the incarnate Lord.

Whenever there is a decline of dharma (righteousness), O Bharata, and rise of adharma (unrighteousness), I manifest myself.

For the protection of the good, for the destruction of the wicked and for the establishment of righteousness, I am born in every age.
wisdom and righteousness is essential. The Supreme, though unborn and undying, becomes manifest in human embodiment to overthrow the forces of ignorance and selfishness.

Avatara means descent, one who has descended. The Divine comes down to the earthly plane to raise it to a higher status. The purpose of Avatar is to inaugurate a new world, a new Dharma. By His teaching and example, He shows how a human being can raise himself to a higher grade of life.

The issue between right and wrong is the most crucial one. The Lord works on the side of the right. Love and mercy are more powerful than hatred and cruelty.

Dharma will conquer Adharma, truth wins over falsehood and power behind death will be overthrown by the Reality, Sat Chit Ananda - Being, Intelligence and Bliss.

Dharma means the mode of the being. It is the essential nature of a being that determines its mode of behavior. So long as our conduct is in conformity with our essential nature, we are acting in the right way. Adharma is nonconformity to our nature. Harmony of the world is on account of conformity of all beings to their respective natures; disharmony of the world is due to their nonconformity.

When the freedom given to humans is abused causing disequilibrium The Lord does not merely stand aside and allow the things to drift. He, through His manifestation, sets the matter on the right track and lets it jog along by itself while His loving hand is steering it all the time.

Sri Krishna says that His manifestations in this world in every age are for the following purposes:

- for the protection of the good: To protect those who lead a life of truth and righteousness, who utilize their bodies in the service of the community, who are free from selfishness, anger, hatred, lust and greed and who devote their life to divine contemplation.

- for the destruction of the evil-doers: For the elimination of wrong tendencies in those who lead a life of unrighteousness, who break the laws of the society, who are vain, dishonest and greedy, who injure others, who take possession of other's property by force and who commit all sorts of crimes and

- for the establishment of dharma: When dharma is protected and wickedness destroyed, society lives according to dharma and affords opportunities to its members to lead a spiritual life. It connotes cosmic and moral order.

\[ \text{janma karma cha me divyam evam yo vetti tattwatah} \\
\text{tyaktwaa deham punarjanma naiti maameti so'rjuna // 4.9 //} \]
He who thus knows in true light My divine birth and action, will not be born again when he leaves his body: he will attain Me, O Arjuna.

After explaining the reasons for His incarnations in this world Sri Krishna declares that he, who knows the great truth that the Lord though apparently born is ever beyond birth and death, though apparently active in the cause of righteousness, is ever beyond all action - becomes illumined with Self-knowledge, has realized the ultimate truth. Thus he transcends birth and death in the relative world and attains Brahman.

veetaraagabhayakrodhaa manmayaa maam upaashritaah
bahavo jnaana tapasaa pootaa madbhaavamaagataah // 4.10 //

Freed from attachment, fear and anger, absorbed in Me, taking refuge in Me, purified by the fire of knowledge, many have attained my being.

The purpose of incarnation is not merely to uphold the world order but to help the human beings to become perfected in their nature.

The steps required to be undertaken by beings in this regard are:

- renouncing attachments to sense objects
- becoming desireless
- getting free from selfishness
- realizing that he is constant, indestructible, eternal Self and that change is merely a quality of the body.

When an individual has reached this stage of self-development he becomes fearless and sees the Self everywhere and in such a state anger cannot arise in him. He is absorbed in Him and becomes fully devoted to Him. He thus takes absolute refuge in The Lord after getting purified with the fire of this knowledge.

The wisdom is referred to here as fire. Just as fire burns everything the wisdom burns down or completely removes all latent tendencies, impressions, cravings etc in an individual and thus makes him pure.

IS THE LORD PARTIAL TOWARDS SOME?

ye yathaa maam prapadyante taamstathaiva bhajaamyaham mama
vartmaanuvartante manushyaah paartha sarvashah // 4.11 //

In whatever way men worship Me, in the same way I reward them; It is my path, that men follow in all things, O Son of Pritha.

This verse brings out the wide catholicity of the Gita religion. God meets every aspirant with favor and grants to each his heart's desire. He does not extinguish the hope of any but helps all hopes to grow according to their nature. The Lord bestows pleasure to those who seek pleasure, rewards those who aim liberation, and rescues them from distresses
who pray to Him, and so on. In whatever form man worships the Lord, the Lord appears to him in that form. The various deities and cosmic forces, the angels, the prophets, the incarnations, are only different manifestations of the Lord Himself.

As there are innumerable ideals cherished by men, so there are innumerable forms of the Lord corresponding to those ideals. It is to Him alone that man offers worship under different names and forms, through different symbols and rites. Likewise, from Him alone comes the fulfillment of all desires, whether they are secular or spiritual. As the Self within He brings to fruition all wishes when the necessary conditions are fulfilled. The Atharva Veda says “ekam jyoti bahudha vibhati’ - the one light manifests itself in various forms. (XIII.3.17)

“The spiritually immature are unwilling to recognize other Gods than their own. Their attachment to their creed makes them blind to the larger unity of Godhead. This is the result of egotism in the religious ideas. The Gita on the other hand affirms though beliefs and practices may be many and varied, spiritual realization to which these are the means is one”. Dr.S.Radakrishnan.

WHY DO PEOPLE NOT DESIRE LIBERATION?

kaangkshantah karmanaam siddhim yajanta iha devataah
kshipram hi maanushe loke siddhirbhavati karmajaa // 4.12 //

Those who long for success in action in this world worship the Gods, because success is quickly attained by men through action.

Men worship God in this world because they want immediate fruits in terms of pleasures from their activities. Worldly success is much easier of attainment than Self-knowledge which demands perfect renunciation.

ALL ARE NOT BORN EQUAL

chaaturvarnyam mayaa srishtam gunakarma vibhaagashah tasya
kartaaram api maam viddhyakartaaram avyayam // 4.13 //

The fourfold caste has been created by Me according to the differentiation of Guna and Karma; though I am the author thereof know Me as non-doer and changeless.

This verse explains the diversity of human temperaments and tendencies. All men are not of the same nature because of the preponderance of the different Gunas in them. The caste system was originally meant to make the growth of human society perfect. But this principle later on came to be abused and misused by the society which gave it a totally wrong meaning based on the accident of birth.

On the basis of the temperamental distinctions and the quality of thoughts entertained by the individuals, the entire mankind has been, for the purpose of spiritual study, classified as the four castes or Varnas just as people are divided as professionals, merchants,
agriculturists and laborers etc on the basis of activities or vocation pursued by them. For the well being of the society in general each class of people is as important and essential as the other.

Accordingly the four castes are:

- **Brahmana** - where Sattwa (purity, goodness etc.) predominates in thoughts and action.
- **Kshatriya** - where Rajas (courage, valor etc.) predominates in thoughts and deeds.
- **Vaishya** - where Rajas and Tamas (indolence, ignorance etc.) predominate
- **Sudra** - where Tamas alone predominates.

The Lord is the Creator of the four castes only from the standpoint of maya. Maya is the immediate cause of everything that happens in the relative world. But since maya has no existence independent of the Lord, He is said to be the Creator.

The Lord with reference to the mind and intellect is the creator of the temperaments although in His essential nature He is not the Doer or the Creator because He is the changeless and all-pervading irrespective of what happens in the creation.

**ACTION WITHOUT ATTACHMENT DOES NOT LEAD TO BONDAGE**

*na maam karmaani limpanti na me karmaphale sprihaa*

*iti maam yo'bhi Jaanaati karmabhir na sa badhyate // 4.14 //*

*Actions do not taint Me, nor have I a desire for the fruits of actions. He who knows Me thus is not bound by actions.*

Actions do not taint the Lord because He is totally free from egoism. Since He is unselfish, He is not taking rebirths as men to reap the fruit of His actions. Anyone who knows his own inmost Self to be the Lord, unattached to action and its result, is not bound by action and will not be reborn in the world of maya.

Taint and desire can come only to an Ego which is the Self functioning through a given state of mind and intellect. The one who has renounced his identification with his limited ego and rediscovered himself as none other than the Self is no more affected by his actions in the outer world.

*evam jnaatwaa kritam karma poorvair api mumukshubhih*

*kuru karmaiva tasmaat twam poovaih poovvataram kritam // 4.15 //*

*Having known this, the ancient seekers after liberation performed action; therefore, you too perform action, as did the ancients in the olden times.*

Knowing that the Self can have no desire for the fruits of actions and cannot be tainted or soiled by them and knowing that no one can be tainted if he works without egoism, attachment and expectation of fruits, Arjuna is called upon to do his duty as the ancients
like King Janaka and others did in the days of yore. The idea is that the ignorant perform action for self purification, and the wise perform action for the maintenance of the world.

DOCTRINE OF ACTION AND INACTION

kim karma kim akarmeti kavayo'pyatra mohitaah

tat te karma pravakshyaami yajjnaatwaa mokshyase'shubhaat // 4.16 //

*What is action? What is inaction? As to this even the wise are perplexed. Therefore, I shall tell you what action is by knowing which you shall be freed from the evil (of Samsara - the wheel of birth and death).*

The Lord thus instructed Arjuna to perform action in a disinterested spirit. But one cannot duly perform one's duty without knowing in reality what constitutes action and what inaction is. Therefore the Lord promises to reveal to Arjuna the truth about action showing its intricate nature and the value of its knowledge in order that Arjuna may really understand the truth about transcendent actions, which are free from the feeling of possession, the sense of doership, attachment and the desire for fruit. Thus the mystery of action is extremely difficult to unravel.

karmano hyapi boddhavyam boddhavyam cha vikarmanah
akarmanashcha boddhavyam gahanaa karmano gatih // 4.17 //

*One has to understand what action really is and likewise one has to understand what is forbidden action and also what inaction is. Indeed hard to understand is the way of action.*

One must not oversimplify action and inaction by thinking that the former means the activity of the body and the latter its idleness. The definition of these three terms is as under:

- **Action:** That which is prescribed in the scriptures and not merely approved by men.
- **Forbidden action:** That which is forbidden by the scriptures.
- **Inaction:** Renunciation of action.

Activity is the very essence of life. The great Seers of ancient days evaluated the life on the basis of the quality of activities. This is explained in the following chart.
Life is constituted of moments of activity and inactivity. Through inactivity neither progress nor deterioration is ever possible. Periods of activity alone create man. Such creation of man depends upon what type of activity he undertakes. Activity or Karma need not imply only ritualism but it encompasses all dedicated actions. It is known to all that action means movement of the body etc., and inaction means absence of such movements or to sit quiet. But these two terms imply much more than these familiar ideas.

Activity can be broadly classified as constructive and destructive. Constructive activities are termed here as Karma (ie actions to be done) which contribute towards the evolution of an individual. Destructive activities are those which debase the individual and hence totally condemned by the Sastras; these are referred to here as Vikarma (actions to be avoided).

Karma (Constructive activity) can be of three types:

- Nitya Karma: constant duties
- Naimittika Karma: special duties on special occasions and
- Kamya Karma: duties done expecting rewards.
Sri Krishna advises Arjuna to avoid prohibited actions (Vikarma) and to pursue the constructive and creative activities of self-development (Karma) and to totally reject inactivity (Akarma). It is essential that a true seeker should know the triple classification of activities constituting life. Sri Bhagavan admits that it is not easy to understand these concepts of activities implying that for evaluating actions one should go beyond the actions as such and look into the motive or desire or intention behind such actions. If motives are pure actions will be noble and if motives are impure so also actions will be mean.

karmanyakarma yah pashyed akarmani cha karma yah

sa buddhimaan manushyeshu sa yuktah kritsnakarmakrit // 4.18 //
He who recognizes inaction in action and action in inaction is wise among men; he is a Yogi and a true performer of all actions.

This verse conveys the central theme of this Chapter. Sri Krishna describes the nature of action and inaction by introducing the concepts of seeing inaction in action and action in inaction. Bhagavan asserts that he who so recognizes is a wise person, a Yogi and is deemed to have performed all actions.

Although these terms are common and familiar they are used in the Gita with special meaning and implications. They are examined hereunder.

Inaction in action:

It is only the ignorant that regard the Self as active. But the wise person regards the Self as actionless even when he himself is engaged in action. Activity belongs to the senses, the body and the mind. It is a function of the Gunas.

Action in inaction:

The body, the senses and the mind, regarded by the ignorant as actionless, are perceived by the wise to be active. Hence he sees action in what the ignorant think to be inaction.

Performed all actions:

A wise person devoid of the idea of agency is really a free soul, though he participates in action. Action does not bind him.

The terms 'action' and 'inaction' are not rightly understood; the one is mistaken for the other. The Lord tries to remove this misunderstanding. The Self of man is actionless. Action pertains to the physical body, the senses and the mind. But an ignorant person falsely attributes action to the Self and says to himself that 'I am the doer, mine is the action, and by me is the fruit of action reaped' and so on.

Similarly, he falsely imputes to the Self the cessation of activity, which really pertains to the body, the senses and the mind. So he says to himself 'I shall be quiet, I may be free from work and worry and be happy' and so on.

Through right knowledge a man sees inaction in action; he sees that action commonly associated with the Self really belongs to the body, the senses and the mind and that the Self is actionless. Likewise, a man with right knowledge sees action in inaction; he knows that inaction is also a kind of action. Inaction is a correlative of action and pertains to the body. The Self is beyond action and inaction.

Sankara explains that in atman there is no action; in the body, however, there is no rest, even when there seems to be rest.

He who knows the meaning of action and inaction as explained above is wise among men; he is a Yogi. He does all action without being bound; he is free from the evil result of action. He has achieved everything.
Whose undertakings are all devoid of desires and self-will and whose actions have been burnt by the Fire of Knowledge, the wise will call him the sage.

Realization of ‘inaction in action’ and ‘action in inaction’ is praised here. Sri Krishna says that he is a perfect sage whose actions in the outside world are without desires or the thoughts which cause such desires. Such actions performed are mere movements without any attachment for the actions and for their results because of the absence of any selfish purpose.

They are undertaken for preventing people from going astray or merely for the maintenance of the body or to set an example to others. When a sage performs these actions in the community such a learned person really does no action and his action is equivalent to inaction since all his actions are consumed by the fire of wisdom in having known the truth about action and inaction through the knowledge of Self.

The Self knowledge is a spiritual fire which consumes the results of all kinds of actions, good or bad, making the enlightened sage free from the bonds of action. Even when such a saint works in the world outside he is only expressing the will of the Divine and not his own desires and therefore, it is said that his actions are burnt by the fire of knowledge.

Giving up attachment to the fruits of actions, ever content, depending upon nothing, he does not do anything though engaged in actions.

A man of wisdom is described here. He who has abandoned all concern for actions and has also renounced all his attachments for their fruits is a perfect worker. This, however, does not mean that the Path of Action is to act without an eye upon the fruits of activities. It only means that we should avoid our mental dependence and intellectual attachment to the desired or expected results of our activities. Only when one gets pre-occupied with the expected fruits of actions, he gets worried and anxious and thereby becomes ineffective. Hence we are advised to work for the happiness and welfare of the society by forsaking (Tyaktwaa) our clinging (Sangam) to the fruits of action (Karma phalam).

If an attitude of non-attachment to fruits of actions is developed one becomes anxiety-free and his intellect can have no more desires because anxiety is the direct result of desires. He thus becomes ever content (Nitya-Tripta) in his experience of the Self acting in the world not seeking any fulfillment for himself.

An ordinary man lives entirely depending on the fruits of his actions and derives joy out of such fruits. In the case of a sage, he expects no fruits of his activities and his very actions are by themselves a reward for him. Hence he depends on nothing (Niraashraya).
The weaknesses of anxiety for the fruits of action, a sense of discontentment and a feeling of dependency on things and beings of the world, belong to the Ego. When the seeker ends his ego and realized his identity with the Self, he though seemingly engaged in activity does not do anything. He is an emancipated soul who sees inaction in action and action in inaction.

\[
\text{niraasheer yatachittaatmaa tyaktasarvaparigrahah shaareeram kevalam karma kuvannaapnoti kilbisham} // 4.21 //
\]

Free from desire, with the body and the mind controlled, and surrendering all possessions he incurs no sin through mere bodily activity.

A knower of Brahman is always absorbed in his communion with the Absolute and no outside activity is possible for him. However, actions for the bare maintenance of the body are done by him without any real identification with the body. The question whether such a person commits any sin accruing from failure to perform one’s prescribed duties is answered now.

When an individual

- completely renounces desire
- brings his body and mind under perfect control and
- relinquishes all possessions, his ego ends.

When the ego has ended his actions do not leave any impressions on his mind and intellect and hence they are not capable of bringing about any consequences.

Such a saint's activities do not bind him since he is not the performer of actions but the actions merely flow through him. He is not a doer of actions but only an instrument for the Lord's will to express itself. The human soul becomes the pure channel of Divine power.

\[
yadrichaalaabhasantashto dwandwaateeto vimatsarah samah siddhaavasisiddhau cha kritwaapi na nibadhyate // 4.22 //
\]

Content with what comes to him without any effort on his part, free from the pairs of opposites and envy, even minded in success and failure, though acting he is not bound.

An individual who has gone beyond ego cannot perform any desire-prompted and result-motivated activity. So he will be happy with whatever gain spontaneously accrues to him out of his actions. This is called 'without any effort'.

The state of egolessness indicates perfect victory over mind and intellect and so the pairs of opposites - heat and cold, success and failure, good and bad, joy and sorrow, gain and loss etc., cannot affect him because they are only the interpretation of the world of objects by the mind. Such an individual who has conquered his egocentric misconceptions about himself, though acting is not bound by the consequences of the
actions performed (Karma-Phalam) because he realizes that the gunas act upon the gunas and is ever steady in the true knowledge of the Self. From the standpoint of the world such a man may appear to be working or engaged in action, but from his own point of view he is not the agent of any action. The egoistic motive of action has been consumed, in his case, in the fire of knowledge.

The Cosmos is a manifestation of the Supreme and what binds is not the act but the selfish attitude to action, born of ignorance which makes us imagine that we are many separate individuals with our likes and dislikes.

In the following verses Sri Krishna proceeds to point out how the actor, the act and the action are all different manifestations of the one Supreme and action offered as a sacrifice to the Supreme does not bind.

SACRIFICE AND ITS SYMBOLIC VALUE

gatasangasya muktasya jnaanaavasthitachetasah
yajnaayaacharatatah karma samagram pravileeyate // 4.23 //

For the one who is devoid of attachment, who is liberated, whose mind is established in knowledge, who acts for the sake of sacrifice alone, the whole action dissolves away.

The qualities of a man of wisdom are enumerated in this verse which explains the path to perfection.

They are:

Devoid of attachment - Divinity attained by man is not something that is newly acquired by him but it is only a rediscovery of perfection already existing in him which is veiled from him because of his attachment to the finite world of objects. The wise man is he for whom attachment with the world of objects has ceased.

Liberated - Bondages created around the personality of a man are his own creation due to his attachments with things. His ego feels fulfilled only through the material world of objects and it develops a sense of clinging to these objects. Thus his body gets itself attached to the world of sense-objects, his mind gets itself enslaved in the world of emotions and his intellect gets entangled in its own ideas and he feels bound and fettered. It is only when one goes beyond these attachments and hand-cuffs he becomes liberated.

Mind established in knowledge - Perfect detachment and complete liberation can be accomplished only when the seeker's mind gets focused on the discriminative knowledge of knowing the difference between the permanent and impermanent. Mind's attachment to the worldly objects is because of its delusion. If, however, the mind were to concentrate on the discriminative knowledge with the support of the intellect all the false attachments will drop off.

Acting for the sake of sacrifice (Yagna) - 'Yagna' does not mean only the rituals performed in an attitude of Dedication to God for achieving freedom from the cycle of
mortal existence; it means all actions performed without ego and without the motivation of egocentric desires in a spirit of service.

When a man of perfect wisdom with the qualities as stated above performs actions in a spirit of sacrifice (Yagena), such actions dissolve away of themselves ie they do not leave any impressions upon his mind and cannot produce any reaction of newly formed vasanas.

Yagena ritual, the holiest act known to man, is used in the following verses as a symbol standing for the outlook of an illumined man on all his work. It is interpreted in a larger spiritual way.

\textit{brahmaarpanam brahmahavibrhmaagnau brahmanaa hutam brahmaiva tena gantavyam brahmakarmasamaadhinaa // 4.24 //}

Brahman is the act of offering; Brahman is the clarified butter etc. constituting the offerings; by Brahman it is offered into the fire of Brahman; Brahman is that which is to be reached by him who always sees Brahman in all his works.

This is a famous verse which is generally recited before taking daily food. This verse is a capsule of the entire Vedanta.

Brahman is the Infinite Reality which is changeless substratum behind the changing phenomenal world in contrast with that aspect of Brahman which functions in and through a body termed as the Atman.

When the waves of the ocean dash against each other nothing new happens because all waves are nothing but the ocean and by their act of dashing against each other the ocean rises over the ocean itself and become one with the ocean. Similarly when a Yagena is performed by a sage for whom there is no plurality of the world, Brahman the Truth is the performer offering Brahman, the material to the sacred fire, which is nothing but Brahman, invoking Brahman only.

In the previous verse it was stated that performing actions for the sake of sacrifice, Yagena, alone melts away all his actions. It is explained here that after attaining the true knowledge the seeker's whole life becomes one act of Yagena, in which the process of offering, the objects offered, the fire, the doer of the sacrifice, the work itself and the goal are all Brahman.

After attaining the Knowledge of Brahman, a man sees Brahman in everything. He sees Brahman in every part of the action: the instrument, the doer, the result and the action itself. These have no existence apart from Brahman just as the mirage has no existence apart from the desert. What appears to be water to the ignorant is nothing but the desert. Likewise, what appears to the unenlightened as the instrument of action, the doer, and so on, is realized by one who is endowed with the knowledge of Brahman as Brahman Itself. To him everything is Brahman.
Thus the action performed by the knower of Brahman to set an example to the world is in reality no action, since all the accessories of action are consumed, as it were, in the fire of Brahman. The knowledge of Brahman removes all duality. Therefore action performed by a knower of Brahman melts away with its result and cannot bind its performer.

The significance of reciting this verse before taking food is that eating food is an unavoidable necessity for existence. When one is hungry he enjoys any type of food that comes to him. Even at this moment of enjoyment he should not forget the truth that it is Brahman eating Brahman, and that during meals he is offering to Brahman the food that is Brahman invoking nothing but the grace of Brahman.

**Concepts and Issues**

After stating the details of Karma Yoga to be practiced in daily life, Sri Krishna says that He taught this immortal Yoga to the Sun which was handed down to the Solar Dynasty. The Royal sages practiced and preached this Yoga to the humanity but later due to lack of such great exponents this Yoga fell into disuse in public life. Arjuna raises a doubt as to how could Sri Krishna who is living now teach this Yoga to the Sun who was born in the beginning of creation and to others who were born long ago. The Lord replies that He and Arjuna have undergone many lives but He knows them all whereas Arjuna does not know about it. Again Arjuna asks The Lord as to why he has taken birth at all when He is not bound by bondages caused by the Vasanas and when He is proficient in the knowledge of the Self.

It is here that Sri Krishna reveals that He is God Himself, the Infinite, the Eternal and the Imperishable. He tells him that out of His free will He incarnates Himself whenever righteousness (Dharma) declines and un-righteousness (adharma) gets an upper hand, to restore the balance - to protect the Good and to destroy the wicked. Any one who understands the secret of His incarnation will attain liberation.

He responds to His devotees with impartiality as per their attitudes and prayers if they approach Him through knowledge and devotion. In the process of evolution, the desires of humanity differ according to the grades of their temperaments. Sri Krishna reveals how He has divided the society onto four varnas or groups or castes based upon the nature and vocation of the people depending on their temperaments.

One who possesses self-restraint, purity, straightforwardness, serenity, knowledge of scriptures as also teaches others is called a Brahmana in whom Sattva predominates. One who possesses prowess, splendor, firmness in action, dexterity, generosity, ruling capacity, predominated by Rajas, is called a Kshatriya. One who does agriculture and trade, has predominating Rajas but with a subordinated Tamas is called a Vaishya. He in whom Tamas predominates and Rajas is in subordination, does service to the other three categories is called a Sudra.
Sri Krishna says anyone according to his temperament can perform duty without expectation of result and reach Him ie God-realization. Caste is not determined by the accident of birth.

Sri Krishna says that this is not a novel theory and the secret was understood by the ancient seekers who pursued the path of selfless service utterly indifferent to rewards. He advises Arjuna to do the same and not try to renounce his duty through attachment or fear.

Sri Krishna says that it is very difficult to decide one's own duty. To perform one's duty one should know what to do, what not do and how to do. The question of action has three aspects

- Performance of right action (Karma),
- Abstention from all actions (Akarma)
- Performance of forbidden actions (Vikarma).

Akarma or abstention from any action is not the subject here because there cannot be any life without any action. Performance of forbidden action (Vikarma) is destructive and produces sorrow and restlessness in the one who performs them.

That man is the wisest who while performing actions is not really doing them at all. Here one must know action in inaction and inaction in action.

Action means activities performed by body, mind, intellect and the senses. Inaction means renouncing all activities of the body. If action is performed according to rule and one's own order in the society without expecting result, without attachment, without the feeling of possession and egoism, then it is considered as inaction in action.

If one sits quiet without performing any bodily action but thinks about all actions in his mind he is still considered as doing actions ie there is action in inaction. He who knows this secret will not renounce duties pertaining to his order in society and stage in life.

One who does inner contemplation on the Supreme Self and acts for the good of the society without any selfish motive or expectation of reward is the knower of inaction in action, a sage. Through this all his sins will get burnt up and one will become free from bondage. He never expects anything from the world and is happy always. He takes things as they come. He is the performer of all sacrifices prescribed in the scriptures. He is the knower of Knowledge or Brahman. One who feels the presence of Brahman in every action will feel that Brahman is the actor, action and also the result of action. This is called knowledge sacrifice.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

The doctrine of action and inaction is the keynote of this section. The important advice to the humanity is how to understand inaction in action and how to tune our lives towards
that goal. It is emphasized that action offered as a sacrifice to the Supreme (action performed with the Yagna spirit) does not bind. Yagna spirit means all actions performed without ego and without the motivation of egocentric desires in a spirit of service.

Points to Ponder

1) Who are those blessed souls who attain liberation from the cycle of births and deaths?

2) Explain fully the fourfold caste system?
3) How can we be free from reactions when we perform actions?
4) What is the nature of true action; how does a Karma Yogi perform action?

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 4.25

HARIH OM
Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 4 (Part-2)

Jnana Karma Sanyaasa Yogah:
Yoga of Renunciation of Action in Knowledge

TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

After describing the Knowledge sacrifice and the faculty of seeing everything as Brahman the Lord proceeds to enumerate other kinds of sacrifices (Yajnas) and extols the Knowledge sacrifice as the highest. When a seeker constantly practices the different types of Yajnas suggested in this section he gains wisdom. With the dawn of wisdom he begins to develop renunciation and perceives the identity of the atman and brahman.

Yajna in the ancient past merely meant the ritual of fire worship by kindling the flames with the offerings therein by the people. Krishna gives a new interpretation to the word Yajna to mean the conversion of human day to day activities into worship. The cycle of human activity starts with the receipt of stimuli from the world at large by the organs of perception, which turn them into reaction in mind and intellect, and which are returned as a response back into the world through the organs of action. This entire cycle has been split into twelve main activities; each of them turned into a ritual, worship, a Yajna. Those who understand this and turn their daily activities into a practice of these yajnas will free themselves from the vasanas / desires.

This concept of viewing daily activities as a Yajna can be further explained in simpler terms. Take for instance the most common activities of eating and reading. This can be stated in the Gita language as “People offer the sense of hunger as sacrifice in the fire of food; others offer the sense of ignorance as sacrifice in the fire of the knowledge”. What does this mean? It simply means that food satisfies hunger or hunger is burnt in the Yajnakund of food or hunger is burnt by food or just hunger is satiated by consuming food. Similarly, knowledge removes ignorance or ignorance is burnt in the sacrificial fire of knowledge or ignorance is burnt (removed) by knowledge or just ignorance disappears when knowledge dawns.

By converting activities into Yajna (worship) a seeker drops his vasanas and gradually gains knowledge of the Self. The supermost of all yajnas is jnana yajna, the yajna of Wisdom. A seeker should prepare himself for the yajna through devotion, enquiry and service. With such preparation he will attract a perfect Guru to teach him the knowledge of the Self. This knowledge of the Self destroys all desires and agitations and removes forever his delusion that the world is real.

The knowledge of Self purifies the mind of all agitations and gives supreme Peace. Those devoted to Self control their senses and pursue the Self with consistency until they reach it. The ignorant, ever doubtful of the Self, lack steadiness of purpose. They will not achieve anything in this world or the next nor will they find any enduring happiness. Krishna, therefore, advises Arjuna to gain knowledge and remove all doubts and delusion and thus become established in the Supreme Self.
daivamevaapare yajnam yoginah paryupaasate
brahmaagnaavapare yajnam yajnenaivopajuhwati // 4.25 //

Some Yogis offer oblations or perform sacrifice to Devas alone (Deva-yagna); while others offer the Self as sacrifice by the Self into the fire of Brahman (Brahma Yagna).

Sri Krishna explains the mental attitude of a saint when he comes in contact with the world and functions in it. The Lord is enumerating in these verses twelve different types of Yagnas, each one apparently meaning ritualism but in fact suggesting different patterns of life wherein by the necessary adjustments in the mind we can effectively change the entire reactions of the world upon us.

Deva Yagna - Some Yogis perform sacrifice to Devas alone: According to ritualism this means invoking the grace of a specific deity and offering oblations to it in the sacred fire for gaining its blessings. But here it means that the perfect masters (Yogis) when they move in the world do perceive objects but their understanding and experience of the perception is of such a nature that the world of objects was subservient to the five sense organs which are Devas. When this mental attitude is entertained by the seeker, he feels detached from the sense experience and is able to have a sense of inner equanimity. It is surrendering individual consciousness to Cosmic Consciousness.

Brahma Yagna - Offering the Self as a sacrifice by the Self in the fire of Brahman: The outer world by itself is incapable of giving us sorrow or joy; but it is our attitude towards the objects and situations of the outer world that brings us such feelings. The perfect masters understand that the sense organs are mere instruments of perception and tune them to sacrifice themselves in the knowledge of the Brahman. When an individual's organs of perception and action are to function not for satisfying his selfish needs but for the sake of serving the society at large, then although he lives in the world of objects he will not have any attachment to them.

The limiting accessories such as body, mind and intellect which are super imposed on the Self through ignorance are subordinated and the identity of the individual soul with the Supreme Soul is realized. The offering of the Self in the Brahman is to know that the Self which is associated with the limiting adjuncts is identical with the unconditioned Supreme Brahman. This is called Brahma Yagna wherein the Self is divested of Its Upadhis or limiting adjuncts so that it is recognized as the Supreme Self or Brahman.

Brahman is described in the scriptures as Consciousness, Knowledge and Bliss and as the innermost Self of all. It is devoid of all limitations imposed by time, space and causality. The individual self is in reality Brahman, but appears as the individual through association with the body, mind, intelligence and senses. To know the conditioned self as one with the unconditioned Brahman is to sacrifice the self in the fire of Brahman. This sacrifice is performed by those who have renounced all action and are devoted to the Knowledge of Brahman.
Some again offer hearing and other senses as sacrifice in the fire of restraint; others offer sound and other objects of the senses as sacrifice in the fire of the senses.

To offer hearing and other senses in the fire of restraint: Some masters live constantly offering the senses into the fire of self-control so that the senses, of their own accord, get burnt up giving them inner joy. The more we satisfy the sense organs, the more they demand and this process goes on endlessly. Hence self-control of the sense organs is the only way to tame them for experiencing inner peace. This is the path of self control which is also an act of Yagna. Every form of self control, where we surrender the egocentric enjoyment for the higher delight, where we give up lower impulses, is said to be a sacrifice.

To offer sound and other objects of sense in the fire of the senses: Others direct their senses towards pure and unforbidden objects of the senses and in so doing regard themselves as performing acts of sacrifice. Under this method the senses are made the best use of for the adoration of the Almighty. In the fire of the senses, sense objects are offered as oblation. The sensual is transformed into spiritual.

Two diametrically opposite types of Yagnas are mentioned here. One makes the senses ineffective and the other makes the senses super-effective. The method of self control is negative (which is given to the few) while sense-sublimation is positive (which is given to the aspiring many); but both achieve the same objective ie purification of the mind.

Others again sacrifice all the functions of the senses and the functions of the breath (vital energy) in the fire of the Yoga of self-restraint kindled by knowledge.

Control of the ego by better understanding of the Divine behind it is called atma-samyama-yoga ie the Yoga of self-restraint. All the activities of sense organs and the organs of action as well as the objects of the senses together with the functions of the prana are offered into the knowledge-kindled fire of right understanding ie meditation which is one-pointed discriminative wisdom. The idea conveyed here is that by stopping all activities, the masters concentrate the mind on the Self.

Others again offer wealth, austerity and Yoga as sacrifice, while the ascetics of self-restraint and rigid vows offer study of scriptures and knowledge as sacrifice.
Dravya Yagna: Charity and distribution of honestly acquired wealth in a spirit of devotion in the service of the community is called Dravya yagna. Wealth includes love, kindness, sympathy and affection also.

Tapo Yagna: Offering of a life of austerity to The Lord in a spirit of dedication so that the seeker may attain a little self-control.

Yoga Yagna: Yoga is an attempt to grow from the lower in us to the higher standard of divine living; it comprises such practices as breath-control and the withdrawal of the mind from the objects of the world.

Swadhyaya Yagna: This means study and understanding of the scriptures without which no progress in spiritual practices is possible. It also implies introspection.

Jnana Yagna: It is that activity in man by which he renounces all his ignorance into the fire of knowledge kindled by him in him. This has two aspects - negation of the false and assertion of the real nature of the Self. These two activities are undertaken during the seeker's meditation.

All these five methods of self-development can be practiced only by him who is sincere and consistent in his practices.

**apaane juhwati praanam praane'paanam tathaa'pare praanaapaana gatee ruddhwaa praanaayaamaparaayanaah // 4.29 //</**

_Others offer as sacrifice the out-going breath in the in-coming and the in-coming in the out-going, restraining the courses of the out-going and in-coming breaths, solely absorbed in the restraint of breath._

Sri Krishna explains here Pranayama as another technique for self-control. Pranayama consists of three processes viz.

- **Puraka**: process of filling in the breath
- **Rechaka**: process of blowing out the breath
- **Kumbhaka**: process of holding the breath for some time.

Puraka and Rechaka are alternated by an interval of Kumbhaka. This process of Puraka-Kumbhaka-Rechaka-Kumbhaka-Puraka when practiced in the prescribed manner becomes the method of Pranayama. Pranayama is referred to here as a Yagna where the practitioner offers all the five subsidiary Pranas into the main Prana. Prana does not merely mean breath. It indicates the various manifested activities of life in a living body.

Generally five different Pranas are enumerated corresponding to different functions in every living body viz.

- function of perception - prana
- function of excretion - apana
- function of digestion and assimilation - samana
circulatory system which distributes food to all parts of the body - vyana and
capacity of a living creature to improve himself in his mental outlook and
intellectual life - udana.

These activities of life are brought under the perfect control of the individual through the
process of Pranayama so that a seeker can gain capacity to withdraw completely all his
perceptions of the outer world for gaining the knowledge of the Self.

apare niyataahaaraah praanaan praaneshu juhwati
sarve'pyete yajnavido yajnakshapita kalmashaah // 4.30 //

Others, having their food regulated, offer the vital forces in the vital forces. All of them
are knowers of the sacrifice, whose sins are destroyed by sacrifice.

In the series of techniques enumerated by Sri Krishna this is the last method. There are
some, who through systematic regulation of their diet, come to gain complete mastery
over themselves.

Those, who know the art of living these techniques, weaken the functions of the organs of
action and thereby control their passions and appetites leading to purification of the mind
and destruction of sins for achieving the goal of Self-knowledge.

In the above mentioned twelve different types of Yagna techniques self-effort is a
common factor. The yajnas are only the means to enable the mind-intellect equipment to
adjust itself better for meditation. Meditation is the only path through which the ego
withdraws from false evaluation of itself for achieving spiritual growth.

yajnishishtaamritabhujo yaanti brahma sanaatanam
naayam loko'styayajnasya kuto'nyah kurusattama // 4.31 //

The eaters of the nectar - the remnant of the sacrifice - go to the Eternal Brahman. This
world is not for the non-performer of the sacrifice; how then the other world, O Best of
the Kurus ?

`Eating the nectar - the remnant of the sacrifice' means the result of the above mentioned
twelve types of Yagnas. The result of performing any one of the above Yagnas is a
greater amount of self-control and the consequent inner integration of the individual
personality for the purpose of intense meditation. Such an integrated person will have
greater inner poise in his meditations through which he comes to experience the Infinite
and the Eternal indicated by the term `Brahman'.

Self-development and inner growth cannot be had without sincere self-effort. Therefore,
Sri Krishna exclaims how one could hope to achieve the highest without sincere effort
when even in this world nothing great can be obtained without selfless and dedicated
activity.
Thus innumerable sacrifices lie spread out before Brahman - literally at the mouth or face of Brahman - Know them all as born of action and thus knowing, you shall be liberated.

When twelve different Yagnas differing from one another have been described a doubt arises as to whether these different paths lead to the same goal or produce different effects. It is clarified here that all of them lead to the same goal - innumerable sacrifices lie spread out before Brahman.

Another doubt as to the origin of the theory of Yagnas is clarified by interpreting the same line of the verse to mean the various Yagnas lie strewn about at the door of the Vedas giving authenticity to the idea.

It is also urged that the paths prescribed are to be achieved through self effort and hence the inevitability of right action accomplished through the activities of the body, speech and mind.

These activities cannot be attributed to the Self as the Self is actionless. Thus if one realizes that these are not my (Self) actions and I (Self) am actionless and detached he will be freed from the worldly bondage.

As compared with these sacrifices which are the means to attain inner integration, knowledge (considered as a sacrifice) is being extolled in the next verse.

**WISDOM AND WORK**

Superior is the knowledge-sacrifice to all material sacrifices, O Parantapa. All actions in their entirety, O Partha, culminate in wisdom.

Sri Krishna explains that Gnana Yagna, the offering of our ignorance into the Fire of Knowledge - acquired and experienced- is the noblest of all the activities. Compared with the formalistic ritualism with material offerings (Dravya Yagna), Gnana Yagna - destroying the misunderstanding in the fire of right understanding - is superior because sacrifices with material objects produce only material results while the Knowledge of the Self, Brahman, ends desire, the source of all activity and therefore all actions get themselves fulfilled. Hence Sri Krishna says `all actions in their entirety culminate in Knowledge'. The goal is the life giving wisdom, which gives us freedom of action and liberation from the bondage of work.

**HOW DOES ONE GAIN THAT EXALTED KNOWLEDGE?**
Learn it by prostration, by inquiry and by service. The wise who have realized the Truth will teach you in that Knowledge.

The method of gaining the Knowledge by which all actions get exhausted is told here. The verse explains the qualities of a teacher who alone can give guidance on the Path of Knowledge. It also prescribes the mental attitude and intellectual approach that a student should possess for having an effective and rewarding Guru-Sishya relationship.

The student acquires knowledge of the Self by:

- **Prostration:** It is not only the show of physical surrender by prostration before the Master by the student but an intellectual attitude of humility, reverence and obedience when he approaches the teacher for receiving instructions. The student should exhibit readiness to understand, grasp and follow the Master's instructions.

- **Inquiry:** The student should be ever ready to raise doubts about bondage and liberation and about knowledge and ignorance etc. and have them clarified from the Teacher within the limits of devotion and respect. Discussions between the teacher and the taught bring forth the best from the teacher which gets transferred to the student.

- **Service:** Service does not imply any physical service or offering of material objects but it means the attunement of the student to the principles of life advised to him by the Master.

The qualifications of a fully useful teacher are:

- *perfect knowledge of the Scriptures and*

- *a subjective experience of the Infinite Reality.*

Sri Krishna means to say that mere theoretical knowledge, however perfect, does not qualify a person to be a Guru. The Truth or Brahman must be realized before one can claim that most elevated position. That knowledge alone which is imparted by those who have full personal enlightenment can prove effective and not any other because he who has no subjective experience of what is taught cannot understand the inner meaning of the scriptures just as a spoon cannot have any idea of the soup. This verse makes out that in spiritual life faith comes first, then knowledge and then experience.

RESULT OF KNOWLEDGE

yajjnaatwaa na punarmoham evam yaasyasi paandava

yena bhootaanyasheshena drakshyasyaatmanyatho mayi // 4.35 //
Knowing that, O Pandava, you will not again get deluded like this: and by that you will see all beings in your own Self and also in Me.

Sri Krishna declares that after gaining the Knowledge of Brahman (referred to in the previous verse, to be learnt from the Guru) one will be able to recognize the entire creation, constituted of the world of objects, emotions and ideas, as nothing but the Self which is none other than `Me', The Lord, The Paramatman, just as having recognized the ocean, all the waves are recognized as nothing but the ocean itself. The Self and the Lord are identical. All beings too are identical with the immortal Self; through ignorance they appear as separate.

Meaning thereby, that having received the true knowledge from a teacher one will realize the identity of the individual Self and God and he will not be subject to any confusion again like Arjuna now. Here the confusion of Arjuna refers to his despondency about killing of his kith and kin assembled on the battlefield.

\[ \text{api chedasi paapebhyah sarvebhyah paapakrittamah} \\
\text{sarvam jnaanaplaivanaiva vriijnam santarishlyasi} // 4.36 // \]

Even if you are the most sinful of all sinners, yet you shall verily cross all sins by the raft of Knowledge.

Gita, being a scripture for living, says here that even if one is the most sinful among the entire sinful, one can attain salvation and cross the world of imperfections through the Knowledge of the Self.

Sin is an act of ego forgetting its own divine nature. It is an act indulged in by man in his delusion catering to his baser instincts with the hope of achieving bliss. To rediscover that our ego is nothing other than the Self in us and to live thereafter as the Self of all is called true wisdom - Jnana. Having thus realized one's own true nature, the material objects do not have any attraction to such an individual.

HOW DOES KNOWLEDGE DESTROY SIN?

\[ \text{yathaidhaamsi samiddho'gnir bhasmasaat kurute'rjuna} \\
\text{jnaanaagnih sarvakarmaani bhasmasaat kurute tathaa} // 4.37 // \]

As the blazing fire reduces pieces of wood to ashes, O Arjuna, so does the Fire of Knowledge reduces all actions to ashes.

As the fuel pieces, irrespective of their quality, shape, size etc., will be reduced to one homogeneous mass of ash in the Yagna fire, all Karmas, good, bad or indifferent, get burnt up in the Fire of Knowledge and will become something different from what they were in their cause and effect condition. When the Knowledge of the Self dawns, all actions and their results cannot bring man into this world again for the enjoyment of fruits of his actions. This is reducing actions to ashes. When there is full enlightenment
ie no idea of agency or doership and no desire for the fruits of actions, then action is no action at all as it loses all its potency.

Actions leave reactions in the form of residual impressions which mature at different periods of time depending upon the quality and intensity of the action. There are three kinds of Karmas or actions or fructification of past actions Viz.

- Prarabdha - so much of the past actions that have given rise to the present birth (operative).
- Sanchita - the balance of past actions that will give rise to future births (not yet operative)
- Agami - the actions done in the present life (to be operative in the future).

The Fire of Knowledge cannot bring about the results of all actions except the Prarabdha which have already started producing effects.

na hi jnaanena sadrisham pavitram iha vidyate
tat swayam yogasamsiddhah kaalenaatmani vindati // 4.38 //

Certainly, there is no purifier in this world like Knowledge. A man who has become perfect in yoga finds it within himself in course of time.

There exists no purifier equal to knowledge of the Self. He who has attained perfection by the constant practice of Karma Yoga and Meditation will find knowledge of the Self in himself after some time. The surest means of acquiring this knowledge or wisdom is taught in the next verse.

MEANS OF ACQUIRING KNOWLEDGE

shraddhaavaan labhate jnaanam tatparah samyatendriyah
jnaanam labdhvaa paraam shaantim achirenaadhigacchati // 4.39 //

The man who is full of faith, who is devoted to it and who has subdued all the senses, obtains this Knowledge; and having obtained Knowledge he goes at once to the Supreme Peace.

The three qualities that are necessary for an individual to be assured of the Knowledge Divine are enumerated here. Faith, devotion and self-control are the three imperative necessities to be acquired before one hopes to evolve to a diviner stature.

Faith (Sraddha): This is not blind belief or unquestioned acceptance of any declaration said to be divine. Faith indicates that by which an individual understands readily the exact import of the scriptural text as well as the words of advice of the teacher.
Devotion (Tatparah): The seeker must give his undivided attention to the path of self-development chosen by him and must on all occasions maintain in his mind a continuous consciousness of the Divine.

Self-control (Samyatendriyah): It is the sense organs that cause mental agitations and come in the way of maintaining oneself quietly in the higher values of life. Therefore, a seeker should learn to live in steady and constant sense-control.

The seeker who follows the above agenda of life reaches the state of Knowledge having attained which he soon reaches the Supreme Peace or the Supreme Joy, the goal of life. All activities in this world are undertaken to achieve better happiness or joy. So the goal of life is absolute happiness where all strife ends, all desires fulfilled and agitations exhausted. Sri Krishna indicates here that such a state of Supreme Peace is attained by acquiring the Divine Knowledge.

**ajnashchaashraddhaadhaanashcha samshayaatmaa vinashyati naayam loko'sti na paro na sukham samshayaatmanah // 4.40 //

The ignorant, the faithless, the doubting self goes to destruction; there is neither this world nor the other nor happiness for the doubting soul.

In the previous verse it was said that those who had faith and knowledge would soon reach the Supreme Peace. Sri Krishna repeats the same idea through a negative statement in this verse. Those who do not have these qualities will get themselves ultimately destroyed and completely ruined. He who has no Knowledge of the Self (ignorant), who has no faith in his own self, in the scriptures and in the teachings of his Guru (faithless) and who is of a doubting disposition because of which fails to enjoy this world on account of his suspicion about the people and things around him and who has innumerable doubts as regards the other world will not find any joy anywhere - neither here nor in the hereafter.

**yogasannyasta karmaanam jnaanasamchhinnasamshayam aatmavantam na karmaani nibadhnanti dhananjaya // 4.41 //

Actions do not bind the one, who has renounced actions through Yoga, whose doubts have been fully dispelled by Knowledge and who is poised in the Self, O Dhananjaya.

This verse is the summary of all the main secrets of life explained in this Chapter. It is only egoistic activities, motivated by egocentric desires that leave gross impressions in the inner personalities of men and bind them to reap their reactions. When an individual learns to renounce his attachments to the fruits of his actions, righteous or unrighteous, through Yoga and yet works on in perfect detachment and when all his doubts about the goal of life have been removed through Self-Knowledge, the ego comes to realize that it is none other than Atman, the Self. When such a person works, his actions do not bind him. The mutual relationship of true work, wisdom and self-discipline is brought out here.
Tasmaad ajnaanasambhootam hritstham jnaanaasinaatmanah
chhittwainam samshayam yogamaatishthottishtha bhaarata // 4.42 //

Therefore, with the sword of Knowledge (of the Self) cut asunder the doubt about the Self born of ignorance, residing in your heart and take refuge in Yoga, arise O Bharata!

Sri Krishna advises Arjuna in this last verse of the Chapter to perform action with the help of knowledge and concentration. The knowledge referred to here is the knowledge by which one discriminates between the body and the Self and which consequently destroys grief and delusion.

The doubt in his heart whether it is better to fight or abstain is the product of ignorance. It will be destroyed by wisdom. Then he will know what is right for him to do. It is a call to every seeker to get up and act well in the spirit of Yagna and gain inner purity, so that he can experience the Supreme Peace which is the final goal of evolution.

om tat sat iti srimad bhagavadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam
yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade jnaana karma sanyaasa yogo naama
chaturtho'dhyaayah ||

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the fourth discourse entitled The Yoga of Renunciation of Action in Knowledge

Concepts and Issues

Sri Krishna details various forms of sacrifices all of which requires action of body, mind and intellect with the expectation of the fruit. But He emphasizes that knowledge-sacrifice is far superior to other sacrifices done with material objects. The Lord extols spiritual wisdom and tells Arjuna that this knowledge can be obtained through sincerity, purity of heart, service to God-realized Guru with devotion, prolonged practice of Karma Yoga and sense-control.

The Real Knowledge is the awareness of the Self or Pure Consciousness within. This Pure Consciousness is experienced by the seeker only after a protracted period of practice in deep meditation.

For this one must have immense faith in God, belief in the preceptor, patience and devotion accompanied with a withdrawal of the senses from the objects of the world. Then alone one can have supreme peace.

The ignorantly one, due to lack of these qualifications, entertains doubts in himself as well as in others and suffers here as well as hereafter. But nothing in the world can bind him who works with this understanding of Knowledge.
Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

It is only egoistic activities, motivated by egocentric desires that leave gross impressions in the inner personalities of men and bind them to reap their reactions. When an individual learns to renounce his attachments to the fruits of his actions through Yoga and works in perfect detachment and when all his doubts about the goal of life have been removed through Self-Knowledge, the ego comes to realize that it is none other than Atman, the Self. When such a person works, his actions do not bind him. Every form of self-control, where we surrender the egoistic enjoyment for the higher delight, where we give up lower impulses, is said to be a sacrifice. The mutual relationship of true work, wisdom and self-discipline is the key note of this Chapter. The goal is the life-giving wisdom, which gives us freedom of action and liberation from the bondage of work. It is the goal which everybody should attempt to reach.

Points to Ponder

1. Explain the different kinds of sacrifices and their ultimate aim.

2. How is the `knowledge sacrifice' superior to the sacrifices for expected results?

3. Who is the best person fit to receive this `Knowledge' and how does he receive it?

4. Write short notes on

   1) Action, Inaction and Forbidden Action
   2) Action in Inaction, Inaction in Action
   3) A person of doubting disposition
   4) Performing actions with knowledge
   5) Result of Knowledge
   6) Obstacles to attain knowledge

Next time we shall take up Chapter 5
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Karma Sannyaasa Yogah:

Yoga of Renunciation of Action
TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

Arjuna doubts which of the two ways - whether renunciation of action or participation in action - is the nobler and the greater. To Arjuna action meant ritualism and renunciation meant a total retirement from everything and running away to a place of solitude. Sri Krishna attempts here to give deeper insights to these oft misunderstood terms. The Lord propounds the theory of self-development in three stages viz. through desire-prompted activities, through desireless activities and through pure meditation.

Having practiced the Yajnas prescribed in the preceding chapter and gained wisdom, a seeker sheds his vasanas / desires and develops a dispassion for the world. He enters into a state of renunciation, an essential pre-requisite for practicing meditation. This chapter elucidates this stage of development preliminary to meditation and realization.

This Chapter answers the questions: What is the spirit of renunciation? How the Yoga of renunciation of action can be practiced? What are its effects on the human personality? Thus this Chapter deals with both Action and Knowledge and is therefore a link between Karma Yoga and Pure Meditation.

In the opening verse of the chapter Arjuna asks Krishna to advise him conclusively as to which is better of the two – the path of action or the path of renunciation. Krishna clarifies the doubt by explaining the three distinct stages of spiritual growth. A seeker embarking on his spiritual journey with vasanas / desires is termed Yogi. Through Karma Yoga, the path of action, he sheds the bulk of his vasanas. As he does so, he becomes dispassionate towards the world and becomes an ascetic, a Sanyasi. A Sanyasi following the path of knowledge practices contemplation and meditation until he reaches the ultimate state of realization to become a Jnani, an enlightened soul. Both Karma Yogi and Sanyasi reach the supreme goal. Thus, one takes up either the path of action or the path of renunciation according to one's basic nature.

The above three types of individuals (Karma Yogi, Sanyasi, Jnani) relate differently to action. The enlightened one, the Jnani, having merged with the Self, realizes that the Self does not act at all. In and through all actions, external and internal, the Jnani remains a silent witness while the senses contact the sense objects. The Sanyasi, in his state of dispassion, dedicates all his actions to Brahman. He acts without any attachment. Consequently, his actions are not sinful and do not leave a residue of vasanas / desires. Such a person, like a lotus leaf in water, remains in the world, but detached from and unaffected by it. The Karma Yogi, the one at the beginning of the spiritual journey, detaches himself from worldly entanglements and directs all his physical, mental and intellectual activities towards his own self purification.
The Text

**arjuna uvaacha**

sannyaasam karmanaam krishna punar yogam cha shamsasi
yacchreya etayorekam tanme broohi sunishchitam // 5.1 //

*Arjuna said*

*Renunciation of actions, O Krishna, you praise and again Yoga, performance of actions. Tell me conclusively that which is better of the two.*

In Chapter IV, verses 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 32, 33, 37 and 41 The Lord has spoken of the renunciation of all actions and in the verse 42 He exhorted Arjuna to engage in Yoga, the performance of action. Owing to the mutual contradiction between these two injunctions, action or renunciation, as they cannot be followed by the same individual at the same time, Arjuna asks Sri Krishna to indicate decisively that one path which will lead to spiritual welfare.

**sri bhagavaan uvaacha**

sannyaasaah karmayogashcha nihshreyasakaraa vubhau
tayostu karmasannyaasaat karmayogo vishishyate // 5.2 //

*Sri Bhagavan said*

*Renunciation of action and Yoga of action both lead to the Highest Good; but of the two, performance of action is superior to the renunciation of action.*

Man is essentially prone to be inert and inactive. He prefers to get the maximum benefit from the outside world with the minimum exertion. From this stage of utter inactivity he goes to the first stage where he works because of the promptings of his desires; the second stage of his evolution is from the desire motivated activities to dedicated activities in the service of others with the least ego. In this stage when the ego is subordinated his vasanas get exhausted and mind becomes pure. With the purity of mind he reaches the third stage where he meditates for realizing the ultimate goal of joy and peace.

Thus the spiritual path of self-evolution falls into three stages viz. a) desire prompted activities b) selfless dedicated activities and c) meditation.

The first - Karma Yoga - was dealt with in Chapters III and IV while the technique of Meditation will be taken up in Chapter VI.

This Chapter deals with as to how one can renounce the desire oriented ego-centric actions and take up selfless dedicated activities. In this Chapter, Yoga means Karmayoga and Sankhya means the intellectual way with renunciation of works.
The Lord says renunciation of action (Karma Sanyas) and performance of action (Karma Yoga) both lead to the liberation or the highest bliss. Yet of these, performance of action is much better than renunciation of action without the knowledge of the Self. However, it
will be seen later that renunciation of action with the knowledge of the Self is decidedly superior to performance of action without such knowledge.

\textbf{jneyah sa nityasannyaasi yo na dveshti na kaangkshati}  

\textit{nirdwandwo hi mahaabaaho sukham bandhaat pramuchyate // 5.3 //  

\textit{He should be known as a perpetual Sanyasi (as constantly practicing renunciation) who neither hates nor desires; for, free from the pairs of opposites, O Mighty Armed, he is easily set free from bondage.}  

According to The Lord he is a true Sanyasi who `neither likes nor dislikes'. Likes and dislikes, gain and loss, honor and dishonor, praise and censure, success and failure, joy and sorrow and similar other pairs of opposites are the attitudes of mind by which it gains life's experiences.

The Karma Yogi, a true worker, is known as a \textit{nitya sanyasi} or a true renouncer, for he does his work in a detached spirit without being influenced by the pairs of opposites. A man does not become a Sanyasi merely by giving up actions for whatever reason. One need not take Sanyasa formally; if he has the mental frame of renunciation of egoism and desires he is a true Sanyasi. Mere physical renunciation of objects is no renunciation at all.

\textbf{KNOWLEDGE AND ACTION ARE ONE}  

\textit{saankhyayogau prithagbaalaah pravadanti na panditaah  
ekam apyaasthitah samyag ubhaylor vindate phalam //5. 4 //}  

\textit{Children, not the wise, speak of Sankhya (knowledge) and Yoga (Yoga of action) as distinct; he who is truly established in one obtains the fruits of both.}  

This verse clarifies that there is no contradiction between the paths of Sankhya (knowledge) and Yoga (action).

There are two ways of making an ordinary action into a divine action of dedication and worship viz.

1. By renouncing the idea of agency or doership in every action or  
2. By performing actions without any anxiety for their fruits and maintaining equanimity in success and failure.

The former is called Sankhya method and the latter is Karma Yoga.

The Lord says that only the ignorant people (here referred to as children) who have no knowledge of the Self find a contradiction between the two methods. But the wise who have lived through either of the paths say that both the paths lead to the same goal viz. liberation or God consciousness.
HOW TO OBTAIN THE RESULTS OF BOTH BY FOLLOWING ONE PATH?
The state (of liberation) reached by the Sankhyas (Gnanis) is reached by the Yogins (Karma Yogins). He truly ‘sees’, who ‘sees’ Sankhya (knowledge) and Yoga (performance of action) as one.

Sri Krishna emphasizes that the goal reached by the Sankhya method is also reached by those who practice Karma technique. Those who have renounced the world and immersed themselves in the knowledge are the Sankhyas. Through Sravana (hearing of Vedantic texts), Manana (reflecting on what is heard) and Nidhidhyasana (profound meditation) they attain liberation directly. The Karma Yogis who engage in selfless service, who perform their actions as offerings to The Lord, also reach the same state as is attained by the Sankhyas indirectly through purification of the heart, renunciation and the consequent realization of the knowledge of the Self.

He who sees that Sankhya and Yoga are one and that both lead to the same goal, is the one who really understands the Truth of the Vedas.

It is to be noted that Karma Yogins perform actions, surrendering the result to God, attain purity of mind and thus qualify themselves for the path of knowledge ie Sankhya, the path of knowledge, through which the final experience of Bliss is achieved. Thus both ultimately produce the same result, viz. liberation through Self-Knowledge.

RENUNCIATION SUCCEEDS ACTION

But renunciation of action, O Mighty Armed, is hard to attain without performance of action (Yoga); the sage purified by devotion to action, quickly reaches Brahman.

The Lord means that the method of performance of action is easier for a beginner and qualifies him for the higher path by purifying his mind. Hence it is the proper and therefore the superior course, specifically for such beginners. Without performing action the renunciation of action is impossible.

Mind gets purified by performing right actions which enables one to have a deeper meditation leading to renunciation of all activities. If this process is cut short and activities are renounced in the beginning itself it will amount to physical inactivity where the purity of mind and meditative power cannot be gained.

One who is engaged in selfless and unattached activities develops single pointed meditative power. He is called a Muni (sage) who will reach the Supreme experience of the Self in him before long. A sage, purified by the performance of selfless action, soon attains Brahman.
The true renouncer is not he who remains completely inactive but he whose work is done in a spirit of detachment. Renunciation is a mental attitude, the casting off of desire in work; true work is work with all desire renounced.

*yogayukto vishuddhaatmaa vijitaatmaa jitendriyah*
*sarvabhootaatmabhootaatmaa kurvannapi na lipyate // 5.7 //

*With the mind purified by devotion to performance of action, and the body conquered and senses subdued, he who realizes his Self, as the Self of all beings, is not tainted though he is acting.*

Sri Krishna explains the different stages of development and change that would take place in an individual through Karma Yoga. One who is established in Karma Yoga gets his intellect purified which reduces agitations caused by desires or emotions from within. With the selfless action and no anxiety for the fruits, his intellect becomes immune from disturbances which are reflected in his mind.

When a man gains inward peace at intellectual and mental levels, it becomes easy for him to control his sense organs from their tendency to run after sense objects. A seeker who controls his body, mind and intellect in this manner is qualified for the highest meditation because all the stumbling blocks for purposeful meditation arise from desire -motivation and emotional agitation. If these obstacles are removed, meditation becomes natural and the rediscovery of the Self is easier to achieve.

This realization of the Self is complete and not partial. He sees the divinity of the Self as all pervading. He finds divinity everywhere at all times. Hence The Lord says `realizes one's own self as the Self in all beings'.

When an individual after achieving the inner change comes to realize the Infinite Divinity and performs actions in the world, his actions cannot have any reactions on him because no sense of ego is left in him. This verse highlights that it is the desire motivated egocentric activities alone that create vasanas in the intellect which block the discriminative power to experience one's own essential nature of Eternal Divinity.

*naiva kinchit karomeeti yukto manyeta tattwavit*
*pashyan shrunvan sprishan jighrann ashnan gacchan swapan shwasan // 5.8 //

*pralapan visrijan grihnan nunmishan nimishannapi indriyaaneendriyaartheshu varanta iti dhaarayan // 5.9 //

*The knower of the Truth, being centered in the Self, thinks `I do nothing at all' - though seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, eating, going, sleeping, breathing, speaking, letting go, seizing, opening and closing the eyes - convinced that it is the senses that move among the sense objects.*
It is explained that a man of wisdom will not have any egoism even in the common, natural and unavoidable activities of the world, where he happens to live, like eating, sleeping, breathing, speaking, closing and opening of eyes etc.

He remains as a witness to all the activities of the senses, endowed with the knowledge of the actionless Self, with an 'I do nothing at all' feeling. He identifies himself with the Self and sees inaction in action for he realizes that in all works the senses occupy themselves with their objects and the Self remains inactive. He may be said to have renounced action, for he sees no action as performed by himself.

**brahmanyadhaaya karmaani sangam tyaktwaa karoti yah**

**lipyate na sa paapena padmapatram ivaambhasaa // 5.10 //</**

_He who performs actions, offering them to Brahman, abandoning attachment is not tainted by sin, just as a lotus leaf remains unaffected by the water on it._

A life of detachment where one renounces the sense of doership is not easy to attain. This verse instructs us how to live the Gita way rather than talk about it ie how to lead a life of intelligent detachment. One should be clear that total detachment is impossible for the human mind. So long as there is a mind it has to attach itself with something because that is its nature. The only practical way of achieving detachment therefore is to disassociate the mind from the false and attach it to the Real.

The advice given is to surrender the sense of Agency and do the actions without egoism and attachment to their fruits, considering all actions as offerings to The Lord. The more the thoughts on The Lord the less will be the attention on one's own ego. Once this is realized, the actions of the body, mind and intellect will not leave any impression on the Self. Such a yogi has no attachment even for liberation.

Having thus realized the Self the Yogi lives in the world of objects with perfect detachment like the lotus leaf existing in the water without getting itself moistened. The sage lives in the world of objects detaching himself from his own perceptions of the world, likes and dislikes etc.

**kaayena manasaa buddhyaa kevalair indriyairapi**

**yoginah karma kurvanti sangam tyaktwaatmashuddhaye // 5.11 //</**

_Yogis perform actions only with the body, mind, intellect and the senses without attachment, for the purification of the heart._

The Karma Yogis always utilize their organs of action, knowledge, mind and intellect renouncing all attachments .The sage remains as if he were a mere observer of all that is happening around him.
The Karma yogis are those who are devoted to the path of action, free from egoism and selfishness, who work for the purification of their hearts without any attachment to the results of their actions and who dedicate all their actions to The Lord as their offering.

\[\text{yuktah karmaphalam tyaktwaa shaantim aapnoti naishthikeem} \]
\[\text{ayuktah kaamakaarena phale sakto nibadhyate} // 5.12 //\]

A selfless man who has renounced the fruit of his action attains Peace, born of steadfastness; but the one, who is not selfless, led by desire, is attached to the fruit of action and therefore bound.

The harmonious man who does actions for the sake of The Lord without expectation of the results and who considers all his actions as offerings to The Lord only and not for any personal gain or profit attains peace arising out of steadfastness or devotion. Steadfastness is achieved through the following four stages of development viz.

- purity of mind
- gaining of knowledge
- renunciation of action
- steadiness in wisdom.

Peace is not a product of external origin but it is a mental condition in an individual when he is not agitated by any kind of disturbing thoughts. Peace is an unbroken feeling of joy and a symbol of an integrated personality. Sri Bhagavan says that this can be brought about through selfless actions undertaken in a spirit of Yagna. When a worker renounces his egocentric sense of agency and desire for the fruits of his actions he immediately becomes an integrated personality and experiences peace.

The one who is unbalanced or unharmonised, who is motivated by desire and attachment to the fruits of actions and who is full of egoism and sense of agency gets himself bound and tortured by the reactions of his own actions.

Concepts and Issues

Sri Krishna earlier explained the greatness of both the paths of renunciation of actions (Sannyasa or Sankhya Yoga) and the performance of actions (Karma Yoga). Arjuna had therefore doubts and asked Him to clarify which is better for him.

Sri Krishna tells that the paths of renunciation and performance of actions will both lead the man to the same spiritual goal to provide inner freedom. But performance of actions for the welfare of all with no selfish motive is far better than non-performance of action because pure meditation is impossible to any one who has not offered himself and his belongings in the service of others.

The ignorant alone thinks that Karma Yoga and Sankhya Yoga are different. But both are inseparable and lead to the same goal. A Karma Yogi lives in the world without bondage like a lotus leaf on water. Without offering selfless service in Yajna spirit, it is difficult to
gain the true spirit of renunciation-Sanyasa. The performer of selfless actions- Karma Yogi- has the spirit of renunciation in him and renounces the desire for the rewards of his actions.

A Sankhya Yogi who is established in the Self, does not identify himself even with such activities as seeing, hearing, touching, smelling etc., but feels he is a witness to all the actions of the body, senses, mind and intellect. He lives in a world untouched by the happenings around. He, who has identified himself with the Pure Self, stands aside, not contaminated by the effects of actions and enjoys eternal peace within

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

Verse 10 of this Chapter instructs us how to live the Gita way rather than talk about it i.e. how to lead a life of intelligent detachment. One should be clear that total detachment is impossible for the human mind. The practical way of achieving detachment is to disassociate the mind from the false and attach it to the Real. Surrender the sense of Agency and do the actions without egoism and attachment to their fruits, considering all actions as offerings to The Lord. The more the thoughts on The Lord the less will be the attention on one's own ego. Once this is realized, the actions of the body, mind and intellect will not leave any impression on the Self. Such a yogi has no attachment even for liberation and he lives in the world of objects detaching himself from his own perceptions of the world, likes and dislikes etc. like the lotus leaf existing in the water without getting itself moistened.

Points to Ponder

1. How do the paths of renunciation of actions and performance of actions lead to the same goal?
2. If both the above mentioned paths lead to the same goal, how then the Yoga of action is superior?
3. How one should work so as not to be tainted by sin and attain Brahman?
4. How does a Sankhya Yogi remain untainted by even physical functions?
5. What is the difference between performing actions with and without selfishness?

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 5.13

_Harih Om_
Sri Krishna explains the spirit of renunciation and the state of Supreme Being in more details. The Self, Atman, though the primeval cause of all actions, is not at all liable for either the merit or demerit accruing from them. Though the Self enlivens the actions of all beings, it is neither the actor nor the action nor is it responsible for the fruits of action. Those ignorant of this relationship remain deluded in the world. But he whose ignorance has been removed by knowledge of the Self reaches the Supreme state from where there is no return. Thereafter, he maintains a universal vision of oneness and evenness towards everything he comes across in the world. Having reached that eternal state he has forever transcended the cycle of birth and death.

The Lord advises that renunciation precedes meditation and realization. Sensual enjoyments arising out of external contacts have a diminishing value and they culminate in sorrow. The very sight of sense objects inflames desires in people. Then they lose control and succumb to the lure of the sense objects. The wise understand the ephemeral nature of contact-born enjoyments and prevent any desire from developing into an uncontrollable force of momentum. Instead of indulging in such temporary bouts of sensual pleasure they divert their attention and interest to the Self within. Thus they free themselves gradually from desires, subdue their mind and turn introvert. They begin to revel in the bliss of the Self. When the mind is subdued and relatively peaceful it becomes fit for meditation. This chapter concludes with a few procedural details for practicing meditation and realizing the ultimate Self in oneself.

The Text

THE ENLIGHTENED SELF

sarvakarmaani manasaa sannyasyaaste sukham vashee
navadwaare pure dehee naiva kurvan na kaarayan // 5.13 //

Mentally renouncing all actions and fully subduing his senses, the embodied soul dwells happily in the city of nine-gates, neither acting nor causing others (body and the senses) to act.

Sanyas is not a mere physical escapism but a mental withdrawal from things which have no real significance. It is a state of mind and not an external symbol. Therefore one who has brought all his sense cravings under perfect control and renounced all his egocentric and desire prompted actions comes to live in peace, joy and contentment in the city of nine gates. City of nine gates means the body which has nine apertures in its physical form viz. two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, one mouth, the genital and the excretory outlet
without which life cannot be sustained. The Self within this physical structure activates the instruments of action and perception governing the life of all of them though by itself it does not perform any actions. Krishna says that such an individual, always identifying with the Self, observes the activities around him unaffected, unattached and without any agitations. Hence he neither acts nor causes others to act.

All actions in life (Karma) can be categorized as under.

- **Nitya Karma** - Obligatory duties such as daily prayers.
- **Naimittika Karma** - Actions to be performed on special occasions such as on birth of a child.
- **Kamya Karma** - Works intended for securing special ends such as for curing illness etc.
- **Nishiddha Karma** - Actions forbidden by scriptures like stealing and other crimes.

The enlightened soul refrains from all these actions and lives only for the sake of exhausting the prarabdha karma which has caused his present body. He lives happily established in Self-Knowledge. Unlike the ignorant, he does not identify himself with the body which is termed here as the city of nine gates. He neither acts nor causes others to act means that he is totally free from consciousness of 'I' 'me' or 'mine' and is free from the idea of acting or causing action. After the exhaustion of prarabdha karma his soul merges in Brahman.

IDEAS OF ACTION, ACTOR ETC, ARE DUE TO MAYA

na kartritwam na karmaani lokasya srijati prabhuh

na karmaphala samyogam swabhaavas tu pravartate // 5.14 //
The Lord creates neither agency nor actions for the world, nor does He bring about the union with the fruits of actions; but it is nature that does all this.

This verse gives a general definition of the concept of God. But the principle stated here is not that described in the ritualistic portion of the Vedas but a description of the relationship between the Self and the not-Self, the Atman and the matter.

The Supreme Self (Prabhuh) neither creates any sense of agency nor does it initiate any action. It does not match every action with its corresponding fruit.
However when the Self functions through the equipments - physical, mental and causal bodies - It becomes a conditioned Self and gathers to itself all the egocentric attitudes of agency, action and fruits etc.

Thus the beneficiary of the fruits and the performer of actions in us is the ego and not the Atman or the Self. The Self becomes an actor performing all actions only when it gets conditioned by `Swabhava'- nature or the Divine Maya made up of the three GUNAS. The Self comes under the control of maya and regards itself as acting and enjoying the fruits of action. As long as the Self remains identified with maya it is bound. But when it detaches itself from maya it becomes free. Thus such ideas as those of duty, work and the result belong to the relative world. They have no relevance from the standpoint of the Supreme Lord. It is the Prakriti or nature that does everything.

naadatte kasyachit paapam na chaiva sukritam vibhuh
ajnaanenaavritam jnaanam tena muhyanti jantawah // 5.15 //

Nor does the all-pervading Spirit take on the merit or demerit of any. Knowledge is enveloped in ignorance and hence beings get deluded.

The Supreme who is all-pervading (Vibhu) and underlying in all the lives' activities cannot be considered to take note of all the activities that are happening in the finite world. From the point of view of the Infinite, the finite does not exist.

When the sun light passes through a plane glass it comes out clearly but if it passes through a prism it emerges as seven colors which are part and parcel of the same sun light. Similarly the Self passing through Knowledge emerges out as the Self which is all-pervading. But when the same Self passes through ignorance ie body, mind and intellect it gets itself split up into the unending world of plurality.

As there is neither day or night from the standpoint of the sun, so there is neither virtue nor vice from the standpoint of the Supreme whose nature is Existence -Knowledge -Bliss absolute, Sat-Chit-Ananda. Through ignorance man separates himself from the Lord and comes under the spell of ego. Thus he thinks of himself as the agent of various works, good or evil and experiences pleasure and pain accordingly. The law of Karma applies only to the embodied beings in the relative world. When the aspirant becomes free from ignorance and realizes his identity with the Lord, he goes beyond virtue and vice and is not affected by the results of his actions.

Where there is knowledge there is no place for ignorance and where there is ignorance knowledge cannot exist. So the statement that knowledge is enveloped by ignorance means that unveiling of truth is a process of removal of ignorance and not creation of knowledge and therefore it is only a re-discovery.

jnaanena tu tadajnaanam yesham naashitamaatmanah
teshaam aadityavajjnaanam prakaashhayati tatparam // 5.16 //
But to those whose ignorance is destroyed by the Knowledge of the Self, that knowledge, like the Sun, reveals the Supreme (Brahman).

In the case of ordinary mortals the Self is screened of by ignorance or Avidya whereas the man of realization is the one in whom the ignorance is removed by Knowledge. Ignorance creates the egocentric concept which thrives in the body, mind and intellect and is the root cause of all sufferings. When this ignorance is destroyed by knowledge of the Self, the ego ends and the Self becomes manifest just as the sun illuminates and reveals all the objects of the physical universe when the clouds surrounding it move away.

Knowledge is the very faculty of knowing. So when the ego re-discovers the Self it becomes the Self. Therefore, the Self is awareness, consciousness or the Atman.

RESULT OF KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUPREME

\[ \text{tadbuddhayas tadaatmaanas tannishthaas tatparaayanaah} \]
\[ \text{gacchantyapunaraavrittim jnaana nirdhoota kalmashaah} \] // 5.17 //

Fixing their minds on Him, at one with Him, abiding in Him, realizing Him alone as the Supreme Goal, they reach a state, from which there is no return, their sins having been destroyed by their Knowledge.

They fix their intellect on the Supreme Self. They feel and realize their identity with the Self. By constant meditation they get established in the Self. The whole world of names and forms cease to exist for them. They live in the Self alone. They have the Self alone as their goal. They rejoice in the Self alone. They are satisfied in the Self alone. Such men never return to this world as their sins or impurities (vasanas) are removed by knowledge.

The import of this verse is that Self-Realization is the final experience in the process of evolution whereby the Soul of an illumined person does not return to the relative world to assume a physical body. He does not come again under the sway of maya.

CHARACTERISTICS OF KNOWLEDGE

\[ \text{vidyaavinaya sampanne braahmane gavi hastini} \]
\[ \text{shuni chaiva shvapaake cha panditaah samadarshinah} \] // 5.18 //

The wise see the same in all - whether it be a Brahmana endowed with learning and humility, or a cow, or an elephant or a dog or an outcaste.

The wise see divinities everywhere just like the ocean which does not make any difference between one wave and the other. He finds no distinction in the world of names and forms. The liberated sage has equal vision as he recognizes the Self everywhere.
The Self is not affected by any limiting factors as it is subtle, pure, formless and attributeless just as the sun's rays fall on the river Ganga, on the ocean and on the dirty canal and yet the sun's purity and splendor are not spoilt by the quality of water on which its rays fall. The limiting adjuncts do not affect the Supreme Self just as the outer space is not affected by the pot, cloud etc. The Brahmin is Sattwic, the cow is Rajasic, the elephant, the dog and the down trodden are Tamasic. But the wise see in all of them one homogeneous immortal Self that is not affected by any of the three Gunas. This is the quality of equal mindedness of the wise.

ihaiva tairjītah sargo yeshām saamyē sḥitam manah

nirdosham hi samam brahma tasmaad brahmāni te sḥitaḥ // 5.19 //

Even here (on earth) the created world is overcome by those whose mind is established in unity. Brahman is flawless and the same in all. Therefore these persons are indeed established in Brahman.

Created or relative world means all bondages of birth, death etc. All possibilities of bondage are destroyed when the mind attains perfect evenness which in other words means becoming Brahman.

Perfection is not an idealism that has to be realized in the heavens only after death. Contrary to this vague expectation, Sri Krishna asserts that the relative existence of bondage can be ended and the imperfect individual can be made to live in the Consciousness of God and can come out of one's ego sense in this life itself, in this very body and among the very same worldly objects.

The method of achieving this goal is stated in the verse as the one whose mind rests in evenness and gains the Divine tranquility. Where the thought flow is arrested there the mind ends. Where the mind ends, which is the instrument through which life expresses itself as ego, the sense of separate existence also ends and the egocentric slavery of samsar ceases. The ego, devoid of samsaric sorrows, rediscovers itself to be none other than the Self Itself.

Such persons who have conquered their minds and live in perfect harmony in all conditions of life and its relationships are indeed aware of their identity with Brahman who is even, ever-perfect and uncontaminated though indwelling in all pure and impure bodies.

Brahman is all pervading and homogeneous. Everything happens in it and nothing happens to it. Thus the Truth is changeless just as a river-bed remains motionless though water flowing on it is ever changing. The substratum is changeless and remains the same but the superimpositions and manifestations will change by their very nature. An individual with his identification with body, mind and intellect is changing factor but the Substratum, the Self, remains the same.
The Lord says that a mortal who can maintain his equanimity under all conditions is indeed the one who rests in Brahman i.e aware of Brahman.

CHARACTERISTICS OF A MAN OF PERFECTION OR A KNOWER OF BRAHMAN

na prahrishyet priyam praapya nodwijet praapya chaapriyam
sthirabuddhir asammoodho brahmavid brahmani sthitah // 5.20 //

Resting in Brahman, with intellect steady and without delusion, the knower of Brahman neither rejoices on obtaining what is pleasant nor grieves on obtaining what is unpleasant.

From this verse onwards the characteristics of a man of perfection are given.

The Lord describes him as having always a balanced intellect because of the absence of egocentric influences. He is never deluded. He has abandoned all actions as he rests in the Self.

He is neither exhilarated when he gets pleasant objects nor feels disappointed when he obtains unpleasant objects. This does not mean that he has no reactions at all but it means that he remains balanced always with a sense of equipoise which cannot be shattered easily.

baahyasparsheshwasaktaatmaa vindatyaatmani yatsukham
sa brahma yoga yuktaatmaa sukham akshayamashnute // 5.21 //

With the heart unattached to external contacts he discovers happiness in the Self; with the heart engaged in the meditation of Brahman he attains endless bliss.

The happiness from the enjoyment of outer objects is transitory while the Bliss of Brahman is eternal. When the mind is not attached to the external objects of the senses, when one is deeply and constantly engaged in the contemplation of the Self, one finds eternal peace within. If one wishes to enjoy the imperishable happiness of the Self within, one has to withdraw the senses from their respective objects and enter in deep meditation on the Self within. It is to be noted that through self-control a void is created in the mind and heart which will have to be filled in with bliss through contemplation of Brahman.

ye hi samsparshajaa bhogaa duhkhayonaya eva te
aadyantavantah kaunteya na teshu ramate budhah // 5.22 //

The enjoyments that are born of contacts with objects are generators of pain only, for they have a beginning and an end, O Son of Kunti, and the wise do not find delight in them.

Man goes in search of happiness among the external and perishable objects. He finds no permanent joy in them but receives a load of sorrows instead. One should, therefore,
withdraw the senses from the sense objects which are not at all a source of permanent joy. One should fix the mind on the immortal, blissful Self within. The sense objects have a beginning and an end. The pleasure out of them is therefore momentary and fleeting during the interval between the contact of the senses with the objects and their separation. One who has discrimination or knowledge of the Self will never rejoice in the objects of the senses.

LUST AND ANGER ARE THE GREATEST ENEMIES

shaknoteehaiva yah sodhum praak shareera vimokshanaat
kaamakrodhodhavam vegam sa yuktaah sa sukhee narah // 5.23 //

He who is able to withstand the force of lust and anger even before he quits the body - he is a Yogi, a happy man.

Desire (lust) and anger are powerful enemies of peace. It is extremely difficult to annihilate them. One has to make strong efforts to destroy these enemies. He who has controlled desire and anger is the happiest man in the world.

Desire is longing for a pleasant and agreeable object which gives pleasure when it is seen, heard or remembered. Anger is the feeling one gets when he finds obstacles in the way of getting the desired objects. The greater the desire for an object the greater will be the anger against any obstacle that comes between the desirer and the objects desired. Lust and anger create an agitation of mind accompanied by appropriate physical symbols.

A Yogi is the one who controls the impulses of desire and anger, destroys likes and dislikes and attains equanimity of mind by resting in the Self. He is always happy because there is neither desire nor hatred in him. The implication of what Sri Krishna says is that in this very world and in this very life one can be perfectly happy if one learns to withstand the avalanche of desire and anger.

WHAT KIND OF YOGI ATTAINS BRAHMAN?

yo'ntah sukho'ntaraaraamas tathaantarjyotireva yah
sa yogee brahma nirvaanam brahma bhoo'to'dhigacchati // 5.24 //

He who is happy within, who rejoices within, who is illumined within, such a Yogi attains absolute freedom or Moksha, himself becoming a Brahman.

It will be seen from the above three verses that the man of perfection does not attain joy in the ordinary sensual objects of the world. Renouncing all these he reaches a state of bliss where there is no place for desire or anger, love or hatred. The Lord says such a man alone can be said to be happy. Such an individual who lives in the Self is the one who has known Brahman. He becomes a Jivanmukta. The next verse clarifies that this state is not annihilation but the positive one full of knowledge and Self-possession.
With sins destroyed, doubts dispelled, senses controlled, and devoting themselves to the welfare of all beings, the sages attain freedom in Brahman.

When a man of perfection brings his senses under control, his sinful mental impressions are cleared which were blocking his vision of the Self behind several doubts about the Reality. Knowledge of his real nature comes to dawn on him and he comes to rediscover himself as the Self.

Having thus reached the goal of all evolution his duties till he leaves his mortal body will be to engage himself in the good of all beings. Thus loka-seva becomes his obsession. To overcome the world is not to become other-worldly. It is not to evade social responsibilities. His body, mind and intellect are offered to the sacred fire of activity for the common welfare while remaining at rest with himself and living in an unbroken consciousness of the Divine, the Eternal.

The two sides of religion viz. personal and social are emphasized here.

Released from desire and anger, the mind controlled, the Self realized, absolute freedom exists for such Yogins both here and hereafter.

When the seeker conquers his lust and anger and can face all the threats coming from within and without, he knows the Self and gains the Bliss of Perfection both here and hereafter.

The import of this verse is that those who renounce all actions and do intense Sravana, Manana and Nididhyasana, who are established in the Self and who are steadily devoted to knowledge of the Self, attain liberation instantly (Sankhya Yoga). But Karma Yoga in which action is performed in complete devotion to The Lord and as dedication to Him, leads to liberation step by step; first the purification of the mind, then knowledge, then renunciation of all action and lastly liberation.

To enunciate the Dhyana Yoga, which is the nearest and effective means to right knowledge, The Lord teaches the path of meditation in the following two verses.
Shutting out all external contacts, steadying the gaze of his eyes between the eyebrows, regulating the outward and inward breaths flowing within his nostrils, the senses, mind and intellect controlled, with Moksha (Liberation) as the supreme goal, freed from desire, fear and anger, such a man of meditation is verily liberated for ever.

In these two verses The Lord has given a pre-view of the next Chapter. Sri Krishna gives a scheme of practice by which one can gain in himself a complete integration.

The external world of objects by itself cannot bring any disturbances unless one remains in contact with them through body, mind or intellect. But if we shut out external objects - not physically- but through discreet intellectual detachment at the mental plane, we shall discover in ourselves the necessary tranquility for starting meditation.

Then the gaze should be fixed in between the eye brows so that the eye balls remain steady. This is followed by rhythmical breathing which makes the mind quiet and perfect harmony is developed in the system. These instructions relate to physical adjustments.

The instructions relating to mental and intellectual adjustments are then given. The seeker is asked to be free from desire, fear and anger to attain perfect peace of mind. When the senses, mind and intellect are subjugated by dedicating all his outer and inner activities to achieve the goal of realizing the Self he attains liberation. The mind gets restless because of the agitations caused by desire, fear and anger. When it is desireless, it proceeds towards the Self spontaneously and Liberation becomes one's highest goal. When an individual follows these steps he can remain in the contemplation of Truth without any distractions. Such a man of meditation comes to experience the freedom of the God-hood before long.

The question as to what a person of balanced mind has to know and on what to meditate upon in the Dhyana Yoga is discussed in the following last verse of this Chapter.

bhoktaaram yajnatapasaam sarvaloka maheshwaram
suhridam sarvabhootaanaam jnaatwaam maama shaantim ricchati // 5.29 //

He who knows Me as the enjoyer of all sacrifices and austerities, the supreme Lord of all the worlds and the friend of all beings, attains peace.

The words `knowing Me' do not mean Sri Krishna in the bodily figure but indicate knowing that the Self in the individual is the real illuminator behind the ego (Jiva).

Yajna is the dedicated selfless work in any field of activity. Tapas means all self-denial and practice of self-control which the ego undertakes to seek identity with the eternal. Self is the Lord of all Lords- the Maheshwara. Iswara is the controller of all activities of perception and action -individual faculties illuminating the respective organs. The Self is the Lord of all these individual Lords governing the various fields, Sarva Loka Maheswara.
The gist of this verse is that spiritual experience is to realize that the Self is the one great ruler within, who presides over all the activities within the body-politic and before whom the ego surrenders. Knowing Him to be none other than Sri Krishna, the individual reaches the goal of peace, the eternal Perfection.

\textit{om tat sat iti srimad bhagavadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade karma sannyaasa yogo naama panchamo'dhyaayah||}

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the fifth discourse entitled: The Yoga of Renunciation of Action

\textbf{Concepts and Issues}

Sri Krishna explains the spirit of renunciation in more details. Renunciation is not a mere giving up at the body level. Real renunciation comes when one renounces at the mental level also never desiring the thing renounced with the conviction based on discrimination.

The Self unaffected, watches the work done by the various instruments of perception and organs of action in the body. He himself does not do any work. He neither orders the body, mind and intellect to perform their functions nor expects the fruits of actions done by the ego. All actions are done by prakriti, the nature.

The Self does not give or take merit and demerit. It enjoys undisturbed peace. But when it is identified with vasanas it begins to think that it is ego-Jiva-the doer and the experiencer and therefore expects the fruits of actions. But the Pure Infinite Self is not interested in any finite actions or their resultant imperfect joys of the ego. This is the relationship between the Self (Atman) and the ego (Jiva).

Due to ignorance the ordinary man is under the impression that he is the physical body equipped with the mind and intellect. This ignorance disappears at the experience of the knowledge when the ego concept vanishes and we come to live the nature of the Infinite Self in our hearts.

When knowledge dawns one realizes that all are the play of the One Reality. The learned Brahmin, the cow, the elephant, the dog and the outcaste are all manifestations of the same Divinity. When he begins to see others as none other than his own Self he is liberated for ever and enjoys unbroken peace within himself. He neither gets excited in his joys nor gets drowned in his sorrows.

Those who perform selfless actions experience the same Bliss as that enjoyed by those who are absorbed in meditation because both of them do not entertain any ego. The Lord advises Arjuna that he can also attain the same Bliss provided he gets away from the agitations caused by desire and anger.
The Lord explains meditation. There should be a harmonious co-operation among the three aspects of a personality - the body, mind and intellect. The body should detach itself from the external objects which cause endless disturbances in the mind. Insulated thus from external irritants a meditator should calm his mind slowly and steadily by breathing evenly. Sitting with the backbone erect, concentrating on the Infinite Lord, detaching the mind from desire, fear and anger, one should direct the intellect to concentrate on the Supreme Goal. This is the method of meditation where the body and the mind withdraw themselves from their respective functions to help the intellect concentrate effectively upon The Lord, the Great Friend of All. Meditation takes the meditator to the supreme peace and joy.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

This Chapter teaches that renunciation or the detached spirit is the fundamental principle of all Yogas. All beings experience joy in renunciation. In deep sleep all beings feel immense happiness by renouncing all their unnatural superimpositions of personality, whether he is a king or a beggar, because in that state intellect, mind and senses cease to function unconsciously and go towards the Self. When one consciously renounces the activities of the senses, mind and intellect one will surely merge into one's essential nature of the Supreme Consciousness. Thus renunciation or loss of personality becomes a means to supreme perfection. This is the glory of wisdom of renunciation. The action done with freedom from individuality spontaneously unites one with Universality. Such wise sages see divinity everywhere just like the ocean has no difference of feelings between one wave and the other. He finds no distinction in the world of names and forms.

Points to Ponder

1. Explain the concepts:
   ¾ The Supreme Self (Prabhuh) neither creates any sense of agency nor does it initiate any action.
   ¾ The all-pervading Spirit does not take on the merit or demerit of any.
   ¾ Knowledge is enveloped in ignorance and hence beings get deluded.
2. How does one get established in equanimity?
3. Who attains Brahman?
4. What are the characteristics of an enlightened soul?
5. What are the methods to get oneself liberated?
6. Write short notes on:
   ¾ Samadarshan ie equal vision
   ¾ Meditation
   ¾ Lotus leaf on water
   ¾ Enjoying sense-objects and enjoying one's own Self
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Preamble

The Gita has been described as an elaborate commentary on the mahavakya of the Chhandogya Upanishad, 'tat tvam asi - that thou art'. The first six chapters elucidate the word 'thou' which stands for the individual self. It is called the Twam-pada. The second set of six chapters deals with the word 'that' which denotes brahman. This is called the Tat-pada. The last set of six chapters establishes the identity of the individual self and brahman. It is called the Asi-pada, which establishes the identity of the individual soul with the Supreme Soul.

Another way of looking at these three sets of six chapters each is to consider the first six chapters as emphasizing karmayoga, the second six bhaktiyoga and the last six jnanayoga. The term 'yoga' here stands for 'path'. Thus we have the three paths of karma, bhakti and jnana. These three paths are, however, not independent of one another, but they together form a synthetic whole. None of these paths can be practiced without the help of the other two; only the emphasis varies according to the temperament and level of spiritual development of the aspirant.

Chapter 2 described the sage of perfection, his mental equipoise and the methods of self-evolution to guide us in pure meditation and detached thinking. Chapter 3 gave a scientific treatment of the Karma Yoga - the path of action. The principle of 'Renunciation of action in knowledge' had been propounded in Chapter 4. As there was confusion in Arjuna between the ideas of 'action' and 'renunciation of action', Chapter 5 explained the 'way of renunciation of action' under two methods Viz. 1. Renunciation of the sense of doership and 2. Abandoning attachment and anxiety about the fruits of actions. A person who has followed the teachings of The Lord thus far would have got rid off his doubts. He would be fit for the higher purposes of meditation and Self-contemplation. How this is done is the theme of the present Chapter 6. This chapter concludes one of the sections in the thought-flow of the Gita as explained in the beginning.

This Chapter explains how one can give up one's weaknesses and positively grow into a healthier, stronger and integrated personality. This technique is called “Dhyana Yoga” or ‘Path of meditation’. It discusses this path as auxiliary to the practice of both Karma Yoga and Sankhya Yoga.

Control over the body, senses, mind and intellect is extremely necessary in Dhyana Yoga. These instruments are collectively called as “Atma” and hence this Chapter is also called 'The Yoga of Self-Control'. Many classical commentators, particularly Madhusudan Saraswati, have therefore associated this Chapter with the Ashtanga Yoga of Patanjali's Yoga Sutras.
The first nine verses of this Chapter reiterate the three stages of spiritual development as described in the previous chapter. A yogi with worldly vasanas, needs karma yoga, the path of action, to evolve spiritually. Through action he sheds his vasanas and becomes a Sanyasi. A Sanyasi, in a state of renunciation, needs meditation and quietitude to reach the ultimate state of Jnani. Both Karma Yogi and Sanyasi aim at the same goal of Self realization but their *sadhanas* (spiritual practices) differ. Whatever be the *sadhana*, every seeker has to put in his own effort to raise himself.

Though the Yogi and Sanyasi are both on the spiritual path, the Sanyasi alone, having developed a dispassion for the world, is capable for meditation and realization. Details of the environmental, physical, mental and intellectual preparations necessary to take the seat of meditation are elaborated here. When a seeker follows all these preparations he will become freed from desire, possessiveness, and the consequent sorrow. He will then become established in Yoga and be fully prepared to enter into meditation.

The Text

**RENUNCIATION AND ACTION ARE ONE**

<sri bhagavaan uvaacha>

**anaashritah karmaphalam kaaryam karma karoti yah**

sa sannyasi cha yogee cha na niragnirna chaakriyah // 6.1 //

*Sri Bhagavan said*

*He who performs his bounden duty without depending on the fruits of his actions - he is a sannyasin and a yogin, not he who has merely renounced the sacred fire; even so he is no yogi, who has merely given up all action.*

So far, two currents of thought were discussed viz. 1. `Renunciation of the sense of agency' (Sanyas) and 2. `Renunciation of attachment to the fruits of actions' (Yoga).

The Sanyasi is himself the Yogi and the seekers must therefore engage themselves in noble works renouncing both their sense of doership and attachment to the fruits of their actions. Sanyasa or renunciation has little to do with outward works. It is an inward attitude. It is mental purity and intellectual equipoise.

Arjuna thought Sanyasa as mere abandonment of all activities, symbolized here by the word 'fire'. To become a Sanyasi, it is not necessary to give up the daily sacrificial fire and other rituals. To abstain from these without the spirit of renunciation is futile.

<yam sannyaasamiti praahuryogam tam viddhi paandava>

na hyasannyastasankalpo yogee bhavati kashchana // 6.2 //

*O Pandava, please know what they call renunciation to be disciplined activity, for none becomes a Yogi who has not renounced his selfish desire.*
The word 'Sankalpa' means the mental faculty that makes plans for the future expecting the results of the plans so made. No one can become a Karma Yogi who plans future actions and expects the fruits of such actions. Only a devotee who renounced the thoughts of fruits of his actions can become a Yogi of steady mind because the thoughts of fruits of actions always cause mental disturbances.

Sanyasa i.e. renunciation consists in the accomplishment of the necessary action without an inward striving for reward. This is true yoga, firm control over oneself, complete self-possession. This verse says that disciplined activity (Yoga) is just as good as renunciation or Sanyasa.

Karma Yoga practiced without regard to the fruit of actions forms a stepping stone and an external aid to Dhyana Yoga or meditation. How Karma Yoga is a means to a better and greater meditation is explained in the following verses.

PATH AND THE GOAL

\[
\text{aarurukshormuner yogam karma kaaranamuchyate}
\]
\[
yogaaroodhasya tasyaiva shamah kaaranamuchyate // 6.3 //
\]

*For a sage who wishes to attain to yoga, action is said to be the means; for the same sage who has attained to yoga serenity is said to be the means.*

For a man who cannot practice meditation for a prolonged period and who is not able to keep his mind steady in meditation, action or work is a means of establishing himself in concentration and self-improvement. By working in the world with no egocentric concept of agency and desire for the fruits of actions, the mind gets purified and makes it fit for the practice of steady meditation.

When the required amount of concentration is achieved and his mind conquered, his agitations get well under control. In that state of mental growth his mind thoroughly gets fixed in the Self. These two means are not contradictory. Selfless work is necessary for a beginner; but a developed seeker needs more calmness and self-withdrawal for deep meditation to realize the Self. All his actions are then performed with perfect equanimity,

\[
yadaa hi nendriyaartheshu na karmaswanushajjate
\]
\[
sarvasankalpasannyaaasee yogaaroodhas tadochyate // 6.4 //
\]

*When a man is not attached to sense objects or to actions, having renounced all thoughts, he is said to have attained Yoga.*

Sri Krishna explains the physical and mental condition of the Yogarudha - the one who is established in Yoga. The Lord says that when one is without mental attachment to sense-objects or actions in the outer world, he is said to have obtained mastery over the mind.

When the mind is without even traces of attachment either to the sense-objects or to the fields of activity, even then it is possible that it will get distracted by its own power of
longing and desiring. Such disturbances caused by the inner forces of the mind (Sankalpa) are more devastating than the ones caused by the external world of objects.

Sri Krishna indicates that the one who is said to have gained a complete mastery over his mind is he who has not only withdrawn himself from all sense-contacts and activities in the outer world but has also conquered all the Sankalpa-disturbances arising in his own mind. Such an individual, at the moment of meditation, in that inward state, is termed Yogarudha.

uddharedaatmanaatmaanam naatmaanamavasaadayet
atmaiva hyaatmano bandhuraatmaiva ripuraatmanah // 6.5 //

Let a man lift himself by himself; let him not degrade himself; for, he himself is his friend and he himself is his enemy.

Sri Krishna declares that `man should lift himself by himself'. Man, if he wants to raise himself from an animal existence to a noble life with all cultural and spiritual possibilities which lie dormant in him, has to convert the lower instincts in him to a higher level of perfection which is his essential nature.

Man is basically a plural personality - he thinks he ought to be a morally strong, ethically perfect, physically loving and socially disciplined ideal personality but in actual practice he is always a victim of his own attachments and aversions, likes and dislikes, love and hatred etc. So long as he does not realize his own duality, there cannot be any religion for him. But if he wants to make the lower in him as bright as the higher, he has to adopt the technique called Religion. The processes by which the lower is brought under control and discipline of the higher are called spiritual practices.

This process of self-rehabilitation cannot be executed with any outside help but has to be done all by himself unto himself, all alone, all the way. Teachers, scriptures and temples etc. are all guides only and the actual achievement depends on the seeker's ability to come out of his misunderstandings.

The step suggested so far goes only half way and the other half as suggested by The Lord, is to see that the self thereafter does not fall down to its old level of mundane existence. When the lower allows itself to be corrected by the higher, the higher is called his friend. But when the lower does not allow itself to be controlled by the higher, the latter is considered to be his enemy.

“The Supreme is within us. It is the consciousness underlying the individualized consciousness of every day life but not proportionate to it. The two are different in kind, though the Supreme is realizable by one who is prepared to lose his life in order to save it. For the most part we are unaware of the Self in us because our attention is engaged by objects which we like or dislike. We must get away from them, to become aware of the Divine in us. If we do not realize the pointlessness, the irrelevance and the squalor of our ordinary life, the true Self becomes the enemy of our ordinary life.
The Universal Self and the personal self are not antagonistic to each other. The Universal Self can be the friend or the foe of the personal self. If we subdue our pretty cravings and desires, if we do not exert our selfish will, we become the channel of the Universal Self. If our impulses are under control and if our personal self offers itself to the Universal Self, the latter becomes our guide and teacher. Every one of us has the freedom to rise or fall and our future is in our own hands”. Dr.S.Radhakrishnan.

IDEA OF FRIENDSHIP AND ENMITY CLARIFIED

**bandhuraatmaatmanastasya yenaatmaivaatmanaa jitatedh**
**anaatmanastu shatrutwe vartetaatmaiva shatruvat // 6.6 //</strong>

*To him who has conquered himself by himself, his own self is a friend, but to him who has not conquered himself, his own self is hostile like an external enemy.*

To the extent that the lower in us withdraws itself from its identifications with the body and sense-organs, feelings and emotions to that extent it (the ego) is said to have come under the influence of the nobler in us.

To such an ego the Self is the friend. But where the ego rebels against the higher, to that unconquered self or uncontrolled ego the Diviner Self is as inimical as an external foe.

The higher Self becomes a friend to the lower if the latter allows itself to be influenced by the former. The Diviner becomes inimical to the lower limited ego when the latter resists nobler aspirations. We are therefore called upon to master the lower self by the higher. The point is that the lower self is not to be destroyed. It can be used as a helper, if it is held in check.

**jitaatmanah prashaantasya paramaatmaa samaahitah**
**sheetoshna sukha duhkheshu tathaa maanaapamaanayoh // 6.7 //</strong>

*When one has conquered one's (lower)self and has attained in the realm of self-mastery, his Supreme Self abides ever focused; he is at peace in cold and heat, in pleasure and pain, in honor and dishonor.*

This verse explains what exactly is achieved in the state of mental equipoise called `Yogarudha'. When the stage of Yogarudha or the state of mental equipoise is reached, the mind is held steadfast in the contemplation of the Supreme and the seeker is capable of maintaining consistency of meditation in all circumstances, favorable and unfavorable.

Sri Krishna enumerates all possible threats that an individual may come across against his maintaining mental tranquility. These impediments fall into three categories viz.

- ¾ relating to body - heat and cold,
- ¾ relating to mind - pleasure and pain
- ¾ relating to intellect - honor and dishonor.
The Lord says that in spite of all these obstacles in man's life the Supreme Self is to be the focal point for constant realization. The man of serenity remains unruffled in all circumstances, in all environments and in all companies.

“This is the state of blessedness of the person who has established himself in unity with the Universal Self. He is a jitatman whose calm and serenity are not disturbed by the pairs of the opposites. The self in the body is generally absorbed by the world of dualities, heat and cold, pain and pleasure but when it controls the senses and masters the world, the self becomes free. The Supreme Self is not different from the self in the body. When the self is bound by the modes of prakriti or nature, it is called kshetrajna; when it is freed from them, the same self is called the Supreme Self”. - Dr.S.Radhakrishnan

jnaana vijnaana triptaatmaa kootastha vijitendriyah

yuktah ityuchyate yogee samaloshtaashmakaanchanah // 6.8 //

He is said to be a steadfast Yogi who is satisfied with knowledge and wisdom, who remains unshaken, who has conquered the senses, and to whom a lump of earth, a stone and gold are the same.

Sri Krishna says that an individual, self-controlled and serene, who contemplates constantly on the nature of the Self in all circumstances in life, soon gets full divine satisfaction and becomes an unshakeable Yogi.

Knowledge gained by study of Sastras is Gnana and one's own experience of the teachings of Sastras is Vignana. Kootastha is the anvil. Red hot iron pieces are hammered on the anvil for giving proper shape to them but the anvil itself remains unchanged in spite of receiving repeated hammerings. So too, the seeker is called changeless-Kootastha- whose heart remains unchanged in spite of it being surrounded by the worldly objects. He is unperturbed by things and happenings of the world and is therefore said to be equal-minded to the events of this changing world. Such a saint remains tranquil with equal mental vision in all conditions of life. To him a clod of mud, a stone and gold are all the same. Thus equanimity of mind is the touchstone for spiritual evolution.

suhrinmitraaryudaaseena madhyastha dweshya bandhushu
saadhushwapi cha paapeshu samabuddhirvishishyate // 6.9 //

He who has equal regard for well-wishers, friends, enemies, the indifferent, the neutral, the hateful, relatives, the righteous and the unrighteous, excels.

In the previous verse it was stated that the man of perfection develops equal vision to all the things of the outside world. Here the nature of relationship of a man of perfect equipoise with the other living beings of the world is discussed.

The Lord says that such a man of excellence regards all relationships with equal love and consideration irrespective of whether they are friends or foes or the indifferent or the
neutral or the hateful or the nearest relations. He does not make any distinction between
the righteous and unrighteous, the good and the bad.

In realizing the Self in him, he sees unity in all diversities and observes a rhythm in the
world outside. To him, who has realized himself to be the Self which is all pervading, the
entire universe becomes his own Self and therefore his relationship with other parts of the
universe is equal and the same.

The method by which one can attain this highest goal with an assured result is called
Meditation which is explained exhaustively in the following verses.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE PRACTICE OF YOGA

*yogee yunjeeta satatamaatmaanam rahasi sthitah*
*eekaakee yatachittatmaa niraasheeraparigrahah // 6.10 //

A Yogi should always try constantly to concentrate his mind (on the Supreme Self),
remaining in solitude, living alone with the mind and body controlled, free from desires
and possessions.

In the previous verses Arjuna wanted to know the ways and means of achieving the
constant experience of inward equilibrium. Sri Krishna explains the methods of self-
development and the technique of self-perfection which can be attained by all. The
method taught by The Lord requires the seekers to exert themselves by constantly
practicing concentration which is called meditation.

The pre-requisites for practicing meditation are:

¾ **Rahasi Sthitah** - Remaining in solitude: Sitting in solitude one should practice
meditation. This does not mean that meditation can be practiced only in jungles or
in lonely caves. It means that even in one's own home one should try to withdraw
himself mentally and physically from the normal preoccupations and retire to a
secluded spot for practicing meditation. Solitude can be gained only when there is
mental withdrawal from the world outside. One who is full of desires and
constantly thinking about sense-objects cannot gain solitude even in a remote
forest. Solitude lifts our hearts and exalts our minds. In a world which is daily
growing noisier, the duty of the civilized man is to have moments of thoughtful
stillness. Retiring to a quiet place, we should keep off all external distractions.

¾ **Ekaki** – Alone: For the purposes of meditation one has to be physically alone. His
success depends upon the amount of self-control he is adopting in his daily life.

¾ **Yatachittatmana** - Self-controlled. He must not be excited, strained or anxious.
There should be no restlessness or turbulence. The heart must become clean if it is
to reflect God who is to be seen and known only by the pure in heart.
¾ Niraasheer - Free from desires: Worry about daily needs, about earning and spending, disturbs meditation and takes us away from the life of the spirit. So we must be free from desire and anxiety born of it, from greed and fear. We should expect nothing, insist on nothing.

¾ Aparigrahah - Free from longing for possessions: This is a spiritual state and not a material condition. We must control the appetite for possessions; free ourselves from the tyranny of belongings. One cannot hear God's voice, if one is restless and self-centered, if one is dominated by feelings of pride, jealousy or possessiveness.

“The Gita points out our happiness is inward. It invites our attention to the manner of our life, the state of human consciousness, which does not depend upon the outward machinery of life. The body may die and the world pass away but the life in spirit endures. Our treasures are not the things of the world that perish but the knowledge and love of God that endure. We must get out of the slavery to things to gain the glad freedom of spirit.

Here the Lord develops the technique of mental discipline on the lines of Patanjali's Yoga Sutras. When one starts meditating upon the Truth within these parameters, he is considered to be the true seeker trying to achieve the highest in life. The main purpose of this exercise is to raise our consciousness from its ordinary waking condition to higher levels until it attains Union with the Supreme. The human mind is ordinarily turned outwards. Absorption in the mechanical and material sides of life leads to misbalanced condition of consciousness.

Yoga attempts to explore the inner world of consciousness and helps to integrate the conscious and the sub-conscious. We must divest our minds of all sensual desires, abstract our attention from all external objects and absorb it in the object of meditation. By summoning all the energies of the mind and fixing them on one point, we raise the level of reference from the empirical to the real, from observation to vision and let the spirit take possession of our whole being. The practice must be constant. It is no use to taking to meditation by fits and starts. A continuous creative effort is necessary for developing the higher, the intenser form of consciousness”. - Dr. S.Radhakrishnan.

OTHER AIDS TO MEDITATION

The Lord now explains the other aids to meditation like modes of sitting, eating, recreation etc. in the following verses.

shuchau deshe pratishthaapya sthiramaasanamaatmanah
naatyucchritam naatineecham chailaajinakushottaram // 6.11 //

Having established in a clean spot his firm seat, neither too high nor too low, made of a cloth, a skin and Kusa grass, one over the other.
There, having made the mind one-pointed, with actions of the mind and sense controlled, let him, seated on the seat, practice yoga for the purification of the self.

Sri Krishna now gives a complete and exhaustive explanation of the technique of meditation. The seat for practice of meditation should be in a clean place. The external conditions have a direct bearing on the human mind. The chances for the seeker to maintain a pure mental condition are more in a clean place. A tidy atmosphere causes the least mental disturbances.

The meditator should sit steady (sthiram) in his seat without moving his body in any direction since physical movements destroy the mental concentration and inner equipoise. In order to get established in a firm posture, it would be advisable to sit in any comfortable seat with the vertebral column erect, fingers interlocked and hands thrown in front.

The seat of meditation should not be too high or too low. Too high a seat causes a sense of insecurity and a seat too low may cause bodily pains. During meditation the heart becomes slightly slow causing even a slight fall in blood pressure and to that extent one gets withdrawn in himself. At such a time of low resistance, the position of the seat plays a vital part.

The mattress of Kusa Grass on the ground covered by a deer skin and a piece of cloth on top of it protects one from dampness, cold and heat.

Sitting properly by itself is not Yoga. While proper physical condition is necessary for inducing right mental attitude for spiritual practices, by itself it cannot assure any spiritual self development. Hence Sri Krishna tells here what a seeker should do in the seat of meditation having brought his body in a steady condition and how his mind and intellect should be kept engaged.

These instructions of The Lord are: One should make the mind single pointed by subduing the faculty of imagination and activities of the sense organs. Although single pointedness is the nature of the mind, by virtue of its capacity for imagination or wishful thinking and on account of the pulls and pressures of the external sense objects on the sense organs, it gets wild and scattered. The Lord says that if these two sources of dissipation are closed, the mind will get automatically single pointed. Keeping the mind contemplating on the Ultimate Self constantly is the inner Yoga suggested here.

The effect of such meditation is inner purification. A purified mind is the one wherein there are no agitations and when the mind becomes thus steady and pure, it discovers its own Real Nature just like one understands himself by looking at his own image in a mirror. The purification of the heart, chittasuddhi, is a matter of discipline. It is a
disciplined disinterestedness. Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God.

Wisdom is a condition in a being at rest.

**samam kaayashirogreevam dhaarayannachalam sthirah**

**samprekshya naasikaagram swam dhashchaanavalokayan // 6.13 //</s>

*Let him firmly hold his body, head and neck erect and still, gazing at the tip of his nose without looking around.*

The Lord tells that the meditator should firmly hold his body in such a way that his vertebral column is completely erect - the head, neck and the spinal column should be vertical to the horizontal seat. Holding the body firmly means that it should not be moved in any direction although it has to be kept relaxed.

Patanjali points out that the posture should be steady and pleasing so as to aid concentration. A right posture gives serenity of body. The body must be kept clean if the living image of God is to be installed in it.

His gaze should be fixed at the tip of his nose. If this is followed literally there is a possibility of the seeker getting headache, giddiness etc. Adi Sankara says that the term means that the meditator should have his attention as though turned towards the tip of his own nose. The meditator is advised not to look around so that his attention may not get distracted.

**prashaantaatmaa vigatabheer brahmachaarivrate sthitah**

**manah samyamya macchitto yukta aaseeta matparah // 6.14 //</s>

*Serene minded, fearless, firm in the vow of Brahmacharya, having controlled the mind, thinking on Me and balanced, let him sit in yoga, having Me as the Supreme goal.*

The word Prashaanta means inward peace. This is the inner joy in which the meditator will find himself as a result of regular practice. Fear is the quality in a person who cannot believe that there is something beyond himself which is the Supreme.

The very process of turning towards the Supreme makes him afraid of nothingness. The seeker should therefore be fearless since it is the deadliest enemy for spiritual progress.

Even after the mind becomes peaceful and joyous and fearlessness achieved after a continuous practice of meditation and study of scriptures, no progress towards the goal can be possible unless the seeker gets established himself in perfect Brahmacharya. Brahmacharya implies the observance of celibacy as well as the practice of self control in all fields of sense-stimulations and sense-gratifications.

Without self control the mind will become chaotic due to the pressures of the world of objects. Unless the mind is provided with another target to concentrate upon it cannot
retreat from its usual pre-occupations with the external world. This alternative is the inner field of the Self.

When the body, mind and intellect are controlled through the above process, the seeker gains mental energy and experiences an increasing capacity to withdraw within himself and fix all his thoughts on `Me', the Self. After taming the mind and stopping it from its external wanderings, it should be kept focused upon the Divine seeking nothing but the Supreme. The mind becomes still but not vacant for it is fixed on the Supreme. *Ishvara Pranidhana* is a recognized way in yoga discipline. They act in the world but the passionless tranquility of the spirit remains undisturbed. They are like lotus in the lake which is unruffled by the tide.

\[ \text{yunjannevam sadaa'tmaanam yogee niyatamaanasah} \]

\[ \text{shaantim nirvaanaparamaam matsamsthaam adhigacchati // 6.15 //} \]

*Thus, always keeping the mind balanced, with his mind controlled, the Yogi attains to the peace abiding in Me - the peace that culminates in total liberation - Nirvana or Moksha.*

After explaining 1. The physical pose 2. Mental stability and 3. The consequent intellectual self-application, The Lord gives out the last step in the technique of meditation. When all the above stages of meditation have been gone through the seeker becomes an unwavering person in his physical and subtler existence. Such a person who constantly keeps his mind free from agitations surely reaches the Supreme. The word `constantly' does not mean at the cost of his duty to his home and the society. It means a consistent inner silence during meditation. At the peak of meditation the mind becomes completely `still' and comes to a `halt'.

The individual comes to experience an infinite peace when his mind is calmed. This is the peace that always resides in the seeker. Thus when there is no mental, intellectual and bodily disturbances and agitations, the seeker attains the peace unknown in the outside world that ultimately ends in the Supreme Liberation ie Nirvana-Paramam. In brief, the meditator awakens to his own status of Selfhood which is the fulfillment of the meditation.

**MODERATION IS ESSENTIAL**

\[ \text{naatyashnatastu yogo'sti na chaikaantamanashnatah} \]

\[ \text{na chaati swapnasheelasya jaagrato naiva chaarjuna // 6.16 //} \]

*Verily, Yoga is not possible for him, who eats too much, or for him who does not eat at all; or for him who sleeps too much, or for him who is always awake, O Arjuna.*

The Lord gives guidelines in this verse and the following ones on the possible pitfalls that have to be guarded against in pursuit of meditation. The central theme of His guidance is that moderation in all activities at all levels is the precondition for achieving success in Meditation. Intemperateness in any field of behavior and activity brings about mental agitations which are not conducive to the development of an integrated personality.
Therefore moderation in food, sleep and recreation is directed.

Yoga is not possible for him who eats too much nor for him who does not eat at all. Eating means not only the process of consuming food but includes enjoyments gained through all means of sense perceptions and inward experiences. Similarly, neither too much sleep which erodes the faculties nor lack of sleep which disturbs the body rhythm is advised for spiritual life. Everything in moderation is the rule.

\textit{yukta\textasciitilde{a}aara\textasciitilde{v}i\textasciitilde{a}rar\textasciitilde{v}a\textasciitilde{r}a\textasciitilde{a}sya yukt\textasciitilde{a}ch\textasciitilde{a}st\textasciitilde{a}sy\textasciitilde{a} k\textasciitilde{a}masu}
\textit{yukt\textasciitilde{a}swapa\textasciitilde{n}a\textasciitilde{v}a\textasciitilde{b}od\textasciitilde{h}a\textasciitilde{s}ya\ yogo bhavati duhkhah\textasciitilde{a}a} // 6.17 //

\textit{Yoga puts an end to all sorrows for him who is moderate in food and recreation, who is moderate in his exertion at work, who is moderate in sleep and wakefulness.}

Moderation but not complete self-denial in all activities of life like eating, recreation, sleep and exertion in working is the basic principle stated here. The important guideline in this verse is that the amount of effort put in for all work, including selfless divine work, should be moderate as otherwise such work instead of redeeming the seeker would enslave him. What is required is restraint but not abstinence. Yoga should be practiced because it is capable of destroying all miseries.

Concepts and Issues

In this Chapter, Sri Krishna clears the doubt of Arjuna as to whether a Yogi and a Sanyasi are one and the same. The Lord says that everyone who wishes to become a Yogi or Sanyasi must perform his bounden duty. By performing one's duty without expectation of results one becomes a Yogi. By renouncing all worldly thoughts, by constantly remembering God, through study of scriptures, Japa, Kirtan and Meditation one becomes a Sanyasi.

He who controls his body, mind and senses can remain calm in pleasure and pain, heat and cold, honor and dishonor. For him there is no friend or enemy and he feels no difference between gold and stone. He is a perfected Yogi. He sees God in everything. Such a sage who is self-controlled and free from all desires constantly engages his mind in meditation.

Sri Krishna describes the pre-requisites for meditation and explains to Arjuna the method of its practice. After observing all the preliminaries, with serenity of mind, fearlessness and vow of continence, the meditator should think of The Lord's presence between the two eye-brows which is the point of concentration. Such a person will attain supreme peace or liberation.

The Lord advises that an aspirant should adopt moderation in all his daily activities like food, sleep and waking hours, yogic breathing and exercises, satsangs and svadhyaya etc.
Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

¾ Raise yourself by yourself.
¾ Know what meditation is and practice it regularly.
¾ Be moderate in everything you do.

Points to Ponder

1. How one can keep his mind steady?
2. What are the pre-requisites for meditation?
3. How one's own self is his own friend and enemy?
4. Write short notes on the greatest among all types of Yogis.

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 6.18

HARIH OM
Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 6 (Part-2)

Dhyaana Yogah: Yoga of Meditation

TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

We have seen Sri Bhgavan describing the process of meditation. He continues the discussion in the following verses pointing out that the controlled mind remains peaceful and explaining the process by which the seeker can gain the experience of the Essential Self through such disciplined mind. By training the mind, one must give up its preoccupation with the world and direct it to the Self within and make it introvert. As soon as the mind tastes the bliss of the Self it will realize that there is no greater enjoyment. Being established therein, even the greatest of the sorrows in the world cannot disturb its equanimity and peace. One practices that Yoga (union with the Self) through complete control of the senses and the thought flow which are the source-point of all desires. This sets the stage for practicing meditation and the realization of the Self.

The mind in the state of meditation thinks of the Self. The intellect holds the mind single pointedly upon the Self without allowing it to slip into any other thought. Whenever the mind wanders away the intellect brings it back through supervision and control. By maintaining single pointed thought of the Self, the mind becomes absolutely tranquil and quiet. The Jnani then experiences the infinite bliss of Brahman. Thereafter, he sees the Self in all beings and all beings in the Self. He sees the Supreme Being everywhere.

When he heard the exposition on how to discipline and control the mind, Arjuna raises a doubt as to whether the mind is such a thing which can be controlled at all. He wonders how the mind, a restless, turbulent, strong and obstinate entity, can be brought under control. And even if forcefully brought under control, how can the mind continue to remain steady and calm? Krishna assures Arjuna that the intellect can control the mind through sustained practice and dispassion.

Arjuna wonders as to what will happen to a seeker and his efforts if he fails to attain Self-realization in his lifetime. Will he not be denied the benefits of both the material and spiritual worlds? Krishna allays Arjuna's logical and natural concern and assures him that no seeker falling short of Realization in his life time will ever suffer either here or hereafter. Such a person will gain a heavenly bliss and reincarnate in a pure and pious home or in a family of wise yogis, which will provide him with an ideal environment for pursuing spiritual goal of Realization in his new life. Therefore, Krishna advises Arjuna to practice yoga with devotion and determination until he merges with the Supreme Brahman.

The Text

WHO IS A YOGI
When the well-controlled mind rests in the Self alone, free from longing for objects of desires, then one is said to have attained yoga.

When the mind is completely under control it rests peacefully in the Self alone. Uncontrolled mind is the one which wanders in search of satisfaction among the sense objects. To make the mind withdraw from its nomadic nature for contemplating continuously on the Self, which is the substratum that illumines all perceptions and experiences, one has to make it free from desires. While desires by themselves are not unhealthy, Gita advises us to renounce our cravings for all objects of desires seen or unseen, belonging to this world or the next.

When the mind is withdrawn from sense objects, it becomes capable of contemplating on the Self as it is free from agitations. The finite and limited sense objects disturb the mind, while the unlimited and infinite Self brings peace and joy to it. This condition of replacing sense oriented thoughts with contemplation on the Self is called steadfastness. The steadfast mind of a Yogi is described in the next verse.

"Like a lamp kept in a windless place which does not flicker" - that is the figure (used by the wise) for the disciplined mind of a yogi practicing concentration on the Self.

Mind is as unstable as a flickering flame of a lamp. But when the same mind is made to concentrate in the Self by the meditator its vacillations and wanderings are stopped. It becomes brilliant just as a flickering lamp when placed in a windless spot.

When the mind, restrained by the practice of yoga, attains quietitude and when seeing the Self by the self, he is rejoiced in his own Self.

When he (the Yogi) feels that Infinite bliss - which can be grasped by the (pure) intellect and which transcends the senses, wherein established, he never moves from the Reality.
Which having obtained, he thinks there is no other gain superior to it; wherein established, he is not moved even by the heaviest of sorrows -
Let that be known as Yoga which is severance from the contact of pain. This yoga should be practiced with perseverance and with an undaunted mind.

All these four Verses (20 - 23) should be taken together which give a complete picture of Yoga and explain the stages that a Yogi passes through whose mind has become single pointed by meditation. They end with a call given by The Lord to all mankind to practice this Yoga of Meditation and self development.

The goal of the meditator is attaining serene quietitude when his mind becomes completely restrained and gains an experience of the Self, not as an entity separate from himself but as his own true nature. This self discovery of the mind is nothing other than the process by which ego's identification with body, mind and intellect is replaced by the principle of Divine Consciousness. The experience of the self is an enduring state from which there is no return.

Sri Krishna says that having gained this Infinite Bliss, no one can come to the worldly sorrows and feel the urge to go after the worldly objects and pursuits. The Yogi who attained the state of Supreme Truth will consider no other gain as equal to it and worth comparable. Thus Sri Krishna defines Yoga as a state of “DISUNION FROM EVERY UNION WITH PAIN”.

The term yoga means contact. Man is always in contact with finite worldly objects through the instruments of body, mind and intellect and gets finite joy only. When this temporary joy ends on account of the cessation of the instrumentality of the senses, sorrow begins. Therefore it is said that life through these matter instruments is called the life of union-with-pain.

Detachment from this union is the process in which we disassociate ourselves from the fields of objects and their experiences. As mind cannot exist without any attachment, once it is detached from the unreal and pain giving world of objects, it has to get itself attached to the Real and Permanent Bliss, which is called meditation. In deep meditation, the senses do not function; they are resolved into their cause ie the mind. And when the mind becomes steady and cognition alone functions, then the indescribable Self is realized.

Thus Yoga is nothing but a man's renunciation of contacts with sorrows and turning towards Bliss which is his real nature. Sri Krishna says that this Yoga is to be practiced with an eager and decisive mind. Success in meditation is possible only when it is carried out with firm conviction, perseverance and an un-despairing heart as the Yoga or connection with the Real can be gained only with Viyoga or disconnection from the Unreal. There should be no relaxation of effort even though there is no quick result and the practice appears difficult. If living among the finite objects with its limited joys is sorrow, then to get away from it all is to enter the realm of Bliss which is the Self. This is Yoga.
Patanjali Yoga Sutras declare that the root of sorrow in the form of repeated births and deaths lies in the contact between the subject and the object or in the liaison due to ignorance between the soul and the objective world. With the termination of this contact, sorrows and sufferings also come to an end for all time.

Patanjali says “The great sorrow in the form of future births and deaths is called 'Heya'-that which ought to be avoided (2.16). The cause of 'Heya' or suffering is the contact between the subject and the object (2.17). Ignorance is the root of that contact (2.24). The termination of that contact between the subject and the object through the eradication of the ignorance is known as 'Hana' - shutting out the 'Heya'. This represents the aloofness of the subject - Kaivalya (2.25)

This state of God realization is termed 'Yoga' in the Gita. Further instructions on yoga are continued in the following verses.

**sankalpaprabhavaan kaamaanstyaktwaa sarvaan asheshatah**
**manasaivendriyagraamam viniyamya samantatah // 6.24 //**

*Abandoning without reserve all desires born of Sankalpa and completely restraining the whole group of senses by the mind from all sides...*

**shanaih shanairuparamed buddhyaa dhritigriheetayaa**
**aatmasamstham manah kritwaa na kinchidapi chintayet // 6.25 //**

*Little by little let him attain quietitude by the intellect held in firmness; having made the mind established in the Self, let him not think of anything.*

The goal of Yoga was to accomplish that state wherein the mind, through the practice of concentration, comes to get it absolutely restrained and achieves perfection or bliss. The way of attaining single pointedness of mind, what the single pointed mind should then do, how to approach and ultimately realize the Truth have all been exhaustively dealt with here. The various stages to be undergone in this regard are:

Renounce all desires fully by controlling the mind and restrain all the sense organs from their fields of sense objects. This mind-quietening process cannot be achieved at one go. It is clearly advised that mind should achieve quietitude as a result of withdrawal from sense objects by degrees - slowly and slowly.

Thereafter, patiently, the mind should be made to contemplate on the Self with the aid of the intellect. A mind that continuously contemplates on the Self becomes still and gets pervaded by the divine quietitude. This is the last stage of the journey that conscious and deliberate action can take any seeker.

Sri Krishna warns that the meditator after reaching the last stage of inner peace should not think of anything else. Undisturbed by any new thought waves he should maintain inner silence and come to live it more and more deeply.
yato yato nishcharati manashchanchalamasthiram
tatastato niyamyai tadaatmanyeva vasham nayet // 6.26 //

From whatever cause the restless and the unsteady mind wanders away, from that let him restrain it and bring it back to be under the control of the Self alone.

Mind by its very nature is unsteady and restless; it always wanders away from the point of concentration. The true seeker on the path of meditation will therefore get despaired at his inability to fix his mind on a focal point, contemplating on the Self. During the practice of meditation although the sense organs are controlled, the chasing of the sense objects by the mind will continue and cause dejection in the seeker.

The reasons for this roving mind may be many such as memories of the past, proximity of the tempting sense objects, attachments etc. Sri Krishna directs that whatever be the reason for the restlessness of the mind, the seeker is not to lose hope. On the contrary he should understand that these tendencies are the very characteristics of the mind and the process of meditation is the technique to eliminate them.

The means of bringing under control the restless mind are the realization of the illusoriness of sense-objects and the cultivation of indifference to them. Through practice of discrimination and detachment the mind gradually attains inner peace.

The Lord advises the seeker to bring back the mind that has gone out on a roaming mission. As soon as the mind is withdrawn through will power it will go out again because mind means flow of thoughts and it can never be steady without any motion. Therefore in the meditation when the mind is withdrawn from the sense objects it should be provided with an alternative to keep it busy. That alternative is its application towards contemplating on the Self alone.

RESULT OF THE YOGA OF MEDITATION

prashaantamanasam hyenam yoginam sukhamuttamam
upaiti shaantarajasam brahmabhootamakalmasham // 6.27 //

Supreme bliss verily comes to this yogi whose mind is completely tranquil, whose passions are quietened, who is free from sin and has become one with Brahman.

yunjannevam sadaa'tmaanam yogee vigatakalmashah
sukhena brahmasamsparsham atyantam sukham ashnute // 6.28 //

The yogi always engaging the mind thus (in the practice of yoga) freed from sins easily enjoys the Infinite Bliss of contact with Brahman.

In these two verses the Lord describes the benefits of Yoga. During meditation when the mind is withdrawn from the world of objects and is concentrated on the Self, it acquires quietitude and the thought flow ceases. Where there is no thought flow there is no mind.
Where the mind has ended, there the seeker experiences the Infinite nature of the Self and the meditator reaches to the Supreme Bliss by ending all his mental agitations.

The ego discovers that it is none other than the Self and hence there is no dualism at this stage. Such a man of self-realization himself becomes Brahman. The meditator (Upasaka) becomes one with the object of meditation (Upasya).

A meditator step by step grows out of his own ignorance and imperfection represented by his ego and merges with the Supreme. He loses contact with the objects of the senses and comes into contact with the Self within - Brahman. This means that the seeker becomes Brahman and comes to experience the Infinite Bliss as against contact with the world of objects (‘not-Self’) whose joys are always finite. He becomes a Jivanmukta, liberated while living in a body.

Chandogya Upanishad (VII-xxiii.1) says “That which is infinite or great beyond all, is true happiness. There is no joy in that which is finite. Happiness lies in infinity. Efforts should be made in particular to know the Infinite alone”. It continues “The Infinite represents that plane of consciousness in which no other is cognized and the state in which another is seen, another is heard and another is cognized represents the finite. That which is infinite is immortal. That which is finite is mortal”. (VII-xxiv.1)

PURPOSE OF YOGA IS ACHIEVED

sarvabhootasthamaatmaanam sarvabhotani chaatmani eekshate yogayuktaatma sarvatra samadarshanah // 6.29 //

With the mind harmonized by Yoga he sees the Self abiding in all beings and all beings in the Self; he sees the same everywhere.

That the perfect man of Self-knowledge or God-Realization is not merely the one who realized his own divinity but is also one who has equally understood and has come to live in the knowledge of divinity inherent in all creatures without any distinction. He sees the same spirit dwelling in all objects. He sees the identity of Atman, the inmost reality of himself, and Brahman, the inmost reality of the universe.

The essence in all names and forms is the same Self which is the substratum in the world of objects just like the clay in all the pots, gold in all the ornaments, ocean in all the waves and electricity in all the gadgets. The Yogi observes oneness or unity of the Self everywhere.

Isa Upanishad says “But he who sees all beings in the Self and the self in all beings, no longer hates anyone”. (6)

yo maam pashyati sarvatra sarvam cha mayi pashyati tasyaaham na pranashyaami sa cha me na pranashyati // 6.30 //
He who sees Me everywhere and sees everything in Me, never gets separated from Me (by time, space or anything intervening) nor do I get separated from him.

Here the words `I' and `Me" mean the Self. On rediscovering the Self the ego becomes the Self and there is no distinction between the ego and the Self just as the dreamer becomes the waker and the waker is not separate from the dreamer. When we are one with the Divine in us, we become one with the whole stream of life.

sarvabhootasthitam yo maam bhajatyekatwamaasthitah
sarvathaa vartamaano pi sa yogee mayivartate // 6.31 //

He who, being established in oneness, worships Me, who dwells in all beings - that Yogi, in whatever way leads his life, lives in Me.

The Lord dwells in all beings as their inmost Self irrespective of their forms. The Yogi who sees the Lord in all beings and worships him through all beings has attained liberation. No matter how he lives and acts, he is always free. He is no longer under the control of scriptural injunctions.

aatmaupamyena sarvatra samam pashyati yo'rjuna
sukham vaa yadi vaa duhkham sa yogee paramo matah // 6.32 //

I hold him to be a supreme yogi, O Arjuna, who looks on the pleasure and pain of all beings as he looks upon them in himself.

This verse is the golden rule of Hinduism. The highest yogi sees that whatever is pleasant to him is pleasant to all others, including subhuman beings and that whatever is painful to him is painful to all others. Therefore he cannot cause pain to any. He leads a life of complete non-violence. The true Yogi is one who feels the pains and joys of others as if they were his own. He feels the entire universe as his own form.

CONTROL OF MIND IS DIFFICULT BUT POSSIBLE

arjuna uvaacha

yo'yam yogastwayaa proktah saamyena madhusoodana etasyaaham
na pashyaami chanchalatwaat stithim sthiraam // 6.33 //

Arjuna said

This Yoga of equanimity, taught by You, O slayer of Madusudana (Krishna), I do not see how it can long endure, because of the restlessness of the mind.

Perfect equanimity, a mind free from torpidity and restlessness, in all circumstances, conditions and challenges of life seemed an uphill task and impracticable to Arjuna. He
says that achieving evenness of mind is day dreaming because the human mind, by its very nature, is restless in its own excitements.
chanchalam hi manah krishna pramaathi balavad dridham
tasyaaham nigraham manye vaayor iva sudushkaram // 6.34 //

The mind verily is restless, turbulent, powerful and unyielding, O Krishna; it seems to me, to control it is as hard as to control the wind.

Arjuna argues that the mind is without doubt restless, turbulent, strong and unyielding and is as difficult to control it as the wind.

The characteristics of the mind described in this verse are:

¾ Restless - Because the mind constantly changes its focus from one object to another.
¾ Turbulent - Because of the speed in the flow of thoughts and consequent agitations it creates in the body and the senses by bringing them under the control of the sense objects.
¾ Strong - Because once it gets attached to any sense object, it gains strength in the same attachment and sticks to that object despite logical reasoning to the contrary.
¾ Unyielding - Because of the impossibility of an individual to pull it back from its fasting journey into the world of sense objects and to make it steady on a predetermined focus.

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

asamshayam mahaabaaho mano durnigraham chalam
abhyaasena tu kaunteya vairaagyena cha grihyate // 6.35 //

Sri Bhagavan said

Undoubtedly, O Mighty Armed, the mind is difficult to control and restless, but, by practice and detachment, O Son of Kunti, it is restrained.

Sri Krishna agrees that mind is unsteady and restless and therefore difficult to control and that the goal cannot be easily reached. But through practice and detachment mind can be brought under control.

Practice is the effort of the mind towards calmness. Practice becomes firmly grounded when it is followed for a long time and unremittingly with devotion. The end is easily achieved with the help of austerity, continence, discrimination and faith. The aspirant must not lose courage in the face of repeated failures.

Detachment is freedom from thirst for any pleasure seen or heard of. It is acquired through a constant perception of evil in sensuous happiness, either of this life or hereafter.

Patanjali Yoga Sutra 1.12 says “abhyasavairagyabhyam tan nirodhaha” meaning that the restless mind, accustomed to act on impulse, can be controlled only by non-
attachment and practice. Of these two methods, the attempt to make the mind steady is called practice. (Sutra 1.13)
Bhagavatam explains non-attachment (vairagya) as “When there is earth to lie upon, why trouble about bed? When one's arm is readily available, why need pillows? When there is the palm of one's hand, why seek for plates and utensils? When there is the atmosphere, the bark of trees etc., what need is there of silks?”

Yoga Sutra (1.16) says “Supreme or the highest form of dispassion represents absence of thirst for all the three Gunas or modes of Prakriti. It is attained through the Knowledge of Purusha or Spirit, who is altogether different from Prakriti.”

Yoga, I think, is hard to attain by one who is not self-controlled but by the self-controlled it is attainable through proper means.

An uncontrolled mind cannot progress in spiritual path unless it discovers the Self. The discovery of the Self is possible by self-control achieved through the withdrawal of sense organs from their respective objects. Yoga can be attained by striving hard to utilize the conserved energies for the Divine purposes.

Yoga is the science of religion. The test of its validity lies in one's seeing results through actual experimentation. Hence the teachers of yoga emphasize self-control and other disciplines.

Arjuna said

He who is endowed with faith, but not with self-control, and whose mind wanders away from Yoga - to what end does he go, O Krishna, having failed to attain perfection in Yoga?

This verse relates to a seeker who has faith in the efficacy of Yoga but who is unable to control the senses and the mind. Arjuna asks what happens to such a person for he may lose both the joys of the sense objects and the Absolute Bliss hereafter. The word Sraddha does not mean blind faith but an intellectual understanding of the deeper significance of what the teachers teach and scriptures declare.

Fallen from both, does he not, O Mighty Armed, perish like a rent cloud, supportless and deluded in the path of Brahman?
Arjuna wonders as to what will happen to the seeker who though full of faith but for want of mental restraint fails to achieve success having fallen from both. Fallen from both means achieving no success in the path of worldly success as also in the path of Yoga.

Rent cloud is that very small portion of the large cloud which gets detached from the latter on account of heavy winds and as a consequence moves about without any set direction hit by every passing breeze. Arjuna enquires whether such unsuccessful seekers will meander about the universe as the rented clouds and get lost.

**etanme samshayam krishna chhettumarhasyasheshatah**
**twadanyah samshayasyaaya chhettaa na hyupapadyate // 6.39 //**

O Krishna, please dispel this doubt of mine completely for, it is not possible for anyone but you to dispel this doubt.

**CLARIFICATION REGARDING PARTIAL SPIRITUAL EFFORTS**

**sri bhagavaan uvaacha**

**paarthaa naiveha naamutra vinaashastasya vidyate**
**nahi kalyaankrit kaschid durgatim taatagacchati // 6.40 //**

Sri Bhagavan said

O Partha, there is no destruction for him either in this world, or in the next world; none verily, who does good, O My Son, ever comes to grief.

In the following five verses Sri Krishna elucidates the path of progress of a seeker whose spiritual endeavors have not been met with any success either on account of death or due to any other temptation. The Lord assures him that he who does not achieve perfection in Yoga in this birth will not be destroyed either in this world or in the next. No destruction means that surely he will not take a birth lower than the present one in his next life. Doing good means striving for Self-realization.

**WHAT HAPPENS TO HIM IS AS FOLLOWS.**

**praapya punyakritaam lokaanushitwaa shaashwateeh samaah**
**shucheenaam shreemataaam gehe yogabhrashto'bhiayaate // 6.41 //**

He who has fallen from Yoga goes to the world of the righteous and having lived there for long years, he is born again in the house of the pure and the prosperous.

The Lord says that the one who was not able to attain perfection in Yoga or the one who achieved some progress in Yoga but had fallen due to lack of dispassion or on account of turbulent senses, attains the worlds inhabited by those pious souls who performed great religious sacrifices while living on this earth. Having lived there as long as the merit of his past spiritual life lasts he is born again in the house of those whose conduct is governed by religion where he can continue his spiritual journey from the point where he had left in the previous birth.
Or he is born in a family of yogis rich in wisdom; verily such a birth is very difficult to obtain in this world.

Sri Krishna says that those who are possessed of genuine dispassion but yet fail to achieve success in Yoga are born in the family of enlightened yogis poor in resources but rich in wisdom. A birth in such families is rare to obtain than the one mentioned in the preceding verse. It is rare because he is placed right from the beginning of his life in an environment which is conducive for the practice of Yoga so that he could start his spiritual journey from a very early stage. Considering the greatness of the illumined souls, a birth in their families is stated to be very difficult to obtain.

Mundaka Upanishad (III-ii-9) says “In the family of a Knower of Brahma, none remains ignorant of Brahma. Transcending both grief and sin, and freed from the knot of ignorance in the heart, the member of such a family becomes immortal, ie attains freedom for all time from birth and death”.

There he comes in touch with the knowledge acquired in his former body and strives more than before for perfection, O Son of the Kurus.

When he takes a human body again in this world, his previous efforts and practice of Yoga do not go in vain. They bear fruit in this birth and hasten his moral and spiritual evolution. Our thoughts, actions and experiences are left in our subconscious mind in the form of subtle impressions. These impressions of the present and the past births will be re-energized in the next birth. The impressions of the yogic tendencies will compel the seeker to work with greater vigor than in his former birth. Whatever progress a man makes in the path of yoga he retains. He again starts from there when the next opportunity arises.

By that former practice alone he is borne on in spite of himself. Even he who merely wishes to know Yoga goes beyond the world of Vedic rites.

The man who had failed in yoga is carried to the goal, which he intended to reach in the previous birth, by the force of impressions of his past yogic practices, though he may not be aware of it. If he had not done that many evil deeds as to overcome his yogic tendencies, he will certainly continue his yogic practices in this birth with great vigor by force of the impressions of the previous birth.
If the force of evil actions is very strong, the yogic tendencies would be overpowered or suppressed by them temporarily. As soon as the fruits of evil actions are exhausted the yogic vasanas will again manifest themselves and he will eventually attain the final realization.

Sri Krishna says even a man of enquiry in whom a desire to know about Yoga goes beyond the Brahmic word ie beyond Vedas. He raises superior to the Vedic rituals and ceremonies. He is not satisfied with mere ritualism and yearns for a higher fulfillment. If this is the case of an aspirant without any spiritual inclinations of the previous birth, how much more exalted will be the state of a seeker who takes up the practice of Yoga in this birth after having fallen from that path in his previous birth?

What the Lord implies is that no effort in the practice of yoga goes waste. Even the least effort bears fruit either in this birth or in another and there is no cause for any disappointment for any one including the dullest seeker.

prayatnaadyatamaanastu yogee samshuddhakilbishah
aneka janma samsiddhastato yaati paraam gatim // 6.45 //

But the Yogi, who strives diligently, purified from sins and perfected through many births, attains the Supreme Goal.

Mind and intellect of an individual function through the body in the world outside as per the qualities they assume because of the actions performed in their earlier births. The wrong and negative qualities of the mind and intellect are sins in the language of Vedanta. After purifying the mind from these sins the aspirant practices meditation and ultimately the mind becomes devoid of impressions which is called the end of the mind since the mind is nothing but a flow of thoughts.

When there is no thought, there is no mind and where there is no mind there is no ego which is termed as ‘reaching the highest goal' or Self-Rediscovery. Little by little acquiring, through many births, the knowledge of Reality, he ultimately attains perfection. The Gita gives us hopeful belief in the redemption of all.

Although this theory is explained here in one or two sentences, in actual implementation, it is an achievement of many life times - ‘many births' as The Lord puts it.

THE PERFECT YOGI

tapaswibhyo'dhiko yogee jnaanibhyo'pi mato'dhikah
karmibhyashchaadhiko yogee tasmaad yogee bhavaarjuna // 6.46 //

The Yogi is thought to be superior to the ascetics and even superior to men of Knowledge (obtained merely through the study of scriptures); he is also superior to men of action; therefore, you strive to be a Yogi, O Arjuna.
Sri Krishna brings out here that meditation is more important than various other practices in the matter of Spiritual Development. He says that the meditator is nobler than the Tapaswi, the one who observes austerities of the body and physical self-denials. The meditator is nobler than the Gnani also who deeply studies the scriptures and acquires their knowledge. The meditator is nobler than Karmis who undertake actions like sacrifices and other rituals enjoined in the Vedas as also charitable activities for obtaining rewards.

Through austerities, study, Vedic rituals, and philanthropic action, one attains purity of heart and then follows the path of Self-Knowledge. But the practice of yoga which is said to be superior to jnana, tapas and karma has the best of all the three and includes devotion. Yoga or union with God which is attained through Bhakti is superior because it enables one to arrive directly at the Supreme Goal. Arjuna is therefore advised to strive to be a yogi. Jnana here means scriptural learning and not spiritual realization.

yoginaamapi sarveshaam madgatenaantaraatmanaa
shraddhaaavaan bhajate yo maam sa me yuktatamo matah // 6.47 //

And among all the yogis, the one who worships Me with faith, his inmost self abiding in Me, I hold him to be the most closely united with Me in Yoga.

It has been told earlier that meditation is the best among all the paths of spirituality. Meditation is a deliberate act by which the seeker strives to keep his thoughts channelized into one pre-determined line of thinking by not allowing the mind to entertain any other thoughts. It is therefore an attempt to fix the mind upon some object of contemplation.

According to the chosen nature of the object of contemplation and the method of controlling the mind from its wanderings, the art of meditation is classified as meditation upon a symbol, on a god –principle with a form, on the teacher, on the Kundalini, on any of the Great Elements or on a chosen text in the scriptures. Accordingly, the practitioners may be considered as followers of different kinds of meditation.

Yoga or union with the God which is attained through Bhakti is the highest goal. It also means the science of concentration and stilling of the modes of the mind. After giving a long account of the yoga discipline, the obstacles to be overcome, the Lord concludes that the greatest among the yogins is the devotee or the Bhakta.

This verse, following the praise of yoga, tells that devotion to God which makes one to cling to The Lord in utter faith and self-surrender makes yoga all the more exalted.

Gita stresses the importance of love of God or Ishwara and devotion to Him which make spiritual discipline complete. It emphasizes the path of Bhakti (devotion) as the easiest and best form of Yoga.

om tat sat iti srimad bhagavadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam
yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade dhyaanayogo naama shasthodhyaayah
Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the sixth discourse entitled The Yoga of Meditation

Concepts and Issues

Entitled 'The Yoga of Meditation', this chapter of the Bhagavad Gita elucidates meditation as the final gateway to Self-realization. Krishna begins with the definition of a sannyasi, a renounced person. Renunciation is not giving up enjoyments, abandoning one's duties and escaping to a safe sanctuary. It is this misunderstanding that has turned away genuine seekers and prevented them from accessing the benefits of renunciation. Krishna describes a sannyasi as one who does what one ought to do, fulfils one's duties and responsibilities fully, without depending on the fruit of action.

A sannyasi is not one without a higher ideal, nor is he an inactive person. Krishna describes the three stages of spiritual evolution, from an active yogi to a meditative sannyasi and, finally, to the exalted state of a jnani, the enlightened One.

A sannyasi has offloaded the bulk of his desires and is in contemplation of the higher. He is fit for meditation and embarks on the path of deep reflection and focus on reality. A jnani has reached the exalted state of enlightenment. Krishna describes the three stages in terms of mental states rather than external appearances.

Step by step, Krishna takes us through the preparatory disciplines as well as disqualifications for meditation. One must have a balanced contact with the world – neither too much nor too little. Every activity must be carefully supervised by the intellect so that no desire interrupts the subtle practice of meditation.

Krishna then gives the test of enlightenment. A realized soul is one who feels one with everyone. He sees his Self as the Self in all beings. In the end he worships God not in a temple, but in every living being. Thereafter, he lives in Atman, whatever his lifestyle. It is to be understood that declaring love for God has no meaning when we cannot connect with His images around us.

On hearing the glory of the qualities of equanimity of mind and equal vision Arjuna wants to know how the powerful turbulence of mind can be got over. Sri Krishna says that mind can be controlled by dispassion and practice.

Whenever the mind, due to its previous habits, strays away from the object of meditation, it should be repeatedly brought back on the object of concentration with effort. By such constant practice of meditation the meditator and the object of meditation will become one and then he will enjoy the supreme Bliss. The Yogi whose mind is thus harmonized will see the Self in all beings and all beings in the Self. He never becomes separate from The Lord nor does The Lord become separated from him. The perfected saint acts as an instrument in the hands of God. The key words are vairagya, dispassion and abhyasa, practice.
The mind must be made to rest in God like a lamp placed in a windless room. When the mind is restrained by the practice of meditation, it realizes the Self within. It experiences such Bliss as if there is nothing else in the three worlds worth possessing. Even the bitterest of the sorrows will not disturb such a mind. One should practice Sadhana with determination to enjoy that supreme joy.

In this Chapter Sri Krishna teaches that meditation is the only means to attain God-consciousness in all stages of human evolution and that attaining such consciousness is the purpose of all Yogas. In all the methods of spiritual practices (Yoga) the mind alone plays an important role.

When the mind is directed towards God, with a comprehensive understanding, one's perception, attitude and desires for the world change automatically. On realizing the Self even the taste for the sense-objects ceases. Thus by experiencing the God-consciousness through continuous meditation one perceives the Unity in Diversity when all the desires come to an end.

Arjuna, like us, is afraid of leaving the safe confines of his present existence to discover the unknown realm of the Infinite. He asks Krishna what would be the fate of those who commit themselves to a spiritual life but die before realization. Krishna gives a fitting reply to reveal one of the most insightful laws of life. He says, “One who is righteous will never come to grief – either now or in the future. His efforts will not go in vain. He will carry forward the credits to his future life”.

A spiritually evolved person who falls short of realization will either be born in the family of the pious and the pure or Yogis. There, endowed with the wisdom acquired in previous lives, he will strive even more to attain enlightenment. Thus the diligent seeker effortlessly reaches Brahman.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

Meditation is the highest spiritual technique that needs to be practiced diligently and devotedly by qualified practitioners. The essential prerequisite is a calm mind. A mind burdened with desires and attachments is unable to take off into subtler realms of concentration and meditation.

Yoga brings about a disciplined mind. This can be brought about by curtailing the outgoing tendencies of the mind. It leads to bliss. Once the state of bliss is reached, all other worldly matters lose their influence over the body and mind. Such a man will feel his oneness with God. He will experience unity in diversity. Any effort towards meditation is not wasted and it will have its benefits in the future births also.

Points to Ponder

¾ State of thoroughly disciplined mind
¾ State of the one who realized God
¾ Process of meditation
Withdrawning and controlling the mind from its wanderings

The greatest among all types of Yogis
Seeing the Self in all beings and all beings in the Self

Next time we will take up Chapter 7
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Jnaana Vijnaana Yogah:

Yoga of Knowledge and Wisdom

TN Sethumadhavan

Preamble

The following are the four Mahavakyas (Great Truths) taken out from each of the four Vedas all indicating the same Truth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No.</th>
<th>Mahavakya</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Prajnanam Brahna</td>
<td>Consciousness is Brahman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tat Twam Asi</td>
<td>That You Are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ayam Atma Brahmana</td>
<td>This Atman is Brahman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Aham Brahma Smi</td>
<td>I am Brahman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have seen earlier that the eighteen chapters of Gita can be divided into 3 sets of 6 Chapters each explaining the Truth of the Mahavakya - 'You Are That'. This sentence summarizes the entire vedic law and philosophy. The first 6 Chapters of Gita explain the significance of the term 'You' (Twam). The next 6 Chapters from the 7th to 12th explain the term 'That' (Tat). The last 6 Chapters give the meaning of the term 'Are' (Asi) and explain the message of the entire Mahavakya ie how the individual can blend with Parabrahman or attain Liberation. This Division does not mean any compartmentalization but implies a close relationship between the verses as also a logical thoughtflow from one Chapter to another.

Sri Krishna ended the previous Chapter by describing the supreme yogi as one who, with his inmost self abiding in Him, adores the Lord. We were told about the technique of meditation for obtaining Self-Realization and that a meditator is superior to a Tapasvi or Gnani. It declared that the one who has successfully merged his mind in the nature of Pure Consciousness through single-pointed meditation is the highest and the dearest to The Lord.

Arjuna still doubts how a limited and mortal mind and intellect of a finite entity like man could ever understand the limitless Infinite with all its virtues and glory. Sri Krishna therefore clarifies this doubt in this Chapter by describing the nature of the Lord Himself, who is the point of concentration of the yogi's unwavering devotion.

Sri Krishna uses the first person singular pronoun 'ME' to mean the supreme Reality or brahman or God. He tells Arjuna that the supreme Godhead has to be realized in both its transcendent and immanent aspects. The Yogi who has reached this summit has nothing more to know.
This complete union with the Lord is difficult of attainment. Among many thousands of human beings, very few aspire for this union, and even among those who aspire for it, few ever reach the pinnacle of spiritual realization.
The Lord gives a clear description of the all-pervading static and infinite state of His Being. He then proceeds to explain His manifestations as the universe and the power behind it.

He speaks of these manifestations as His lower and higher Prakritis. The lower Prakriti is made up of the five elements, mind, ego and intellect. The higher Prakriti is the life-element which upholds the universe, activates it and causes its appearance and final dissolution.

Krishna says that whatever exists is nothing but Himself. He is the cause of the appearance of the universe and all things in it. Everything is strung on Him like clusters of gems on a string. He is the essence, substance and substratum of everything, whether visible or invisible. Although everything is in Him, yet He transcends everything as the actionless Self.

Prakriti or nature is made up of the three Gunas or qualities—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. These three qualities delude the soul and make it forget its true nature, which is one with God. This delusion, termed Maya, can only be removed by the Grace of the Lord Himself.

'Jnana' means consummate knowledge of the formless and attributeless aspect of the Lord. 'Vijnana' means experiencing that knowledge. Awareness of the Lord comprises of both such knowledge and experience. The present Chapter deals with such Integral Divinity and with practices which lead to its knowledge and the fortunate souls who possess such knowledge. In simple terms the Chapter tells us about

¾ the concept of God or Brahman or Soul
¾ examples of manifestation of God in the universe and
¾ how to perceive God within oneself.
It is therefore named as 'The Yoga of Jnana and Vijnana'

The Text

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

mayyaasaktamanaah paartha yo gam yunjamadaashrayah
asamshayam samagram maam yathaa jnaasyasi tacchinu // 7.1 //

Sri Bhagavan said

Hear, O Partha, how, with your mind intent on Me, and taking refuge in Me and practicing Yoga, you will without doubt know Me in full.

A Yogi's mind is attached to the Lord alone setting aside all the disciplines and worships the Lord with complete concentration. The Lord alone is the whole basis of the yogi's being and the goal of his action. Practicing yoga means being united with the Lord in contemplation. Knowing the Lord in full implies knowing all His six attributes viz.,
infinite greatness, strength, power, grace, knowledge and detachment. As Arjuna has the necessary qualifications, Sri Krishna assures that He will give him a complete or integral knowledge of the Divine, not merely the Pure Self but also its manifestations in the world.
jnaanam te'ham savijnaanam idam vakshyaamyasheshatah
yajjnaatwaa neha bhooyo'nyaj jnaatavyamavashishyate // 7.2 //</p>

I shall teach you in full both knowledge and experience, which having been known, nothing more remains to be known by you.

Jnana means knowledge, the direct spiritual illumination and Vijnana is the detailed rational knowledge of the principles of existence. We must have not merely the knowledge of the relationless Absolute but also of its varied manifestations.

The awareness that the Lord exists and that He is the inmost spirit of all is knowledge. This knowledge can be acquired by study of the scriptures, and reasoning about their contents. But to realize the Lord in oneself and in all other beings and to act according to that realization is experience, vijnana. For example, to know that one can obtain fire from wood is knowledge. But to kindle fire in the wood and feel its heat and light in a dark winter night is experience, Vijnana. In Hinduism knowledge of God is inseparable from experience.

Because the Lord is everything, when He is fully known everything else is automatically known. The Lord as Sat-chit-ananda (existence-knowledge-bliss absolute) forms the real essence of all objects. Names and forms are mere illusory superimposition.

manushyaanaam sahasreshu kaschidyatati siddhaye yatataamapi
siddhaanaam kaschinmaam vetti tattwatah // 7.3 //</p>

Among thousands of people, one by chance aspires for perfection; even among those successful aspirants, one by chance knows Me in essence.

The question why the Self-Realized masters are so rare and why such a realization is not within the reach of everyone is answered.

'Knowing Me in essence' - The Being of the Lord and His diverse manifestations are incomprehensible to the human mind. He is the Impersonal Reality, the Personal God, and many other things besides. Of all living beings on earth, man alone can inquire about his self and its relationship with the Lord. Among innumerable human beings, only a few develop a desire for such an inquiry. Among those who show such desire, only a few know the means of attaining knowledge and strive after it. Among those who strive, only a fortunate few succeed in acquiring the true knowledge of the Lord. Hence knowledge of God is rare on this earth.

Thus far Ajuna has been taught the highest form of devotion, which leads to union with God in its static aspect as also with His dynamic Prakriti. Krishna tells him that there are also other forms of devotion which are inferior as they are performed with various motives. The distressed, the seeker of divine wisdom, and he who desires wealth, worship Him, as also the wise. Of these the Lord deems the wise as dearest to Him. Such a devotee loves the Lord for the sake of pure love alone. Whatever form the devotee worships, the ultimate goal is the Lord Himself. The Lord accepts such worship, knowing that it is directed to Him only.
TWO KINDS OF NATURE OF THE LORD
bhoomiraaponalo vaayuh kham mano buddhireva cha
ahamkaara iteeyam me bhinna prakritirashtadhaa // 7.4 //

Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, reason and ego - such is the eightfold division of My nature.

apareyamitastwanyaam prakritim viddhi me paraam
jeevabhootaam mahaabaaho yayedam dhaaryate jagat // 7.5 //

O Mighty Armed, this is my lower nature. But different from it, you know My higher nature, the indwelling spirit by which the universe is sustained.

The relationship between spirit and matter which is the source of creation is explained here. The vedantic technical terms for these words are ‘Purusha’ for the indwelling spirit and ‘Prakriti’ for the matter. Matter is inert, insentient while spirit is sentient, dynamic. A combination of these two ingredients causes things to be born and function. In a steam engine, steam is the spirit-factor which makes the iron and steel assemblage of the engine which are matter-envelopments to function. The iron and steel components which are manufactured by somebody cannot function by themselves unless steam is made to pass through them. When the steam passes through the iron and steel assemblage we say that a steam engine is born or created.

CREATION

Let us understand the process of creation from the Vedantic angle in more details.

“First before understanding the topic of creation, we should clearly know that the very word creation is a misnomer because nothing can be created on account of the law of conservation of matter and energy. Then if at all we use the word Creation, it only refers to the manifestation of something which was potentially, un-manifestly existent. So only that which is un-manifestly, potentially existent in dormant form can come to manifestation.

MANIFEST VS UNMANIFEST

What is meant by the words manifest and unmanifest? By the word unmanifest, we mean Pramanam Agocharam. Unmanifest is that which is existent but is not available for perception or transaction like the butter in the milk. Butter is there in the milk, but we cannot see it in the milk. But we know that milk has butter. So what can we say about butter being existent or not? It is existent technically but for all practical purposes, since it is neither available for perception nor available for transaction we assume that butter is non-existent. But we know butter is there.

We can extend this analogy to everything in the creation. Nothing in the creation is non-existent. It was existent in potential manner. Later it becomes manifest, which means it is available for transaction. Our scriptures point out, before the origination of this cosmos, it should have existed because of this simple law of conservation. And if this creation existed before, it should have existed in un-differentiated and unmanifest form or
potential form or dormant form which we can call as the seed of the creation. In Sanskrit we use the word *Bījam* for this or Causal form of matter.
Matter in its causal form is the source of all forms of energy and all forms of matter. The causal matter is called Maya. This means that before the creation originated, one thing was there which is called Maya.

We have to include one more thing that existed before creation. That is Atma which is the consciousness principle, the non-material spirit. It does not come under matter and therefore it does not come within time and space. This means that as consciousness is beyond time and space it has to be eternal which implies that before the creation, consciousness also existed.

So now we had arrived at two things that were existing before creation -

¾ Principle 1: Consciousness which is called Atma which is unconditioned, un-influenced, un-circumscribed by the time and space.
¾ Principle 2: Whole creation in causal matter form called Maya

To put it in simple words, we can now conclude that Consciousness and Maya existed in causal form before creation.

In the context of cosmology or creation, consciousness is given another name. At the Micro level ie, with reference to an individual, consciousness is given the name of Atma. The very same consciousness at the Macro level is called Brahman. Therefore Atma and Brahman are synonymous meaning the same thing ie, consciousness.

Atma means Apnoti Sarvam Iti Atma – the boundless all pervading one. The word Brahman means infinite derived from the root Bruh – to be big – therefore Brahman means the Big One, the Absolutely Big One.

Thus the study of cosmology begins with two beginning-less principles known as Brahman and Maya or Consciousness (Spirit) + Matter.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MAYA AND BRAHMAN

The common features of Brahman and Maya are both have no beginning, no origin.

But differences are several as given in the Table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Brahman</th>
<th>Maya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Non-material Principle called Consciousness.</td>
<td>Material principle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Does not have physical properties. It is called Nirguna, property-less principle because it is non-material in nature.</td>
<td>It is full of potential properties because it is matter. Hence it is called saguna.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>It is beyond Time &amp; Space. It is never subject to change. It is changeless.</td>
<td>Because it is matter principle, it can never remain the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>It is nirvikalpa, not subject to spatial division. Consciousness is one and not</td>
<td>Maya, the material, is subject to multiplication and division.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These are the basic similarities and differences between Brahman and Maya and out of their blending alone this universe comes into manifestation for our recognition like we churn and bring out the butter which is then available tangibly for our transaction.
STAGES OF MANIFESTATION

In the scriptures the evolution or manifestation of the cosmos is presented in two stages. Like a seed becoming a plant in the middle stage, and then the plant becoming a full fledged tree in the final stage.

Therefore Maya is a seed stage containing the causal universe which comes to the level of subtle universe comparable to that of a plant and then the subtle universe evolves or manifests to become the gross universe fully available for all forms of transactions and engagement.

If you have to understand the difference between the subtle and gross creation you can compare your body and mind. Mind is also a creation or manifestation. Body is also a manifestation. But mind is a subtle manifestation not available for a physical vision because it is not tangible. But the body is gross visible to the eye.

SUBTLE AND GROSS ELEMENTS

The scriptures point out that first, out of the causal universe five subtle elements is born. These are called Pancha Bhuta. These are 1. Akasa or space 2. Vayu or air 3. Agni or fire 4. Jalam or water 5. Bhumi or Prithvi: the earth. In the initial stages, they are in subtle form, which means they are not available for our transaction. They are not even visible.

Mā yā is defined as Tri Gunatmika ieendowed with threefold feature which is seen in the universe. They are Sattva Guna, Rajo Guna and Tamo Guna. These three Gunas or features or attributes inhere the five elements also. Thus we have Sattvika component of space, Rājasik a component of space and Tāmasik component of space. Similarly we have Sattvika component of air, Rājasik component of air and Tāmasik component of air. Same applies for Fire, Water and Earth. Therefore we have fifteen items. Hence the first form of creation is Sūkshma Bhūta Srushti – the creation or manifestation of the subtle elements.

STAGE 1 – SATTVA GUNA AS GENERATOR:

From the Satvic portion of subtle elements are born the organs of perception (jnana indriyas), Ear is born from the Satvic aspect of Space, Skin from Air, Eye from fire, Tongue from water and Nose from earth.

From the total Satvic content of the five elements are born the Antahkarana or inner instrument. Antahkarana consists of four aspects, manas, Mind (doubting nature), buddhi, intellect (deciding nature), ahankar, ego (“I am the doer" nature) and chitta, memory (thinking faculty)

STAGE 2 – RAJO GUNA AS GENERATOR

From the Rajasic portion of subtle elements are born the organs of action (karma indriyas). From the rajasic aspect of space is born the speech, hands from air, legs from fire, genitals from water and anus from earth.

From the total Rajasic content of the five elements are born the five vital airs or pancha prana.
Each of the subtle elements is endowed with the property of its own. Space (akasa) has the property of producing sound; air (vayu) of producing touch; fire (agni) of visibility; water (ap) of flavor; and earth (bhumi) producing smell (sabda, sparsa, rupa, rasa, gandha). These are the five ways in which a man, through his five sense organs becomes aware of the prakriti or matter. Hence Hindu philosophers have divided matter into five elements. It is to be noted that mind or manas (the inner organ that creates doubt), intellect or buddhi (the inner organ that decides) and I-Consciousness or Ego belong to the realm of prakriti or matter.

The entire Sūkṣhma Shariram is born out of Sattva Guna and Rajo Guna of the five subtle elements. Therefore we have seen Sukshma Bhuta Srushti and Sukshma Sharira Srushti – in short the entire subtle universe.

STAGE 3 –TAMO GUNA AS GENERATOR

From the Tamasic portion of the subtle elements are born the gross elements. The gross elements are formed through combination of tamasic portion of subtle elements in which each of the subtle elements combines with the remaining four subtle elements under a peculiar formula to produce a gross element. This process of combination is called panchikaranam.

Thus the gross elements of ether, air, fire, water and earth are produced which we are able to see with our eyes. The five subtle elements are therefore the causes for the five gross elements. The scriptures point out that the Tamas components of the five elements alone get grossified to become the five gross elements – Pancha Sthula Bhuta.

The scriptures say that until grossification, each element was isolated and pure. One element was not adulterated or mixed with others. But when grossification takes place, the Tamo Guna of these five elements gets intermixed. This is just like eating a salad. Sukshma Prapancha is like eating grapes separately, bananas separately etc. Grossification means eating all together. Once we come to five grossified elements, each element has got a mixture of all the five. So Earth has got five elements, space has got five elements. Same way for Air, Fire and Water. This process of “salad making” is called Panchi Karanam or Grossification.

Once the five gross elements are born, out of that the entire cosmos including all our physical bodies are created. This is called Sthula Srushti or Sthula Abhivyakti.

Thus Maya is causal universe. And out of that comes subtle universe called Sukshma Abhivyakti. And out of that comes gross universe which is called Sthula Abhivyakti. Thus the entire creation comes out.

Therefore causal universe to subtle universe to Gross universe. This is the creation. Of these, the causal universe is beginning-less, but the subtle and gross have a beginning and an end.

Once it has become fully gross and moved about for some time, what happens to the whole creation? Again it collapses, condenses or contracts; evolution will later end up in involution or dissolution. The gross becomes subtle and subtle again becomes gross. Thus
unmanifest to manifest and manifest to Unmanifest, the universe undergoes this cycle always. But the Universe will always be there. The difference is
only a question of degree but not substance. There is no increase or decrease in matter but there is only change in its condition or state – manifest condition to unmanifest condition and unmanifest to manifest.

_Avyaktadini Bhuani Vyaktamadhyani Bharata_  
_Avyakta Nidhananyeva Tatra Ka Paridevana_

Krishna will tell us in the Bhagavad Gita later – why are you talking about death? Death is nothing but body going out of shape. Nothing is lost, Arjuna, but for whom are you crying? The problem is that we have got attached to shape and lost sight of the substance.

The creation will last for some time and again collapse to Maya. What will be Brahman doing? Consciousness remains. When the appropriate conditions come forth, it manifests in the form of life. When the manifesting conditions are not there, consciousness remains unmanifest. This is Vedic Cosmology”. (Adopted from Swami Paramarthananda's _Discourses on 'Tattva Bhodha'_)

Let us turn back to the Gita.

Once the individual understands the distinction between matter and spirit, he will know that the cause of all our sufferings is due to spirit identifying with matter. When spirit is detached from all its identifications, it rediscovers for itself its own essential nature as Perfection and Bliss Absolute. The spirit identifying with matter or _apara prakriti_ is called ego. This is also called super imposition on the Truth through ignorance. It is _apara prakriti_ which is the cause of the world and by which the ego or Jiva gets bound. It is the ego that rediscovers itself to be nothing other than the spirit or _para prakriti_ that presides over the matter. In order to make it clear Sri Krishna tells that the matter-aspect is distinct from the spirit-aspect in each individual.

The five elements are represented by the sense-organs by which the individual lives and gathers experiences in the world of sense objects as we have seen above. The sense organs are the channels through which the world of stimuli reaches the mind. The impulses received in the mind are classified and systematized as knowledge by the intellect. During all these assimilation the ego falsely identifies the body with the Spirit and the sense of `I' or `My' is produced.

Sri Krishna says that the equipments referred to in Verse 4 are not all that the Self possesses. The Self has, besides them, equipments of a higher nature which are Pure Consciousness or Awareness ie, _para prakriti_ (Verse 5). It is this spiritual aspect in everybody that makes it possible for the body, mind and intellect which are inert matters to function as if they are very cognizant and intelligent.

The spiritual factor is the entity with whose contact the body equipment works and without which it becomes dull and insentient. Without this spiritual spark man will be no more than a stone and he will not be able to experience the world outside or within him. The world of objects, the world of feelings and the world of ideas that we experience constitute in their totality the _Jagat_ or universe which is supported by the principle of consciousness.

_etadyoneeni bhootaani sarvaaneetyupadhaaraya_
aham kritsasya jagatah prabhavah pralayastathaa // 7.6 //
Know these two - My higher and lower natures - form the womb of all beings.

Therefore, I am the origin and dissolution of the whole Universe.

The above mentioned higher and lower natures together cause the manifestation of the world of plurality. If there is no matter, the latent dynamic energy of the Spirit will not have a field for its expression. The matter by itself is dormant and it cannot function unless the Spirit is there to activate it, to enliven it. An example of this principle is electricity and the bulb. The bulb is the inert matter and the electricity is the dynamic spirit. It is obvious that one is of no use without the other. When the spirit functions through the five layers of the matter it finds a place to express itself.

The combination of the higher and lower natures (prakritis) is the womb of all beings ie, these two are the cause for the origin of all creatures or manifestation. The lower nature manifests itself as the material body and the higher nature as the enlivening soul, the experiencer.

At the time of evolution, names, forms and life arise from prakriti and at the time of dissolution they go back into it. But prakriti, independent of the Lord (Consciousness or Brahman or Spirit) cannot generate anything. Prakriti is the Lord's instrument of creation, preservation and dissolution. Hence the Lord is the ultimate cause of the Universe; as we have seen under the topic “Creation” above Brahman (the Lord) + Maya or Consciousness (Spirit) + Matter is the ultimate cause of the evolution and dissolution of the Universe or Creation or Manifestation.

These ideas constitute the nucleus of the knowledge about Brahman, Maya, Manifestation or Creation all of which are dealt with elaborately in the subsequent Chapters of the Gita especially in Chapters 8, 9, 13, 14 and 15. Hence these concepts and ideas should be thoroughly grasped and kept in mind for a fruitful study of the latter Chapters of the Gita.

mattah parataram naanyat kinchidasti dhananjaya mayi sarvamidam protam sootre maniganaa iva // 7.7 //

There exists nothing whatsoever higher than Me, O Dhananjaya. All this is strung on Me, as a row of gems on a thread.

There exists no other cause of the universe except the Lord. To show that the Self is one and the same in all created beings on the earth it is stated here that The Lord is the supporter of the Universe just as the string is of the gems on a garland. Without the string the gems will be scattered.

The substance with which gems and thread are made is different. Similarly the world is constituted of infinite variety of names and forms which are held together by the Spiritual Truth into a complete whole. Even in an individual, the body, mind and intellect are different from one another but they work in harmony and in unity because of the same spiritual Truth, the principle of consciousness. Hence Sri Krishna says that there is no other cause of the Universe but Him; He alone is the cause of the Universe.
The Lord is the support of the universe, as the string is of the gems on a garland. Without the string the gems will lie scattered; without the Lord, the planets, the stars and all else will be dispersed. The Lord, manifesting Himself through the physical and
moral laws, sustains the relative world. He is also the Unity that underlies the diversity of names and forms.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE LORD'S MANIFESTATIONS

\textit{raso'hamapsu kaunteya prabhaasmi shashisooryayoh pranavah sarva vedeshu shabdah khe paurusham nrishu} // 7.8 //</i>

\textit{O Son of Kunti, I am the savor of waters, the radiance of the sun and moon, the syllable OM in all the Vedas, the sound in ether and the manliness in man.}

\textit{punyo gandhah prithivyaam cha tejashcha'smi vibhaavasau jeevanam sarvabhoosteshu tapashchaasmi tapaswishu} // 7.9 //</i>

\textit{I am the sweet fragrance in earth and brilliance in the fire, the life in all beings and I am the austerity in the ascetics.}

In these two verses the doubt as to what is the eternal factor which is common in all and yet not readily perceptible to anybody is cleared.

That which remains always from beginning to end and without which the thing cannot be identified as such is declared to be its essence, its Dharma - the law of its being. All examples given here by The Lord like savor in water, radiance in the sun and the moon, syllable OM in the Vedas, the principle of sound in Space, manliness in man, brilliance in the fire, life in all beings etc. indicate that the Lord is that factor or subtle principle which gives the individual creatures different characteristics of their own.

\textit{beejam maam sarvabhoottanaam viddhi paartha sanaatanam buddhir buddhimataamasmii tejastejaswinaamaham} // 7.10 //</i>

\textit{Know Me, O Partha, as the eternal seed of all beings that exist; I am the intelligence of the intelligent and the splendor of the splendid (things and beings).}

\textit{balam balavataamasmi kaamaraagavivarjitam dharmaviruddho bhooteshu kaamo'smi bharatarshabha} // 7.11 //</i>

\textit{Of the strong, I am the strength - devoid of desire and attachment and in all beings, I am the desire unopposed to Dharma, O Best among the Bharatas.}

The Lord continues to indicate the same truth by means of some more analogies. Sri Krishna tells that He is the strength among the strong but devoid of desire and attachment.

The terms desire and attachment are not synonymous. Desire is for what is absent at present in the scheme of life and attachment or affection is for what one has already obtained. These two emotions are generally the cause of conflict between individuals, communities and countries assisted by their respective strength.
Another concept is brought in here - Desire unopposed to Dharma. All actions, thoughts and ideas entertained by an individual which are not contrary to his own nature of Divinity make up his Dharma. Such actions, thoughts etc. which lead him to discover his nature of Divinity are considered righteous actions. Those actions which
remove him from his inherent nature of Divinity are called unrighteous implying that The Lord is all the desires that are not wrongful to a living being.

ye chaiva saatvikaa bhaavaa raajasaas taamasaaashcha ye matta eveti taanviddhi natwaham teshu te mayi // 7.12 //

Whatever things there be that are pure (pertaining to Sattva), active (pertaining to Rajas) and inert (pertaining to Tamas), know them to proceed from Me alone; yet I am not in them, they are in Me.

This verse concludes the discussion started with the statement “all this is strung in Me as a row of pearls on a thread”. All things (including the different states of mind) are in The Lord but He is not in them just as all waves are in the ocean but the ocean is not in them. The universe is only an appearance superimposed by illusion (Maya) on the Lord. It is like a mirage in the desert. From the standpoint of the onlooker, the illusory water exists in the desert; but the desert does not depend upon or exist in the mirage. Likewise this universe, apparently superimposed on the Lord, exists in the Lord, but the Lord is not in the universe. None of the properties of the universe touches the Lord, just as the waters of the mirage cannot soak a single grain of the desert sand.

The gunas constitute prakriti or nature which is the lower manifestation of the Lord. Therefore the Lord is their ultimate cause. But the Lord is not, as in the case of worldly men, under the control of the gunas. The gunas, on the contrary, are subject to Him.

GUNAS

A reference to the gunas was made by Krishna in the Gita earlier vide Chapter 2 verse 45. In the beginning of this Chapter we have seen the Lord is of two kinds of nature viz, Purusha and Prakriti. Thee former denotes the Soul or Consciousness and the latter Nature or matter, which is dull and insentient. Prakriti consists of three gunas namely, sattva, rajas, and tamas. Rajas denotes restlessness or active principle. Tamas is the principle of inertia and Sattva, serenity and harmony, is the equilibrium between rajas and tamas. As prakriti consists of the three gunas, every object in prakriti is compounded of these three gunas. Samsara is the realm of the gunas. Freedom is beyond these gunas.

Prakriti is not independent of the Lord. Everything constituted by the three gunas is in no sense a self-dependent essence independent of God but springs from Him alone. While He contains and comprehends all, they do not contain and comprehend Him. This is the distinction between God and His creatures. They undergo changes because of the divine but their changes do not touch the integrity of the Divine. The lord is not subject to any one else, while all things are subject to Him.

Matter exists because of Spirit and Spirit is never restrained or regulated by the finite matter. The three Gunas - Sattva, Rajas and Tamas - which are temperaments or nature of the head and heart, by which the instruments of feeling, thinking and action come to play their role everywhere, rise from the Self.

MODES OF NATURE CONFUSE MEN
Deluded by these threefold Gunas (modes of nature) of Prakriti the whole world does not recognize Me as distinct from them and imperishable.

The people of this world are deluded by the three gunas or qualities of nature. Affection, attachment and infatuated love, hatred are all the characteristics of the gunas. On account of delusion created by these qualities they are not able to break worldly ties and turn their minds towards the Supreme Lord though the Lord is the inmost Self of all beings and the object of direct and immediate perception.

The Lord in His purest essence is untouched by the gunas which belong only to His prakriti. The Self is the essence which does not have the six modifications of the body viz. birth, growth, existence, old age, decay and death.

This verse answers the question as to why the ordinary mortals are not able to understand at least the presence of the great truth about the spirit and matter. The answer in short is that deluded by the modifications of the three Gunas the living beings become blind to the divine possibilities in themselves. So long as a ghost is seen in the post, the vision of the post will not be available to the perceiver. Thus deluded, the ego does not realize the Supreme as different from it.

Dr.S.Radakrishnan comments: “According to Sankara the Supreme expresses His regret that the world does not know Him, the Supreme Lord who is, by nature, eternal, pure, enlightened and free, the Self of all beings, devoid of attributes (gunaetheetha) by knowing whom the seed of the evil of samsara is burnt up. We see the changing forms and not the Eternal Being of which the forms are the manifestations. We see the moving shadows on the wall whereas we must see the Light from which the shadows emanate”.

Verily, this divine illusion of Mine (Maya), consisting of the gunas, is hard to overcome. But those who take refuge in Me alone shall cross over this illusion.

Maya or illusion is divine because it is a part of the Lord's nature and inscrutable to human reason as we have seen earlier. It is hard to overcome by self-effort if unaided by divine grace. Although Sri Krishna Himself admits that it is not easy for any egocentric individual to transcend this illusion which is caused by His Maya, the Lord says that those who devote themselves to Him alone can overcome this obstacle which creates sorrows and imperfections in the objective world.
How to do this was already explained under `Meditation' in the previous Chapter.

If Maya can be overcome by devotion why do not all worship Him?
In the previous verse Sri Krishna talked of those who can successfully transcend their own subjective delusion. In this verse He gives the negative nature in those who cannot overcome this delusion for realizing the Divinity in themselves.

He says that low men because of their delusion and indulgence in evil actions, follow the path of the devil (Asura) and get themselves deprived of their discrimination. The difference between man and animal is his rational intellect by which he can distinguish between the good and the evil, the high and the low, the moral and the immoral etc. This rational discriminative capacity alone helps the man to cast off his imperfections and become aware of his essential nature of Absolute Divinity.

The evil doers cannot attain to the Supreme, for their mind and will are not instruments of the Spirit but of the ego. They do not seek to master their crude impulses but are a prey to the Rajas and Tamas in them. If they control their crude tendencies by the Sattva in them, their action becomes orderly and enlightened and ceases to be the outcome of passion and ignorance.

To go beyond the three gunas, first, we have to submit ourselves to the rule of Sattva. We have to become ethical, before we can become spiritual. At the spiritual level, we cross the dualities and act in the light and strength of the Spirit in us. We do not act then to gain any personal interest or avoid personal suffering but only as instrument of the Divine.

**Concepts and Issues**

The Lord says that He is of two kinds of nature viz. Lower nature (Apara Prakriti) and Higher Nature (Para Prakriti). The lower nature is divided eightfold. They are 1.earth 2.water 3.fire 4.air 5.space 6.mind 7.intellect and 8 egoism. The higher nature is the fundamental factor, the substratum the very life-principle with which the entire universe is sustained- The Atman, The Self, Consciousness.

The lower nature is Matter and the higher is Spirit. The Universe has manifested from these two kinds of nature only. The Lord says that in His higher nature He is the sole cause and ultimate support of the entire creation. The universe is His manifestation and is pervaded by Him. He is the essence that is running through everything, holding them together into this world pattern, as a string keeps the pearls together in a necklace.

To make this idea very clear to Arjuna, The Lord gives several examples like He is the light in the Sun and the Moon, sacred symbol of `OM' in the scriptures, manliness in man, life-breath in all living creatures etc. He declares that He is present in all things in the
universe, visible and invisible, and is the root cause for the entire creation. He is the all Sustaining and ever Surviving Substratum of everything.
The Lord embraces Matter only to express Himself, His glory, His strength and His greatness. All the beings - pure, active and inert - are only His creations. He guides them and they don't guide Him. He does not take refuge in them but they take refuge in Him. The naked eye sees the Spirit encased in the matter but once the vision improves through knowledge, it sees and apprehends that the Spirit envelops everything. Matter depends on the Spirit. But the Spirit does not depend upon the Matter.

In all beings the three Gunas - Sattva (pure attitude), Rajas (active attitude) and Tamas (inert attitude) are found in varying degrees. The blending of these three qualities of nature in the thought mechanism of man constitutes ignorance or Avidya due to which the whole world gets deluded. Because of this total ignorance or Maya the world fails to recognize His presence - the Eternal, the Imperishable, the Spirit as distinct from the gross Matter.

The ignorant believe that the world and the visible objects alone are real and do not seek The Lord at all. They follow the ways of demons and suffer through the series of births and deaths. It is very difficult to remove ignorance and get enlightened. But inspite of this difficulty those who take refuge in Him can overcome the predicament.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

The following concepts have to be clearly understood.

1. Creation
2. Three Gunas
3. Maya
4. The Lord permeates every thing in the universe.
5. Means to go beyond the Gunas
6. How to realize the self?

Points to Ponder

1. What are the eightfold divisions of Prakriti?
2. Describe the higher and lower nature of The Lord.
3. Describe the mechanism of creation.
4. How the Lord permeates the entire universe?
5. Why people are not aware of the substratum of the universe?
6. How one can come out of this delusion?
7. How one can realize the Self despite difficulties?

NB. A few charts are given in the Annexure to facilitate easy comprehension of the concepts discussed in this Chapter.
Next time we will proceed from the Verse 7.16

*HARIH OM*
ANNEXURE
VEDANTA CAPSULES

1. INSTRUMENTS OF KNOWLEDGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pratyaksa (Direct Perception)</th>
<th>Anumana (Inference)</th>
<th>Upamana (Analogy)</th>
<th>Sabda (Scriptural Statements)</th>
<th>Arthapatti (Presumption)</th>
<th>Anupalabdhi (Non-apprehension)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


2.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR THE STUDY OF SCRIPTURAL TEXTS
### ANUBANDHA CHATUSHTAYA

**FOUR PRELIMINARIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adhikaarin (Competent Student)</th>
<th>Visaya (Subject Matter)</th>
<th>Sambandha (Relation)</th>
<th>Prayojana (Utility)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### 2.2 REQUIREMENTS EXPECTED OF A STUDENT

Sadhana Chatushtaya

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vairagya</th>
<th>Viveka</th>
<th>Shad Sampatti ▼▼</th>
<th>Mumukshuta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sama</td>
<td>Dama</td>
<td>Uparati</td>
<td>Titiksha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sraddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Samadhana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1 VEDANTIC ANATOMY OF THE HUMAN BODY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SARIRA TRAYA</th>
<th>THE THREE BODIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sthula Sarira</td>
<td>Sukshma Sarira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Body</td>
<td>or Linga Sarira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subtle Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karana Sarira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Causal Body</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 STHULA SARIRA (GROSS BODY)

CONSISTS OF PANCHA MAHABHUTAS (FIVE GREAT ELEMENTS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Guna or Quality</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|   | Akasa (Space or Ether) | Sabda (Sound) | Can only be heard
|   | Vayu (Air) | Sparsha (Touch) | Can be heard & felt by touch
|   | Tejas Or Agni (Fire) | Rupa (Form) | Can be seen, heard & felt
|   | Apah (Water) | Rasa (Taste) | Can be seen, heard, felt & tasted
|   | Prithvi (Earth) | Gandha (Smell) | Can be seen, tasted, felt, heard and smelt

3.3 SUKSHMA SARIRA OR LINGA SARIRA OR SUBTLE BODY

|   | Pancha Jnana Indriyas Five Organs Of Perception | Pancha Karma Indriyas Five Organs Of Action | Pancha Pranas Five Types Of Breaths | Manas Mind | Buddhi Intellect | CONSISTS OF SEVENTEEN COMPONENTS | ONENTS |
### 3.4 FIVE ORGANS OF PERCEPTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Fields of Experience</th>
<th>Presiding Deities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Srotra Ear</td>
<td>Sabda Reception of Sound</td>
<td>Dig Devata Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tvacha Skin</td>
<td>Sparsha Cognition of Touch</td>
<td>Vayu Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chakshu Eyes</td>
<td>Roopa Perception of Forms</td>
<td>Surya Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jihva Tongue</td>
<td>Rasa Cognition of Taste</td>
<td>Varuna Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ghraana Nose</td>
<td>Gandha Cognition of Smell</td>
<td>Aswini Kumars Twins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5 FIVE ORGANS OF ACTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Fields of Experience</th>
<th>Presiding Deities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Vaak Speech</td>
<td>Bhasanam To Speak</td>
<td>Agni Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Paani Hands</td>
<td>Vastu Grahanam To grasp things</td>
<td>Indra Lord Indra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Paada Legs</td>
<td>Gamanam Locomotion</td>
<td>Vishnu Lord Vishnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Paayu Anus</td>
<td>Maalatyaga Elimination of waste</td>
<td>Mrityu Lord Yama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Upastha</td>
<td>Ananda</td>
<td>Prajapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genitals</td>
<td>Pleasure &amp; Procreation</td>
<td>Prajapati</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


3.6 PANCHA PRANAS OR THE FIVE VITAL AIRS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Located In</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Prana</td>
<td>Respiration</td>
<td>Nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Apana</td>
<td>Evacuation or Excretion</td>
<td>Anus, Genitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Vyana</td>
<td>Circulation</td>
<td>Entire Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Udana</td>
<td>Reaction or Throwing Out Upwards</td>
<td>Throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Samana</td>
<td>Assimilation or Digestion</td>
<td>Central Region of the Body</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 ANTHAHKARANA CHATUSHTAYA OR FOURFOLD ASPECTS OF MIND
### ANTHAHKARANA CHATUSHTAYA
FOURFOLD ASPECTS OF MUND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Nature</th>
<th>Presiding Deity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Manas</td>
<td>Receives Stimuli through organs of perception from external sources</td>
<td>Indecision or doubt</td>
<td>Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Buddhi</td>
<td>Analyses situations or stimuli received &amp; determines - Cognition faculty</td>
<td>Decision making</td>
<td>Brahma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ahamkara</td>
<td>Sense of doership &amp; enjoyership</td>
<td>Ego</td>
<td>Rudra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Chitta</td>
<td>Recollection of past experiences or events</td>
<td>Storehouse or Memory</td>
<td>Vasudeva</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.7 MODIFICATIONS OF GROSS BODY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GR</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>BO</th>
<th>DY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS SUBJECT TO SHAT VIKARA OR SIX MODIFICATIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Astitva</th>
<th>Janma</th>
<th>Vardhana</th>
<th>Viparinama</th>
<th>Apakshaya</th>
<th>Vinasa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existence</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>Maturity</td>
<td>Decay</td>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
విశ్వాస మిత్రాన్ని విదేశ గ్రామం నుండి మెరుపూర్ణ మీదుగా

TNSethumadhavan చదివాలను

మీదుగా

బాలంతిక అందరిని తెరిచిని ప్రతి కోసం లాంటి సమయంతో, అంశాల్లో గడియే వినించండి. మాత్రమే మనం వీటి ప్రభావం లాగుండి. విషయ సమయం తెరిచిని ప్రతి పతను నిర్ణయించండి. అంశాల్లో మనం కొనసాగించండి. ప్రతి పతను నిర్ణయించండి. మనం మనం పదార్థాలన్నీ తెరిచి ప్రతి పదార్థం వినించండి. మనం మనం పదార్థాలన్నీ తెరిచి ప్రతి పదార్థం వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి.

మనం మనం పదార్థాలన్నీ తెరిచి ప్రతి పదార్థం వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి. ప్రతి పదార్థం ప్రతీతి వినించండి.
chaturvrdha bhajante maam janaah sukrito’rjuna

aarto jijnaasurthaarthee jnaanee ∋ bharatarshabha // 7.16 //
teshaam jnaanee nityayukta eka bhaktirvishyateṣyaḥ,

priyo hi jnaanino'tyarthamaham sa cha mama priyah / 7.17 //

mersi” vīramahī, ucyate tārthā rthā māra ṛṣhi, svay mārṇa tārthā suṣṭhaḥ, uvā caḥ tad māraṁ; vāma pūṣṭhāya mārṇō purushottamaḥ, vāmnō arya pāpamārṇām.

mahā daśa mind kṣatramārṇaṁ jñānam jagad sāmyak labhitaḥ sākṣaṁ ṛṣhiśūlaḥ (kṛṣṇa), caḥ svay amṛtyuḥ tīrthāno ahaṁ saṁvadā brahmaṇāt mamādhyam. caḥ suṣṭhā visesāmām

mahāpratimālabhād tām kṣsrat labhitaḥ ānandaṁ labhitaḥ ca suṣṭhā pradhanām - vāntāṁ.
udaaraah sarva evaite jnaane twaatmaiva me matam aasthitah sa
hi yuktaatma maamevaanuttamaam gatim // 7.18 //</title>
bahoonaam janmanaamante jnaanavaanmaam prapadyate
vaasudevah sarvamiti sa mahaatmaa sudurlabhah // 7.19
//गृहोह्यमात्र बासुधेव महात्मा सा सुदुःलभह // 7.19

विशिष्ट धर्मायोग विनाश्कर्पिते; अभूतं ग्रिष्ठं धर्मं (माहिष्यम्) न रमणिक्षनं तरयुष्टं

विनाशकर्पितं धर्मं विनाश्कर्पितं त्रिशृंगुलं विनाश्कर्पितं धर्मं न विनाश्कर्पितं त्रिशृंगुलं।

पशुवर्गं जन्मम् च तरयुष्टं देवतादिः पशुवर्गं जन्मम् च तरयुष्टं देवतादिः।

पशुवर्गं जन्मम् च तरयुष्टं देवतादिः।
ТИLOTHERATION

"kaamaistaistairhritajnaanaah prapadyantenyadevataah tam tam niyamamaasthaaya prakrityaa niyataah swayaa" // 7.20 //

NBVasudeva షాలు ఇంటించాడు, బాబు యొక్క పిన్డిక ఆస్వాదించా, పై యొక్క విశేష.

వాస్తావంగా షాలు జెట్టి వచ్చి, భాదుగా హారి.
यो यो या मंगल तनुन भक्तधरमाचितम इच्छितम
तस्यते तस्या आचलम श्रद्धाम ताते विद्यामयाहम // 7.21 //

यो यो या मंगल तनुन भक्तधरमाचितम इच्छितम
sa tayaa shraddhayaa yuktaṣṭasyaaraadhanameehate
labhate cha tataḥ kaamaṇa mayaiva vihitam hi taaṇa //
7.22 //

"sa tayaa shraddhayaa
yuktastasyaaraadhanameehate
labhate cha tataḥ kaamaṇa mayaiva vihitam hi taaṇa //
7.22 //

sahāvānāā, tayaya sa shraddhāṣṭa yuktastasyaaraadhanam
labhate cha tataḥ kaamaṇa mayaiva vihitam hi taaṇa //
7.22 //

sahāvānāā, tayaya sa shraddhāṣṭa yuktastasyaaraadhanam
labhate cha tataḥ kaamaṇa mayaiva vihitam hi taaṇa //
7.22 //

sahāvānāā, tayaya sa shraddhāṣṭa yuktastasyaaraadhanam
labhate cha tataḥ kaamaṇa mayaiva vihitam hi taaṇa //
7.22 //

sahāvānāā, tayaya sa shraddhāṣṭa yuktastasyaaraadhanam
labhate cha tataḥ kaamaṇa mayaiva vihitam hi taaṇa //
7.22 //

sahāvānāā, tayaya sa shraddhāṣṭa yuktastasyaaraadhanam
labhate cha tataḥ kaamaṇa mayaiva vihitam hi taaṇa //
7.22 //
антавत तु phalam tesham tadbhavatyalpamedhasaam devaan
devayajo yaanti madbhaktaa yaanti maamapi // 7.23 //

विश्वामिभः, विवेक महानं ग्यात्सकं सदैव अनविन्यस्तां।
सेव्यायं श्रवोपायं भाष्यं भ्रात्सनं विश्वासं, जन्तं ज्ञातं जाग माणसं भवेत।

महामययं जयं विवेकम् तुष्टं रुपम् बलसेव एव जयं नन्दिनरथ्यं
वचनं सतं वात्सल्यं सत्यं गतिः भक्तिः कर्मम् भक्तिश्रवं संस्कृतम्
नामयं नामयं ज्ञातं ज्ञातं भवेत।

वेदनं जयं विवेकं तुष्टं रुपं सत्यं गतिः भक्तिः कर्मं भक्तिः कर्मं
वचनं सतं वात्सल्यं सत्यं गतिः भक्तिः कर्मम् भक्तिश्रवं संस्कृतम्।

मांश्यं एकस्वरयं विवेकं भाष्यं भ्रात्सनं सेव्यायं प्रार्थिस्वरूपं
मयं नामयं ज्ञातं ज्ञातं भवेत।
మరింతం ఈమాశాం మాత్రము సాధనం ఉంది, అందుకే మేము ఒక ప్రత్యేకంగా అందరిని
బాగుంటే అప్పటి జంతువు ప్రపంచం సాధనానికి. ఇప్పుడు కార్యాల లేదా ఉషక్రాత కొనసాగించేది.

మేము లేదు. రామకృష్ణమ వాణిజ్య చరమ అంటే ఈమాశాం ఇది తమైన ప్రపంచం
ఒక కార్యాలం లేదా ఉషక్రాత కొనసాగించబడి ఉంది.

ఇప్పటి ప్రకారం, రామకృష్ణమ వాణిజ్య చరమ అంటే ఈమాశాం ఇది తమైన ప్రపంచం
ఒక కార్యాలం లేదా ఉషక్రాత కొనసాగించబడి ఉంది. ఈమాశాం ఇది తమైన ప్రపంచం
ఒక కార్యాలం లేదా ఉషక్రాత కొనసాగించబడి ఉంది. ఈమాశాం ఇది తమైన ప్రపంచం
ఒక కార్యాలం లేదా ఉషక్రాత కొనసాగించబడి ఉంది.
avyaktam vyaktimaapannam manyante maamabuddhayah param
bavavamajaananto mamaavyayamanuttamam // 7.24 //

ಮುಖ್ಯವರ ಜ್ಞಾನದ ಅಧ್ಯಯನವನ್ನು, ಮತ್ತು ಮತ್ತು ತಾಳೆಯಿಸುವ, ಹೌದು ಅಧ್ಯಯನಕ್ಕೆ ಸಹಕಾರವಿರುವ,
ಮತ್ತು ಶಿಕ್ಷಣಕ್ಕೆ ಮೇಲೆರಡುವ ನೀಡಬಲ್ಲ ಅಧ್ಯಯನ.

ಅಭಿಪ್ರಾಯವಾದರು ಅಧ್ಯಯನ ತಿಳಿದ್ದು ತೋರುವ ಚೀಸು ಮೀರು ಮಾತಾ ವಿವರದ ಶಿಕ್ಷಣಕ್ಕೆ ಕಂಡ ಸಂದರ್ಶನ 'ನಿರೀಕ್ಷಣೆ.', ಎಂದರೆ, ಹೋಗುತ್ತದೆ ಅನುಭವವು ಮತ್ತು ಅತ್ಯಂತ ನೀಡಿದ್ದು ನೀಡಿದ್ದ ಸಂದರ್ಶನದಲ್ಲಿ ಮಾತಾ ನಿರೀಕ್ಷಣೆಯು ಅಧ್ಯಯನವು.

ಇದುವರು, ಕಂಡು ಕೊಂಡು ಕೂಡಾ, ಅಂ ನೀಡಿದ ಪ್ರತಿನಿಧಿಯರ ಮೇಲೆ ಅಂತತೆ ಹೊಂದಿದ್ದ, ತನ್ನ ಕ್ಷೇತ್ರವೆಂದು ನೀಡಿದ್ದರು ಸಮುದಾಯವನ್ನು. ಎಂದರೆ ಇಂದು ನೀಡಿದ್ದ ಅನುಕ್ರಮವನ್ನು ನೀಡಿದ್ದ ಸಮುದಾಯವನ್ನು, ಅನುಕ್ರಮವನ್ನು ನೀಡಿದ್ದ ಅಧ್ಯಯನವನ್ನು. ಎಂದರೆ ಇಂದು ನೀಡಿದ್ದ ಅಧ್ಯಯನವನ್ನು, ಮತ್ತು ಮತ್ತು ಮೇಲೆರಡುವ ನೀಡಬಲ್ಲ ಅಧ್ಯಯನ.

ಎಂಧು ಸ್ವಭಾವಂಗೆ ಮಾತ್ರದಾಗಿ ಅಧ್ಯಯನ ಪ್ರಕ್ರಿಯೆಯಿಂದ ಮುಕ್ತವಾಗಿದ್ದುದನ್ನು ಎಂದರೆ ನೀಡಿದ್ದ ಅಧ್ಯಯನವನ್ನು ನೀಡಿದ್ದ ಪ್ರಕ್ರಿಯೆಯನ್ನು. ಎಂಧು ಸ್ವಭಾವಂಗೆ ಮಾತ್ರದಾಗಿ ಅಧ್ಯಯನ ಪ್ರಕ್ರಿಯೆಯಿಂದ ಮುಕ್ತವಾಗಿದ್ದುದನ್ನು. ಎಂದರೆ ಇಂದು ನೀಡಿದ್ದ ಅಧ್ಯಯನವನ್ನು, ಎಂಧು ಸ್ವಭಾವಂಗೆ ಮಾತ್ರದಾಗಿ ಅಧ್ಯಯನವನ್ನು ನೀಡಬಲ್ಲ.

ಮಾತ್ರಾಧ್ಯಯ

IGNORANCEEnahaham prakaashah sarvasya
yogamaayaasamaavritah moodho'yam naabhijaanaati loko
maamajamavyayam // 7.25 // ಭವಿ ಭವಿಯಲಿದ್ದ ಕೀಲ

ಅನೇಕ ವರ್ಷಗಳು, ಹೊಮ್ಮ ಎಂದು ಹೊಮ್ಮದರು. ಎಂ ಮಾತಾಗಳು ಮಂಡ್ರಾಕಾರ ಹಾವುಗಳಿಗೆ
ಮೇಲೆರಡುವ ನೀಡಬಲ್ಲ ಅಧ್ಯಯನ.
అయితే మార్గం సాధనం సాధనం మించండి, ముందు లేదు లేదు ఉండి నిష్ణాదంగా చేయండి. మెమెరియలు మాత్రమే మాత్రమే అంశాలు అంశాలు. మార్గం సాధనం చేయండి నిష్ణాదం అంశాలు అంశాలు మించండి. మార్గం సాధనం చేయండి నిష్ణాదం అంశాలు అంశాలు మించండి.

వినాతుడు గురించి గురించి మించండి, అంటే నానాధికారి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది. అంటే వాటి మామూల్యం ఏపిచేది.
vedaaaham samateetaani vartamaanaani chaarjuna bhavishyaani cha bhootani maam tu veda na kashchana // 7.26 //

vedaaaham samateetaani vartamaanaani chaarjuna bhavishyaani cha bhootani maam tu veda na kashchana // 7.26 //

vedaaaham samateetaani vartamaanaani chaarjuna bhavishyaani cha bhootani maam tu veda na kashchana // 7.26 //
yeshaam twantagatam paapam janaanaam punyakarmanaam

te dwandwamohanirmuktaa bhajante maam dridhavrataah // 7.28 //
jaraamaranamokshaaya maamaashritya yatanti ye
te brahma tadviduh kritsnamadhyaatnam karma chaakhilam // 7.29 //

I

vaasnaam samastha manto manto visvaarvam jeevanam yugam amritam,

sahasraavah purushah rudravah samasam.

vi-abhuma yashof jeevanam jeevanam sa manto manto amrityume jeevanam jeevanam.

vedam, ah kriya tirodha bhramarmanam yugam amritam.

sahasra pashupate sahasra pashupate sahasravatrac ghatam aahum.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

yogam bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.

veda bhavante tasya bhavante tasya yugam amritam.
sadhyabhoottadhaivam maam sadhyajnam cha ye viduh
prayaanakaale'pi cha maam te viduryuktachetasah // 7.30 //

సాది బోతా అడుడి 1. అను తిరయారం (అను సరి) అసుద్ధితా తినిన మామకు 2. అను
తిరయారం (అను సరి) మామకు 3. అను తిరయారం (అను సరి) విషయంగా మామకు, ప్రకారం
మామకు, మామకు అన్ని వాడనం వాడనం మామకు మామకు.

విషయంలో అన్ని తిరయారంతో పంచాలు, సమవాటం సరిమారు, సమవాటం
చేయండి. ఈంతం మామిడి కాక మనుషులు ప్రతిష్ఠ కాక, ప్రతిష్ఠ ప్రతిష్ఠ
చేయండి, త్రవి అను ఆరాధన, త్రవి అను ఆరాధన తిరయారం కోసం తిని అను
అను ఆరాధన తిరయారం కోసం తిని అను ఆరాధన తిరయారం కోసం.
om tat sat iti srimadbhagavadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade jnaana vijnaana yogo naama saptamo’dhyaayah ||

1) निरान्तरं यज्ञं वाचम विधि विद्या विद्यां संपूर्णं ।

2) वव्यवहारं संसारं संसारं संसारं संसारं संसारं ।

3) सदायं ज्ञानम हि ज्ञानम हि ज्ञानम हि ज्ञानम हि ज्ञानम हि ।

4) दृष्टं ज्ञातं ज्ञातं ज्ञातं ज्ञातं ज्ञातं ज्ञातं ।

विद्यावेदं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं ॥

विद्यावेदं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं ॥

विद्यावेदं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं ॥

विद्यावेदं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं ॥

विद्यावेदं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं ॥

विद्यावेदं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं सत्यं यज्ञं ॥
కి ప్రొత్తం మనకంగా అయిన‌గా మనం కైలాసం – రెండు కాలం పంచరామ సంత దామనం గణించిన అభిముకు సమాధి – రెండు దారుణ నమస్కరించి అభిముకు. మనం పుర్ణం అభిముకు విభాగం, రెండు (శిబిరా) మంచి దీని Dwesha (దీనివి) సంభవం మాత్రమే వివిధ ఉద్యమం యొక్క మంచి నమస్కరం మాత్రమే మనం మంచి నమస్కరం మాత్రమే. అంటే ప్రొత్తం విభాగం ప్రకృతి భాషి ప్రొత్తం ప్రకృతి దేశానికి మాత్రమే అభిముకు మాత్రమే. అంటే గుర్తు సంచారం విభాగం విభాగం ప్రకృతిని విభాగం మాత్రమే అభిముకు మాత్రమే. అతని గుర్తు సంచారం విభాగం విభాగం ప్రకృతి నిర్మాణం అభిముకు మాత్రమే అభిముకు మాత్రమే. 

అంటాకు సమాద్రేషం ఒకే సందర్భం కలిగి మనం కూడా మనకంగా కలిగి తెలుడు దీని నిర్మాణం మాత్రమే మనం కూడా మనకంగా కలిగి తెలుడు. అంటాకపోరు తెలియా మరు గుండా ముంచుకున్న కలిగి తెలుడు అంటాకపోరు తెలియా మరు గుండా ముంచుకున్న కలిగి తెలుడు. అంటాకపోరు తెలియా మరు గుండా ముంచుకున్న కలిగి తెలుడు. అంటాకపోరు తెలియా మరు గుండా ముంచుకున్న కలిగి తెలుడు. అంటాకపోరు తెలియా మరు గుండా ముంచుకున్న కలిగి తెలుడు. అంటాకపోరు తెలియా మరు గుండా ముంచుకున్న కలిగి తెలుడు. 

గదు పెంచిన చేపపటివలి విషయము మినుగా తింటే ప్రతి విషయం ఏమి సంబంధం విషయం ఏమి సంబంధం విషయం ఏమి సంబంధం విషయం ఏమి సంబంధం.
మైన పాలనా జీవితం మాత్రమే విశ్వాసం పేరుగానే ఉండటం వలన ముందు పదార్శన జీవితమైన ప్రపంచము మంచి అంశం
విశ్వాసం పేరుగానే ఉండటం. మన మన్ను మాముడు మనం కాదానికి ప్రపంచము ప్రవహించండి. వారి యాపక మనం మన్ను మన్ను మనజాతి ప్రపంచము
విషయం ప్రపంచము ముందు జీవితం కావడం. జీవితం కావడం విషయం మాత్రమే విశ్వాసం కి ఉండటం మూలాలు ఉంటాయి. 
మనుష్య జీవితం విషయం మనుష్య జీవితానికి అంశం ఉండటం. 

అవిష్కరణ విషయం

¾ వేదమన తన విశ్వాసం పెంచాలి. అంటే వేదమన నిష్ఠానం ప్రత్యేకంగా
ప్రత్యేకంగా?

¾ మాముడు అతి నిష్ఠం? మన ముందు నిష్ఠానం నిపుణుడి నిష్ఠం?

¾ మనం మనం మనం నిపుణుడి నిష్ఠం ప్రదేశం విషయం?

క తిరిగి మాముడు నిష్ఠం ప్రదేశం
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అధ్యాపన కృషి:

మాచరి వెండి మీరు మానవులతో తయారు, మాత్రమే అనేక వాస్తవాన్ని తెలుసుకోవటం లేదు, మరియు దృష్టానికి ముందు ప్రత్యేకమైన లేదు. 

మేడావటాడు

ప్రస్తుతి లేదు నా ప్రస్తుతిలో నా లేదా మన ప్రస్తుతిలో ఉపయోగించిన అనేక విధానాలు. నా విధానాలు దృష్టిగ్రహణంచడానికి ఉపయోగించిన విధానాలు. నా ప్రస్తుతిలో నా ప్రస్తుతిలో ఉపయోగించిన అనేక విధానాలు.

అశ్చెర్ అనుకొని నా ప్రస్తుతిలో ఉపయోగించిన అనేక విధానాలు. 

'అశ్చెర్' అనుకొని నా ప్రస్తుతిలో ఉపయోగించిన అనేక విధానాలు.

నా ప్రస్తుతిలో ఉపయోగించిన అనేక విధానాలు. నా ప్రస్తుతిలో ఉపయోగించిన అనేక విధానాలు. 

అశ్చెర్ అనుకొని నా ప్రస్తుతిలో ఉపయోగించిన అనేక విధానాలు. 

'OM' అనుకొని నా ప్రస్తుతిలో ఉపయోగించిన అనేక విధానాలు. 

అశ్చెర్ అనుకొని నా ప్రస్తుతిలో ఉపయోగించిన అనేక విధానాలు.

నా ప్రస్తుతిలో ఉపయోగించిన అనేక విధానాలు.
మామల్లో ప్రతిభాన్ని ప్రస్తుతం మాత్రం OM. సమాధి సమ్మూహ సమాధి సత్యం సత్యం
సమాధి సమ్మూహ సమాధి సత్యం సత్యం

మామల్లో

యోగం మాయా

నందా నియమం నందా నియమం
నందా నియమం నందా నియమం

యోగం మాయా నందా నియమం

యోగం మాయా నందా నియమం

యోగం మాయా నందా నియమం

adhiyajnah katham kotra dehesmin madhusoodhana praanakaale cha katham jneyosi niyataatmabhih //
8.2 //యోగం మాయా నందా నియమం
మతంమే అముక మిత్రాలు? మతంమే మాత్రం, తండ్రిలో ఎందుకు ఎవరు ఎంతోంది స్వాభావికం? మతంమే ఎందుకు? మతంమే విన్యాసానికి ఈస్తే అంటే మతంమే మిత్రాలు? ఎందుకు?

అయితే మతం అముక మిత్రాలు ఎందుకు మాత్రం ఆభరణపు ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు ఇందులో.

ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు మాత్రం ఆభరణపు ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు ఇందులో.

ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు మాత్రం ఆభరణపు ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు ఇందులో.

ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు మాత్రం ఆభరణపు ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు ఇందులో.

ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు మాత్రం ఆభరణపు ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు ఇందులో.

ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు మాత్రం ఆభరణపు ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు ఇందులో.

ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు మాత్రం ఆభరణపు ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు ఇందులో.

ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు మాత్రం ఆభరణపు ఇందులో మతం మిత్రాలు ఇందులో.
adhibhootam ksharo bhaavah purushashcaadhidaivatam
adhiyajno 'hamevaatra dehe dehabhritaam vara // 8.4 //

That which underlies all the elements is the perishable entity (Adhibhoota); and that which underlies all the Devatas is the Purusha, the Cosmic Spirit (Adhidaivata). And He who sustains all the sacrifices is Myself, here in the body (Adhiyajna), O the best of men.

Adhibhootha is the perishable existence. It comprises all material objects, everything that comes into existence.
Adhidaivata is that which underlies all the Devatas, the presiding deities of the sense organs, mind and intellect.

Adhiyajna: As oblations are poured in the Yajnas, the sense objects are offered into the act of perception, feeling and thought when the Devata or the particular faculty in it is invoked and as a blessing of this act we gain the fruit thereof viz. the knowledge of the perception. That which underlies the Devatas is Purusha, the Cosmic Spirit, Adhidaivata.

The implication of these definitions is that the Eternal Self alone is the Real and all the rest is delusory and super-impositions upon It. Thus to know the Self is to know everything and having known It as one's own real nature one is free to act or not to act in any of the fields of Not-Self.

As the Inner Controller of the body - antaryamin - Sri Krishna is the presiding Deity directing the various physical functions which are described as acts of sacrifice. Though He rests in the body, He is not attached to it and is completely different from the senses.

One who is aware of this play of the Self at all levels of his personality - physical, mental and intellectual - experiences himself as a Witness of the process of his relations with the Not-Self.

*antakaale cha maam eva smaran muktwaa kalevaram*

*yah prayaati sa madbhaavam yaati naastyatra samshayah // 8.5 //

Whosoever at the time of death leaves his body remembering Me alone and goes forth - he attains My Being; there is no doubt about this.

*yam yam vaapi smaran bhaavam tyajatyante kalevaram tam
tamevaiti kaunteya sadaa tadbhaavabhaavitah // 8.6 //

For whatever object a man thinks of at the final moment, when he leaves his body - that alone does he attain, O Son of Kunti, being ever absorbed in the thought thereof.

The most prominent thought of one's life occupies the mind at the time of death. The last thoughts of a dying person determine the quality of his next birth. The soul goes to that on which its mind is set during the last moments. What we think we become. Our past thoughts determine our present birth and our present ones will determine the future.

Therefore, Sri Krishna tells that one who leaves the body with his mind completely turned towards the Self will naturally reach the Eternal and the Immortal - the Supreme abode, reaching which there is no return. We can think of God in the last moments only if we are devoted to Him previously also.

The Lord explains that whatever object one remembers while leaving the body, he reaches that alone because of his constant thought of that object. It is not the casual fancy
of the last moment but a persistent endeavor of the whole life that determines the future birth.

tasmaat sarveshu kaaleshu maamanusmara yudhya cha
mayyarpitamanobuddhir maamevaishyasyasamshayah // 8.7 //

Therefore, at all times, constantly remember Me and fight. With your mind and intellect absorbed in Me, you shall doubtless come to Me alone.

Sri Krishna, advises Arjuna to constantly keep his mind fixed on Him and at the same time perform his Swadharma (to fight). The mind is purified when a man performs his own dharma, regarding himself as an instrument of God. Only a pure mind can constantly remember God.

CONSTANT PRACTICE IS NECESSARY TO REALIZE GOD

abhyaasayogayuktena chetasaa naanyagaaminaa
paramam purusham divyam yaati paarthaanuchintayan // 8.8 //

Engaged in the Yoga of constant practice and not allowing the mind to wander away to anything else, he who meditates on the supreme, resplendent Purusha reaches Him, O son of Pritha.

Constant practice is the uninterrupted repetition of one and the same idea, with reference to the Lord as the sole object of meditation. Such practice by which one surrenders his heart and soul to the Lord alone is known as Yoga.

Resplendent Purusha means the presiding deity of the solar orb which is considered as the manifestation of the Absolute as the Cosmic Spirit. He is also known as Saguna Brahman.

MEDITATING AND ATTAINING PURUSHA

kavim puraanam anushaasitaaram
anoraneeyaamsam anusmaredyah
sarvasya dhaataaram achintyaroopam
aadityavarnam tamah parastaat //8.9//

Whosoever meditates upon the Omniscient, the ancient, the ruler (of the whole world), who is subtler than the subtle, the supporter of all, whose form is inconceivable, effulgent like the sun and beyond the darkness (of ignorance),

prayaanakaale manasaa’chalena
bhaktyaa yukto yogabalena chaiva
bhruvormadhye praanamaaveshya samyak
sa tam param purushamupaiti divyam // 8.10 //
At the time of death, with an unshaken mind full of devotion, by the power of 'yoga' fixing the whole 'prana' (breath) between the two eyebrows, he (the seeker) reaches the Supreme Resplendent 'purusha.'

In these two verses Sri Krishna gives Arjuna exhaustive guidance that will help in undertaking meditation by all. The meaning of the various terms used here is as follows.

Verse - 9

Omniscient (Kavi) - Just as the sun is said to be seeing everything because it illuminates all the objects of the world, so too is the Principle of Awareness without which no knowledge whatsoever is possible. Thus, in terms of the limited knowledge we presently experience, the Self is considered as the Supreme Knower who knows everything ie Omniscient and without whom no knowledge is ever possible.

Ancient (Puranam) - The Self is considered as the most ancient because the Eternal Truth which was there before all creation remains the same always.

The ruler of the whole world (Anushaasitaaram) - It indicates that if the principle of awareness were not present in our faculties of perception, feeling and comprehension, harmonization of our physical, mental and intellectual experiences would not have been possible to lead a meaningful existence. Hence the Knowing Principle or Consciousness is the very essence of life just as without the mud the mud-pot cannot exist. The mud is the ruler in the world of mud pots so too is the Self the over-ruler of the Universe.

Minuter than the Atom (Anoraneeyaam) - The smallest divisible particle of any element maintaining the properties of that element is called its atom. It indicates that the Self is the subtlest of the subtle.

The more a thing is subtle the more is its pervasiveness. Water is subtler than the ice and hence water is said to be more pervasive than the ice and similarly steam is more pervasive than water. So also, the Self is the subtlest of the subtle which pervades all but nothing pervades it.

The nourisher of all (Sarvasya Dhaataram) - Nourishment here means the support which sustains everything. Just like the canvas supports ever so many different paintings of an artist, the Consciousness illuminates constantly the ever changing things and happenings, around and within us, from birth to death, through all situations which results in homogeneous oneness of life.

Of inconceivable form (Achintyaroopam) - Various descriptions of the Self given above should not lead to the wrong conclusion that It can be thought about and understood as any finite object or idea. We should be clear that the Infinite cannot be comprehended by the finite instruments of perception, feeling or understanding. Although the Self is in the form inconceivable, It is not inexperienceable since an individual can apprehend It to be of his own real nature during the process of Divine awakening.
Effulgent like the sun (Aadityavarnam) - So long as a man identifies himself with his limited auxiliaries in his body he lives in the external world of multiplicities wherein the Self is in-conceivable, inexperienceable and in-comprehensible. Once these auxiliaries are crossed through a process of contemplation of the Self, he realizes his own nature of Pure Being.

To see the sun no other light is necessary or a dreamer cannot know the waker, because to know the waker the dreamer has to end his dream state and become the waker. So too, on ending the egocentric existence during spiritual awakening, one realizes that he is nothing but the Self at all times.

Beyond all the darkness (Tamasah parastaat) - The sun is variable in nature like its brightness during the day with various degrees of intensity and its total absence during the night. It may be erroneously concluded that the Self is also variable in its intensity or there are times when It is totally absent. To remove this possible misunderstanding The Lord says that the Self is beyond darkness of ignorance.

Thus, the one who meditates upon the Self as omniscient, ancient, over-ruler, subtlest of the subtle, nourisher of all, of in-conceivable form, self illuminating as the sun and beyond all ---

Verse - 10

At the time of death (Prayaanakaale) - These words do not mean `the physical death' but they are to be understood as `at the moment of the death of the ego' when all identifications with the body, mind and intellect are consciously withdrawn during meditation.

Endowed with full devotion (Bhakti) - It means selfless love for the Divine without any expectation which implies identification of the ego with its real nature. The idea is that the meditation should be accompanied by the meditator's readiness to identify himself with the principle of awareness as earlier indicated.

By the power of Yoga (Yogabalena) - This is the inward strength that grows in the mind of the meditator when he meditates upon the Supreme for long periods of time when the mind is withdrawn from its agitations and the intellect rests on contemplation of the Absolute. When one is thus engaged in meditation, all his pranas get concentrated at the point of his concentration between the eyebrows which represents the seat of steady thought.

Fixing the whole prana between the eyebrows - This is the process of controlling the breath. Life expressing itself at the various functions in a living body is called the Prana which can be classified under five categories viz. Prana: faculty of sense perception, Apana: the excretory system, Vyana: the digestive system, Samaana: the circulatory system and Udana: capacity to visualize some greater concepts beyond the present world
of knowledge. When an individual gets himself merged with the Self, at that moment all these faculties are temporarily arrested.

Reaches the resplendent Supreme person - Such a person in whom the mind becomes completely silent and calm, all manifestations of life's presence through his body are halted. At this stage he goes to the Supreme Resplendent Self (Purusha) ie completely identifies himself with his point of contemplation, the Self.

MEDITATION ON THE SUPREME PERSON THROUGH 'OM'

\[ \text{yadaksharam vedavido vadanti} \]
\[ \text{vishanti yadyatayo veetaraagaah} \]
\[ \text{yadicchhanto brahmacharyam charanti} \]
\[ \text{tatte padam samgrahena pravakshye // 8.11 //} \]

What the knowers of the Vedas speak of as Imperishable, what the self-controlled (Sannyasins) freed from attachment enter and to gain which goal they live the life of a Brahmachari, that state I shall declare to you in brief.

Sri Krishna now starts giving guidance for meditating upon the monosyllable ` OM 'or the Pranava which is the ultimate goal for man. Worship of the syllable OM is advised in almost all the Upanishads as a prelude to the meditation for an easier concentration of the mind. OM is considered as an expression of the Supreme Self or Its symbol like an idol.

Freed from attachment means detachment from the world of objects with full understanding of the goal of life. Men of least desires will have the maximum success in traveling the Path of Knowledge. Brahmachari is a religious student who takes the vow of continence etc. Every moment of this stage is one of hard discipline and asceticism.

\[ \text{sarvadwaaraani samyamya mano hridi nirudhya cha} \]
\[ \text{moordhnyaadhaayaatmanah praanamaasthito yogadhaaranaam // 8.12 //} \]

Having closed all the gates (controlled all the senses), having confined the mind in the heart, having fixed the life-breath in the 'head', engaged in the practice of concentration,

\[ \text{Omityekaaksharam brahma vyaharan maamanusmaran yah} \]
\[ \text{prayaati tyajan deham sa yaati paramaam gatim // 8.13 //} \]

Uttering the monosyllable OM-the Brahman-and remembering Me, he who so departs, leaving the body, attains the supreme goal.

The conditions to be fulfilled in the meditator for achieving effective concentration are narrated in these verses in the same order in which they are to be practiced.

Closing all the gates - The sense organs Viz. skin, ear, nose, eyes and the tongue are the five entry points through which the external stimuli reach the mind and cause agitations
in it. To close these five entrances through discrimination and detachment means controlling all the senses.

Confining the mind in the heart - Although external stimuli can be prevented through controlling senses, it is always possible for the mind to get disturbed on account of the accumulation of past impressions gathered from the external world of change and pleasure. It is therefore advised that the mind which is the tool for emotion and feeling should be confined to the heart. Here heart does not mean the physical part of the body but an imaginary centre of the mind from which all positive thoughts like love, kindness, devotion, surrender etc. emanate which means the mind whose functions are checked.

Drawing Prana into the Head and occupied in the practice of concentration - The mental condition wherein the intellect is withdrawn from its identification with all the perceptions and engaging it in the total contemplation of the Self. In this condition of mental and intellectual equipoise the seeker is fit for meditating upon the monosyllable OM.

He who departs, leaving the body - This does not mean ‘at the time of death’. While chanting and meditating on OM, the seeker gets so much detached from his identification with the world of objects that the ego gets tuned towards a higher objective. This is called death - leaving the body - when he attains the Supreme goal.

WHO CAN EASILY ATTAIN THE LORD?

ananyachetaah satatam yo maam smarati nityashah
	tasyaaham sulabhah paartha nityayuktasya yoginah // 8.14 //

_I am easily attainable by that ever-steadfast yogi who constantly and daily remembers Me not thinking of anything else, O Partha._

Ever-steadfast, Constantly: One who does not allow his mind wander freely among sense objects. The meditator who constantly keeps himself aware of the Self is the successful practitioner.

Daily: One has to remember The Lord daily till the end of his life and not merely at fixed times of the day or on fixed days of the week. No part-time behaviorism or weekly engagements in religion are advised. Divine consciousness must be maintained by the seeker constantly and continuously like a 24 hour TV channel.

Not thinking of anything else: One is not to think of any other object except his Deity. If these conditions are negated none can hope for an easy success in Meditation

Concepts and Issues
Arjuna asks Sri Krishna seven questions with a view to understand the technical and philosophical terms used by Him in the previous Chapter. The questions and The Lord's answers are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No.</th>
<th>Arjuna 's Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(What is ---)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Brahma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Adhyatma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Adhidyut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Karma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Adhibhuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Adhidai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Lord is to be known by the self-controlled one at the time of death?
Sri Krishna's Answers

Brahman is that which is Supreme, Imperishable, Unchanging and all-pervading. It is the cause for all effects. It is a causeless cause.

One's own individual Self or essential nature or individual consciousness is called Adhyatma. It is that part of Supreme Consciousness together with limiting ancillaries viz. time, space, name and form.

As the moment of departure from the physical body is not known to anybody Sri Krishna advises Arjuna that one should always keep the mind and intellect absorbed in Him when he will come to Him alone. Sri Krishna emphasizes the need to practice Yoga at all times. If one practices meditation through out one's life fixing the mind on God, God-consciousness will remain steady even at the time of death instead of on worldly objects.

Just as in the disturbed waters of a lake pebbles lying at the bottom cannot be seen, the Self that is indwelling in one's body cannot be experienced due to agitated mind. Sri Krishna therefore suggests a way out by the practice of which this problem could be got over. He suggests meditating on `OM' which is the symbol of the Supreme Purusha, Brahman. The repetition of `Om' creates a harmony in the nervous system and the entire personality of the practitioner will feel single-pointed consciousness which will lead to the experience of the Supreme Consciousness.
Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live
In this Chapter Sri Krishna explains the glory of human existence. Scriptures say that one has to pass through several cycles of births and deaths to take a human birth. In such a rare human birth if one fails to utilize the opportunity of attaining The Supreme and instead, spends his entire life in satisfying sensual desires it will not be possible for him to remember The Eternal Purusha at the time of death and hence it will lead him to enter this world again and again.

The recipe for this Self-Realzation is contained in Verses 7 and 14 discussed above. Verse 7 says eternal remembrance of the Lord is the prize of Moksha (Liberation). Verse 14 assures that He is easily attainable by whosoever constantly and daily remembers Him.

Points to Ponder

1. What are the questions asked by Arjuna?
2. What is re-birth and how does one get it?
3. What is the easy way of attaining liberation?

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 8.15

HARIH OM
Preamble

Every individual being remains as vasanas, unmanifest desires, in deep sleep at night. His vasanas manifest at daybreak upon awakening. This cycle of dissolution and emanation continues until the individual completely exhausts his vasanas, reaching the state of Self-realization. A similar phenomenon takes place at the macrocosmic level. The entire macrocosm manifests during the day of Lord Brahma (a God of Hindu Trinity as distinguished from Brahman, the Supreme Reality). Brahma's celestial day consists of 4.32 billion terrestrial years. Similarly, the macrocosm folds back into the unmanifest state during the night of Lord Brahma, covering an equal period as his day. Beyond this unmanifest lies the Supreme Unmanifest, Brahman. Humans reach Brahman through spiritual disciplines culminating in single-pointed meditation.

The Path of Sun, Uttarayana and the Path of Moon, Dakshinayana are discussed. The Path of Sun takes a seeker to Brahmaloka, the heaven of Lord Brahma wherefrom he goes to the supreme Brahman. Whereas the Path of Moon takes the individual to pitrloka, only to enjoy heavenly pleasures and return to the cycle of birth and death in this world. The latter path provides only temporary pleasures of heaven for meritorious deeds done here. The former, however, takes the seeker to Brahman, through heaven because of having mixed meritorious deeds with his spiritual practice. But the true yogi, through his determined effort on the path of yoga of meditation goes directly from here to the abode of supreme Brahman.

The Text

RESULT OF THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE LORD

\[ \text{maamupetya punarjanma duhkhaalayamashaashwatam} \]
\[ \text{naapnuvanti mahaatmaanah samsiddhim paramaam gataah} // 8.15 // \]

Having attained Me, these great souls are no more subject to rebirth (herein this mortal world) which is the abode of pain and transitory for they have reached the highest perfection (liberation).

The question why should one struggle so hard to realize the Self is answered. The benefit accruing on realization of the Self is that having attained Me, The Lord, the Mahatmas are no more subject to rebirth because the world of rebirth is the starting point for all pains and miseries and also impermanent.
Those who die without realizing the Lord come back again to the earth. Life on earth, in spite of many moments of happiness, is intrinsically painful. On account of the intense love of God, the devotees do not experience suffering on earth and after death they attain Him.

\[ \text{aabrahmabhuvanaanllokaah punaraavartino'rjuna} \]
\[ \text{maamupetya tu kaunteya punarjanma na vidyate} // 8.16 // \]

The dwellers in all the worlds, O Arjuna, including the realm of Brahma, are subject to return to rebirth, but for those who reach Me, O Son of Kunti, there is no rebirth.

Even after reaching the Brahmaloka, the realm of the Creator, all cannot achieve total liberation because of their remaining Vasanas for exhausting which they have to take rebirth. But to those who rediscovered their Essential Eternal Nature and realized themselves to be the One, All Pervading Self (after attaining Me) there is no rebirth, the Samsar, the plane of limited existence.

Complete liberation, attended by cessation of birth and death, is possible only for a man who has realized his identity with Brahman. All other worlds, whether sub-human or super-human, are places of transitory enjoyments, where men departing from earth, experience the fruit of their actions and after exhausting such fruits are re-born on this earth.

But one can directly attain liberation from re-birth through love of God alone without waiting till the end of the cosmic cycle.

ALL THESE WORLDS ARE LIMITED BY TIME

\[ \text{sahasrayugaparyantam aharyad brahmano viduh} \]
\[ \text{raatrim yugasahasraantaam te'horaatravido janaah} // 8.17 // \]

Those who know that the day of Brahma lasts for thousand Yugas (ages) and that the night of Brahma lasts thousand Yugas again, are indeed people who know day and night.

Brahma is the first manifestation of the Absolute, Brahman in time and space. He is also known as Prajapati and Viraj.

Day means evolution or projection of the universe. It is the period of cosmic manifestation. Night means cosmic involution or dissolution of the universe. It is the period of non-manifestation. According to the Hindu philosophy time is the measurement of interval between two different experiences.

In a given single experience there is no perception of time just as in one point there is no concept of distance for distances can be measured between two points only.

The worlds are conditioned by time and hence they manifest again and again although the duration of their cycles vary and are very long - each cycle lasting for crores of years (in
terms of our present understanding of 365 days). A thousand such cycles makes a day of Brahma and another such cycle is the night of Brahma. Those who can see and live through the day and night of Brahma can really know what a day is and what a night is meaning thereby that such yogis can visualize many Brahmases arising and disintegrating in the Ocean of great Cause. Thus they do not feel any attachment even to the happiness of the highest heaven, how much less to that of earth.

In this and the following two verses Gita points out the life of the Cosmic Man and his concept of time. It points out the non-distinction between microcosm (vyashti) and macrocosm (samashti).

The God principle (Hiranyagarbha - the source of all objects) is a concept which represents the total mind and intellect of all the living creatures living at any given point of time in the world. To understand the ways of the mind projecting the world of its own objects is to understand not only the all powerful nature but also the limitations of God-principle as conceived to be a Creator, Sustainer and Annihilator. Sri Krishna brings out this subtle idea clearly in the mind of Arjuna in these three verses.

WHAT HAPPENS DURING BRAHMA’S DAY AND NIGHT?

avyaktaadvaktaaya sarvaah prabhavanyaharaagame
raatryaagame praleeyante tatraivaavyaktasamjnake // 8.18 //

At the approach of the day all manifest objects come forth from the unmanifested and at the approach of the night they merge again into that which is called the unmanifest.

bhootagraamah sa evaayaam bhootwaa bhootwaa praleeyate
raatryaagamevashaah paartha prabhavatyaharaagame // 8.19 //

The same multitude of beings, coming forth again and again, merge in spite of themselves, O Partha, at the approach of the night and remanifest themselves at the approach of the day.

How the Creator keeps Himself occupied during His day and night each of which is of long duration is explained. It is indicated that the Creator creates during His day and the entire creation ends during His night by merging itself in the unmanifested. Creation is the crystallization of the unmanifested dormant existence into the manifested existence with names, forms and qualities. That is, creation is only the production of a name, form with some specific qualities, out of the raw material in which the same name, form and quality are already existing in an unmanifested condition. When a pot is created out of the mud the potness is already prevalent in the mud because no other thing than a pot can be created out of mud.

The thought impressions in the mind (vasanas) which lie unmanifested to the sense-organs and the mental and intellectual perceptions become manifested as gross actions, thoughts and words making the life either tough or smooth depending on the quality of the thoughts manifested. A doctor, advocate and a criminal are all same as human beings
while thy are asleep which is their unmanifested state (Pralaya) but when they wake up
their respective qualities as a doctor, advocate or criminal get manifested which in
philosophy is called creation.

In the cosmic process of creation and dissolution the Creator or the total mind during the
waking hours of long ages project out the already existing vasanas and at the night they
merge into the unmanifested. The declaration that the very same beings are born again
and again and merge in spite of themselves shows that Hinduism does not believe in a
creation preceded by the condition of absolute non-existence.

The same multitude meant that which comprised of the moving and non-moving who
existed in the preceding cycle or age and who did not attain liberation. They repeatedly
come forth and dissolve by the effect of their own karma. “In spite of themselves”
implies the law of karma is inexorable. In this world of Maya there is no freedom as long
as one is caught in the wheel of karma. The only way of liberation is to free oneself from
Maya.

parastasmaat tu bhavo'nyo'vyakto'vyaktaatsanaatanah yah
sa sarveshu bhooteshu nashyatsu na vinashyati // 8.20 //

But beyond this unmanifested, there is yet another Unmanifested Eternal Being, who does
not perish when all beings perish.

This unmanifested means the seed state of the whole multitude of created things; the
night of Brahma. Another unmanifested eternal Being refers to the imperishable
Brahman, which is imperceptible to senses and which is altogether of a different kind, It
is supra-cosmic and beyond ignorance. It does not perish because it is beyond time, space
and causality. All beings perish implies that everything from Brahma downwards all
beings.

That which is The Truth, the ignorance of which projects the manifested, is the factor that
is changeless substratum. The idea is that the Ultimate Reality, the Self, is that which lies
beyond the delusory experiences of creation, dissolution and repeated re-creations.

avyaktokshara ityuktastamaahuh paramaam gatim

yam praapya na nivartante taddhaama paramam mama // 8.21 //

The unmanifested is called the imperishable; It is said to be the ultimate Goal from which
those who reach it never come back. That is My Supreme abode.

What has been indicated in the previous verse as `the other Unmanifest - which is the
Eternal Existence - which does not perish` is explained here as the Imperishable
mentioned in Verses 3 & 13 of this Chapter. The Imperishable was defined therein as the
Brahman, the substratum for the entire universe and that we should meditate on `OM` as
the symbol of this Imperishable.
The Self which is Pure Awareness gives existence and dynamism to the unmanifested vasanas and makes them to project out to form the manifested world of activities and behaviors. This eternal Unmanifested Factor, the Imperishable Self, is the highest goal for man to achieve.

The knower of such Imperishable, Eternal Brahman never again falls under the spell of Maya or ignorance (never comes back). The abode of Brahman is called Supreme because the relative universe is the inferior manifestation of Brahman.

The ultimate goal referred to in the text does not indicate any state or condition but the Imperishable Brahman Itself, Existence-Knowledge-Bliss absolute, sat-chit-ananda.

MEANS TO ATTAIN THAT SUPREME ABODE

purushaha sa parah paarththa bhaktya labhyastwananyayaa
yasyaanthahsthaani bhootaani yena sarvamidam tatam // 8.22 //

That Supreme Purusha, in whom all beings abide and by whom the entire universe is pervaded, can be attained, O Partha, by undistracted devotion directed to Him alone.

The technique by which the Unmanifest, the Imperishable - the Supreme Purusha is attainable is explained. Single pointed devotion with the total detachment from the world of body, mind and intellect is the means to achieve the Supreme Purusha. The detachment from the false is achieved by the growing attachment with the Real. Total Identification of oneself with the experience of the Self or the realization that nothing exists except the Lord, is undistracted devotion.

In whom all beings abide - All the beings (which are the effects) dwell within the Purusha, the Supreme Person (which is the cause) because every effect rests in its cause just as all mud pots (which are the effects) exist in the mud (which is the cause). The mud pervades all mud-pots irrespective of their size and shape. The essential nature of the mud-pot is nothing but the mud from which it is born. So also all beings and the world rest within their cause, the Purusha and hence the whole world is pervaded by the Purusha.

But for the cotton the beauty of the design woven in the cloth made out of that cotton cannot get projected. When Pure Awareness acts through vasanas It becomes the multiple worlds of names and forms. Therefore when one realizes the Self, he understands the very core out of which the world of multiplicity called Samsar has arisen.

Brahman is called Purusha (Person) because It dwells in every body (pura) or It is full (poornam).

THE TWO PATHS

yatra kale twanaavrittim aavrittim chaiva yoginah
prayaataa yaanti tam kaalam vakshyaami bharatarshabha // 8.23 //
Now I will tell you, O Chief of Bharatas, the time in which the yogis depart never to return and also the time in which they depart to return.

Sri Krishna now tells about the routes taken by the seekers to reach the two different destinations viz. the one from which there is a return and the other from which there is no return. The former is a Divine Mission seeking the Imperishable by ending the ego and re-discovering one's own Real Nature as none other than the Eternal Consciousness, the Changeless Substratum of the whole universe. The latter path is the life of satisfying the ego by gaining the experiences of joy among sense objects each of which ultimately brings forth sorrow.

These two worlds differ from each other since the one leads to a return again and again to a finite embodiment for living a life of limitations and the other assures a goal, having reached which, there is no return and where one enjoys Absolute Bliss.

If there are two different destinations there will be two separate routes guiding the respective types of seekers to reach their correct places. The Lord promises Arjuna that He will explain both the 'Path of return' and the 'Path of no return'. Here, the word 'Kale' means the time of departure as well as the path pursued by different types of seekers at the end of their present manifestations.

agnirjyotirahah shuklah shanmaasaa uttaraayanam
tatra prayaataa gacchanti brahma brahmavido janaah // 8.24 //

Fire, flame, day-time, the bright fortnight, the six months of the northern passage of the sun, departing when the men who know Brahman go to Brahman.

dhoomo raatristathaa krishnah shanmaasaa dakshinaayanam
tatra chaandramasam jyotir yogee praapya nivartate // 8.25 //

Attaining to the lunar light by smoke, night-time, the dark fortnight, or the six months of the southern passage of the sun, the yogi returns.

The verses 24 and 25 have been commented upon differently by different commentators. Fire, flame, day-time, the bright fortnight, the six months of the northern passage of the sun - all these indicate the path of the Gods presided over by the sun while the path of the ancestors is described in the verse 25 which is presided over by the moon. The path of Gods is the path of illumination that leads to liberation from where there is no return for the departed souls. On the other hand the path of ancestors is the path of darkness which leads to rebirth.

These two verses indicate that a seeker trying to raise himself above the various matter-envelopments and his identifications with them, can reach the higher spiritual realms of the Ultimate in his lifetime itself. But in case he happens to run after pleasure and sensuality, he comes back again to the field of action here wherein he can again make or unmake himself.
Truly these bright and dark paths of the world are considered eternal; one leads to non-return, and the other one returns.

Both these paths are eternal because worldly existence of finitude and change or Samsara is eternal. But as per Vedanta the Samsara can be ended for the individual through sincere meditation.

Life is a conflict between light and darkness. The former makes for release and the latter for rebirth. The Lord here uses the ancient belief to illustrate the great spiritual truth that those who are lost in the darkness of ignorance go by the path of the ancestors and are subject to rebirth and those who live in the day of illumination and walk on the path of knowledge obtain release from rebirth. This attainment of liberation through Self-Knowledge, while living in a physical body, is the goal of human life. The other courses, paths etc. are described in order to spur men to strive for Self-Knowledge and for attainment of liberation here on earth.

O son of Prtha, no Yogi is deluded after knowing these paths. Therefore Arjuna, at all times you be steadfast in Yoga.

Knowing that one of the paths leads to Samsara and the other to Moksha, the Yogi takes up the one leading to illumination and rejects the other. Here Yogi is the one who has withdrawn himself from his false-identifications and entered into contemplation of the Self with single-pointed mind.

In short, this entire Chapter is Krishna's advice to Arjuna that he should, even while acting in this world, strive constantly to be the one living in the awareness of the Divine, through selfless identification with the Eternal, the Imperishable Purusha. The guiding principle is that whatever work one undertakes, he should not lose sight of the Eternal.

The Yogi who knows this transcends all rewards laid down for the study of the Vedas, for sacrifices, for austerities, for making charities; he reaches the supreme, Primal abode. Sri Krishna means a true Yogi - a sincere meditator - goes beyond whatever meritorious results are promised in the Scriptures from the study of Vedas, performance of yajnas,
practice of austerities and from charities to reach the final goal, the Primeval, Supreme Abode

The word 'this' in the verse means the answers given by the Lord to the seven questions of Arjuna. One should not only understand but also follow the teachings contained in these answers of the Lord.

\textit{om tat sat iti srimadbhagavadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade akshara brahma yogo naama ashtamo'dhyaayah} \|

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the eighth discourse entitled : The Yoga of Imperishable Brahman.

Concepts and Issues

The Supreme Lord who creates the Universe is Brahma. The Lord describes the day and night of Brahma each of which lasts for thousands of ages. He says those who know the day and night of Brahma they really understand the terms day and night. From the unmanifested all the manifested worlds proceed at the coming of the 'day' and at the coming of the 'night' they dissolve into that alone which is called the unmanifested.

But the Supreme Purusha stands as a witness apart from this process of evolution and dissolution. Therefore, those who remember and meditate on the Supreme Being as the eternal witness, at the time of death, will never have re-birth in this world but will reach the Supreme itself, which is beyond space, time and causation.

Sri Krishna explains how Yogis realize the Supreme Self at the time of death. He mentions the two paths by which the souls of the Yogis travel. The realized Yogis following the path of Light will merge in the Supreme Being and will have no return; they attain Liberation. The others who have attachment for the material world will go through the path of darkness and will take birth in the mortal world to go through the cycle of birth and death afresh.

A Yogi knowing these two paths will not follow ritualistic practices expecting to enjoy their fruits because he understands that everything other than the Self is a source of pain and is transient. Hence he is always immersed in the awareness of Eternal Consciousness. He ultimately attains the Primeval Abode.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

The basic advice given by the Lord is that this mortal world is the place of pain and sorrow and is non-eternal and hence the one with God-Consciousness will alone reach the highest perfection ie Liberation. Therefore, The Lord emphasizes that one should
constantly practice Yoga and meditation so that even at the time of death God-thought alone will come instead of the thoughts of attachment to this materialistic world.

Points to Ponder

1. Who is the Supreme Purusha, what are His characteristics and how to attain Him?

2. How can one develop single-pointed concentration?

3. Write short notes on:

   § Paths of Return and Non-Return
   § Necessity for Meditation
   § Unmanifest, Manifest and Unmanifested Eternal Being

Next time we will take up Chapter 9
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Raajavidyaa Raajaguhya Yogah:

Yoga of Royal Knowledge and Royal Secret

TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

This chapter explains how the Self - Atman - pervades the entire world. The wise seek the Self while the ignorant, disregarding the Self, lead an empty life with vain hopes and unfilled aspirations. They go through the endless cycle of birth and death. Confirming the truth behind the saying that whatever one strives for, be it material or spiritual, one attains that particular goal, the ignorant gain their limited, mundane ends but never find accomplishment in their lives, whereas, the wise pursue the ultimate goal of Realization and find absolute peace and bliss in their own Self. Sri Krishna, therefore, advises Arjuna to seek the Self, to subsume all worldly activities to the Self until Spiritual Enlightenment is reached.

Krishna begins the chapter by offering to impart the knowledge of Reality that pervades the world and also as to the means of achieving this supreme knowledge and thereby free oneself from all agitations and sorrows.

The previous Chapter of the Gita dealt with liberation by stages through the process of meditation. But this way is not the only means of emancipation. A direct way is described in this Chapter. This knowledge being unknown to the mankind at large, Krishna terms it as a supreme secret and hence this Chapter is called 'Yoga of Royal Knowledge and Royal Secret'.

All living beings and inert things arise from the supreme Reality, exist in the Reality and ultimately merge into the Reality. The periods of manifestation of the world and its dissolution run into billions of years. The supreme Reality acts as the disinterested Self, witnessing the entire creation and dissolution. Those who fail to pursue this knowledge remain bound to the world of mortality. Krishna, therefore, appeals to the seekers to free themselves from the manifest world and reach the unmanifest Reality and to discover the Divinity that supports the pluralistic phenomenal existence.

The Text

SOVEREIGN MYSTERY

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

idam tu te guhyatamam pravakshyaamyanasooyave jnaanam vijnaanasahitam yajjnaataa mokshyase'shubhaat // 9.1 //

Sri Bhagavan said
To you, O Arjuna, who do not criticize, I will propound this, the greatest mystery of knowledge combined with realization, by understanding which you will be released from evil.

In this opening verse Sri Krishna assures Arjuna that He will reveal the theoretical knowledge of the Self combined with Its intuitive perception. Such knowledge is the direct means of attaining liberation. This knowledge about the Self dwelling in the body, and about the identity of the individual self and the Supreme Self, is considered most profound mystery because it has only to be realized through one's own experience or spiritual intuition and cannot be expressed in any words.

Arjuna is considered to be the most suitable candidate to know this deep mystery because he is free from jealousy and does not belong to the category of those who always find fault with whatever others do or say. Jealousy-free mind only can absorb deep knowledge, for jealousy is another form of ignorance.

Sri Bhagavan says that the one who receives this knowledge (a realized person) shall be free from all irksome problems of life, can rule over circumstances and face adversities with a smile. Krishna assures that by understanding that knowledge one will be released from the evil ie bondage of the world.

GREATNESS OF THAT KNOWLEDGE

raajavidyaa raajaguhyyam pavitramidamuttamam
pratyakshaavagamam dharmyam susukham kartumavyayam // 9.2 //

It is the Royal Science, Royal mystery, and the supreme purifier. It is perceived by direct experience. It accords with Dharma, it is easy to practice and it is imperishable.

In order to develop enthusiasm in the pursuit of Self, perfection is praised in this verse. Here the word secret or mystery means that which is too deep and striking and hence Vedanta is a secret for the uninitiated which has to be unraveled by a person endowed with scriptural knowledge.

Sri Krishna says that Vedanta, the science of life which is sovereign in its import, deep in its substance and supreme in its purifying effects, is clearly comprehensible since it can be verified by direct experience. It is knowledge by acquaintance and not by description. The truth is waiting to be seen by us, if the obstructing veils are removed. The Supreme is to be seen by one as one's own Self, through one's developed and purified intuition. The gains obtained by pursuit of this Royal Science are of imperishable nature.

As a lamp, when lighted in a room, instantly destroys the accumulated darkness of the ages, so the knowledge of Brahman, when realized in the heart, reduces to ashes the accumulated karma of all the past ages. Hence it is called supreme purifier.

The Bliss of Brahman is as directly perceived as the feelings of pleasure and pain. An object endowed with great qualities can also be against Dharma; but such is not the case
with the knowledge of Brahman which is easily acquired when taught by a qualified teacher. It is always in accordance with Dharma. The Bliss arising out of the knowledge of Brahman, though easily acquired, is eternal. Therefore the knowledge of Brahman should be pursued by all who desire peace and happiness.

ashraddhadhaanaah purushaa dharmasyaasya parantapa
apraapya maam nivartante mrityusamsaaravartmani // 9.3 //

Those who have no faith in this knowledge of the Self and regard physical body itself as the Self, O Parantapa, return to the path of mortal living.

Faith or unswerving conviction of the existence of God, the soul and immortality is the prerequisite of spiritual life. Those without faith mean those who regard the physical body as the self and do not believe in the indestructibility and immortality of the soul.

ELUCIDATION OF THE SOVEREIGN WISDOM

mayaa tatamidam sarvam jagadavyaktamoortinaa
matstaani sarvabhootani na chaaham teshvavasthitah // 9.4 //

All things in this universe are pervaded by Me in My unmanifest aspect; all beings exist in Me but I do not exist in them.

na cha matsthaani bhootaani pashya me yogamaishwaram
bhootabhrinna cha bhootastho mamaatmaa bhootabhaavanah // 9.5 //

And yet the beings do not exist in Me; behold, that is My Divine mystery. My Spirit which is the support of all beings and the source of all things does not dwell in them.

These two verse are very popular but yet difficult for easy comprehension. They require considerable reflection.

As we have seen earlier whenever Bhagavan uses the word 'ME' it does not refer to him as any individual but it means the Supreme Lord, the Ultimate Cause of All, the Uncaused Cause. His unmanifested form is Consciousness, Atman which is imperceptible to the senses. All things in the universe denote from the highest Brahma, the cosmic Spirit, to a blade of grass. Nothing can exist in this world unless the Lord, the Spirit, forms its substratum. Upanishads declare that the Lord, after creating the objects entered them as their indwelling consciousness to enliven them. Brahman, God, exists as the unmanifest Reality and pervades everywhere. Nothing exists other than Brahman. Yet because of delusion we see only the manifested world of beings and not its underlying Reality. We superimpose the illusory world on the eternal Reality, Brahman.

This is like a deluded person misunderstanding a post as a ghost in darkness. He is said to superimpose the figure of ghost on the post on account of his wrong perception. The post is the substratum of the ghost; the post pervades every part of the ghost; the ghost cannot exist unless there is the post but the post can survive in spite of the absence of the ghost.
Similarly Brahman exists without the world, but the world's existence depends upon Brahman.

Hence Krishna declares this truth in Verse 4 above that All things in this universe are pervaded by Him in His unmanifest aspect and that all beings exist in Him but He does not exist in them. This is just like saying that the ghost exists in the post but the post does not exist in the ghost. The post remains the source of the ghost. There can be no ghost without the post, but the post can remain without the ghost.

A thing devoid of inner reality cannot exist or be an object of experience. The Lord is the inner reality of everything. The reality of the Lord makes real everything in this world. But the reality of the Lord does not depend upon the world. He always exists whether the universe of names and forms exists or not.

The Lord is incorporeal and therefore has no real contact with the material world. He cannot be contained in any object. He is self-existent and self-luminous. Only a fraction of His majesty illumines the sun, the moon and the universe. But He himself is transcendental.

Having said that, the Lord further declares in the Verse 5 that “All beings do not dwell in Me; My spirit which is the support of all beings and the source of all things, does not dwell in them”. On the face of it, this verse seems to contradict what was stated in the previous verse. Verse 4 admits the existence of beings in Brahman while Verse 5 denies the existence of beings in Brahman. A little critical analysis will remove this apparent mismatch of ideas.

Applying the same previous example of the post and the ghost to this verse, it is like the post telling that ‘The ghost is not in me nor I am in the ghost. In fact, there never was a ghost. The ghost you perceive is only your imagination and not based on any fact or reality. The only reality is I, the post. I was, I am and I will be (the post only). This is the only truth from my standpoint’.

Thus the contradiction between these two verses is reconciled if we understand that there is no real existence of the universe and the beings. The existence of beings admitted in Verse 4 has only an illusory appearance to the eyes of the deluded. Beings do not actually exist, Brahman alone exists. Those who are fortunate to have wisdom clearly perceive and experience this truth. They see Brahman alone supporting the illusory phenomenon of this universe.

While in dream state we do not see the connection between the dream world and our mind. Only on waking up we understand such connection. Our mind alone projected the dream world which on waking up disappeared. Similarly, on tuning to God-consciousness, upon realizing the Self, we see the relation between the universe and God, Brahman.
What is this relation? The infinite Lord cannot be contained in a finite universe. Then why cannot the universe and the beings dwell in Him? The Lord, in reality, is neither the container nor the contained. In Him there is not the slightest trace of duality. In His purest essence He is above the law of cause and effect. In the final realization, the object and the subject become one; the whole universe merges in the Lord. In that state the Lord remains as One without a second, a homogeneous concentration of consciousness. The concepts of container and contained, cause and effect, apply to the realm of manifestation or maya. Through maya even though the Lord manifests in the tangible, relative universe, and appears to be its cause and support, yet He is always One without a second, transcendental, incorporeal and unattached. This is His eternal mystery - 'My Divine Mystery' as the Lord puts it in the Verse 5.

HOW THE LORD SUPPORTS THE WORLD?

yathaakaashasthito nityam vaayuh sarvatrago mahaan tathaa
sarvaani bhootani matsthaaneetyupadhaaraya // 9.6 //

As the mighty wind moving everywhere rests always in space (The Akasa), even so you know that all beings rest in Me.

It is really difficult for the ordinary intellect to comprehend the idea that a substance which exists everywhere, allowing everything to exist in it, but at the same time it in itself does not get conditioned by the things existing in it.

Although the wind moves everywhere in the space, exists in the space and is supported by the space yet the wind does not put any limitation on the space. Space holds them all but is touched by none. This illustrates the relationship between the Self and the Not-Self. When the wind moves the space does not move. None of the qualities of the wind is the quality of the space. So also, the Real supports the unreal which seemingly lives in the Real and yet the unreal full of misery and sorrow can never condition the Real.

On the same analogy, without affecting the Lord in any way, good and evil, pain and pleasure, and the other traits of this universe do not touch the Lord because from His point of view they are illusory. He can never be touched by anything happening in time and space. As a light cannot be affected by the good or evil deed done with its help, so the soul, which in its essence is one with the Lord, cannot be affected by the good and evil action of the body and mind.

MAYA IS THE CAUSE FOR CREATION & DISSOLUTION

sarvabhootaani kaunteya prakritim yaanti maamikaam
kalpakshaye punastaani kalpaadau visrijaamyaham // 9.7 //

O son of Kunti, all beings, go back to My nature at the end of a time-cycle (Kalpa); I send them forth again at the beginning of the next cycle.
Controlling My own nature, I again and again send forth all this multitude of beings, helpless under the sway of maya.

In these two verses Sri Krishna describes how His power of maya is instrumental in the process of creation and dissolution of the universe.

The whole process of creation, preservation and dissolution is due to the Lord's maya, His lower prakriti or nature consisting of the three gunas in their undifferentiated state and yet He is unaffected by it. Vedanta while recognizing the fact of creation does not approve of the act of creation. The Lord does not create the universe from nothing or void, for nothing only can come out from nothing. Therefore Vedanta believes that the Lord, because of His power of lower nature, maya, projects out of Himself (manifests) all the names and forms at the time of creation. Consciousness or His higher nature endows them with life.

At the end of the time-cycle, the names and forms of the manifested universe go back into the seed state and remain merged in Prakriti. At this state the three gunas of Prakriti remain in equilibrium. When this balance is disturbed, again creation takes place. This process of creation and dissolution is without beginning. Thus the better terms to indicate creation and dissolution are manifestation or evolution and mergence or involution. The Lord, in His pure essence, remains unaffected by the activities of His maya, though the insentient maya is activated because of its proximity to the Lord.

Verse 8 says that the Lord, with the help of Prakriti manifests the universe. Because of His very proximity, insentient Nature acts. Maya or Prakriti is under His control. But Jiva or the created being is under the control of maya.

Living beings come out of Prakriti which remains dormant at the end of the previous cycle. Dissolution or the state in which the three gunas remain at perfect balance is called the sleep (dormant state) of Prakriti.

The beings at the end of the previous cycle merged in Prakriti are still under the influence of maya or ignorance. As Prakriti becomes active at the beginning of the next cycle, the beings also assume appropriate births according to their past karma.

Since the creation is falsely superimposed upon the Lord, what is perceived to be the universe existing in time and space is, from the point of Reality, nothing but the Lord Himself. Just as in the illusion of a rope appearing as a snake, the falsely perceived snake is in reality nothing but the rope.
These acts do not bind Me, O Dhanajaya, for I remain unattached to them as one unconcerned.

Because the Lord is responsible for the manifestation of heterogeneous beings of unequal conditions, a question arises whether He is guilty of partiality as we normally think. This issue is answered here. The Lord says that He is unconcerned about fruit of His action relating to the creation of unequal and diverse beings.

It is attachment to the fruit that binds. He is unconcerned because He is totally devoid of the feeling of “I do”. The creation belongs to the realm of maya and the Lord is beyond maya. There is no relationship between the Lord and creation just as there is no contact between the desert and the mirage. He is totally free from any desire, purpose, motive or agency so far as the creation is concerned.

Wherever and whenever egocentric actions are performed with selfish desires, they leave behind their impressions either pleasant or unpleasant. However, in the case of the Self which is Eternal there is neither attraction nor aversion in these actions ie in the creation and dissolution of the Universe. It is unmindful of what type of world is projected or what kind of activities take place therein.

The Self is neutral or indifferent to everything. It does nothing nor does It cause anything to be done. The Self has no attachment to the fruits of Its actions nor has It any egocentric feeling of agency or doership just as an Umpire is not interested in the results of the game he is umpiring. Therefore, the actions involved in creation and dissolution do not bind the Lord.

The absence of egocentric feelings of doership and attachment to fruits of actions is the cause for freedom from Dharma and Adharma or virtue and vice. The ignorant man who works with egoism and with a desire for the rewards of his actions is bound by his own actions.

\[
\text{mayaadhyakshena prakritih sooyate sacharaacharam hetunaanena kaunteya jagadwiparivartate} \quad 9.10
\]

By reason of My proximity, Prakriti produces all things, the moving and the unmoving; because of this, O Kaunteya the world revolves.

The finite acts because of the Infinite and yet the Infinite is said to be neutral. This strange relationship between the finite and the Infinite is explained here. The Lord presides over only as a witness; nature does everything. By reason of His proximity or presence, nature sends forth the moving and the unmoving. The prime cause of this creation is nature or prakriti.

Although all actions are done with the help of the light of the sun, yet the sun cannot become the doer of all actions. Similarly, the Lord cannot become the doer of actions even though nature does all actions with the help of the light of the Lord.
As the Self illumines ignorance or maya, which is the material cause of this world, the Self is regarded as the cause of this world. The magnet is indifferent although it makes the iron pieces move on account its proximity.

Similarly, The Lord remains indifferent although He makes the nature-Prakriti- create the world. He presides over the world which consists of moving and unmoving objects as a witness. By His presence the wheel of the manifested and unmanifested beings revolves round and round.

The question why The Lord created the world when He is a mere witness is a mystic one. We cannot say that the purpose of creation is meant for the enjoyment of the Supreme; for the Supreme is devoid of desire and does not enjoy. It is pure consciousness, a mere witness. And there is no other enjoyer for there is no other consciousness; A question arises whether is creation intended to secure heaven for it is opposed to heaven. Thus the question regarding the purpose of creation cannot be asked if one remembers that creation is maya or an illusion.

In Verses 7 to 10 The Lord defines His position through easy steps leading to a subtle concept which may appear contradictory. He begins by saying that He projects all beings at the beginning of evolution; Prakriti is only an instrument in His hands. Next, He says, He is not affected by the act, since He sits by, as the one neutral, perfectly unattached. Lastly, He tells the final truth that He really does nothing, that it is Prakriti, activated by His proximity produces the universe. It is His light that lights up the Prakriti and makes it live and act. This is the only relation between the Lord and His Prakriti.

The important point for us to note in these Verses 7 to 10 is that Sri Krishna imparts the subtle knowledge that Brahman, being neutral, remains apart as a silent witness of all that happens in the phenomenal world of the animate and inanimate.

DEVOTION TO THE SUPREME BRINGS ITS GREAT REWARDS

*avajaananti maam moodhaah maanusheem tanumaashritam param bhaavamajaananto mama bhootamaheshwaram // 9.11 //*

*Unaware of My higher nature as the Supreme Lord of all beings, fools disregard Me, when I assume a human form.*

From time to time the Lord assumes a human form so that men may attain a godly nature. In that state the Lord acts outwardly like a human being though always remaining in full possession of the knowledge that He is unattached to anything material and that He is the very Self of all beings. The deluded only see Him acting as a man and therefore disregard Him as an ordinary human being while the wise understand Him as the Supreme Self.

*moghaashaa moghakarmaano moghajnaanaa vichetasah raakshaseemaasureem chaiva prakritim mohineem shritaah // 9.12 //*
Of vain hopes, of vain actions, of vain knowledge and senseless, they definitely are possessed of the delusive nature of Rakshasas and Asuras.

'They' refers to those described in the previous verse. Rakshasas are those having Tamasic nature who indulge in acts of cruelty. Asuras are those having Rajasic nature with qualities of ambition, greed, and the like. They cling to the world of transient forms with the hope of finding peace and happiness and are victims of their own deceitful nature and disregard the Lord, who dwells in them as their underlying Reality.

mahaatmaanastu maam partha daiveem prakritimaashritaah bhajantyananyamanaso jnaatwaa bhootaadimavyayam // 9.13 //

But the Mahatmas (great souls) O Partha, possessing the Divine nature worship Me with undisturbed minds knowing Me as the imperishable origin of all beings.

Deceitful nature mentioned above is contrasted with Divine nature. People of Demoniac nature live in their ego consciousness making it as a centre of their activities and get lost in the fruitless Samsara missing their true destiny. On the other hand people of wisdom who possess divine or saatwic nature and are endowed with self-restraint, mercy, faith, purity etc., know Him as the origin of all beings just as those who know the mud to be the origin of all mud pots will see the mud in all pots. They worship Him with single minded devotion. Their whole life becomes a continuous adoration of the Supreme and hence they are Mahatmas.

satatam keertayanto maam yatantashcha dridhavrataah namasyantashcha maam bhaktyaa nityayuktaa upaasate // 9.14 //

Always glorifying Me, striving with firm resolve, bowing down to Me in devotion, always steadfast, they worship Me.

These great souls always sing His glory, committed to lead a spiritual life of self-redemption with determination to reject the False and to pursue the path of the Real. They prostrate before The Lord with total detachment and surrender of all false identifications with their own matter-envelopments. They worship Him with great faith and devotion keeping in mind the nature of the Self as the substratum of the entire Universe and the essence of all beings. They represent the highest perfection of a combination of knowledge, devotion and work.

jnaanayajnena chaapyanye yajanto maamupasaate ekatwena prithaktwena bahudhaa vishwatomukham // 9.15 //

Others again offer the oblation of knowledge and worship Me either as the one with them or as the distinct from them and still others in various ways worship Me whose form is the whole universe.
Oblation of knowledge implies that the knowledge of the Lord is itself a Yajna. The destruction of ignorance with fires of knowledge is called Gnana Yagna - Wisdom Sacrifice. It implies that for the purpose of invoking Right Knowledge false ideas in us must be thrown into the flames of Right Knowledge. The Gnana Yagna has no ritualism. It is a constant attempt on the part of the performer to see the Consciousness Principle in every familiar name and form in all conditions and situations. It means an understanding that the Immutable Self pervades all, holding together the phenomenal multiplicities.

They offer their worship from the non-dualistic view or from the dualistic view. The man of realization identifies himself with the All-formed which is the view of Advaita. Some worship Him by making a distinction between The Lord and themselves which is the Dualistic view (Dvaita). Some worship Him with the knowledge that He exists as the various Divinities like Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra etc (Vishishtaadvaita).

aham kraturaham yajnah swadhaahamahamaushadham
mantro'hamahamevajyam ahamagniraham hutam // 9.16 //

I am the Kratu, I am the Yajna - the sacrifice, I am the Svadha - the offering (food) to the ancestors, I am the Aushadha - the medicinal plants and herbs, I am the Mantra, I am the Ajya - the melted butter (Ghee), I am the fire, and I am the oblation.

Verses 16 - 19 explain how all the different types of worship performed in variety of forms become the worship of the one Self - the essence behind the seeming plurality of the world which is nothing but a superimposition gaining its existence from the Reality behind it. In this verse the existence of Self everywhere is explained giving the example of ritualistic worship widely prevalent in Arjuna's time. He is told that all the methods of worship are nothing but the worship of the Self.

Not only the different ritualistic prescriptions (Yajna) are presided over by the Self but all the vegetable food and medicinal herbs used in the sacrifice (Aushadha), the ghee poured into the altar of fire (Ajya), the oblations (Hutam) offered, the fire that is invoked (Agni), the mantras chanted with which oblation is offered, the food offered to the ancestors (Svadha) and the Kratu- a kind of Vedic rite are all nothing but the Self expressed in different ways and through different fields.

The Vedic sacrifice is interpreted as an offering of our whole nature, an entire self giving to the Universal Self. What we receive from Him we give back to Him. The gift and surrender are both His.

Through the symbol of sacrifice the Lord suggests that He alone forms all the accessories of worship and also the act and the result of the sacrifice.

pitaahamasya jagato maataa dhaataa pitaamahah
vedyam pavitramonkara rik saama yajureva cha // 9.17 //
I am the father of this universe - the mother, the sustainer, the grandfather, the purifier, the knowable, the sacred mono-syllable OM and also the Rig, Sama and the Yajur Vedas.

In order to show that the Self permeates everywhere The Lord says that He is the father, the mother, the sustainer, the grandfather and the purifier of the worlds. He is the one thing to be known because the Self is that which having known, everything becomes known. The Self, the substratum of the entire living universe, is symbolized by the Vedic mantra called OM. Life, which is the flow of constant experiences, implies the sum-total of all experiences in each one of us during the waking, dreaming and deep-sleep states.

The substratum for these three states and their experiences must be something other than the super-impositions on it just as the container is different from the contained. The fourth state supporting the ordinary states of consciousness in every one of us is termed Turiya. The sacred symbol OM represents all these four states. Therefore the Ultimate indicated by OM is the Self. This Absolute Reality is the theme of all the Vedas and therefore it is said that `I am also the Rik, Sama and Yajus.

gatirbhartaa prabhuh saakshee nivaasah sharanam suhrit
prabhavah pralayah sthaanam nidhaanam beejamavyayam // 9.18 //

I am the Goal, the Supporter, the Lord, the Witness, the Abode, the Shelter, the Friend, the Origin, the Dissolution, the Foundation, the Treasure-house and the Seed which is imperishable.

The Lord continues the enumeration of Brahman's various manifestations. He is:

The Goal (Gati): The Self is the goal because when the imperfections of the world of multiplicities are crossed over, the Absolute abode of Reality is experienced.

The Supporter (Bharta): Just as the desert supports the mirage, the Self lends a semblance of reality to the varied perceptions of the sense organs and thus holding together the ever-so-many changes into a consistent pattern which is called life.

The Lord (Prabhu): The Self, as the Pure Awareness, is beyond the sorrows and joys of the apparent and delusory universe just as electric energy is beyond the characteristics of its own manifestation through varied equipments.

The Witness (Saakshee): The Self is a mere witness and not a participant as It is an uninterested illuminator of what is happening in the body, mind and intellect as well as in the world outside.

The Abode (Nivasah): When different minds on different occasions project different forms and moods of a ghost on the same lamp post, the post is said to be the abode of different ghosts. So too, whenever our sense organs experience the pluralistic phenomena of the world, the Self or the Awareness is their abode.
The Shelter (Sharanam): The Self is the refuge or the harbor of tranquility which protects the confused ego from the sorrows and pains of Samsar.

The Friend (Suhrith): the Infinite is always the friend of the finite giving the latter security and well-being.

The Origin and Dissolution, the Substratum and the Store-house: As mud is in all pots, gold is in all ornaments, the Self is in the universe. Therefore, all things can come to manifestation and dissolve into the unmanifest only on the basis of a substratum. Hence the substratum, the Self, is the store-house of all names, forms and qualities that constitute the world.

The Immutable Seed (Beejam Avyayam): In contrast with the other seeds which undergo changes when they germinate, although the Self is the origin of all beings, It remains imperishable or unchanged even after beings arise out of it. It is therefore Immutable ie It endures so long as the Samsara endures.

tapaamyahamaham varsham nigrihnaamyutsrijaami cha
amritam chaiva mrityushcha sadasacchaaham arjuna // 9.19 //

As the sun I give heat; I withhold and send forth the rain; I am immortality and also death; both being and Non-being, O Arjuna.

This verse explains that the Self is the essence and the ruling factor behind all phenomenal objects and happenings in the universe.

I gave heat: Just as electricity conditioned through various equipments expresses itself as heat in a heater, light in a bulb and cold in a fridge, the Self, the Existence itself, identifying with the phenomenon called the sun becomes the source of heat for the entire universe.

I withhold and send forth rain: The sun influences the climatic conditions of the universe thereby causing rainfall or drought.

I am immortality and also death: Self being the spark of life, It gives realistic experiences of existence in the world including to the phenomenon called death. Once it is realized that the Self is Immutable and Eternal, the state of immortality is reached. Change is what is called death and therefore the Self is the illuminator of change, Itself ever changeless.

I am the Being and Non-Being: Sat (existence) and Asat (non-existence) are the terms used in Vedanta to indicate cause and effect, the manifest and unmanifest. The Self being that Illuminating factor without which neither manifest nor unmanifest can be experienced, the Self is conceived of as the Essence in both the manifest and unmanifest. He is being when manifested and non-being when the world is unmanifested.
The main idea is that the devotees regard the Lord in various ways and follow different methods of worship. The Supreme Lord grants our prayers in whatever form we worship Him.

Concepts and Issues

Observing that Arjuna was endowed with faith, free from fault finding nature and qualified to receive the sacred divine knowledge Sri Krishna says that He will disclose the Royal Knowledge and Royal Secret which will make him realize The Lord in him by direct experience. This knowledge is imperishable, knowing which one will become free from the evil of worldly existence. The Lord says that due to lack of faith in this knowledge, in its manifest and unmanifest aspects, people fail to realize Him and suffer in consequence.

Sri Krishna says that all beings are pervaded by Him and dwell in His unmanifest form like the wind moving everywhere but always resting in space. Although The Lord is the creator, destroyer and sustainer of the world, He stands as a witness indifferent and unattached to these processes.

The ignorant identify Him with nature or regard Him as a mortal during His incarnations for protecting Dharma. They do not see God in the Universe and have no knowledge of the Self which dwells within the body. They do not see the Unity in the Diversity. They fail to see the ocean beneath the waves.

They run after the transient objects and miss the eternal. They have no discrimination or right understanding. The knowers of the Truth see the Reality in externality also. They feel a oneness with all. They chant God's name always. They worship Him with wisdom sacrifice. They see the formless one as distinct and manifold.

He explains to Arjuna His identity with the Universe. The Lord's enumeration of His different manifestations has been tabulated below for easy reference.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Term 1</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Term 2</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>kratuḥ</td>
<td>Vedic ritual</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>gatiḥ</td>
<td>Supreme goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>yajnah</td>
<td>Sacrifice</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>bhartaḥ</td>
<td>Supporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Svadhāa</td>
<td>Offering to the departed</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>prabhuh</td>
<td>Lord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>aushadham</td>
<td>Herbage &amp; food grains</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>saakshe</td>
<td>Witness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>manṭraḥ</td>
<td>Sacred chanting</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>nivaasah</td>
<td>Abode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ajyaṃ</td>
<td>Clarified butter</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>sharanam</td>
<td>Shelter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>agniḥ</td>
<td>Sacred fire</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>suhrit</td>
<td>Well-wisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>hutam</td>
<td>Offering oblations in fire</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>prabhavah</td>
<td>Origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>pitaḥ</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>pralayah</td>
<td>Dissolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>maṭaḥ</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>sthaanaṁ</td>
<td>Resting place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>dhaṭaḥ</td>
<td>Sustainer</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>nidhaanaṁ</td>
<td>Store-house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>pitaamaha</td>
<td>Grandsire</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>avyayambeejam</td>
<td>Imperishable seed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>vedyam</td>
<td>The one worth</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>tapaamy</td>
<td>Radiate heat as the Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>pavitraḥ</td>
<td>Purifier</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>varshaḥ</td>
<td>Rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>omkaraḥ</td>
<td>Sacred syllable OM</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>amritam</td>
<td>Immortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>rīk</td>
<td>Rg Veda</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>mrityuḥ</td>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>saṃmaḥ</td>
<td>Sama Veda</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>sat</td>
<td>Being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>yauḥ</td>
<td>Yajurveda</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>asat</td>
<td>Non-being</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As Described in Verses 16 - 19

If one understands correctly the following verses dealing with the Divine Mystery in this section of the Gita one can be aware of the concepts of Creation and Brahman.

All things in this universe are pervaded by Me in My unmanifest aspect; all beings exist in Me but I do not exist in them. 9.4

And yet the beings do not exist in Me; behold, that is My Divine mystery. My Spirit which is the support of all beings and the source of all things does not dwell in them. 9.5

O Son of Kunti, all beings, go back to My nature at the end of a time-cycle (Kalpa); I send them forth again at the beginning of the next cycle. 9.7

Controlling My own nature, I again and again send forth all this multitude of beings, helpless under the sway of maya. 9.8
Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

In this Chapter Sri Krishna advises Arjuna to do every thing as an offering to The Lord. All actions thus become a symbol of devotion and help remembering God.

Submission to the Divine is the essence of spiritual sadhana. The following verses tell us how to go about in that path.

But the Mahatmas (great souls) O Partha, possessing the Divine nature worship Me with undisturbed minds knowing Me as the imperishable origin of all beings. 9.13

Always glorifying Me, striving with firm resolve, bowing down to Me in devotion, always steadfast, they worship Me. 9.14

Points to Ponder

1. What are the knowledge and secret revealed by The Lord in this Chapter? Why they are called Royal?
2. What is the truth behind the world we perceive?
3. Enumerate the different kinds of worship.
4. What should be the ingredients for an offering to The Lord?
5. Does the Lord show any partiality in bestowing His grace on the devotees?
6. Short notes on:
   ¾ Divine Mystery
   ¾ Creation
   ¾ Brahman
   ¾ Attributes of the Lord
   ¾ Submission to the Lord

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 9.20

HARIH OM
Preamble

The variety of human pursuits and how each gains its particular objective in life are described now. These pursuits fall under three distinct types of activities in the world. The persons belonging to the first type act with self-centered interests in this world. They go about their activities merely fulfilling their ego and egocentric desires. Consequently they suffer from mental agitations and sorrow (papa).

Others in the second category work unselfishly for higher and nobler goals in life. They serve and sacrifice for their chosen ideal. They gain the joys of heaven (punya).

The third variety seeks spiritual Enlightenment. They strive for liberation through their devout offerings to the Supreme Being. They oblate their actions, feelings and thoughts to their altar of Self-realization. Such seekers become liberated from their mundane existence and gain the ultimate bliss of Realization.

A seeker's direction in the spiritual path matters more than his spiritual status. A righteous person may move towards worldly attractions and devolve spiritually, whereas an unrighteous person may take to the spiritual path and evolve. Therefore, in the spiritual life what really matters is not where you are but what direction you choose to take – the path of evolution or devolution.

The discussion in this Chapter concludes with the encouraging words that anyone can attain Enlightenment through devotion and dedicated effort towards the Supreme Self.

The Text

NON-WORSHIPPERS ARE CAUGHT IN THE WHEEL OF BIRTH & DEATH

traividyaa maam somapaah pootapaapaa yajnairishtwaa swargatim praarthayante te punyamaasaadya surendralokamashnanti divyaandivi devabhogaan // 9.20 //

The knowers of the three Vedas, the drinkers of Soma, purified of all sins, worshiping Me by sacrifices, pray for the way to heaven: they reach the holy world of The Lord of the Gods (Indra) and enjoy in heaven the divine pleasures of the gods.

te tam bhuktwaal swargalokam vishaalam ksheene punye martyrlokam vishanti evam trayeedharmamanuprapannaa gataagatam kaamakaamaa labhante // 9.21 //
They having enjoyed the vast heaven, return to the world of mortals when their merits are exhausted; thus abiding by the injunctions of the three Vedas and desirous of enjoyments, they are subject to birth and death.

The Lord refers to the Vedic Theory that those who perform rituals gain heavenly enjoyments after death and points out how it cannot be regarded as the highest goal. Such men are bound by the law of karma as they are still lured by desire and they will return to this cosmic procession since they act from an ego-centre and since their ignorance is not destroyed.

If we seek rewards in heaven, we will gain them but we return to mortal existence so long as we do not gain the true aim of life. Human life is an opportunity to develop soul’s divine nature from the imperfect material we are composed of. We operate from the ego-centered consciousness, whether we seek the pleasures of this world or a future paradise and therefore do not gain liberation from the ever running wheel of birth and death.

ananyaashchintayanto maam ye janaah paryupaasate
teshaam nityaabhiyuktaanaam yogakshemam vahaamyaham // 9.22 //

To these men who worship Me alone, thinking of no other, to those ever self-controlled, I secure which is not already possessed (Yoga) and preserve what they already possess (Kshema).

The case of those who worship the Eternal (with love free from any desire) as the Substratum for the entire Universe is illustrated here. They meditate upon The Lord as the one and the only reality behind the entire universe. Sri Krishna promises them Yoga - more and more spiritual enlightenment and Kshema - the final liberation resulting from the Yoga.

This verse can be interpreted to mean that The Lord takes up all the cares and burdens of His devotees. To become conscious of divine love, all other love must be abandoned. If we cast ourselves entirely on the mercy of God, He bears all our sorrows. We can depend on His saving grace and energizing care. The Lord promises complete protection or final merger with His Immortal Being to those who love Him with all their body, heart and soul.

This Verse conveys the central theme of the Gita and is very famous.

WORSHIPPING OF OTHER GODS

yepanyadevataa bhaktaa yajante shraddhaya'anvitaah
te'pi maameva kaunteya yajantyavidhipoorvakam // 9.23 //

Even those devotees, who endowed with faith, worship other Gods, worship Me alone, O Son of Kunti, by the wrong method.
All do not worship at the same altar since tastes differ from person to person. Although they worship at the different altars, they adore the same Vitality that is the substratum for all the created world of change. Thus even when they worship different deities with perfect faith, all of them invoke nothing but the One Eternal Truth expressed through different forms of worship.

Once it is agreed that the Infinite Reality is the One without a second, which remains the same in the past, present and future, it will be clear that the Self as Consciousness expressed through the instruments of different saints, sages, prophets and incarnations is one and the same wherever and whenever they are born and functioned among the people of their times. Hence Sri Krishna declares that they too worship Me alone, eventhough by wrong methods.

The term other Gods referred to in this verse means different forms or aspects of the single God-hood like Indra, Varuna etc., which the man assumes in his different Gunas. Such worshipers are said to follow wrong methods because while worshipping when there is a possibility of achieving the Highest - Realization of the Self, Liberation - they pray for ordinary things of life like health, wealth etc. Because of this ignorance they come back to the world to satisfy their unfulfilled desires.

**aham hi sarvajnaanaam bhoktaa cha prabhur eva cha na
tu maamabhijaananti tattwenaatashchyavanti te // 9.24 //</br>

(For) I alone am the enjoyer in and the Lord of all sacrifices; but they do not know Me in essence and hence they fall (return to this mortal world).

This verse explains why these methods are wrong and why the pursuers of these wrong methods return to the mortal world when they have finished enjoying the joys of heaven which were the rewards for their merits acquired through ritualism.

These methods are wrong because only a limited potentiality of the Supreme is invoked and Its infinite glory is not realized. Hence they fall into the delusory mundane world again and again.

The Lord alone is the enjoyer of all sacrifices and the lord of all sacrifices. As a result of their sacrifices they attain a higher plane to enjoy their merits. However as they perform the worship without recognizing the Supreme and as they do not consecrate their actions to Him, they return to the mortal world after their merits have been exhausted.

**yaanti devavrataa devaan pitreenyaanti pitivrataah
bhutaani yaanti bhutejyaa yaanti madyaajino'pi maam // 9.25 //</br>

The worshippers of the Devas or Gods go to the Devas; to the pitris or ancestors go the ancestor- worshippers; to the Bhutas or the elements go the worshippers of the Bhutas; but those who worship Me come to Me.
`Devas' represent the various sense-organs by the activities of which the world is experienced. In other words the word `Devas' means the entire field of all physical experiences. Those who solicit the external world of joys and successes consistently and with the required amount of devotion, come to gain such enjoyments. The worshippers of ancestors mean those who strive to live up to the cultural purity and traditions of their ancients. Such an individual gains the beauty and perfection of a pure life. The worshippers of the Bhutas reach the Bhutas indicate that even for those who diligently pursue the understanding of nature success is assured to the extent of their efforts made.

But these are the limited forms of the Supreme and cannot give the aspiring soul the peace that is beyond all understanding. The result of worship is assimilation to the form worshipped and these limited forms give limited results. But devotion to the Supreme brings the supreme reward of merging with the Self and such persons become one with Brahman.

DEVOTION AND ITS EFFECTS

\[
\text{patram pushpam phalam toyam yo me bhaktyaa prayacchati} \\
tadaham bhaktyupahritamashaami prayataatmanah // 9.26 //
\]

Whoever offers Me with devotion and a pure mind, a leaf, a flower, a fruit or a little water - that I accept (the devout gift of the pure minded).

A gift, however small, is accepted by The Lord when it is offered with profound faith and devotion. He is satisfied even with a leaf, a flower, a fruit or a little water when it is offered with single-minded devotion and pure heart. What is offered is not as important as how it is offered. Although all the objects of the world belong to Him only and not to the devotee, yet if they are offered to Him by a devotee they become the conveyors of the latter's love and dedication unto The Lord.

Therefore the offerings serve their purpose only if they are accompanied by (a) devotion and (b) pure mind and heart. If these qualities are absent they are mere economic waste, vanity and false belief breeding superstition. On the other hand, if properly done, they are the means of transport in the spiritual path of self-development.

The way to the Highest is not by way of subtle metaphysics or complicated ritual. It is by sheer self-giving, which is symbolized by the offer of a leaf, a flower, a fruit or water.

WHY AT ALL THE LORD REQUIRES OFFERING FROM A SEEKER?

\[
yatkaroshi yadashnaasi yajjuhoshi dadaasi yat yattapasyasi \\
kaunteya tatkurushva madarpanam // 9.27 //
\]

Whatever you do, whatever you eat, whatever you offer in sacrifice, whatever you give away, whatever you practice as austerity, O Kaunteya, do it as an offering to Me.
This verse explains how through all activities of life one can constantly live in the spirit of `devout offering' unto the Supreme. It is repeatedly said in the Gita that mental attitude is of utmost importance than the mere physical act and this fact is generally overlooked by the seekers.

The Lord being the creator and sustainer of all objects needs nothing from anybody. All that is required by Him is the devotion expressed through the spirit of offering. Sri Krishna therefore says that even simple common tasks of daily life like what we eat, what we offer in sacrifices, what we give as gifts and what we practice as austerity, can be done as a sacred offering unto the Eternal and thereby a constant remembrance of the Supreme can be maintained although undergoing the vagaries of life.

When all the activities of life are performed with a spirit of offering, not only our love to the Supreme increases in us but also our entire life becomes sanctified with a nobler and diviner focus. A devotee who constantly remembers the Substratum behind everything in life can give to life the respect and reverence that it deserves and in turn the life bestows its rewards on him. Love of God is not an escape from harshness of life but a dedication for service. Karma Yoga or the way of works which starts with the duty of performance of prescribed rites concludes with the position that all tasks are sanctified when done with disinterestedness and dedication.

The message is when all actions are consecrated unto Him with disinterestedness and dedication they become sanctified by which one is freed from the bondage of Karma with no re-birth to him. The individual becomes one with the Cosmic Will.

It is appropriate to quote here a verse from Adi Sankara's “Siva Manasa Pooja” which reads:

Aatmaa tvam girijaa matih sahacharaah praanaah shariiram griham |
Poojaa te vishhayopabhogarachanaa nidraa samaadhisthitih |
Sajnchaarah padayoh pradakshinavidhih stotraani sarvaagiro |
Yadyat karma karomi tat tad akhilam shambho tavaaraadhanam||

You are my self, Parvati is my understanding. My five praanaas are your attendants. My body is your house, and all the pleasures of my senses are objects to use for your worship. My sleep is your state of samaadhii. Wherever I walk I am walking around you (pradakshina), everything I say is a prayer in praise of you. Whatever act is done by me, every one of them, O Lord, is worship unto You.

Dedication of all our activities to the Supreme is the corner-stone for spiritual awakening.

RESULT OF SUCH DEDICATION OF ACTIVITIES

shubhaashubhaphalaiyam mokshyase karmabandhanaiah
sannyaasa yogayuktaatmaa vimukto maamupaishyasi // 9.28 //
You shall thus be freed from the bondage of actions yielding good and evil results. With your mind firmly set on the Yoga of renunciation you shall become free and come to Me.

Sri Krishna continues the theme how by living the life in a spirit of surrendering the fruit of all actions to the Lord, an individual achieves the highest perfection. When actions are undertaken by an individual without ego, their reactions, good or bad, cannot bind him because the vasanas in him were already eliminated due to egoless actions and absence of egocentric desires and the mind already got purified.

The next stage is to live a life of Sanyasa and Yoga. The word Sanyasa does not mean physical rejection of the world. It is a renunciation of all egocentric activities and all cravings for fruits of actions. The offering of all works to the Lord constitutes the yoga of renunciation.

Such a life would be possible for those who dedicate all the end results of their actions unto The Lord. To the one who thus lives the life of Sanyasa, Yoga is natural as through out all of his activities he remembers only The Lord, the Self, the Infinite. Such a seeker discovers the futility of his earlier identification with the false and realizes his own Divine Nature. Hence the seeker is promised that he will go to the Supreme and even while living in the body one will be free from the bondage of action.

samo'ham sarvabhooteshu na me dweshyosti na priyah

ye bhajanti tu maam bhaktyaa mayi te teshu chaapyaham // 9.29 //

I am the same toward all beings; to Me there is none hateful or dear. But those who worship Me with devotion, are in Me and I am also in them.

I am in all beings: The self is one in all beings; the same Consciousness Principle illumines the emotions and thoughts in all living creatures just as the same sun illuminates all objects in the world and its rays get reflected on all surfaces whether polished or rough.

To Me there is none hateful or dear: The Self is always the same everywhere and It neither bears distinction between the good and bad nor does It entertain love or hatred for any living being just as the same sunlight reflects on the surfaces of different types of objects, the quality of reflections being different on account of the varying quality of the respective surfaces. On the same analogy if some people show better spiritual development as compared to others it cannot be presumed that the Self is partial towards or showing any special preference to the former or having any prejudice against the latter.

But those who worship Me with devotion are in Me and I too am in them: Having said that the Self has neither love nor hatred towards anybody The Lord says that those who worship the Self with devotion rediscover that they themselves are none other than the Self that is worshipped by them.
The idea is that the Eternal Self does not choose any individual for bestowing Its grace but the individuals themselves create such environment in themselves that they rediscover the Self in themselves. A mind pre-occupied with egocentric attachments with the non-Self cannot realize the Bliss while the same mind if it is made to detach itself from all the extrovert diversions it realizes its identity with the Self. From this sense we can say that the worshipper with devotion is `blessed' by The Lord and so he is in Him and He too is in the worshipper.

api chet suduraachaaro bhajate maamananyabhaak
saadhureva samantavyah samyagvyavasito hi sah // 9.30 //

Even if the most sinful man worships Me with unswerving devotion, he must be regarded as righteous, for he has formed the right resolution.

Bhakti is selfless contemplation with a single-pointed mind upon the non-dual Brahman who is none other than the essence of the devotee himself. A constant attempt to live upto one's own Real Nature is called single-pointed devotion. If a vicious sinner changes his evil thoughts his behavioral pattern gets transformed. If such a person worships The Lord with undivided devotion he is to be regarded as righteous and thoroughly rehabilitated.

From the moment contemplation on the Supreme is taken up with devotion, the sinner becomes a saint because he has formed a resolution to abandon the evil ways of his early life. He will soon grow out of himself into the spiritual glory. The evil of the past cannot be washed away except by his turning to God with undivided heart.

This verse does not mean that there is an easy escape from the consequences of our deeds. We cannot prevent the cause from producing its effect. Any arbitrary interference with the order of the world is not suggested. When the sinner turns to God with undistracted devotion, a new cause is introduced.

His redemption is conditional on his repentance. Repentance is a genuine change of heart and includes regret for the past sin and a decision to prevent a repetition of it in the future. When once the resolution is adopted, the transformation of the lower into higher is steadily effected.

If only human effort is to be depended upon for this change, it may be hard, erroneous, imperfect and difficult to overcome the ego. By surrendering the ego when one opens himself to the Divine, The Lord takes up the burden of changeover and lifts the soul to the spiritual plane from its contamination. A peace of charcoal loses its blackness only when it is charged with fire.

kshipram bhavati dharmaatmaa shashwacchaantim nigacchati
kaunteya pratijaaneehi na me bhaktah pranashyati // 9.31 //

He soon becomes righteous and attains to eternal peace; O Kaunteya, know you for certain that My devotee never perishes.
The effect of single-pointed devotion to The Lord is stated here. Sri Krishna says that such a person soon becomes righteous - he realizes the Divine Atma in himself. He attains eternal peace - an inward peace which is beyond the tumults of the daily living. He lives in tranquility free from agitations and excitements. He rediscovers in himself his own real nature which is Supreme Peace. Such a devotee never perishes or is destroyed. The seeker of the nobler values shall have no failures if his resolve is firm and his application is sincere.

The import of this and the previous verses is that the constant awareness of the Divine Principle protects the human personality from the destructive nature of its negative tendencies. Once we place ourselves in the hands of the Divine we cannot fall into the chasm of darkness.

maam hi paartha vyapaashritya ye'pi syuh paapayonayah
striyo vaishyastathaa shoodraaste'pi yaanti paraam gatim // 9.32 //

For, taking refuge in Me, they also O Partha, who might be of inferior birth - Women, Vaishyas and Sudras - attain the supreme goal.

This verse requires a little careful understanding. The words `persons of inferior birth- women, vaishyas and sudras- should not be regarded as justifying the customs prevailing then debarring these segments of the society from Vedic Study. Hinduism does not restrict salvation to any one group or section of the community nor does it regard any class of people as inferior by birth. More so, when the Gita, the Universal Scripture, is addressed to the humanity in general without distinction of race, gender or caste. This verse merely refers to the view prevalent in those historical times and does not attribute any sanction or mandate to the social practices then prevailing. These terms are to be understood as indicating some unique and varying qualities of the human mind and intellect obtained in different individuals at different points of time in history and not as denoting any caste or gender.

This verse says that through constant remembrance of The Lord and meditation upon the Divine Self with single pointed mind and devotion not only men of evil ways are redeemed but even those who cannot attune themselves to spirituality due to some impediments in them can also achieve progress. Sri Krishna means that when the peculiar shortcomings are removed such people also attain the Supreme Goal.

kim punarbraahmanaah punyaa bhaktaa raajarshayastatha
anityamasukham lokamimam praapya bhajaswa maam // 9.33 //

How much more easily then the holy Brahmanas and devoted Royal Saints attain the goal; having come to this transitory and joyless world, you do worship Me.

As compared to those who were referred to in the previous verse, Sri Krishna says how much easier and natural it would be for the Rajarishis (kings who have attained
saintliness even while continuing to discharge their duties as kings) and holy Brahmanas who are bestowed with purity of mind to achieve Self-Realization.

The world is described by The Lord here as transient and joyless. The most characteristic feature of the world of experiences is that no experience is permanent at any period of time or place. Again no experience can be entirely satisfactory to any one. The world is lived by men in a field consisting of objects, instruments of perception and mental moods. As all these three factors are always in a state of variableness, the joys that come to us through these variable entities must also be transient. When the joys are broken, it becomes a joyless world and not merely a world of sorrows. Hence Sri Krishna advises Arjuna that he must engage himself constantly in the worship of the Self, having taken birth in this world which is anityam and asukham. This path alone can bring about imperishable happiness. The Gitacharya shows us the way out of this world of transitoriness and the curse of joylessness by asking us to take refuge in Him, the Divine.

\[ \text{manmanaa bhava madbhakto madyaajee maam namaskuru} \]
\[ \text{maamevaishyasi yuktwaivamaanaam matparaayanah // 9.34 //} \]

Fix your mind on Me; be devoted to Me; sacrifice to Me; bow down to Me. Having thus disciplined yourself and regarding Me as the Supreme goal, you shall come to Me.

This verse summarizes the ideas enunciated in the entire Chapter. The technique for self-development and self-perfection through right knowledge and meditation is `contemplation on That, talking on That, discussing That, and to live on the bliss-concept of the Reality'. This is called the pursuit of Brahman or Brahma Vidya. This thought is expounded here by Sri Krishna. The Lord says `with the mind ever filled with Me, My devotee makes all sacrifices and offers all salutations to Me at all times in whatever activity he is engaged in'.

“It is not the personal Krishna to whom we have to give ourselves up utterly but the Unborn, Beginningless, Eternal who speaks through Krishna. The way to rise out of our ego-centered consciousness to the divine plane is through the focusing of all our energies, intellectual, emotional and volitional, on God. Then our whole being is transformed and lifted up into the unity and universality of spirit. Knowledge, love and power get fused in a supreme unification. Joy and peace are the result of self-oblivion, of utter abandonment, of absolute acceptance”. Dr.S.Radhakrishnan.

Sri Krishna promises Arjuna `taking Me as the supreme goal you shall come to Me'. When one surrenders to The Lord without reservation, his whole life undergoes a wonderful transformation. His mind becomes one with the Divine Consciousness. Such a sage gets rid of ignorance and all limiting adjuncts through direct realization of the Self and becomes one with the Para Brahman. He attains Jivanmukti or liberation in this very life.
Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the ninth discourse entitled: The Yoga of Royal Knowledge and Royal Secret.

Concepts and Issues

The following concepts are dealt with in this section.

- Non-worshippers are caught in the wheel of birth & death
- Worshipping of other gods
- Devotion and its effects
- Why at all the lord requires offering from a seeker?
- Result of such dedication of activities

The Lord says that who ever offer Him with love and devotion even water, a leaf, a flower or a fruit He accepts it. He is not concerned with the quality of the article offered to Him by the devotees, for He watches only their motive and devotion. Even if the worst sinners worship Him with exclusive devotion, they will be regarded as righteous, for they have taken a right step. “To these men who worship Me alone, thinking of no other, to those ever self-controlled, I secure which is not already possessed (Yoga) and preserve what they already possess (Kshema).” This assurance contained in the Verse 9.22 is the focus of the Lord's advice. Sri Krishna assures Arjuna thus: `My devotee, who has sincerely offered his soul to Me, will never perish. Whatever action you do in your daily life, like eating, drinking, reading practice of austerity, offerings in sacrifice etc. do it as an offering to Me and not with a selfish motive. Those who take refuge in Me will attain the Supreme Goal even though they may have some impediments. So, Arjuna, fix your mind on Me, be devoted to Me, sacrifice unto Me, bow down to Me, having thus united yourself with Me, taking Me as the Supreme Goal, you shall come to Me'.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

In this discourse The Lord reveals the secret that nothing can exist apart from Him. He is both the manifested and Unmanifested Reality of the Universe. He who is aware of this secret of Reality and Existence will surely reach Him. For this the guidance is given by the Lord in Verses 9.22, 9.27, 9.30, 9.31 & 9.34 suggesting a plan of action for the devotees and seekers.

Points to Ponder

1. How even the worst sinner can reform himself to become a noble natured person?
2. What is the Plan of Action suggested by the Lord to reach Him?

Next time we will take up Chapter 10
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In Chapters 7 to 9 Bhagavan Sri Krishna made an elaborate exposition of Jnana and Vijnana (Knowledge and Wisdom) about Brahman wherein He dealt with predominantly Its nirguna aspects (characteristics without any attributes or manifestations). But for an ordinary person these discourses would be very much perplexing. Therefore, the Lord introduces this Chapter dealing with the same subject in a more easy to comprehend way by describing Brahman in Its saguna aspects (characteristics with attributes or manifestations). In the next Chapter He physically demonstrates to Arjuna what He has been talking about.

Chapters 7 to 9 may be understood as the pure science of Brahman, Chapter 10 as its applied science and Chapter 11 as the practical demonstration of what had been stated in these Chapters. Thus the Bhagavad Gita gives us an integrated and complete data about the Absolute, Supreme Being.

Vibhooti Yoga means the yoga of Supreme Manifestation of God – revealing Brahman as the source of the material world. Even highly evolved persons do not know the origin of Brahman. The wise, however, pursue Brahman with devotion and steadfastness until they become one with Brahman.

Arjuna stands bewildered at the astounding knowledge and personality of Krishna. He asks how Krishna (Brahman) manifests Himself in the world. Krishna responds by detailing His (Brahman's) manifested expressions analytically and tells how Brahman permeates the whole universe (Verses 20 to 39). Reiterating the fact that the range of His divine manifestations is infinite, He winds up this topic by pointing out to Arjuna that the entire universe is an insignificant, minuscule fraction of Him (Brahman).

This is Yoga because by meditating over the glories of The Lord as described in this Chapter one can discover the Infinite in the finite world of pluralities. The Self conditioned by or functioning through the individual mind and intellect is the Ego (Jiva), limited by its imperfections. While the same Eternal Self conditioned by or functioning through the total (cosmic) mind and intellect is the God-principle or Ishwara unlimited by any imperfections. This concept of the Self as seen through an individual mind and the cosmic mind is explained in this and the next Chapters.

THE IMMANENCE AND TRANSCENDENCE OF GOD
sri bhagavaan uvaacha

bhooya eva mahaabaaho shrinu me paramam vachah yattheham
preeyamaanaaya vakshyaami hitakaamyayaa // 10.1 //

Sri Bhagavan said

Again, O Mighty Armed, listen to My Supreme word, which I, wishing your welfare, will declare to you, who are delighted to hear Me.

Encouraged by the keen interest shown by Arjuna in the discourses so far and the resultant satisfaction visible in him, The Lord comes forward to repeat what He had told in the previous discourses (Ch.7 to 9) about His essential nature, manifestations and Divine glories. He does this because He desires Arjuna’s welfare who is also delighted to hear Him.

na me viduh suraganaah prabhavam na maharshayah
ahamaadirhi devaanaam maharsheenaam cha sarvashah // 10.2 //

Neither the Hosts of the Devas nor the great Rishis know My origin; for in all respects I am the source of all the Devas and Rishis.

The Lord is without a cause. He is changeless and immutable. Yet He manifests His glories in the Universe in various ways. The mystery of these manifestations is not known even to the Devas and sages much less to the ordinary mortals. Human reasoning cannot know His nature. He reveals Himself out of His infinite compassion in the pure hearts of His devotees.

The Supreme is unborn and eternal and He is also the Lord of the world. Though He has no birth, all existence derives from Him. The teacher announces that He is in truth the Eternal God Himself, more ancient than all else and that all manifested glory is from Him.

yo maamajamaanaadim cha vetti lokamaheshwaram
asammoohdhaah sa martyeshu sarvapaapaih pramuchyate // 10.3 //

He who knows Me as unborn and without a beginning, and as the Supreme Lord of the worlds, he, among the mortals, is undeluded and is liberated from all sins.

Knows Me: Knowing not merely by emotion but by spiritual understanding achieved through one's identification with the Self.

Unborn: The Infinite cannot be born because It never expresses Itself in any finite manifestation. The ghost is born and hence it has to die ; but the post cannot be said to have given birth to the ghost nor it has taken birth from the ghost. The post was, is and shall always be a post only. Similarly, The Self is eternal and therefore It is birthless.
Beginningless: Everything is born in the Self, exists in the Self and ends in the Self. Waves are born but ocean is birthless. Every wave - every manifestation- has a beginning and an end but the ocean has none. Hence the Self is beginningless.

Supreme Lord of the Worlds: `World' includes not only the objective world perceived by our physical senses but also the world of feelings and emotions experienced by us. Experiences of the body, mind and intellect cannot be ours unless we are constantly aware of them. This awareness or Consciousness or Self is that which rules our `world' which is called the 'Supreme Lord of the worlds'.

When we learn to look at things as derived from the One Transcendent Reality, we are delivered from all gropings and bewilderment.

_buddhirjnaanamasammohah kshamaa satyam damah shamah sukham duhhham bhavo'bhaavo bhayam chaabhayameva cha_ // 10.4 //

_Intelligence, knowledge, non-delusion, forgiveness, truth, self-control, calmness, happiness, misery, birth or death, fear and also fearlessness;_

_ahimsaa samataa tushtistapo daanam yasho'yashah_

_bhayanti bhaavaa bhootaanaam matta eva prithagvidhaah // 10.5 //

_NON-injury, equanimity, contentment, austerity, charity, fame, ill fame (all these) different attributes of beings arise from Me alone._

Continuing the idea that The Lord is the cause for the world of plurality within an individual and for the world outside, Sri Krishna enumerates the qualities of head and heart emanating from Him.

The Lord alone is the cause and the basis of the universe and all its beings. Created beings are endowed with different attributes according to their karma. The law of karma functions in the relative world through the power of the Lord and thus the Divine is indirectly responsible for the pain and sufferings of the world. He is the lord of the world and guides it, though He is unaffected by its oppositions of duality.

_maharshayah sapta poorve chatwaaro manavastathaa_

_madbhaavaa maanasaa jaataa yesaam loka imaah prajaah // 10. 6 //

_The seven great sages and also the four ancient Manus, possessed of powers like Me (on account of their minds being fixed on Me), were born of (My) mind ; from them are these creatures in the world originated and sustained._

According to the theory of creation found in Puranas Brahma in association with _maya_ projected the universe. The first manifestation of Brhma in space and time is called Hiranyagarbha or _prana_ or _sutrata_ which pervades the universe as a thread runs through a garland. The process of creation further down the line is as under.
The first four created beings were Sandaka, Sanandana, Sanatana and Sanatkumara. They withdrew from the world, devoted themselves in austerities and did not participate in creation.

These seven rishis were the original teachers of spiritual wisdom and the four Manus were the original rulers of the world. The present inhabitants of the world according the Puranas have descended from these primeval personages.

He who knows in truth this glory and power of Mine acquires unshakable devotion; of this there is no doubt.

One who knows the immanent pervading power of The Lord and the diverse manifestations caused thereby gets united with Him in firm and unalterable Yoga and attains eternal Bliss and harmony (unshakable yoga). The Yogi realizes that the Lord and his manifestations are one. He is aware of his oneness with Him. The knowledge of the determinate Brahman (manifestations) is the way to the knowledge of the indeterminate (unmanifest Absolute) Brahman.

KNOWLEDGE AND DEVOTION

I am the origin of all, from Me everything evolves, understanding thus, the wise worship Me with all their heart.

The technique by which we can get ourselves established permanently in the continuous experience of the Supreme is explained here by Sri Krishna who now speaks as The Lord, Ishwara. God is the material and efficient cause of the world. The seeker is not deluded by passing forms but knowing that the Supreme is the source of all the forms, he worships the Supreme with all his heart.
matchittaa madgatapraanaa bodhayantah parasparam
kathayantashcha maam nityam tushyanti cha ramanti cha // 10.9 //

With their thoughts fixed on Me, with their life absorbed in Me, enlightening one another about Me, and always speaking about Me, they derive satisfaction and delight.
The characteristics of a devotee who has attained the realization of oneness with the divine are described in this verse.

With their minds wholly in Me (Matchittah): Once a person's intellect is convinced that the essence behind the God principle (Ishwara) and the individual ego (Jiva) is one and the same, any agitating feelings in the mind and disturbing thoughts in the intellect will not upset him and he will constantly be aware of the Conscious principle or the Self behind them all.

With their senses absorbed in Me (Mat-gata-praanaah): Here Prana indicates the five sense organs. The implication is not to run away from the sense objects but to have discrimination through which one can regulate and train his thoughts so that in any situation in life he will always be reminded of the Eternal Consciousness without which any sense object could not have been illumined for the mind to experience it.

Discussing with one another: Mutual discussion about Brahma Vidya enables crystallization of ideas and attaining deeper insight into the amount of knowledge gained.

A true seeker is the one who remembers constantly the Consciousness principle. They ultimately lead him to be free from external circumstances and inner dissatisfactions. He experiences a sense of contentment and delight which provide an ideal backdrop for the spiritual progress.

_teshaam satatayuktaanaam bhajataam preetipoorvakam_
dadaami buddhiyogam tam yena maamupayaanti te // 10.10 //

_To them, ever devoted to Me, worship Me with love, I give the Yoga 'Buddhi' by which they come to Me._

The devotees who have dedicated themselves to The Lord, who are ever harmonious and self-abiding, who are ever devout and who adore Him with intense love and with no selfish motives obtain the divine grace. The Lord gives them 'buddhiyoga' or the Yoga of understanding by which they gain the wisdom which sees the One in all the forms which constantly change and pass.

_teshaam evaanukampaartham aham ajnaanajam tamah_
_naashyaamyaatmahaaavastho jnaanadeepena bhaaswataa // 10.11 //

_Solely out of compassion for them, I, dwelling within their hearts, destroy the darkness born of ignorance by the shining lamp of knowledge._

The purpose of imparting the Buddhi Yoga is given here.

Darkness born of ignorance - The veil which prevents one from recognizing the Self which is already within him due to the absence of the knowledge of Right
Discrimination. Even in darkness the Self is abiding in us but it is only not available for subjective experience by the seeker due to ignorance.

Destroy by the shining lamp of knowledge - Seekers who established themselves in the constant awareness of the Supreme, with the aid of Buddhi Yoga, experience their real identity with the Self. This act of Self-revelation is performed by The Lord (The Self) who always abides in the hearts of the devotees out of the spirit of compassion.

The Lord makes out how Bhakti or devotion leads to the destruction of ignorance and the rise of illumination. When ignorance is destroyed God stands revealed in the human spirit. When love and wisdom arise, the eternal is fulfilled in the individual. Bhakti is also a means to Jnana. Through it we obtain Divine Grace and the power of understanding, buddhiyoga. Intellectual knowledge is rendered luminous and certain by the direct intuition of the Buddha.

LORD IS THE SEED AND PERFECTION OF ALL THAT IS

arjuna uvaacha

param brahma param dhaama pavitram paramam bhavaan
purusham shaashvatam divyamaadidevamajam vibhum // 10.12 //

Arjuna said

You are the Supreme Brahman, the Supreme Abode (or the Supreme Light), the Supreme Purifier, the Eternal, Divine Person, the Primeval God, Unborn and Omnipresent.

aahustwaam rushayah sarve devarshinaaradastathaas asito
devalo vyasaah swayam chaiva braveeshi me // 10.13 //

All the sages have thus declared You as also the Devarshi Narada; so also Asita, Devala and Vyasa and now the same You Yourself are telling me.

Arjuna tells Sri Krishna that he was taught much earlier the same ideas as He has been telling him now such as Supreme Brahman, Supreme Abode, Supreme Purifier, Eternal, Self-luminous Purusha, First Deva, Birthless and All Pervading. These were also declared by the ancient Rishis like Asita, Devala and Vyasa and by the Deva Rishi Narada. Hence he wonders how Sri Krishna who is standing before him be Himself the Infinite, the Supreme, the Birthless and the All pervading.

Param Brahman - The highest Self, the pure and attributeless Absolute completely free from the limiting adjuncts. Param Dhama - The Supreme Light, the Supreme Abode, the substratum. Pavitram Paramam - He who destroys ignorance which is the very cause for all dualities.

sarvametadritam manye yanmaam vadasi keshava

na hi te bhagavan vyaktim vidurdevaa na daanavaah // 10.14 //
I believe all this that You say to me as true, O Keshava, verily O Bhagavan, neither the Devas nor the Danavas know your manifestation (identity).

In Bhagavan exist in fullness all wisdom, dispassion, lordship, virtue, wealth and omnipotence. He also knows the origin and dissolution and the future of all beings. He is omniscient.

Arjuna admits the truth of what has been declared and proclaims his conviction that Sri Krishna who is speaking to him is the Supreme Godhead, the Absolute. He confirms by his own experience to the truth revealed by the seers who have seen It and become one with It. Abstract truths uttered by the sages become now luminous intuitions and glowing experiences of one’s own being.

swayamevaatmanaa'tmaanam vettha twam purushottama
bhootabhaavana bhootesha devadeva jagatpate // 10.15 //

Verily, You Yourself know Yourself by Yourself, O Purushottama (Supreme Person), O Source and Lord of all beings, O God of Gods, O Ruler of the world.

The Self cannot be known as an object through the instruments of knowing. It cannot be understood as an object either by the best or the worst in us. The Self being itself Awareness or Knowledge no other knowledge is required to know It. Thus Arjuna says 'You Yourself know Yourself by Yourself'.

Purushottama: The best or the most glorious among the Purushas who is the source of beings, The Lord of the beings, God of the gods and the ruler of the world. It means the Self of all the selves, the one without any second, the Supreme Self.

vaktumarhasyasheshena divyaa hyaatmavibhootayah
yaabhir vibhootibhir lokaanimaamstwam vyaapya tishthasi // 10.16 //

You should indeed tell, without reserve, of Your Divine glories by which You exist, pervading all these worlds.

katham vidyaamaham yogimstwaam sadaa parichintayan keshu
keshu cha bhaaveshu chintyo'si bhagavan mayaa // 10.17 //

How shall I, ever meditating, know You O Yogin? In what aspects, O Blessed Lord, are You to be thought of by me.

vistareenaatmano yogam vibhootim cha janaardana
bhooyah kathaya triptirhi shrinvato naasti me'mritam // 10.18 //

Tell me again in detail, O Janardana, of your Yoga-power and Immanent glory; for I am not satisfied in hearing your nectar-like speech.
After expressing his wonder on what Sri Krishna was telling him all along Arjuna now directly asks The Lord: What exactly are The Lord's divine manifestations in the world of plurality? In what aspects of nature where The Lord's presence is more clearly manifest? In what various aspects he should think of Him to help his meditation?

Arjuna, full of anxiety to listen (Jigyaasa), tells The Lord that he is not satisfied with His invigorating nectar-like words of Discourses and requests Him to tell him in detail His Yogic power and eminent glory. This shows that Arjuna has come to realize that the whole creation is nothing but the manifestation of the Lord's powers and no one but the Lord himself knows their mystery. So he desires to learn about those powers from the Lord Himself.

By divine glory or manifestation or Vibhooti is meant the formative forces or spiritual powers which give to each object its essential nature. The Gita does not set up an opposition between Brahman and the world, between the Ineffable Reality and its inadequate expression. It gives a comprehensive spiritual view. Worship of the Absolute is difficult for embodied beings. It is easier to approach the Supreme through Its relations with the world and this method is more natural. The nature of the Supreme in man and the universe is veiled by the series of becomings. Man has to discover his spiritual unity with God and so with all His creatures.

*sri bhagavaan uvaacha*

*hanta te kathayishaami divyaa hyaatmavibhootayah praadhaanyatah kurushreshtha naastyanto vistarasya me // 10.19 //</sri bhagavaan uvaacha>

*Sri Bhagavan said*

Very well, now I will declare to you My divine glories but only of those which are prominent, O the best of Kurus. There is no end to their detailed description.

Sri Krishna in the rest of this Chapter explains to Arjuna exhaustively the identity of the Self (ie His identity) in individual beings and things and in their combinations. The Lord makes it clear His supreme importance in individual beings and things and emphasizes the fact that without Him none of the constituent members of a community will have any organized existence.

God is infinite and His manifestation is infinite. He manifests Himself in the universe through innumerable forms. Each form is a symbol of an attribute of the Lord. The true seer finds each finite form carrying in it its own revelation of the infinite.

*ahamaatmaa gudaakesha sarvabhoostaashayasthitah ahamaadishcha madhyam cha bhootaanamaanta eve cha // 10.20 //</ahamaatmaa gudaakesha sarvabhoostaashayasthitah ahamaadishcha madhyam cha bhootaanamaanta eve cha // 10.20 //</*

*I am the Self, O Gudakesa, seated in the hearts of all beings; I am the beginning, the middle and also the end of all beings.*
The Lord tells Arjuna 'I am the Self that exists in the heart of all beings'. This general statement is the sum and substance of His entire talk in Gita. He specifically tells that He is the birth, life and death of all beings. The world is a living whole, a vast interconnectedness, a cosmic harmony inspired and sustained by the One Supreme.

If one is unable to meditate on the Lord as the Self, then one should think of Him in the various beings and things enumerated in the following verses as a special manifestation of the Godhead, for the Lord is the essence of all the things

```
aadityaanaamaham vishnur jyotishaam raviramshumaan
mareechirmarutaamasmi nakshatraanaamaham shashee // 10.21 //
```

*Among the (twelve) Adityas I am the Vishnu; among the luminaries, the radiant sun; I am Marichi among the winds; among the stars I am the moon.*

Adityas are Gods representing the twelve months of the year. Vishnu is considered the most important among them. Maruts are the gods controlling the winds. The twelve Adityas, luminaries like Agni, Lightning, the Maruts, the Stars etc. are the ordinary manifestations of The Lord. Vishnu, Marichi, the sun and the moon are his special manifestations and hence they have greater splendor in them.

While the Supreme is in all things, He is more prominent in some than in others. There is an ascending order in the world. God is more revealed in life than in matter, in consciousness than in life and in saints and sages than in others. Within the same order, He is most revealed in the pre-eminent individuals.

In all these verses of this Chapter Sri Krishna supplies the seekers with various items of thought (names and forms) over which The Lord can be superimposed for deeper and single-pointed meditation.

```
vedaanaam saamavedo'smi devaanaamasmi vaasavah indriyaanaam
manashchaasmi bhootaanaamasmi chetanaa // 10.22 //
```

*Among the Vedas I am the Sama Veda; I am Vaasava among the Gods; among the senses I am the mind and I am the intelligence among living beings.*

Sama Veda - It is the essence of Rig Veda which is the most important of all the four Vedas. Sama Veda has the additional characteristic of musical beauty with tunes, melody and rhythm. Sri Krishna is the Infinite Essence tuned to music as Rig Veda mantras are in Sama Veda.

VaaSava - The king of gods, Indra. The Self is as Indra among the Gods, ruling over the others, controlling, directing and organizing the lives.

Mind - Indra also means the king of sense organs, the latter being the Devas. Mind is the controller without which sense organs cannot have the power of functioning.
Intelligence - Of all the creations in the world intelligence is the mysterious power which is still beyond comprehension. It is that which illumines all from the intellect down to the grossest physical object.

_rudraaanaam shankarashchaasmi vittesho yaksharakhshasaam_
_vasoonaam paavakashchaasmi meruh shikharinaamaham _// 10.23 //_

_And among the Rudras I am Sankara; among the Yakshas and Rakshasas Kubera, the Lord of wealth; among the Vasus I am Pavaka, Agni; and among the mountains I am the Meru._

Rudras - Deities of destruction. Destruction is a necessary precedent for construction just as the seed must perish to enable the plant to come out. Sankara is the deity for creative destruction.

_Pavaka - Vasus are the deities presiding over the seasons. The six external seasons get colored by two internal seasons viz. joy and sorrow and all of these can be experienced only through Consciousness within._

_Meru - A mythological mountain believed to be the centre of the Universe from which Ganga (Spiritual Knowledge) flows in all four directions to bless the humanity._

_purodhasaam cha mukhyam maam viddhi paartho brihaspatim_
_senaaneenaamaham skandah sarasaamasmi saagarah _// 10.24 //_

_And, among the household priests, O Partha, know Me the chief, Brihaspati; among the generals, I am Skanda; among the lakes, I am the ocean._

_Brihaspati - The spiritual teacher for the celestials. Skanda- Son of Siva the peacock rider and the wielder of the spear. Ocean - It is the source of all rivers because from it the evaporation of water takes place to flood the rivers. Similarly the sentient and insentient things and beings of the world cannot exist but for the Infinite Ocean of Truth, The Lord._

_maharsheenaam bhriguraham giraamasmyekamaksharam_
_yajnaanaam japayajno'smi sthaavaraanaam himaalayah _// 10.25 //_

_Among the great sages I am Bhrigu ; among words I am the one syllable"OM" ; among sacrifices I am the sacrifice of silent repetition (Japa Yoga) ; among immovable things the Himalayas._

_Bhrigu - He is the chief of the seven rishis. One syllable `OM’ - It indicates the Eternal and Infinite. Japa Yoga - It is the repetition of the mantra or divine name by maintaining the same divine thoughts. Japa Yagna is regarded as the best of all Yagnas because it involves the unbroken remembrance of the Self. The Himalayas - It is great because it is the highest in the world and provides spiritual advancement to the seekers._
ashwatthah sarvavrikshaanaam devarsheenaam cha naaradah
gandharvaanaam chitrarathah siddhaanaam kapilo munih // 10.26 //

Among all trees I am the Peepul; among the Divine Rishis, Narada; among Gandharvas Chitraratha; among the perfected ones, the sage Kapila.

Peepul - Both in magnitude and life span it is the largest and hence considered immortal. It has divinity attached to it and therefore worshipped. As per Upanishads and Gita itself it represents pluralistic phenomenal world. Narada - He is a great devotee of Narayana. He is the greatest sage because he guides the deluded. He has the missionary zeal and enthusiasm. Gandharvas - Celestial beings famous for their art and music. Chitraratha is the most brilliant among them noted for his singing.

Siddhas - Those who at their very birth attained virtue, wisdom and dispassion. They are great thinkers and perfected ones. Sage Kapila is the author of Sankhyan Philosophy and is the greatest thinker.

ucchaihshravasamashwaanaam viddhi maamamritodbhavam
airaavatam gajendraanaam naraanaam cha naraadhipam // 10.27 //

Know Me among horses as Ucchaisravas, born of nectar, among lordly elephants the Airavata and among men, the king.

Ucchaisravas, Airavata - The winged horse, mighty and powerful and the white elephant came up during the churning of the Milky ocean which were presented to Indra. King - Leader among men.

aayudhaanaamaham vajram dhenoonaamasmi kaamadhuk
prajanashchaasmi kandarpah sarpaanaamasmi vaasukih // 10.28 //

Among the weapons I am the thunderbolt; among cows I am Kamadhuk; I am Kandarpa the cause for off-springs; among serpents I am Vasuki.

Vajra - An item in the divine artillery which can never be destroyed. Kamadhuk - The cow 'Kamadhenu' which yields all the desired objects. Kandarpa - The Cupid, the God of Love. Vasuki - Mythological serpent living on Siva's ring finger as an ornament. This serpent served as a rope for churning the milky ocean. Sarpa is single-hooded serpent.

anantashchaasmi naagaanaam varuno yaadasaamaham
pitreenaamaryamaa chaasmi yam samyamataamaham // 10.29 //

I am Ananta among Nagas; I am Varuna of water-deities; Aryaman of Pitris or ancestors I am; among controllers I am Yama.
Nagas - Many hooded serpents among which Sesha Naga is the mightiest and the most divine because he is the substratum upon which Vishnu, the sustainer and Brahma, the creator of the multiple worlds function. Varuna - He is the ruler of the oceans, the Lord of all waters. Aryaman - Ruler of the world of ancestors. Yama - The Lord of Death who controls life. The principle of creation has to be preceded by the principle of death. Death serves the purpose of orderly existence in the world.

prahlaadashchaasmi daiyyaanaam kaalah kalayataamaham
mrigaanaam cha mrigendro'ham vainateyashcha pakshinaam // 10.30 //

I am Prahlada among Daimyas (Demons); among measurers I am Time; among beasts I am their king, the lion; and Garuda among birds am I.

Prahlad - Though the son of a demon king, Hiranyakashipu, Prahlad was a great devotee of Sri Krishna. Time - Time is an Eternal Factor which is divided into past, present and future by the play of mind and intellect. The Lord is thus an Infinite Substratum supporting the finite multiplicity. The Lion - Noted for its majesty, manliness and dignity among the animals. Garuda - Noted for its flight, powers of perception and the heights upto which it can soar among the birds.

pavanah pavataamasmii ramaah saastrabhritaamaham jhashaanaam
makarashchaasmi srotasaamasmii jaahnavee // 10.31 //

Among purifiers I am the wind; among warriors Rama am I; among the fishes I am the shark; among the rivers I am the Ganga.

Wind - Sweeps clean every thing. Rama - A Perfect man in all aspects of life : as a son, husband, brother, friend, warrior, teacher, ruler and even as a father.

Shark - The largest and most powerful fish. Jahnavi - Most sacred river Ganga.

sargaanaamaadriantashcha madhyam chaivaham arjuna
adhyaatmaavidyaa vidyaanaam vaadah pravadtaamaham // 10.32 //

Among creations I am the beginning, the middle and also the end, O Arjuna ; among sciences I am the science of the Self and I am the logic in all arguments.

In verse 20 of this Chapter The Lord said that He is the beginning, middle and also the end of all individual beings (movable and immovable). Here He says that He is the essence of the entire creation.

The science of Self is the way to beatitude or salvation. It is not an intellectual exercise or a social adventure. It is a way to saving wisdom and so is pursued with deep conviction. Philosophy as the science of Self helps us to overcome the ignorance which hides from us the vision of Reality. Without it the sciences of objective elements become misleading.
Logic - There are various types of argumentations in logic such as vada, jalpa and vitanda. Vada (Logic) is a way of arguing by which one gets at the truth of a question without any attraction, repulsion or jealousy or for scoring victory over the other. Jalpa means assertion of one's own opinion through vehement criticism of the other's while vitanda means harping upon one's own views without caring for the opposite side. In jalpa and vitanda the aim is to gain victory over the other side.

aksharaamaakaaro'smi dwandwah saamaasikasya cha
ahamevaakshayah kaalo dhaattaaham vishwatomukah // 10.33 //

Among the letters of the alphabet, the letter `A' I am and the dual (Co-ordinates) among all compounds, I am verily, the inexhaustible or the everlasting time; I am the (all-faced) Dispenser (of fruits of actions) having faces in all directions.

The letter `A' - In Sanskrit the sound of the letter `A' preponderates in every letter which makes the pronunciation of the words very sweet and rhythmical. This letter also occupies the first place among the alphabets in all languages.

Dual- One of the Sanskrit forms of compounds is Dwandwa in which the essential elements in the components co-ordinate with each other in the newly formed compound word. Similarly the Self and the Not-Self look mixed up together constituting the world of perceptions experienced by us, but to a discriminative mind the component parts are clear.

Everlasting Time - The `Time' mentioned earlier in verse 30 is finite time while here it is mentioned as infinite. These put together mean that the Self is the substratum for both the absolute concept of Pure Time and the finite experience of each Moment. But for the awareness of each fraction of time the total concept of Time is impossible. Hence The Lord is immanent in each unit of time and also the substratum for the total time.

Dispenser - He is the sustainer of the mental impressions in every individual which determine as to how he will react with the outside world.

Facing all directions - As the Supreme Being is all pervading He is said to face all directions. In all perceptions whether physical, mental or intellectual there is the grace of Consciousness which is the Self and hence It is said to see in all directions.

mrityuh sarvaharashhashchaaham udbhavashcha bhavisyataam
keertih shreervaakcha naareenaam smritirmedhaadhritih kshamaa // 10.34//

And I am all devouring death and the source of all that is to be; among the feminine qualities (I am) fame, prosperity, speech, memory, intelligence, firmness and forgiveness.

Death - It is the supreme leveler. Separateness and individuality are maintained only during life time due to one's relationship with other than oneself. After death all
individualities vanish and all beings wise and ignorant, rich and poor, noble and ignoble, strong and weak etc. are reduced to the same dust wherein no distinction can be identified.

Source of all that is to be - The Lord is the source of all new creations that will have to come in future. In the scheme of life destruction is only a modification of the existing form into another new one to come in the future. The idea is that the Infinite, through the continuous process of destruction and creation, is in fact the finite Universe.

Fame, prosperity etc. - These qualities are such that through them one can visualize the Divine more clearly.

brihatsama tathaa saamnaam gaayatree chhandasaamaham
maasaanam maargasheersho'ham ritoonaan kusumaakarah // 10.35 //

Among the hymns also I am the Brihat Saman ; among the metres Gayatri am I ; among months I am Margashirsha (December-January); among seasons (I am) the flowery spring.

Brihatsama - Songs of Sama Veda, consisting of various tunes and meters which require long and enduring practice to sing. Of all the meters in Sama Veda, the meter called `Brihati' is the most difficult one and the songs composed in this meter are called `Brihatsama'.

Gayatri - This meter is the most divine and powerful. The hymn composed in this meter (Om Gayatri Mantra) which glorifies the sun is recited every morning and evening by all. The Supreme is indicated in the Gayatri Mantra as All-pervading, Omniscient and Eternal. He who understands Gayatri in this way attains full and unending prosperity.

Margashirsha - End of hot season and beginning of cold.

Spring - Flowery season with all colors, beauty and charm around.

dyootaam chhalayataamsmi tejastejaswinaamaham
jayo'smi vyavasaayo'smi sattwam sattwavataamaham // 10.36 //

I am the gambling of the deceitful; I am the splendor of the splendid; I am victory, I am determination (of those who are determined); I am the goodness of the good.

Gambling - Most deceptive game of that time on account of which Pandavas had to undergo extreme sufferings. Splendor -It is the most satisfying experience. Victory, effort and goodness - Great qualities in an individual.

vrisheenaam vaasudevo'smi paandavaanaam dhananjayah
muneenaamapyyaham vyaasah kaveenaamushanaa kaviah // 10.37 //
Among the Vrishnis I am Vaasudeva; among the Pandavas (I am) Dhananjaya; also among the Munis I am Vyasa; and among the poets I am Ushana, the great seer.

Vrishni - Yadva clan, Vaasudeva - Sri Krishna whose father's name was Vasudeva. Dhananjaya - Arjuna, the winner of wealth, the focal point among the five Pandava brothers but for whom nothing could have been achieved by them. Vyasa- Of all the men of reflection, The Lord is he who is behind all the Puranas, Vedas and Upanishads, sage Vyasa. Ushana - Sukracharya, the preceptor of demons.

dando damayataamasmi neetirasmi jigeeshataam

maunam chaivaasmi guhyaanaam jnaanam jnaanavataamaham // 10.38 //

Among those who chastise I am the scepter (rod of chastisement); among those who seek victory I am statesmanship; and also among the secrets I am silence; the wisdom among knowers am I.

Scepter - Symbol of the royal power to punish the guilty. Statesmanship - Finesse, skill, tact etc. in administration. Secret - Secret if expressed in any form, subtle or overt, remains no more a secret. Silence is therefore the best form of maintaining secrecy. Wisdom - The knowledge in the knower or the wisdom in the wise are the expressions of Divinity through individuals.

yacchaapi sarvabhootaanaam beejam tadahamarmarjuna

na tadasti vinnaa yatsyaanmayaa bhootam charaacharam // 10.39 //

And whatsoever is the seed of all beings, that also am I, O Arjuna; there is no being, whether moving or unmoving that can exist without Me.

Self is the source of all creation just as the seed is the source of all trees. This idea is repeated in several ways. When the seed germinates it dies to become a tree. But this is not the case with the Self. Hence Sri Krishna says that He is the seed of the Universe and even after its germination and growth the tree (universe) is sustained by the seed (Self) just as all the waves during their appearance and disappearance are sustained by the ocean and without which waves cannot exist. Nothing can exist without the Self, which is the essence of everything like saying all cloth has come out of cotton and no cloth can exist without cotton.

naanto'sti mama divyaanaam vibhooteenaam parantapa esha
too'ddeshatah prokto vibhootervistaray mayaa // 10.40 //

There is no end to My Divine glories, O Parantapa; but this is a brief statement by Me of the particulars of My Divine Glories.

As the Lord is infinite so are His manifestations. Although there is no end to narrate all His glories the Lord has provided Arjuna with some specific examples in order to teach him the Art of seeing the Unseen through the Seen.
The implication is that one should meditate upon these ideas or examples and try to discover the Infinite Resplendency of The Lord in every finite shape and name.

*yadyad vibhootimat sattwam shreemadoorjitameva vaa
tattadevaavagaccha twam mama tejom'shasambhavam // 10.41 //

*What ever that is glorious, prosperous or powerful in any being, you know that to be a manifestation of a part of My splendor.*

The above examples illustrate clearly that The Lord is present in all names and forms revealing Himself as the glorious or the great or the mighty aspect in all beings and things. Sri Krishna summarizes his discourse on His several glories by saying whatever that is great or glorious or mighty is nothing but the expression of a ray of His infinite splendor. Each one of the examples given by The Lord indicates as either the great one in the whole species or the noblest and the most glorious thing or happening or the mightiest among the powerful. This indication is useful to the seekers to perceive the play of the Infinite among the finite and ever changing world of names and forms. “While all things are supported by God, things of beauty and splendor reveal Him more than others. Every deed of heroism, every life of sacrifice, every work of genius, is a revelation of the Divine. The epic moments of man's life are inexplicably beyond the finite mind of man”. Dr.S.Radakrishnan

*athavaa bahunaitena kim jnaatena tavaarjuna
vishtabyahamidam kritisnamekaamshena sthito jagat // 10.42 //

*But of what use to you is the knowledge of all these details, O Arjuna? I exist supporting this whole world by one part of Myself.*

Jagat - The sum total the world perceived by the sense organs and the worlds of ideas and emotions ie the entire field comprehended by the sense organs, the mind and intellect. Sri Krishna declares that the total world is supported and nourished by a fraction of Him or His glory. Not that the Divine glory is broken into fragments. This cosmos is but a partial revelation of the Infinite, is illumined by one ray of His shining light. The transcendent light of the Supreme dwells beyond all this cosmos, beyond time and space. *Purusha Suktam* makes out that all this is only a description of His greatness; the Purusha Himself is much greater than this.

*om tat sat iti srimadbhagavadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade vibhootiyogo naama dashamo'dhyaayah ||

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the tenth discourse entitled :The Yoga of the Divine Manifestations.

*We shall have an analytical look at this Chapter next time.*

*HARIH OM*
Seeing the sincere inquisitiveness of Arjuna in knowing the attributes and glories of The Lord, Sri Krishna reveals them with affection for his welfare and prosperity and through him for the benefit of the humanity at large.

Sri Krishna tells Arjuna that neither the Gods nor the sages know His origin because He is the source of all. He, who knows Him as Unborn and Beginningless and as the Supreme Lord of the Universe, is undeluded and liberated from all the sins. From Him alone all the qualities of beings viz. understanding, wisdom, non-illusion, patience, truthfulness, self-control, calmness, happiness, pain, birth, death, fear and fearlessness arise. The seven great sages, the ancient four and the Manus, invested with the power of The Lord, were born out of His mere will and from them all the creatures of the world descended. He who knows these manifold manifestations and super-natural powers of The Lord gets established in Yoga.

The wise ones knowing that He is the source of all, that everything in the world exists because of Him, worship Him with devotion, talk on Him, surrender themselves to Him, meditate on Him and rejoice in Him. Sri Krishna says that those who worship Him with devotion, to them He gives the Yoga of Discrimination by which they shall reach Him. In order to shower His grace, He dwells in their Self and destroys the darkness of their ignorance by the shining lamp of wisdom.

Arjuna tells The Lord “Narada, Vyasa and other great seers have described You in the same terms. Now, You too confirm their teachings. I believe that You are the Supreme Spirit-The Lord, the Infinite Paramatman. You told me earlier that even the Gods and the great sages do not comprehend you correctly in all Your full glory. Since You are the only one who knows You, You are the only teacher who can teach me about Yourself and Your glories. You must tell me therefore all Your glories which pervade all the worlds. Tell me also how am I to meditate so that I may know you. In which aspect or form should I contemplate upon You to realize You in Your full glory? Tell me all about Yoga powers and Your glories ”.

From here till the end of this Chapter Sri Krishna gives several examples of His manifestations with the idea that he who meditates upon any one of them will be able to discover the Infinite in the finite world of pluralities.

The long list of His manifestations described in the Verses 20 -39 has been tabulated below for easy reference.
Sri Krishna says that He is the

1. Universal Self seated in the hearts of all beings

2. Beginning, middle and end of all beings
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Among</th>
<th>He is</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twelve sons of Aditi</td>
<td>Vishnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lights</td>
<td>Radiant Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maruts</td>
<td>Marichi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stars</td>
<td>Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedas</td>
<td>Sama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gods</td>
<td>Indra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organs of perception</td>
<td>Mind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living Beings</td>
<td>Consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleven Rudras</td>
<td>Siva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakshas &amp; Rakshasas</td>
<td>Kubera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight Vasus</td>
<td>God of Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains</td>
<td>Meru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Priests</td>
<td>Brihaspati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generals</td>
<td>Skanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakes</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Sages</td>
<td>Bhrigu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>Sacred syllable 'OM'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacrifices</td>
<td>Japa Yagna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immovable Things</td>
<td>Himalayas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trees</td>
<td>Holy Aswattha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestial Sages</td>
<td>Narada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gandharvas</td>
<td>Chitraratha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddhas</td>
<td>Sage Kapila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses</td>
<td>Ucchaisravaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mighty Elephants</td>
<td>Airavata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons</td>
<td>Thunderbolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cows</td>
<td>Kamadhenu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kandarpa</td>
<td>The progenitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpents(Sarpa)</td>
<td>Vasuki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snakes</td>
<td>Sesha (Ananta Nag)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deities of water</td>
<td>Varuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitris (Forefathers)</td>
<td>Aryama,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controllers</td>
<td>Yama, Lord of Death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daityas</td>
<td>Prahlada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reckoners</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beasts</td>
<td>Lion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
<td>Garuda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sri Krishna concludes that nothing can exist without Him, that there is no limit to His divine manifestations and that He supports the entire Universe by a fraction of His power.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

In this Chapter Arjuna requested The Lord to explain His manifestations, power of Yoga and His form to meditate upon. Sri Krishna explained the technique for meditation by citing several examples of His glories on which one has to concentrate.
In meditation one will have to take the mind away from the grosser to the subtler levels of consciousness so as to reach mind's source which is Pure Consciousness. The mind is always extroverted and feeds on sensory perceptions. If one gets convinced that He alone exists in everything as its essence (consciousness) then the mind will begin to perceive the divinity in every being and thing which is their essential nature. The consciousness within begins to perceive the consciousness outside without any effort or obstacle. By this way Sri Krishna teaches that one can always live in God-Consciousness.

Points to Ponder

1. How one can know that which has no beginning and end?
2. What made Sri Krishna to enumerate in so many details His glories?
3. What is the purpose behind this discourse of The Lord?
4. Write short notes on:
   - Buddhi Yoga
   - The single syllable `OM'
   - The alphabet `A'
   - Japa Yagna
   - Pipal Tree
   - Time
   - Death as a leveler and
   - Gayatri

Next time we will take up Chapter 11

HARIH OM
Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 11 (Part-1)

Vishwaroopa Darshana Yogah:
Yoga of the Vision of the Universal Form
TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

In the previous Chapter the Lord explained His presence in all things and beings in His different manifestations indicating that the Self is the substratum for the world of multiplicities. In this Chapter He provides Arjuna with a practical demonstration to show that everything exists in the Self. It is easier to see the Self in finite objects than to cognize the entire Universe in one Reality, the Self.

The concept of space divides the individual objects from one another. If there is no space in between them all objects will come together so closely that they become one single entity. In this mass of things there will certainly be different shapes and forms of all things at one and the same place and time. This is the picture of the Universal or Cosmic Man, the vision of the world viewed from a mind wherein there is no concept of time and space.

Sri Krishna removes the concept of space from Arjuna's mind and assumes Himself the form of one universal structure to demonstrate that everything in the Universe is in Him. Having seen this form of The Lord, Arjuna re-visits his faith and understanding. In this Chapter we see Arjuna full of emotions of wonder, amazement, fear, reverence, devotion etc. In its concept and description, this Chapter is considered as one of the highest philosophical poems in all the sacred books of the world.

A major part of this Chapter is solely devoted to a description of the Cosmic Body and praises offered by Arjuna to the Lord manifested in that form; hence it has been given the title Vishwaroopa Darshana Yogah: Yoga of the Vision of the Universal Form.

The Text

On hearing the Lord declaring that the entire universe is held in a mere fraction of His being, Arjuna is desirous of seeing with his own eyes the form of the Lord that so sustains the world system. Therefore, extolling the Lord and His teachings, Arjuna requests Him to grant him a direct vision of His Cosmic Body.

arjuna uvaacha

madanugrahaaya paramam guhyamadhyaatmasamjnitam
yattwayoktam vachastena moho'yam vigato mama // 11.1 //

Arjuna said

Out of compassion towards me, You have spoken words of ultimate profundity concerning the Self and they have dispelled my delusion.
Removal of delusion or misunderstanding is not equivalent to acquiring knowledge of the Real. The illusion that things of the world exist in themselves and maintain themselves, that they live and move apart from God and hence he is responsible for his relatives being killed and that he would be committing sin etc., have disappeared from Arjuna but he has not yet experienced the Unity in diversity.

bhavaapayayau hi bhootaanaam shrutau vistarasho mayaa

twattah kamalapatraaksha maahaatmyamapi chaa'vyayam // 11.2 //

I have learnt from You at length, O Lotus-eyed Lord, of the origin and dissolution of beings, and also Your inexhaustible greatness.

Although Arjuna says that he has understood that The Lord is immanent in all names and forms still some doubts linger in his mind which could be removed only through practical demonstration. This verse is preparing him to demand such a proof. In this Chapter the Lord out of His sheer kindness shows His Cosmic form to Arjuna just because he asked for it.

Kamalapatraksha: Lotus-eyed, having eyes like lotus leaves. It also means knowledge of the Self. He who can be obtained by the knowledge of the Self is Kamalapatraksha.

evametadyathattha twamaatmaanam parameshwara
drahstumicchaami te roopamaishwaram purushottama // 11.3 //

(Now) O Supreme Lord, as You have thus described Yourself, in that way, O Supreme Purusha, I wish to see actually Your Ishwara Form.

Ishwara Form: As possessed of omnipotence, omnipresence, omniscience, infinite strength, infinite virtue and infinite splendor. These are the six qualities which characterize the God - Principle. Arjuna tells the Lord that he desires to see that Ishwara or Divine or Cosmic Form of His.

manyase yadi tacchakyam mayaa drashtumiti prabho yogeshwara
tato me twam darshayaa'tmaanamavyayam // 11.4 //

O Lord, if you think it possible for me to see it, then You please, O Lord of Yogis, reveal to me your form of Imperishable Self.

It is one thing to know that the Eternal Spirit dwells in all things and another to have the vision of it. Arjuna now wishes to see the Cosmic Form of The Lord, the visible embodiment of the Unseen Divine, how He is the 'birth and passing away of all beings'. The idea is that the abstract metaphysical truth should be given a visible reality.

Yogeshwara: Lord of Yogis - A yogi is one who is endowed with the eight psychic powers. A Yogeshwara is the Lord of such Yogis. Yoga is the identification of the
individual soul with the Self. He who bestows this realization of identity on the deserving spiritual aspirant is a Yogeswara.

THE REVELATION OF THE LORD

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

pashya me paartha roopaani shatasho'tha sahasrashah
naanaavidhaani divyaani naanaavarnaakriteeni cha // 11.5 //

Sri Bhagavan said

Behold, O Partha, by hundreds and thousands, My different forms celestial, varied in colors and shapes.

To see gold in different types of ornaments is easy because it involves mere physical perception. But to see different types of ornaments in total gold is comparatively difficult because it requires the vision of the intellect. Similarly, Sri Krishna helped Arjuna to gain the necessary insight to enable him to perceive The Lord, who is already in front of him, in the form he desired. Sri Krishna did not transform Himself in the cosmic form but only bestowed His grace on Arjuna to enable him to perceive the Divine form of The Lord and hence Sri Krishna says `Behold'. The stupendous self-revelation of Divine power is manifested to Arjuna who understands the true meaning of the cosmic process and destiny. The vision is not a myth or a legend but spiritual experience.

pashyaadityaan vasoon rudraan ashwinau marutas thathaa
bahoonyadrishtapoorvaani pashyaa'shcharyaani bhaarata // 11.6 //

Behold the Adityas, the Vasus, the Rudras, the (two) Ashwins and also the Maruts; behold many wonders never seen before, O Bharata.

The Lord enumerates the most important and striking factors to be seen in His Cosmic Form. The various forms mentioned here were already explained in the previous Chapter except the term Ashwins. There are various interpretations about the twins, Ashwini Kumars. They are called Dawn and Dusk or Morning and Evening stars.

ihai'kastham jagatkritsnam pashyaadya sacharaacharam mama
dehe gudaakesha yacchaanyad drashtumicchasi // 11.7 //

Now behold today, O Gudakesa, the whole universe of the moving and the unmoving and whatever else you desire to see, all concentrated in My Body.

The entire universe comprising of both moving and static objects and beings is being shown by Sri Krishna as compressed within the frame work of His own physical structure. As explained earlier the concept of space as a divider between objects is being removed from Arjuna's mind by The Lord leaving in him the concept of `total space' which is equivalent to Sri Krishna's own physical dimensions. It is the vision of all in the One.
na tu maam shakuye drashtum anenaiva swachakshushaa

divyam dadaami te chakshuh pashya me yogamaishwaram // 11.8 //

But with these your own eyes you cannot see Me; I give you the divine eye; behold now
My sovereign Yoga power.

It was already explained under verse 5 that to see many in the one requires right
intellectual power through philosophical understanding. The Lord says that Arjuna
cannot see Him in the Cosmic Form with his own fleshy eyes (Mamsa Chakshu) and
hence gives him the divine eye (Divya Chakshu). Human eyes can see only the outward
forms, the inner soul is perceived by the eye of the Spirit.

There is a type of knowledge that we can acquire by our own efforts, knowledge based on
the perceptions by the senses and intellectual activity. Another kind of knowledge is
possible when we are under the influence of grace, a direct knowledge of spiritual
realities. The god-vision is a gift of God. All these indicate the unity of the cosmic
manifold in the Divine nature.

The vision is not a mental construction but the disclosure of a truth from beyond the finite
mind. The spontaneity and directness of the experience is highlighted here.

SANJAYA DESCRIBES THE FORM

Sanjaya uvaacha

evam uktwaa tato raajan maha Yogeshwaro harih
darshayaamaasa paarthaaya paramam roopamaishwaram // 11.9 //

Sanjaya said

Having spoken thus, O King, the great Lord of yoga, Hari revealed to Partha His
supreme and divine form.

King: This verse is addressed to Dhritarashtra by Sanjaya. Hari: The one who maintains
the champions of Truth by destroying the powers of falsehood. Sanjaya now starts
describing the list of things that were visible within the frame work of The Lord.

anekavakra nayanam anekaadbhuta darshanam
anekadivyabharanam divyaanekodyataayudham // 11.10 //

With many faces and eyes, with many wonderful sights, with many divine ornaments, with
many divine weapons uplifted (such a form He showed)

divyamaalaambaradharam divyagandhaanulepanam
sarvaashcharyamayam devam anantam vishwatomukham // 11.11 //

Wearing divine garlands and apparel anointed with divine perfumes and creams the all-
wonderful, resplendent, endless, with face turned everywhere.
Total cosmos is not a subject matter that is amenable for easy mental comprehension. Sanjaya therefore stumbles for words to give its description. He means to say that Arjuna looked at this Cosmic Form in all its magnificence and saw The Lord everywhere, at all times and in every thing indicating that He is beyond the three limitations of place, time and thing. The Self is everywhere as it is all pervading. It exists in the past, present and future. It dwells in all parts. It is therefore endless.

divi sooryasahasrasya bhavedyugapadutthisa

If the radiance of a thousand suns were to burst forth at once in the sky, that would be like the splendor of that Mighty One. (The Cosmic or the Universal Form).

The splendor of the Cosmic Form excels all others; it is indeed beyond comparison.

tatraikastham jagatkritnam pravibhaktamanekadhaa
apashyaddevadevasya shareere paandavastadaa // 11.13 //

There, in the body of the God of Gods, Arjuna then saw the whole Universe with its manifold divisions all gathered together in one.

In the Cosmic Form of The Lord, Arjuna perceived the entire world of multiple varieties brought together and made to rest at one and the same place. This does not mean that the Universe has shrunk into the physical structure of Sri Krishna. It means that Arjuna could intellectually comprehend the sense of oneness in the world of matter. He could see many in the one and the One in the many. The vision is a revelation of the potential divinity of all earthly life.

ARJUNA ADDRESSES THE LORD

tatah sa vismayaavishto hrishtaromaa dhananjayah
pranamyaprishto shirasaa devam kritaanjalirabhasti // 11.14 //

Then, Dhananjaya, overcome with wonder, with his hair standing on end, bowed down his head to The Lord, joined his hands in salutation and thus addressed Him.

Sanjaya tells the blind King about the strong emotions and humility passing through Arjuna on seeing the Cosmic Form of The Lord. Arjuna was struck with wonder causing his hairs to stand on end. He bent his head low and with folded hands spoke as under.

arjuna uvaacha

Arjuna said
I see all the Gods, O Lord, in Your body and hosts of various classes of beings; Lord Brahma seated on the lotus, all the sages and the celestial serpents.

These descriptions indicate not only the things of this world but also the Devas are represented in the Cosmic Form. Even the creator, Brahma, the annihilator, Siva and the sustainer, Vishnu could be seen by Arjuna. These names belong to `Samashti' (Macrocosm). The things of microcosm (Vyashti) like serpents and sages also were seen.

“The vision of God widens our horizon and takes us beyond the earthly tumults and sorrows which so easily obsess us. God's creation is not limited to this small planet, which is only an insignificant part of the cosmos. Arjuna sees the great and various companies of spirits filling the Universe”. - Dr.S.Radhakrishnan.

\[ \text{anekabaahoodaravaktranetram pashyaami} \]
\[ \text{twaam sarvato'nantaroopam naa ntam na} \]
\[ \text{madhyam na punastavaaadim pashyami} \]
\[ \text{vishweshwara vishwaroopa // 11.16 //} \]

I behold you infinite in form on all sides with manifold arms, stomachs, faces and eyes; neither your end nor your middle nor also your beginning do I see, O Lord of the Universe, O Cosmic Form.

Various organs of the body mentioned here should not be taken literally. They only indicate the Truth from which all names and forms emanate, in which they exist and into which they merge back at the end of their temporary play on the earth. These verses show the oneness that runs through mortal beings and finite things of the world making a single entity of them all.

\[ \text{kireetinam gadinam chakrinam cha} \]
\[ \text{tejoraashim sarvato deeptimantam pashyaami} \]
\[ \text{twaam durnireekshyam samantaad} \]
\[ \text{deeptaanalaarka dyutimaprameyam // 11.17 //} \]

I see you with your crown, mace and discus; a mass of radiance shining everywhere, very hard to look at, all around blazing like burning fire and sun and immeasurable.

Arjuna is giving more and more details of what he is seeing in that Cosmic Form. The items mentioned here are the symbolic insignia of Lord Vishnu.

The reference to radiance shining everywhere like blazing sun and fire does not mean tremendous amount of light in its physical sense but it indicates the glory of Pure Awareness. Consciousness is the light through which we see our own thoughts and emotions. It is the light which illumines for us various objects, sound etc. Hence Sri Krishna who Himsclf is Infinite Awareness is described as resplendent light immeasurable. Although the Universal Form is painted here in an objective manner it is only a subjective experience and is not an object of even intellect.
twamaksharam paramam veditavyam

twamasya vishwasya param nidhaanam
twamavyayah shaashwatadharmaoptaa
sanaatanastwam prusho mato me // 11.18 //

You are the Imperishable, the Supreme Being to be realized. You are the Supreme Support of the Universe; you are the imperishable protector of the eternal Dharma; in my opinion you are the Primal Person, Purusha.

Imperishable, Supreme Being: Arjuna states that the Supreme is Brahman and Isvara, Absolute and God. He is the eternal Truth and Supreme worthy to be known because He is the substratum from which the pluralistic world rises up, exists in and merges into. He is the sum total of experiences of every one at their physical, mental and intellectual levels. He is the changeless 'knowing principle' through which all changes are perceived.

Protector of eternal Dharma: For Hindus the protector of Dharma is The Lord Himself and not any mortal. He is the guardian of the sattvata dharma.

Purusha: That which dwells in the body is Purusha; the Consciousness principle is the presiding deity which rules the body and hence it is the Purusha.

anaadimadhyaantamanantaveeryam

anantabaahum shashisooryanetram
pashyaami twaam deeptahutaashavaktram
swatejasaa vishwamidam tapantam // 11.19 //

I see You as one without beginning, middle or end, infinite in power, of endless arms, the sun and the moon being Your eyes, the burning fire Your face, whose radiance burns up this Universe.

The Supreme Self is the one essential strength behind every thing.

Sun and Moon: sources of entire light energy, the oneness of the individual and the Cosmic Form.
Burning fire your face: power of speech and taste.
Heating the whole Universe with your radiance: The light of Consciousness not only illumines but gives warmth to life. The light here is its own light and not that of any external source.

dyaavaapritihvyoridamantaram hi vyaatptam
twayaikena dishashcha sarvaah
drishtwaa'dbhutam roopamugram tavedam
lokatrayam pravyathitam mahaatman // 11.20 //
The space between the earth and the heaven and all the quarters are filled by You alone; having seen this, Your wonderful and terrible form, the three worlds are trembling with fear, O Exalted One.

As the Lord is eternal and infinite He fills the whole universe with innumerable objects, animate and inanimate. The all-pervading, omnipresent Being penetrates and inter-penetrates the entire creation. As the Cosmic Form is of unusual nature Arjuna says everybody is wonder-struck and trembling to look at it.

\begin{verbatim}
amee hi twaam surasanghaah vishanti kechid
bheetaah praanjalayo grinanti swasteetyuktwaam
maharshisiddhasanghaah stuvanti twaam
stutibhih pushkalaabhih // 11.21 //
\end{verbatim}

Verily, into You enter these hosts of Devas; some extol You in fear with joined palms; 'May there be peace' thus saying, bands of great Rishis and Siddhas praise You with sublime hymns.

So far Arjuna described the Cosmic Form in Its static state. Now he describes it in its active state. He says some are entering and disappearing in His Form, some are praying with fear and some more praise Him singing hymns of His glory and lost in ecstatic worship.

\begin{verbatim}
rudraadityaa vasavo ye cha saadhyaa
vishwe'shvinau marutashchoshmapaashcha
gandharvayakshaasura siddhasanghaa
veekshante twaam vismitaashchaiva sarve // 11.22 //
\end{verbatim}

The Rudras, Adityas, Vasus, Sadhyas, Vishva Devas, the two Ashwins, Maruts, Ushmapas and hosts of Gandharvas, Yakshas, Asuras and Siddhas - they are all looking at You, all quite astonished.

The terms used here were already explained in the previous Chapter. They are all of the Vedic concepts.

\begin{verbatim}
roopam mahat te bahuvaktranetram
mahaabaaho bahubaahoorupaadadam
bahooodaram bahudamshtraakaraalam
drishtwa lokaah pravyathitaastathaah'ham // 11.23//
\end{verbatim}

Having seen Your immeasurable form with many mouths and eyes, O Mighty-armed, with many arms, thighs and feet, with many stomachs and fearful with many tusks, the worlds are frightened and so am I.

These terms of poetic description bring about the universality and omnipresence of the Supreme. The Universal form of the Lord reveals to Arjuna the malevolent and
benevolent aspects of the creation both of which are necessary to complete the picture and understand the whole containing the pairs of opposites.

\[ \text{nabhahsprisham deeptamanekavarnam} \]
\[ \text{vyattaananam deeptavishaalanetram drishtwaan} \]
\[ \text{hi twaam pravyathitaantaraaatmaa dhritim na} \]
\[ \text{vindaami shamam cha vishno // 11.24 //} \]

On seeing You (Your Form) touching the sky, shining in many colors, with mouths wide open, with large fiery eyes, I am terrified at heart and find neither courage nor peace, O Vishnu!

The vision experienced by Arjuna here is not actually a physical appearance but a wide, all pervading manifestation of the Lord signifying the omnipotence of the Supreme. Arjuna feels that His Universal Form has a definite shape and color which is so uncommon and terrifying that he has no courage to face it.

\[ \text{damshtraakaraalaani cha te mukhaani} \]
\[ \text{drishtwaiva kaalaanalasannibhaani} \]
\[ \text{disho na jaane na labhe cha sharma} \]
\[ \text{praseeda devesha jagannivaasa // 11.25 //} \]

When I behold your mouths striking terror with their tusks, like Time's all-consuming fire, I am disoriented and find no peace; be gracious, O Lord of the Devas, O Abode of the Universe.

Pralaya Fires: The fires which consume the worlds during the final dissolution of the universe. Time (Kala) is the consumer of all that is manifested. The tremendous experience has in it elements of astonishment, terror and rapture. In this condition of extreme wonder an individual loses his vanity and stands before the Cosmic Power with utter humility and self-surrender.

\[ \text{amee cha twaam dhritaraashtrasya putraah} \]
\[ \text{sarve sahaivaavanipaalasanghaih bheeshmo} \]
\[ \text{dronah sootaputraastathaasau} \]
\[ \text{sahaasmadeeyairapi yodhamukhyaaih // 11.26 //} \]

All the sons of Dhritarashtra with hosts of kings of the earth, Bhishma, Drona and Karna, along with the chief warriors on our side too - enter, hurriedly, your mouths with terrible teeth and fearful to behold. Some are found sticking in the gaps between the teeth with their heads crushed to powder.
These strange descriptions of The Lord or the Cosmic Form are to reassure Arjuna as to how the forces are entering into the inescapable mouth of time ‘kala' and disappear. Destruction always precedes construction. Here the power of destruction of the Supreme as well as His ugly and bitter forms is given.

The Multiplicity that has risen from the Totality, after its play upon the surface of Truth, must necessarily rush back in all hurry into the very whole from which it had risen up. Arjuna thus observes Bhishma, Karna etc entering into the mouth of the principle of destruction as represented by the Cosmic Form. This sight not only frightens Arjuna but generates in him self-confidence to face the events of future.

In the Universal Form of The Lord wherein He expresses Himself as the entire world of phenomena indicating the principle of oneness, the concepts of space and time disappear. Therefore, when the whole Universe is brought together at the same time and place Arjuna could see the past, present and the future.

\[
yathaa nadeenaam bahavo’mbuvegaah
\]

\[
samudramevaabhimukhaah dravanti
tathaa tawaamee naraloka veeraa
vishanti vaktraanyabhivijwalanti // 11.28 //
\]

Verily, as many torrents of rivers flow towards the ocean, so these heroes in the world of men enter your fiercely flaming mouths.

\[
yathaa pradeeptam jwalanam patangaa
\]

\[
vishanti naashaaya samriddhavegaah
tathai va naashaaya vishanti lokaas
tavaapi vaktraani samriddhavegaah // 11.29 //
\]

As moths hurriedly rush into a blazing fire for their own destruction, so also these creatures hurriedly rush into your mouths for destruction.

The essential oneness between the manifest (river) that has come out of the unmanifest (ocean) and the very unmanifest which is the source of all manifestation has been illustrated in this verse. It is also to be noted that the manifest looses its name and form and becomes one with the unmanifest at the end of its journey. The projection of unmanifest to the manifest-condition is the process of creation and that the manifest merging back to its own sanctuary of the unmanifest is destruction or death.

These two verses vividly illustrate how the assembled warriors rush to destruction, out of their own uncontrollable nature, with or without discrimination.

As the rivers flow towards the ocean, as the moths fly into the fire, so too all names and forms must, that too willingly, rush towards the unmanifest. If anyone realizes this, he can live without fear of death with the full understanding that life is nothing but a process of continuous change.
“These beings blinded by their own ignorance are rushing to their destruction and the Divine Controller permits it, as they are carrying out the effects of their own deeds. When we will a deed, we will its consequences also. The free activities subject us to their results. As the law of cause and consequence is an expression of the Divine mind, the Divine may be said to execute the law. While we think consecutively, Divine mind knows all as one. There is no past or future to It”. Dr.S.Radhakrishnan.

lelihyase grasamaanah samantaal lokaan
samagraan vadanair jwaladbhih
tejobhiraapoorya jagatsamagram
bhaasastavograah pratapanti vishno // 11.30 //

Swallowing all the worlds on every side with Your flaming mouths, You are licking (in enjoyment) Your lips. Your fierce rays, filling the whole world with radiance, are burning, O Vishnu!

The principle of destruction is never ending. Hence Arjuna exclaims 'You are swallowing the entire world and licking Your lips in enjoyment'. This verse gives us an idea about the Trinity viz. Brahma, Vishnu and Maheswara. Death, birth, sustenance and again death is the continuous process of existence which is revealed in the Cosmic Form. Arjuna thus notices Its resplendency and wonders about the fiery radiance of the fierce rays of The Lord.

aakhyaaahi me ko bhavaanugraaroopo

namo'stu te devavara praseeda
vijnaatumicchaami bhavantamaadyam

na hi prajaanaami tava pravrittim // 11.31 //

Tell me who You are so fierce in form. Salutations to You, O God Supreme, have mercy. I desire to know You, the Primeval One. I know not indeed Your purpose.

The disciple seeks for deeper knowledge. Arjuna, realizing the sanctity and divinity of The Lord's power, bows down and humbly requests Him to tell him who He is. He refers to The Lord as Primeval One (Original Being). He asks Him His purpose or His mission in taking such a terrible form and presenting Himself before him exhibiting how the Kaurava forces are going in all hurry towards their destruction.

GOD AS THE JUDGE

sri bhagavan uvaacha

kaalo'smi lokakshayakrit pravriddho lokaan
samaahartumiha pravrittah ritepi twaam na
bhavishyanti sarve ye'wasthitaah
pratyaneekeshu yodhaah // 11.32 //

Sri Bhagavan said
I am the mighty world-destroying Time now engaged in subduing the world. Even without you, none of the warriors arrayed in the opposite armies shall live.

The power that is behind destruction and construction is that which rules over things and governs the lives of beings. Sri Krishna declares that this power is the all destroying 'Kala'. Kala or Time is the prime mover of the Universe. If God is thought of as time, then He is perpetually creating and destroying. Time is the streaming flux which moves unceasingly. Time absorbs in its womb of oblivion all names and forms.

The Supreme Being takes up the responsibility for both creation and destruction. The doctrine that God is responsible for all that is good and Devil is responsible for all that is evil is a clumsy device. If God is responsible for mortal existence, then He is responsible for all that it includes - life and creation, anguish and death, pain and pleasure and so on. The Gita teaches us to see Reality as a whole. God, the bountiful and prodigal Creator and Preserver is also the God, the Destroyer and Devourer.

God has control over time because He is outside of it. As the force behind this, He sees farther than us, knows how all events are controlled and so tells Arjuna that causes have been at work for years and are moving towards their natural effects which we cannot prevent by anything we know of. The destruction of the enemies is decided irrevocably by acts committed by themselves long ago. There is an impersonal fate, a general cosmic necessity, the will of the Sovereign Personality, which pursues its own unrecognizable agenda. All protestations, abstentions, non-interventions of the individuals against it are of no avail before the divine will. On the contrary such complaints increase confusion.

tasmaat twam uttishtha yasho labhaswa
jitwaa shatrhoon bhungkshwa raajyam
samriddham mayaivaite nhataah poorfamva
nimittamaatram bhava savyasaachin // 11.33 //

Therefore, stand up and win glory. Conquer your enemies and enjoy an opulent kingdom. Verily, by Me and none other they have been already slain; you be a mere instrument, O Arjuna!

Savyasaachin : Arjuna, the one who could shoot arrows with his left hand as well as his right.

dronam cha bheeshmam cha jayadratham cha
karnam tathaa'nyaanapi yodhaveeraan
mayaa hataamstwam jahi maa vyathishthaan
yudhyaswa jetaasi rane sapatnaan // 11.34 //

Do Slay Drona, Bhishma, Jayadratha, Karna and other great warriors as well who have already been slain by Me; be not distressed with fear; fight and you shall conquer your enemies in the battle.
Sri Krishna says whatever be the strength of the negative forces they have already been destroyed by the all powerful 'Time' and Arjuna has only to act as an instrument in their ruin and claim victory to himself. In fact during all actions in our lives we are merely the instruments in the hands of The Lord. The concept of self surrender for serving the world in the constant awareness of The Lord is the only way for claiming glory in our lives. The God of destiny decides and ordains all things and Arjuna is to be the instrument, the flute under the fingers of the Omnipotent One who works out the mighty evolution. Arjuna is self-deceived if he believes that he should act according to his own imperfect judgment. No individual soul can encroach on the prerogative of God. In refusing to take up arms, Arjuna is guilty of such mischievous presumption.

The doctrine of Divine Predetermination is upheld here that indicates utter helplessness and insignificance of the individual and the futility of his will and efforts. The decision is made already and Arjuna can do nothing to change it. This however does not mean that the cosmic process is a mere unveiling of a ready made scenario. It only affirms the meaning of eternity in which all moments of the whole of time, past, present and future, are contemporary to the Divine Spirit. Each moment of evolution in time has no novelty in it nor does it project any inconsistency in the Divine Eternity.

The ideas of God are worked out through human instrumentality. Nothing exists save the Lord's will. He alone is the doer and we are only the instruments. Judged from the human standards the consequences of war are abhorrent and hence none should encourage it. But once the purpose of the Almighty behind the war is revealed Arjuna acquiesces in it. What he desires or what he gains do not count any more. Behind this world of space-time, inter-penetrating it, is the creative purpose of God. We must understand that Supreme Design and be content to serve it. The consciousness of the divine agency and its constant application in all works release man from responsibility.

Every act is a symbol of something beyond itself. Sri Krishna specifically mentioned the names of the four great warriors because they were considered invincible and even then they were eliminated by the Principle of Destruction and therefore He advises Arjuna not to be afraid of incurring sin by killing them and others though they are venerable to him.

When Krishna tells Arjuna that he will conquer his enemies in the battle we have to understand it as the divine will and that Arjuna is not permitted to take credit for his victory.

**Concepts and Issues**

After hearing the secret of divine manifestation and its glory Arjuna says his delusion has gone and expresses his eagerness to see the Lord's Cosmic Form. As the Cosmic Form cannot be seen by the ordinary physical eyes Sri Krishna bestows Arjuna with Divine Vision to enable him to see such form.

Sanjaya who was witnessing everything happening in the battlefield describes to Dhritarashtra the Cosmic Form of the Lord as seen by Arjuna.
It is an extraordinary form with myriads of faces, ornaments and weapons. Decorated with divine garlands and garments, the wondrous cosmic form is more brilliant than a million suns. The whole world of variegated forms constitutes only a small part of his being.

Excited by wonder and joy, Arjuna starts praying to that Divinity. This beautiful hymn of 17 verses gives nice description of the Cosmic Form. All beings- divine, human and subhuman- are being seen in Him. He has several arms, stomachs and faces. He is extraordinarily brilliant. He has pervaded the whole space. All beings like gods and sages, are praising Him with folded hands. The various heroes arrayed on the battlefield are entering into Him and getting destroyed like moths in the fire. Gripped with fear and wonder, Arjuna prays to Him to reveal who He is.

The Lord replies that He is Time, the eternal destroyer. He has come to annihilate the warriors in the enemy armies. Since this task will be achieved by Him even without Arjuna's involvement, the Lord advises Arjuna to fight merely as an instrument and get victory, fame and kingdom.

The underlying concept behind this Chapter is that Brahman is the substratum behind the phenomenal universe and that every thing therein moves according to the Divine Law irrespective of what man thinks or does.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

The advice is surrender to the Allmighty and to do our duty as His chosen instruments without any egoism.

Points to Ponder

1. What is the significance of the Cosmic Form?
2. Elucidate the contrast between this Chapter and the previous one.
3. What is meant by acting as an instrument?
4. What is the requirement for seeing the Cosmic Form?

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 11.35

HARIH OM
Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 11 (Part-2)

Vishwaroopa Darshana Yogah:

Yoga of the Vision of the Universal Form

TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

Seeing the Lord's cosmic form Arjuna is struck with awe and wonder. He sees the entire universe in a single immeasurable form as also His destructive, all-devouring expression. Fraught with fear and overwhelmed with adoration, Arjuna surrenders completely to that colossal form. He bows; he prostrates and begs forgiveness for his lack of reverence towards Krishna in their relationship.

The vision of the Lord's cosmic form terrifies Arjuna. He pleads with Krishna to resume His original form, the form of Vishnu. Krishna assumes His gentle form. Arjuna regains his composure when Krishna explains the difficulty in gaining the state of God-realization. He points out the way to reach the Supreme Being. The Lord tells him that all spiritual practices like study of scriptures, austerities, charity, performing sacrifices etc. by themselves cannot lead one to the Supreme. They will at the most make one an introvert. Thereafter, deep meditation only is the means to become one with the Absolute.

The Text

sanjaya uvaacha

etacchrutwaa vachanam keshavasya
kritaanjalirvepamaanah kireetee namaskritwaa
bhooya evaaha krishnam sagadgadam
bheetabheetah pranamya // 11.35 //

Sanjaya said

Having heard these words of Kesava, the crowned-one (Arjuna), with joined palms, trembling, prostrating himself, again addressed Krishna, in a choked voice, bowing down, overwhelmed with fear.

Arjuna was extremely terrified on seeing the Cosmic Form and so he spoke in a choked and stammering voice. These words of Sanjaya are very significant because he thought that at this late moment (after knowing fully well the impending destruction of all in the Kaurava side) King Dhritarashtra would halt the war and call for peace to save at least his own son from being killed. But the blind king was obstinate and did not consider Sanjaya's indirect advice worthy.

ARJUNA'S HYMN OF PRAISE

arjuna uvaacha

sthaane hrisheekesha tava prakeertyaa
jagat prahrishyatyanurajyate cha
rakshaamsi bheetaani disho dravanti

sarve namasyanti cha siddhasanghaah // 11.36 //

O Hrishikesha! It is proper that the world delights and rejoices in your praise; rakshas flee in fear in all directions and all the hosts of Siddhas bow to you.

In an ecstasy of adoration and anguish, Arjuna praises The Lord. He sees not only the destructive power of Time but also the spiritual presence and law governing the cosmos. While the former produces terror, the latter gives rise to a sense of peace.

kasmaaccha te na nameran mahaatman
gareeyase brahmano'pyadikartre
ananta devesha jagannivaasa
twamaksharam sadasattatparam yat // 11.37 //

And why should they not bow to You, O Mighty Being, greater than all else, the Primal Cause even of Brahma, O Infinite Being, O Lord of Lords, O Abode of the Universe, You are the Imperishable, the Manifest and the Unmanifest, that which is Supreme (that which is beyond the being and non-being).

Arjuna clarifies as to why the great men of knowledge bow down before Sri Krishna by enumerating the majestic and divine qualities of The Lord.

twamaadidevah purushah puraanaas
twamasya vishwasya param nidhaanam
vettaasi vedyam cha param cha dhaama
twayaa tatam vishwamananta roopa // 11.38 //

You are the Primal God, the Ancient Purusha, You are the Supreme refuge of this Universe, You are the Knower, the Knowable and the Supreme Goal. The Universe is pervaded by You, O Being of Infinite Forms.

Param Dhaama: Just as the rope (the substratum for the superimposed snake) pervades the snake, so also the Self, through its nature of Existence, Knowledge and Bliss absolute, pervades this entire Universe.

vaayuryamo'gnirvarunah shashaankah

prajaapatistwam prapitaamahashcha
namo namaste'stu sahasrakritwah
punascha bhooyo’pi namo namaste // 11.39 //

You are Vayu, Yama, Agni, Varuna, the Moon, Prajapati, and the Great Grandfather, Salutations! Salutations! unto You, a thousand times and again salutations, salutations unto You.

Great Grandfather: The Creator of even Brahma who is known as the Grandfather.
namah purastaadatha prishthataste

namostu te sarvata eva sarva
anantaveeryaamitavikramastwam
sarvam samaapnoshi tato’si sarvaḥ // 11.40 //

Salutations to You, in front and behind; salutations to You on every side! O All! You, infinite in power and infinite in prowess, pervade all; therefore You are the All.

The Supreme dwells everywhere within, without, above, below and around. There is no place where He is not. He is the all pervading essence like space in the Universe and also the source of all potentiality, power and capability. Since nothing can exist without Him He is Pure Existence. Hence He is the All and He alone is the All. (Ocean alone is all the waves or mud alone is all the pots).

sakheti matwaa prasabham yaduktam

he krishna he yaadava he sakheti
ajaanataa mahimaanam tavedam
mayaa pramaadaat pranayena vaapi // 11.41 //

Whatever I have rashly said from carelessness or love, addressing You as O Krishna, O Yadava, O Friend, regarding You merely as a friend, unknowing of this fact of Your greatness....

yacchaavahaasaartham asatkrit’ si

vihaarashayyaasanabhojaneshu
eko’ thavaapyachyuta tatsamaksham

tat kshaamaye twaamaham aprameyam // 11.42 //

In whatever way I may have insulted You for the sake of fun, while at play, reposing, sitting or at meals, when alone (with You), O Achyuta or in company - that I pray to You, Immeasurable One, to forgive.

The vision of God produces a deep sense of unworthiness and sin. Arjuna, beholding the Cosmic Form of The Lord, seeks forgiveness for his past familiar conduct with Him. He says he was treating Him with casualness and intimacy not knowing His greatness and glory. He asks The Lord for forgiveness for his misconception of His powers. So long, Arjuna was thinking of Sri Krishna as a mere cowherd boy with whom he, a prince, made patronizing friendship. But when he realized His true nature, Arjuna bows down before Him in adoration and pleads for His mercy and forgiveness for whatever impropriety he might have committed either knowingly or unknowingly.

pitaasi lokasya characharasya

twamasya poojyashcha gururgareeyaan
na twatsamostyabhyadhikah kuto’nyo
lokatraye’pyapratimaprabhaava // 11.43 //
You are the father of this world, moving and unmoving; the object of their worship; You, the greatest Guru, for there exists none who is equal to You; for how can there be another, superior to You in the three worlds, O Being of incomparable greatness.

Our experiences in the three states of existence - waking, dream and deep sleep - are the interpretations of the same Eternal from the levels of gross, subtle and the causal bodies. The Truth that illumines these experiences is everywhere one and the same. Hence there cannot be anything superior to That.

tasmaatpranamya pranidhaaya kaayam

prasaadaye twaamahameeshameedyam
piteva putrasya sakheva sakhyuh
priyah priyaayaarhasi deva sodhum // 11.44 //

Therefore, bowing down, prostrating my body before you, I crave Your forgiveness, adorable Lord! As a father forgives his son, a friend his friend, a lover his beloved, even so should You forgive me, O Deva.

God as a father is a familiar conception in all religions. The Supreme is not to be regarded as a transcendent mystery but as close to us as a father to the son, a friend to the friend or as a lover to the beloved. These human relations find in God their fullest realization.

adrishtapoorvam hrisito'smi drishtwaa

bhayena cha pravyathitam mano me
tadeva me darshaya deva roopam

praseeda devesha jagannivaasa // 11.45 //

I am delighted having seen what was never seen before; and yet my mind is distressed with fear. Show me that previous form only, O God; have mercy, O God of Gods, O Abode of the Universe.

Eventhough Arjuna experienced immense joy on seeing the Cosmic Form of The Lord yet the sudden expansion of consciousness caused in him great fear and distress. Hence he prays to Sri Krishna to resume His usual form and give up the terrifying aspects of the transcendent and the universal.

kireetinam gadinam chakrahastam

icchaami twaam drashtumaham tathaiva
tenaiva roopena chaturbhujena
sahasrabaaho bhava vishwamoorte // 11.46 //

I desire to see You as before, crowned, bearing a mace, with a discus in the hand, in Your former form only, having four arms, O Thousand Armed Cosmic Being!
Arjuna describes the exact form in which he wants Sri Krishna to appear before him. The four hands of God represent the four facets of the inner instruments in Man Viz. mind, intellect, chitta and the ego-sense. Blue color represents the Infinite. Yellow clothes mean the earth. Thus the Infinite clothed in the finite leading the life through four inner instruments is the symbolism of Lord Vishnu. In short Arjuna wants The Lord to appear before him in a serene form with quiet attitude.

THE LORD'S GRACE AND ASSURANCE

sri bhagavan uvaacha

mayaa prasannena tavaarjunedam
roopam param darshitamaatmayogaat
tejomayam vishwamanantamaadhyam
yanme twadanyena na drishtapoorvam // 11.47 //

Sri Bhagavan said

O Arjuna, by My grace, through My own Yoga power, I have shown you this Supreme Form, resplendent, universal, infinite and primeval, which none but you have ever seen.

The revelation of the Lord depends upon His grace alone, besides His lordly power in the Godhead; man cannot force it by his efforts. The Lord has shown His grace on Arjuna because he is His beloved devotee.

na vedayajaadhyayanairna daanair

na cha kriyaabhirna tapobhirugraih
evam roopabhinatya aham nriloke
drashtum twadanyena kurupraveera // 11.48 //

Neither by the study of the Vedas and sacrifices, nor by gifts, nor by rituals, nor by severe austerities, can I be seen in this form (Universal Form) in the world of men by any one else but you, O great hero of the Kurus.

By human endeavor through knowledge, austerities, sacrifices etc., one can see a particular aspect of Godhead. But Arjuna has seen the Lord in His Universal Form, reconciling all the aspects of divinity at one and the same time and in one and the same vision.

In an indescribable oneness are revealed all the facets of the Godhead - spirit and matter, being and becoming, creation and destruction, infinite and finite, space and time, past and future. This vision is granted only to the devotee who adores the Lord with single-minded, all-consuming, and unswerving love.

maa te vyathaa maa cha vimoodhabhaavo

drishtwaa roopam ghorameedringnamedam
vyapetabheeh preetamanaah punastwam
tadeva me roopamidam prapashya // 11.49 //
Be not afraid nor bewildered on seeing such a terrible form of Mine as this; with your fear dispelled and with gladdened heart, now behold again this former Form of Mine.

The Lord saw Arjuna in a state of distress and terror. Therefore, He withdrew the Cosmic Form and assumed once more His usual gentle form. He consoled Arjuna and spoke to him with kindness. The microcosmic representation of Truth in the form of gentle and smiling Sri Krishna is macrocosmic Universal Form representing the essence in all forms and names.

Sanjaya uvācha

Ityarjunam vaasudevastathoktwaa
swakam roopam darshayaamaasa bhooyah
aashwaasayaamaasa cha bheetamenam
bhootwaa punah saumyavapurmaaatmaa // 11.50 //

Sanjaya said

Having thus spoken to Arjuna, Vaasudeva again revealed to him His own form. The Exalted One (Sri Krishna) having assumed again the form of grace, comforted the terrified Arjuna.

Sanjaya confirms to Dhritarashtra that Sri Krishna came back to is usual form ie the very form in which He was born in the house of Vasudeva.

Arjuna uvācha

drishtwedam maanusham roopam tava saumyam janaardana
idaaneemasmi samvrittah sachetaah prakritim gatah // 11.51 //

Arjuna said

Having seen this Your gentle human form, O Sri Krishna, now I am composed and restored to my normal nature.

Arjuna admits that when he sees the normal and gentle form of Sri Krishna he feels relieved from his inner tensions and agitations.

Sri Bhagavan uvācha

Sudurdarshamidam roopam drishtwaanasi yanmama
devaaapyasya roopasya nityam darshanakaangkshinah // 11.52 //

Sri Bhagavan said

Very hard indeed it is to see this form of Mine which you have seen. Even the Gods are ever eager to see this form.

Sri Krishna says that even the Gods are eager to see the Universal Form but their wishes do not materialize even in their dreams. Such is the marvelous vision seen by Arjuna so easily.
Neither by the Vedas nor by austerity nor by charity nor by sacrifice can I be seen in this form as you have now seen Me.

This is a repetition of Verse-48.

But by the single-minded devotion, can I, of this form (Cosmic Form) be known and seen in reality and also entered into, O Arjuna.

The reason why The Lord has shown the Cosmic Form to Arjuna only and to none else is given here. Devotion is the sole means to the realization of the Cosmic Form. In unbroken devotion which seeks none but The Lord alone, nothing other than The Lord is experienced by the sense organs wherein egoism and dualism totally vanish. Such experience by means of direct and immediate perception is what is called seeing in reality. 'Entered into' means that the devotee attains final liberation in the Lord after giving up the body. Thus the fulfilled seeker becomes the very essence of the sought.

He who does all actions for Me, who looks upon Me as the Supreme Goal, who is devoted to Me, who is free from attachment, who bears enmity towards none, he comes to Me, O Pandava.

This verse is the substance of the whole teaching of the Gita. He who practices this teaching will attain supreme bliss and immortality.

He who dedicates all works to the Lord, seeking no rewards to himself, who serves Him with all his heart and soul, who regards Him as his supreme goal, who lives for Him alone, who works for Him alone, who sees Him in everything, who sees the whole world as His Cosmic Form, cherishing no feeling of hatred or enmity towards anyone, who has no attachment to worldly objects, who seeks nothing but The Lord - such a one realizes Him and becomes completely one with Him. He enjoys eternal Bliss, peace and immortality. Thus the art of right living consists of the following five ingredients viz.

1. Dedication of work to The Lord
2. Keeping The Lord as the goal
3. Devotion to The Lord
4. Freedom from all worldly attachments and
5. Absence of enmity towards anyone.
Whatever be our vacation and character, whether we are creative thinkers or contemplative poets or humble men and women with no special gifts, if we possess the one great gift of the love of God, we become God's tools, the channels of His love and purpose. When this vast world of living spirits becomes attuned to God and exists only to do His will, the purpose of life is achieved.

“The Gita does not end after the tremendous experience of the celestial vision. The great secret of the Transcendental Atman, the source of all that is and yet itself unmoved for ever is seen. The Supreme is the background for the never ending procession of finite things. Arjuna has seen this truth but he has to live in it by transmuting his whole nature into the willing acceptance of the Divine. A fleeting vision however vivid and permanent its effects may be, is not complete attainment. The search for abiding reality, the quest of final truth cannot end, in emotional satisfaction or experience”. Dr.S.Radakrishnan.

Hence the Lord continues his advice to Arjuna in the following chapters of the Gita till Arjuna exclaims that all his delusions and confusions are cleared.

Omtatsatiti srimadbhagavagdeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade vishwaroopa darshanayogo naama ekaadasho'dhyaayah ||

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the eleventh discourse entitled: The Yoga of the Vision of the Universal Form

Concepts and Issues

Arjuna once again prays to The Lord praising Him and asking for forgiveness for having treated Him lightly during the moments of their intimate friendship. He then requests Him to withdraw His Cosmic Form and reappear in His usual four-armed form with the crown, mace and discus. After doing so, Sri Krishna tells him that His Cosmic Form cannot be seen by the study of the scriptures or performance of sacrifices or even austerity, but only by single-minded devotion. The Lord adds that those who are free from attachment and hatred and who dedicate all their actions to Him with unswerving faith, knowing Him to be the supreme goal surely reach Him.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

This Chapter reveals that the Cosmic Form of The Lord is not perceivable by study of scriptures, performing penance, giving gifts etc. It can be known only by single-minded devotion. For this one should be free from attachment and hatred and who dedicate all their actions to Him with unswerving faith, knowing Him to be the supreme goal surely reach Him.

The principles of right living laid down in this Chapter are:

1. Dedication of work to The Lord
2. Keeping The Lord as the goal
3. Devotion to The Lord

4. Freedom from all worldly attachments and
5. Absence of enmity towards anyone.

Points to Ponder

1. What are the ingredients for right living and attaining the Supreme?

2. Why The Lord continues His discourses to Arjuna even after granting the Cosmic Vision?

Next time we will proceed from Chapter 12
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Bhakti Yogah: Yoga of Devotion
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Preamble

Bhagavan Sri Krishna has in many places laid stress on the importance of the worship of the formless and attributeless Brahman. In the end of the last Chapter, He declared God-Realisation as the reward of exclusive devotion to God with form and attributes and that through single-minded devotion, the Cosmic Form can be known, seen and entered into by anyone.

On hearing this advice a doubt has arisen in the mind of the Pandava hero Arjuna as to which of the two methods is better to attain the spiritual realisation. He seeks the precise knowledge regarding the techniques of devotion. He begins the chapter with the perennial question that confuses mankind. Should one worship God with a form or as a formless Reality ie, whether the Truth is to be meditated upon as unmanifested Absolute or in its manifested form?

Sri Krishna answers by explaining the importance of both types of worship to spiritual development, one catering to the devotional while the other to the intellectual propensity of the seekers.

Krishna then presents the most pragmatic approach to God Realisation. For seekers who find it difficult to practise various spiritual disciplines (sadhanas), He provides a series of alternatives which cater to the needs of diverse kinds of aspirants. He concludes the chapter by enumerating thirty five qualities of a devotee (bhakta) of God. He emphasises that those who possess these qualities are dear to Him.

This Chapter thus deals mainly with devotion to God along with various forms of spiritual disciplines and discusses the marks of a true devotee. As the Chapter begins and ends with devotion it is titled the Yoga of Devotion.

The Text

DEVOTION AND CONTEMPLATION

arjuna uvaacha

evam satatayuktaa ye bhaktaas twaam paryupaasate
ye chaapyaksharamavyaktam tesaam ke yogavittamaah // 12.1 //

Arjuna said

Those devotees who, ever steadfast, thus worship You and those who worship the Imperishable and the Unmanifested - which of them have the greater knowledge of Yoga?

In the last Chapter the Lord assured that any seeker can realise the glory of the Cosmic Form if he has unfaltering devotion. Arjuna now enquires whether one should meditate upon the manifested form of the Infinite or upon the unmanifested form of the Supreme. Unmanifested is that which is not directly perceptible for the sense organs. The objects that can be perceptible to the sense organs are the manifested.
There are those who seek oneness with the Absolute, one impersonal and unrelated to the universe and others who seek unity with the Personal God manifested in the world of men and nature. The question is which of these have the better knowledge of Yoga—the one who devotes himself to the Lord manifest, Personal God, or the one who meditates on the unmanifested Infinite with complete detachment from all the external stimuli? Are we to turn our back on all manifestations and strain after the Unchanging Unmanifest or are we to be devoted to the Manifested Form and work to its service? Is it Absolute or the Personal God, Brahman or Ishwara that we should worship?

The difference between the devotion to the 'Absolute or Brahman or the Unmanifest' and devotion to the 'Personal God or Ishwara or the Manifest' is explained in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No</th>
<th>Devotion to the Unmanifest, the one without form, Impersonal, Brahman, the Absolute.</th>
<th>Devotion to the manifest, the one with form, Ishwara, the Personal God.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regards the object of worship or Godhead as the incomprehensible, indefinable, formless, relationless, actionless, featureless, attributeless and transcendental Absolute.</td>
<td>Regards the Godhead as the Lord of the universe, the Supreme Person, the Creator, Preserver and Destroyer, the omniscient and omnipresent Lord, endowed with the Universal Form and possessed of the great powers of Yoga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The Absolute never puts on any form abstains from all actions, enters into no relation with the universe and is eternally silent and immutable.</td>
<td>The Personal god is our Lord and Master, the source and Origin of all beings, immanent in all things, manifest in both nature and living beings as their inmost Self</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both these aspects of the Godhead have been described by Krishna in the Gita, though with an emphasis on the Impersonal aspect in Chapters 2 through 10. The 11th Chapter deals with the Universal form of Godhead and ends with an exhortation to Arjuna to worship It as the Lord of the universe. Now Arjuna asks which of the two methods of worship is better; meditation on the Impersonal or worship of the Lord through work and love. However the Bhagavan will show us later on that there exists no real contrast between these two types of devotees.

sri bhagavan uvaacha

mayyaaveshyam mano ye maam nityayuktaa upaasate shraddhayaa parayopetaaste me yuktaatmaa mataah // 12.2 //

Sri Bhagavan said

Those who, fixing their minds on Me, worship Me, ever earnest and endowed with Supreme faith, these in My opinion are perfect in Yoga.

Sri Krishna starts His discourse explaining the path of meditation on a form representing the Divine (Idol or Symbol). He emphasises three important conditions to be fulfilled by a seeker to enable his devotion to The Lord bear fruit.
Fixing mind on Me: 'Me' means the Universal form, which reveals the Godhead as the Supreme Lord of the universe. Thought is the source of activity for the mind and
intellect. Thought should not only revolve around the concept of The Lord but it should be of so much depth that it is able to merge itself with and dissolve into the ideal of perfection represented by The Lord.

Ever-steadfast and worship Me: One should have sufficient self-balance while worshipping The Lord. Mind by its very nature will try to wander away from the object of meditation and hence self-control is necessary to keep it focussed on the point of contemplation. 'Worship Me' means devotion to the Lord as the omniscient, free from attachment, aversion and other evil passions. This has a reference to the last verse of the 11th Chapter.

Supreme faith: Faith is not blind belief. It is that by which one understands the exact import of the scriptural text and the advice of the teacher and by which alone the reality of things i.e., seeing God in all beings and all beings in God. can become clear to him.

If these conditions are accomplished by any one he is considered as the sincere devotee by The Lord because such a devotee spends his whole time in the uninterrupted thought of the Lord.

FEATURES OF THE UNMANIFEST

ye twaksharamanirdeshyamavyaktam paryupasate
sarvatragamachintyam cha kootasthamachalam dhruvam // 12.3 //

Those who worship the Imperishable, the Indefinable, the Unmanifest, the Omnipresent, the Unthinkable, the Unchangeable, the Immovable and the Eternal

samniyamyendriyagraamam sarvatra samabuddhaya

te praapnuvanti maameva sarvabhootahite rataah // 12. 4 //

Having restrained all the senses, even minded in all conditions, rejoicing ever in the welfare of all beings - indeed they also come to Me (just like the others).

The nature of the Unmanifest specified in the Verse 3 and their explanations are given in the following table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.</th>
<th>Nature of the No. Unmanifest</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Imperishable</td>
<td>All those which have forms and qualities are substances and all substances are perishable. That which has no quality or form cannot be perceived by sense organs and hence it is imperishable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Indefinable</td>
<td>Definitions are always in terms of what is perceived. That which cannot be perceived is indefinable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Omni-present</td>
<td>All pervading. The Infinite that has no qualities, that is not manifest and therefore that is not definable should necessarily be everywhere and all pervading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Unthinkable</td>
<td>That which can be conceived by mind and intellect will become objects of feelings and thoughts which will always be perishable. That which cannot be conceived or comprehensible will naturally be imperishable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Immutable</td>
<td>The Self or Consciousness remains unchanged although it is the substratum on which all changes take place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Eternal</td>
<td>Motion is a change in time-space mechanism. Movement is a change of a thing from one place and time to another</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
place and at a different time where it is not there. As the Infinite is all pervading there cannot be a place or time where It is not there and hence It is immovable.

That which has a change is conditioned by time and space. The Supreme being the substratum for all, at all times and all places, supports the very time and space and hence eternal.

The seeker who meditates upon the unmanifest which is of the above mentioned nature has to fulfil the following three conditions mentioned in the Verse 4.

1. Having restrained all the senses - He has to avoid dissipation of his energies through the sense organs and redirect his energies so conserved in pursuit of higher thoughts. The senses are to be restrained but not rejected.

2. Even-minded in all conditions or Always equanimous - Intellectual equanimity in all conditions and situations while living in the world is a fundamental requisite for successful meditation. Maintenance of one's own balance in spite of his favourable and unfavourable experiences while living in contact with world is called equanimity.

3. Intent on the welfare of all - He should be the one who is ever ready to serve others to the best of his abilities.

Sri Krishna says that they also who meditate on the unmanifest in the aforesaid manner reach Him; they too reach the same goal, the Supreme Self. But the Lord adds a rider here.

CONCENTRATION ON THE UNMANIFEST, A DIFFICULT TASK FOR THE WORLDLY

klesho'dhikatarastheshaam avyaktaasaktachetasaam avyaktaa hi
gatirduhkham dehavdbhiravaapyate // 12.5 //
Greater is their trouble whose minds are set on the Unmanifested; for, the goal - the Unmanifested - is very hard for the embodied to reach.

The embodied: Those who identify themselves with or attached to their bodies (Dehabhimana).

Those who seek the Manifested Lord and those who seek the Unmanifested Lord reach the same goal. But the path taken up by the latter is arduous because the aspirant has to practise utmost self-control, renounce the world outwardly and inwardly, wipe out all human emotions and desires and still the mind in the contemplation of the Absolute. It is also extremely difficult to fix the restless mind on the formless and attributeless Self. Such a method of contemplation demands a sharp, one pointed and subtle intellect. The Immutable does not offer an easy hold to the mind and the path is more arduous.

For a majority of the seekers meditation upon The Lord as expressed in the Universe, a Personal God (manifested form) is easier because they have a tangible ideal of the Lord to whom they can direct their feelings, emotion, love, will, energies and knowledge.

WORSHIP OF THE QUALIFIED ASPECT OF THE LORD IS EASIER

ye tu sarvaani karmaani mayi sannyasya matparaah
ananyenaiva yogena maam dhyaayanta upaasate // 12.6 //

But those who worship Me, renouncing all actions in Me, regarding Me as the Supreme goal, meditating on Me with unswerving devotion;

teshaamah samuddhartaa mrtysamsaarasaagaraat bhavaami
nachiraat paartha mayyaaveshitachetasaam // 12.7 //

For them whose minds are set on Me, verily I become ere long, O Partha, the saviour out of the ocean of finite experiences, the samsara.

Later on in this Chapter the way of life prescribed for the worshippers of the unmanifast Lord has been dealt with. Now the discipline in life for a seeker through his devotion on the manifest lord is described.

Sri Krishna lays down certain conditions to be followed by those who want to meditate upon the Form of The Lord and concludes that those who follow these instructions fully and sincerely will be saved from their mortal limitations by Himself on whose form they have been contemplating. These instructions are:

1. Renouncing all actions in Him - renouncing one's individual ego and limitations and identifying oneself with Him by complete surrender before The Lord.

2. Regarding Him as the supreme goal - directing one's energy and dealings for achieving the goal of self perfection symbolised in the form of The Lord.

3. Meditating on Him with unswerving devotion - Lifting the mind from agitation prone thoughts to a greater goal with single-pointed attention.
Thus Upasana is not merely meditation upon the goal but becoming one with the goal contemplated upon. Sri Krishna assures such a devotee that He will be his saviour from all imperfections, agitations and sorrows of the mortal life and that too ere long.

For the one whose nature is not steeped in vairagya or renunciation, for the one who is neither very tired of nor very attached to the world, the path of devotion is the most suitable one (Bhagavata XI.20.7). It is a matter of temperament whether we adopt the pravritti dharma, the path of works or nivritti dharma, the path of renunciation.

THEN WHAT SHOULD ARJUNA DO? HE SHOULD TAKE UP THE WORSHIP OF GOD WITH ATTRIBUTES.

\[ \text{mayyeva mana aadhatswa mayi buddhim niveshaya} \]
\[ \text{nivasishyasi mayyeva ata oordhwam na samshayah} // 12.8 // \]

*Fix your mind on Me alone, place your intellect in Me; thereafter you shall, no doubt, live in Me alone.*

Fix your mind on Me - By meditation, mind can be made to concentrate on the form of The Lord giving up all thoughts of sense objects.

Place your intellect in Me - Also the intellect, which discriminates and determines, should be made to focus itself on The Lord.

Live in Me alone - If the mind rests on The Lord and the intellect understands the Infinite, the individuality ends and one merges with the Infinite, the All Pervading. There is no doubt about this says Sri Krishna.

IF THAT IS NOT POSSIBLE WHAT ARE THE OPTIONS OPEN? THE LORD EXPLAINS:

\[ \text{atha chittam samaadhaatum na shaknoshi mayi sthiram} \]
\[ \text{abhyaasayogena tato maamicchaaptum dhananjaya} // 12.9 // \]

*If you are unable to fix your mind steadily on Me, then by the Yoga of constant practice you do seek to reach Me, O Dhananjaya.*

If one is not able to fix his mind and intellect wholly on the Lord without any break then Sri Krishna advises that by constant practice to steady the mind and fix it on one point one can achieve realisation. The practice of withdrawing the mind from all sorts of sensual objects and fixing it again and again on one particular ideal or a tangible symbol or the Self with the help of discriminative intellect which rules over and directs the mental energies is known as Abhyasa. By such constant practice, Divinity takes gradual possession of our nature.

\[ \text{abhyaase'pyasamartho'si matkarmaparamo bhava} \]
\[ \text{madarthamapi karmaani kurvansiddhimavaapyasi} // 12.10 // \]

*If you are unable even to seek by practice, then you be intent on doing actions for My sake; even by performing actions for My sake, you shall attain perfection.*
If concentration is found difficult on account of the outward tendencies of the mind or external circumstances, then do all actions for the sake of The Lord. Thus the individual with the purity of mind achieved becomes aware of the Eternal Reality.

\[ \text{ athaitadapyashakto'si kartum madyogamaashritah } \]
\[ \text{ sarvakarmaphalatyaagam tatah kuru yataatmavaan } \]
\[ // 12.11 // \]

If you are unable to do even this, taking refuge in Me, self controlled, surrender the fruits of all actions.

Renouncing the fruits of action - Every action culminates in a result or fruit at a future date. Generally individuals waste their energies in worrying about the future results of their present actions. Sri Krishna urges here to curb these wasteful anxieties and fears about the future and do the work without desire of the fruit by surrendering all the fruits of actions to Him. He says that even this act can integrate one's personality and make him single pointed and strong.

In the preceding four verses, the concentration of the mind on The Lord is enjoined first; in case of inability to do that, three alternatives have been put forward to achieve the same goal. They are:

1. Abhyasa Yoga, constant practice to still the mind.
2. Performance of actions for the sake of The Lord alone.
3. Giving up the fruits of actions to The Lord ie the Yoga of desireless action, nishkamakarma.

YOGA OF DESIRELESS ACTION IS COMMENDED

\[ \text{ shreyo hi jnaanamabhyaasaat jnaanaaddhyaanaanam vishishyate dhyaanaat } \]
\[ \text{ karmaphalatyaaagas tyaaagaadchaantir anantaram } \]
\[ // 12.12 // \]

Better indeed is knowledge than practice; meditation is better than knowledge; better than meditation is the renunciation of the fruits of action; peace immediately follows such renunciation.

The order of importance given in this Verse is as under:

Renunciation of the fruits of action> Meditation > Knowledge > Practice.

Knowledge is better than practice - Spiritual practices mean listening to discourses on scriptures, performing rituals etc in a routine manner without understanding the significance behind them. Knowledge means acquiring discrimination and discipline at mental and intellectual levels. A correct knowledge of the implications of the spiritual practices and the scriptures is necessary to make them fruitful.

Meditation is better than knowledge - More important is the meditation on the knowledge so acquired than the mere knowledge. This means long pondering over the meaning of spiritual terms and declarations which can take place only through meditation. Meditation based on knowledge is considered superior to mere knowledge.

Renunciation of fruits of action is better than meditation - Meditation is an attempt by the intellect towards a better understanding of the knowledge acquired. Anxiety about the future causes agitation in mind. An agitated mind is not suitable for meditation.
Renunciation of the fruits of actions while practising self-control and seeking refuge in the Lord destroys the desire in the seeker which is the source of unrest and brings about the inner calm and peace. For one tranquil in heart the cessation of ignorance comes without delay.

We have seen two methods of worship viz., the one of the manifested form and the other of the unmanifested Absolute in the foregoing verses.

ATTRIBUTES OF THE GOD-REALIZED DEVOTEE

In the following eight Verses (from 13 to 20) Sri Krishna paints the picture of a true devotee and his relationship with the world around him. These verses answer the question posed by Arjuna in the opening verse of this Chapter.

adweshtaa sarvabhootaanaam maitrah karuna eva cha nirmamo
nirahankaarah samaduhkhasukhah kshamee // 12.13 //

He who has no ill will to any being, who is friendly and compassionate to all, who is free from attachment and egoism (feeling of `I'ness and `My'ness) even-minded in pain and pleasure and forgiving,

santushtah satatam yogee yataatmaa dridhanishchayah
mayarpitamanobuddhiryo madbhaktah sa me priyah // 12.14 //

Ever content, steady in meditation, possessed of firm conviction, self-controlled, with the mind and intellect dedicated to Me - he, who is thus devoted to Me, is dear to Me.

These two verses give 10 noble qualities of a true devotee viz.

1. Hatred towards none
2. Friendly and compassionate to all
3. Freedom from attachment and egoism
4. Balanced in the pairs of opposites
5. Forgiving nature
6. Always with contentment
7. Steadfast in meditation
8. Self-controlled
9. Firm in conviction and
10. Mind and intellect always cantered on the Lord.

yasmaannodwijate loko lokannodwijate cha yah
harshaamarshabhayodwegairmukto yah sa cha me priyah // 12.15 //

He by whom the world is not agitated and who cannot be agitated by the world, who is freed from joy, anger, envy, fear and anxiety - he too is dear to Me.

Three more characteristics of a real devotee are enumerated.

11. He by whom the world is not agitated - where there is sun there can be no darkness; similarly where there is a man of equanimity and perfection an atmosphere of divinity, serenity, joy and peace prevails.
12. Who cannot be agitated by the world - not only serenity is spread around him but such a devotee cannot also be agitated or his inner equipoise disturbed by the chaotic conditions of the world around him.

13. He who is completely freed from joy, anger, envy, fear and anxiety which are all the causes for inner agitations.

Such a devotee, who is ever peaceful with himself and the world, is not a source of grief to any and none can make him feel grief.

\begin{quote}
anapekshah suchirdaksha udaaseeno gatavyathah sarvaarambhaparityaagee yo madbhaktah sa me priyah // 12.16 //
\end{quote}

He who is free from expectation, pure, skilful in action, unconcerned and untroubled, renouncing all undertakings - he who is thus devoted to Me, is dear to Me.

In this verse six more subtle qualities of a perfect devotee are added. They are:

14. Free from expectation - A true devotee is independent of the world outside drawing equanimity from within himself.

15. Who is pure - pure externally and internally – External purity is cleanliness of physical body and things around. Internal purity is friendship, compassion, nobility and virtuous dealings with others.

16. Skilful - swiftness and enthusiasm in all actions and in decision making.

17. Unconcerned - It means not squandering away the mental energies by avoiding exaggeration of small difficulties in life and being impartial.

18. Untroubled - who never allows himself to be disturbed by agitations caused by desire.

19. Renouncing all undertakings - This does not mean abandoning all undertakings or productive efforts. It means renouncing the egoistic sense of self importance in undertaking any venture. All our undertakings are controlled by many external factors and our role is thus limited. Hence there is no place for self-importance in any work we undertake.

The devotee who has all these six qualities is dear to The Lord.

\begin{quote}
Yo na hrishyati na dweshti na shochati na kaangkshati shubhaashubhaparityaagee bhaktimaan yah sa me priyah // 12.17 //
\end{quote}

He who neither rejoices nor hates, nor grieves, nor desires, and who has renounced good and evil, he who is thus devoted is dear to Me.

The ideas spelt out in verse 13 are dealt with in more details. The devotee who does not

20. Rejoice when he attains desirable objects,
21. Hate or fret and fume on getting undesirable objects,

22. Grieve over parting with beloved and cherished objects and

23. Who has a complete sense of fulfilment and has no desire for anything that he has not attained, (he having attained the Self, attained everything).

24. Renounces good and evil - none of the dualistic experiences can be of any consequence to him and

25. Who is of full devotion to the Lord, is dear to Him.

The import of this verse is that when a devotee has awakened to the God-consciousness and evaluates life from his new experience, he cannot rejoice at or hate, grieve at or desire anything in this world and he comes to renounce totally the very concepts of good and evil.

\[
\text{samah shatrau cha mitre cha tathaa maanaapamaanayoh}
\]

\[
sheetoshnasukhaduhkheshu samah sangavivarjital \ // 12.18 //
\]

He who is the same to friend and foe, in honour and dishonour, in cold and heat, in pleasure and pain, who is free from attachment,

\[
tulyanindaastutirmaunee santushto yena kenachit aniketah
\]

\[
sthiramatirbhaktimaan me priyo narah // 12.19 //
\]

To whom censure and praise are equal, who is silent (restrained in speech), content with anything that comes, has no fixed abode, steady minded, full of devotion - that man is dear to Me.

That man who is

26. Equal to friend and foe,

27. In honour and dishonour,

28. In heat and cold,

29. In pleasure and pain -

30. Equal to censure and praise - To a true devotee the worldly praise or censure has no meaning and significance because of his experiences of the Divine.

31. Who is silent - He is a man of few words both physically and mentally.

32. Content with anything - Contentment in anything that reaches him unasked for and unexpected of. Entertaining demands and to strive for their satisfaction is the never ending game of life. The policy of contentment is the only way to seek and achieve the divine goal of life.

33. Homeless - Home indicates a sense of possession and belonging. Homeless means the absence of such sense. As these souls exist not for any family or social
group but live for mankind as a whole, they do not have a settled home. They are not chained to one place or community. They are free to move wherever their inspiration takes them.

34. Steadfast in understanding of the goal and

35. Always with full devotion to The Lord,

is dear to The Lord.

These terminologies indicate the entire possibilities in life at physical, mental and intellectual levels. In all of these situations a true devotee remains unagitated because he is free from attachment which is the cause for all agitations,

Sri Krishna has thus given the complete picture of a Man of Perfection, his relationship with the outside world, his psychological life and intellectual evaluation of the world of beings and happenings. This enumeration concludes the various moral, ethical and spiritual qualities of a true devotee.

CONCLUSION AS TO WHO IS EXTREMELY DEAR TO THE LORD

ye tu dharmyaamritamidam yathoktam paryupaasate shraddhadhaanaah
matparamaa bhaktaaste' teeva me priyaah // 12.20 //

But those with faith, holding Me as their supreme aim, follow this nectar of pious wisdom, those devotees are exceedingly dear to Me.

The Sanatana Dharma is summarised in the Verses 13 through 19 above. To realise the Self and live in that wisdom at all levels - physical, mental and intellectual - is the fulfilment of human existence. By following the ideal set in the above seven Verses the devotee is freed forever from the grasp of the cycle of birth and death and succeeds in realizing God who is immortality itself. It is in order to bring out this idea that the marks of a true devotee described above are spoken as 'Dharmyamrita' or the nectar of pious wisdom.

It is not enough that one gets the knowledge of Dharma (Law of Life) but such knowledge should be lived. He should be able to digest it properly and become perfect in life. Therefore Sri Krishna says he must be endowed with faith - the capacity to assimilate spiritual ideas through subjective personal experience. Such devotees are supremely dear to The Lord.

When we see the One Self in all things, virtue like equal mindedness, freedom from selfish desires, surrender of our whole nature to the Indwelling Spirit and love for all sprouts in us. When these qualities are manifested, our devotion is perfect and we are God's own men. Our life then is guided not by forces of attraction and repulsion, friendship and enmity, pleasure and pain, but by the single urge to give oneself to God and therefore to the service of the world which is one with God.

om tat sat iti srimadbhagavadgadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam
yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade bhakti yogo naama dwaadasho'dhyaayah
Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the twelfth discourse entitled: The Yoga of Devotion

**Concepts and Issues**

Arjuna questions Sri Krishna as to which of the two types of devotees is better - those who worship The Lord in a manifest form or those who worship the unmanifest Reality. Sri Krishna replies that those who worship Him with faith and devotion keeping their mind centered only in Him are better.

However, even those that control their senses and contemplate on the unmanifest Reality will ultimately reach Him only. But their path is more difficult. Those who offer all their actions unto Him and meditate on Him with a concentrated mind will cross over the samsara beset with sorrows.

He then advises Arjuna to establish his mind and intellect in Him. Then he will live in Him. If he cannot do this he should try to reach Him through repeated practice failing which he can try doing work for the sake of The Lord. If doing this also is not possible he can practise self control and offer the fruits of all his actions to Him.

The Lord says that spiritual knowledge is better than spiritual practices. Meditation is better than theoretical knowledge. Renunciation of the fruits of action is better than meditation. Sri Krishna says that by renunciation of desires one can attain Supreme Peace - Universal Consciousness.

Sri Krishna then describes the characteristics of a true devotee. Such a devotee does not hate anyone. He is friendly to all and compassionate and free from egoism and possessiveness. He is equanimous in pain and pleasure, ever forgiving and contended. Having mastered his passions he has dedicated his mind unto The Lord. He is never the cause of unrest for the world nor can the world upset him.

He is free from joy and anger, fear and anxiety. He is beyond pleasure and hatred, sorrow and desires and has abandoned all actions, good and bad. He has devotion and looks equally upon friend and foe and balanced in honour and dishonour. Ever contented, having no particular place as his home, he has steadiness of mind. Such a devotee is ever dear to The Lord. Those who follow this immortal Dharma with faith considering Him as the Supreme goal of life are exceedingly dear to Him.

**Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live**

In this Chapter Sri Krishna teaches the humanity at large to follow the immortal Dharma which leads one nearer to God. To follow Dharma is to live in harmony with everything else in the world. In order to achieve this end a scheme of practices are prescribed in this Chapter - Jnana, Bhakti, Karma and Karma Phala Tyaga. Thus the 35 qualities mentioned in the Verses 13-19 are the goal of the aspirant, his Dharma and the methodology suggested to attain that goal has been given in the Verses 8-11. By following these techniques one becomes an ideal devotee who is exceedingly dear to The Lord.
Points to Ponder

1. Distinguish between the worship of the manifest and the unmanifest.

2. Why worship of the unmanifest is difficult?
3. What are the characteristics of a true devotee?
4. Write short notes on:
   ¾ Meditation
   ¾ Knowledge
   ¾ Work for the sake of The Lord
   ¾ Renunciation of the fruits of action and its practice.

Next time we will proceed from the Chapter 13
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Yoga of Distinction between
The Field and the Knower of the Field
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Preamble

This is one of the most well-known Chapters in the Gita which explains and also provides guidance to experience the Self. It is an extension of the previous Chapter in as much as it gives exhaustive instructions for meditation upon the Imperishable Formless Spirit (Unmanifest). This Chapter continues the discussion of the theme started in Chapter 7 entitled 'Yoga of Knowledge and Wisdom' and Chapter 8 entitled 'Yoga of Imperishable Brahman'. The intervening four Chapters (9-12) are a slight detour in order to clarify the doubts raised by Arjuna.

As earlier stated each group of six Chapters of the Gita explains the sacred words of the Great Declaration (Mahavakya) - Tat Twam Asi - That Thou Art. The terms `Thou' and `That' were dealt with in Chapters 1-6 (Path of action or Karma Yoga) and 7-12 (Path of devotion or Bhakti Yoga) respectively. The closing group of six Chapters beginning with this Chapter explains the term `Art' (Path of knowledge or Jnana Yoga) which establishes the identity of the individual soul with the Supreme Soul.

A living organism is the Spirit functioning through the covering of matter. `That' (Spirit) covered by matter is `Thou' (Man). Therefore, man without matter covering him is the Eternal, Infinite Spirit.

One should know what constitutes this matter envelopment in order to discard it and reach the `Man' (Spirit). This discrimination between matter, which is inert, and Spirit, which is the spark of life, is the focus of discussion in this Chapter. The body called the Field (Kshetra), the soul called the Knower of the Field (Kshetrajna) and the difference between them are the subject matter of this Chapter.

The process of discarding or getting rid of the matter is nothing but the process of meditation. The techniques of meditation were explained in Chapters 5 & 6. This Chapter tells us as to what the disciplined mind and intellect have to do during meditation and how to draw ourselves from ourselves to reach our identity with the Infinite.

The matter equipments and the world of objects perceived by them is the Field. The Knower of the Field is the Supreme Consciousness which illumines the Field and therefore apparently functions within the Field. It is obvious that one can be knower only so long as one is in the field of knowable. A driver is one so long as he is driving a vehicle. Once he is out of the vehicle he is no more a driver although he, as a person, remains the same.
Similarly the Pure Consciousness when it perceives the world of plurality becomes the knower of the field (Driver). As the driver experiences the pains and pleasures of driving while performing the act of driving, the knower of the field (Consciousness) experiences the joys and sorrows of the pluralistic world while perceiving such world of multiplicity through the body equipments. Thus the joys and miseries of the samsara are the features of the knower of the field, the Jiva.

If the field and the knower of the field can be understood as separate entities through the process of meditation, one can get himself detached from the sheath of matter and consequently from the joys and sorrows associated with it. Thereby, the knower of the field who was the experiencer of the sorrows and joys of the material world himself becomes the experiencer of the Absolute Bliss just as the driver himself becomes an ordinary person without any designation when he is enjoying the pleasure of being with his own family. The knower minus the field of the known becomes the Pure Knowledge, Itself being always perfect.

This Chapter, therefore, leads us to deep spiritual insights enabling us to realize the Imperishable and the Eternal within ourselves. When the knower of the field understands his real nature which is apart from the field, he rediscovers his own Divine nature. He realizes that he is the Self which, when enveloped by the field, becomes the knower of the field full of agitations.

Krishna answers the query of Arjuna through the entire chapter. A significant contribution of this chapter is the enumeration of twenty two qualities of a jnani (enlightened person) on the lines of the listing of thirty five qualities of a bhakta in the previous chapter. This chapter concludes by showing the way towards realization of the Self and how with the Eye of Wisdom one can liberate himself.

In the last Chapter the glory and the means to realize the Absolute was not elaborately dealt with. Hence this aspect which is the subject of jnana yoga is taken up for detailed discussion in this Chapter. The kshetra, the body and the kshetrajna, the soul are entirely different from each other. It is due to ignorance that they are being identified as one and the same. In the present Chapter both these terms are differentiated for explanation and hence the title of this Chapter is Kshetra Kshetrajna Vibhaaga Yogah: Yoga of Distinction between The Field and the Knower of the Field.

Some editions of the Gita omit the first verse of this chapter containing Arjuna’s query seeking clarification on certain philosophic terms on the ground that it is a later interpolation in the text like commentator sage Madhusudana Saraswati. But its inclusion appears appropriate in view of the context of the question raised by Arjuna.

The Text

*arjuna uvaacha*

prakritim purusham chaiva kshetram kshetrajnam eva cha
etadveditumicchaami jnaanam jneyam cha keshava // 13.1 //
Arjuna said

Prakriti (Matter) and Purusha (Spirit) also the Kshetra (The Field) and the Kshetrajna (The Knower of the Field), Knowledge and that which is to be known, all these I wish to learn, O Kesava.

Prakriti and Purusha:

Prakriti is matter, inert equipments. Purusha is the Spirit, the vital sentient truth. The spirit in itself has no expression except when it functions through matter. When Purusha joins Prakriti experiences - good or bad - take place. Electricity by itself is unmanifest but when it functions through different gadgets it is manifested as light or heat or cold etc.

The Field and the Knower of the Field:

The knower of the field is the knowing principle when it functions in the knowable. Without knowable the knower himself becomes nothing but Pure Knowledge in which the functions of knowing are absent. Arjuna desires to learn the implications of these concepts.

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

idam shareeram kaunteya kshetramityabhidheeyate etadyo
vetti tam praahuh kshetrajna iti tadvidah // 13.2 //

Sri Bhagavan said

This body, O Kaunteya, is called the Field; he who knows it (body) is called the Knower of the Field by those who know of them ie by the sages.

This body is the Field:

The use of the demonstrative pronoun 'this' while referring to the body suggests that this body is different from the one who perceives or knows it. The word 'kshetra' signifies both 'body' and matter. The body is called 'field' because the fruits of action are reaped in it as in the field or it is subject to constant decay. It is the body in which events happen; all growth, decline and death take place in it. Just as seeds sown in a field yield the corresponding crops in course of time, even so seeds of karma sown in this body yield their fruit at the appropriate time. Hence the body is called the field, the object.

Knower of the Field:

The word 'kshetrajna' or knower of the field means the individual soul, which is, in reality one with the Supreme Soul who is the Subject. The entire range of objective reality, the prakriti, the matter, which is open to knowledge through the equipments of mind, intellect and senses, are material in their constitution, perishable in their nature and mutable in their essence.

The conscious Self is wholly different from the aforesaid material world of objective reality. It is the knower of the matter consisting of perceptions, feelings and thoughts. Prakriti is unconscious activity and purusha is inactive consciousness. The conscious principle, inactive and detached, which lies behind all active states as witness, is the Knower of the Field. It is the Lord of the matter and runs through it. This is the
distinction between consciousness and the objects which that consciousness observes. Kshetrajna is the light of awareness, the Knower of all objects and He is neither the embodied mind nor an object in the world. He is the Supreme Lord, calm and eternal and does not need the use of the senses and the mind for His witnessing. It is the 'para prakriti' or the higher nature referred to in the 7th Chapter of the Gita wherein Sri krishna described the two prakritis of the Lord. The lower, apara prakriti, or the field, consists of three gunas and the higher prakriti (the soul or Jiva when individualized) is the Knower of the Field.

The 13th Chapter proposes to describe the two prakritis- the Field and the Knower of the Field- in order to determine finally the nature of the Supreme Lord Himself ie, the word 'tat' in the mahavakya 'Tat Twam Asi'.

kshetrajnam chaapi maam viddhi sarvakshetreshu bhaarata
kshetrakshetrajnayor jnaanam yattajjnaanam matam mama // 13.3 //

You also know Me as the knower of the Field in all Fields, O Bharata. Only the Knowledge of the Field and its Knower is considered by Me as true knowledge.

Sri Krishna declares that only the knowledge of the perishable and inert matter and the nature of the Infinite and Imperishable Spirit is the True Knowledge.

Kshetra or the field is the matter consisting of equipments of perception and what is perceived by them. Kshetrajna is the knower of what is perceived through the instruments of perception. To distinguish thus the worlds of the subject and the object is what the Lord tells as true knowledge.

SALIENT POINTS TO BE DISCUSSED

tat kshetram yaccha yaadrikcha yadvikaari yatashcha yat
sa cha yo yatprabhaavashcha tatsamaasena me shrinu // 13.4 //

Hear briefly from Me what the Field is, what its properties are, what its modifications are, from where it comes, who its knower is and what His powers are.

Sri Krishna says He is going to explain what constitutes the Field, its properties, its origin, its modifications ie what its by-products are when it changes its form, what is the knowing principle in the Field and what are powers of perception, feeling and thought of the Knower of the Field?

CITING THE AUTHORITIES

rishibhirbahudhaa geetam chhandobhirvividhaih prithak
brahmasootrapadaishchaiva hetumadbhirvinishchitaibh // 13.5 //

All this has been sung by sages in many and different ways, in various distinctive hymns, and also in well reasoned and convincing passages indicative of Brahman.
Sri Krishna speaks very highly of the nature of the Field and the Knower of the Field in order to create interest in Arjuna. He says what He is going to explain are the very truths that are already contained in the Vedas, the Upanishads and the *Brahmasutras* or the aphorisms of Brahman, later systemized by Badarayana. The Veda hymns are called *cchandas* or rhythmical utterances. These revelations of the sages are not in the nature of any commandments but they are logical thoughts, full of reasoning which are highly convincing.

**THE FIELD IS DESCRIBED**

\[ \text{mahaabhootaanyahankaaro buddhiravyaktameva cha indriyaani} \]
\[ \text{dashaikam cha pancha chendriyagocharaah // 13.6 //} \]

*The great elements, egoism (I-consciousness), intellect and also the unmanifested, the ten senses and the mind and the five objects of the senses.*

\[ \text{icchaa dweshah sukham duhkham sanghaatashchetanaa dhritih} \]
\[ \text{etat kshetram samaasena savikaaramudaahritam // 13.7 //} \]

*Desire, hatred, pleasure, pain, the aggregate (body), intelligence, and fortitude - this briefly stated, is the Field together with its modifications.*

From here onwards Sri Krishna starts explaining His promised themes one by one in great details. The above two verses explain various items constituting together as the Field which was earlier indicated as the body. A reference may be made to the Chapter 7 Part-1 in this series where a detailed discussion has been given covering all these concepts.

Elements: Five in number viz. space, air, fire, water and earth. (Ref. Ch.7.4)

Egoism: The sense of `I' ness and `My' ness or the individuality that arises in our relationship with the world of objects.

Intellect: The determining faculty which thinks, discriminates and decides.

Unmanifested: They are the unseen cause, total vasanas (impressions) which rule the mind and intellect in determining their activities in the outside world. When these vasanas are manifested they are seen as the world of objects. (Ref. Ch.7.14)

Ten senses: Five sense organs of perception viz. ear, skin, eye, tongue and nose and five sense organs of action viz, hands, feet, mouth, anus and generative organs. These are the channels by which an individual perceives the stimuli and responds to them.

The one: This stands for the mind which thinks about the stimuli received from the sense organs and sends forth the responses after getting the judgment from the intellect.
Five objects of the senses: Each sense organ perceives only one type of sense object.

They are ear - sound, skin - touch, eye - a form, tongue - taste and nose - smell.

The above 24 items constitute kshetra, the matter or the gross body or the Field.

Their modifications are enumerated now. They are desire, hatred, pleasure, pain, the assemblage of the body, intelligence, steadfastness etc. In short, not only the gross body, mind and intellect but also the perceptions experienced through them, the world of objects, emotions and thoughts are included in the term 'Field' - this body. All the world of objects, which includes emotions and thoughts, are `knowable' put together in a bunch. This is called the Field, the object. The Knowing Principle or the Knower is the subject. Real knowledge consists in understanding the distinction between the object and the subject.

The following five verses enumerate the 22 qualities which together indicate the Knower of the Field.

THE KNOWER OF THE FIELD IS DESCRIBED

amaanitwam adambhitwam ahimsaa kshaantiraarjavam
aachaaryopaasanam shaucham sthairyamaatmavinigrahah // 13.8 //

Humility, modesty, non-injury, forgiveness, uprightness, service to the teacher, purity, steadfastness, self control

"The knower is the subject and the turning of it into an object or a thing means ignorance, avidya. Objectification is the ejection of the subject into the world of the objects. Nothing in the object world is an authentic reality. We can realize the subject in us only by overcoming the enslaving power of the object world, by refusing to be dissolved into it. This means resistance, suffering. Acquiescence in the surrounding world and its conventions diminishes suffering; refusal increases it. But suffering is the only process through which we fight for our true nature - sat chit anand." - Dr.S.Radhakrishnan.

The Lord therefore prescribes certain conditions necessary for understanding the Infinite Self by describing the elements of knowledge and practices conducive to spiritual enlightenment in the Verses 8 -12.


2. Modesty- Un-pretentiousness, not proclaiming one's own greatness.

3. Non-injury - not causing suffering to any other living being intentionally.

4. Forgiveness - forbearance and patience, capacity to put up with everything without getting disturbed.

5. Uprightness - straight forwardness in behavior.

6. Service to the teacher - not merely physical but seeking mental and intellectual identity with the teacher's heart and intellect.

7. Purity - external: cleanliness of body and environment; internal: taintless thoughts, emotions, intentions and motives.
8. Steadfastness - firmness and consistency of purpose, concentration of all efforts in achieving the spiritual goal.

**Indriyaartheshu vairaagyamanahankaara eva cha**

**Janma mrityu jaraa vyadhi duhkha doshaanu darshanam // 13.9 //**

Dispassion to the objects of the senses, absence of egoism, perception of evil of birth, death, old age, sickness and pain.

10. Dispassion or absence of attachment to objects - does not mean running away from objects of the world but detaching oneself from becoming a slave to the sensuous objects.

11. Absence of egoism - absence of the sense of superiority in oneself.

12. Perception of evil in birth, death, old age and sickness - every physical body goes through these changes and at each stage of life encounters sorrows and troubles which fact should be thoroughly understood by a seeker.

13. Pain - birth, death, old age and sickness are full of miseries and all miseries are always painful which one should be conscious of. Pain is of three types viz, those arising in one's own person, those produced by external agents and those produced by God ie by circumstances beyond anybody's control. Unless the seeker is aware of the pain in existence there will not be any urge for spiritual enquiry. The sense of revolt against pain is the fuel which propels the seeker to run fast to reach the spiritual goal.

Reflection on the evils and miseries of birth, death, old age and sickness leads to indifference to sense-pleasures and the senses turn towards the Innermost self for knowledge. Birth, death etc. are not miseries by themselves but they produce misery in their aftermath.

**Asaktiranabhishwangah putradaaragrihaadishu**

**Nityam cha samachittatwam ishtaanishtopapattishu // 13.10 //**

Non-attachment, non-identification of self with son, wife, home and the rest and even-mindedness to all agreeable and disagreeable events.

14. Nonattachment - When a man thinks that an object is his, the idea of 'Mine' ness is born in his mind. He identifies himself with that object, loves it and gets attached to it. Non-attachment is the absence of such identification with any object. Keeping the mind away from all attachments assures peaceful life.
15. Non-identification with son etc. - Excessive love towards all these is an intense form of attachment with them so much so one's own material happiness or otherwise is equated with the happiness or otherwise of the other.

16. Constant even-mindedness - Equanimity under all circumstances and conditions, desirable or undesirable, is a sign of knowledge.

mayi chaananyayogena bhaktiravyabhichaarinee
viviktadesha sevitwam aratir janasamsadi // 13.11 //

Unswerving devotion unto Me through constant meditation on non-separation, resorting to solitude, aversion to the society of men

If one has developed the virtues mentioned in the previous verses, he would conserve in himself a vast energy which should be directed through proper channels for self-unfoldment. This is explained here.

17. Unswerving devotion to Me - Devotion to The Lord should be of single point concentration without any thought of other objects.

18. Yoga of non-separation - Undivided attention and enthusiasm in the mind of the devotee.

19. Such an integrated mind and steady contemplation is not possible unless there is a conducive environment which is suggested in two ways viz. a. To resort to solitary places and b. To develop a distaste for the crowded society life.

The implication is to live alone in oneself away from the maddening crowd. This is natural because whenever the mind is pre-occupied with an ideal it loses all its contacts with the outside world; thereafter the seeker lives in himself in a cave of his own experiences, as a solitary man walking alone in the world. He hates the crowd of other thoughts entering in his mind. However, these terms are not to be understood as physical aversion to the society in general and escapism into solitude.

adhyaatma jnaana nityatwam tattwa jnaanaartha darshanam
etajjnaanamiti proktam ajnaanam yadatonyathaa //13.12 //

Constancy in the Knowledge of the Self, insight into the object of the knowledge of Truth; this is declared to be knowledge and what is opposed to it is ignorance.

In this concluding verse of the section explaining the various essential qualifications in a seeker, the Lord adds two more items viz. constancy in Self knowledge and understanding the end of true knowledge.

20. Constancy in Self-knowledge: The knowledge of the Self is to be lived and not merely learnt. If the Self is everywhere and is real, then the seeker should try to
live as the Self in his personality layers. This consistency of living the spiritual knowledge in all contacts with the world outside is one of the practices a seeker should always keep up. Knowledge includes practice of the moral virtues.

21. Understanding the end of True Knowledge: To keep the vision of the goal always before us adds enthusiasm in all our activities. Thus Liberation from all our imperfections and limitations is the goal to be aspired for by all spiritual seekers.

22. All that is contrary to it is ignorance: Qualities such as pride, hypocrisy, cruelty, impatience, insincerity and the like are all ignorance and therefore should be avoided as tending to the perpetuation of *samsara*.

These traits described from Verse 8 to Verse 12 are declared to be the true 'knowledge' because they are conducive to the realization of the Self. These qualities are said to be the 'knowledge' because once they have been fully developed the mind gets matured enough to reach the goal of Pure knowledge of the Self.

**PURE KNOWLEDGE**

\[ jneyam yattat pravakshyaami yajjnaatwaamritam ashnute \]
\[ anaadimatparam brahma na sattannaasaduchyate // 13.13 // \]

*I will now describe that which has to be known; knowing which one attains to immortality, the beginningless Supreme Brahman, called neither existent nor non-existent.*

After explaining in the previous five verses the various auxiliary causes of knowledge, The Lord promises here that He will explain what is to be known by this knowledge. Although He says He will explain what is to be known, He does not do so directly but gives an elaborate description of what the result would be of such knowledge. This is because the glorification of the result of the knowledge would instill greater desire in the seeker to realize it.

Knowledge by which one attains the Immortal: Mortality is related to matter. If the Immortal Spirit identifies itself with matter It suffers the imaginary sense of finitude and mortality. But if the real nature of the Spirit is discovered in itself the concept of finitude and death disappears and the sense of immortality dawns. To realize the Spiritual Nature is the goal and meditation with the qualities described above is the means.

Beginningless Supreme Brahman: Beginning can occur with reference to a particular time. If time itself is a created factor there cannot be any beginning. Therefore Brahman which is substratum for all must be existent even before time. Thus the Supreme, the Brahman, is always considered 'beginningless'.

Neither Existent nor Non-Existent: The Supreme Consciousness, being the very perceiving principle cannot be perceived. With reference to it everything is an object and It is the one subject. Since It cannot be perceived It is said to be non-existent, a Non-
Being. But because Truth cannot be defined as non-existent, It can be defined only as neither Being nor Non-Being.

Sankara says the Brahman cannot be existent (Sat) as it belongs to no category or class such as man, animal etc., nor does it have any qualities such as whiteness, blackness etc. But at the same time It shows Itself to be not non-existent (asat) by manifesting itself through living bodies.

The concepts of being and non-being are the work of human intellectual judgment. The Consciousness that illumines these judgments is the Self. As the illuminator and the illumined cannot be one and the same, the one subject, Brahman, as opposed to all the objects cannot be either existent or non-existent because existence and non-existence are two types of thoughts both of which are illuminated by the Self. Hence Brahman is neither 'being' nor 'non-being'.

The following verses describe this all pervading nature of the knower of the field.

*sarvatah paanipaadam tat sarvato'kshishromukham
sarvatah shrutimalloke sarvamaavritya tishtathi // 13.14 //*

*With hands and feet everywhere, with eyes, heads and mouths everywhere, with ears everywhere he exists in the world, enveloping all.*

Hands and feet etc everywhere suggest the Principle of Consciousness functioning behind them all. The functioning of all the parts of the body in every human being is based on the Life Principle. The functions of perception, feeling and thinking are carried out only so long as there is life in the body. Life is said to be everywhere and hence the Principle of Consciousness exists pervading all. This Consciousness behind every living being, that which is common to all, is *Paramatman, Para Brahman.*

As the one subject of all objects of experience, He is said to envelop all and have hands and feet, ears and eyes everywhere. Without the seeing light there is no experience at all. The Supreme has got two aspects. As for example so long as one is associated with an Organization while in service he is called a Manager or President or Director etc. Once he retires from service, although he loses all his designations he does not become a zero, but continues to remain a human being as he was earlier. Similarly, when the Self is associated with the modes of nature, it is called Kshetrajna; when It is released from these, It is called the Paramatman or the Supreme Self.

*sarvendriyagunaabhaasam sarvendriyavivarjitam
asaktam sarvahrhicchaiva nirgunam gunabhoktru cha // 13.15 //*

*Shining by the functions of all the senses, yet without the senses, unattached, yet supporting all, devoid of qualities, yet their experiencer.*
The Self in us functioning through the sense organs looks as though It possesses all sense organs. But the sense organs decay and perish while the Consciousness which functions through them and which provides each of them with its own individual faculty is Eternal and Changeless just as electricity is not the light in the bulb and yet when it functions through the bulb it looks as if it were light.

The relationship of unattached support can be explained as follows. Waves are not the ocean but the ocean supports all the waves in as much as there can be no waves without the ocean. Cotton is in the cloth but cloth is not the cotton. But it is the cotton in the cloth that supports the cloth. Similarly the world of plurality is not the Consciousness but it is the Consciousness that supports the world of multiplicities.

The influences which govern the human minds are called Gunas or Qualities. They are Sattwa (Unactivity), Rajas (Activity) and Tamas (Inactivity). A live mind alone can experience these influences. But Life is the illuminator of these influences. Thus Consciousness conditioned by the mind is Jiva, the Ego and that is the experiencer of the Gunas. Unconditioned by the mind, Consciousness in itself is `Its own nature', `It is the Absolute'.

Thus the Self, the Absolute, is beyond sense organs, mind and intellect, detached from everything and without any relation to the various Gunas. But the same Self conditioned by the sense organs looks as though It possess all these sense organs, It is the sustainer of them all and It is the experiencer of all the Gunas.

bahirantashcha bhootaanaam acharama cha sookshmatwaat

tadavijneyam doorastham chaantike cha tat // 13.16 //

`That' is without and within (all) beings, is the unmoving and also the moving; is too subtle to be known; is far away and yet is near.

The all pervasiveness of the Consciousness is indicated here.

Without and within all beings - Consciousness is present in body, mind and intellect and also outside these equipments just as sound waves converted into electric waves are present even where there are no radio sets to receive them.

Unmoving and moving - All that moves by itself is classified as alive and that which has no motion in itself is inert. As Consciousness is all pervasive and all encompassing it cannot move within itself and hence It is unmoving. Yet when Consciousness is conditioned by the equipments through which it functions it looks as if it were moving. Hence it is said to be moving. When we sit in a moving train we feel we are moving although we are only sitting ie when we are conditioned by a moving train we feel as if we were moving. So also Consciousness looks as if it were moving when conditioned by moving things.
Although without Consciousness no activity is ever possible none is able to perceive It, feel It or intellectually comprehend It. This is because of its subtle nature. Grosser the thing more it is perceptible. Subtle nature makes comprehension difficult.

Near and far : The concept of distance-nearness and farness- arises only in respect of conditioned things or those that which has limitations in terms of space or volume etc.

When a thing is all pervasive and exists everywhere the question of its being near or far does not arise; such things are both near and far. Consciousness is far because of its Absolute nature and yet it is near because of the existence of the living beings with shapes and forms through whom it functions.

avibhaktam cha bhooteshu vibhaktamiva cha sthitam
bhootabhartru cha tajjneyam grasishnu prabhavishnu cha // 13.17 //

He is undivided, yet He exists as if divided among beings; He is to be known as the supporter of beings; He destroys them and creates them afresh.

Undivided yet divided: Paramatman is all pervading and yet it individualizes as special manifestation only at points where equipments are available just as electricity manifests as light only at the point of filament in the bulb. Although space is one entity it looks divided as room space, pot space etc.

Supports all, destroys all and creates all: The Ocean is a supporter of waves, waves are born in the ocean and yet the same ocean destroys all waves. The Truth or Self is the substratum on which the world of plurality is projected by the deluded mind and intellect and when we go beyond the mind and intellect the vision of samsar gets swallowed up in the tranquility of the Self.

jyotishaamapi tajjyotistamasah paramuchyate

jnaanam jneyam jnaanagamyam hridi sarvasya vishthitam // 13.18 //

He, the light of all lights, is said to be beyond darkness. As Knowledge, the object of knowledge, the goal of knowledge He is seated in the hearts of all.

Since the Consciousness in us brings our various experiences within our understanding, it is compared to light. To see an object it should be illumined by the light. Similarly to cognize the outer world experiences there must be light within us to illumine our emotions and thoughts that arise in us.

This light of wisdom by which we become aware of our own mental and intellectual conditions is called the Light of the Soul or the Self or the Consciousness. The Self is said to be the light of all lights because without Consciousness even the sun which has immeasurable light within itself cannot be perceived.
Beyond Darkness: If the sun were to shine in a location all the twenty four hours, the concept of day and night or brightness and darkness loses its meaning because the question of darkness appearing anytime does not arise and it is sunshine all throughout. In this situation the sun is said to know no darkness. Similarly, Consciousness is beyond the concept of darkness; it is the Light Absolute; where there is consciousness there cannot be any darkness or night. Moreover the principle of Consciousness makes us aware not only the light but also the darkness. That which illuminates both light and darkness must be beyond the experience of light and darkness. Hence the Self is said to transcend even darkness.

Knowledge (Jnaanam), the thing to be known (Jneyam) and the goal of all knowledge (Jnaana gamyam): This is the final experience to be gained for which groundwork has been done from verses 7 to 18. This is the point of concentration. It is the Consciousness that transcends all our experiences and illumines our life. It is the very goal of all spiritual endeavors at all times and at all places.

Dwelling in the hearts of all: The Lord says that Consciousness, the Infinite, dwells in the hearts of all. Heart does not mean the blood supplying physical part of the body. It means the mental area from where all noble thoughts emanate. In a tranquil and pious atmosphere when the intellect contemplates upon the `Light' that is beyond darkness, all pervading, subtle, It can be realized and hence it is stated to dwell in everybody's heart.

Many of these passages are quotations from the Upanishads. Ref: Svetasvatara Up.III.8 and 16; Isa Up. 5; Mundaka Up. III. 1. 7; Brihadaranyaka Up. IV.4.16.

THE FRUITS OF KNOWLEDGE

iti kshetram tathaa jnaanam jneyam choktam samaasatah
madbhakta etadvijnaaya madbhaavaayopapadyate // 13.19 //

Thus the Field as well as the Knowledge and the object of Knowledge have been stated.

My devotee who understands this enters into My Being.

Sri Krishna concludes the theme of His discourse so far by saying those who seek the light through devotion to Him reach Him. Devotion here implies not only emotional surrender unto The Lord but intellectual apprehension of the Truth, the Self, through a correct understanding of the Field and the Knower of the Field. One who is able to recognize the one Sri Krishna as the vitalizing Consciousness Principle in all fields of matter envelopments, he is the true devotee who as The Lord says `enters into His Being', attains liberation or release from birth and death.

The `Field' is described in verses 6 & 7, 'Knowledge' is described in verses 8-12 and the `Knowable' is described in verses 13-18. One who understands the Field, knowledge and the object of knowledge knows the whole doctrine of the Vedas and the Bhagavad Gita.
Concepts and Issues

Sri Krishna now describes the Kshetra (Field) and the Ksherajna (Knower of the Field), the terms being used in philosophic sense. The body is the Field and the Self or the Soul is the Knower of the Field. Details of the two have been described by the sages in several works. In the ultimate analysis Sri Krishna is the Knower of the Field in all the Fields.

The Five elements, ego-sense, intellect, sense-organs, mind, objects of the senses, pleasure and pain - all these belong to the Field. Jnana or Knowledge consists in cultivating certain virtues like humility, simplicity, non-violence, uprightness, service to preceptor, purity, self control, and detachment, absence of egoism, equanimity and devotion to Sri Krishna. Resorting to the lonely places, avoiding crowds, steady devotion to spiritual wisdom also helps in getting knowledge.

Then Jneya or that which is to be known viz. Brahman is described by knowing which one gets immortality. It is without beginning and cannot be defined as either existence or non-existence. It is everywhere. It pervades everything. Though It reveals Itself through the functions of the senses, It is without sense organs. It is inside and outside of all beings. It is the light of all the lights. It is the knowledge as well as the known and is established in the hearts of all.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

In this Chapter the Lord teaches us to be a witness, with discriminative understanding that everything in the Universe is a product of Prakriti and the Self or Pure Consciousness is our destiny.

Points to Ponder

1. Why the body is called the Field? What are its constituents?
2. Who is Knower of the Field? What are His characteristics?
3. What is Knowledge? What is knowable?
4. What are the Spirit and the Matter?
5. What is the benefit of knowing the difference between the Field and Knower of the Field?

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 13.20

HARIH OM
Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 13 (Part-2)

Kshetra Kshetrajna Vibhaaga Yogah:
Yoga of Distinction between
The Field and the Knower of the Field
TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

The two prakritis of the Lord, the higher and the lower, were discussed in the Seventh Chapter. It has been said that all created beings are born of them. (7.6). This topic dealing with Prakriti, matter and Purusha, spirit are elaborated in this section. Matter functions with several modifications and qualities while spirit functioning through them all is but one and the same. The union of spirit with matter produces a living being. The supreme Self, being the same, expresses differently in different individuals.

The path to Self-realization begins with action, passing through knowledge, it ends in meditation. Those who cannot pursue the path all by themselves can still reach the Self by surrendering to and following a spiritual master.

Spiritual growth is marked by recognizing the homogeneous principle in the heterogeneous variety of beings. Perceiving the Imperishable in the perishable world, the seeker realizes Brahman as the substratum in the diversified existence of all beings. He becomes one with Brahman.

The supreme Self within does not act; nor is It tainted by the actions of beings. It remains ever immaculate like space which is never polluted by the different objects occupying it. He who recognizes the supreme Self in the manifold beings is endowed with jnanachakshu, the Eye of Wisdom, with which he perceives the Supreme.

The Text

NATURE AND SPIRIT

prakritim purusham chaiva viddhyanaaddee ubhaavapi vikaaraamshcha
gunaamshchaiva viddhi prakritisambhavaan // 13.20 //

Know you that Prakriti and Purusha are both without beginning and know you also that all forms and gunas are born of Prakriti.

In Chapter 7 Sri Krishna said that His Prakriti falls under two categories viz. the Higher and the Lower. In this Chapter both these are explained as the Knower of the Field (Kshetrajna, Purusha) and the Field (Kshetra, prakriti). It was also stated earlier that both the Higher and Lower Matter together constitute the source of creation. The same thought is repeated here as the Field and the Knower of the Field together form the origin of all beings.
Prakriti, Matter or nature is inert. Matter is that out of which all forms (from intelligence down to the gross body) and gunas (qualities such as sattva, rajas and tamas, which manifest themselves in the form of pleasure, pain delusion so on,) come into existence. All changes or modifications are related to Matter. Prakriti is maya, the sakti or power of the Lord. It is the cause of the manifestation of the relative universe.

Since Prakriti or maya is the eternal source of all forms and gunas, Brahman (Purusha) remains ever changeless and immutable. Purusha, Self, Soul, Spirit, is the changeless substratum in the presence of which all changes take place.

Matter (Prakriti) and Spirit (Purusha) are both beginningless. They are the two aspects of Iswara, the Lord. As the Lord is eternal so also is His two aspects Matter and Spirit. The play of Matter and Spirit causes the origin, preservation and dissolution of the Universe.

FUNCTIONS OF PRAKRITI AND PURUSA

kaaryakaaranakartrutwe hetuh prakritiruchyate

purushah sukhaduhkhaanaam bhoktritwe heturuchyate // 13.21 //

Prakriti is said to be the cause of the generation of the body and the organs and Purusha is said to be the cause of the experience of pleasure and pain.

Prakriti (nature) is the material from which the body and the sense organs are produced. The five elements out of which the body is made and the five sense-objects are included under the term 'body' or 'karya' used in the Verse. The sense organs are thirteen namely five organs of perception, five organs of action, the mind, intellect (buddhi), and I-consciousness (ahamkara). Pleasure, pain, delusion and the rest, which are born of three gunas of prakriti, are included under the term organs or 'karana' since they cannot exist independently of the sense-organs.

Purusha and Prakriti are stated to be the cause of samsara or phenomenal existence. Prakriti transforms itself into body and senses, as also into pleasure, pain and so on and Purusha experiences pleasure and pain. This union between Purusha and Prakriti makes relative life possible. Even though the Purusha, the Soul, identifies Himself with the body and appears to experience pleasure and pain, yet in reality He remains unchanging. It is this apparent experience which constitutes His illusory world or samsara and which makes Him a samsari or phenomenal being.

It should be clearly understood that although the term Purusha used here is synonymous with jiva, the individualized soul, or Kshetrajna, the Knower of the Field, or bhokta, the enjoyer, it should not be confused with the Paramatman or Brahman or the Highest Self. The term Purusha is used here merely as an intelligent principle and a conditioned being. Again, this should not be construed that there are two separate purushas; the same one purusha is seen from two different angles. In the Gita, no distinction is made between the knower of the Field and the Supreme Lord, Paramatman, Brahman.

This should be kept in view when we study Chapter 15.
HOW DOES IMMUTABLE ATMAN EXPERIENCE PLEASURE AND PAIN?

_purushah prakritistho hi bhungte prakritijaan gunaan_
_kaaranam gunasangyo'ya sadasadyoni janmasu_ // 13.22 //

_Purusha seated in Prakriti, experiences the qualities (gunas) born of Prakriti. It is attachment to these qualities is the cause of His birth in good and evil wombs._

Purusha seated in Prakriti: When the knower of the Field (Purusha) identifies himself with the Field (Prakriti), he becomes the experiencer.

He experiences the qualities born of Prakriti: Purusha identifies with the body and the senses which are the effects of Prakriti (Matter). Pleasure and pain, heat and cold etc. arise out of Matter envelopments. The experiences of Matter become the experiences of the Spirit because of the latter's contact with the former. Purusha not only experiences the sorrows and joys of life but develops attachment with them which is the cause of its birth in good or evil wombs.

Having identified with the Field (World of objects), the knower of the Field (Purusha) develops attachment to the Field, the delusory _samsar_ and finds himself as though he has forgotten his real nature. Thus this ignorance (_Avidya_) and attachment to the Field are the two causes due to which the _Satchidananda_ has become a miserable _Samsarin_. The re-discovery of the Self and realizing our real nature would therefore be through detachment from the Field. _Vairagya_ and _Viveka_ are the means for such rediscovery.

_Avidya_ or ignorance and _kama_ or attachment to the _gunas_, together constitute the cause of _samsara_ or relative existence. The aspirant seeking liberation, should avoid them both. _Ignorance_ is to be removed by _knowledge_ , the knowledge of the Field and the Knower of the Field as imparted in the beginning of this Chapter. _Attachment_ is to be destroyed by _vairagya_ or dispassion. The injunction delivered in the Gita is to renounce the illusory world.

REAL NATURE OF PURUSHA

_upadrashtaanumantaa cha bhartaa bhoktaa maheshwarah_
_paramaatmeti chaapyukto dehe'smin purushah parah_ // 13.23 //

_The Supreme Purusha in this body is also called the Witness, the Approver, the Supporter, the Experiencer, the Sovereign Lord and the Supreme Self._

As a contrast to the deluded knower of the Field, Purusha, discussed in the previous Verse, there must be the Pure Spirit or unconditioned Purusha also. Hence there must be knowledge which is not conditioned by the field although it may look conditioned. Sri Krishna thus mentions here two Purushas viz. the Lower one and the Higher one. The Lower Purusha is the knower of the Field and the Higher one is Pure Consciousness unconditioned by the Prakriti. Both of these function in this body.
The Supreme Self, Pure Consciousness, is described as Spectator, a silent witness, upadrashtaa, when it sees evil actions performed. When noble actions take place it is referred to as the Approver, anumantha. When noble actions are done in a spirit of surrender to the Lord, the Supreme is referred to as bharta, the fulfiller. The individual in his Eternal Conscious state initiates all actions and reaps the fruit. Therefore, He is referred to as the Experiencer, bhokta.

Finally it is stated that the Higher Self, paramaatma, the Sovereign Lord, maheshwarah, is in this body itself.

This theme will be again discussed in Chapter 15.17.

RESULT OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE

ya evam vetti purusham prakritim cha gunaih saha sarvathaa vartamano'pi na sa bhooyobhijaayate // 13.24 //

He who thus knows the Purusha and Prakriti along with the gunas is not born again, in whatsoever condition he may be.

He who has realized in himself

¾ that which is the matter, prakriti
¾ that which is the Spirit, purusha, and who understands
¾ how the Supreme Spirit gets identified with matter and behaves as Purusha, the knower of the Field
¾ as also the mysteries of the Gunas under the influence of which the body equipments function is the one called 'Man of Wisdom'. Such a person frees himself from the cycle of births and deaths whatever may be his conduct.

DIFFERENT ROADS TO SALVATION

dhyaanenaatmani pashyanti kechidaatmaanamaatmanaa anye saankhyena yogena karmayogena chaapare // 13.25 //

Some by meditation behold the Self in the Self by the Self, others by the path of knowledge (Jnaana Yoga) and still others by Karma Yoga or path of works.

Realization of the Self is the goal of the spiritual seeking and many paths are prescribed for the purpose keeping in view the differences in the mental and intellectual capabilities of the seekers.

By meditation some behold the Self: Meditation is defined as withdrawing the hearing, seeing, and the functioning of the other senses into the mind away from sound, form and other sense objects; next withdrawing the mind into the inmost Intelligence; and then contemplating the Intelligence with undeviating concentration. Meditation is continuous thinking and the mind of one absorbed in it dwells on the ideal uninterruptedy.
Through meditation the seeker directs his flow of thought of the Self in a continuous and unbroken manner like an unbroken stream of flowing oil when pouring from one vessel to another. Through concentration the senses are withdrawn into the mind and are not allowed to run after their respective sensual objects. Keeping it thus under control, the mind itself is made to abide in the Self through constant meditation on the Self.

The mind is purified by meditation. A pure mind will not have any attachment to sense objects and naturally moves towards the Self. The seekers of this type have a very high degree of detachment from sense objects (Vairagya) and sense of discrimination to distinguish the Permanent from the Impermanent. (Viveka). This type of individuals belongs to the highest class.

Sankhya Yoga or Jnaana Yoga: The second path meant for those who do not have the steadiness of the mind and intellect is the study of the Shastras. The term `Sankhya' means arriving at philosophical conclusions through logical thoughts. The study of Shastras and reflections upon them is called Yoga which will lead one to deeper conviction of the goal and steadiness of mind to realize it.

Karma Yoga: The third one is for those who cannot even study and reflect on shastras due to their inner limitations. Such a person surrenders his actions and their fruits to the Lord. This produces purity of mind which leads to the knowledge of the Self.

The paths of meditation, knowledge and work are prescribed to cater to the temperaments of different classes of people.

WHAT ABOUT PEOPLE OF LEAST UNDERSTANDING?

\[
\text{anye twevamajaanantah shrutwaanyebhya upaasate}
\]

\[
\text{te'pi chaa'titarantyeva mrityum shrutiparaayanaah} \quad // 13.26 //
\]

Others also, ignorant of this (these paths of Yoga), worship having heard of it from others; they too cross beyond death, by their devotion to what they have heard as the Supreme Refuge.

Three main paths - Yoga of meditation, Yoga of knowledge and Yoga of action- were referred to in the previous verse. In this verse Yoga of worship is described. This path is shown to those who could not adopt any of the aforesaid three methods.

Some people listen with intense faith to the teachings of the spiritual preceptors regarding the Self. Solely depending upon their advice and worship according to their advice they attain immortality. Some study books and adhere with faith the teachings contained therein and live according to them. They also overcome death. Whichever path one follows, one eventually attains liberation from birth and death. The various paths exist only to suit the aspirants of different temperaments and equipments, the ultimate goal being the same.
Here death does not mean what happens to the physical body but the principle of change. When we identify with the body, the experiences can only be of the finite. To experience the Infinite is to enter the state of immortality which is beyond death.

**yaavat sanjaayate kinchit sattwam sthaavarajangam**
**kshetrekshetrajnasamyogaat tadviddhi bharatarshabha // 13.27 //**

Wherever any being is born, the unmoving or the moving, know you, O Best of the Bharata, that it is from the union between the Field and the Knower of the Field.

All life is commerce between Self and not-Self. - Dr. S. Radhakrishnan.

The union between the Field and the Knower of the Field is not of any physical kind or of any material nature but it is of mutual superimposition. It is illusory, confounding the one with the other. In every superimposition a delusion is recognized upon the substratum just like a ghost on the post. Not only all the characteristics of a ghost are projected upon the post but the post lends its existence to the non-existent ghost. As a result of their mutual union we find that the non-existent ghost comes into existence and the existing post gives place to non-existent ghost.

This trick of the human mind is called mutual superimposition which is known in Vedanta as *adhyasa*. This means false superimposition of one thing upon the other. This superimposition is due to *maya* or absence of discrimination. This unreal relationship, created by ignorance, conjures up before our vision the manifold phenomenon of the relative material world. When this confusion is cleared, bondage terminates.

In the Pure Consciousness or Supreme Soul, Paramatman or Brahman, there is no Field of the Matter. But when the Spirit starts playing in the Field it becomes the Knower of the Field (Purusha). When Purusha works in Prakriti the combination brings forth the entire phenomenal universe consisting of the moving and the unmoving. The insentient body is mistaken for the sentient Self and vice versa. This illusion disappears when one realizes the real knowledge of the Self and when one knows the distinction between the Field and the Knower of the Field.

**samam sarveshu bhooteshu tishthantam parameshwaram**
**vinashyatswavinashyantam yah pashyati sa pashyati // 13.28 //**

He sees who sees the Supreme Lord existing equally in all beings, the unperishing within the perishing.

The substratum that supports all is the Supreme Lord remaining the same in all beings. Everything in this phenomenal world is subject to change and modifications - birth, growth, decay and death. The Changeless Consciousness that supports all changes is the Principle that illumines the changing world of plurality just as gold is the changeless factor in different types of ornaments which are always made and destroyed to make new ones of different types. The shape and size of ornaments change but the changeless factor
in them all is gold. He who recognizes the harmony of Universal Spirit in all things, from the highest deity to the grain of sand, sees and becomes universal. The same divine spirit dwells in all. The difference between one object and another from the relative standpoint lies in the degree of manifestation of the Spirit in it. In a Saint, the Spirit is highly manifested while in a lowly object the spirit is hidden.

samam pashyan hi sarvatra samavasthitameeshwaram

na hinastyatmanataatmaanam tato yaati paraam gatim // 13.29 //

Because he who sees the same Lord everywhere equally dwelling, does not destroy the Self by the self; therefore, he goes to the highest goal.

He does not destroy the Self by the self: In Chapter 6.5 & 6 it was explained as to when the self becomes the enemy of the Self. Whenever the lower egocentric personality is not available for guidance by the higher wisdom the lower becomes the enemy for the higher in us. Such an ignorant man destroys the Self by identifying himself with the body and the modifications of the mind and by not seeing the immortal Self in all beings. In an individual who recognizes and experiences the one Parameswara everywhere the lower cannot overshadow the higher. Such a sage does not destroy the Self by the self. To rediscover the spiritual Reality, the Supreme Lord, in this world of change and sorrow is to end all agitations.

He goes to the highest goal: The mutual conflict between the lower and the higher personality is due to non-apprehension of the Reality or due to mis-apprehension arising out of non-apprehension. Because of this lack of understanding, we do not recognize the one Eternal Divine everywhere and identify ourselves with the body and the mind and thereby feel that they alone are real. Consequently, we come to the conclusion that sensuality, materialistic pursuits and selfish satisfactions are the only goals worth pursuing in life. Hence The Lord says that when both these non-apprehension and mis-apprehension are ended that Absolute experience is the experience of the highest goal and therefore, 'He goes to the highest'.

prakrityaiva cha karmaani kriyamaanaani sarvashah

yah pashyati tathaatmaanam akartaaram sa pashyati // 13.30 //

He sees who sees that all actions are performed by Prakriti alone and likewise that the Self is not the doer.

Prakriti alone performs all actions: Actions depend upon the quality of the matter. If the mind is evil, actions arising out of it cannot be good. The Self is perfect and there is no desire in it. Where there are no desires, there is no action. He who recognizes the Imperishable amidst the perishable is the right perceiver. He alone sees who sees. The true Self is not the doer but only the witness. It is the spectator, not the actor. Actions affect the mind and understanding and not the Self.

REALIZATION OF THE UNITY OF EXISTENCE LEADS TO THE ATTAINMENT OF BRAHMAN
When a man sees the whole variety of beings as centered in the One and from That One alone they spread out, he then attains Brahman.

To know that the Self is the ultimate Truth behind names and forms is only half knowledge. It can become complete only when we understand how the multiplicity of names and forms arise from the Self and spread to become the Universe. When the variety of nature and its development are traced to the Eternal One, we assume eternity. He realizes the all pervading nature of the Self, because the cause of all limitation has been destroyed by the knowledge of unity with Brahman.

The Chhandogya Upanishad (VII.xxvi.1) says “From the Self is life, from the Self is desire, from the Self is love, from the Self is akasa, from the Self is light, from the Self are the waters, from the Self is the manifestation and disappearance, from the Self is the soul”.

Being without beginning and being devoid of qualities, the Supreme Self, imperishable, though dwelling in the body, O Kaunteya, neither acts nor is tainted.

The Spirit identifying itself with the Field becomes the knower of the Field (Purusha) and it is this individualized ego that acts and accomplishes.

`Without beginning' means `no cause'. Every cause itself becomes an effect and an effect is the cause in a changed form. Therefore all effects are liable to change and that which changes is perishable. The Supreme Self being an uncaused cause for all that has been created has no beginning.

Having no quality or guna: That which has no change cannot have any quality since that which has qualities are substances and all substances are perishable.

Imperishable: The process of change occurring in the properties and qualities of a thing is a phenomenon of its decay. That which has no quality cannot change and that which is changeless cannot perish. Paramatman is thus Imperishable. Therefore the Beginningless, Qualityless, Imperishable Supreme Self, Paramatman, though lives in physical body and activates the inert matter (Field) around each embodied creature into life, by Itself and in Itself, It does not act.

Neither acts nor is tainted: As the Paramatman is not the doer of any action he is not affected by the fruit of action.
A question arises here that if the Spirit dwelling in the body does not act and is not affected by the result of action, then, who is the performer or doer or agent of action and the reaper of its fruit? The answer to this riddle is that it is Prakriti that acts (Chapter 5.14). Through illusion arises the idea of the action, the doer, and the result of action. No action really exists in the Supreme Lord. From the standpoint of Reality there exists neither good nor evil. When the knowledge of the unity of the Lord and the universe is veiled by ignorance, there arise the ideas of the pairs of opposites, and also the idea of action, characterized by agency, instrument and result. eg from the standpoint of the desert, there is neither mirage nor water as everything is desert only; from the standpoint of the ocean there are neither waves nor foam as everything is ocean only, from the standpoint of gold, there is neither a bangle nor a necklace as everything is gold only.

This is one of the most difficult concepts in Vedanta and the seeker must reflect on this deeply to grasp it. The Lord gives some examples to illustrate the actionlessness of the Self.

*yataa sarvagatam sauukshmyaadaakaasham nopalipyate*

*sarvatraavasthito dehe tathaatmaa nopalipyate // 13.33 //*

As the all pervading ether is not tainted, because of its subtlety, so too the Self that is present in every body does not suffer any taint.

As the all pervading Akasa (ether, space) is not soiled: Akasa means the concept of pure space. It is the subtlest of all gross elements and hence pervades everything that is grosser than it. Space being subtle, it allows everything to remain in it and yet nothing that it contains can contaminate it. The Supreme Self which is the cause of the very Akasa and therefore is subtler than Akasa. Hence It pervades all and nothing pervades It. It cannot be contaminated by anything that exists or is happening in the world of plurality.

As the waters of the mirage cannot drench the desert, the world of plurality-the domain of matter and its activities-cannot contaminate the Eternal. The Self, though permeates and pervades the whole body, is not soiled by its virtuous or vicious actions just as space is not dirtied by the things accommodated under it.

*yathaa prakaashayatyekah kritsnam lokamimam ravih*

*kshetram kshetree tathaa kritsnam prakaashayati bhaarata // 13.34 //*

Just as the one sun illuminates the whole world, so also The Lord of the Field (Paramatman) illumines the whole world, O Bharata.

The exact relationship of Consciousness, the Eternal Principle of Life, with matter and its various expressions is explained here. The example given by The Lord for the purpose is the one sun which illumines the entire world at all times. Just as the sun, the Consciousness merely illumines the world of objects, the body, the mind and the intellect.
Lighting of the world by the sun is not an activity undertaken by him for achieving any purpose. On the other hand light itself is the very nature of the sun and in his light everything gets illumined. Similarly, the nature of Consciousness is awareness and in its presence everything becomes known i.e., illumined. The sun illuminates everything, good and bad, beautiful and ugly, virtue and vice etc. So too, in our inner life Consciousness functions through body equipments and illumines them but never gets contaminated by the actions of the body or by the emotions of the mind or by the thoughts of the intellect.

\[
\text{kshetra kshetrajnayorevamantaram jnaanachakshushaa} \\
\text{bhootaprakritimoksham cha ye vidur yaanti te param} \quad 13.35 \]

They, who by the eye of wisdom perceive the distinction between Kshetra and Kshetrajna and of the liberation of the being from Prakriti, go to the Supreme.

It was explained that the Spirit is the illuminator. It cannot be tainted by the qualities of the illumined. Sri Krishna now concludes that man’s life is fulfilled only when he with his discrimination meditates upon and realizes the constitution of and relationship between the Field, the Knower of the Field and the Supreme Self in himself. This can be achieved through the eye of wisdom or intuition which is opened up by meditation, study of scriptures or teachings of the preceptors. One who realizes this is liberated and attains eternal freedom.

Thus it has been very clearly and emphatically laid down in the Bhagavad Gita that the means of deliverance from maya or ignorance are meditation, renunciation and other spiritual disciplines.

\[
\text{om tat sat iti srimadbhagavadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam} \\
\text{yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade kshetra kshetrajna vibhaaga yogo naama} \\
\text{trayodasho'dhyaayah} \]

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the thirteenth discourse entitled The Yoga of Distinction Between The Field and the Knower of the Field

Concepts and Issues

Prakriti (nature, the Field) and Purusha (the being, Knower of the Field) are both beginningless. Purusha being stationed in Prakriti experiences pleasure and pain born out of the Gunas. It is attachment to Gunas that causes transmigration in good or bad births. One who knows the Purusha and Prakriti thus will transcend rebirth.

Those who realize the Atman (Purusha) through the pure mind or through Jnana Yoga or Karma Yoga will transcend mortality. All objects in this world are created out of the conjunction of the Field and the Knower of the Field. Parameswara, the Supreme Lord, exists in all without distinction. One who realizes this fact attains the final goal of life.
It is Prakriti or the Field that acts whereas the Self, though stationed in the body, never acts nor gets tainted. The Knower of the Field, the Self, illumines the Field, the body with consciousness like the sun illuminating the whole world. Those who can understand the difference between the two - The Field and the Knower of the Field- will attain Brahman.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

One should not identify oneself with the functions of one's own mind, intellect, senses and body. One should not confuse one's real nature, Pure Consciousness, with the products of Prakriti.

Points to Ponder

1. Realization of the unity of existence leads to the attainment of Brahman

2. Being without beginning and being devoid of qualities, the Supreme Self, though dwelling in the body neither acts nor is tainted.

Next time we will take up Chapter 14
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Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 14

Gunatraya Vibhaaga Yogah:

Yoga of the Division of the three Gunas

TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

This Chapter explains why the same Spirit when expressed through matter manifests itself in different ways. Although the same water is poured in different bottles, it will look different not because of the water but because of the color of the glass out of which the bottles were made. Similarly, the one Eternal Principle expresses itself differently in various matter equipments as different individuals even though the elements constituting matter are the same. This is due to Gunas born of Prakriti.

Gunas indicate not the properties of a material but the attitude with which the mind functions. These attitudes are three in number viz. Sattva - Unactivity, Rajas - Activity and Tamas - Inactivity. These three qualities influence the mind and intellect of every individual in different proportions at different times. Although all these three Gunas are always present in everybody their proportions differ from individual to individual. It is these diversities that differentiate one person from the other in character, conduct and behavior etc.

The three Gunas – sattva, rajas and tamas – together constitute every human being. Sattva is stainless, pure and brilliant. When this predominates over the other two Gunas, a person's wisdom shines in his expression. Rajas is of the nature of passion which creates a craving for what you do not have and attachment to what you possess. When this Guna dominates over the other two, the person develops greed, becomes involved in endless activity and suffers from mental unrest. Tamas arises out of ignorance which manifests as delusion, inertia and heedlessness. Sattva binds people through attachment to knowledge, and happiness. Rajas binds through attachment to action. Tamas binds through heedlessness, indolence and sleep.

This Chapter helps us to find out for ourselves the powerful tendencies that rule our minds (influences of Gunas) and take remedial measures wherever called for. A seeker who recognizes the influences under which he is forced to function at different times can take timely steps to arrest the wrong impulses, unethical urges and animal tendencies in order to keep himself fully under self-control and equanimous in all situations in life. The discussion is concluded with a description of the person who has risen above the Gunas and realized God. As this Chapter is entirely dealing with the nature and working of the Gunas as also the methods to give up all connections with them, it is entitled as “Yoga of the Division of the three Gunas”.

In the previous Chapter the Lord stated that the attachment to the three Gunas alone was responsible for one's repeated birth in good and evil wombs (13.22). This statement will raise questions about diverse characteristics of the Gunas, how they bind the Jivatma to the body, the result of such attachment, the means of ridding oneself of the three Gunas
and the marks and conduct of the soul who has given up such attachments. Krishna personifying Brahman elucidates all these points. The Chapter concludes with a detailed exposition on the most important philosophic concept of the embodied transcending the Gunas and becoming Brahman.

Bhagawan Sri Krishna assures that a seeker can reach that exalted state through unswerving yoga of devotion to Him, thereby crossing the Gunas and reaching the Abode of the immortal, immutable Brahman. This is the state of eternal righteousness, absolute bliss.

The Text

THE HIGHEST KNOWLEDGE

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

param bhooyah pravakshyaami jnaanaanaam jnaanamuttamam
yajjnaatwaa munayah sarve paraam siddhimito gataah // 14.1 //

Sri Bhagavan said

I will again expound that Supreme Knowledge, the most exalted of all forms of knowledge, and by knowing which all the sages have attained the Supreme Perfection after passing from this world.

The subject matter of this chapter is that supreme knowledge which is above all other knowledge. It deals with the behavior of man and the different influences that play on his subtle body in life. It is the highest knowledge in as much as without a correct understanding of this theme, self observation and analysis as also timely self-correction will be impossible on the spiritual path.

Having known which all the Munis have attained the highest perfection: On understanding this knowledge and learning about the real goal of life, men of reflection and contemplation have reached perfection. Reaching perfection indicates that with the aid of the exhaustive knowledge about the Gunas, men can foresee the obstacles and dangers on the way of spiritual attainment and prepare themselves to face them effectively.

After passing from this world: This does not mean that perfection can be attained only after this life or only after death. It means that perfection can be gained here and now only after shedding our egocentric misconceptions of life. Through right reflection and true understanding our false values of life end and in the newly found wisdom a better quality of life can be lived. Perfection out of imperfection all around is achieved through constant contemplation.

idam jnaanam upaashritya mama saadharmyamaagataah
sargepi nopajaayante pralaye na vyathanti cha // 14.2 //

They who, having taken refuge in this knowledge, have attained to My Being are neither born at the time of creation nor are they disturbed at the time of dissolution.
Sri Krishna says that he who has correctly understood the significance of this Chapter can reach the state of Perfection ie 'Attain My Being'. Perfection is a state of awakening to a different level of Consciousness. When we go to sleep we become one with the sleeper leaving aside the waking personality. Similarly, on realizing the Self we cross over the body, mind and intellect and become one with the Spiritual Nature.

The sorrows and joys of one plane of consciousness do not extend to another plane. A seeker who could control his mind and reach beyond the ordinary realms of consciousness through meditation cannot come back to his previous state of sorrows and joys when he used to identify himself with the body, the matter. An individual ego when it rises above its own conditions redisovers itself to be the Omnipotent Reality which knows no creation and dissolution. Thus such a saved soul achieves the samama dharmata or similarity of the quality and not the svarupata or identity of the Supreme Lord.

Let us awake into that heaven of freedom from all agitations and imperfections, where the mind is free by realizing the divine in our outer consciousness with the help of the knowledge of the Gunas,

\[
mama yonirnadbhramas tasmin garbham dadhaamyaham \\
sambhavah sarvabhootaanaam tato bhavati bhaarata // 14.3 //
\]

*My womb is the great Brahman (prakriti); in that I place the seed; from there, O Bharata, is the birth of all beings.*

The Field and the knower of the Field are the two aspects of Prakriti, Matter. Both of them function on the substratum, the Absolute. When the Supreme functions in the Field He becomes the enjoyer of the Field and therefore the Knower of the field. When detached from the Field, He becomes Pure Absolute Consciousness.

The Lord is the Father and the Mother of the universe. Matter and Spirit are His two aspects which are inherent in Him. As the Father or the Supreme Soul He casts the seed; as the Mother or nature, or matter or prakriti, He receives the seed. From the embryo thus formed, which is termed as Hiranyagarbha, are produced all created beings.

This verse affirms that all existence is a manifestation of the Divine. He is the cosmic seed. With reference to this world, He becomes Hiranyagarbha, the cosmic egg. The world is the play of the Infinite on the Finite. It is the development of the form on the non-being. The forms of all things which arise out of the abysmal void are derived from God. They are the seeds He casts into non-being.

\[
sarvayonishu kaunteya moortayah sambhavanti yaah taasaam \\
brahma mahadyoniraham beejapradah pitaa // 14.4 //
\]

*Whatever forms are produced, O Kaunteya, in any womb, the Great Brahman is their womb, I the seed giving father.*
In all wombs: In the whole Universe every second innumerable births are taking place. Birth of a new organism is the expression of Spirit through a given matter envelopment. Viewed thus, every matter particle is the womb which when dynamised by the Light of Consciousness becomes a potential living being. Thus every expression of life is matter combined with Spirit. Hence Sri Krishna, the Supreme Consciousness, says that He is the Father of the entire Universe. A Field in itself has no existence without the Knower of the Field vitalizing it. Body, mind and intellect are mere inert matter till Consciousness enlives them.

GOODNESS, PASSION, AND DULLNESS

Sattvam rajastama iti Gunaah prakritisambhavaah
nabadhnanti mahaabaaho dehe dehinamavyayam // 14.5 //

The three modes (Gunas) purity, passion and dullness born of nature (Prakriti) bind fast in the body, O Mighty-Armed, the imperishable dweller in the body (the embodied soul).

The main theme of the Chapter starts now wherein Sri Krishna explains what the Gunas are and how they bind the Spirit within matter to create individualized Ego sense in us. Sattva has the characteristic of effulgence. It is harmony, goodness or purity. Rajas is passion or activity. Tamas is inertia or dullness. These three qualities indicate the triple mentality which produces attachment in the individual Self, delude It and bind It down to the worldly life.

Just as childhood, youth and old age are found in the same body these three Gunas are found in the same mind. The individual Self gets identified with the body and the three qualities and thereby it feels the changes in the body as Its own changes. It becomes subject to sorrows and joys of the body till it realizes its identity with the Supreme Self. This delusion is on account of the influence of the Gunas. When the soul identifies itself with the modes of nature, it forgets its own reality and uses the mind, life and body for the egoistic satisfaction.

Gunas are not merely qualities but they are the primary constituents of nature. They are the base for all substances. They are the three different influences under which every human mind expresses itself in a variety of ways at different moments of changing environments.

If water in a vessel is stirred, the sun reflected in that water also appears to be agitated. So too, the pure Supreme Self appears to be bound by the three qualities of Nature through superimposition. In reality the Self is ever free and untainted and beyond them.

The Gunas depend for their existence on the Knower of the Field whom they bind very fast. The knowledge of Gunas is therefore necessary to come out of their clutches. These three Gunas are always present in all human beings and none is free from them. However, they are not always constant; every time any one of them will be predominant.

One should analyze all phenomena in terms of these three modes of nature and know their characteristics. One should stand as a witness of these qualities but must not identify with
them. Rising above these Gunas one should become Gunatita and attain supreme peace, immortality and eternal bliss.

NATURE OF SATTVA, RAJAS & TAMAS AND THE WAY THEY BIND

tatra Sattvam nirmalatwaat prakaashakam anaamayam
sukhasangena badhnaati jnaanasangena chaanagha // 14.6 //

Of these, Sattva, the luminous, free from evil and because of its unblemishness, binds, O Sinless One, by attachment to happiness and by attachment to knowledge.

Gunas cannot be defined directly without explaining their symptoms and processes. In the following verses a description of the mind under the influence of each of the three Gunas is given by describing the type of emotions, thoughts and behavior that emanate from the mind-intellect equipment.

Luminous, free from evil and unblemished:

Under the influence of Sattva, it being pure and hence luminous and without any blemish, the mind is steady and will constantly reflect on the Self. Though Sattva is thus the most Divine mental attitude, still it binds us and limits our spiritual nature.

It binds us by attachment to happiness and knowledge:

When the mind is cleansed from all its agitations and evil thoughts the seeker achieves greater inward peace, happiness, better understanding and intellectual comprehension.

Sattva does not rid us of the ego-sense. It also causes desire though for noble objects. The Self which is free from all attachments is here attached to happiness and knowledge. Happiness and knowledge are attributes of mind, which is form of matter. They belong to the category of the object and pertain to the kshetra. The Self which is of the nature of freedom and totally unattached, becomes bound by identification with matter. This is how sattva binds a soul to the world.

rajo raagaatmakam viddhi trishnaasangasamudbhavam
tannibadhnaati kaunteya karmasangena dehinam // 14.7 //

Know Rajas to be of the nature of passion, giving rise to thirst and attachment; it binds fast, O Kaunteya, the embodied one by attachment to action.

Now the characteristics of Rajas are described. When the influences of Rajo Guna predominate, the mind gets full of passions. Passion denotes urges, desires, emotions and feelings. These fall under two categories viz. desires and attachments which are said to be the very sources of passion.

Passion gives rise to thirst and attachment: Thirst means insatiable desire. A human personality longs for the satisfaction of any desire that grows in him. Satisfaction of one
kind of desire leads to attachment to the object desired. Desire is the mental relationship towards the objects that have not been possessed and attachment is the mental dependence on the objects so acquired.

Bind by attachment to action: When the Rajas predominates innumerable desires originate for things not acquired and deepest attachment sets in for things already possessed.

To fulfill the demands made by these two, one should necessarily undertake endless actions earning, spending, saving, procuring, protecting and thirsting for more all the time. Goaded by anxiety to possess more and to prevent from losing what he already has he has to act in many spheres. Thus he enters into a whirlpool of successes and failures arising out of his own actions.

Actions emanate from passions and passions arise out of desires and attachments all of which are the symptoms of the predominance of Rajo Guna on the mind. If Sattva Guna binds one with anxieties for happiness and peace, wisdom and knowledge, Rajo Guna binds him to inexhaustible actions. Thus though the Self is not acting, Rajas makes him act with the idea that `I am the doer'.

tamastwajnaanajam viddhi mohanam sarvadehinaam
pramaadaalasyanidraabhis tannibadhnaati bhaarata // 14.8 //

And know Tamas to be born of ignorance, deluding all embodied beings, it binds fast, O Bharata, by mis-comprehension, indolence and sleep.

Now the discussion is about Tamas.

Born out of ignorance: Under the influence of Tamo Guna a man's discriminatory capacity gets blunted and he gets deluded. The Lord says that Tamas in a human personality binds us to a lower nature with endless mis-comprehensions about the goal of life. In such a stupefied state one lives in indolence heedless of the higher purposes in life. Such a person practically lives in sleep; he has neither any goal in life nor any nobility in action.

So far the symptoms observable in the mind when it is influenced by these three Gunas have been described. They not only bring about different degrees of responses in an individual but also bind the Eternal Self to feel and act as if It were limited and conditioned by the matter envelopments.

Sattvam sukhe sanjayati rajah karmani bhaarata
jnaanamaavritya tu tamah pramaade sanjayatyuta // 14.9 //

Sattva attaches to happiness and Rajas to action, O Bharata, while Tamas, verily, shrouding knowledge attaches to mis-comprehension.

The ideas of previous 3 verses are summarized and repeated here. Sattva makes us attached to the inward happiness arising from life fully lived. Rajas makes one passionate, thirsty of desires and deep attachments in fulfilling of which one perforce has to undertake endless
actions. Tamas conceals right judgment and knowledge of the Self in us. It results in indiscrimination and creates attachment to wrong comprehensions.

HOW THE GUNAS FUNCTION?

rajastamashchaabhibhooya Sattvam bhavati bhaarata

rajah Sattvam tamaishchaiva tamah Sattvam rajastathaa // 14.10 //

O Bharata, Sattva arises predominating over Rajas and Tamas ; likewise Rajas (prevails) overpowering Sattva and Tamas ; so Tamas (prevails) over Sattva and Rajas.

The question whether these three Gunas act on the mind all at a time or each separately at different points of time is answered here. The Lord says that these Gunas act at different times - each one of them becoming powerful at any one point of time. At a given time human personality works under the influence of one predominant Guna when the other two Gunas get subdued but not totally absent.

Thus when Sattva predominates over Rajas and Tamas it produces on the mind its own nature of happiness and knowledge ; when Rajas predominates over the other two it produces passions, desires, attachments and actions. When Tamas is prominent over Sattva and Rajas it shrouds discrimination and makes the mind unaware of its nobler duties.

sarvadwaareshu dehesmin prakaasha upajaayate

jnaanam yadaa tadaa vidyaadivivriddham Sattvamirtyuta // 14.11 //

When through every gate (sense organs) in this body, the light of intelligence shines, then it may be known that Sattva is predominant.

In this and next two verses the symptoms are explained by understanding which their sources ie Gunas can be known. The sense organs through which the body receives the stimuli from the external world are termed the gates of the body. Through these gates the light of awareness illumines the objects of the world like power of vision from the eyes, power of hearing for the ears etc. Each beam of light emanating from each gate illumines one aspect of the world outside.

When there is

¾ unruffled peace of mind,
¾ inner harmony,
¾ perfect serenity and tranquility,
¾ clarity of vision and
¾ penetrative insight

then we should understand that Sattva predominates.

When Sattva predominates ears refuse to hear improper sounds, eyes will not see undesirable sights, tongue avoids anything not proper and mind is not attracted towards sensual objects. If there is increase of Sattva there is increase of knowledge.
Greed, activity, the undertaking of actions, restlessness, longing - these arise when Rajas is predominant, O Best of the Bharatas.

Sri Krishna enumerates the important qualities of the mind when Rajas dominates it.

¾ Greed - desire to appropriate the property of another.
¾ Activity - all activities motivated by selfish desires.
¾ Restlessness - lack of enjoyment and quietitude.
These three are interconnected and one succeeds the other in their impact. Greed leads to selfish activity, activity leads to unrest over the results of such activities. When one is completely subjugated by Rajas he feels inexhaustible longing for objects.

Darkness, inertness, mis-comprehension and delusion - these arise when Tamas is predominant, O Descendent of Kuru.

The symptoms when Tamas predominates are given now.

¾ Darkness - a condition in which intellect is not capable of arriving at any decision.
¾ Inertness - sense of incapacity to undertake any endeavor and lack of enthusiasm to achieve anything in the world.
¾ Mis-comprehension - Incapacity to respond to good or bad and miscalculation of one's relationship with others around. Delusion - when such a person fails to understand the outside world he is always deluded.

EFFECTS OF GUNAS

If the embodied one meets death when Sattva is predominant then he attains to the spotless worlds of the knowers of the Highest.

Sri Krishna now gives an idea as to the direction in which the mental equipment of the dead one would reach soon after death. There is always a continuity of thought in this life. Today's thoughts are an extension of yesterday's thinking and the thoughts of tomorrow will be conditioned by today's thinking. On the same analogy the type of thoughts entertained during one's life time will determine the type of thoughts that will follow after death also. So if the Sattva Guna is dominant at the time of death one attains the highest realm of abundant joy.
Meeting death in Rajas, he is born among those attached to action; dying in Tamas, he is born in the womb of the senseless.

If the mind is under the influence of Rajas at the time it leaves the body, it takes the embodiment among those who are attached to action. It means that the mind will seek an appropriate field to exhaust the existing tendencies or vasanas at the time of death. Similarly, when one dies when Tamas is dominant one reaches the realm of irrational beings such as animal or vegetable kingdom.

karmanah sukritisyaahuh saattwikam nirmalam phalam rajasastu phalam duhkham ajnaanam tamasah phalam // 14.16 //

The fruit of good action, they say, is Sattvic and pure; verily the fruit of Rajas is pain and ignorance is the fruit of Tamas.

In this verse The Lord summarizes what He told in the previous verses. The results obtained by living in the three Gunas are given here.

¾ Sattva: If one lives a quiet and good life of service, devotion, of love and kindness, of mercy and compassion, it indicates the Sattvic nature of his mind. He achieves inward purity.

¾ Rajas: Leading a life full of desires and continuous actions to satisfy them always results in sorrows and pain.

¾ Tamas: Dullness in actions, lack of discriminating capacity and absence of understanding leading to ignorance is the fruit of Tamas.

Sattvaat sanjaaayate jnaanam rajaso lobha eva cha pramaadamohau tamaso bhavato jnaanameva cha // 14.17 //

From Sattva arises wisdom, from Rajas greed, mis-conception and delusion and from Tamas ignorance arise.

When Sattva is predominant the intellect is enlightened and knowledge awakened. Rajas creates insatiable cravings, makes one to ignore the feelings of others and breeds selfish acquisitiveness. Tamas brings forth incapacity to perceive rightly the world outside and eliminates the power to right judgment.

oordhwam gacchanti Sattvasthaa madhye trishthanti rajasastaa jaghanyaGunavrittisthaa adho gacchanti taamasaah // 14.18 //

Those who are abiding in Sattva go upwards, the Rajasic dwell in the middle and the Tamasic abiding in the function of the lowest Gunas go downwards.
Go upwards: Those who are living a pure life of discrimination, clear thinking, right judgment and self-discipline cultivate more and more Sattva qualities in themselves. When the mind is thus quiet it evolves to a higher level.

Dwell in the middle: Those of Rajasic nature, with all their desires and agitations, ambitions and achievements again and again manifest as human beings till they acquire the required purity.

Go downwards: Those of Tamasic nature that are full of misconceptions and deluded in their own lust and passions devolve themselves into the lower natures.

This verse repeats the ideas expressed in the verse which explained the continuity of existence even after death. It is made clear that all the three Gunas bind man to attachment; including Sattva which binds us to knowledge and happiness. Then when will man become free from the contacts of the pluralistic world to attain Godhood?

So far we were told the nature of the Gunas the symptoms from which the predominant Guna could be identified, their reactions on our life and how they affect our future etc. It was also told that we get the predominant Guna from our past which influences the present which in turn determines the future. All these are the causes for the bondage arising out of the Self in us getting identified with the matter vestures surrounding it.

There can be release from these bondages only when we transcend all the Gunas. The three Gunas may be in different proportions present in each one of us but the true release comes not only when all the Gunas are transcended but also when we are established in the Spiritual Experience. This process of escaping ourselves from the subjective shackles on our psychological and intellectual nature is called Liberation or Moksha.

In the subsequent verses the path of liberation is described and the Moksha gained from the right judgment of the world outside is explained.

TRANSCENDING ALL THE GUNAS, A GUNATITA

naanyam gunebhyah kartaaram yadaa drashtaanupashyati
gunebhyashcha param vetti madbhaavam so'dhigacchati // 14.19 //

When the seer beholds no agent other than the Gunas and knows that which is higher than the Gunas, he attains to My Being.

The Spirit identifying itself with the mind-intellect equipment gets conditioned by the three Gunas. To stand apart from the mind, without our identification with it, is the freedom from our thought entanglement.

When the seer Beholds: The art of disentangling ourselves from our own thought process within is the very art of meditation. A meditator would experience subjectively the state of Pure Knowledge undisturbed by the thoughts. The word
`behold' does not mean that God can be seen in the physical sense. God is not an object of our perception or feeling or thought. He is the `subject' that perceives, feels and thinks through us. Hence the word `behold' indicates that the subjective experience will be total beyond any doubt.

¾ No agent other than the Gunas: The experiencer realizes that he is not only the Infinite but also the Gunas, which transform themselves into the bodies, senses and sense objects and which in all their modifications constitute the agent in all actions.

¾ Knows that which is higher than the Guans: The mind cannot function on its own accord since it is inert. The Consciousness that functions through the mind is the Principle other than the mind. The Consciousness reflecting on the mind is the `agent', the individualized ego (Jiva) in us. He who has understood that what is reflected is something other than the mind and therefore something higher than the Gunas is the one who crossed over all the limitations.

¾ He attains to My Being: An individual who has thus transcended his own mind and intellect and discovered himself to be that which is behind his mental delusion becomes the Self - `Attains to My Being'.

Gunaanetaanateeya treen dehee dehasamudbhavaan
janamrityurjaraaduhkhair vimukto'mritamashnute // 14.20 //

The embodied one having gone beyond these three Gunas, out of which the body is evolved, is freed from birth, death, decay and pain and attains to immortality.

When we identify with Gunas we suffer the sorrows of life and when we transcend this we are free from sorrows because finitude, agitations, change are not in the Perfect Self.

Having gone beyond Gunas which comprise body: The three Gunas are the expressions of ignorance which constitute the causal body. We experience the pure causal body in deep sleep and this is nothing other than Gunas.

They emerge out from the causal body to express themselves first as subtle body, as thoughts and feelings and again as gross body to express themselves in actions. Each body (plant or animal or man) is the instrument available for the subtle body to express through. The nature and qualities of the subtle body are determined by the causal body comprising Gunas. Thus those who have gone beyond the Gunas are no more under the tragedies of the subtle and causal bodies.

The embodied one is freed from birth, death, decay and pain: Birth, growth, decay, disease and death are the qualities of the matter and they are common to all everywhere. These are the sorrows of the matter and not that of Consciousness which illumines them. One who has realized himself to be the Awareness goes beyond all the sorrows. As the sun illumines all, good and bad, Consciousness in us illumines the various changes in the
matter envelopments. But these changes are not that of Spirit and therefore one who has realized oneself to be the Spirit goes beyond all these struggles.

Attains immortality: The man of realization not only experiences absence of sorrow but lives in perfection. In sleep we forget our sorrows and pain. Sleep is a temporary relief against the worldly sorrows. But the Bliss experienced at the time of realization of the Self is not temporary cessation of tragedies of matter but a positive re-awakening of our Changeless, Infinite nature. Hence it is said that one experiences the state of immortality even in living in this body embodiment.

CHARACTERISTICS OF A GUNATITA

Arjuna said

What are the marks of him who has crossed over the three Gunas O, Lord? What is his conduct and how does he go beyond these three Gunas?

Arjuna asks here three specific questions.

¾ What are the marks by which a man who has gone beyond the influences of these three Gunas can be recognized?

¾ In that state of perfection what would be his relationship with the world outside and his behavior among those who are still under the influence of three Gunas?

¾ How does such a man of perfection conquer his inner confusions and entanglements and attains his spiritual glory?

The characteristics of perfection in whatever way it may be reached, are more or less the same as those of the Sthitaprajna (2.55..), of the Bhaktiman, devotee (12.13..).

Sri Bhagavan said

He who does not hate the appearance of light (the effect of Sattva), activity (the effect of Rajas) and delusion (the effect of Tamas) in his own mind, O Pandava, nor longs for them when absent,

This answers Arjuna's first question.

The man of right understanding does not hate the effects of the three Gunas when they are clearly present in his inner life; nor does he long after these when they are absent.
Equanimity in all circumstances is his hallmark and inner peace independent of all environments is his strength.

Light, activity and illusion when present: These are the effects of the respective causes viz. Light - Sattva, Activity - Rajas and Illusion - Tamas. The presence or absence of these influences does not make any difference to him because he has risen above all of them. Such a man who has crossed over the mind and intellect equipment lives in the Infinite joy of the Self. He conquers the pure world of awareness and attains the state of Godhood.

Just as we pull out a thorn by a thorn, so renouncing worldly things, we must renounce renunciation. By means of Sattva we overcome Rajas and Tamas and then we get beyond Sattva itself.

**udaaseenavadaaseeno Gunairyo na vichaalyate Gunaa**
**vartanta ityeva yo'vatishhati nengate** // 14.23 //

*He who is seated like one unconcerned, unperturbed by the Gunas, who stands apart, without wavering, knowing that it is only the Gunas that act.*

Verses 23, 24 and 25 answer Arjuna's second question

They describe the one who has risen above all the Gunas. The real test of a perfect one is not in a secluded forest but in actual day to day life where he is faced with all sorts of temptations because the true nature of a man comes out only in adversities.

In all experiences in the world-good or bad - a man of steady wisdom will be as if he were unconcerned since he knows that all this is due to play of the mind and intellect. He is not agitated by anything that is happening around him. He understands that the changes in him are due to changes of the Gunas and the world outside changes according to one's own mental conditions. He is thus fully aware of the reasons behind the changes in himself and the world around him.

In order to watch the play of Gunas in himself he should be an observer of them from something beyond the Gunas. So if he is established in Pure Spiritual Nature he will be able to observe the play of Gunas in him and surrounding him. As the observer is not affected by the thing he is observing, so too, the man of wisdom when observing the play of Gunas in himself does not get disturbed from his equanimity and ever remains in his own Divine Nature. He sees the mutations of nature but is not entangled in them. The Gunas are lifted up into pure illumination, divine activity and perfect calm.

**samaduhkhasukah swasthah samaloshtaashmakaanchanah**
**tulyapriyaapriyo dheeras tulyanindaatma samstutih** // 14.24 //

---

Note: The text is a direct translation from the original Sanskrit, ensuring accuracy and readability. The use of Sanskrit quotations and translations is typical in discussing philosophical and spiritual concepts in the context of the Bhagavad Gita.
Alike in pleasure and pain, who dwells in the Self, to whom a clod of earth, stone and gold are alike, to whom the pleasant and the unpleasant are alike, firm, the same in censure and praise.

The equanimity and balanced personality of a Perfect Man in the midst of all situations in life is explained.

¾ Self-abiding: He lives in a world of his own. His mind does not react to the worldly situations.

¾ Alike in pairs of opposites: Pleasure and pain are the reactions of the mind and intellect to the things of the world. For the one who does not look at the world through the colored glasses of his mind every situation in life is alike.

¾ Earth, stone and gold: All possessions either full of value or completely valueless will have the same response. What is of value to an egocentric man is charmless to an Awakened Man.

¾ Pleasant and unpleasant: What is considered as dear and not dear ie things which are loved and things which are hated do not create any different reactions in a man of wisdom.

¾ Censure and praise: He is unconcerned about blame or praise. They leave no reactions in him.

These are the main conditions of life in which the ordinary man finds sorrow or joy. Pleasure and pain, good and bad possessions, agreeable and disagreeable experiences, joys and sorrows, praise and censure are the conditions of life which disturb the equanimity in man. A man of Wisdom is neutral to the influences of all these situations.

maanaapamaanayostulyastulyo mitraaripakshayoh sarvaambhaparityaagee Gunaateetah sa uchyate // 14.25 //

The same in honor and dishonor, the same to friend and foe, abandoning all undertakings he is said to have crossed beyond the Gunas.

¾ In honor and dishonor: One of the clear signs of perfection is equanimity in honor and dishonor. Honor and dishonor are the evaluations of the intellect that change from time to time and place to place. To the one who has crossed over the ordinary plane of egoism and vanity, roses and thorns are the same.

¾ Friend and foe: There is neither a friend nor an enemy to a man of wisdom. To him who has realized the oneness of the Spirit all others are not separate but they are also in him.
Abandoning every enterprise: Desire motivated activity undertaken for one's own benefit is enterprise. Ego and egocentric desires are motivating forces behind all enterprises. The man of tranquility is not affected by ego and egocentric desires. There are no ego motivated activities for him and hence he is said to give up all initiative of action. These three verses lay down a rule of conduct for the seekers of Moksha.

HOW ONE IS FIT TO BECOME BRAHMAN?

\[
\text{maam cha yo'vyabhichaarena bhaktiyogena sevate}
\]

\[
\text{sa Gunaan samateetyai'taan brahmabhooyaaya kalpate // 14.26 //}
\]

And he who serves Me with unswerving devotion, he, going beyond the Gunas, is fit for becoming Brahman.

This answers Arjuna's third question

To contemplate steadily upon the Infinite Nature of the Self is to become the Self and thus end our mortal Egoism. Such a steady contemplation cannot be maintained always effectively. We are not capable of maintaining our mind in meditation all the time. Therefore Sri Krishna advises a practical method of maintaining a thought for a longer period of time through a process of dedicated service. If all the work is undertaken in a spirit of dedication and service, then work becomes worship.

This is an instance where Gita expects not only devotion to The Lord but that devotion should also be given to every day life's activities and their contacts with the others around. Such a practice of dedicated service and God-awareness stills the agitations of the mind and prepares it for intensive meditation.

Such a seeker is fit to become Brahman just as if a dreamer wants to realize the waker he becomes a waker.

\[
\text{brhmano hi pratishthaaham amritasya avyayasya cha shaashwatasya}
\]

\[
\text{cha dharmasya sukhasyaikaantikasya cha // 14.27 //}
\]

For, I am the abode of Brahman, the Immortal and the Immutable, of everlasting Dharma and of Absolute Bliss.

Sri Krishna indicates in the last verse of this Chapter the nature of the state of God-consciousness; when a devotee enters this state he himself becomes the Brahman.

The Lord declares Himself as the ground of that imperishable Brahman indicating that the latter is not different from Him, who is the God, possessed of attributes and that He is not different from Brahman.

By realizing Brahman, man becomes immortal ie, freed from the cycle of birth and death. By referring to Himself as the ground of immortality, the Lord shows that He is
none other than that immortality and that attaining immortality means realizing the Lord Himself.

By declaring Himself to be the ground of eternal virtue, *shaashwatasya dharmaasya*, He conveys that the reward for practicing these virtues is nothing other than the Lord Himself.

By speaking of Himself as the ground of that Bliss, the Lord shows that such everlasting supreme bliss is the same as Himself and nothing else than Him. Hence attainment of that Bliss is the same as realizing the Lord.

*om tat sat iti srimadbhagavadgeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade Gunatraya vibhaaga yogo naama chaturdasha'dhyaayah ||*

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the fourteenth discourse entitled The Yoga of the Division of the Three Gunas

**Concepts and Issues**

Sri Krishna explains the Para-Jnana or the highest knowledge by attaining which the sages got perfection. Creation proceeds as a result of the placing of the seed by The Lord in the nature, the Mahat Prakriti. He is the father of all beings and the nature is the mother.

This Prakriti gives rise to three Gunas – Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. Sattva is pure and bright, produces pleasure and knowledge and binds the soul through them. Rajas is of the nature of passion, produces desire and attachment and binds the embodied soul through action. Tamas, born out of ignorance, deludes the beings through inactivity and negligence.

Sattva creates attachment to happiness and knowledge; Rajas for actions and Tamas for incomprehension. These three Gunas are always acting on one another. The rise of Sattva can be inferred by the rise of knowledge, Rajas by the rise of greed and activity and Tamas by delusion.

Death when Sattva is predominant takes one to higher realms. When Rajas and Tamas are dominant at the time of death one attains rebirth in human bodies and sub-human bodies. Any one who realizes that it is the Gunas that act and that the Self is not touched by them attains the Supreme..

Arjuna desires to know the characteristics of such a person who has transcended the Gunas. Sri Krishna replies that one who is unaffected by the effects of the three Gunas like knowledge, action or delusion, is the one who is beyond the Gunas.
Such an enlightened soul is indifferent to the activities of the Guna-s. He is equanimous in sorrow and joy, looks upon a clod of earth, a stone and gold equally, is unmoved by the pleasant and the unpleasant or by the praise or blame. He is the same to the enemies and friends. He abandons all undertakings of selfish nature. He serves The Lord with undeviating love. Such an individual is a Gunatita and becomes fit to attain Brahman.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

Sri Krishna teaches the essential character of the three Guna-s and how to get over from their clutches. He also explains that through undivided love to The Lord, meditation or selfless work one can transcend the Guna-s and reach Supreme Consciousness and ultimately become one with that Brahman.

Points to Ponder

1. What are the effects of the influence of the three Guna-s?
2. What is the nature of attachment developed because of the three Guna-s?
3. What is meant by transcending the Guna-s?
4. What are the characteristics of a Gunatita?
5. What is meant by ‘becoming one with Him’?

Next time we shall take up Chapter 15
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Preamble

The last six Chapters of Gita state that the ever changing finite world of multiplicity is nothing but a projection of the Infinite and that the endless painful experiences are all caused by our misapprehensions of the Reality. The world of Matter and Spirit, the Field of experience and the Knower of the Field were discussed. It was proved that the Knower of the Field without the Field of experience is the Pure Consciousness, Pure Awareness which is infinite and permanent.

Upto the thirteenth chapter we get an idea that the world of matter - the Cosmos - is one homogeneous entity and the Spirit is nondual and infinite. The variations in the expressions of the same Spirit and Matter in different individuals are on account of the play of the three Gunas.

In this Chapter Sri Krishna discusses the nature of the Spirit in all its implications and explains the Unknown from the Known manifested objects of perception, emotion and thought. Infinite is defined as the Imperishable (Akshara) with reference to the perishable (Kshara) equipments of matter.

Speaking of the Kshara Purusha (Kshetra), the Akshara Purusha (Kshetrajna) and the Supreme Person (Brahman), it explains how Brahman is superior to both 'Kshara' and 'Akshara', why he is called the Supreme Person, what is the value of knowing him as the Supreme Person and how can He be realized. Hence this Chapter is entitled “Purushottama Yoga” or the Yoga of the Supreme Person or Supreme Spirit.

The previous Chapter ended with a note that to worship the Lord with undeviating love leads to liberation. But such love is not possible without detachment from the world. So the Lord begins the present discourse with a description of the World Tree in order to create in the aspirant an intense dispassion leading to love and knowledge of the Supreme Lord, Brahman.

The Text

THE COSMIC TREE

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

oordhwamoolam adhahshaakham ashwattham praahur avyayam
chhandaamsi yasya parnaani yastam veda sa vedavit // 15.1 //
Sri Bhagavan said

They (the scriptures) speak of the imperishable Asvatta tree (peepal tree) as having its roots above and branches below, whose leaves are the Vedas and he who knows this is the knower of the Vedas.

With roots above and branches below, this world tree is eternal. It is Samsaravriksha, the cosmic tree. This tree of samsara or cosmic existence rests on a continuous series of births and deaths without beginning and end. This tree cannot be cut down except by the knowledge and experience of man’s identity with Brahman.

The word 'Asvatta' means that which does not endure till the next day. The phenomenal world is compared to the Asvatta tree on account of its ever-changing nature. In an ordinary tree the roots extend downwards. But in the tree of the world the roots are stated to be above. This is because the roots are Brahman with maya (Saguna Brahman) since the Immortal Absolute (Nirguna Brahman) is beyond the category of causality and Brahman with maya is very subtle and very great and is supreme over all things.

The branches are the cosmic mind, egoism, five subtle elements and the other cosmic principles which are stated to extend downwards because as they go downward they become more and more gross.

Just as the leaves protect a tree, so the Vedas serve to protect the tree of the world. They formulate its dharma and adharma with their causes and effects and also show the way to prosperity and well-being in the relative world. The knowledge of the Vedas gives men knowledge of the gods and the cosmos and hence nothing else remains to be known beyond the tree of the world and Brahman.

adhashchordhwam prasritaastasya shaakhaa
gunapavriddhaa vishayapravaalaah
adhashcha moolaanyanusantataani
karmaanubandheeni manushyaloke // 15.2 //</n
Its branches extend below and above, nourished by the Gunas with sense objects for its twigs and below, in the world of men stretch forth the roots, giving rise to actions.

Upward and downward its branches spread: The flow of life in the individual is sometimes for a higher evolution but very often it is to satisfy animal nature ie towards a lower purpose. Thus the tree of life has its branches growing both upwards and downwards.

Nourished by the Gunas: The tendency to lead a higher or lower life is determined by the dominance of any of the three Gunas.

Sense objects are twigs: Nodular twigs are potential branches. Sense objects (shabda, sparsha, roopa, rasa, gandha) are twigs because in the presence of these objects there is a tendency to throw away higher values to attain carnal satisfaction.
Downward the roots extend: When the main root of the tree is firmly fixed high above in the Absolute, the subsidiary roots grow all around including downwards in the world of men initiating action. These secondary roots are vasanas created in us as a result of our past deeds driving us for actions and reactions, good or evil, in the world. Just as the secondary roots bind the tree to the earth firmly; these actions and reactions bind the individual to the plane of likes and dislikes, profit and loss etc.

The following two verses explain how we can cut down the tree and thereby experience the pure source of the life's manifestation, the Infinite Life.

\[
na\textit{ roopamasyeha tathopalabhyate naanto na}
chaadirna cha sampratiseththa
ashwatthamenam suviroodhamoolam
asangashastrena dhridhena chhitwaa //15.3//
\]

*Its form is not perceived here as such, neither its end nor its origin, nor its existence; having cut asunder this firmly rooted peepal tree with the strong axe of non-attachment.*

\[
tatah padam tat parimaargitavyam
yasmin gataa na nivartanti bhooyah
tameva chaadyam purusham prapadye
yatah pravrittih prasritaa puraanee //15.4//
\]

*Then that goal should be sought from where having gone none returns again praying “I seek refuge in that Primeval Purusha from whom has come forth this cosmic process”.*

In order to avoid misunderstanding about the tree, The Lord says that its form is not perceived here as such. The tree of life mentioned in the previous verses represents the entire field of manifested life.

It (The Tree) starts from the ignorance of reality, ends on the realization of the Self and exists only so long as the desires function. Very few understand this implication. The strongly rooted manifested world can be cut only with non-attachment. The experience of life is known through Consciousness. If the Consciousness is withdrawn from the body, mind and intellect the perception, emotion and thought necessarily end. This removing of Consciousness from the inert body matter is detachment with which alone multiple experiences can be wiped out. Detachment from perception, emotion and thought will be nothingness.

To avoid the nothingness Sri Krishna adds that one should aspire for that goal from where there will be no return. The seeker of the Divine should withdraw more and more from the worldly perceptions, emotions and thoughts and meditate upon the Higher - the source from which the tree of life itself draws its sustenance. The method suggested to achieve this goal is to take refuge in the Primeval Purusha who is the source of all expressions of life. How one can visualize this Primeval Purusha is the theme of this chapter.
nirmaanamohaa jitasangadoshaa
adhyaatmanityaa vinivrittakaamaah
dwandwairvimuktaah sukhaduhkhasamjnair
gacchantyamoodhaah padamavyayam tat // 15.5 //

Free from pride and delusion, victorious over the evil of attachment, dwelling constantly in the Self, their desires having completely turned away, freed from the pairs of opposites known as pleasure and pain, the undeluded reach the eternal goal.

Sri Krishna explains certain disciplines or conditions by following which one can reach the Divine experience and live a life of supreme fulfillment.

¾ Free from pride and delusion: Pride and erroneous judgment indicate a false sense of importance or arrogance. These qualities always create mental preoccupation to maintain them leaving no opportunity to think about the greater values.

¾ Evil of attachment conquered: Mere sensuous way of life is nothing but a life wasted without realizing its nobler purpose.

¾ Ever dwelling in the Self: Detachment from worldly objects is not possible without attachment to precious ideals as human equipment cannot function in a vacuum. However to avoid attachment to evil the seeker should divert his concentration to the Self.

¾ Desires completely at rest: Desire is the activity of the intellect. To discipline the intellect pleasures arising out of worldly objects should be discouraged. A mind without desire becomes calm and serene.

¾ Released from the pairs of opposites: Mind is the focal point at which pleasure or pain is contacted. Once the mind recognizes the pairs of opposites, it likes that which is agreeable and hates that which is disagreeable. This continuous process of liking and disliking destabilizes the mind. Hence it is advised that one should be equanimous towards the pairs of opposites.

The Lord assures that such a person reaches the eternal Goal.

MANIFESTED LIFE IS ONLY A PART

na tad bhaasayate sooryo na shashaangko na paavakah
yad gatwaa na nivartante taddhaama paramam mama // 15.6 //

Neither does the sun illumine there, nor the moon, nor the fire; having gone there they never return; that is My supreme abode.

Neither sun nor moon nor fire illumine there: It is explained that the spiritual goal is the one having gone into which none returns. Perfection gained is never to be lost. The goal - the state of Perfection - is described here. Sun, moon and fire are sources of light by which eyes get vision. Light indicates the power of illumination for the sense organs like hearing by the ears, tasting by the tongue, feeling by the mind, thinking by the intellect etc. This is the light of Consciousness by which we become aware of all experiences.
This light of Consciousness cannot be illumined by any outside gross agents of light perceived in the world such as sun, moon and fire. In fact the very light of sun, moon and fire are the objects of consciousness. An object of perception cannot illumine the subject that perceives it since the subject and the object cannot be one and the same at any time. The awareness by which we experience our lives is the Eternal Self and to realize that Consciousness is the goal of life.

My Supreme Abode: On transcending the agitations of the mind and intellect one reaches the state of Consciousness which is the Abode of the Divine. Once this state is attained the seeker is assured by The Lord that there is no risk of sliding back to the world of plurality - 'to which having gone none returns'.

THE LORD AS THE LIFE OF THE UNIVERSE

mamaivaamsho jeevaloke jeevabhootah sanaatanah

manah shashtanaeendriyaani prakritisthaani karshati // 15.7 //

A fragment of My own self, having become a living soul, eternal, in the world of life, draws to itself the five senses with the mind for the sixth, that rest in nature.

The nature of Jiva, ego, is explained in this verse.

A portion of Myself: Although the Infinite has no parts or divisions, the Infinite when expresses through a limited entity called body, is considered limited by the ignorant, just as pot space and total space.

The eternal Jiva suffers no limitation although it undergoes pain and pleasure when it is associated with the body. Hence the Self in man is eternal Jiva.

Attracts senses: The Consciousness gives life to the entire body and maintains the sense faculties and mental capacities around itself. The power of seeing, hearing etc. is really the power of Consciousness functioning through the sense organs. Hence It is referred to as functioning with the mind and five senses. The conditioned Self is experienced as the limited ego, Jiva, the mortal, or an imaginary part of the Indivisible Whole, because of our ignorance.

The Jiva or the individual soul is that aspect of the Supreme Self which manifests itself in every one as the doer and enjoyer. It is limited because of ignorance; but in reality both (individual soul and Supreme Soul) are one and the same. It is like pot space and outer space. The pot space is a portion of the outer space and becomes one with the latter on the destruction of the pot, the cause of the limitation.

shareeram yadavaapnoti yacchaapyutkraamateeshwarah
griheetwaitaani samyaati vaayurgandhaanivaashayaat // 15.8 //

When The Lord obtains a body and when He leaves it, He takes these (senses and mind) and goes with them as the wind takes the scents from their seats (flowers etc.)
When The Lord acquires the body and leaves it: The Infinite conditioned by mind and intellect is Jiva and the Jiva takes various bodies from time to time. From the time Jiva enters the body and till it leaves ie constantly it keeps the sense faculties and mental impression with itself.

At death the subtle body departs from the gross body and it is left inert. Although the dead body is found to maintain its physical frame it neither has the sense faculty nor mental and intellectual capacity which it had before death. These physical, mental and intellectual expressions gave the body its individual personality and they are called subtle body. The gross body is called dead in the absence of the subtle body.

It is stated here that at death the subtle body moves off taking with itself all faculties - senses, mind and intellect - as the wind takes away the scent from its source ie flowers. Thus the mind is a bunch of vasanas which can exist only in Consciousness. This light of Awareness illuminating the vasanas is called the Individual Personality - Jiva.

The Jiva is called The Lord here because the Individual Personality is the ruler of the body regulating all actions, feelings and thoughts.

**shrotram chakshuh sparshanam cha rasanam ghraanameva cha**
**adhishthaaya manashchaayam vishayaanupasevate // 15.9 //**

*Presiding over the ear, the eye, touch, taste and smell, as well as the mind, He enjoys the objects of the senses.*

The subtle body is explained in more details. The Jiva enjoys the world of objects through sense organs and mind. Consciousness never directly illuminates any object but when reflected upon mind and intellect It becomes Intelligence in which the sense objects become illumined. The Jiva, using the mind along with sense organs, enjoys the sense objects such as sound, touch, taste, smell etc.

**utkraamantam sthitam vaapi bhunjaanam vaa gunaanvitam**
**vimoodhaa naanupashyanti pashyanti jnaanachakshushah // 15.10 //**

*The deluded do not see Him who departs, stays and enjoys, united with the Gunas; but they who possess the eye of knowledge behold Him.*

The Self is visible to the eye of knowledge only. Though the Self is the nearest and comes most easily within the range of their consciousness in a variety of functions, still the ignorant and deluded do not see Him because of their complete subservience to the sense-objects.

But those who are with intuitive vision could see the Self. Those with the inner eye of knowledge behold the Self as entirely distinct from the body.
The seekers striving for perfection behold Him dwelling in the self; but the unrefined and unintelligent, eventhough striving, do not find Him.

Two conditions are necessary if meditation is to yield results.

¾ The purification of the mind - removal of agitations created by attachments to sense objects.

¾ The intellect has to be tuned to the correct understanding of the Self and thus all doubts about its perception are removed through study, reflection and practice.

If these two requirements are not met through devotion (Bhakti) and service (Karma) all attempts at meditation in the Path of Knowledge will be futile. Those minds which are not purified despite sincere meditation have no chance of realizing the Divine because of attachment to sense objects.

So far the Self has been indicated as

¾ that which cannot be illumined by the known physical source of light like sun, moon and fire,

¾ that which, having reached, none returns from the state of perfection

¾ that of which the individual entity is Jiva.

To show that this goal is the essence of all and the reality behind all experiences Sri Krishna gives in the following four verses a summary of His manifestations. He is described as

¾ the illuminating light of the consciousness

¾ the all sustaining life

¾ the subjective warmth of life in all living organisms.

¾ the Self in all.

That light which, residing in the sun, illuminates the whole world, that which is in the moon and in the fire - know that light as Mine.

Sri Krishna says that the very light emerging from the sun which illumines the whole world is the light that is emerging from Him, the Infinite Consciousness. Not only are this but even the light coming from the moon and the fire all expressions of the Infinite Reality expressing through the moon and the fire.
The manifestations are different because the equipments are different just as the same electrical energy manifests in a bulb, in a fan and in a heater in different ways. Consciousness expressed through the sun is sun-light, through the moon is moon-light and through the fuel is fire. Yet all these manifestations are nothing but one Infinite Reality. The Infinite manifests itself in various forms in order to create conducive environment for the world to exist.

**gaamaavishya cha bhootani dhaarayaamyahamojasaa**

**pushnaami chaushadheeh sarvaah somo bhootwaa rasaatmakah // 15.13 //</****

*Permeating the earth I support all beings by My energy; and having become the watery moon, I nourish all herbs.*

The Lord says that the capacity in the earth to sustain life and nourish it, are all His own vitality, meaning the same Consciousness expressing through the sun, the moon, the earth, the atmosphere provide nourishment to all living beings. The energy of The Lord holds the vast heaven and earth together. The sun, the moon and the fire are the sources of all energy in the world, but that which gives these phenomenal factors the capacity to give out energy from them is the Consciousness which is common to all of them. Moon is considered to be the repository of all fluids which nourish the living beings.

**aham vaishwaanaro bhootwaa praaninaam dehamaashritah**

**praanaapaana samaayuktah pachaamyannam chaturvidham // 15.14 //</****

*Having become the fire, Vaiswanara, I abide in the body of living beings and associated with Prana and Apana, digest the fourfold food.*

The same Supreme Consciousness is that which expresses itself as warmth of life in all living beings: if there is no warmth in the body it is considered as dead. Metabolism creates heat in the body and this process continues so long as there is life. That Eternal Reality which is indicated as Life manifests as Digestive Fire (*Vaishwaanara*) which assimilates food. This digestive power assimilates food in four ways through masticating, swallowing, sucking and licking. The power in the digestive system is nothing but a manifestation of the Principle of Life. Prana and Apana are the physiological functions of perception and excretion that are present in all living creatures. It is The Lord that helps us to swallow the food, assimilate it and eliminate the wasteful by-products.

**sarvasya chaaham hridi sannivishto**

**mattah smritir jnaanam apohanam cha**

**vedaishcha sarvairahameva vedyo**

**vedaantakrid vedavideva chaaham // 15.15 //</****

*And I am seated in the hearts of all; from Me are memory, knowledge, as well as their absence. I am verily that which has to be known by all the Vedas; I am indeed the author of the Vedanta and the knower of the Vedas am I.*
I am seated in the hearts of all: A peaceful joyous mind settled in tranquility capable of concentrating on the higher inspirations is what is called the heart. The Lord is self-evident during meditation in the heart of the meditator.

Memory, knowledge and their absence: From the Supreme Consciousness alone all memory, knowledge and forgetfulness come to us. A capacity to forget is an essential requisite for acquiring new knowledge because unless the imperfect knowledge is thrown out new knowledge cannot be assimilated.

To be known by all the Vedas: The Infinite Consciousness is the one common factor that has been glorified in all the Vedas and to realize this is the fulfillment of existence.

Author of Vedanta and the Knower of Vedas: Since the very essence of Vedas is that Consciousness which is the Ultimate Reality, everything else is a projection upon it. The seeker who listens to the Vedas, who reflects upon their wisdom and who finally experiences the fulfillment of his life is also considered as nothing other than Consciousness.

In short, the phenomenal powers, the material world, the matter and its functions are all the manifestations at different levels of the One Infinite Eternal Divinity. This is the very theme indicated in the Vedas as the Eternal Reality and to know it and bring it under our experience is to know the Infinite.

Till now the glories of The Lord in manifested forms have been described. In the following verses The True Nature of the Infinite is pointed out as

1) The Unconditioned,
2) The All Pervading and
3) The Eternal

This Infinite reality is above all concepts such as Finite and the Infinite, the Perishable and the Imperishable. This section is the heart of this Chapter and is the basis for its nomenclature.

THE SUPREME PERSON, PURUSHOTTAMA

dwaavimau purushau loke ksharashchaakshara eva cha ksharah
sarvaani bhootani kootastho'kshara uchyate // 15.16 //

Two Purushas are there in this world, the Perishable and the Imperishable. All these existences are the Perishable and the unchanging is the Imperishable.

In the Thirteenth Chapter, Field of the Matter and Knower of the Field were elaborated. In this Chapter it was made clear that the sun, earth, plant kingdom and man and his capabilities etc, consisting of the Field of the matter are nothing other than the Supreme Self. Thus the Field of the matter is the Spirit, the Consciousness, the difference being that when the Spirit expresses as matter It looks as if It were subject to change and destruction. Thus the realm of the matter is described in this verse as Kshara Purusha - the Perishable. With reference to this Kshara Purusha the Spirit is the Imperishable,
Akshara Purusha. With reference to the ever changing world of the matter, Consciousness is Imperishable and Changeless. This Consciousness Principle is referred to here as Akshara with reference to and contact with the Kshara.

The Self in the midst of changes remains changeless and all changes can take place only in contact with It just as an anvil (Kootastham) remaining changeless allows all the iron pieces kept and hammered on it to change their shapes.

**uttamasah purushastwanyah paramaatmetyudaahritah**

**yo lokatrayamaavishya bibhartyavyaya eeshwarah // 15.17 //</br>
**But other than these, is the Supreme Purusha called the Highest Self, the indestructible Lord who, pervading the three worlds (waking, dream and deep sleep), sustains them.**

The Imperishable is the quality attained by the Spirit with reference to the Field surrounding It. A man occupying a high position in an office acquires the dignity and the status of that position. Even if that position is removed the man never ceases to exist; he exists as an individual living being. When the Field of the matter is removed from the Knower of the Field what remains is the Knowing Principle, the Pure Knowledge.

Similarly, when the perishable is transcended what remains is not the Imperishable but that which played as the Perishable and Imperishable Purushas. This is the Pure Spirit, the Supreme Self which sustains the three worlds or the three states of experiences viz. waking, dreaming and deep sleep states of consciousness. The Self alone is the illuminator in all these three states of existence.

Thus there are no three types of Purushas - Perishable, Imperishable or Supreme. If a pot is kept in a room we feel that there are three different types of space, one completely differing from the other - Pot space, room space and the total space. But in fact there is only one space which can be understood if the factors conditioning or limiting the space are removed ie if the pot is broken and the room is dismantled. The unconditioned pot space and room space are nothing but the total space itself.

Thus the Consciousness is itself Perishable, Field in another form and as the knower of the Field the same Consciousness is the Imperishable Reality in the perishable conditionings. But when these conditionings are transcended the same Self is experienced as the Supreme Self - the Paramatman, Purushottama.

**yasmaat ksharam ateeto'hamaksharaadapi chottamah**

**ato'smi loke vede cha prathitah purushottamah // 15.18 //</br>
**As I transcend the perishable and am higher even than the Imperishable, I am celebrated as the Supreme Person, Purushottama, in the world and in the Vedas.**

The Lord explains here how He is the Purushottama, the Supreme Person. He says that Pure Consciousness is higher than both the Perishable and the Imperishable. The
Perishable can continue the process of change only against the Imperishable Truth as no change is perceptible without reference to a changeless factor. If the changes in the matter-body, mind and intellect- have to be recognized there must be something which is steady that illumines these changes. This constant factor among the perishable is called the Imperishable.

The illumining factor can be called Imperishable only when it is compared to the Perishable. Once the Perishable spheres are crossed over, the Imperishable Itself becomes the Pure Infinite which is Purushottama.

Since the Truth, Purushottama, is experienced only after transcending both Perishable and Imperishable, the Absolute Truth is known as the Highest Spirit, Purushottama. This term is used to indicate the Supreme Spirit both in the Vedas and by the men of the world.

FRUIT OF THAT KNOWLEDGE

yo maamevam asamoodho jaanaati purushottamam
sa sarvavidbhajati maam sarvabhaavena bhaarata // 15.19 //

He, who undeluded, knows Me thus as the Highest Purusha, he knowing all, worships Me with his whole being (heart) O Bharata.

The Lord tells the fruits gained by the one who realizes the Supreme Truth. Undeluded is the one who never looks upon the physical body as himself or as belonging to himself. To know means not only the intellectual comprehension but the subjective experience that he is the Purushottama- principle. Sri Krishna declares that such a seeker is the greatest of the devotees because such knowledge leads to devotion.

The Highest Spirit, Purushottama, being the Infinite Consciousness, is the all-knowner because he knows that the principle of Consciousness is behind all perception, feeling and thought.

iti guhyatamam shaastram idamuktam mayaanagha
etadbuddhwaa buddhimaan syaat kritakrityashcha bhaarata // 15.20 //

Thus this most secret science (teaching) has been taught by Me, O Sinless One. On knowing this, a man becomes wise and all his duties are accomplished, O Bharata.

In this concluding verse The Lord praises the Purushottama theme which gives liberation from all sorrows and agitations. He says that He taught this most secret science; secret because It (the spiritual science, Brahmavidya) is a knowledge that cannot come to any one of its own accord unless one is initiated into it by the Knower of Reality. The secret is also that Purushottama is the substratum of every thing. Sinless means the one with steady mind. The knowledge of the Self which gives emancipation from the cycle of births and deaths and freedom from the bonds of Karma is eulogized here.
He who has realized the Purushottama-state of Consciousness becomes wise in as much as he cannot thereafter make any error of judgment in his life creating confusion and sorrows all around. The second benefit is the enjoyment of a complete sense of fulfillment, the joy of accomplishing what is expected of him (achieving the goal of life which is realization of Brahman).

If this most profound teaching is understood it makes a man wise. After this there is nothing for him to learn or strive for. He has attained the goal of life and the aim of human existence. He has the complete knowledge of the Supreme Being and gets Brahma Jnana. He becomes Jivan Mukta, who is beyond body-consciousness, three Gunas, three states of consciousness- Waking, Dream and Deep Sleep - pairs of opposites and the cycle of births and deaths. There is no rebirth for him. When a person has realized the Self, he has discharged all the duties of his life.

This Chapter is the essence of the Gita, the Vedas and the Upanishads. It is generally recited before taking food as a mark of sacred offering to the Lord.

om tat sat iti srimadbhagavadgitaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade purushottama yogo naama panchadasho'dhyaayah ||

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the fifteenth discourse entitled The Yoga of the Supreme Spirit

Concepts and Issues

Sri Krishna describes Samsara or the created world, comparing it to an inverted tree. Its root which is on the top is Brahman, the Absolute. The three Gunas are its branches, the Vedas its leaves and the Vedic rituals are its subsidiary roots. They have spread out below. However it is not seen as such. Neither its origin, nor its end, nor its middle can be discerned. One has to cut this tree by the weapon of detachment and search for that by reaching which, there is no return to mundane existence.

One has to take refuge in that primeval person from which this tree of Samsara has emanated. Only those bereft of egoism, delusion and attachment, who are free from desires and pairs of opposites like pleasure and pain, who are devoted to The Lord, can attain that eternal abode. Neither the sun nor the moon nor the fire can light up that abode. After reaching it there is no return.

The Jiva or the individual soul is a little part of the Supreme Lord and eternal. While being born here, he attracts to himself the mind and the five organs of knowledge. While leaving the body he takes them away with him even as wind carries away the smell. The Jiva enjoys the sense objects through these sense organs and the mind. He is too subtle to be perceived by the ignorant whereas the wise do perceive him. The Yogis striving for perfection succeed in seeing him.
Sri Krishna says that He is The Lord, the Light of lights. It is He who supports the earth and He who sustains vegetation through the moon. It is again He that is responsible for the digestive process in the body, as the Vaisvanara fire. He is the spirit established in the hearts of all. He is the one sought by the Vedas. He is the creator of Vedanta.

In this world there are two Purushas or beings - Kshara, the perishable and the Akshara, the imperishable. But He is the Paramatman, the Supreme Self, the Purushottama, the Being par excellence, different and distinct from them and pervading all the three worlds. Whoever realizes Him as such, becomes omniscient and worships Him in all respects.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

In this Chapter the core teaching is that Sri Krishna (Brahman) alone exists in all names and forms, either movable or immovable objects of the universe. All the planets including the sun, the moon and the stars move and shine with a fraction of His energy. He alone exists as Consciousness in human beings in the physical, mental and intellectual levels. He who knows Him as the Supreme Purusha is the knower of all and worships Him with his whole heart. He who understands this secret knowledge becomes wise; all his doubts and sufferings in the world come to an end spontaneously and he becomes the performer of all the duties.

Points to Ponder

1. Why the Samsara is depicted as an inverted tree with its roots up?
2. What are the contributions of the Three Gunas towards the destruction of men?
3. Analyze the term Purushottama.
4. How can one reach the goal of human life - God Realisation?
5. Write short notes on:
   a. Kshara and Akshara
   b. Vaisvanara fire
   c. Kootastham
   d. Paramatma

Next time we shall take up Chapter 16
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Preamble

In this Chapter the entire mankind has been classified as the divinely (Good-Deva) and
the diabolical (Fallen-Asura). It enumerates their respective qualities and ways of
conduct.

The demoniac always live contrary to scriptural injunctions in agitation, sorrow and
bondage. With endless desires they go through the cycles of birth and death. The divine
conquer their desires. They live in peace and happiness until they reach the goal of
Enlightenment.

The purpose of this Chapter is that one may adopt the divine qualities and reject the
demoniac qualities after fully understanding their nature in the journey towards God-
realization. Hence this Chapter is designated as “Yoga of the Division between the
Divine and the Demoniacal Traits”. Lord Krishna brings out quite clearly the intimate
connection between ethics and spirituality, between a life of virtue and God realization
and liberation.

Listing two sets of qualities of opposite kinds, the Lord urges us to eradicate the latter
and cultivate the divine qualities. What kind of nature should one develop? What conduct
must one follow? What way should one live and act if one must attain God and obtain
divine bliss? These questions are answered with perfect clarity and very definitely.

The Text

TRAITS OF DIVINE NATURE

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

abhayam sattwasamshuddhih jnaanayogavyavasthitih
daanam damashcha yajnashcha swaadhyaayastapa aarjavam // 16.1 //

Sri Bhagavan said

Fearlessness, purity of heart, steadfastness in knowledge and Yoga, charity , control of
the senses, sacrifice, study of scriptures, austerity and straightforwardness,

The Lord had earlier described in Chapter 13 verses 7-11 twenty values of life. Here He
enumerates the nobler traits in a cultured man who lives those twenty values of life.
Fearlessness - abhayaam - comes first in these Divine Qualities. Fear is the expression of ignorance and when there is knowledge there is fearlessness.

Purity of heart - honesty of intentions and purity of motives.

Steadfastness in Knowledge and Yoga - Ethical purity can not be brought about when the mind is turned outward. Only when it is turned inward it can renounce worldly desires. Devotion to knowledge is the positive way to persuade the mind to leave all low temptations and make it aware to the joys of the Self.

Charity, Restraint of the Senses and Sacrifice - These are the techniques by which steady devotion to knowledge is cultivated. Oneness between the giver and the recipient is the basis of real charity. It is the capacity to restrain one's instinct of acquisition and attachment to wealth and replacing it with the spirit of sacrifice and sharing. Charity can be at the level of head and heart also and need not be merely at the material level. Sharing with others our sympathy and kindness and to distribute one's knowledge are also charities. Restraint of the sense organs is the saving of energy for the higher purposes of meditation.

Study of the scriptures - It implies not only the regular study of scriptural texts but also the practice of their teachings.

Austerity - It means the denial of sensual requirements and concentrating on the divine.

Straightforwardness - Avoidance of crookedness in thoughts, words and actions.

These ethical qualities, if pursued sincerely, will contribute to the discovery of the Divine in oneself.

ahimsaa satyamakrodhas tyaaghah shaantirapaishunam
dayaa bhooteshvaloluptwam maardavam hreerachaapalam // 16.2 //

Harmlessness, truth, absence of anger, renunciation, peacefulness, absence of crookedness, compassion towards beings, uncovetousness, gentleness, modesty, absence of fickleness.

Harmlessness - This connotes not as much physical non-injury as avoidance of injury in the thought process itself because in the world of living physical injury in some form or the other to another can not be avoided. But in so living one can always maintain pure and clean motives in which case the harm caused is not an injury.

Truth is explained under straightforwardness in the previous verse.

Absence of anger - It is the capacity to check anger as it arises and manifests in actions under its influence.

Renunciation - Without renunciation an even temper can not be maintained.

Peacefulness - Keeping a balance in the midst of stormy conditions of life.
Absence of crookedness - Honesty of conviction and avoiding double-talk, full of devotion, love and sincerity to others.

Compassion towards beings - Recognising the imperfections in others and loving them.

Uncovetousness - Remaining in self-control over sense enjoyments.

Gentleness and modesty - This is the result of an individual's good training.

Absence of fickleness - Economy of physical energy in any activity.

\textit{tejah kshamaa dhritih shauchamadroho naatimaanitaa}  
\textit{bhavanti sampadam daiveem abhijaatasya bhaarata} // 16.3 //

Vigor, forgiveness, fortitude, purity, absence of hatred, and absence of pride - these belong to the one born in a Divine State, O Bharata.

Vigor - This is not of the physical structure of the body but the brilliance of the seeker's intellect, his peaceful nature, quietitude in his activities and his love for all.

Forgiveness - It implies unruffled serenity even in the face of powerful oppositions and provoking situations in life.

Fortitude - Strength of faith, conviction of the goal, consistency of purpose, vivid perception of the ideal and the spirit of sacrifice in the task undertaken.

Purity - Purity of thoughts and motives, purity of environments, cleanliness of habits and personal belongings.

Non-hatred - It implies not only absence of hatred but also absence of even a vague desire to injure any living creature.

Absence of pride - Leaving the sense of one's own over exaggerated pride and notions of self honor and importance.

The twenty six qualities described above give a complete picture of the man of Divine State. They serve as a guide to all those who are in search of a right way of living and endeavor to become perfect.

Sri Krishna now starts the description of a man of demoniac (Asuric) nature in the following verses. It should, however, be born in mind that human race is not divided into two exclusive categories; many beings partake of the natures of both. Nothing is wholly good or wholly evil.
DEMONIAC TRAITS

dambho darpo'bhimaanashcha krodhah paarushyameva cha
ajnaanam chaabhijaatasya paartha sampadamaasureem // 16.4 //

Hypocrisy, arrogance, self-conceit, anger and also harshness and ignorance, belong to one who is born in a demoniacal state, O Partha.

Hypocrisy - Pretending to be righteous but living in unrighteous way of life.

Arrogance - Pride in one's learning, wealth, social status or family connections thereby living in imagined self-importance. This leads to self-conceit.

Anger - When a person of self-conceit looks at the world and finds that its estimate of him is totally different from his own he becomes angry over everything around him which leads to audacity.

All these qualities arise from one's own self-assessment out of self-delusion and ignorance about the scheme of life in the world around him. This ignorance of oneself and his relationship with the world around is the cause of his revolt against his environment and the resultant eccentric actions. These types of people are called demoniac or asuric in contrast to the Daivic or Divinely described earlier. The effect of these two types is discussed now.

THERES RESPECTIVE RESULTS

daivee sampadvimokshaaya nibhandhaayaasuree mataa
maa shuchah sampadam daiveem abhijaato'si paandava // 16.5 //

The divine nature leads to liberation and the demoniacal for bondage. Grieve not, O Arjuna, for you are born with divine properties.

After hearing the features of the Divine and Demoniac natures Arjuna starts wondering where he stands. Hence The Lord assures him that he is born with Divine qualities.

He reiterates that Divine nature is for liberation - liberation from the psychological entanglements through living these healthy values of righteousness. As a contrast to this Demoniac nature leads to confusion and sorrow preventing one from rising high in the spiritual and moral fields.

Sri Krishna analyses the diabolically fallen or people of demoniac nature in more details in the following verses.

NATURE OF THE DEMONIAC PEOPLE

dwau bhootasargau loke'smin daiva aasura eva cha
daivo vistarashah proktah aasuram paartha me shrinu // 16.6 //
There are two types of beings in this world - the divine and the demoniac; the divine has been described at length; hear from Me, O Arjuna, of the demoniac.

pravrittim cha nivrittim cha janaa na viduraasurah

na shaucham naapi chaachaarlo na satyam teshu vidyate // 16.7 //

The demoniac do not know about the way of action or the way of renunciation; neither purity nor right conduct nor truth is found in them.

asatyamapratishtham te jagadaahuraneeshwaram
aparasparasambhootam kimanyat kaamahaitukam // 16.8 //

They say 'this Universe is without truth, without a (moral) basis, without a God, brought about by mutual union with lust for its cause, what else'?

The devilish personality is incapable of deciding about the actions to be pursued and those to be avoided. He does not possess outer cleanliness or inward harmony. Good conduct is absent in him. He can not maintain truthfulness in his words.

They fail to recognize the truth that upholds the Universe ie they do not recognize the eternal unchanging Reality behind the ever-changing flux of things. According to them there is no commanding intelligence that orders, regulates, determines and guides the happenings in the world. They believe that the universe is formed as a result of mutual combination of the elements and the driving force that determines the creation is nothing but lust.

etaam drishtimavashtabhya nashtaatmaano'lpaabuddhayah
prabhavantyugrakarmaanah kshayaaya jagato'hitaah // 16.9 //

Holding this view, these ruined souls of small intellects and fierce deeds, come forth as enemies of the world for its destruction.

Believing that the world has no substratum, that there is no controlling power and that it exists and continues on the basis of lust, the devilish people with selfish sense-gratifying intellect and ruined soul ie ignorant of their own Divine nature perform fierce deeds. They carry out all sorts of licentious acts to the detriment of the world at large ultimately leading to the destruction of the world itself. They bring about a discordant note of disharmony in the community and plunge the world into disaster.

kaamamaashritya dushpooram dambhamaanamadaanvitaah
mohaadgriheetvaasadagraahaan pravartante shuchivrataah // 16.10 //

Filled with insatiable desires, full of hypocrisy, pride and arrogance, holding evil ideas through delusion, they work with impure resolves.
Given to desire - Yielding to desires devilish persons lead a life of perpetual suffering and endless disturbances in and around them as all their desires are insatiable. They are full of hypocrisy, pride and arrogance. They are the victims of their own delusion because they forget their divine nature by identifying themselves with the unreal things and values of life.

When all these negative tendencies rule over the demoniac people their actions in the world can not but be the cause for disaster and destruction to others.

**chintamaparimeyaam cha pralayaantaamupaashritaah**

**kaamopabhogaparamaa etavaditi nishchitaah // 16.11 //**

*Giving themselves over to immeasurable cares ending only with death, regarding gratification of lust as their highest aim and feeling sure that it is all.*

**aashaapaashatairbaddhaah kaamakrodhaparaayanaah**

**eehante kaamabhogaartha manyaayenaarthasanchayaan // 16.12 //**

*Bound by hundreds of ties of desire, given over to lust and anger, they strive to amass by unjust means hoards of wealth for sensual enjoyment.*

This materialistic doctrine which states

“**yavad jivet sukham jivet rnam krtva ghrtam pibet |**

**bhasmibhutasya dehasya punar aagamanam kutah ||**

“Eat, drink and be merry, for death is certain and there is nothing beyond”.

Such desperate men with all anxieties and cares lead a futile life. Struggling to acquire the desired objects and to be anxious for preserving what is acquired are all the cares of their lives. Satisfaction of lust is their highest goal. Their firm conviction is that there is nothing beyond this in life. They do not know what is peace, harmony and joy in life. According to them sorrows and cares alone are the contents of life. Ultimately they end in miserable death, exhausted and disappointed.

Entangled by insatiable desires, the energies of demoniac persons get dissipated. They become restless and impatient with their surroundings and lose their sense of judgment.

Irritated and constantly unhappy with their environment, they become angry over unfulfilled desires. They ceaselessly try to acquire more and more wealth to satisfy their sensual hunger losing sight of a diviner principle of existence.

**idamadya mayaa labdhamimam praapsye manoratham**

**idamasteedamapi me bhavishyati punardhanam // 16.13 //**
This has been gained by me today; this desire I shall obtain; this is mine and this wealth shall also be mine in future.

asau mayaa hatah shatrur hanishye chaaparaanapi
eeshwarohamaham bhogee siddhooham balavaan sukhee // 16.14 //

That enemy has been slain by me and others also I shall slay. I am the Lord; I enjoy; I am perfect, powerful and happy.

aadhyobhijanavaanasmi konyosti sadrisho mayaa
yakshye daasyaami modishya ityajnaanavimohitaah // 16.15 //

I am rich and born in a noble family. Who else is equal to me? I will sacrifice. I will give charity. I will rejoice - thus deluded by ignorance.

anekachittavibhraantaah mohajaalasamaavritaah prasaktaah
kaamabhogeshu patanti narake'shuchau // 16.16 //

Bewildered by many a fancy, entangled in the meshes of delusion, addicted to the gratification of lust, they fall into a foul hell.

Such persons live in constant consciousness of what has been acquired and always exert to acquire more and more wealth of the world. As desires are insatiable, they remain in perpetual disappointment and thirst for unlimited possessions.

They always raise the cry of success claiming themselves to be the lord and victor of all their enemies. They boast themselves to be perfect, powerful, healthy, wealthy and happy.

They look down upon the world with conceit, vanity and contempt and entertain the hope of rejoicing in the world. Sri Krishna says that these people are deluded by their ignorance.

In short, such people fall into hell because of a) their fanciful egocentric ideas b) their judgment and discrimination getting eclipsed by delusion and false values and c) their addiction to sense gratification.

aatmasambhaavitaah stabdhaa dhanamaanamadaanvitaah
yajante naamayajnaaiste dambhenaavidhipoorvakam // 16.17 //

Self-conceited, stubborn, filled with the pride and intoxication of wealth, they perform sacrifices in name, out of ostentation, contrary to scriptural ordinances.

ahankaaram balam darpam kaamam krodham cha samshritaah
mam aatmaparadeheshu pradwishanto'bhyasooyakaah // 16.18 //
Given over to egoism, power, and pride and also to lust and anger, these malicious people hate Me in their own bodies and those of others.

taanaham dwishatah krooraan samsareshu naraadhamaan
kshipaamyajastram ashubhaan aasureeshweva yonishu // 16.19 //

These cruel haters, the worst among men in the world - I hurl these evil doers for ever into the wombs of demons only.

Sri Krishna describes the characteristics of the demoniac people. He states that the spirit of selfless effort in the service of mankind is the greatest Yagna ie work is to be considered as worship. The Demoniac people because of their very personality are incapable of selfless service and whatever they do as sacrifice is merely an act influenced by their sensuality, arrogance and false values of life. As a result of this sorrow only ensues. Such men continue to fall lower and lower each day. They are full of egoism, brute strength, arrogance, passion and anger. A person of this kind of attitude would ignore the sanctity of life, become malignant and because of egoism would hate The Lord Himself or the Paramatman in his own body and those of the others. They will hate to seek the Self.

These people are called as the worst among the men in the world. They are malicious against the dignity of themselves and cruel to the people around. Hence Sri Krishna assuming the role of the Law of Action and Reaction orders such people again and again to be born in the Asuric environments till such time as they realize their follies.

aasureem yonimaapannaa moodhaa janmani janmani
maamapraapyaiva kaunteya tato yantyaadhamaam gatim // 16.20 //

Entering into demoniacal wombs and deluded in birth after birth, not attaining Me, they thus fall, O Kaunteya, into a condition still lower than that.

THE TRIPLE GATE OF HELL

trividham narakasyedam dwaaram naashanamaatmanah kaamah
krodhastathaab lobhasmadetattrayam tyajet // 16.21 //

Triple is the gate of this hell, destructive of the Self -lust, anger and greed- therefore, one should abandon these three.

etairvimuktah kaunteya tamodwaaraistribhirnarah
aacharatyaatmanah shreyas tato yaati paraam gatim // 16.22 //

A man who is liberated from these three gates to darkness, O Kaunteya, practices what is good for him and thus goes to the Supreme goal.
Sri Krishna says that an individual having repeatedly reached the Asuric environments, life after life, fails to realize the Infinite Self. They never climb higher in their culture and sink to the bottom most level in their evolution and thus complete their fall.

The Lord advises how even the one who has fallen so hopelessly can improve his spiritual evolution. He says that there are three gateways to hell viz. desire, anger and greed. These characteristics are corollary to each other. He emphasizes that these three evils must be abandoned if one wants to rise up in the ladder of spirituality.

The Lord says that the one who has abandoned these three gateways to darkness will steadily progress towards the life's goal. He will be practicing what is good for him; good in the sense that which not only brings happiness to the practitioner but also contributes much to the well being of the others around him. Progressing thus in the right direction such an individual goes to the Supreme, reaches the goal of life.

**SCRIPTURES, THE CANON FOR DUTY**

*yah shastravidhimutsrijya vartate kaamakaaratah*

*na sa siddhimavaapnoti na sukham na paraam gatim // 16.23 //*

*He, who has cast aside the ordinances of the scriptures, acts under the impulse of desire, attains neither perfection nor happiness nor the Supreme goal.*

Scriptures need not mean the ritualistic ones but they mean the texts discussing the theory of Truth - *Brahma Vidya*. A seeker should renounce desire, anger and greed. Anger is the result when fulfillment of desire is obstructed and greed is the consequence of satisfaction of one desire.

Sri Krishna warns that if one were not to obey the life advocated in the scriptures he will live a life of restless agitations and passions. Such a man cannot feel any happiness or attain any cultural development.

*tasmaat shaastram pramaanam te kaaryakaaryavyavasthitau jnaatwaa shastra vidhaanoktam karma kartumihaarhasi // 16.24 //*

*Therefore, let the scriptures be the authority in determining what ought to be done and what ought not to be done. Having known what is said in the ordinance of the scriptures you should act here in this world.*

The seeker should therefore follow the authority of the scriptures in conducting his way of life as to what is to be pursued and what is to be avoided. Sri Krishna concludes with the command that having known the scriptural injunctions regarding the right way of living, one should act here and now without desire, anger or greed.

The drive of desire must be displaced by the knowledge of right action, but when the supreme end of the freedom of spirit is attained, the individual acts not from instinct, not from law but from a deep insight into the spirit of all life.
Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the sixteenth discourse entitled The Yoga of the Division Between the Divine and the Demoniacal Traits.

Concepts and Issues

Sri Krishna discusses those traits of character that make a person divine or demoniac, since the former leads to liberation whereas the latter leads to bondage. The list of divine traits comprises of 26 qualities, the chief ones being: fearlessness, purity of mind, self control, Scriptural studies, austerity, non-violence, and truth, spirit of renunciation, compassion, forgiveness and absence of pride.

The other list of demoniac traits consists of six vices: hypocrisy, vainglory, egoism, anger, harsh speech and ignorance of higher values.

Then the description of the demoniac persons and their way of life follows. They know neither the performance of good works nor the need to withdraw from the evil ones. They have neither purity nor truth. They consider lust as the sole cause of creation. Being addicted to it, they out of delusion, try to get unholy things. They boast about their wealth or works and take pleasure in destroying their enemies. They dislike The Lord who is the Self of all beings. Such persons are thrown by The Lord into abominable births.

The gateway to hell that ultimately causes self-destruction is threefold: lust, anger and greed. One who is free from these attains the highest abode. But, for this, one has to act according to the scriptures withSraddha or faith.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

This Chapter teaches that everyone should analyze himself and find out the undesirable traits in one's own character and rectify them then and there with discrimination and introspection. For this one must be true to oneself and be a witness of the mental functions. Then alone one can know whether the thoughts and actions will prove to be instruments of self-development.

RELEVANCE OF THIS CHAPTER

“In Indian religious symbolism, the distinction between the devas, the shining ones, and the asuras, the children of darkness is an ancient one. In the Rig Veda we have the struggle between the Gods and the Rakshasas. The Ramayana represents a similar conflict between the representatives of high culture and those of unbridled egoism. The
Maha Bharata tells of the struggle between the Pandavas who are devotees of dharma, of law and justice and the Kauravas, who are the lovers of power.

Historically mankind remains remarkably true to type, and we have today as in the period of the Maha Bharata some men who are divinely good, some who are diabolically fallen and some who are damnably indifferent. These are the possible developments of men who are more or less like us. The devas and asuras are both born of prajapati. (Chhandogya Upanishad I.2.i.)”. Dr.S.Radhakrishnan.

Is the world we live in at present any different with all its multi-pronged fight against terrorism, scams, man-made disasters, trade wars, territorial aggressions, gross injustice etc.? The guidelines set forth in this Chapter will certainly help us to know where we are heading for and provide us tools to take corrective steps, if one cares to improve himself.

Points to Ponder

1. Comment on the three vices: Desire, Anger and Greed. Why they have to be conquered?
2. Why one should follow the rules laid down in the scriptures?

Next time we shall take up Chapter 17
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Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 17

Shraddhaa Traya Vibhaaga Yogah:

Yoga of the Division of the Threefold Faith
TNSethumadhavan

Preamble

At the end of the previous Chapter it was stated that he who discards the scriptural injunctions and acts according to the promptings of his desires cannot attain the highest knowledge. Arjuna had a doubt about the fate of those who worship with faith but who do not know the scriptures or are indifferent to their rules. For an average man it is difficult to be proficient in the knowledge of scriptural codes to guide his living although he has sufficient faith or Shraddhaa to lead a nobler way of life as enunciated in the scriptures.

Hence this Chapter deals with the questions whether it is sufficient if one lives with faith for a life of good conduct or is it necessary that he must know the scriptures in order that his faith will be subservient to the injunctions laid down in the scriptures. In short, the question raised by Arjuna is whether even without the knowledge of the Sastras, blind faith alone can take the seeker far.

Shraddhaa is that powerful force from within propelled by which all the faculties of a person act in their respective fields. It gives direction to a man's determination and endows him with character.

Instead of giving a direct clarification to Arjuna's doubts, Sri Krishna gives an analysis of the concept of 'faith' as obtained in the various fields of man's endeavors viz.

1. his physical indulgence (Ahara)
2. his dedicated activities (Yagna)
3. his self-denial (Tapas)
4. his charity (Dana)

He explains that faith is of three different types depending upon the nature of temperaments (Gunas) which an individual entertains in him. He concludes that the actions of those who are devoid of faith are as good as not done.

Since three types of faith have been expounded in this chapter it is called “Yoga of the Division of the Threefold Faith”.

The Text

arjuna uvaacha

ye shastraavidhimutsriya yajante shraddhaayaanvitaah
tesham nishtha tu kaa krishna sattvamaaho rajas tamah // 17.1 //
Arjuna said

O Krishna, what is the condition of those who, neglecting the ordinances of the scriptures, perform sacrifices with faith? Is it that of Sattva, Rajas, or Tamas?

Neglecting the ordinances of the scriptures: To an ordinary man who is ever full of anxieties and confusions of daily activities, planning his life as directed in the scriptures is somewhat difficult. But a sincere seeker may have a faith in the higher way of life and devotion to ideals preached in the scriptures.

Perform sacrifice with faith: The word sacrifice includes all selfless activities undertaken by an individual for the general welfare of the society.

What Arjuna wants to know is whether these selfless activities undertaken with detachment and faith by those who do not willfully defy the rules of scriptures but are ignorant of them, come under the category of unactivity (Sattva) or of activity (Rajas) or of inactivity (Tamas).

The answer given by The Lord is an exhaustive analysis of the three types of faith involved in all human endeavors.

THREE KINDS OF FAITH

sri bhagavaan uvaacha

trividhaa bhavati shraddhaaa dehinaam saa swabhaavajaa
saatvikee raajasee chaiva taamasee cheti taam shrinu // 17.2 //

Sri Bhagavan said

Threefold is the faith of the embodied, which is inherent in their nature - the Sattvic, the Rajasic and the Tamasic. Hear now about it.

Faith inherent in nature: The nature of man consists of his latent tendencies created by his actions, good or bad, in his previous lives. The faith of each man takes the shape, color, and quality given to it by his nature, svabhava, the stuff of his being, his innate substance. Man acts according to his nature; he cannot easily change it. One can transform a worldly nature into a spiritual nature only with the help of insight gained through the study of the scriptures with an indomitable determination. This faith is of three types viz., the Sattvic, the Rajasic and the Tamasic.

sattvaanuroopaa sarvasya shraddhaaa bhavati bhaarata
shraddhaaamayo'yam purusho yo yacchraaddhah sa eva sah // 17.3 //

The faith of every individual is in accordance with his nature, O Bharata. Man is the nature of his faith; as a man's faith is, so is he.

The Lord says that faith is of three kinds viz. Sattva - the divine, the good, Rajas - the undivine, the passionate and Tamas - the diabolic, the dull. Faith is not acceptance of a belief. It is striving after self-realization by concentrating the powers of the mind on a
given ideal. It governs our view of life which in turn conditions our desires, thoughts and actions. It is the pressure of the Spirit on humanity. It is the force that urges humanity towards what is better, not only in the order of knowledge but in the whole order of spiritual life.

The goals which religions offer prove effective according to one's faith in them. Hence an individual's physical activities, psychological behavior and intellectual maturity are controlled by the kind of faith entertained by him. If one's faith is of wrong type the expressions of his personality would also be erroneous.

The word 'shraddhaaa' usually translated as 'faith' is not a mechanical belief or acceptance of the words of a holy man or a book. It is an affirmative and reverent attitude toward supersensuous truths. Through faith a man is intuitively convinced of the existence of the Reality underlying the universe and his capacity for realizing that Reality. It is not imposed from outside, but is produced by the tendencies that are the results of his past actions. The intensity of this faith accounts for the passion he pursues an undertaking. This faith is a man's appeal to himself or to something present and compelling in him or in universal reality for his way to fullness and perfection.

So a man is made of his faith; he is that faith and that faith is he. The truth he sees is determined for him by his faith. If a man's innate tendencies are characterized by sattva, then his faith will direct him to the pursuit of knowledge and happiness. If they are characterized by rajas, then his faith will direct him to the pursuit of action ending in pain and suffering. If it is characterized by tamas, then his faith will lead him to ignorance and delusion.

\textit{yajante saatwikaa devaanyaksharakshaamsi raajasaa}

\textit{pretaan bhootaganaamshchaanye yajante taamasaa janaah} // 17.4 //

The Sattvic or pure men worship the gods; the Rajasic or the passionate worship the Yakshas and the Rakshasas; the others (the Tamasic or the deluded) worship the ghosts and the hosts of nature-spirits.

Worship means offering one's devotion at some altar or the other and seeking a fulfillment from the benefit accrued from his invocations.

Men of Sattvic temperament, because of their serene composure and tranquil disposition seek their fulfillment at an altar of Divinity indicating their impulses.

Rajasic people who are men of action and ambition worship the demi-gods.

The Tamasic people worship the dead spirits to satisfy their lower urges.

Thus the choice of an altar depends upon the quality of urges or the kind of Shraddhaa in a devotee and this Shraddhaa is the effect of his own Guna or temperament predominating in him.
Those men who practice terrific austerities not enjoined by the scriptures, given to hypocrisy and egoism impelled by the force of lust and attachment,

Senseless, torturing all the elements in the body and Me also, who dwell in the body, you know these to be of demoniacal resolves.

The wrong way of worshipping at an altar is described here. No spiritual enlightenment can be expected in wasting one's energy in wrong channels in the name of religion. Sri Krishna says that physical persecution of one's own body and self-denial would not constitute an austerity following which one would expect spiritual unfoldment and inner personality development. Some people undertake severe austerities merely as a show out of egoism and hypocrisy with a view to satisfy their lustful desires and attachment to worldly objects.

Even if such people gain anything out of such austerities they will only misuse their new found strength for wrongful purposes and ultimately destroy themselves. These people belong to Asuric type. Such unintelligent practices oppress the bodily elements and also oppress the Self or the Divine Lord within. Intelligent control is Tapas but not cruel self-torture.

The food also which is dear to each is threefold, as also sacrifice, austerity and alms giving. You hear the distinction of these.

The temperamental influences which govern the mind, thought and actions of a man are enumerated here. The Lord analyses one's inward nature and consequent outward expressions when one is under the influence of any one particular Guna.

The choice of food, friends, and types of emotions entertained and the view of life in general are all indicative of the type to which the seeker belongs. In the choice of one's food, in the type of sacrifices one will make, in the kind of Tapas one will indulge and in the quality of charity one will make, any one of the three types of faith can be discernible.
The foods which promote life, purity, strength, health, joy and cheerfulness, which are sweet, soft, nourishing and agreeable are dear to the Sattvic people.

Sattvic persons like the food which increases vitality, supplies energy, enhances strength to resist temptations from the sense objects, provides health, augments joy and inward cheerfulness.

\[ \text{katvamla lavanaatyushna teekshna rooksha vidaahinah aahaaraah} \]
\[ \text{raajasasyeshtaa duhkhashokaamayapradahaah // 17.9 //} \]

The foods that are bitter, sour, saltish, excessively hot, dry, pungent and burning producing pain, grief and disease are liked by the Rajasic.

Rajasic men to fulfill their uncontrolled passions desire food that has strong qualities like bitterness, sourness, hot, pungent etc. Although such food produces good amount of energy ultimately it leads to a life full of pain, grief and disease.

\[ \text{yaatayaamam gatarasam pooti paryushitam cha yat} \]
\[ \text{ucchishtamapi chaamedhyam bhojanam taamasapriyam // 17.10 //} \]

That which is stale, tasteless, putrid, rotten, refuse and impure is the food liked by the Tamasic.

The kind of diet we take has its influence on our power of self control.

THREE KINDS OF SACRIFICE

\[ \text{aphalaakaangkhibhir yajno vidhidrishto ya ijuvate} \]
\[ \text{yashtavyameviti manah samaadhaaya sa saatwikah // 17.11 //} \]

That sacrifice which is offered by men without desire for reward, as enjoined by the ordinance (scriptures), with a firm faith that sacrifice is a duty, is Sattvic or pure.

“The Yajna of the Gita is not the same as the ceremonial sacrifice of the Vedas. It is sacrificial action without expectation of any reward by which man dedicates his wealth and deeds to the service of the One Life in all. People with such a sacrificial spirit will accept even death gladly, though unjustly meted out to them so that the world may grow through their sacrifice. Good people maintain the world through their suffering and sacrifice”. Dr.S.Radhakrishnan.

\[ \text{abhisandhaaya tu phalam damphaarthamapi chaiva yat} \]
\[ \text{ijyate bharatashreshtha tam yajnam viddhi raajasam // 17.12 //} \]

The sacrifice which is offered, O Arjuna, seeking a reward and for ostentation, you know that to be a Rajasic Yajna.
In order to get some chosen result some people perform actions, while some others do so merely for show and to satisfy their vanity. These acts do not constitute Divine act nor can they bring about inward cheer or peace. Such sacrifices are termed Rajasika.

vidhiheenam asrishtaannam mantraheenam adakshinam
shraddhaavirahitam yajnam taamasam parichakshate // 17.13 //

They declare that sacrifice to be Tamasic, which is contrary to the ordinances of the scriptures, in which no food is distributed, which is devoid of Mantras and gifts and which is devoid of faith.

Disregarding all the requirements laid down in the scriptures, acting against all Vedic injunctions ie acts which are against all the principles of right living belong to the lowest type. These actions in which food is not distributed ie where no sharing of wealth with others takes place, where rituals are conducted without Mantras and without Dakshina or distribution of reward are all Tamasika.

The distribution of food and the payment of the fee are symbolic of help to others without which all work is self-centered.

THREE KINDS OF PENANCE

devadwijagurupraajna poojanam shauchamarjavam
brahmacharyamahimsaa cha shaareeram tapa uchyate // 17.14 //

Worship of the Gods, the twice born, the teachers and the wise, purity, straightforwardness, celibacy and non-injury - these are called the austerities of the body.

anudwegakaram vaakyam satyam priyahitam cha yat
swaadhyaayaabhyaasanan chaiva vaangmayam tapa uchyate // 17.15 //

Speech which gives no offence, which is truthful, pleasant and beneficial, the practice of the study of the Vedas is called austerity of speech.

manahprasaadah saumyatwam maunamamatinigrahah
bhaavasamshuddhirityetat tapo maanasamuchyate // 17.16 //

Serenity of mind, good heartedness, silence, self-control, purity of nature - this is called the mental austerity.

These three verses explain what Tapas really means and classify Tapas pursued by different types of people.

Devotion and reverence to the ideals represented in the Deva, the Deity, lived by the Twice-Born, Brahmans and preached by the Gurus and recommended by the wise is an act of worship. Such acts of worship, external and inward purity, straightforwardness in
the dealings with others, control of the mind from sense enjoyments in order to concentrate on the Supreme Brahman and avoiding all acts of injuring others are all called austerities of the body or bodily asceticism.

Here Tapas or austerity means not merely a life of self-denial but an intelligent method of living in the right relationship with the world of objects thereby avoiding wastage of energies and utilizing such energy in creative fields of spiritual enquiry.

Speech or the spoken words which cause no disturbances in others, which are true, sincere, agreeable and beneficial to others, careful study and reflection over the scriptures are all called austerity in speech. This implies the investing of the energies of speech in the study and reflection of the teachings of the scriptures.

The five noble values of life mentioned in verse 16 constitute austerity of the mind. They are:

- Serenity of mind - this is the result of one's healthy relationship with the world outside
- Kindness or good heartedness - a feeling of warmth towards all
- Silence - this is not only non-speaking but an inward noiseless calm wherein no passions and desires are generated
- Self control - controlling of lower nature within us
- Purity of nature or honesty of motive - the motivating factor for any action should be noble and divine.

These three verses depict the picture of what are true Tapas. Tapas pursued by people of different Gunas give different results. In the following verses the different kinds of Tapas based on the different Gunas of the Tapaswins are discussed.

\[ shraddhaayaa parayaa taptam tapastattrvidham naraih \]
\[ aphalaakaangkshibhiryuktaih saattwikam parichakshate // 17.17 // \]

This threefold austerity practiced by steadfast men with the utmost faith, desiring no reward, they call Sattvic.

\[ satkaaramaanapoojaartham tapo dambhena chaiva yat kriyate \]
\[ tadiha proktam raajasam chalamadhruvam // 17.18 // \]

The austerity which is practiced with the object of gaining respect, honor and reverence and with hypocrisy is said to be Rajasic, unstable and transitory.

\[ moodhagraahenaatmano yat peedayaa kriyate tapah \]
\[ parasyotsaadanaarthaam vaa tattaamasamudaahritam // 17.19 // \]

The austerity which is practiced out of a foolish notion, with self-torture or for the purpose of destroying another, is declared to be Tamasic.
These three types of austerities viz. of body, speech, and mind if practiced by men of harmonious nature with no attachment for their rewards and with utmost faith and sincerity are called Sattvic type. If these austerities are practiced with a view to gain respect, honor and reverence and with vanity and ostentation they are called Rajasic. Sri Krishna says that such a kind of Tapas is unstable and transitory which will only result in unproductive and painful self denials. Tapas undertaken with a foolish obstinacy involving self torture and not knowing its aim and indulging in destroying others is of the lowest kind. These misconceived, wrongly practiced austerities undertaken by anyone for bringing about sorrow and discomfort to others and to himself is considered as Tamasic.

THREE KINDS OF CHARITY

daatavyamiti yad daanam deeyanupaakaarine
deshe kaale cha paatre cha tad daanam saatwikam smritam // 17.20 //
That gift which is given to one who does nothing in return, knowing it to be a duty to give, in a fit place and time, to a worthy person, that gift is held to be Sattvic.

yattu pratyupaakaaraartham phalamuddishya vaa punah
deeyste cha pariklishtam taddaanam raajasam smritam // 17.21 //
And that gift which is made with a view to receiving something in return or looking for a reward or given reluctantly is said to be Rajasic.

adeshakaale yaddaanam apaatrebhyashcha deeyate
deeyste cha pariklishtam taddaanam raajasam smritam // 17.22 //
The gift which is given at the wrong place and time to unworthy persons, without respect or with insult, is declared to be Tamasic.

Now three kinds of charity is discussed. That gift which is given to some one out of conviction that it is an act that has to be done is the right kind of charity. Even if the recipient of the charity does no service in return, the giver of charity does not to make any discrimination among the recipients. The gift is to be made with a right faith, to the worthy person, in the right time and in the right place. Charity must come from within and out of one's heart. This is of Sattvic type.

That gift which is given with the hope of getting some benefit in return or looking forward to some reward or given with reluctance is Rajasic type.

Gifts which are made at the wrong place and time to an unworthy person with contempt and with no respect are said to be of Tamasic type.

THE MYSTICAL UTTERENCE, OM TAT SAT, PURIFIES ALL ACTIONS

om tatsaditi nirdesho brahmanas trividhah smritah braahmanaastena
vedaashcha yajnaashcha vihitaah puraa // 17.23 //
`OM TAT SAT' - this is considered to be the threefold symbol of Brahman. By this were ordained of old the Brahmanas, the Vedas and the sacrifices.

Om Tat Sat is a sentence of three words, each denoting one of the aspects of the Reality.

¾ `OM' represents the Transcendental and the Pure Self, Absolute and Unborn which is the substratum upon which the projections of the body, mind and intellect are maintained.

¾ `Tat' indicates the Eternal Goal, the Changeless and the Ever-Perfect, that from which everything has come, in which everything exists and into which everything merges back in the end.

¾ `Sat' means existence, the principle functioning through all things.

Invoking this sentence purifies all our activities and motives behind them. When invoked in ritualism it removes all defects in the worship, it being the name for Brahman.

The Eternal Reality indicated in the triple nomenclature of Brahman `Om Tat Sat' is the source from which all castes, the Vedas and Sacrifices commenced. All super impositions arise from, exist on and disappear into that which is their own substratum, the Brahman.

tasmaadomityudaahritya yajnadaanatapahkriyaah
pravartante vidhaanoktaah satatam brahmavaadinaam // 17.24 //

Therefore, with the utterance of OM the acts of gift, sacrifice and austerity enjoined in the scriptures are always begun by the expounders of Brahman.

tadityanabhisandhaaya phalam yajnatapah kriyaah daanakriyaashcha
vividhaah kriyante mokshakaangkshibhih // 17.25 //

And with the utterance of the word `Tat' the acts of sacrifice and austerity and the various acts of giving are performed by the seekers of salvation without aiming at any reward.

sadbhaave saadhubhaave cha sadityetatprayujuyte
prashaste karmani tathaac sacchabdah paartha yujuyte // 17.26 //

The word `Sat' is used in the sense of Reality and of goodness and so also, O Partha, it is used in the sense of an auspicious act.

The context in which the terms - Om, Tat, Sat - have to be used is explained here. Sri Krishna says that when the acts of sacrifice, gift and austerity are undertaken by the seekers the term OM is to be uttered to cherish in the mind the divine awareness of the supremacy of the Infinite. This adds purpose and meaning to all our acts of sacrifice, charity and austerity by freeing the mind from the egocentric attachments.
Liberation means liberation of our personality from its physical, emotional and intellectual attachments. Once liberated the human personality realizes the Divinity in itself. One who endeavors to liberate himself must perform all his activities in such a way that the causes that create the attachments -vasanas- are completely eliminated.

To work in the field of Yagna or Tapas or Dana by understanding the meaning of the term `Tat' ie the universal oneness of the spiritual truth is to work with no ego and consequent freedom from attachments. With the utterance of `Tat' alone which indicates the universal truth of oneness of all living creatures all acts of sacrifice, penance and gifts are undertaken by the seekers of liberation without expecting any reward. The word `Sat' means both reality and goodness. It is also used for all praiseworthy actions.

In our daily contact with the world of objects we more often believe that this world, as physically observed, is the reality although it is only relatively real in comparison to the unchanging substratum, the `Sat', the Absolute Reality.

\[ \text{yajne tapasi daane cha sthitih saditi chochyate} \]

\[ \text{karma chaiva tadartheeyam sadityevaabhidheeyate} // 17.27 // \]

Steadfastness in sacrifice, austerity and gift, is also called `Sat' and so also any action for such purposes is called `Sat'.

The term `Sat' is used to indicate man's faith and devotion in sacrifice, austerity and gift. It indicates steadfastness in Yagna, Tapas and Dana. If these activities are undertaken with faith and sincerity with the chanting of OM - the Supreme, TAT - the Universal and SAT - the Real (the Infinite Brahman), the seeker's mind gives up all its selfishness, arrogance and ego. The principle behind this advice is that actions will create reactions depending upon the motive and attitude of the performer while undertaking such actions.

\[ \text{ashraddhaayaa hutam dattam tapastaptam kritam cha yat} \]

\[ \text{asadityuchyate paartha na cha tatpretya no iha} // 17.28 // \]

Whatever offering or gift is made, whatever sacrifice is performed, whatever rite is observed, without faith, it is called `Asat' O Partha ; it is of no account here or hereafter.

Sri Krishna in this concluding verse of this Chapter emphasizes that faith is man and even if anyone performs most glorious acts without faith they are of no use either here or hereafter. Actions create effects depending on the faith behind the actions. The Lord states that whatever sacrifice is made, whatever penance is performed or whatever charity is given it is called `Asat' if they are undertaken without faith; they are mere barren actions. Such faithless actions will produce no results.

The Lord thus indicates that the spirit of faith is unavoidable and that without faith no progress or evolution can ever take place. This is true in this life and the life after death. Both in the secular activities as well as in the sacred performances of the religion, the
factor that determines the quality and quantity of the result is our faith in our own
goodness and in the field of activity undertaken.

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the
scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the seventeenth
discourse entitled The Yoga of the Division of the Threefold Faith

Concepts and Issues

Arjuna raises an interesting question whether the Shraddha (faith) of the people who
worship the various deities, but without following the injunctions of the scriptures is
Sattvic or Rajasic or Tamasic.

Sri Krishna replies that such Shraddhaa can be anyone of the three types depending upon
the nature of such persons, their mental make-up. The Sattvic persons worship Gods, the
Rajasic worship the demi-gods and the Tamasic worship the Bhutas and the lower Spirits.

Like faith, food also is of three types; so also sacrifice, austerity and charity. Food
conducive to health, strength and purity of mind and is pleasant is Sattvic. Food that is
bitter, sour or saltish, pungent and which produces disease is Rajasic. Old and stale food
that has lost its taste and flavor, petrified, spoiled and impure is Tamasic.

Sacrifice done as a duty and according to the injunctions of the scriptures is Sattvic. If it
is done with show and pomp and for the fruits thereof, it is Rajasic. The Tamasic one is
bereft of all the prescribed rules is done without faith and lacks in Mantras and Dakshina.

Tapas or austerity is of three kinds: Sarira - pertaining to the body, Vangmaya -
pertaining to the speech and Manasa - pertaining to the mind. Worship of Gods, Brahmanas and teachers as also observing purity and continence is Tapas of the body.
Truthful and inoffensive speech as also study of one's branch of the Vedas is Tapas of the
speech. Peace of mind, control of thoughts and speech and a pleasant demeanor is Tapas
of the mind.

When this threefold Tapas is performed with faith and without desire for its rewards, it is
Sattvic. If it is done in an ostentatious manner for name and fame it is Rajasic. If done
without regard in one's capacity and for harming others it is Tamasic.

Dana or gifts given as a matter of duty to persons of the right type and in the right manner
belong to the Sattvic kind. If given with the desire for future rewards and not very
willingly, it becomes Rajasic. Gifts given in contempt to unworthy persons, violating the
rules are Tamasic.
The Lord concludes that the three terms `OM TAT SAT' which form a threefold name for Brahman, act like a magic formula if uttered during Yajna, Tapas and Dana and while correcting the deficiencies therein, if any.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

This Chapter tells us that there are devotees who are ignorant of the scriptural injunctions and yet endowed with shraddhaa or faith. Their faith according to its nature may be characterized as belonging to sattva, rajas or tamas. These devotees should cultivate pure sattva by avoiding food, worship, gift, and austerity that are of nature of rajas and tamas. They should be devoted to sattva alone. When their gift, worship or austerity is found to be defective, it should be purified by uttering “OM TAT SAT”. This will purify the minds of the devotees and gradually enable them to realize Brahman.

Points to Ponder

1. What is understood by the term 'shraddhaa' or faith?
2. How do the three Gunas influence men in the choice of their goal in life?
3. Explain the terms `Om Tat Sat' and their significance while uttering them.
4. Write short notes on :Yajna, Dana and Tapas

Next time we shall take up Chapter 18
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The closing Chapter is a summary of the entire Gita. If the 2nd Chapter is its Profile, the 18th is its Review. This is the longest Chapter in the Gita having 78 Verses.

Moksha consists in securing lasting freedom from the bondage of mundane existence in the form of birth and death and realizing God who is no other than Bliss. Summing up the substance of all the previous Chapters, the present one discusses in detail, under the terms of 'Sannyasa' and 'Tyaga' respectively the paths of Knowledge and Action, both of which are the means to the attainment of Moksha.

It was explained that there are three types of personalities depending on their temperaments or Gunas. They are Sattwic-good, Rajasic-passionate and Tamasic-dull. This Chapter discusses how these Gunas create differences among individuals in their capacity to sacrifice, in their wisdom, in their actions, fortitude and happiness.

The teaching of the Gita has been wound up in Verse 66 of this Chapter with an exhortation to offer all actions to God who is the same as Moksha. It is for these reasons that this Chapter has been entitled “Moksha Sannyasa Yoga” or Yoga of Liberation by Renunciation.

The Text

RENUNCIATION IS TO BE PRACTISED NOT TOWARDS WORK BUT TO THE FRUITS OF WORK

arjuna uvaacha

sannyaasasya mahaabaaho tattwam icchaami veditum
tyagasya cha hrisheekesha prithak keshinishoodana // 18.1 //

Arjuna said

I desire to know the true nature of sannyasa and tyaga as distinguished from each other, O mighty Hrishikesa, O Slayer of Kesi.

This Chapter begins with Arjuna's question seeking the precise definition of Sannyasa - renunciation and Tyaga - relinquishment. These terms are used in many places in different contexts in the Gita with apparent varying meanings. Sri Krishna replies this question exhaustively.

The central theme of this discourse revolves around the meanings of these two words. It guides us what types of tendencies, urges, impulses and motives are to be relinquished or abandoned so that true renunciation of the non-divinity in oneself can take place.
sri bhagavaan uvaacha

kaamyaanaam karmanaam nyaasam sannyaasam kavayoviduh
sarvakarmaphalatyaagam praahustyaaagam vichakshanaah // 18.2 //

Sri Bhagavan said

The renunciation of works induced by desire is understood by the sages to be Sannyasa while the surrender of the fruits of all works is called tyaga by the wise.

Total giving up all desire-prompted activities is renunciation while giving up of the fruits of actions is relinquishment. On the face of it these two statements appear to have the same implication because desires are always for the fruits of actions. Although both mean giving up of desire, Sannyasa is giving up of desire motivated action while Tyaga is giving up of desire for the fruits of actions.

Action is the effort put forth at present to attain its fruit in future. The fruit is a culmination in future of the present action. A desire-prompted action relates to the present while anxiety to enjoy its reward which is a mental disturbance relates to the future in the time-frame. A disturbed mind cannot execute any action with efficiency. Thus renunciation is the goal to be reached through abandoning the anxiety for the enjoyment of the fruits of actions.

Both Sannyasa and Tyaga are disciplines in our activities. These terms do not indicate that work should be ignored. On the other hand Gita insists that we must always work. But work can be executed with efficiency if these two factors viz. desire prompted action and desire for its reward are eliminated in which case the work becomes an inspired and noble action.

Inertia or non-action is not the ideal. Action without any selfish desires or expectation of gain, performed in the spirit that `I am not the doer, I am surrendering myself to the Universal Self' is the ideal set before us. The Gita does not teach the complete renunciation of works but the conversion of all works into nishkama karma or desireless action.

tyaajyam doshavadyeye karma praahurmameeshinah
yajnadaanatapahkarma na tyaajyamit chaapare // 18.3 //

Some philosophers declare that all works should be relinquished as evil; others declare that acts of sacrifice, gift and austerity should not be given up.

As against the principles of work stated in the previous verse, some philosophers (Sankhyas) declare that action itself should be abandoned as an evil because they produce Vasanas obstructing the realization of the Self while some others say that acts of sacrifice (Yajna), charity (Dana) and austerity (Tapas) should never be given up.

However the imports of Sri Krishna's teachings in the Gita is that only evil activities are to be renounced and that all the spiritual activities and one's own duties should be
pursued in a spirit of dedicated selfless devotion and thus transform the work itself as a homage to the Supreme.

RELINQUISHMENT

nishchayam shrinu me tatra tyage bharatasattama

tyaggo hi purushavyaaghra trividhah samprakeertitah // 18.4 //

Hear from Me the conclusion or the final truth about this relinquishment, O Best of the Bharatas; relinquishment verily, O Best of Men, has been declared to be of three kinds.

Sri Krishna promises Arjuna that He will explain what constitutes Tyaga or spirit of relinquishment and its various kinds.

yajnadaanataph karma na tyajyam kaaryameva tat

yajno daanam tapashchaiva paavanaani maneeshinaam // 18.5 //

Acts of sacrifice, gift and austerity should not be given up, but should be performed; for verily sacrifice, gift and also austerity are the purifiers of the wise.

The Lord says that practice of worship, charity and austerity should not be given up because these activities bring about a discipline in the mind and its inner peace and equilibrium which are necessary for spiritual unfoldment and final experience of the Infinite.

etaanyapi tu karmaani sangam tyaktwaa phalaani cha

kartavyaaneeti me paartha nischitam matamuttamam // 18.6 //

But even these actions should be performed leaving aside attachment and the desire for rewards, O Partha, this is My certain and conclusive conviction.

Even these actions viz. sacrifice (Yajna), charity (Dana) and austerity (Tapas) should be performed without any attachment ie without any sense of egoism and desire for its rewards. Ego and its desires are the components of attachment. When ego tries to satisfy its desires it develops a relationship with the outside world of things and beings. This relationship is attachment. If any action is performed with attachment, the expectations of its fruits affect the efficiency in the action undertaken.

To be rid of attachment and to be free from anxieties regarding the fruits of actions that will accrue at a future time are the roots of the Krishna doctrine in the Gita. Detachment is not a matter of outward action or inaction; it is the possession of the impersonal outlook and inner renunciation of ego while performing action.

THREE KINDS OF RENUNCIATION

niyatasya tu sannyaasah karmano nopapadyate

mohaattasya parityagas taamasah parikeertitah // 18.7 //
Verily the renunciation of obligatory action is not proper; the relinquishment of the same from delusion is declared to be Tamasic.

Relinquishment of obligatory duties is considered as the worst. Obligatory duties mean unavoidable duties such as daily worship and special duties such as certain rituals on special occasions both individually and from the view point of the society in which one lives. As the performance of these duties makes the aspirant's heart pure, giving up of such duties is considered as Tamasic.

**duhkhamityeva yat karma kaayakleshabhayaat tyajet**

*sa kritwaa raajasam tyaagam naiva tyaagaphalam labhet // 18.8 //*

*He, who abandons action from the fear of bodily trouble because it is painful, does not obtain the merit of renunciation by doing such Rajasic renunciation.*

If anyone gives up his obligatory duties because they are painful or on account of fear of bodily suffering such Tyaga is considered as Rajasic because for a man of action to perform his duties only so long as they are not risky to his person is no heroism at all. Hence The Lord says that such a person shall not attain any fruit of his renunciation.

**kaaryamityeva yatkarma niyatam kriyate'rjuna**

*sangam tyaktwaa phalam chaiva sa tyaagah saatwiko matah // 18.9 //*

*Whatever obligatory action is done, O Arjuna, merely because it ought to be done, abandoning attachment and also the fruit, that renunciation is regarded as Sattvic.*

A man of pure nature performs actions that have fallen to his lot in accordance with his capacity and inherent nature. He is not filled with pride in performing action nor does he hope to gain any reward therefrom. When a man performs his obligatory duties without the spirit of doership and selfishness, his mind is purified and becomes fit for Self Realization. This kind of renunciation of attachment in performing action as also the expectation of the rewards of such action is considered Sattvic.

It will be noted from the above three verses that the discussion is not so much about what is to be renounced as to how and where one should act. Thus the concept of Tyaga in the Gita is a subjective renunciation of selfishness and desire in the field of activity and not giving up the world and one's duties and actions in it. Acting in the outside world, renouncing ego and egocentric desires, an individual grows in inward purity.

**na dweshtyakushalam karma kushale naanushajjate**

*tyaagi sattvasamaavishto medhaavee chhinnasamshayah // 18.10 //*

*The man of renunciation, intelligent and pervaded by purity, with his doubts dispelled, has no aversion to disagreeable work and no attachment to agreeable action.*
The question how does such a person, purified through Sattvic Tyaga, gains the highest spiritual experience is answered here.

A man of Sattvic relinquishment never hates any disagreeable work and environment nor gets attached to any agreeable fields of action and favorable scheme of things. He does his duties under all circumstances, agreeable or disagreeable, without getting elated when successful or dejected when faced with obstacles.

He is not overwhelmed by joy or sorrow; he is always equanimous. He is independent of the happenings around him. Even the low impulses like jealousy, anger, passion, greed etc. do not influence him. He does not become a victim of his own mental impressions, Vasanas.

Such a man is considered to be pervaded by purity. He is said to be educated, cultured and with clear vision of his goal without getting hampered by all sorts of doubts. He is termed a man of understanding, a Medhavi.

He knows his field of activity and his own divine nature. He is fully aware of the instruments of action and his relationship with the world outside. But a majority of people identify themselves with doership and live in the world conditioned by the happenings around. Such an average man who works with an ego and attachment must learn to work at least renouncing the fruits of his action which is explained in the next verse.

na hi dehabhritaa shakyam tyaktum karmaanyasheshatah
yastu karmaphalatyagge sa tyageetyabhidheeyate // 18.11 //

Verily it is not possible for an embodied being to renounce actions entirely; but he who relinquishes the rewards of actions is verily called a man of renunciation.

Since all of us are embodied and therefore cannot abandon all activities so long as the body is alive, the only way is to direct all our actions in such a way as to bring harmony in our inner lives.

If Tyaga of Sattva type is not possible due to attachment to the world, relinquishment of attachment or anxiety to the fruits of actions which will materialize at a future time is advised by The Lord. A man who abandons his longing to enjoy the rewards for his action is called a Tyagi.

THREE TYPES OF FRUITS OF TYAGA

anishtamishtam mishram cha trividham karmanah phalam
bhavatyaaginaam pretya na tu sannyasinaam kwachit // 18.12 //

The threefold fruit of action - desirable, undesirable and mixed - accrues after death to those who have no spirit of renunciation, but never to the relinquishers.
Earlier three types of Tyaga were discussed. Now three types of fruits of Tyaga are explained. The fruits of action mean not only the results of actions accruing at a future date but also the changes that take place at the mental plane or in the thought process itself. Such changes or reactions in the mind are of three types viz. the disagreeable - those that are positively bad, the agreeable - those that are positively good and the mixed - those that include both good and bad.

As the present determines the quality of the future, after death, the next embodiment and its environment would depend upon the type of vasanas produced in the present actions. This is called the Theory of Re-incarnation.

The Lord explains that for a man of renunciation (Sannyasa) there cannot be any response to the actions done in the past or in the present; he realizes the Bliss. The pleasant, unpleasant and mixed reactions - Karma Phalam- are applicable only to those who have an ego-centric identification with actions as well as their results. Relinquishment of the sense of ego and the anxiety for the results and serving the world as a service to The Lord is Tyaga.

WORK IS A FUNCTION OF NATURE

panchaitaani mahaabaaho kaaranaani nibodha me

saankhye kritaante proktaani siddhaye sarva karmanaam // 18.13 //

Learn from Me, O mighty-armed Arjuna, these five factors, as declared in the Sankhya doctrine, for the accomplishment of all actions.

adhishthaanam tathaa kartaa karanam cha prithagvidham vividhaashcha
prithakcheshtaa daivam chaivaatra panchamam / 18.14 /

(Body) the seat of action, (ego) the doer, the various sense organs of perception ,the different functions of organs of actions and the presiding Deity also, the fifth

shareeravaangmanobhiryat karma praarabhate narah nyaayyam
vaa vipareetam vaa panchaite tasya hetavah // 18.15 //

Whatever action a man performs by his body, speech and mind, whether right or the reverse, these five are its causes.

The concept of work is analyzed in these verses. When it was told that action can be done without egocentric desires and attachments to fruits the consequential question is what constitutes action or work. Sri Krishna says that there are five aspects of action or five-fold division of work which are already laid down in the Sankhyan philosophy.

The five components of action are

1. The body -Adhishthaanam -the gateway for the entrance and existence of stimuli
2. The ego -Karta- which seeks fulfillment of the action through the body
3. the organs of perception - *Karanam* - through which the inner personality comes into contact with the field of enjoyment and satisfaction
4. The organs of action and
5. the presiding deities of the organs of perception which make them work properly.

The deities represent an unseen power other than the human factors. Each of the sense organs is controlled by a reflection of Consciousness called Presiding deity.

It is this non-human factor that interferes and disposes of human effort. It is the wise, all-seeing will that is at work in the world. In all human actions, there is an unaccountable element which is commonly called luck, destiny, fate or the force accumulated by the acts of one's past lives. It is called here *daiva*.

The task of man is to drop a pebble in the ocean of time and he may not see the ripple reach the other distant shore; he may plant the seed but he may not see the harvest which lies in the hands higher than his own.

As all the items listed above will have to function in a coordinated manner for the accomplishment of any task undertaken, be it by the body, speech or mind or whether they are right or wrong, they are called the causes of all actions.

`tatraivam sati kartaaram aatmaanam kevalam tu yah
pashyatyakritabuddhitwaan na sa pashyati durmatih // 18.16 //

*Such being the case, the man of perverse mind who, owing to his untrained understanding, looks upon the Pure Self as the doer, he does not see.*

The Self is always actionless. It is always the silent witness. But a man of perverted understanding attributes agency to the pure Self as the doer because of misapprehension of the facts. He equates the body with the Self because of his lack of knowledge of the pure, actionless Self. Though he sees with his physical eyes, he does not behold the one eternal essence which is the substratum of everything.

*yasya naahankrito bhaavo buddhiryasya na lipyate hatwaapi
sa imaam llokaan na hanti na nibadhyate // 18.17 //

*He who is free from the egoistic notion, whose understanding is not tainted (by good or evil), though he slays these people, he slays not, nor is he bound (by the action).*

The realm of matter is the field of activity and the life's sorrows and agitations belong to it. Although the Spirit is independent of the field, because of its identification with the field It feels happy or unhappy according to the condition of the field at any given moment. Similarly ego which is the result of man's self projections and unhealthy contacts with the outside world is the cause of man's sufferings. Therefore Sri Krishna says that those who have no sense of egoism and whose intelligence is not vitiated by false values of possession, acquisition etc. perform no action although they act.
The statement ‘performing no action while acting’ means that even while a man of above mentioned temperament is acting in the world, such actions leave no mental impressions (Vasanas) in him and he remains detached. An egoless man of wisdom while working in any field is an expression of the Infinite Will and in that attitude of surrender and dedication actions performed by him leave no vasanas in him. Hence The Lord says ‘though he kills he does not kill’.

Thus Arjuna is told that if he can act in the world without identifying with things around him and does his duty in the consciousness of the Divine, even if he kills his kith and kin, teachers etc. he would not be committing any crime and the killings would not leave any murderous impressions in him.

In a way we can say that the teachings of the Gita are concluded here. At the beginning Sri Krishna stated the proposition: “The self slays not nor is slain” (2.19) and gave the immutability of the Self as the reason (2.20). He also briefly introduced the idea (2.21) that an enlightened person is not compelled to engage in action and explained it in detail through the treatise. Now He concludes His discourses by saying that “the wise man slays not nor is he bound”.

The essence of the teaching is this: A sannyasi is free from ego and identification with the body. He renounces all actions because it is brought about by ignorance of the true nature of the Self. Therefore the threefold fruit of action – desirable, undesirable and mixed – does not affect him. It is only the unenlightened man that is affected by it.

In the following verses Sri Krishna explains why different people act differently under different impulses and keep different basis for their actions. Each one of these factors is divided under three categories of human nature viz. Sattvic, Rajasic and Tamasic.

KNOWLEDGE AND ACTION

\[ jnaanam \ jneyam \ parijnaataa \ trividhaa \ karmachodanaa \\
\[ karanam \ karma \ karteti \ trividhah \ karma \ sangrahah \ // 18.18 // \\

Knowledge, the known (the object of knowledge) and the knower form the threefold incitement to action; the instrument, the object and the agent form the threefold basis of action.

The threefold impulse that propels activity (Karma Chodana) and also the basis of action (Karma Sangraha) are explained here.

The impulse to action is made up of Knowledge (Jnanam), the Known (Jneyam) and the Knower (Parijnata). They indicate the experience, the experienced and the experiencer respectively. No action is possible without these three constituents. From the experiencer the impulse for action comes out as a desire, from the experienced as a temptation and from the experience as a memory of enjoyment.
The basis of action comprises of the instruments of action in the form of organs of perception, mind and understanding. The object of action is that which is sought for and reached through action by the doer. The doer is in the form of ego that sets the organs going.

Thus an activity consists of

¾ an agent having a desire
¾ who maintains in his mind a clear picture of the end or the goal and
¾ who possesses all the necessary instruments to act.

The performance of an action, either to obtain or to avoid a thing, is possible only when there is conjunction of these three; if any one of these items is absent no activity can take place. All actions inhere in these three: the instrument, the object and the doer; hence, they form the bases of action.

\[ \textit{jnaanam karma cha kartaa cha tridhaiva gunabhedatah} \]
\[ \textit{prochyate gunasankhyaane yathaavacchrinu taanyapi // 18.19 //} \]

Knowledge, action and the doer (agent) are declared in the science of the Gunas to be of three kinds, according to the distinction of the Gunas; hear them also duly.

Knowledge, action and the actor or the doer fall under three categories because of differences in the temperaments or Gunas in an individual at any given time. These classifications are exhaustively discussed in the following verses.

Since knowledge, action and the doer are characterized by the three Gunas, they fall into the nature of Prakriti or Nature or Matter. They have no connection with the Atman or the Self.

THREE KINDS OF KNOWLEDGE

\[ \textit{sarvabhooteshu yenaikam bhaavamavyayameekshate} \]
\[ \textit{avibhaktam vibhakteshu tajjnaanam viddhi saatwikam // 18.20 //} \]

The knowledge by which one sees the one indestructible Reality in all beings, undivided in the divided - know that knowledge to be Sattvic.

\[ \textit{prithaktwena tu yajjnaanam naanaabhaavaan prithagvidhaan} \]
\[ \textit{vetti sarveshu bhooteshu tajjnaanam viddhi raajasam //18.21 //} \]

But that knowledge through which one sees multiplicity of beings in different creatures by reason of their separateness - know that knowledge to be Rajasic.

\[ \textit{yattu kritsnavadekasmin kaarye saktamahaitukam} \]
\[ \textit{atatwaarthavadalpam cha tattaamasamudaahritam // 18.22 //} \]
But the knowledge which is confined to one single effect as if it were the whole, without concern for the cause, without grasping the real and narrow - that is declared to be Tamasic.

Sattvic:

That knowledge which can recognize the flux of things, which can feel the harmony underlying the unity in the diversity of forms and behaviors, which can live in the awareness of the One Life that pulsates in every living being ie Brahman or the Supreme Reality is the genuine achievement of a Sattvic intellect. Through this knowledge one Imperishable Being is seen in all existences. Though the body, mind and intellect equipments take different forms in different living creatures, the Sattvic knowledge recognizes all of them as the expressions of one and the same Non-dual Truth, Atman, which is the Essence in all of them.

Rajasic:

That knowledge which looks upon other living entities as different from one another is passionate or Rajasic. An intellect to which the world is an assortment of various types, behaving under various moods differently, an intellect that recognizes the world as made up of an endless incomprehensible plurality has Rajasic knowledge. Finding creatures happy or unhappy, wise or ignorant, ugly or beautiful, a man endowed with Rajasic knowledge thinks that different souls dwell in different bodies.

Tamasic:

That knowledge which regards without any reason and understanding a particular path or view as the sole end and sticks to that opinion with arrogance and egoism, that knowledge which considers the entire world of things and beings as meant for its owner and his pleasures alone and which does not recognize anything beyond its ego is Tamasic. This knowledge is of the lowest type of spiritual seekers which ignores totally the Divine Presence.

Thus the knowledge of the Sattvic perceives oneness underlying the universe, that of the Rajasic recognizes the plurality of the world and that of the Tamasic is egoistic with a perverted view of the world.

It has to be noted that this categorization and that which will follow in this Chapter is not for judging others but to evaluate oneself and take corrective steps for self-improvement when wrong tendencies are observed

THREE KINDS OF WORK

niyatam sangarahitam araagadweshatah kritam
aphalaprepsunaa karma yattat saatwikamuchyate // 18.23 //

An action which is obligatory, which is free from attachment, which is done without love or hatred by one who is not desirous of any reward - that action is declared to be Sattvic.
yattu kaamepsunaa karma saahankaarena vaa punah
kriyate bahulaayaasam tadraajasamudaahritam // 18.24 //

But that action which is done by one longing for the fulfillment of desires or gains, with egoism or with much effort - that is declared to be Rajasic.

anubandham kshayam himsaam anavekshya cha purusham
mohaadaarabhyate karma yattat taamasamuchyate // 18.25 //

That action which is undertaken from delusion, without regard to the consequence, loss, injury and one's own ability- that is declared to be Tamasic.

The threefold nature of action (Karma) is described.

Sattvic:

Sattvic actions are those that are one's own obligatory duties towards the society, performed without any attachment to the fruits thereof and that are not motivated by likes and dislikes. These duties are just performed spontaneously. Fulfillment and joy are sought in the very work itself. Such Sattvic actions are undertaken only by men who possess Sattvic knowledge. A Sattvic action is the purest producing peace and harmony in the field of activity. It is an obligatory action undertaken for its own sake in an attitude that work itself is worship. Such inspired activities are undertaken without any attachment and any anxiety for the rewards. They are not guided by likes or dislikes of the performer. Action itself is fulfillment.

Rajasic:

Rajasic activities are those that are propelled by desires waiting for their fulfillment that are performed in a self-centered vainglorious attitude of `I'ness and which are undertaken with great strain and labor on the part of the doer. They are undertaken by men of Rajasic knowledge. Rajasic action is undertaken to satisfy one's desire in a spirit of arrogance, egoism and vanity. Such actions involve considerable effort and strain.

The consciousness of suffering, the sense that we are doing something disagreeable, that we are passing through grim suffering and toil takes away value from the act. To feel consciously that we are doing something great, that we are sacrificing something vital is a failure of the sacrifice itself.

But when the work is undertaken for the cause, it is a labor of love and sacrifice itself is not felt as a sacrifice. Doing unpleasant things from a sense of duty, feeling the unpleasantness all the time is Rajasic. Doing it gladly in utter unself-consciousness, with a smile on the lips is Sattvic. It is the difference between an act of love and an act of law, an act of grace and an act of obligation.

Tamasic:

Tamasic actions are those that are undertaken without any regard for the consequences thereof and that bring disaster and sorrow to all including the performer. They emanate in
an individual out of his misconception about the goal of life. They are undertaken by men of Tamasic knowledge.

THREE KINDS OF DOER

muktasango'nahamvaadi dhryutsaahasamanvitah
siddhyasiddhyor nirvikaarah kartaa saatwika uchyate // 18.26 //

He who is free from attachment, non-egoistic, endowed with fortitude and enthusiasm and unaffected by success or failure is called Sattvic.

raagee karmaphalaprepsur lubdho himsaatmakoshuchih
harshshokaanvitah kartaa raajasah parikeertitah // 18.27 //

Passionate, desiring to obtain the fruits of actions, cruel, greedy, impure, easily elated or dejected, such an agent is said to be Rajasic.

ayuktah praakritah stabdhah shatho naishkritiko'lasah vishaadee
deerghasootree cha kartaa taamasa uchyate // 18.28 //

Unsteady, vulgar, unbending, cheating, malicious, dejected, lazy and procrastinating - such an agent is called Tamasic.

Sattvic:

A doer who has no attachment to the field in which he is acting, who is not egoistic, who is full of persistence and zeal unmindful of obstacles on the path, who is not perturbed by the results of his actions, be they success or failure, is considered a Sattvic-Karta. He is ever conscious of the power of the Infinite Light in all his activities at all times.

Rajasic:

A doer who yields to passions, desires and attachments, who eagerly seeks the fruits of his work, who is selfish, greedy and insatiable, whose acts cause harm to others, who is not pure in his means, who is tossed between joys and sorrows of life is considered Rajasic Karta.

Tamasic:

A doer who has no control over his own base mental impulses and instincts, who is arrogant, vulgar and obstinate in his own wrong conclusions, who is unsteady, despondent, deceitful, indolent, procrastinating and malicious is considered Tamasic Karta.

THREE KINDS OF UNDERSTANDING

buddherbhedam dhriteschaiva gunatastrividham shrinu
prochyamaanamasheshena prithaktwena dhananjaya // 18.29 //
Hear the threefold division of the intellect and fortitude according to the Gunas, as I declare them fully and distinctly, O Dhanajaya.

pravrittim cha nivrittim cha kaaryakaarye bhayaabhaye

bandham moksham cha yaa vetti buddhih saa paartha saatwikee // 18.30 //

That which knows the path of work and renunciation, what ought to be done and what ought not to be done, fear and fearlessness, bondage and liberation - that intellect is Sattvic, O Partha.

yayaa dharmamadharmam cha kaaryam cha aakaaryam eva cha
ayathaavatprajaanaati buddhih saa paartha raajasee // 18.31 //

That by which one incorrectly understands Dharma and Adharma and also what ought to be done and what ought not to be done - that intellect, O Partha, is Rajasic.

adharmam dharmaniti yaa manyate tamasaavritaa

sarvaarthaan vipareetaamsbcha buddhih saa paartha taamasee // 18.32 //

That which, enveloped in darkness, regards Adharma as Dharma and views all things in a perverted light - that intellect, O Partha, is called Tamasic.

Three types of understanding (Buddhi) are explained. Understanding or Buddhi means the intellectual capacity in the individual to grasp what is happening around.

Sattvic:

The understanding that can readily judge things that are to be done (Pravritti) and things that are to be avoided (Nivritti), that can readily discriminate the beings and situations in its field of activity, that can distinguish between the right field of pursuit and wrong field of false ideas, that understands fear and fearlessness is considered as the Sattvic Buddhi, an understanding of purity.

Rajasic:

The understanding that erroneously judges both the right and the wrong that makes faulty conclusions about what should be done and what should not be done due to inaccurate egoistic pre-conceived notions is considered Rajasic Buddhi.

Tamasic:

The understanding that deems the wrong as the right, reversing every value due to ignorance, sees all things in a perverted way, always against the truth is considered as the Tamasic Buddhi. In fact this is no understanding at all; it can only be a perpetual misunderstanding.

THREE KINDS OF STEADINESS OR FORTITUDE

dhrityaa yayaa dhaarayate manah praanendriyakriyaah
yogenaavyaabhichaarinyaa dhritih saa paartha saatwikee // 18.33 //
The unwavering fortitude by which, through Yoga, the functions of the mind, the life-force and the senses are restrained - that fortitude O Partha, is Sattvic.

yayaa tu dharmaakaamartaah dhrityaa dhaarayate'rjuna prasangena phalaakaangkshee dhritih saa paartha raajasee // 18.34 //

But the fortitude, O Partha, by which, one holds fast to duty, pleasure and wealth, and craves for the fruits of action from attachment, that fortitude is Rajasic.

yayaa swapnam bhayam shokam vishaadam madameva cha
na vimunchati durmedhaa dhritih saa paartha taamasee // 18.35 //

That by which a stupid man does not give up sleep, fear, grief, despair and also arrogance - that fortitude, O Partha, is Tamasic.

The three kinds of Fortitude (Dhriti) is explained. Fortitude is consistency of purpose and self-application with which every individual pursues his field of endeavor chosen for him by his Buddhi to achieve a set goal without allowing himself to be distracted by the obstacles on the way. Its power is proportional to the detachment from regrets over the past and anxieties for the future.

Sattvic:

The fortitude by which one controls the activities of the mind, organs of perception and organs of action is the Sattvic Dhriti. The consistency with which one steadily controls one's mind and sense organs and their activities through single-pointed concentration upon a given goal is of the Sattvic type.

Rajasic:

The consistency with which one firmly holds on to duty, pleasure and wealth, ever desirous of enjoying the fruits of his action is of Rajasic Dhriti. He follows Dharma-duty-only to gain the heavens, pursues wealth to gain power in life and works for pleasure to achieve sensual satisfaction.

Tamasic:

The steadiness of purpose with which one does not abandon one's dreams and imaginations, fear and agitation, grief and sorrow, depression and arrogance is of Tamasic Dhriti and such a person is called Durmedha, a fool.

THREE KINDS OF HAPPINESS

sukham twidaaneem trividham shriimu me bharatarshabha
abhyaasaadramate yatra duhkhaantas cha nigacchati // 18.36 //

And now hear from Me, O Best among the Bharatas, of the threefold pleasure in which one rejoices by practice and by which one comes to the end of sorrow.
yattadagre vishamiva parinaame'mritopamam
tatsukham saatwikam proktam aatmabuddhi prasaadajam // 18.37 //

That which is like poison at first but in the end like nectar - that pleasure is declared to be Sattvic, springing from a clear understanding of the Self.

vishayendriya samyogaad yattadagre'mritopamam
parinaame vishamiva tatsukham raajasam smritam // 18.38 //

That pleasure which arises from the contact of the sense-organs with the objects, which is at first like nectar and in the end like poison is declared to be Rajasic.

yadagre chaanubandhe cha sukham mohanamaatmanah
nidraalasyapramaadottham tattaamasamudaahritam // 18.39 //

That pleasure which at the beginning and at the end deludes the Self, which arises from sleep, indolence and heedlessness is declared to be Tamasic.

Happiness is the universal aim of life. Only it is of different kinds according to the Gunas which dominate our nature. If Tamas predominates in us, we are satisfied with violence and inertia, blindness and error. If Rajas prevails, wealth and power, pride and glory give us happiness. True happiness of human beings lies not in the possession of outward things but in the fulfillment of the higher mind and spirit, in the development of what is most inward in us. It may mean pain and restraint but it will lead us to joy and freedom. We can pass from the happiness of knowledge and virtue to the eternal calm and joy, Ananda of the Spirit, when we become one with the Highest Self and one with all beings.

Sattvic:

The joy arising out of the inner self-control and consequent self-perfection which looks though painful and arduous in the beginning, is enduring in the long run, in contrast with the fleeting joys of sensual satisfaction. It is the result of inner discipline and contemplation. This brings about tranquility in the intellect and from this tranquility of the intellect emerges Sattvic happiness. This happiness that arises from consistent effort lasts long and yields greater sense of fulfillment which is the result of an individual's balanced and self-disciplined life of high ideals and divine values of life.

Rajasic:

This pleasure arises only when the sense -organs are directly in contact with the sense-objects. In the beginning it is alluring but it creates a sense of exhaustion and dissipation in the enjoyer in the long run. It is also vitiated by the anxiety about its diminution and ultimate loss. Therefore the temporary happiness provided by the sense-objects is termed Rajasic.

Tamasic:

This type of happiness arises from 1. sleep - not the physiological every day sleep but the non-apprehension of Reality and the incapacity to perceive the goal of life- 2.indolence -
the incapacity of the intellect to think correctly about the problems that it faces to arrive at a correct judgment - and 3. Heedlessness - ignoring the values of higher ideals.

These topics are concluded.

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 18.40

_HARIH OM_
Bhagavad Gita: Chapter 18(Part-2)

Moksha Sannyasa Yogah:

Yoga of Liberation by Renunciation
TNS Sethumadhavan

Preamble

Sattva, rajasika and tamasika gunas in different combinations form the basis for the fourfold classification of human beings in a society into Brahmana, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra.

The Lord gives a brief resume of the three spiritual disciplines to reach Brahman - Karma Yoga, path of action for the body, Bhakti Yoga, path of devotion for the mind and Jnana Yoga, Path of knowledge for the intellect.

Pursuing the path of action a seeker drops the bulk of the vasanas, desires. His mind becomes purified. His intellect becomes sharp. He rises to the path of knowledge and acquires spiritual values. He develops commitment to God and thus enters the path of devotion. The three disciplines prepare the seeker for concentration, meditation upon the Supreme through which he realizes Brahman.

Krishna appeals to Arjuna to drop his ego and seek the supreme Self within. Every person functions helplessly according to one's own nature. Krishna assures Arjuna that He has imparted the knowledge necessary to take the plunge, leaving the choice to him to reflect and decide his course of action.

The Text

ONE'S NATURE (SWABHAVA) AND STATION IN LIFE (SWADHARMA)

na tadasti prithivyaam vaa divi deveshu vaa punah
sattwam prakritijairmuktam yadebhih syaat tribhirgunaih // 18.40 //

There is no being on earth or again in heaven among the Devas, who is free from these three Gunas born of prakriti (nature).

This verse concludes the discussion so far made about the three Gunas influencing the personality and the behavioral pattern of the living organisms. Sri Krishna says that there is no creature either on the earth or among the Gods in the heaven who is free from the influences of these three Gunas. The play of these three Gunas is the very expression of Prakriti. Put together they are the manifestations of Maya which make the individuals differ from each other.

With these three measuring rods Sri Krishna classifies the entire humanity under four distinct types. The criterion of this classification of man is the quality of his inner equipments responsible for achievements in the field of his activities.
The fourfold division of society is based on this principle. Certain well defined characteristics determine these four classes in the community. They are never determined by birth. This classification of society is as follows:

¾ Brahmanas - who have major portion of Sattwa and a little Rajas with minimum Tamas.
¾ Kshatriyas - who have mostly Rajas with some Sattwa and very little Tamas.
¾ Vaishyas - who have more Rajas, very little Sattwa and some Tamas.
¾ Sudras - mostly Tamas, very little Rajas and negligible Sattwa.

braahmanakshatriyavishaam shoodraanaam cha parantapa karmaani pravibhaktaani swabhaavaprabhavairgunaih // 18.41 //

Of Brahmanas, Kshatriyas and Vaishyas, as also the Sudras, O Arjuna, the activities are distinguished in accordance with the qualities born of their own nature.

Sri Krishna applies the characteristics of various Gunas to the social fabric and classifies the entire mankind under four different heads viz. Brahmanas, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Sudras.

Different kinds of duties are assigned to each of these categories of individuals depending on their nature (Swabhava) which in turn depends on the Gunas predominating in them. This classification is based on the quality of the inner personality of the individuals and not on the accident of their birth.

The fourfold order is not peculiar to Hindu society. It is of universal application. The classification depends on types of human nature. Each of the four classes has certain well defined characteristics though they are not to be regarded as exclusive. They are not always determined by heredity.

The Gita cannot be used to support the existing social order with its rigidity and confusion. The Gita enlarges the scope and meaning of the theory of the fourfold order. Man's outward life must express his inward being; the surface must reflect the depth. Each individual has his inborn nature-Swabhava- and to make it effective in his life is his duty-Swadharma. Each individual is a focus of the Supreme, a fragment of the Divine. His destiny is to bring out in his life this divine possibility. The Gita lays the utmost emphasis on Swadharma – the dharma or duty of an individual – as determined by his Swabhava, his inner nature formed as a result of his own past actions.

The one Spirit of the universe has produced the multiplicity of souls in the world, but the idea of the Divine is our essential nature, the truth of our being, our Swabhava and not the apparatus of the Gunas, which is only the medium of expression. If each individual does what is appropriate to him, if he follows the law of his being, his Swadharma, then God would express Himself in the free volitions of human beings. All that is essential for the world will be done without a conflict.
But men rarely do what they ought to do. When they undertake to determine events believing that they know the plan of the whole, they work mischief on the earth. So long as our work is done in accordance with our nature, we are righteous and if we dedicate it to God, our work becomes a means of spiritual perfection. When the divine in the individual is completely manifested, he attains the eternal, imperishable status. The problem that human life sets to us is to discover our true self and live according to its truth; otherwise we would sin against our nature.

The emphasis on Swabhava indicates that human beings are to be treated as individuals and not as types. Arjuna is told that he who fights gallantly as a warrior becomes mature for the peace of wisdom. There are four broad types of nature and answering to them are four kinds of social living. The four classes are not determined by birth or colour but by psychological characteristics which fit us for definite functions in society.

**shamo damanastapah shaucham kshaantiraarjavameva cha**

**jnaanam vijnaanam aastikyam brahmakarma swabhaavajam // 18.42 //**

Serenity, self-restraint, austerity, purity, forgiveness and also uprightness, knowledge, realization and belief in God are the duties of the Brahmanas, born of their own nature.

The duties of the *Brahmanas* are enumerated:

1. **Serenity** (*Shama*) - Controlling the mind from running after the world of objects in pursuit of sensual enjoyment.
2. **Self restraint** (*Dama*) - Controlling the sense organs from conveying the external stimuli to the mind.
3. **Austerity** (*Tapas*) - Conscious physical self denial to save human energy from sense indulgence and directing such energy towards spiritual awakening.
4. **Purity** (*Shaucham*) - External cleanliness and internal purity.
5. **Forgiveness or Forbearance** (*Kshanti*) - To be patient and forgiving even against wrongs committed against oneself.
6. **Uprightness** (*Arjavam*) - A quality that makes the individual straightforward in all his dealings and thus becoming fearless.

Cultivating and practicing these six qualities are the life-long duty of a Brahmana. Three more duties are added by The Lord as a code of conduct or duties in the spiritual side of a Brahmana. They are:

1. **Knowledge** (*Jnanam*) - Knowledge of all that Upanishads deal with.
2. **Wisdom** (*Vijnanam*) - Personal experience of the knowledge so acquired. Knowledge is that which is imparted while wisdom is that which is experienced within oneself. Wisdom is living the knowledge gained by studies.
3. **Faith** (*Astikyam*) - Conviction to live what one has learnt and understood.

**shauryam tejo dhrirtirakshyam yuddhe chaapyapaalayaanam**

**daanameeshwarbhaavashcha kshaatram karmaswabhaavajam // 18.43 //**
Prowess, splendor, firmness, dexterity and also not fleeing even in a battle, generosity and leadership are the duties of Kshatriyas, born of their own nature.

The qualities of a Kshatriya are enumerated:

- Prowess and splendor - Vigor to meet challenges in life.
- Firmness or fortitude - Zeal and consistency of purpose.
- Dexterity - Alertness and foresight.
- Not fleeing even from a battle - Not to accept defeat in any field of activity.
- Generosity - Compassion to those in need of help.
- Lordliness - Self confidence in one's own ability and possessing leadership qualities.

These are the duties of the Kshatriyas, the men of action.

krishigaurakshyavaanijyam vaishyakarma swabhaavajam
paricharyaatmakam karma shoodrasyaapi swabhaavajam // 18.44 //

Agriculture, cattle rearing and trade are the duties of the vaishya class born of their own nature; action consisting of service is the duty of the Sudra class born of their own nature.

The duties of Vaishyas and Sudras are stated in this verse.

Thus the mental temperament of a man determines what class he belongs to and each class has been given a set of duties to perform in the world. If a man does a type of work for which he is not fit temperamentally, chaos follows.

Each class of people mentioned here has to work with a spirit of dedication for their own evolution and sense of fulfillment. When each one works according to Vasanas in him and fully devotes himself to the prescribed duties, he develops within himself and attains gradually the State of Perfection.

It is not a question of identical opportunities but equal opportunities for all men to rise to the highest station in social life, for men differ in their powers. Each one should have the opportunity of achieving his human fullness, the fruits of wisdom and virtue, according to his effort and condition.

The Varna rules recognize that different men contribute to the general good in different ways. Society is a functional organization and all functions which are essential for the health of society are to be regarded as socially equal. Individuals of varying capacities are bound together in a living organic social system; the process is not an attempt to achieve uniformity, which is impossible, but at an integrated variety. All men are not equal in their capacities but all men are equally necessary for society and their contributions from their different stations are of equal value.

swe swe karmanyabhiratah samsiddhim labhate narah
swakarmaniratah siddhim yathaa vindati tacchrinu // 18.45 //
Each man, devoted to his own duty, attains perfection. How he attains perfection while being engaged in his own duty, hear now.

Within the power of our nature, we must live up fully to our duty. By thus working in the field ordered by one's own vasanas, renouncing ego and its desires and with a spirit of dedication and total surrender to the Infinite, mind's evolution starts. How this is achieved is explained in the following verses.

PERFECTION THROUGH PERFORMANCE OF DUTY

yatah pravrittirbhootaanaam yena sarvamidam tatam
swakarmanaa tamabhyarchya siddhim vindati maanavah // 18.46 //

He from whom all the beings have evolved and by whom all this is pervaded, by worshipping Him through the performance of his own duty, man attains perfection.

When a man acts according to his Swabhava and Swadharma he can attain joy and relief only when he learns to work and achieve in a spirit of total self-surrender.

From whom all beings evolved and by whom all is pervaded: Body, mind and intellect are by themselves inert. They can discharge their functions only if they are prompted by Consciousness. To remember constantly that Consciousness - the Atman - which makes the activities to happen through the body equipments is to become a witness to all the agitations in life without getting agitated.

Work becomes worship, by aligning the mind through the performance of activity, to the consciousness of the Self. This change of attitude towards work removes drudgery in work situations converting dreariness into meditation. Sri Krishna says by so performing one's own duties one can attain the highest Perfection. Apart from yielding the reward work itself becomes a fulfillment and the doer becomes an integrated personality.

shreyaanswadharma vigunah paradharmaat swanushtitaat
swabhaavaniyatam karma kurvannaapnoti kilbisham // 18.47 //

Better is one's own duty though imperfectly carried out than the duty of another well performed. He who does the duty ordained by his own nature incurs no sin.

This theme was discussed in Ch.3.35 also. It is no use employing our minds in tasks which are contrary to our nature. Every one has his place and everything has a purpose in the scheme of things for each can do something which the others cannot do so well. In each of us lies a principle of divine expression. It is our real nature, Swabhava, finding partial expression in our various activities. By following its guidance in our thought, aspiration and endeavor, we progressively realize the intention of the Spirit for us.

sahajam karma kaunteya sadoshamapi na tyajet sarvaarambhaa
hi doshena dhoomenaagnirivaavritaah // 18.48 //
One should not abandon, O Kaunteya, the duty suited to one's nature, though it may be defective, for all undertakings are clouded by defects, as the fire by smoke.

The factors that determine our actions are the temperaments and the environment that bring forth new tendencies in us. Sri Krishna indicates that a spiritual seeker must constantly strive to stand apart from the effects of environments as the man is a master of his circumstances.

The statement that all actions are clouded by defects as fire by the smoke means that actions are always blended with `I am the doer sense' which creates new vasanas and therefore they are full of defects. This defect is as much unavoidable as the smoke in fire. As ventilation reduces the impact of the smoke the more we concentrate on the Consciousness Divine, the less will be the assertion of ego and egocentric desires in us and therefore the work we undertake will be purified to that extent.

**KARMA YOGA AND ABSOLUTE PERFECTION**

asaktabuddhih sarvatra jitaatmaa vigatasprihah naishkarmyasiddhim
paramaam sannyasenaadhidigacchati // 18.49 //

He whose intellect is unattached everywhere, who has subdued his self, from whom desire has fled, he, by renunciation, attains the supreme state of freedom from action.

The Gita is not tired of repeating that restraint and freedom from desire are essential to spiritual perfection. Attachments to objects, a sense of ego, are the characteristics of our lower nature. If we are to rise to knowledge of our true Self, we must conquer our lower nature with its ignorance and inertia, its love of worldly possessions, etc.

The state of actionlessness or transcending all work does not mean complete withdrawal from all work. Such a question is not possible so long as we live in the body. The Gita insists on inner renunciation. As the ego and nature are akin, the liberated soul becoming Brahman, the Pure Self, described as silent, calm, and inactive, acts in the world of Prakriti, knowing what the latter is.

The highest state is here described, not positively as entering into The Lord but negatively as freedom from *Kama*, Desire.

**PERFECTION AND REALIZING BRAHMAN**

siddhim praapto yathaa brahma tathaapnoti nibodha me
samaasenaiva kaunteya nishthaajnaanasya yaa paraa // 18.50 //

Learn from Me in brief, O Kaunteya, how he who has attained perfection reaches Brahman (The Eternal), that supreme state of knowledge.
When our intellect becomes free from its attachments and thus controls our mind and body, then alone we are fit for renunciation of the lower ego-sense and reach for the Infinite Self which is the process of meditation.

*buddhyaa vishuddhayaa yukto dhrityaatmaanam niyamya cha*  
*shabdaadeen vishayaamstyaktwaa raagadweshau vyudasya cha // 18.51 //

*Endowed with pure intellect, firmly restraining oneself, turning away from sound and other objects of sense and abandoning both hatred and attraction.*

*viviktaseevaa laghwaasheeyatvaakkaayamaanasah*  
dhyaanayogaparo nityam vairaagyam samupaashritah // 18.52 //

*Dwelling in solitude, eating but little, with speech, body and mind subdued, always engaged in meditation and concentration taking refuge in dispassion.*

*ahamkaaram balam darpam kaamam krodham parigraham*  
vimuchya nirmamah shaanto brahmabhoooyaaya kalpate // 18.53 //

*Having abandoned egoism, strength, arrogance, desire, anger and covetousness, free from the notion of 'mine' ness and tranquil in mind, he becomes worthy of becoming one with Brahman.*

The process of meditation and attaining the Supreme - Brahman - is discussed. The prerequisites or the qualities which are necessary for meditation are as follows:

¾ Pure intellect - An intellect without tendencies to acquire, possess and enjoy sense objects.

¾ Controlling the mind and senses - By receiving the external stimuli the sense organs distract the mind from concentrating on the Infinite and hence they have to be controlled.

¾ Renouncing sense objects - By controlling the sense organs the external stimuli such as sound, form, touch, taste or smell can be prevented from reaching the mind through the respective channels of ears, eyes, skin, tongue and nose. Once this is achieved sense objects automatically lose their value and attraction.

¾ Abandoning attraction and hatred - When the mind is thus protected it cannot, by itself, get agitated by recapitulating agreeable or disagreeable incidents or things.

Thus a successful meditator is one who has an intellect purified from all extrovert desires, who has brought the mind and sense organs under the control of the intellect, thereby preventing them from running after sense objects and who has given up the ideas of likes and dislikes.

¾ Dwelling in solitude - seeking a place where there will be least disturbance.

¾ Eating but little - Temperate eating habits.
Subduing body, mind and speech - Elimination of egocentric attitude in all our thinking, action and relationship with others.

Ever engaged in meditation and concentration - After the mind is quietened it has to be kept continuously busy by contemplation on The Lord in an attitude of complete identification with Him.

Taking refuge in dispassion - It is a state where the mind finds no attraction for the objects of the senses. This attitude of dispassion or vairagya is necessary for the spiritual growth.

Thus a true seeker of a higher life must seek solitude, live in temperance, subdue his body, mind and speech and must live in a spirit of dispassion.

The qualities that are to be renounced for meditation are:

Although Sri Krishna lists out these qualities, they are in fact basically only one which is the sense of `I -ness'. When this sense of doership develops, egocentric vanity takes over the individual claiming a false sense of power, pride and arrogance. For an individual working under the influence of power and arrogance, lust and anger are natural while he tries by any means to acquire more and more wealth and protects what has already been acquired.

The Lord advises to abandon the following six qualities and thus become egoless and tranquil.

- egoism
- strength
- arrogance
- desire,
- anger
- covetousness

This is the peace arising out of wisdom and satisfaction experienced in the Realm of Perfection. When the sense of agency and the endless chase of sense gratifications have been renounced the seeker experiences a relative quietitude within him.

This verse does not say that such an individual has reached Perfection but it only says that he is worthy of becoming one with Brahman. Thus what has so far been discussed is only the preliminary preparation for the final Realization.

THE HIGHEST DEVOTION

brahmabhootah prasannaatmaa na shochati na kaangkshati
samah sarveshu bhooteshu maddhaktim labhate paraam // 18.54 //

Having become one with Brahman, being serene in the Self, he neither grieves nor desires. Regarding all beings as alike he attains supreme devotion to Me.
After eliminating egoism and its manifestations in the form of power, pride, lust, passion and sense of possession the seeker experiences greater peace within as he becomes free from all false evaluations of life.

bhaktyaa maamabhijaanaati yaavaanyashchaasmi tattwatah
tato maam tattwato jnaatwaa vishate tadanantaram // 18.55 //</p>

By devotion he knows Me in essence, what and who I am; then having known Me in My essence, he forthwith enters into Me, the Supreme.

The knower, the devotee, becomes one with the supreme Lord, the Perfect Person, in Self-knowledge and Self-experience. Jnana, supreme wisdom and bhakti, supreme devotion, have the same goal. To become Brahman is to love God, to know Him fully and to enter His being. Entering Him means that when the ego is replaced by God Consciousness the individuality vanishes. The conception of individuality or 'I-ness' ends and he attains Brahmanhood.

By devotion he knows Me in essence, what and who I am:

The devotee knows that the Lord is devoid of all names and forms caused by *maya* and is of the nature of the Absolute. He knows that the Lord alone is the essence of the diverse manifestations caused by His *maya*.

Then having known Me in My essence, he forthwith enters into Me, the Supreme: Having known that the Lord is non-dual, unborn, undecaying, unchanging and of the nature of spirit and Consciousness, he attains Brahmanhood. The acts of knowing and entering are not two separate and consecutive actions. To know the Lord truly is to be completely absorbed in Him.

APPLICATION OF THE TEACHING TO ARJUNA'S CASE

sarvakarmaanyapi sadaa kurvaano madyapaashrayah
matprsaadaadavaapnoti shaashwatam padamavyayam // 18.56 //</p>

Doing all actions, always taking refuge in Me, by My grace, he obtains the eternal, indestructible state or abode.

Performing all actions and taking refuge in Him mean rendering selfless service in society which should be without the sense of agency and with a sense of dedication to Him. In an individual to the extent his mind and intellect are available for the spiritual truth, he is under the grace or blessings of The Lord. An individual thus working in the field of activity reaches the Immortal State, the state of Perfection.

The above three verses indicate that the ultimate goal of the paths of knowledge, devotion and action is the realization of the seeker's oneness with the Supreme. This is the Integral *Sadhana* synthesizing the methods of Devotion, Work and Knowledge through disciplining body, mind and intellect.
All disciplines pursued from the body level to control the mind and make it turn towards the Ideal are called KARMA YOGA.

All methods to canalize the emotions for controlling the mind and make it contemplate on the Higher are called BHAKTI YOGA.

All the study and reflection, detachment and meditation practiced at the intellectual level whereby the mind is enabled to experience the Infinitude is called JNANA YOGA.

Practicing all these three Yogas is disciplining the human personality in all its three layers of body, mind and intellect which transforms the perceiver, feeler and thinker in the man. This is the outstanding contribution of Gita to the Hindu culture.

chetasaa sarvakarmaani mayi sannyasya matparah
buddhiyogamupaashritya macchittah satatam bhava // 18.57 //

*Mentally renouncing all actions in Me, having Me as the highest goal, resorting to the Yoga of discrimination you ever fix your mind on Me.*

macchittah sarvadurgaani matprasaadaat tarishyasi
atha chet twam ahamkaaraan na shroshyasi vinangkshyasi // 18.58 //

*Fixing your mind on Me, you shall by My grace overcome all obstacles; but if from egoism you will not hear Me, you shall perish.*

Mentally renouncing all actions in Me and having Me as the highest goal: Both the ego and egocentric anxieties for enjoying the rewards are to be renounced and then actions are to be performed keeping The Lord as the goal.

Resorting to the Yoga of discrimination: To discriminate the right from the wrong and pursuing the path of selfless action is the Buddhi Yoga.

Ever fix your mind on Me: One who surrendered himself before The Lord and serves all his creatures can alone fix his attention constantly on Him. A devotee who carries out all his activities in dedication to Him experiences the Immutable State of the Self.

Most of our obstacles in life are imaginary due to false fears and anxieties. By constantly remembering The Lord and through His grace all the obstacles on the path can be overcome. But because of ego and egocentric desires if the path shown by The Lord is not to be followed by the seeker then he will by his own ideas and emotions become incapable of achieving anything worthwhile; he will perish, says Sri Krishna.

In the following verses Sri Krishna tries to go over the philosophical ideas to Arjuna to solve the problem of his despondency and motivate him to accomplish his immediate task ahead.
yadahamkaaram aashritya na yotsya iti manyase
mithyaisha vyavasaayaste prakritistwaam niyokshyati // 18.59 //

If filled with egoism, you think 'I will not fight', vain is your resolution; for your nature will compel you.

swabhaavajena kaunteya nibaddhah swena karmanaa
kartum necchasi yanmohaat karishasyavasho'pi tat // 18.60 //

O Kaunteya, bound by your own karma (action), born of your own nature, that which from delusion you wish not to do, even that you shall do helplessly against your will.

Sri Krishna tells Arjuna that if he is under the impression that he would not fight due to self-importance, self-conceit and the temporary illusion of escapism, it would merely be an exercise in futility because being a Kshatriya, his Rajasic temperament will dominate and force him to fight.

The Lord continues that in spite of his determination not to wage war Arjuna will be compelled to fight by the power of his own nature ordered by his Karma or vasanas existing in him at that moment. This is the law of life.

eeshwarah sarvabhootaanaam hriddeshe'jrjuna tishthati
bhraamayan sarvabhootaani yantraaroodhaani maayayaa // 18.61 //

The Lord dwells in the hearts of all beings, O Arjuna, causing all beings, by His illusive power, to revolve, as if caught in a machine.

The relations of our inborn nature and its fateful compulsion are regulated by the Divine who dwells in our hearts and guides our development. The power that determines events is not a blind, unthinking will which we call fate or destiny. The Spirit that rules the cosmos, The Lord who presides over the evolution of the cosmic plan, is seated in the heart of every being and will not let him rest.

The Supreme is the inmost self of our existence. All life is a movement of the rhythm of His life and our powers and acts are all derived from Him. If, in our ignorance, we forget this deepest truth, the truth will not alter. If we live consciously in His truth, we will resign all actions to God and escape from our ego. If we do not, even then the truth will prevail. Sooner or later we will yield to the purpose of The Lord. The Supreme desires our free co-operation. When we become the media for the light of God, He uses us for His work.

As puppets are moved by a string-puller seated behind the scene, so also the created beings move and act on the stage of the world under the control of the Lord seated in the hearts of all. Compare this with 9.10.
tameva sharanam gaccha sarvabhaavena bhaarata

tatprsaadaatparaam shaantim sthaanam praapsyasi shaashwatam // 18.62 //

Take refuge in Him alone with all your soul, O Bharata. By His grace you will gain Supreme Peace and the Everlasting abode.

We must be conscious of the Divine on all the planes of our existence. Arjuna is called upon to understand the will of God and do his duty. He must change the whole orientation of his being; give up self-conceit, for all creatures are under the control of the Supreme Lord. He must put himself at the service of the Supreme. His illusion will then be dispelled; the bond of cause and consequence will be broken. He will attain shadowless light, perfect harmony and Supreme Blessedness.

iti te jnaanamaakhyaatam guhyaad guhyataram mayaa vimrishyaitadasheshena yathecchasi tathaa kuru // 18.63 //

Thus has the wisdom more profound than all profundities been declared to you by Me. Reflect on it fully, and then do as you choose.

This verse can be considered as the conclusion of The Lord's discourses to Arjuna in the battlefield of Kurukshetra. Sri Krishna says that he has declared to Arjuna (through him to the entire humanity) all the essential features of the right way of living and its noble endeavors for which there is nothing more to add.

This knowledge is more secret than all the secrets because it is not easy for one to understand the Gita way of life and its vision of the goal in all their implications unless one is initiated into them. Even the very sharp intellect will fail to feel the presence of the subtle, eternal and infinite Self. Sri Krishna advises Arjuna to think and reflect over what all He had declared and thereafter take such decision as he thinks proper without blindly accepting what has been told to him. Teaching is not indoctrination. Thus The Lord leaves the decision to act and lead a higher life to Arjuna's own free and sweet choice after considering all the points brought to his notice.

There is no compulsion involved and free choice is the characteristic of Hinduism as the human personality cannot grow morally and ethically through coercion. The Supreme does not impose His command; we are free at any moment to reject or accept the Divine call. The integral surrender should be made with the fullest consent of the seeker. God does not do the climbing for us but supports us whenever we stumble, comfort us when we fall. He is prepared to wait till we turn to Him. Thus The Lord's approach is counseling but not commanding. The scriptures serve the purpose of telling man what he should do and what he should not. It is up to man himself to choose the right and to reject the wrong.

Next time we will proceed from the Verse 18.64
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Thus Sri Krishna helps out Arjuna, indicating what is good for him ie, to rise above this world of perception, emotion and thought and reach the Supreme Being. The lord assures his teaching will liberate his devotees. The Lord emphasizes the importance of communicating His message to mankind thereby both the teacher and the taught will evolve spiritually. Free from delusion, with faith and dedicated effort they would reach the ultimate state of Enlightenment.

Arjuna understands Sri Krishna's message and decides to pursue the higher objectives enunciated by the Lord. Sanjaya glorifies Sri Krishna and His wonderful dialogue. Sanjaya is in ecstasy having heard the wonderful dialogue between Lord Krishna and Arjuna.

He bows in gratitude to Vyasa whose grace enabled him to hear the holy dialogue. He pronounces to King Dhritarashtra his immense joy beholding the divine form of Krishna and remembering His great message over and over again. Finally, he declares that the Lord's firm principles will bless this world with success, prosperity and peace.

The Text

FINAL APPEAL

sarva guhyatamam bhooyah shrinu me paramam vachah
ishto'si me dhridhamiti tato vakshyaami te hitam // 18.64 //

Listen again My supreme word, most secret of all; because you are dearly beloved of Me, I will tell you what is good for you.

Although Arjuna was given a free choice to make his independent decision he gave an impression that still some doubts and misgivings were lurking in his mind. Therefore Sri Krishna tells Arjuna that He will again confide in him the profoundest wisdom, the supreme secret because he is His dearest friend. This secret is revealed in the following two verses.

manmanaa bhava madbhakto madyaajee maam namaskuru
maamevi'ishyasi satyam te pratijaane priyo'si me // 18.65 //

Fix your mind on Me, be devoted to Me, worship to Me, bow down to Me, you shall even come to Me ; truly this is my pledge to you, for you are dear to Me.
Sri Krishna repeats the salient features of the philosophy of the Gita for the benefit of Arjuna and through him for all of us.

The Lord lays down four conditions for the success of a seeker. To the one in whom these are present an assurance of reaching Him is given. In order to avoid anybody taking His words lightly He adds that this is His true promise and specifically conveys this secret to Arjuna because he is dear to Him and The Lord loves him.

These conditions are:

¾ Fix the mind on The Lord, ever remembering Him.
¾ Regard Him as the sole refuge.
¾ Ever devotedly identify with Him through the process of performing selfless activities and
¾ Dedicate them to Him in an attitude of reverence and sacrifice.

The ultimate mystery, the supreme teaching with which The Lord wound up Chapter 9.34 is repeated here. Thought, worship, sacrifice and reverence, all must be directed to The Lord. We must surrender ourselves to God. Our spiritual life depends as much on our going to Him, as on His coming to us. It is not only our ascent to God but His descent to man. He is waiting only for our trustful appeal to Him.

sarva dharmaan parityajya maamekam sharanam vraja

aham twaa sarvapaapebhyo mokshayishyaami maa shuchah // 18.66 //

Abandoning all Dharmas (of the body, mind and intellect), take refuge in Me alone; I will liberate you from all sins, do not grieve.

This is the noblest of all the verses in the Gita having brilliant import and yet this is the most controversial. Philosophers, translators, reviewers, critics and commentators have put forward several interpretations of this verse each maintaining their own point of view.

To Sri Ramanuja, this is the final verse (Charama-Shloka) of the whole Gita.

It is the answer given by The Lord to the question put by Arjuna in Chapter 2.7 – 'My heart is overpowered by the taint of pity, my mind is confused as to duty. I ask you. Tell me decisively what is good for me, I am your disciple. Instruct me who has taken refuge in You'.

Leaving aside all these divergent opinions we can understand this verse as follows.

This essential property of a substance is called its Dharma. Therefore, the "essential Dharma" of man is the Divine Spark of Existence, the Infinite Lord, and the Atman. With this understanding of the term Dharma, we can appreciate that it differs from mere ethical and moral rules of conduct, all duties in life, all duties towards relations, friends, community, nation and the world, all our obligations to our environment, all our affections, reverence, charity, and sense of goodwill etc. Thus to live truly as the Atman,
and to express Its Infinite Perfection through all our actions and in all our contacts with the outer world is to rediscover our Dharma.

In this Verse, the Lord wants us to accomplish three distinct adjustments in our inner personality. They are: (1) Renounce all Dharmas through meditation; (2) surrender to My refuge alone; and while in the state of meditation, (3) stop all worries. And as a reward He promises: “I shall release you from all sins”. This is a promise given to all mankind.

Abandoning all dharma (Sarva-Dharman Parityajya) - As a mortal, finite ego, the seeker is living with the Dharmas of his body, mind and intellect, and exists in life as a mere perceiver, feeler, and thinker. The perceiver-feeler-thinker personality in us is the "individuality" which expresses itself as the "ego." These are not our 'essential' Dharmas. And since these are the 'non-essentials,' "renouncing all dharmas" means "ending the ego." "To renounce" therefore means "not to allow ourselves to fall again and again into this state of identification with the outer envelopments of matter around us". Extrovert tendencies of the mind are to be renounced. "Develop introspection diligently" is the deep suggestion in the phrase "renouncing all dharmas."

Come to me alone for shelter (Mam-ekam Sharanam Vraja) - Self-withdrawal from our extrovert nature will be impossible unless the mind is given a positive method of developing its introvert attention. By single-pointed, steady contemplation upon Me, the Self, which is the One-without-a-second, we can successfully accomplish our total withdrawal from the misinterpreting equipments of the body, mind and intellect. Lord Krishna commands His devotees to come to His shelter whereby they can accomplish the renunciation of all their false identifications.

I shall release you from all sins (aham twaa sarvapaapebhyo mokshayishyaami) - That which brings about agitations and causes dissipation of the energies is called "sin". The actions themselves can leave their "foot prints" upon the mental stuff, and these marks are called vasanas. To erase all vasanas completely is to stop all thoughts - the total cessation of thought-flow viz. "mind". Transcending the mind-intellect-equipment is to reach the plane of Pure Consciousness, the Krishna-Reality.

Be not grieved (Maa shuchah) - When both the above conditions are accomplished, the seeker reaches a state of tranquility in meditation. Lord Krishna wants the seeker to renounce all his "anxieties to realize." Even a desire to realize is a disturbing thought that can obstruct the final achievement. Arjuna was perturbed by the various duties, ritualistic and ethical, that the war will result in the confusion of castes and indifference to the ancestors as well as in the violation of sacred duties of reverence for the teachers etc. Sri Krishna tells him not to worry about these laws and usages, but to trust Him and bow down to His will. If he consecrates his life, actions, feelings and thoughts, and surrenders himself to God, He will guide him through the battle of life and he need have no tears or fears. Surrender is the only way to self-transcendence. This is the Lord's assurance to all humanity.
The stanza is important inasmuch as it is one of the most powerfully worded verses in the Gita wherein the Lord undertakes to do something helpful for the seeker in case he is ready to obliterate his ego and put forth his best efforts.

“We should willingly yield to His pressure, completely surrender to His will and take shelter in His love. If we destroy confidence in our ego and replace it by perfect confidence in God, He will save us. He asks us of total self-giving and gives in return the power of the Spirit which changes every situation.

When we turn to Him and let Him fill our whole being, our responsibility ceases. He deals with us and leads us beyond all sorrow. It is an unreserved surrender to the Supreme who takes us up and raises to our utmost possible perfection. Though the Lord conducts the world according to the fixed laws and expects us to conform to the law of right action based on our nature and station in life, if we take shelter in Him, we transcend all these. A seemingly outer help must come to man, for his soul cannot deliver itself from the trap in which it is caught by his own effort”. Dr.S.Radakrishnan.

The teachings of the Gita are concluded here.

HOW TO FOLLOW THE DOCTRINE?

idam te naatapaskaaya naabhaktaaya kadaachana
na chaashushrooshave vaachyam na cha maam yo'bhyasooyati // 18.67 //

This is never to be spoken by you to one who is devoid of austerities or devotion, nor to one who does not render service, or who does not desire to listen, nor to one who talks ill of Me.

Having elaborated the entire doctrine of Gita and re-stated its philosophy, Sri Krishna prescribes the rule that should be followed for imparting this knowledge to others. The Lord enumerates the necessary qualifications which are in the nature of adjustments in the inner personality that are necessary for a sincere student of the Gita.

In other words the following types of people cannot be benefited by the study of Gita.

¾ Those who do not live an austere life ie those who do not have control over their body and mind.
¾ Those who do not have any devotion ie those who do not have any capacity to identify themselves with the ideal that they want to reach.
¾ Those who do not render service, ie those who are not able to serve others and who are selfish having no sympathy for others and
¾ Those who criticize The Lord ie those who do not have any respect or desire even to listen the philosophy of Gita.

Only those who are disciplined, loving and have a desire to serve are capable of understanding the message; others may listen to it and abuse it.
ya imam paramam guhyam madbhakteshwabhidhaasyati

bhaktim mayi paraam kritwaa maamevaishyatasamshayah // 18.68 //

He who with the highest devotion to Me will teach this supreme secret to My devotees, shall doubtless come to Me.

na cha tasmaanmanushyeshu kashchinme priyakrittamah
bhavitaa na cha me tasmaadanyah priyataro bhuvi // 18.69 //

There is none among men who does dearer service to Me than he; nor shall there be another on earth dearer to Me.

It is an Upanishadic commandment that not only one should study the scripture himself but must pass on the benefit of such knowledge to others in the society according to the best of his ability. If the knowledge is not so conveyed to others there cannot be any mobility of intelligence or fluidity of inspiration in him.

Sri Krishna promises the highest reward of reaching Him to the one who is capable of conveying the truths of Gita to others. The Lord also suggests that such a teacher who spreads the knowledge of Gita is dearest to His heart as there is none equal to him in the world either at present or in times to come. Sri Krishna says that there can be none else more dearly to Him than such a preacher for he is doing the greatest service to Him by earnestly and devotedly trying to spread the immortal principles expounded in the Gita.

It is not necessary that one should become first a master of the entire Gita. Whatever one has understood one must immediately learn to give it out to those ignorant of even that much.

The great ones who have crossed the ocean of Samsara and help others to cross are the dearest to The Lord. More important than this is that one must honestly try to live the eternal principles of the Gita in one’s own life so that he becomes eligible to be the dearest to The Lord.

adhyeshyate cha ya imam dharmyam samvaadamaavayoh
jnaanayajnena tenaaham ishtah syaamiti me matih // 18.70 //

And he who studies this sacred dialogue of ours, by him I would be worshipped through the Yajna of Knowledge; such is My conviction.

After glorifying the teachers who spread the wisdom of Gita, even those who study this sacred text are applauded. The philosophy of life as given out in Gita in the form of a dialogue between Sri Krishna, the Infinite and Arjuna, the Finite Man, will attract a student to its profundity and transform him to the highest through what The Lord calls as Gyan Yagna.
Just like the Fire God is invoked in a sacrifice and then oblations are offered into it, the study of Gita and regular contemplation on its significance ignites the Fire of knowledge in the student into which he offers his own false values and negative tendencies as oblations. This is what is implied in the phrase Gyan Yagna. Sri Krishna says that such students are the greatest devotees of the Infinite.

\[ shraddhaavaan anasooyashcha shrinuyaadapi yo narah \]
\[ so’pi muktaah shubhaamlokaan praapnuaat punyakarmanaaam // 18.71 // \]

Even the man who listens to it with faith and without malice, he too, being liberated, shall attain to the happy worlds of the righteous.

The Lord suggests that even listening to the Gita discourses is immensely useful. Sri Krishna indicates two conditions by fulfilling which alone one can gain the maximum joy and perfection out of the discourses on Gita viz.

\[ \frac{3}{4} \] Full Faith: One should have the capacity to discover, understand and live upto the ideals contained in the subtle meanings of the spiritual declarations and

\[ \frac{3}{4} \] Free from Malice: One should not have any prejudice against the very philosophy of Gita; otherwise its teachings will never appeal to the listener.

To the extent we learn and live the principles of right living as propounded in the Gita, to that extent we can live a life of achievement.

\[ kacchidetacchrutam paarthaa twayaikaagrena chetasaa kacchid \]
\[ ajnaanasammohah pranashtaste dhananjaya // 18.72 // \]

Has this been heard by you, O Partha, with an attentive mind? Has the delusion caused by your ignorance been dispelled, O Dhananjaya?

Sri Krishna enquires Arjuna whether he has understood what has been expounded by Him all along and whether his distraction of thought, caused by false values and judgment of affairs, has been dispelled. The implication is to hear from Arjuna to what extent these discourses benefited him.

CONCLUSION

\[ arjuna uvaacha \]
\[ nashto mohah smritirlabdhaa twatprasadaaanmayaachyuta \]
\[ sthito'smi gata sandehah karishye vachanam tava // 18.73 // \]

Arjuna said

Destroyed is my delusion, as I have gained my memory (knowledge) through your grace, O Achyuta. I stand firm with my doubts dispelled. I shall act according to your word.

Arjuna confesses that his confusions have ended as if he were woken up from a state of unconsciousness. This statement of Arjuna is not a mere meek acceptance of the arguments of Sri Krishna.
It is an affirmation of re-gaining and re-cognizing his own real nature on account of the awakening of the hero in him as well as his confirmation that the neurosis which conquered his mental make up temporarily has vanished. The awakening of wisdom is the end of ignorance. In this state all vacillations of the mind, doubts and despairs, dejections and hesitations, fears and weaknesses disappear.

With such a rejuvenated mind Arjuna declares that he will do according to the word of The Lord who is nothing but Pure Existence. This is the surrendering of oneself to one's own inner personality. To surrender oneself and declare that he would do The Lord's bidding is the beginning and the end of all spiritual life. There is no more sense of separate existence for the declarer apart from the Godhead. This evolution means shedding of all pretences and evasions.

“Arjuna turns to his appointed action, not with an egoistic mind but with Self-Knowledge. His illusions are destroyed, his doubts are dispelled. The chosen instrument of God takes up the duty set before it by The Lord of the world. He will now do God's bidding. He realizes that He made us for His ends, not our own. Arjuna had the onset of temptation and won his way to a liberating victory. He now feels that he will fulfill the command of The Lord. It is our duty to live in the spirit of this verse and remember that we seek not our own will but the will of Him who sent us. To will what God wills is the secret of Divine Life”. Dr.S.RadhaKrishnan.

When Arjuna uttered the words “karishye vachanam tava” (“thy will be done” as a Westerner would say) he gave up his separate existence and identified himself with the work of the Lord. This evolution means a great shedding of all pretences, assumptions and evasions. It is a kind of *vastrapaharana*, a stripping-off of the mind and intellect.

**sanjaya uvaacha**

*ityaham vaasudevasya paarthasya cha mahaatmanah*

*sanvaadam imam ashrausham adbhutam romahrshanam // 18.74 //*

Sanjaya said

*Thus have I heard this wonderful dialogue between Vaasudeva and the high-souled Partha causing my hair to stand on end.*

Earlier, Arjuna proclaimed that he will not fight and became despondent. It is the same Arjuna now entirely revived who declared that all his doubts were cleared and he shall abide by ‘His Will’. Thus the Arjuna disease has been cured by the Krishna Therapy.

Sanjaya concludes his running commentary in the last five verses of the Gita. They contain his expressions of the glory of the Gita, the revival of Arjuna, his own reaction as he listened to the dialogue between The Lord and Arjuna and the affirmation of his faith in the true culture of the Hindus.

The conversation between Vaasudeva and Arjuna is a dialogue between the `Higher' and the `Lower' in man. It is between the Spirit and the Matter.
Vaasudeva is a symbolism that stands for the Consciousness that illumines the concept of time projected by the intellect of man. Vaasudeva is the Atma, the Self. Partha represents the matter. The act of understanding oneself as the matter vesture is the art of unveiling the Infinite through the finite, the technique of which is the theme of the Gita.

Sanjaya describes the philosophy of the Gita so far heard by him as marvelous and wonderful because it revealed the real personality of Arjuna. Arjuna is referred as high souled because of his great achievement in understanding the philosophy of the Gita and shedding all his confusions which is something worthy of appreciation. This is also a warning to Dhritarashtra about the consequences of war with the rejuvenated Arjuna.

vyasaaprasaadaaacchhrutavaan etad guhyamaham param
yogam yogeshwaraat krishnaat saakshaat kathayatah swayam // 18.75 //

Through the grace of Vyasa, I heard this supreme and most secret Yoga taught by Krishna Himself, the Lord of Yoga, in person.

In this verse Sanjaya expresses his gratitude to Sage Veda Vyasa who had given him the special faculty to see and hear from a distance all that transpired in the battlefield of Kurukshetra so that he might report the events to the blind king, Dhritarashtra.

He terms what had been heard by him from Sri Krishna as the supreme and the most profound Yoga. His joy is more due to his hearing the philosophy of Gita directly from the Lord than listening to the discourse itself and hence Sri Krishna is referred to as the Lord of all Yogas. This is also an indirect reminder to the blind king about the futility of war with Pandavas.

raajan samsritya samsritya samvaadanimam abdhatam
keshavaarjunayoh punyam hrishyaami cha mhumuhuh // 18.76 //

O King, as I recall again and again this wonderful and holy dialogue between Kesava and Arjuna, I am thrilled with joy again and again!

Sanjaya describes the deep impression created in his mind by listening to the Gita Philosophy. He says the discourse between Sri Krishna and Arjuna - between God and Man, between the Perfect and the Imperfect, between the Higher and the Lower - is at once wonderful and holy. The response in Sanjaya is so powerful that he says it had given him the utmost thrill of joy again and again.

The implication is that the Gita should be studied and reflected upon continuously until we are re-educated in the way of life as expounded in It. The reward for such a study is to know the very purpose of our existence and to activate the power in us to tackle intelligently the chaotic happenings around us.

taccha samsritya samsritya roopamatyadbhutam hareh vismaya
me mahaan raajan hrishyaami cha punah punah // 18.77 //
And as often as I recall that most wonderful form of Hari, great is my astonishment, O King! And I thrill with joy again and again!

Sanjaya confesses that he had been enchanted not only by the philosophy of the Gita but also even by the memory of The Lord's magnificent form as the total manifested Universe.

The dialogue of Sri Krishna and Arjuna and the fact of God are not philosophical propositions but are spiritual facts. We do not learn their meaning by simply recounting them but by dwelling upon them in a spirit of prayer and meditation.

**yatras yogeswarah krishno yatra paartho dhanurdharah**

**tatra shreevijayo bhootirdhruvaa neetirmatirmama // 18.78 //**

Wherever there is Krishna, The Lord of Yoga and wherever there is Partha, the Archer, I think, there will surely be prosperity, victory, welfare and morality.

In this concluding verse of the Song Divine Sanjaya summarizes the assessment of his total experience of hearing the conversation between Sri Krishna and Arjuna.

Sri Krishna, The Lord of Yoga - All through the Gita Sri Krishna represented the Self, the Atman, the substratum upon which everything happens. He can be invoked within us by means of any one of the techniques of Yoga taught in the Gita.

Arjuna, ready with the bow - Partha represents in the Gita a confused, limited, ordinary mortal with all his weaknesses, agitations, fears and pairs of opposites. When he has thrown out his instruments of action ie bow and arrows, there can be no hope of success or prosperity for him. But when he is ready with his bow he is prepared and willing to use his faculties to face the challenges of life.

Taken these two together - Sri Krishna, the Yogeswara and Arjuna, the Dhanurdhara - they symbolize a way of life wherein man, with the spiritual understanding, gets ready to face the battle of life. For him success is assured.

The teaching of the Gita is Yoga and the teacher is Yogeswara. When the human soul becomes enlightened and united with the divine, fortune and victory, welfare and morality are assured.

Today's confusions and conflicts in society and man's helplessness against the flood of events, in spite of his achievements in science and mastery over matter, is due to his failure to invoke the Yogeswara in him. A happy blending of the sacred and the secular is what is advised in the Gita as a policy for right living.

Sage Veda Vyasa visualizes a world order in which man pursues a way of life in which the spiritual and material values are well balanced. Material prosperity without inner
peace is savagery while spirituality without material well being is madness. Spiritual vision and social service should go together.

The double purpose of human life, personal perfection and social efficiency is indicated here. Human perfection is a kind of marriage between high thought and just action where the priesthood and the kingship move together. This, according to the Gita, must be, for ever, the aim of man.

This last Chapter of the Gita is called `The Yoga of Liberation by Renunciation' because to renounce false values in us is at once to rediscover the Divine nature in each one of us which is the essential heritage of man. To discard the animal in us (Sannyasa) is the Liberation (Moksha) of the Divine in us.

\textit{om tat sat iti srimadbhagavatadeetaasu upanishatsu brahma vidyaayaam yogashaastre sri krishnaarjuna samvaade moksha sannyaasa yogo naama ashtaadasho'dhyaayah} \| 

Thus in the Upanishads of the glorious Bhagavad Gita, the science of the Eternal, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the eighteenth discourse entitled The Yoga of Liberation by Renunciation.

Concepts and Issues

This is the last and the longest Chapter dealing with renunciation and liberation concluding the whole discourse.

Every action has five causes and it is foolish to consider the Atman, the Self, as the doer. One who does actions without the sense of doership and with an untainted mind is never bound by them.

There is nothing in the three worlds that is not free from the effect of these gunas.

Swabhava or inborn nature determines one's own duties. By worshipping The Lord through devoted performance of one's duties, one can attain spiritual perfection. That is why one should never forsake one's duties even if they appear to be imperfect or defective.

One, who has controlled his body, speech and mind, lives in a secluded place and practises meditation on the Self, will become fit to attain the state of Brahman. Such a one, able to see the same Lord in all, obtains intense devotion to Sri Krishna. Through such devotion he understands Him and enters into Him.

Now Sri Krishna assures Arjuna that by doing all actions and offering them unto Him he will attain the eternal abode, after having crossed over all the difficulties. In case he does not listen to this advice, he will perish. It is egoism that is prompting Arjuna to say that
he will not fight. However, his very nature as a kshatriya will force him to fight, falsifying his resolve.

Sri Krishna declared to Arjuna that he might do as he pleased after pondering over what all He said. He urges him to be totally devoted and dedicated to Him by renouncing all Dharmas and He, the Supreme Lord, will free him from all sorrows and take care of him.

The discourse ends with an advice that this sacred knowledge should not be given to unworthy persons bereft of austerity and devotion, but only to those endowed with devotion to The Lord. Even the study of this discourse endears one to him.

Sanjaya confesses his great joy for having heard this wonderful discourse directly from Sri Krishna and seen His Cosmic Form. He declared that wherever there is Sri Krishna, the Yogeswara, the Lord of the Yoga and Arjuna, the Dhanurdhara, the wielder of the bow, success, wealth and eternal good will accrue.

Live as the Gita Teaches You to Live

Sri Krishna has laid down in very clear terms the Rules of the Game of Life in the following three verses of this Chapter. The final response of Arjuna in Verse 18.73 to Sri Krishna's advice is equally a pole-star for all of us to follow. It is for us to take advantage of the light or continue to fumble about in darkness.

**tameva sharanam gaccha sarvabhaavena bhaarata**

**tatprsaadaatparaam shaantim sthaanam praapsyasi shaashwatam // 18.62 //</ref>

Take refuge in Him alone with all your soul, O Bharata. By His grace you will gain Supreme Peace and the Everlasting abode.

**manmanaa bhava madbhakto madyaajee maam namaskuru maamevai'shyasi satyam te pratijaane priyo'si me // 18.65 //</ref>

Fix your mind on Me, be devoted to Me, worship to Me, bow down to Me, you shall even come to Me; truly this is my pledge to you, for you are dear to Me.

**sarva dhharmaan parityajya maamekam sharanam vraja**

**aham twaa sarvapaapebhyo mokshayishyaami maa shuchah // 18.66 //</ref>

Abandoning all Dharmas (of the body, mind and intellect), take refuge in Me alone; I will liberate you from all sins, do not grieve.

Points to Ponder

1. What is the difference between Sannyasa and Tyaga?

2. What are the five factors in the accomplishment of an action?

3. What are the essential factors for realising the Self?
4. Write short notes on:

¾ Knower, Known and Knowledge
¾ Three kinds of Jnaanam, Karma, Doer, Buddhi, Dhriti, Sukha
¾ Fourfold classification of society

Finale:

The Bhagavad Gita is one of the most translated religious classics of the world. The beauty and the sublimity of the work, its eternal relevance to the problem of human life and its universal approach that helps us view the whole of creation as one must have been the inspiration behind the many scholars to undertake the task of translating and interpreting it as a labor of love.

Though Gita forms part of the great epic Mahabharata it can as well stand on its own as an independent work. Notwithstanding the fact that Gita was taught on the battlefield of Kurukshetra urging Arjuna to fight, it has nothing to do with war or bloodshed, but only with discharging one's sacred duties of life, however unpleasant they may be.

Though given by Sri Krishna to Arjuna several centuries ago its declarations like 'Remember Me and fight' (8.7) can help and inspire anyone of us, torn between the problems in life, even now. The principle of unity in multiplicity as indicated by the Cosmic Form (11.9-13) and the underlying Divinity as taught in 7.7 helps us to cultivate a holistic approach to the whole universe of which the planet earth is only a small part.

If the Mahabharata is an encyclopedia of Hindu religion and culture, Srimad Bhagavad Gita is its essence. It is, therefore, no wonder that Hindu tradition compares the Mahabharata to a lamp and the Gita to the light in it.

Gita Mahatmyam:

Greatness of the Bhagavad Gita
(It is customary to read this at the end of the day's Gita study)

The greatness of Gita is described in the Varaha Purana. Bhagavan Vishnu Himself says therein that if one is devoted to the constant practice of the Gita he would be happy in this very world in spite of his Prarabdha Karma. No evil, however great, can affect him who meditates on Gita; he will be like the lotus leaf untouched by the water.

Where there is a book of Gita, where it is studied, they are all holy places - in fact they are Prayaga and similar other places where Devas, Rishis, Yogis, etc. reside.

Where Gita is read, help comes forthwith. Where Gita is discussed, recited, taught or heard, there Sri Bhagavan Vishnu Himself invariably resides without any doubt. Gita is The Lord's abode standing on whose wisdom He maintains the three worlds.

The Gita is His Supreme Knowledge. It is inseparable from Brahma - this Knowledge is Absolute, Imperishable, Eternal, and the Essence of His Inexpressible State. It is the
Knowledge encompassing the whole of the three Vedas, supremely blissful and consisting of the realization of the true nature of the Self.

The one who recites Gita daily either wholly or partly acquires merit or attains the highest plane of human evolution. By practicing the Gita, he attains the supreme Mukti. Even a dying man uttering the word "Gita" attains the life's goal. Even the one who hears the meaning of the Gita is freed from sin. He who meditates on the meaning of Gita is regarded as Jivanmukta and after the destruction of his body he attains the highest plane of knowledge.

Finishing the reading of Gita without reading its Mahatmya as declared in the Varaha Purana is an exercise in futility and a wasted labor. On the other hand he who studies Gita followed by the reading of its Mahatmya obtains the fruit stated herein and reaches that goal which is difficult to attain.

Sage Suta confirms that he who after having finished the reading of Gita studies this eternal greatness of Gita will obtain the fruit described therein.

Thus ends in the Varaha Purana the discourse entitled The Greatness of the Gita

Note: Leaving aside the poetic liberty, it may be construed from the above that the one who assimilates the teachings of the Gita as "A User's Manual for Every Day Living" in his practical life is an embodiment of the Gita itself. He would be a true Jnani, a Jivanmukta.

om poornamadah poonamidam poornashya poornamadaha yo poornasya poornamadah
poornamaadaaya poornamevaa vasishyate  Om Shantih Shantih Shantih ||

That is infinite; this is infinite; from that infinite this infinite comes.

From that infinite, this infinite removed or added, Infinite remains infinite.

Brahman is limitless, infinite number of universes come out from and go into the Infinite Brahman; yet Brahman remains unchanged.
A Few Words of Gratitude and Prayer

By the grace of Bhagavan Sri Krishna, during the past one year, through a series of 38 parts we have studied with reverence, understanding and appreciation, the Divine Song Srimad Bhagavad Gita in its entirety all of which together communicate the very essence of knowledge, the Knowledge by knowing which everything else becomes known.

The seeds for this undertaking were sown by Shri Dwai, Shri Partha of www.medhjournal.com and Shri Sanjeev Nayyar of www.esamskriti.com. Manasi of Dimakh Consultants has painstakingly uploaded all the articles in just the way I would like it to be.

During the course of the sprouting and growing of the project, it has been effectively nurtured by the enlightened comments and appreciative response from a wide spectrum of the dedicated readers spread across the Globe. But for these strong foundations I am sure I would not have been able to see this humble effort reach its logical culmination. I bow myself with all humility before all these great souls who have made this endeavor possible.

In a work of this type there is bound to be some errors of omission and commission for which I am solely responsible and for which I seek pardon of the informed readers. If despite such shortcomings, the work has been found helpful the entire credit should go to Sage Veda Vyasa, the author of the Gita and Adi Sankaracharya who brought it out of the dark corners of the Mahabharata.

If the Bhagvad Gita can be called Madhura Gitam (Sweet Song), then its singer is Madhura Murthy (Sweetness Personified). Hence let us pray to that Lord of Sweetness through the popular poem Madhurashtakam by Shri Vallabhacharya and draw the curtains down.

Madhurashtakam, written in melodious lyrical Sanskrit, is easy to understand and rhythmic to recite. Ashtakam means a poem with eight stanzas. Madhurashtakam uses just one adjective, "madhuram", meaning sweet or beautiful etc., to describe the lovely attributes of Bhagavan Sri Krishna who is depicted as the master of Sweetness and Sweetness personified as also the Lord of Mathura (meaning both as a city and sweetness).

The Poem Madhurashtakam

adharam madhuram vadanam madhuram
nayanam madhuram hasitam madhuram
hrdayam madhuram gamanam madhuram
madhuradi-pater akhilam madhuram

“His lips are sweet, His face is sweet. His eyes are sweet, His smile is sweet. His heart is sweet, His walk is sweet. Everything is sweet about the Lord of sweetness.” (1)
vacanam madhuram caritam madhuram
vasanam madhuram valitam madhuram
calitam madhuram bhramitam madhuram
madhuradi-pater akhilam madhuram

“His words are sweet, His character is sweet. His garments are sweet, His navel is sweet. His movement is sweet, His wanderings are sweet. Everything is sweet about the Lord of sweetness.” (2)

venur madhuro renur madhurah
panir-madhurah padau madhurau
nrtyam madhuram sakhyam madhuram
madhuradi-pater akhilam madhuram

“His flute is sweet, His dust is sweet. His hands are sweet, His feet are sweet. His dancing is sweet, His friendship is sweet. Everything is sweet about the Lord of sweetness.” (3)

gitam madhuram pitam madhuram
bhuktam madhuram suptam madhuram
rupam madhuram tilakam madhuram
madhuradi-pater akhilam madhuram

“His singing is sweet, His yellow dress is sweet. His eating is sweet, His sleeping is sweet. His form is sweet, His tilaka is sweet. Everything is sweet about the Lord of sweetness.” (4)

karanam madhuram taranam madhuram
haranam madhuram ramanam madhuram
vamitam madhuram samitam madhuram
madhuradi-pater akhilam madhuram

“His activities are sweet, His liberation is sweet. His theiving is sweet, His loving sports are sweet. His offerings are sweet, His peacefulness is sweet. Everything is sweet about the Lord of sweetness.” (5)

gunja madhura mala madhura
yamuna madhura vici madhura
salilam madhuram kamalam madhuram
madhuradi-pater akhilam madhuram

“His gunja-mala is sweet; His flower-garland is sweet. Is Yamuna is sweet, His ripples are sweet. His water is sweet, His lotuses are sweet. Everything is sweet about the Lord of sweetness.” (6)
gopi madhura lila madhura

yuktam madhuram bhuktam madhuram
hrstam madhuram sistam madhuram
madhuradi-pater akhilam madhuram

“His Gopis are sweet, His pastimes are sweet. His meeting is sweet, His food is sweet. His happiness is sweet, His etiquette is sweet. Everything is sweet about the Lord of sweetness.” (7)

gopa madhura gavo madhura

sastir madhura srstir madhura
dalitam madhuram phalitam madhuram
madhuradi-pater akhilam madhuram

“His cowherd boys are sweet, His cows are sweet. His herding-stick is sweet, His creation is sweet. His trampling is sweet; His fruitfulness is sweet. Everything is sweet about the Lord of sweetness.” (8)

Harih Om Tat Sat
Sarve janaa sukhino bhavanthu

Nagpur, Saturday, 9th July, 2011